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PREFATORY NOTE

'III. Heptilia :nnl Katnidiia form tin- subjects of this volume. Tin-

Hepoits of the I'nited States Commission of Fish and Fisheries, and the

various Bulletins and Pa|*'i>i of tin- National Museum and Smithsonian

Institution, have IHHMI of equal iin|>ortaiice in afToniin^ the motit rw- nt

facts and views touching Aini-rii-an /oology.

\'<>r the use of tin- contents of these works we acknowli^lK*' the courtesy of the

Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution.

The Fishes and Invertebrate^ are ratalo^ued and d'-<iil-d very fully in the

above-mentioned ]ml)lication.H, all of which are accessible to students or those desiring

further technical knowledge, but their i-oiitents are too voluminous to be fairly

ntili/ed in this volume.

J. B. H.

279
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OUR LIVING WORLD.

REPTILES.
'HE remarkable beings which are classed together under the general title of

REPTILES, or creeping animals, are spread o\. -r those portiona of the globe
where the climate is tolerably warm, and an- found in the greatest profu*jon
under the hotter latitudes. Impatient of cold, though capable of sustaining a

temperature of such freezing chilliness that an\ <.f tin- higher animal- would

perish under its severity, and for the most |irt U-in^ liners of wet and swampy
situations, the Reptiles swarm within the regions near the equator, and in the

rivers or vast morasses of the tropical countries the v*-r\ soil apj>ears to teem with their

stnmire and varied forms. Indeed, the number of Reptiles to be found in any countrv is

roughly indicated by the parallels of latitude, the lands near the equator leing the most

prolific in these creatures, and containing fewer as they recede towards the poles.
Some Reptiles inhabit the dry and burning deserts ; but the generality of these creatures

art- --mi aquatic in their habits, are fitted by their structure for progression on land or in

water, and an- able to jia-s a considerable tinu- l>elow the surface without requiring to

breath.-.

This capacity is mostly the result of the manner in which the circulation and aeration
of their blood is eflWt-d.

As has been shown in the two volumes on Mammalia and Birds tin* h-nrt in these animals
is divided into a double set of compartments, technically termed auric]** and ventricles, each
set having no direct communication with the other. In the Reptiles, however, this structure

is considerably modified, the arterial and venous blood finding a communication either within

or just outside the two ventricals, so that the blood is never so perfectly aerated as In the

higher animals. The blood is consequently much colder than in the creatures when- the

..'en obtains a fr.-er access to its particles.

In consequence of this organization the whole character of the Keptiles is widely different

from that of the higher animals. Mull sluggishness seems to be the general diameter of a

Reptile, for though there are some species which whisk about with lightning speed, and others,

especially the larger lizards, can be lashed into a state of t. -rriti.- frenzy by lore, rage, or

hunger, their ordinary mov.-m.-nts an- inert, their gestures exj-n n<> f.i-ling, and their eyes,

though bright, are stony, cold, and passionless. Their mode of feeding accords with the

p-ii'-i-il habits of their bodies, ami tin- process of digestion is jeculuirly slow.

Most of the Reptiles possess four legs, but are not supported wholly uj-'ii them, th.-ir

bellies reaching the ground and being dragged along by th<- limbs. One or two species can

supjMirt themselves in the air while passing from one tree to another, much after the fashion of

the flying squirrels; and in former days, when Reptiles were apjarently the highest race on
the Mirface of the earth, certain species were funii-hil with wimr-like developments of limb

and skin, and could apparently flap their way along like the bats of the present time.



4 REPTILES.

Excepting some of the tortoise tribe, the Reptiles are carnivorous beings, and many of

them, such as the crocodiles and alligators, are among the most terrible of rapacious creatures.

In this class of animals we find the first examples of structures which transmute Nature's

harmless gifts into poison, a capacity which is very common in the later orders, such as the

spiders and insects, and is developed to a terrible extent in some of the very lowest beings that

possess animal life, rendering them most formidable even to man.

The skeleton of a true Reptile, from which class the Batrachians, i. e. the frogs, salaman-

ders, and their kin are excluded, for reasons which will presently be given, is composed of

well-ossified bones, and is peculiarly valuable to the physiologist. It is well known to all who
have studied the rudiments of anatomy, that each bone is formed from several centres, so

to speak, consisting of mere cartilaginous substance at its earliest formation, and becoming
gradually ossified from several spots.

In the young of the higher animals these centres are only seen during their very earliest

stages, and are by degrees so fused together that all trace of them is obliterated. But in the

Reptiles it is found that many of the bones either remain in their separate parts, or leave

so distinct a mark at the place where they unite, that their shape and dimensions are clearly
shown. In the head of the adult crocodile, for example, the frontal bone is composed of five

distinct pieces, the temporal of at least five pieces, and each side of the lower jaw-bone is

composed of either five or six portions united by sutures.

With the exception of the tortoises, the Reptiles mostly possess a goodly array of teeth,
set in the jaw or palate, and as a general fact, being sharp and more or less curved backward.
Their bodies are covered with various modifications of the structure termed the dermal, i. e.

skin skeleton, and are furnished with scales and plates of different forms. In some cases the

scales lie overlapping each other like those of the fish, in others they are modified into knobby
plates, and in some, of which the tortoises afford well-known examples, they form large flat

plates on the back and breast, and scales upon the feet and legs.

The young of Reptiles are produced from eggs, mostly being hatched after they have been

laid, but in some cases the young escape from the eggs before they make their appearance in

the world. As a general fact, however, the eggs of Reptiles are placed in some convenient

spot, where they are hatched by the heat of the sun. Some species are very jealous about
their eggs, keeping a strict watch over them, and several of the larger serpents have a curious

fashion of laying the eggs in a heap, and then coiling themselves around them in a great hollow

cone. The size of the eggs is extremely variable, for, although as a general fact those of the

smaller Reptiles are large in proportion to the dimensions of the parent, those of the crocodiles

and alligators are wonderfully small, not larger than those of our domestic geese, and in many
cases much smaller. They are usually of a dull white color, and in some instances are without

a brittle shell, their covering being of a tough leathery consistence.

In form, and often in color, the Reptiles exhibit an inexhaustible variety, and even each

order displays a diversity of outward aspect unexampled in the two previous classes of

Mammals and Birds. Strange, grotesque, and oftentimes most repulsive in appearance,

though sometimes adorned with the brightest tints, the Reptiles excite an instinctive repug-
nance in the human breast

;
and whether it be a lizard, a snake, or a tortoise, the sudden and

unsuspected contact of one of these beings will cause even the most habituated to recoil from

its cold touch. This antipathy may, perhaps, have some connection with the instinctive asso-

ciation of cold with death
;
but whatever may be the cause, the feeling is deep and universal.



SHIELDED REPTILES.

TORTOISES.

'HE von- curious reptiles which are known by the general name of TORTOWEH, are
remarkable for affording the first example of a skeleton brought t. riur

of the body, a formation which is frequent enough in the lower orders, th

crustaceans and insects being familiar examples thereof. In these reptiles the

Ixmes of the chest are develojH-d into a curious kind of lx>x, more or less jx-rfect,

whidi contains within itself all the muscles and tin- \ iscem, and in most rmco
can receive into its cavity the head, neck, and limits ; in one genus s<t effectually,

that when tin- animal has withdrawn its limit* and head, it is contained in a tightly cloned
ras.- without ;un appar.-nt Opaafag,

The shell of the Tortoise is dui-l.-d into two portions, the upper being termed the cara-

pace, and the lower the plastron.
The carapace is formed by a remarkable development of the vertebrm and rib*, which

throw out flat processes, and are joined together by sutures like the (Nines of the skull. The
kick is therefore incapable of movement, and from the arched shajN> of the Ixmes is wonder-

fully strong when resting on the ground. In the Tortoises these (Nines are united throughout
their entire length, but in the Turtles the ends of the ribs retain their original width.

The plastron is similarly formed of the breast-bone, which is thought in these creatures to

be developed to the greatest extent of which it is capable. It is composed of nine pieces, each

being formed from one of the bony centres already mentioned. These bones are arranged in

four pairs, and one in the centre of the front.

As all the limbs have to be worked from the interior of the chest, amid the vital organs
and muscles for moving them, they undergo considerable modification. The shoulder-blade,

for example, is a curious three-branched bone, quite unique among vertebrate animals, the

portion which represents the true shoulder-blade (x-ing almost cylindrical, one of the branches

flattened, and the other cylindrical, but larger than the real blade-bone. This structure admits

of the attachment of powerful muscles, and gives to the fore limbs the great strength which is

needed for digging, swimming, climbing, and various modes of exertion. The strong curved

bones of the fore limbs bear an evident analogy to the corresponding parts in the mole, with

its powerful claws and feet, and its very long blade-bone.

The horny substance commonly termed "tortoise-shell," which is spread in flattened

plates on the exterior of the bony case, is thought to be a modification of the wales found mi

lizards, serpents, etc., and which exist on the legs and other parts of the Tortoises themselves.

The row of horny pieces which are found on the edge of the carapace also belong to the

"dermal skeleton."

The Tortoises are quite devoid of teeth, the edge of the jaws being sharp and horny, so as

(o intlirt a severe wound ;
and in many species one or both jaws are sharply hooked at the tip

like a falcon's beak. The neck is always rather long, and in many species can be protruded
to a considerable extent. Generally, the process of thrusting the m-ck from the shell is a slow

one. but the withdrawal is accomplished with marvellous rapidity, on account of certain long
!. II -<],- which !J.- the tied! tO til- bark of til-- ra Hi par.-. I'" il'Iv tiles,. n , i, -rl.-. !,,_'.! >,. I u itli

their tendons, would, when dried in the baking sunshine, produce musical sounds when

touched, and thus give rise to the old poetical legend of the origin of the lyre.



6 THE GOPHER TORTOISE.

The brain of the Tortoise is very small in proportion to the size of the
animal^

in the turtle

weighing not quite one five-thousandth part of the whole body, and m the land
^

Tortoise about

one two thousandth part. In man the brain is about one-fortieth the weight of the body.

The Tortoises produce their yoang from eggs, mostly soft and leathery m the texture of

their covering, which are laid in some convenient spot, and -left to be hatched by heat not

derived from the parent. The circulation in the Tortoise is not very complete, but the arterial

blood is redder and brighter than the venous.

IN the true TORTOISES the feet are club-shaped and the claws blunt, and the neck can be

wholly withdrawn within the shell.

The first example of these creatures is the GOPHER, or MUNGOFA TORTOISE, a native of

America. This is a rather pretty, though not brightly colored species, its shell

GOPHER TOKTOISE.-Ztafcto gopher.

brownish-yellow, boldly and variously clouded with rich dark brown. The lower jaw is yellow,

and the whole of the plastron is yellow-brown. It is found plentifully in Georgia and Ala-

bama, but, according to Mr. Holbrook, is not seen farther north than South Carolina. When
full grown it is a moderately large species, from thirteen to more than fourteen inches in

length, and very convex. The following interesting account of its habits is given by Mr. Hol-

brook in his valuable " North American Herpetology :

"

"They select dry and sandy places, are generally found in troops, and are very abundant

in pine-barren countries. They are gentle in their habits, living entirely on vegetable sub-

stances. They are fond of the sweet potato (Convolvulus batatas), and at times do much

injury to gardens by destroying melons, as well as bulbous roots, etc., etc. In the wild state

they are represented as nocturnal animals, or as seeking their food by night : when domesti-

cated and I have kept many of them for years they may be seen grazing at all hours of

the day.
" When first placed in confinement, they chose the lowest part of the garden, where they

could tiioM rnsily burrow. This spot being once overflowed by saltwater in a high spring-tide,

they migrated to the upper part, nearly eighty yards distant, and prepared anew their habita-
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tion-. They seldom wandered far from their hoi.--. :m.l c>-nernlly spent part of the day in

their burmws. They delighted in tin- sun in mild weather, hut could not supj>ort tin- int. MI.-.

heat .f <,iir Mimmer noons; at those hours they retreated to their holes, or sought -li.-lt.-i from

tli.- scorching ray llf ''" *' under tin- shade of broad -leaved pl.r \ tanyer (Arum ctcu-

lentiun i that grew near their holes \\a.sa favorite haunt. They could not endure rain, and
rvtreat.-d hastily t< tln-ir hnrmw-. or to other shelter, at the coming on of a shower.

"As winti-r approached. tli>-> confined themselves to the immediate neighborhood of th.-ir

holes, and basked in the sunshine. As the cold increased, they retired to th.-ii burrows, where

they became torpid ; a few warm days, however, even in winter, would again restore them to

life and activity.

"The adults are remarkably Htrong, susuiining and moving with a weight of two hundred

pounds or more. The female is generally larger than the male, with the sternum convex ; the

sternum of the male is concave, especially on its posterior (tart. The eggs are larger than those

of a pigeon, n>un<l. with a hard calcareous shell ; they are much esteemed as an article of food."

!'M:II M-- the best known species of these creatures is the COMMON LAND TOBTOISB, so

frequently exposed for sale in our markets, and so favorite an inhabitant of gardens.

This appears to be the only species that inhabits Europe, and even in that continent it is

by no means widely spread, being confined to those countries which border the Mediterranean.

It is one of the vegetable feeders, eating various plants, and being very fond of lettuce

'.;',.-. which ;
-

crops in 11 rathei curious tintm- i. t-i-iiu 0MBI "iT -li.u-ph uh.-n fi.-h an>l

i-ri>p. hut dragging them asunder when stringy, by putting tlie fore feet upon them, and pull-

ing with t)i.- jaws. This Tortoise will drink milk, and does so by opening its mouth, scooping

up On- milk in it.s lower jaw, as if with a spoon, and then raising its head to let the liquid run

down its throat.

One of these animals, which I kept for some time, displayed a remarkable rapacity for

climbing, and was very fond of mounting upon various articles of furniture, stools bein^ its

favorite resort. It n-v.-lled in warmth, and could not be kept away from the hearth-rug, espe-

cially delighting to climb upon a footstool that generally lay U-sidi' tin- fender. It used to

clainU-r on th- stool in a rather ingenious manner. First it got on its hind legs, rearing itself

-t the angle formed by the stool and fender. Then it would slowly raise one of its hind

legs, hitch the claws into a hole in the fender, and raise itself very gradually, until it could fix

the .laws of the other hind foot into the thick carpet-work of the stool. A few such steps

would bring it to the top of the stool, when it would fall down flat, crawl close to the fender,

an<l there lie motionless. If it were taken off twenty times a day, and carried to the other end

of the room, it would always be found in its favorite resort in a few minutes.

This Tortoise had a curious kind of voice, not unlike the mewing of a little kitten. The

Common Tortoise is known to live to a great age.

To this genus belongs a very large species, worthy of a passing description. This is the

great IXDIAX TORTOISE (Testudo Indica), a native of the Galapagos. This species is also

known scientifically by the name of Tatudo planiccp*. It i> > ,n in the accompanying full-

page illustration. Mr. Darwin writes as follows of this animal and its habits :

" The Tortoise

is very fond of water, drinking large quantities, and wallowing in the mud. The larger islands

alone produce springs, and these are always situaN-d toward the central parts, and at a consid-

erable elevation. Hence broad and well-beaten paths radiate in every direction from the w. -IN.

even down to the sea-coast ;
and the Spaniards, by following them up, first discovered the

watering-places.
\Vhen landed at Chatham Island, I could not imagine what animal travelled so method-

ically along the well-beaten tracks. Near the springs it was a curious spectacle to behold

many of these great monsters, one set eagerly travelling onwards with outstretched necks, and

anoth.-r set returning, after having drunk their till. When th-- Tortoise arrives at the spring,

quite regardless of any spectator, it buries its he:i<l in the water above its eyes, and greedily

swallows great tuouthfuls, at the rate of about ten in a minute. The inhabitants say each
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animal stays three or four days in the neighborhood of the water, and then returns to the

lower country.
"For some time after a visit to the springs the bladder is distended with fluid, which is

said gradually to decrease in volume, and to become less pure. The inhabitants, when walk-

ing in the lower districts, and overcome with thirst, often take advantage of this circumstance

by killing a Tortoise, and, if the bladder is full, drinking the contents. In one I saw killed,

the fluid was quite limpid, and had only a very slightly bitter taste. The inhabitants, how-

ever, always drink first the water in the pericardium, which is described as being best."

The flesh of these Tortoises is very good, and is largely eaten, both fresh and salted. A
clear oil is also obtained from the fat. Those who catch these Tortoises do not choose to go

through the trouble of cutting up and dressing an animal that is not quite fat, and, as the

fitness of its condition cannot be ascertained by the ordinary process, a summary method is

employed, viz., cutting a slit through the softer skin near the tail, so as to show the fat under

the carapace. Should the Tortoise be in poor condition, it is allowed to go free, and, with the

imperturbable temperament of the reptile race, seems to care little for the wound.

Dr. Livingstone mentions a species of Land Tortoise which is remarkable for its love

of salt, and the extreme strength of the shell, which, as will be seen, baffles even the teeth

of the hyena, which can crush an ox-bone with ease.
"
Occasionally we lighted upon Land Tortoises, which, with their unlaid eggs, make a very

agreeable dish. We saw many of their trails leading to the salt fountains ; they must have

come great distances for this health-giving article. In lieu thereof, they often devour wood-

ashes. The young are taken for the sake of their shells, which, when filled with sweet-smelling

roots, the women hang around their persons. When taken it is used as food, and the shell

converted into a rude basin to hold food or water.
"

It owes its continuance neither to speed nor cunning. Its color, yellow and dark-brown,
is well adapted, by its similiarity to the surrounding grass and brushwood, to render it undis-

tinguishable ;
and though it makes an awkward attempt to run on the approach of man,

its trust is in its bony covering, from which even the teeth of a hyena glance off foiled.
" When this long-lived creature is about to deposit her eggs, she lets herself into the

ground by throwing the earth up around her shell until only the top is visible
; then, covering

up the eggs, she leaves them until the rains begin to fall, and the fresh herbage appears ;
the

young ones then come out, their shells still quite soft, and unattended by their dam, begin the

world for themselves. Their food is tender grass, and a plant named 'thotona,' and they

frequently resort to heaps of ashes, and places containing efflorescence of the nitrates for

the salts these contain."

THE curious Tortoise which is known only by the comparatively scientific name of PYXIS
inhabits several parts of the world, and is not uncommon in some portions of India and

Madagascar.
In common with one or two other species, hereafter to be described, the Pyxis has the

power of drawing its head, neck, and limbs within the shell and then shutting itself down by
means of a lid, formed by the movable front of the sternum. In most of this tribe of reptiles,

the sternum is hard and immovable, but in the Pyxis, it moves on a leathery kind of hinge, so

as to open when the creature wishes to thrust out its head and limbs, and to close firmly when
it withdraws within the shelter of its bony armor.

In order to permit of this total withdrawal into the shell, the carapace is oval and more
convex than is usually the case, so as to afford a sufficient space for the reception of the head

and limbs. These, too, are rather diminutive in proportion to the size of the animal, and
so formed as to be packed into a small compass. The Tortoise employs this curious mode
of guarding its vulnerable points whenever it fears danger, and is then so securely locked up in

its armor-plates that it is safe from almost every enemy except man. The word Pyxis is

Greek, and is very appropriately given to this species, its signification being a box.

The Pyxis is a pretty, but not a large species. The color is extremely variable, scarcely

any two individuals being precisely alike, but the general colors are yellow and black. On the
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carajiwe the j>lat>s are marked with :i numU-r <>f radiating triangular spota, and .n tin- plat'--
u lin-li .-.L-,- tlie shell there are lines of black. Below, the yellow generally takes a more orange
tint, :iml is diversified with black murks round ita edge.

'

WE now come to a group of Tortoises called TKKRAHINH.

These creatures are inhabitants of the water, and are mostly found in rivers. They are

carnivorous in their diet, and take their food while in the water. They may be known by tli.-ir

flattened heads, covered with skin, sometimes hard, but often of a soft c< insistency, and their

broad feet with the toes webbed as far as the claws.

THE LETTERED TORTOISE is, together with its companion, an American species of the large

genus Emys, examples of which are found in various j>ortions of the world, and of which

nearly fifty species are known to zoologists. All these creatures have their heads covered with

a thin but hard skin.

The Lettered Terrapin is very common in Northern America, and is found in the riven,

ponds, lakes, or even the marshy grounds, where it can obtain an abundant supply of food.

It is fond of reptiles, and causes great destruction among the frogs in their earlier stages of

\i-N-nce. It also has a great liking for worms, and, like the green crab of our own coasts, is

very apt to take the fisherman's bait, and exasperates him greatly by making him pull up

nothing but a little Tortoise when he thought he had caught a fine fish. Regular anglers,

therefore, bear an intense hatred to this Tortoise.

It is easily kept in captivity, and will then feed on many substances, preferring those of

an animal nature, and being very fond of various reptiles. It will also eat vegetable substances,

and one of these Tortoises was fond of purslain (PortvJaeea oleracea).

In color it is very pretty, though rather variable. Generally, it is dark brown above, and

tin- edges are boldly scribbled with broad *-arl.-t marks, sorm -thing like the letters of

strange language. Below it i* yellow, and the head is yellow and black
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THE CHICKEN TORTOISE is also found in North America.

It is very common in the ponds, lakes, or marshy grounds, and though very plentiful, and

by no means quick in its movements, is not easily caught, owing to its extreme wariness.

Hundreds of these Tortoises may be seen reposing on logs, stones, or the branches of fallen

trees, where they are apparently an easy prey. But they are very sensitive to the approach of

an enemy, and tile first that perceives the coming danger tumbles off its perch and falls into

the water with a great splash that arouses the fears of all its companions, which go tumbling and

splashing into the water in all directions, and in a few seconds not a Tortoise is to be seen

where they were so plentiful before they took alarm.

The Chicken Tortoise swims well, but not rapidly, and as it passes along with its head and

neck elevated above the surface, it looks so like the dark water-snake of the same country,

that at a little distance it might readily be mistaken for that reptile.

f/7

LBT1KRKD TOHTOlSE.-.H|i icrijita. CHICKEN TOKTOISK.-Atoy nMaaarta.

It is rather a small species, seldom exceeding ten inches in length. Its flesh is remark-

ably excellent, very tender and delicately flavored, something like that of a young chicken, so

that this Tortoise is in great request as an article of food, and is largely sold in the markets,

though not so plentifully as the common salt-water terrapin. Its color is dark brown above,

and the plates are scribbled with yellow lines, and wrinkled longitudinally. The neck is long
in proportion to the size of the animal, so long, indeed, that the head and neck together are

almost as long as the shell. The lower jaw is hooked in front.

AN allied species, popularly called the QUAKKR TORTOISE, and scientifically Emys oliv-

acea, is remarkable for the extreme length of the claws of the fore feet, the three middle claws

being elongated in a manner that irresistibly reminds the observer of the nails belonging to a

Chinese mandarin of very high rank.
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TIIK S.U.T-WATH IMS ia a well-known species, living in North and South America,
where it is in great nipiest for tin- table.

Thep-neri.- name of Mahu-lemys, or Soft Term pin, liaa been given to tins -|M-, i,-, ..n a,vomit
of tin- formation of the head, \\hidi ia covered with soft, spongy >kin. The head in large in

|'iii|mMi<iii to the >!/ of tin- animal, ami flattened above.

This Terrapin lives in the suit water marshes, where it is very plentiful, nml from which
it never ti-avels to any great distance. 1 luring the warm months of tin- \ear it is lively, and
constantly search in:; after pre\ . l-ut w hen the cold weather comes on, it burrows a hole in the

muddy hunka of ita native marsh, and there lies buried until the warm sunbeams of pring
break its slumbers, and indno- it on,-,- mopp to wvk the upper earth and resume ita former
ai-tive existence.

QUAKKB TUKTUIUL-Jbi

It is more active in its movements than is the case with the Tortoises in p-nenil, and can

not only swim rapidly, but walk with tolerable speed. It is very shy, and discovers approach-

ing peril with a keenness of perception that could scarcely be expected from one of these

shielded reptiles, whose dullness and torpidity have long been proverbial.

Mr. Holbrook, in his valuable " North American Herpetology," writes as follows concern-

ing this Terrapin :

"They are very abundant in the salt marshes around Charleston, and are easily taken

when the female is about to deposit her eggs in the spring and early summer months. They
are then brought in immense numbers to market ; yet, notwithstanding this great destruction,

they are so prolific that tht-ir number appears nndiminished. Their flesh is excellent at all

times, but in tin- northern cities it is most esteemed when the animal has been dug out of the

mud in its state of hiU-rnation. The males are smaller than the females, and have the con-

centric striic more deeply impressed."
The color of this Salt-water Terrapin is rather variable, but is usually dark greenish-brown

on the upper surface, and y.-llow on the plates which surround the edge of the shell. Below

it is yellow, and in many SJM-I iniens it is marked with variously shaped spots of dark gray.

The lower jaw is furnished with a hook, and the sides of the bead are dusty white sprinkled

with many small black spots.
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VERY many species of Tortoise are extremely variable in their color, but there are few
which are so remarkable in this respect as the creature which is appropriately named the Box
TORTOISE (Oistudo Carolina).

This species belongs to America, and is found spread over the whole of the Northern States.

It is very plentiful in the localities which it favors, and although so small a creature, is able

by means of its wonderful organization to protect itself against almost every foe. Many of the

Tortoises can withdraw their limbs and head into their shell, leaving open, however, the aper-
tures through which this movement is achieved, so that the animal might be killed or hooked
out by a persevering foe, such as the jaguar, which is known to attack turtles, insinuate its

lithe paw within the shell, and scoop out the inhabitant with its sharp curved claws.

But in those instances where the animal has the power of closing the openings through
which the legs, tail, and head protrude, there is hardly any mode of getting at the flesh with-

BOX TORTOISHCbtudocaroUHa.

out breaking the shell, a feat beyond the power of any animal, except perhaps an elephant, to

perform. Certain birds, it is said, are clever enough to soar to a great height with the Tor

toise, and break the shell by letting it fall upon a convenient rock, but this story does not seem
to be very strongly attested. Several species possess this valuable capability, but none to so

perfect a degree as the Box Tortoise, which, according to the Rev. Sydney Smith's felicitous

summary, need fear no enemy except man and the boa constrictor, the former taking him home
and roasting him, and the latter swallowing him entire and consuming him slowly in its interior,

as the Court of Chancery does a large estate.

With regard to this curious propensity, it is evident that there is some analogy between
these Tortoises and certain mammalia, which are also able to withdraw themselves within the

protection of certain armor with which they are furnished. In the case of the hedgehog, the

animal assumes more of an offensive than a defensive character, and relies, not on an impene-
trable covering, for the skin is soft, and a pointed weapon can find an easy entrance between

the spines, but on the bristly array of bayonet-like spikes that protrude their threatening points
in every direction, and bid a tacit defiance to the foe.
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Tha- mb-rovered manis, again, although guarded \\ith -u< ..j\e layers of broad, homy
plate-. i>. in ]oint of fm-t. less protect. -.1 \\\\,-i\ rolled up tlinii when \\alkini; i|tii-tlv almii: : (<>i

u h.-ii at rest, the seal. - overlap each other like the tiles of a house, t*< that an\ weapon would

glance aside, but when cm led up the scales an em-ted and leave a pUM-sage for the

til-- sj)ear between tin-in.

The real defence <>f the hedgehog lies in the points of its quills and of the manis in the

razor like edges of it-* scales. Imt the defem-e of the Tortoise is wholly inaggressive, and is

alli.-d to that of the armadillo or ]>erha|is the singular pichiciairo if'/ifamydoji/iurux

trumvitux), a most remarkable little creature with a curious shelly covering spread over nearly
the whole up]>er surface :m<l <lown the hind-quarters. A description of this animal maybe
found in tin- \olume on the Mammalia, page 031. Then- are again many of the lower animals

which have a similar mode of defence, a very familiar example U-ing the well-known pill

woodlotue so common in our gardens, which mils itself into a round lull when alarmed, and

permit* itself to be handled and even rolled along the ground without displaying any signs
of life.

The Box Tortoise is a terrestrial species, and always keeps to the dry forest-lands, detest-

ing the vicinity of water. It is commonly found in the pine forests, because they are always
on thoroughly dry soil, and on account of its fondness for such localities is sometimes known

by the popular name of the Pine Terrapin. The negroes call it by the name of Cooler. In the

wild state it mostly feeds on insects, and is peculiarly fond of the cricket tribe, but in captivity
it will eat almost any food that is offered, taking insects, meat, apples, or even bread.

It is a very little creature, being when adult a very little more than six inches in length.

In color it is extremely variable, but is generally yellowish-brown, striped with a brighter

hue, ami .sometimes mot t lei I with black. Of a niimlx-r of specimens no two were exactly alike,

some being yellow, spotted with black, while others exactly reversed these tints, and were

black, spotted with yellow. Others again were yellow with black rays, and others olive with

yellow rays and streaks. The carapace has a very slight keel along its upper edge.

The upper jaw of this secies is furnished with a rather broad hook, and the lower jaw I

also hooked, but not so boldly.

This is an interesting species from having its shell so adapted by a hinged cover in front

that it shuts itself tightly within. What complete protection is here afforded from any ordi-

nary foe ! Tortoises are mostly notable for longevity, and this si>ecies seems to !> es]>ecially

favored. We remember to have captured one of them while in a woodland of Worcester

County, in Massachusetts, and found the initials of a relative cut on its back. They
were recognized as having been cut there thirty or more years previously. This species,

from being an inhabitant of dry woods, is more likely than those of ponds and wet place-

to be found and captured ; hence the more frequent selection of this Turtle for such carving

purposes.
Other species, found in various parte of the world, seem to have the same curious box-

like shell.

The Box Turtle inhabits the United States from Maine and New York to Missouri and

-HI th ward. A variety called the Three-toed Box Turtle (C. trinii</iii.<<\, found in Pennsylvania
and southward, is paler in color, and has the hind-feet mostly three-toed. It is called Pine

Barren Terrapin, or Cooter, in the South.

THK. (TOHHKK (Tettudo Carolina). This is the common Land Tortoise of the Southern

States. It is not known farther north than North Carolina, where among the pine barrens it

abounds in great numbers, living entirely on vegetables. The flesh is esteemed a great delicacy.

The length of the species is about fourteen inches.

About twenty species of I>and Tortoises are known to science, inhabiting both hemi-

-pheres. They are all herbivomn-. conlin.-<| t.. the land, and inhabit the warmer portion-
of their respective localities. Their special characteri-tic i- the habit of burrowing.

The Pond Turtles, family Bmyida, are represented over the whole world, widely dis-

tributed, by about eighty specie**.
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THE WOOD TORTOISE (Chelopus insculpta) inhabits the States east of the Ohio, in fields

and woods. Its shell is keeled, its plates marked with concentric stria, and radiating lines.

A black spot on each scale gives characteristic marking.

MUHLENBERO'S TORTOISE (O. muTilenbergU) is the most circumscribed in its habitat,

being found only in Pennsylvania and New Jersey. It is rare in those places. Its length

is about three and a half inches. It inhabits small brooks and streams of running water.
I

THE SPECKLED TORTOISE (Chelopus guttatus) is found in Eastern United States, and as far

west as Northern Indiana, where it is abundant. Its main color is black with orange spots.

The plastron is yellow, blotched with black. This Tortoise is a favorite pet with the small boy
of New England.

BLANDING'S TORTOISE (Emys meleagris) inhabits the moist woods and fields in Wisconsin,

and eastward to the Alleghanies. Its coloration and markings are somewhat like those of the

latter. The shell has no keel.

THE PAINTED TORTOISE (Chrysemys pictd) is familiarly known in some quarters as the

Mud Turtle. It is one of the most common in the Eastern States. It is greenish-black, the

plates having a paler margin. The marginal plates are marked with bright red, looking much
as if it were freshly painted. The plastron is yellow, blotched with brown. Its length of

shell is about six inches. Two varieties are found respectively in Wisconsin and in Western

New York.

THE MAP TURTLE (Malacoclemmys geographicus) is singular in its markings, suggesting

the lines on a map, hence the name. Its locality is the Mississippi River, and northward to

New York.

LESUEUR'S MAP TURTLE (M. lesueri) is yet another species, found in Wisconsin and Ohio,

and from thence southwest. It is much like the preceding, but grayer ;
the markings are

paler and in larger pattern.

THE SALT MARSH TURTLE (M. palustris), called also Diamond-back, is of a greenish or

dark olive color, with concentric dark stripes along the plates of both shells. It inhabits

along the coast from New York to Texas. It is found along the northern shores of Long

Island, where it is called Salt Water Terrapin, and is the justly prized and notable luxury of

epicures. It frequents low brackish or salt streams near the sea-shore, hibernating in the

mud, during the season, from whence it is taken in great numbers for the markets
;
it is then

very fat.

THE SMOOTH TERRAPIN (Pseudemys terrapin) is sold in the markets as the same as the

preceding. It is said that the two are procured from the same localities. DeKay thinks that

the latter inhabits the salt and brackish waters indifferently.

RED-BELLIED TERRAPIN (Pseudemys rugosa). This is found in the Middle States, from

New Jersey to Virginia. It is a handsome creature for a reptile and is easily distinguished

by its serrated jaws. As an edible it is somewhat prized. Its length is eleven inches.

HIEROGLYPHIC TURTLE (P. hyeroglypTiica). Found quite circumscribed in the Eastern

States. The shell is smooth, flat, and olive-brown in color, with broad, reticulated, yellowish

lines
;
the lower is pale yellow ; the head very small

; length of shell, twelve inches.

YELLOW-BELLIED TERRAPIN (P. troostii). This species is found in the valley of the

Mississippi, and northward to Illinois. Its colors are greenish-black, the side-plates having
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horn -colored lines an.l s| K >ts ; the under shell yellow, with large black blotches; the throat

striped green ;
shell eight indies in length

THK KI.KOANT TERRAPIH(P. ebgant)i a Western spe<-ies. being confined to the regi-"'

east of the Rocky Mountains as far as Illinois The colors are brown with heavy lines and
blotches ; a blood-colored Umd on each side of the neck. The under shell is yellow, with

a diiskv blotch on each plate.

THE ROUGH TERRAPIN (P. scabra) is found along the shore from Virginia to Florida.

It is dark brown with yellow stripes ; under shell yellow, with small black blotches in front

Length of .shell, eight indies.

A number of other species are enumerated as North American, and recorded in the list of

North American Reptiles at the close of this volume.

THE SHALL MUD TURTLE (Cinoslarnvm pennyl9anicum) is found abundantly in New
York, and southward to Florida. The family and generic names indicate the fact tliat it has
a movable sternum. The shell is dusky-brown; the head and neck with light stripes and

yellow dots. In some localities it is called Small Box Turtle. It abounds in muddy ]M>nds
and pools, living on fish. Length of shell, three and a half inches.

THE MUSK TURTLE (AromocTidy* odarata). Abundant in eastern United States, and west*

ward to Indiana. Its exceedingly potent musky odor quite distinguishes it Shell, three and
a half inches in length.

THE LITTLE MI-KK TURTLE (A. carinata) is fonnd in the Mississippi region.

THE common MUD TORTOISE, so called from its mud-haunting propensities, is an example
of rather a curious

genus of Tortoises, in-

habiting America.

It is an odd little

creature, being when
adult not quite four

inches in length, and

moving with moderate

speed. It is mostly
fonnd in ponds and

muddy pooh), where

it feeds upon fish,

aquatic insects, and
similar diet, catching
>M-II the active fish

without much diffi-

culty. I lately saw

some a<
|
uatic Tortoises,

whidi 1 think belonged
to this genus, which

had to be ejected from
a large basin of a foun-

tain because they killed

the newts which in-

habited the same locality. Their movements in the water were so deliberate that it was not

until they were detected in the very act of bitim: the newts that their delinquencies were dis-

covered. Their mode of attack was simply to creep under their victim as it balanced it- If

,,

MUD TOIITOlM-tV.
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in the water or swam gently within reach, and then to secure it with a quiet snap of its

beak.

Like the lettered Terrapin, already mentioned, it has a vexatious habit of taking the

angler's bait, and causes many a fisherman to lose his temper when pulling up a useless little

Mud Tortoise instead of the fish on which he had set his heart. It seizes the worm just as it

catches the newts, taking it so quietly into its mouth that the float is hardly shaken by the

touch. But when the fisherman piills his line, the Tortoise kicks, pulls and flounces about in

so energetic a style that it often deludes the angler into the idea that he has hooked quite
a fine fish.

This species has a decided smell of musk, a peculiarity which is found in others of the

same 'genus, one of which (Cinosternum odoratum) goes by the appropriate, though not very

refined, name of Stink-pot, in consequence of the powerful musky odor which it exudes.

The color of the Mud Tortoise is mostly dusky-brown above, and chestnut below, though
this coloring is liable to some variation in different individuals. The tail is thick and pointed,
and horny at the tip. The head is large, and there are four large warty appendages on the chin.

THE last example of the Terrapin is that singular animal which is appropriately called the

ALLIGATOR TERRAPIN (Chelydra serpentina), from the great resemblance which it bears to

that reptile.

It is also an American species, and lives mostly in the water. When adult it reaches

a large size, often exceeding three feet in length, and as it is very fierce of disposition, lithe of

neck, and strong of jaw, it is somewhat dreaded by those who have had a practical acquaint-

ance with its powers. The jaws of this animal are sharp edged, and remarkably strong, cutting
like the blades of steel shears. Mr. Bell remarks that he has seen one of these creatures bite

asunder a stick of half an inch in diameter. When caught, therefore, the captors always
cut off these dangerous heads at once.

Mr. Holbrook gives the following interesting account of the Alligator Terrapin and its

habits :

"It is found in stagnant pools or in streams where the waters are of sluggish motion.

Generally they prefer deep water, and live at the bottom of rivers
;
at times, however, they

approach the surface, above which they elevate the tip of their pointed snout, all other parts

being concealed, and in this way they float slowly along with the current, but if disturbed,

they descend speedily to the bottom.

"They are extremely voracious, feeding on fish, reptiles, or any animal substance that

falls in their way. They take the hook readily, whatever may be the bait, though most

attracted by pieces of fish
;
in this way many are caught for market. It is, however, neces-

sary to have strong hooks and tackle, otherwise they would be broken, for the animal puts
forth great strength in its struggles to escape, both with its firm jaws and by bringing its

anterior extremities across the line. When caught, they always give out an odor of musk,
more or less distinct

;
sometimes in very old animals it is so strong as to be disagreeable.

"
Occasionally he leaves the water, and is seen on the banks of rivers or in meadows, even

at a distance from his accustomed element. On land, his motions are awkward
;
he walks

slowly, with his head, neck, and long tail extended, elevating himself on his legs like the

alligator, which at that time he greatly resembles in his motions. Like the alligator also,

after having walked a short distance, he falls on his sternum to rest for a few moments, and

then proceeds on his journey.
" In captivity they prefer dark places, and are exceedingly ferocious

; they will seize upon
and bite severely anything that is offered them, and their grasp upon the object with their

strong jaws is so tenacious, that they may even be raised from the ground without loosing

their hold.
" In many -cities they are brought in numbers to market, and are esteemed excellent food,

though I think that they are far inferior to the green turtle, the soft-shelled, or even several of

the emydes. They are kept for months in tubs of fresh water, and feed on such offal as may
be given them, though they never become fat or increase much in weight."
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Though a very valuable and '-minus reptile. ih.- Alligator Terrapin i* far from l>eaiitiful,

with it> little du-k\ -hell, its long, kn< d tail, its singular legs and feet, and its great.

sharply -toot hed jaws, on account of it habit of snapping ti.-n-.-h at its op|>oiients. it is <.fi-n

called l>\ tin- nain.-.'f >na].| in_' Tiiril.-. a till--. h< .lii.-li rightly belongs to ft species

\\lii<-li will shortly l- d.-s<-rit>ed.

!- !,.
- pi i- !.,:_. .,!;: OOfMI

:

.". '. <: :. mUdl LAfa .

" Mflk b long; BUrk, and

fnrni>hil witli a MiinitH-r of projtTtin^ tulx-n-lt-N. | M.|I-I tin- i-hin an- twci di^tiurt barbels.

\Vlu-n adult, tin- sln-11 is s< formal iliat a dfjin^on runs aloii^ tin- iitn-, leaving a kind of

kifl ut t-a<-li >id' of tin- ivntral lim- ; luit whi-n yoiin>r. tin- sli-ll forms thn-*- distinct k--lH. It

i> ratlifr llat. oblong, and at tin- hindi-r portion is dwply rl.-ft, >o as to form a row of blunt

teeth, but while young the teeth are sharp. The tail is stout, loug, and is furnish**! with a

series of large, blunt tut>ercles along its central line.

THE SNAPPING TURTLE is the familiar nam> of this sjx'ri.-s in tin- countryside of New
England. It is rather common in all parts- of North America, and is found southward IUH far

a> K.-iiad-'i . I "i . 1'ickrriiiir, of !..i-!. MI Mass:ichatl^ IWOtdl ML- length of one a.s
" ovci fmir

feet ;" the shell being only about half that in length. This exposure of so large a i>ro]>orti<>ii

of its fleshy parts is scarcely paralleled in any other sj^-i.-s. its stout and long tail, and ita

long neck quite warrant the use of a Southern designation it has Alligator Tortoise. The
-a\:i_.-. snapping !;:iMi trives it the common Northern HUM DM HDi Aiii-:ii..i 'I'.-i i-apin

^.,.m s \.i\ ppn>priate. a.s tii- '|.ini|in> all ha\.' ill.- corrugated bMkft In -uii.- .|u.iii.-i>

the flesh is esteemed.

MATAMATA.-OUV <

WE now arrive at another family of Tortowes, termed Chelydes, an example of which la

the remarkable MATAMATA, the acknowledge type of its family.

All the Chelydes have broad, flattened heads, long, broad, contractile n^ks, and when in

repose have a curious custom of bending their necks und-r the side of the carapace. Tln-ir

feet are webbed, in order to enable them to pass rapidly through the water, and there is always
YOU. m
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a lobe between the claws. They are aquatic Tortoises, carnivorous, and voracious, and only

feed while in the water. When swimming, the whole of the shell is kept below the surface.

The Matamata is certainly the most remarkable of aspect among all the Tortoises, and

perhaps may lay claim to be considered one of the oddest-looking animals in the world, far

exceeding in its grotesque ungainliness even the wild and weird creations of the middle-age

painters.

This Tortoise inhabits Southern America, and is most plentiful in Cayenne. Formerly it

was very common, but on account of the excellence of its flesh, it has been subject to such

persecution that its numbers have been considerably diminished. It haunts the lakes and

rivers, where it swims well and with some speed. As is the case with most aquatic Tortoises,

it is carnivorous, and feeds on fish, reptiles, and other creatures, which it captures by a sudden

snap of its sharp beak. In general, it appears not to care for chasing the intended prey, but

conceals itself among the reeds and herbage of the river-side, and from its hiding-place thrusts

\

NBW HOLLAND CHKI.UDI.NE, OK SNAKE TORTOISE. Uydromedusa maximUiani.

out its neck suddenly upon its victims as they pass unsuspectingly within reach of their

destroyer. On occasion, however, it will issue from its concealment, dart rapidly through the

water and seize a fish, reptile, or even a water-fowl, and then retire with its prey to its former

hiding-place.
It is a large and formidable creature, attaining, when adult, to a length of three feet.

The head of the Matamata is most singular in shape, and remarkable for the strange

appendages which are placed upon it. The head itself is much flattened, and rather broad,

and the snout is prolonged in a most extraordinary manner, so as to form an elongated and

flexible double tube.

On the top of the head are two membranous prolongations of the skin, standing boldly

from the head, and having much the appearance of ears. From the chin hang two curiously-

fringed membranes, and the throat is decorated with four similar membranes, but of larger

size and more deeply fringed. The neck is long, and bears upon its upper surface two rows of

small, membranous tufts, deeply fringed, and greatly resembling, in every point but that of

size, the tufts on the chin and throat. The limbs are powerful, and the tail is short.
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The ishell <>f the Matamata i-< nitln-r convex, bnmder before than In-hind, and rather flat

ten.-d in tin- middle f tin- l>ack. Tin* -hi. 'Ms are elevutod, rather sharp at their tips, and are

arranged so as to form three regular keel.s along the liack.

A M \ i: i \ allied species of river Tortoise is figured on page 18. It is the NKW HOLLAND
Cm I.OIUNK, sometimes called the YELLOW CUM M. from the olive-yellow color of the

pla.stroii.

This remarkable reptile may almost deserve the name of the Snake Tortoise, its l<>im.

flexible nirk. and flat, nam>w, and jointed head. haviq| TetyMfpentiii<> aspa0fc, Ls its name

imj>ort.s, it is an inliabitant of Australia, and is found most commonly in New Holland. It is

a water-loving creature, not caring much for rivers and running streams, but haunting the

pools, marshes, and stagnant waters, where it lives in the midst of abundance, finding ample
food among the fishes and aquatic reptiles which generally swarm in such localities. It is an

active animal, traversing the water with considerable speed, and capturing its prey by means
of its sharp jaws.

The gape is very Ian:--, and the jaws are comparatively slender. The shell is broad, rather

flattened, and the shields an* thin and smooth, not being elevated as in the preceding species.

The general color of the shell in brown above and yellow below, each shield having a black line

round its edge.

WE now arrive at another family of the Tortoises, known popularly as Soft Turtles a

rather inaccurate title, inasmuch as they an- not turtles. Imt Tortoises and scientifically as

Trionycidac. The latter title is of Greek origin, signifying three-clawed, in allusion to the

fact that, although the species belonging to the family have five toes on each foot, only the

three inner toes of each foot are armed with claws.

These Tortoises, represented in the accompanying oleograph, are rather interesting to the

careful observer, because the peculiar structure of the external covering jx-nnits the formation

of the skeleton to be seen without the necessity for separating the shells. In jwirlicnlar, the

m -thod in which the breast-bone is developed into the broad, flattened plate which forms the

plaMron, ran clearly be seen through the skin, and even the position of the sutures can be

made out without much difficulty.

The head of these creatures is rather oval and flattened, the jaws are horny, but covered

with hanging, fleshy lips, and the mouth is lengthened into a cylindrical trunk. The neck is

long, and can be contracted, the feet are short, very wide, and the toes are connected together

by strong webs. They all live in warm climates, and are found in rivers ami lakes.

The typical species is the celebrated FIERCE TRIONYX, or SNMM-IS.. Ti IMI.E, a reptile

which derives its former title from the exceeding ferocity of its disposition, and the latter from

the method in which it secures its prey or attacks its foes. It is found spread over many
parts of North America.

This fierce and determined marauder of the waters is even more formidable than the two

previous species, and not only causes terror among the smaller creatures which inhabit the

same Icx-alities. but is even dreaded by man, whose limbs have often been severely wounded by
the bite of these ferocious reptiles. Like the aquatic Tortoises, it is carnivorous in its habits,

and is terribly destructive among the fish, smaller quadrupeds, birds, and reptiles. Lurking
on the banks, it snatches away many an unfortunate animal as it comes to drink, or seizes the

water-fowl that have ventured too close to their terrible neighbor. So fiercely carnivorous is

this Tortoise, and so voracious is its appetite, that it will even catch young alligators, and

devour them in spite of their teeth and struggles.
The flesh of th - i- \'-ry delicate, t.-nd.-r. and richly flavored, so that it often meets

the doom which it has inflicted on so many other animals. As it is so voracious, it will take

almost any kind of bait, provided that it be composed of animal substance, but it prefers fish,

and cannot n-M-t a hook so baited.

Its captor's work, however, is not confined to hooking and drawing it ashore, as the Snap-

ping Turtle, when it finds itself with a hook firmly fixed in its jaws, and itself being irresistibly
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dragged from the water, seems possessed with tenfold ferocity, writhing its long, flexible neck,

darting its head furiously at its foes with the rapidity of a serpent's stroke, and snapping

sha'rply with its formidable jaws, one bite of which would shred away the fingers from the

hand, or the toes from the feet, as easily as the gardener' s scissors sever the twigs and leaves.

Such a misfortune has indeed been known to occur. Mr. Bell records an instance where a

Snapping Turtle, that was being conveyed to England, contrived to reach the hand of one of

the sailors in its fierce struggles, and bit off one of his fingers.

The eggs of the Snapping Turtle are very spherical in form, and brittle of substance. The

female lays a large number of these eggs, from fifty to sixty being the usual average, and

always deposits them in some dry situation. In order to find a suitable spot for the deposition

of her eggs, the female leaves the water, and is often forced to traverse a considerable distance

before she can find a spot sufficiently dry for her purpose. Sometimes she will even ascend a

very steep acclivity in her anxiety to find a locality that is quite dry, covered with sandy soil,

and exposed to the full rays of the sun. She begins her task about May, and the little Tor-

toises are hatched in July.
The following curious account of the tenacity of life possessed by these creatures has been

kindly forwarded to me :

"As regards the tenacity of life of the Snapping Turtle, and the sympathy (rapporC)

which seems to exist between its severed limbs and main trunk, for some time after the separa-

tion has taken place, I witnessed a very curious incident when staying at a farm in Massa-

chusetts.
" When I had brought the animal home, suspended by its tail, I killed it by chopping its

head off, yet the head would open and shut the mouth, and roll its eyes. When I held a stick

between the open jaws it closed them with violence, and kept hold of it. Meanwhile the

headless body was crawling on the ground.
"About a quarter of an hour after having severed the head from the body, my mother

had got boiling water, which I threw over the body, placed in a tub, in order to make the

horny matter separate from the flesh
;
the moment this was done the back heaved and the

sides were puffed out as if wind were blown between the skin and flesh, and instantaneously

the head, which lay about three or four feet from the tub, on the ground, opened its mouth

with a slight hissing sound, let go its hold on the stick, and the part of the neck adhering

to the head expanded, as if also wind was blown into it, and both body and head lay motion-

less and dead. After having taken out thirty-four eggs, I took out the heart, which, strange

to say, was still throbbing with life, contracting and expanding. I put it upon a plate, where

it kept on beating until about noon the following day."
In this species, the front edge of the carapace is furnished with a great number of tooth-

like points, all radiating from the shell. These teeth, or tubercles, distinguish it from two

other American species, appropriately termed the Unarmed Trionyx ( Trionyx muticus\ and the

Mississippi Snapper (Macrochelys lacertlnd). This species is common in the Gulf States, and

as far north as Illinois. It is regarded as one of the strongest and most ferocious of reptiles.

Holbrook records a Turtle under the name of Temminck's Snapper (CTielonura temmincM).

BEFORE taking leave of the Soft Turtles, we must cast a casual glance at two rather

curious species. The one is the TYRSE (Tyrse, or Trionyx niloticus), a native of Africa, as its

name imports. This animal is found in the Nile, and other African rivers, and is a good repre-

sentation of the American reptile, being very fierce, strong and voracious, and said to devour

the young crocodiles, just as the snapping turtle eats young alligators. The shell of the

Tyrse is rather convex, but often is flattened along the line of the vertebrae, and its back

is olive-green spotted with yellow or white.

The other species is the DOGANIA (Dogania sttbplanus, or Trianyx subplanus). This

curious-looking reptile is an Asiatic species, and is found in India. Its neck seems pre-

ternaturally long, and supports a very large head, broad behind, and produced into a

conical muzzle in front. The shell is rather oval, much flattened, and quite conceals the

conical tail. Its color is brown, mottled largely with yellow ;
the head is also yellow
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and brown. The ribs are not fully nnii.il together until the animal ha* attained a rather

advanced

\\"K now arrive at the Tt BTLKH, a group that can be distinguished by ninny unmistakable

marks. Their feet an- \.-ry long, th.i*.- () f tli- f<>n- limt>s U-in- longest, flat. -\ guided at the

.n.l. and often furnished with tlatt.-n-l claws. In fart, the feet are modified into I'm- !

paddles. ill order t> Miit tin- habits of the-*- n-ptiles. which only fo-l tlivin---l\.-s at liotn.-

in tin- wat-r. ami at>- oft.'ii im-t at twa m>nn- huiKlmls of miN-< fnun tin- iifaii^t lan<l. Th--

ribtt of the Turtles, insUiul <>f being united throughout tli- ii length, n> in the tortoiwa, are

only ui.lf, Hat, and unit>d fur part of their length, the remaining ]M>rtion.s U-intf five, and
1:1. Mating lik<- th<- ^j>oke of a wheel.

OOOAKLL-

Theae reptiles inhabit the seas of the torrid and the t'mj*rate zones, and their food in

mostly of a vegetable nature, consisting of various seaweeds, but there are a few species which

are animal feeders, and eat creatures such an molliutka, star-fi.-h. and other marine inhabitant**.

Several species are remarkably excellent for food, and caught in gn-.it nunilxTs for the table,

while others are equally useful in supplying the beautiful tnin*luc.-nt Milwtanre known by the

name of tortoise-shell. Their head is rather globular, and their jaws an- naked and horny, and

are capable of inflicting a severe wound.

THE first example of the true Turtles is the LUTH, or LEATHKI:V Ti I:TLE (Drrmatochdyt

cwrtomz), so called from the soft leather-like sntatano- it h w hi<-h its shell is covered.

This species is found in the Atlantic, PacinV. and Indian Oceans, where it grows to a very

large size, often weighing more than sixteen hundred pound*, and meaHurini: eiylit fet in

length. Being a very good swimmer, owing to the great development of the limbH, e-.|.e<-ially

the fore-legs, it ventures far out to sea, and is occasionally driven t.. stratum- countries. S|-<-i

men* of this reptile have been taken on the coast of France, and on other

individuals were rather large, weighing about seven or eight hundred
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The Leathery Turtle feeds on fish, Crustacea, mollusks, radiates, and other animals, and

its flesh seems to be hurtful, causing many symptoms of poisoning in those who eat it.

This species is remarkable for having no horny plates, the bones of the carapace and

plastron being covered with a strong leathery skin, smooth in the adult animal, but covered

with tubercles in the young. Along the back run seven ridges, sharp, and slightly toothed in

the full-grown Turtle, but bluntly tubercled in the young. The eye is very curious, as the lids

are set vertically instead of horizontally, and when the creature opens and shuts its eyes, have

a very singular effect. The jaws are very formidable, being sharply edged, deeply scooped

with three rounded notches in the front of the upper jaw, so as to form two curved sharply

pointed teeth, and the extremity of the lower jaw is strongly hooked.

f

"

LUTH, OH LKATUEKY TURTLE Dermatachelyt ooriacea.

The legs of the Leathery Turtle are very long, especially the two fore-limbs, which, in a

specimen measuring eight feet in total length, were nearly three feet long, and more than nine

inches wide. The feet are not furnished with claws, but the toes have a little horny scale at

their tips, which take the place of the claws. The general color of this animal is dark brown,

with pale yellow spots, but sometimes the skin is irregularly pied with black and white.

This great creature is essentially a sea-going one, though perhaps not more so than the

Hawk's-bill, Green, and Loggerhead species. Its very large flippers rather suggest the above

statement.

The editor of this edition has taken the liberty to drop from the original text the state-

ment that this Tortoise resorts to the Tortugas Islands for breeding purposes. This statement

has no foundation in fact. The great Loggerheads and the Green Turtles do resort to that

irmup of keys, and breed in considerable numbers, a notice of which will be seen in the text

on those species. The breeding-places of the Leathery Tortoise are not known to science.

Our first acquaintance with this creature was during the summer of 1855, when a middle-

sized one came ashore on Nahant Beach, near Boston, Mass. A bullet-hole in the neck

explained its present condition. Until this specimen came ashore this species was regarded
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as nearly unknown on the Atlantic coast. Tin <>nly -[,,., irn.-n then known to hare been awn
and cai-tm.-d ii. MI- tin- American Atlantic -dores. was an enormous one now preserved in the
lu ,-i.,n Mil --U ii i I- u.,> .

.,;
.,,. -i .

'

ti,. !ii..n!ii ,.f Boston harboi |i- l.-n_-tli u.i- . i_-|,t f.,.i .,i,,|

mi.- inch. in c<>lo r, j.-i
-I. lark. This was purchased at a large price, and it continues to occu| \

:!i. -.in.--
i

!.H ..-..!,.-..:'. most notable flf MM I BfaftiMol lli< Museum forMB] Mm
tins spades remained unknown mi ..ur shotes, excepting aa represented U ih.- ir

mena. Somewhat later examples came to be more numerous. At the present time it is not
.111 iniusual thing to M? a Leathery Tortoise when, in sumiii.'r.crii: n. distance, off shore.

\\ . mat several in the waters of the (Julf of Mexico, while resident ,, M i|,,- l-'lorida Keef.

Those we li..\.- OHBined ..... f :i <li us.' black roloi and Bjflhaj rifoy, Ufa BM -Kin ->f a |H,I

j-.i.se. This is probably the most l)iilky <.f living Turtles. Tlie enormous f..il Turil.- \\hirh

was found iu inie of tht- \V. i ritnrit-s is alli.sl to tli- pn-M-nt -,j^ i, >

AJTOTHKK well-known species of Turtle deserves a passing notice. This is the LOOOKR-
HKAD TUBTLK, or CAorANK (Thalag$ochflys carrtta), sometimes rall.sl tin- Kins,., KI.OS

Tl IITLE.

This fine species has a wide range of locality, l-in- found in tin- most warm seas. It is

ni.-ly |t\M-rfiil. fierce, and vonn-ious. bitin.ir with great for.-,., and cutting hanl substation

without inin-li diilii-nli\. According to Cate^bv, the Loggerhead Turtles an- th.- l..,|d.-t and

ino-t voncioiis of all other Turtles. Their flesh is rank and little sought for, which occasions

them to U moiv nuiiuTous than any other kind. They range the ocean over, an instance of

"liii-h, among many others that I have known, hapi-.-n.-d in latitude :tn north, when our Utut

xsas Ii,.i~i.-d out, :uid .. Lpggerhead Turtle ntnii-k, u.v i' wa.s nleepin^ on tli.- -nrfa.-.- ..f id.-

water.

"This, by our nvkoning, ap])eared to be midway between the Azores and the Hahama
l-l:md-. --iili'-i i >f which p!:i'.-- l"'in_ the nearesl Isjad i' BOttld hKVNM f:"in. .-i thai ili.-\

are known to frequent, there being none on the north continent of America farther north than

Hoi ida. It being amphibious, and yet at so great a distance from land in the breeding-time,
makes it the more remarkable. They feed mostly on shell-fish, the great strength of their

beaks enabling them to break very large shells." Several other species belong to the wine

genus.
In general appearance this species is not unlike the common Green Turtle, which will

presently be described, but the shell is broader, deeper colored, and has two more plates on

the back. The plates along the upper part of the back are six-sided, rather square, and

keeled. There are two claws on each foot.

THE LOGGERHEAD TURTLE is so abundant in the waters about the Dry Tortugas, on the

Florida Reef, that one of the principal islands or keys is named from it. This creature

attains a large size
;
some measuring quite five feet in length. It is no named from the great

fxmiparative size of its head. Considerable difference i- -n between this and the Green

Turtle in this respect.

The Loggerheads make their appearance in the shoal waters near the keys in early
summer. On the first moonlight night they are ready to go on shore to de]M>sit their .-1:^-.

On these occasions people living near, mostly wreckers and tishenix-n. I. .M to the region and

watch for the creatures, to secure their eggs first, and then the carcases. Bef-m- leaving the

wat.-r the reptiles are exceedingly shy and cautious, but once fairly at work digging holes

alioxe the high-water mark, they heed nothing until the eggs are all liejKwiti-d. So intent

an- they on this business it is a common practice t,. sit on the creatures' shell and take the

eggs as they are dejiosited. The patient n-ptil.-s then can-fully draw the sand over the empty
linl>- with as much care as if the compl.-m.-nt of eggs was yet there. This accomplished, they

hurry off to sea again.

Tut well-known CARRT, or HAWK'S-BILL TURTLE (Bretmockdy\ to called from the

formation of the mouth, is a native of the warm American and Indian seas, and is common in

many of th.- islands of those oceans.
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The Hawk' s-bill Turtle is the animal which furnishes the valuable "tortoise-shell" of

commerce, and is therefore a creature of great importance. The scales of the back are thirteen

in number, and as they overlap each other for about one-third of their length, they are larger

than in any other species where the edges only meet. In this species, too, the scales are

thicker, stronger, and more beautifully clouded than in any other Turtle. The removal of the

plates is a very cruel process, the poor reptiles being exposed to a strong heat which causes

the plates to come easily off the back. In many cases the natives are very rough in their

mode of conducting this process, and get the plates away by lighting a fire on the back of the

animal. This mode of management, however, is injurious to the quality of the tortoise-shell.

After the plates have been removed, the Turtle is permitted to go free, as its flesh is not eaten,

and after a time it is furnished with a second set of plates. These, however, are of inferior

quality, and not so thick as the first set.

When first removed, they are rather crumpled, dirty, opaque, brittle, and quite useless

for the purposes of manufacture, and have to undergo certain processes in order that these

defects may be corrected. Boiling water and steam are the two principal agents in this part
of the manufacture, the plates being boiled and steamed until they are soft and clean, and
then pressed between wooden blocks until they are flat. The tortoise-shell possesses the

valuable property of uniting together perfectly, if two pieces are thoroughly softened, heated,
and then subjected to the action of a powerful press. By this mode of treatment, the tortoise-

shell can be formed into pieces of any size or thickness, and can even be forced into moulds,

retaining, when cold, a perfect impression of the mould. Even the chippings and scrapings
of this valuable substance are collected, and being heated and pressed, are formed into solid

cakes fit for the purposes of manufacture.

The uses to which this costly and beautiful substance are put, are innumerable. The most

familiar form in which the tortoise-shell is presented to us is the comb, but it is also employed
for knife-handles, boxes, and many other articles of ornament or use.

This species is not nearly so large as the green Turtle, and its flesh is not used for food.

The eggs, however, are thought to be a great delicacy. It is remarkable that when these eggs
are boiled, the albumen, or "white" as it is popularly called, does not become firm. The
external membrane is white, flexible, and the eggs are nearly spherical in their form. Their

number is very great, and the animal usually lays them in sets at intervals of about three

weeks.

The young are generally hatched in about three weeks after the eggs are laid in the sand,

the hot rays of the sun being the only means by which they obtain their development. When
first excluded from the shell, the young Turtles are very small and soft, not obtaining their

hard scaly covering until they have reached a more advanced age. Numberless animals, fish,

and birds feed on these little helpless creatures, and multitudes of them are snapped up before

they have breathed for more than a few minutes. The rudiments of the scales are perceptible

upon the backs of these little creatures, but the only hard portion is the little spot in the

centre of each plate, which is technically called the areola, the layers of tortoise-shell being
added by degrees from the edges of the plates.

Many birds are always hovering about the islands Avhere Turtles lay their eggs, and as

soon as the little things make their appearance from the sand and hurry instinctively towards

the sea, they are seized by the many foes that are watching for their prey. Even when they
reach the water, their perils are not at an end, for there are marine as well as aerial and

terrestrial foes, and as many fall victims on the water as on land. So terrible is the destruc-

tion among these reptiles in their early days of life, that were it not for the great number of

eggs laid, they would soon be extirpated from the earth.

The shell of the Hawk' s-bill Turtle is rather flat, and heart-shaped. When young, the

centre of each plate is rather pointed, but in the adult animal the points are worn away and

never restored. The plates surrounding the edges of the shell are arranged so as to form

strong teeth pointing towards the tail. In the younger specimens, there are two keels run-

ning the length of the plastron, but in the older individuals these are worn away like the

projections on the back. The jaws are strongly hooked at their tips, and the under jaw shuts
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within the up|T. The tail is very short. Th- c.,|,.r ..f this sj,.
, ,, \..||,,w ti.-hly m.uM.-d

with deep brown abo\.-. The under ].arts ar.- \ellowish-white.splashed with black on tin-

an'ola in the half urown and \oumr.-r individuals, ami the head i- brown, Ue phttes being
nft.-li iilged with yellow.

Th.- Hawk s I. ill Turtle is i-.nh.-r common around tin- Florida Reef, though large ones are

r.u.-ly found. The young we have eeen among the mangroves in the water-ways of the Ever-

-lade.s. They are highly este,-m.-d as an edible.

known ,,f all tli.- Turtles is ill.- ceiel.rated (iKKKN TuRTLK (Ckdonia mydtu\ so

rolled from i cnlcir <,f it* fat.

This useful animal is f<iiin<l in th.- se.is aii<l .n th- shores <,f l~.ih . (ntiii.-nis. and in moat

plentiful alHiiii tlit- Island of Ascension and th,. Antilles, wh.-M- it is sulij-ct \<>
^nc,-s.s;tMt jiene-

cutioii for tli sake of ita fleeh. The shell of this reptile is of very little use, and of small

\alue, luit tin- llesh is it'iuarkaJtl\ rich and \\.-ll-llavonxl, and the gn--ii fat has long enjo\

world-widi-and fully deserved rc|mtation.

In Kiiniji*' th<> desh of the Green Turil.- is little hut an ohjet-t of luxury, attainable only
at great cant, and dressed with sundry acroniininiinents that im-p-as.- i-.idn-i than diminish its

natiii-.il rii-hness. Hut in many instances, m <-s|H-<-ially on Ixmnl shiji. when the siiilorM

haw been braed toettl u3A prorWom antil th< -\ - ,,,..,., deteriorated, und the fearful

scourge of scurvy is impending over crew and officers, tin- Turtle becomes an absolute neoee-

sit\. and is th- means of saving many a noble vessel from destruction, by giving tin- crew

a healthful chaiiLre <if dii-l. and purifying the blood from the bain-ful lTe-ts ..f a i-.m- of

salted pnvisii.ns.

LHiidsm.-ii have little not ion of the real textun- and flavor of "salt junk." their ideas

U-intr generally confined to the delicui- |\ coniel and pinky Iteef or (Kirk that IB serve* I up
to table, \\ iih tip- acconi]>animeiit* ol HiadX] i"i' dl Ud mil dfl Bed '.'_ T.I !!- \N'li. P0M, nil

junk is something like rough mahogany in look and ha nl ness, and salted to such a degree
a* almoM to blister the tongue of a landsman. It may easily In- imagined how any one who

has been condemned to a course of this diet for a lengthened time would welcome fresh meat

of any kind whatever, and we ne-d not wonder at the extraordinary relish with which .Miilor*

will eat sharks, sea-birds, and various other strangely flavored creatures.

The tle>h and fat of the Turtle are valuable in a medicinal jniint of view, and will supply

in a more agreeable, though more costly manner, the various remedies for consumptive tenden-

cies, decline, and similar diseases, of which cod-liver oil is the most familiar ami one of the

most nauseous examples.

nnerly, before steam i>owcr was applied to vessels, the Turtle was extremely scarce and

\ery exjN-nsive, but it can now In- obtained on much more reasonable terms. Many \.-^s.-ls an-

now in the habit of bringing over Turtles as part of their cargo, and it is found that these

valuable reptiles are easily managed when on board, requiring hardly any attention. The

following short account of some captive Turtles has been kindly presented to me by a partaker

of their voyage and their flesh :

The Island of Ascension is a great resort of Turtle, which are th.-n- captured and

retained prison, rs in some large ]>onds. from which they are occasionally transferred to ships

atioiis' for the cr-w. Th.-. Turtles ma\ be s.-eii in the ponds, lazily moving along. ..M--

alnive another, sometimes three or four deep. They occasionally com.- to the surface to take

breath, and will splash about at thnes quite merrily. :LS thon-h L-uorant that their destiny

tended towards conversion into soup and cutlets. At the best, however, they are lethargic,

awkward creatures.

"About half a dozen fine Turtle were conveyed on board our ship during my stay at the

Island <f Ascension ; they were unwieldly monsters, measuring rather mon- than four feet six

indies in length, and about three feet in breadth. They were allowed to li.- either in the

on the after-part of the poop, and seldom disturbed themselves unless the vessel gave

an extra roll, or they were stirred up by a pail of water being thrown over them or a wet swab

rubbed over their hooked beaks.
VOL m -t
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"Their tenacity of life was remarkable ; they remained on board ship during upwards of

three weeks without any food, and their only refresher was a cold bath, derived from the

before-mentioned pail of water, which they usually received with a dreamy lengthy sort of

hiss. Even after their three weeks' starvation, they died very hard. One, whose throat was

cut in the morning, and from whose body numerous eggs had been extracted, was giving an

occasional flap with her fins late in the afternoon
;
the fact of her throat having been cut and

her body otherwise mutilated appeared merely to produce the effect of ultimately damaging her

constitution, and I have grave doubts whether the fact of her ceasing to move was not as much
due to the destruction of the various membranes as to the extinction of her reptilian life."

As these animals are large and very powerful, it is not a very easy task to secure and bring

them on board. The usual plan is to intercept them as they are traversing the sands, and to

turn them over on their backs, where they lie until they can be removed. Many of the

tortoise tribe can recover their position when thus overturned, but the Green Turtle is quite

unable to restore itself to its proper attitude, and lies helplessly sprawling until it is lifted

into the boat and taken on boad. In many cases the creature is so enormously heavy that the

united strength of the pursuers is inadequate to the task, and they are consequently forced to

employ levers and so to tilt it over.

Sometimes the Turtle is fairly chased in the water and struck with a curious kind of

harpoon, consisting of an iron head about ten inches in length, and a staff nearly twelve

feet long. The head is only loosely slipped into a socket on the staff and the two are

connected with a cord. Two men generally unite in this chase, one paddling the canoe

and the other wielding the harpoon. They start towards the most likely spots, and look

carefully at the bottom of the sea, where it is about six or ten feet in depth, to see whether

the expected prey is lying at its ease and does not perceive them.

Sometimes they are forced to give chase to a Turtle on the surface, and sometimes the

individual on which they had fixed, takes the alarm, and swims away. In either case they

continually pursue the single swimming reptile, until it is fatigued with constant irritation,

and sinks to the bottom to rest. No sooner has the Turtle assumed this position than the

harpooner lowers his weapon into the water, takes an accurate aim, and then drives the steel

spike deep into the shell. Off dashes the Turtle, carrying with it the harpoon. Were it not

for the peculiar construction of the harpoon, the weapon would soon be shaken off, and the

Turtle escape, but as the shaft slips readily off the head, there is no leverage and the steel

head remains fixed, towing after it the long wooden shaft, which soon tires out the poor

victim. When thoroughly fatigued, it is drawn to the surface, a rope put around it, and

either taken into the boat or hauled ashore.

The food of this Turtle consists of vegetable substances, mostly alga?, which is found in

great abundance in those warm climates. This animal grows to a very great size, as may be

imagined from the fact that it often requires the united aid of three men to turn it over.

A very pure limpid oil is obtained from these species, useful for burning in lamps and other

similar purposes. A fat full-grown specimen will sometimes furnish thirty pints of this

substance.

The eggs of the Turtle are thought as great delicacies as its flesh, and it is rather a remark-

able fact, that although the flesh of the hawk's-bill Turtle is distasteful' to all palates and

hurtful to many constitutions, the eggs are both agreeable in flavor and perfectly harmless.

It is while the female Turtle is visiting shore for the purpose of depositing her eggs that she is

usually captured, as these sea-loving reptiles care little for the shore except for this purpose.

So admirable an account of the manner in which the Turtle behaves when laying her eggs

is written by Audubon, that the description must be given in his own words :

"On nearing the shore, and mostly on fine, calm moonlight nights, the Turtle raises her

head above the water, being still distant thirty or forty yards from the beach, looks around

her, and attentively examines the objects on shore. Should she observe nothing likely to dis-

turb her intended operations, she emits a loud, hissing sound, by which such of her enemies

as are unaccustomed to it are startled, and apt to remove to another place, although unseen

by her.
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" Should sh,. h.-ar an\ MI.. if nois... nr ]M-ivi-h.- an\ indi--ati.ni .if danir<-r. she instantly sinks

and goes <>1T to a di-taix ; IUIT should \.-r\tliitn: N-
<|iii,-t, six- ad\an. -.-s -|,.\s |\ i.nvaid- th,-

beach, crawls over it. IHT head rais,,) t.. the full stretch ..f h.-r n.vk. and when she has reached
a pla<-.- litt.-d for IHT

|.
ii 1

1
xi-.'. -1 legates all iini'in 1 in silence. Finding nil well, Bho proceeds to

form a 1ml. in th- -and. \\hirh sh.- .-iT.-.-t-, b\ ivm<>\ im; it from under her INN! y with IHT hind

tlapiiera, scooping it nut \\ith -,, mu< -|, ,|.-\i.-rit\ . ti i:i( the sides i*-ldom. if.-\.T. fall in Th.-

sand is i-.iis.-d alt.-rnat.-ly witli each llap]--ras with a ladl.-, until it lm.s accumulated U-hind hiT,

when, supporting herx-lf \\ith h.-r h.-a.| and f.n- jmrt <>n th- ffmuinl. >ln-. with a spring from
t-ach llapj.' -i. -.nds tin- xind ai'Miind hT, sral t-rin.i: it tn the distalH'.- ..f -ii-nil f.^-t.

In this niann.T th.- h<>l- is dug to tin- d.-j.th <if i-ighlifii inrli.-. ..i -..in. tim. - nmn< than
two fwt. This Iiilmr I have Been performed in tin- .shcirt spa.-.- <,f nim- niinut.-s. The gg are

tlu-n drnpiM-d on.- I iy ..ii.-. and disp<>s^l in regular layer* t<> th.- nuinUT <if one hundred and

fifty, nr -..ni.'tiin.'s m-arly tu.. hun.li.-.|. Th,- whol,- time *\-\\\ in this (|-t-iti(Hi may lx alx.ut

tw.-nty iiiiniites. She now s<-nij>es the loone Hand lia-k over theegga, and so levels and -mootlm
the surface, that few IHTXIIIS, ..M *.-,-\\\-> the s^it. \\ould imagine that anything had IN-.-H ,|

toit. Thisarconi|.li>h.-d ! h.-r mind, she retreats to the watt-r with all possible deopatch,

leaving the hatching of the eggs to the heat of the sand

"When a Turtle, a loggerhead for example, i- in the art of dropping her eggs, dhe will

not mo\e, although one should go up to her. or .-\. n -~>-.\\ himself on her bark ; hut the moment
it i- tini-h.-d. ..I!" -\\,- starts. IKH woulil i'

'

\
ill]., foi ine, mil hi W M M -n..nj a- 11. T

cules, to turn her over and secure her."

The Green Turtle \a a staple article of commerce in Key West, on the Florida Ileef. It is

abundant on the waters in the Florida straito, and along the (tulf coast*. Tin- fishermen in

the latter regions practise the plugging method of capturing it. In K.-y \\Vst, the Turtles are

placed in "crawls," an enclosed spare in shallow water, which allows of fn-e circulation of sea

water. Steamers plying to New York take on all that an supplied, for the Northern markets.

We have seen the young of the Green Turtle in ronsid.-rabl.- numU-re, in the shallow lnl.-ts

of the mangrove swamps on the southern extremity of Florida. These young are exceedingly
good as edibles. The old ones feed in the same localities on the tender algn\ which rend- TS

th.-iu dt-licate and fat. The other great sea Turtles are carnivorous, and prove very indifferent

as food, though the garrison at Fort .lelTerson issued the meat as rations a jtortion of the year.
Its novelty, and change from Un-f occasionally, made it a welcome article of the commissary.

The aspect of this sin-Hes is quit.- in contrast with the loggerhead, the head of the Green
Turtle being so much the smaller.

Occasionally, the Green Turtle has been led on. by the influence of the warm waters of the

gulf stream, to venture off the entrance of New York harbor a dangerous locality, one would

say, for such a highly pri7>ed edibl.-. Fine s|>ecimcns wen- k.-j>t in the New York Aquarium,
where they could be observed with ease. Their peculiar movements in swimming remind
one of the flight of a bird.

Dr. Strobel informed Dr. Holbrook, the distinguished author on this subject, that Green
Turtles taken at Tortugas Islands were marked by the wreckers, and k.-pt in confinement at

Key West, sixty miles distant. Some escaped, and were recaptured while laying eggs, on the

same bland in the Tortugas group as they were formerly taken from.



CROCODILES AND ALLIGATORS.
THE link next to the tortoise tribe is formed of an important group of reptiles, containing

the largest of the reptilian order, larger, indeed, than most present inhabitants of the earth,
if we except one or two African and Indian animals, and some members of the cetaceous tribe.

As is the case with nearly all reptiles, they are carnivorous, and owing to their great size,

strength of muscle, voracity of appetite, and the terrible armature of sharp teeth with which

their jaws are supplied, they are the dread of the countries which they inhabit, ruling the

rivers with a sway as despotic as is exercised by the lion and tiger on land, the eagle in the air,

or the shark in the seas.

On account of the peculiar manner in which their bodies are covered with square, keeled,

bony plates embedded in the skin, and protecting the body with an armor that effectually

guards its upper and more exposed portions from any ordinary weapon, they are separated
from the true lizards, and scientifically termed EMYDOSAURI, or Tortoise-lizards, the bony
plates being considered to have a certain analogy with those of the shielded reptiles. By some

zoological authors these animals are termed LORICATA, or Mailed Reptiles, from the Latin

word lorica, which signifies a coat of mail, or cuirass.

Although these creatures are capable of walking upon land, for which purpose they are

furnished with four legs, they are more fitted for the water than its shores, and are swift and

graceful in the one, as they are stiff, awkward, and clumsy on the other. Through the water

they urge their course with extraordinary speed, their long, flattened, flexible tail answering
the double purpose of an oar and a rudder

;
but on land their bodies are so heavy and their

legs are so weak, that they can hardly be said to walk, a term which seems to imply that the

body is wholly supported by the legs, but to push or drag themselves along the ground, on

which rests a considerable portion of their weight.
The head of these creatures is always rather elongated, and in some species is lengthened

into a narrow and prolonged snout. Each jaw is furnished with a row of sharply-pointed and
rather conical teeth. These teeth are hollow, mostly grooved on the surface, and are replaced
when they fall by new teeth that grow behind them, and in process of time push the old ones

out of their sockets.

The nostrils are placed at the very extremity of the skull, and upon a slightly raised

prominence, so that the animal is able to breathe by merely exposing an inch or so above the

water, and thus can conceal itself from almost any foe, or make an unsuspected approach upon
its prey. There is yet another more important use for the position of the nostrils. The Croco-

diles feed on fishes and various water-loving creatures, but also are in the habit of lurking by
the river-bank, and suddenly seizing upon any unfortunate animal that may come to drink.

Suppose, for example, that a calf or a dog is thus dragged into the water, the reptile grasps it

across the body, and sinks below the surface, so as to keep the head of the victim below water

while itself can breathe by means of the elevated nostrils.

But as during this process the mouth is held widely open, it might be rationally presumed
that considerable inconvenience would be caused by the water running down the throat. Such

would indeed be the case, were not this difficulty provided for by a simple yet very wonderful

contrivance. At the back of the throat, a pair of thin, cartilaginous plates are so arranged,

that when the animal opens its mouth the pressure of the water rushing into the mouth imme-

diately closes one upon the other, and effectually prevents the passage of a single drop, the

closure being in exact proportion to the volume of water. The structure, indeed, is very like

that of the valves of the heart. The channels which lead from the nostrils run very far back

through the skull, and open behind the throat-valves, so that respiration is in no way impeded.

They cannot, however, swallow their prey while under water, but are obliged to bring it on

shore for that purpose. The tongue is small, and fastened down to the lower jaw throughout
its length, so that it was formerly thought that the Crocodiles were destitute of that organ.
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Tlu-re is n.th.-r a curious structure in the N.-rtebra- of th- i,,--k Then boOW are furnished
withshu 'verse pWOtawa like false ribs, w I ,,- ||,,. ..ftVt ..f

j

fn.ni (iirnin- its !,.-;id fn .in M,|. ,
. On land. ili,.|.-f,.n-. when- its f.*.|,|.-

inad.Mjuat.- to tin- MI|.|,- t ,,f ti,,. long and heavy body, it can easily be avoided by any one at
ordinar\ agilitx. Tli.- e\,-> ai.- laiv. an<l -

.,', the head. The earn are
carefulh guanl.-d from tl*- ingress of water by a pair ( .f tightly dosing raJves. Below the

it are a pair of glands which se<-n-t- a substance having a strong musky aeent which i

very disagreeable. ami in ..1.1 individuals taint th.- whole tl.-sh ujih it* nuik odor, and reader
it uneatable to ordinary palat>s.

The youngof th.-s.- n-j.til,-s an- hatched fr,m eggn, which are Mtrunp.lv small i,, pn.jH.rtion
to the large <ttBMnri<XM of the adult animal. th<> n- l\ hat. h.^l ..irspring being no mnall as
hanlly to be recognized an belonging to the name species ma tlu-ir iwivnta, especially as there
are certain <lilT.-i-.-nr.-s ( ,f sl, :,|. lu.n-aft.-r i<. U- in.-nti.im'd.

These great reptih* are divided, or ruth.-r fall natunilly. inl<. tu famili.-s. nain.-ly. tli.-

Crocodiles and h- Allii^n..!-.. All the members of th.-s.- famili.-s , an U- .-asil\ distinmii,li-l hy
th.-shajKM.f th.-ir jaw sand (.-.-tli. th.- Inw.-r.-anin.. t.fih ( .f tin- (W.-Iil.-s lining !,<,., ,,/,./, j n
the edge of th.- npi^r jaw, and llios,. ,,f th.- Alliiritn> lit tin- int. .a /.// in ih.- i,|.j.-r jaw. Thi.s

peculiarity . auses an obvious dilT.-r.-m-.- in the outlim- of the li.-ad. th- ninx/l.-of the('nN-o<lil,-s

U-ini: narniw^l U-hind th.- nusuiN. while that ..f th.- Alliirat..i> forms :IM nnl.n.k.-n lim- t.. th.-

extn-mitj. A gUinn-. th.-n-fore, at the head will suffice to st-ttl.- th.- famih t.. whi.-h any
species belongH. In the Crocodiles, moreover, the hind legs are fringed U-hind with a series
of compressed scales.

On: first .

xani|,l.- ,,f the Crocodiles is the very n-markaMe UAVIAI^ or Oxirovno CROOO-
DII.K, Mim.-times known l>\ tin- naim- of NAKO...

This curious n-ptile is one of the hirgvst, if not the very larRBNt of its order, soin.-times
,iim a l.-n-th of twenty-live f.--t. As its popular name imjH.rts. it is u native of India.

and -warms in many of the Indian rivers, the Ganges oeintf greatly inf.-st.-d with its presence.
It is a striking animal, the extnmrdi nary length of it muzzle givimr it a most .singular and
nth. -,jne as|M-<-t.

This prolong! t ion of tho heatl varies considerably arconlinK' to the age and --x of the
individual. In the young Gavial, for example, just hatched from th.-.-u^ t |,,. |uwj ^ H | l( , r ,

and blunt, and only attains its full development wh.-n the rn-.tture ha ri<-h.-l adult age.
The males can be distinguished from the other >.-x by the sha]*- ,,f th,. niu//l.-. which is much
small.-r at the extremity. Then an- many teeth, the full complement being al*>ut one
hundn-.! and twenty They are similar in appearance, and about equal in length.

The color of this speri.-s U dark (.live-brown, spotted with Mack. Several sjieci. -s of
African <>a vials are known to zoologists, l>esides the Asiatic animal. 1'iit on an-ount of ih.-

different formation of the head, such as the absence of a swollen imi/zle in the male, and some
important variations in the plates of the n.-<-k and Imrk, they an? placed in anoth.-r genus, and
termed False Gavials. Two other Crocodiles are named, Hi N N i rr's GAVIAL (Mccittop* ben-

hi.h is an inhabitant of Western Africa, and th.- FAI.-I;(;A\ i\L(Jfeci*top* oat'i/,!

tut). Some naturalists, however, think that these animals are only varieties of the same

species. The False Gavial is represented in the engraving on next page.

WE now arrive at the true Crocodiles, in which the jaws are mrxl.-nit.-ly lengthened. wide,
tlat. tapering, and rather dilat.-d at the extremities. Th most peculiar of these reptiles is

the l.mir-celelirated CRO< "Mii.i: of Northern Africa.

This terrible creature is found chiefly in the Nile, where it absolutely swarms, and though
a most destructive and greatly dreaded animal, is without doubt as valuable in the water as
the hyena and vulture upon the land. Living exclusively on animal food, and rather pre-
ferring tainted or even putrefying to fresh meat, it is of great service in devouring the dead
animals that would otherwise j>ollute the waters and sum .unding atmosphere.

It also feeds on fish, which it can catch by means of its great swiftness in the water,
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and is a dangerous foe to cattle or other beasts that come to the river-side for drink. Some
persons relate that when its intended victim does not come sufficiently near to be snapped up,
the Crocodile crawls to the banks, and with a sweep of its long and powerful tail strikes the

poor creature into the water, where it is immediately seized in the Crocodile's ready jaws.
Human beings have a great dread of this terrible reptile. Many instances are known

where men have been surprised near the water's edge, or captured when they have fallen

into the river. There is, it is said, only one way of escape from the jaws of a Crocodile, and

FALSE OAVIAL. Mecktops calapkractus.

that is to turn boldly upon the scaly foe, and press the thumbs into his eyes, so as to force

him to relax his hold, or relinquish the pursuit. Mr. Petherick relates a curious instance,

where a man was drawing water, and was chased by a Crocodile into the recess in the earth

in which he was standing while working the lever of the "shadoof." The man crouched as

far back as he could squeeze himself, and the Crocodile tried to follow him, but got itself so

firmly wedged in the narrow channel through which it was endeavoring to force its way, that

it could neither reach the man, whose trembling breast was within a span of the reptile's

terrible teeth, nor retreat from the strange position into which it had forced itself. After

spending some time in terror, the poor man contrived to give the alarm to his comrades,

who came running to his assistance, and despatched the Crocodile as it lay helplessly lixed in

the crevice.

The plates which cover the skin of the Crocodile are of exceeding hardness, so hard,

indeed, that they ;nv employed as armor by some ingenious warriors. A coat of natural

scale armor formed from the Crocodile skin may sometimes be seen. Even a rifle ball

may be turned by these horny plates, provided that it strikes rather obliquely ;
and they

are impervious to ordinary steel weapons. Modern rifles, however, especially if the ball is

hardened with solder or tin, make little account of the plates, but cut their way through them

without difficulty.
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TUB INDIAN CROCODILE,

As this reptile is so dangerous ami costly a neighbor to the inhabitant <>i th- river Lank-.

many means have U-.ii adopted for it* destruction. One such rn-thod, where a kind of nar-

1-...H is -MI ploy-d, is described by Dr. Rappell: "The most favorable noMon is either the

winter, when th- animal usually sleeps on sand-banks, luxuriating in the rays of the nun, or
th- spring after th.- pair in- time, when the female regularly watch-s th- sand islands where
she has imried her eggs. The native finds out the place, and on the south -i ! ( it. that is.

t> th- l.-eward. he digs a hole in the sand, throwing up the earth to th- sid- \\hirli h.

th- animal to take. Then he conceals himself, and th- Crocodile, should it fail to observe
him. rom-.s to th- acm-tom-d -\>i and .soon falls a>l p.

Th- huntsman th-n darts his luirpoon with all his fon-.- at the animal, for in ord-r th.it

its stroke may be successful, th- iron ought to penetrate to the depth of at leaat four inches,

in onl-r that th- Larh may I- lix-<l firmly in th- flesh. The Crocodile, on being wounded,
rushes into the water, and th- huntsman retreats into a canoe, with which 11 comjwinion hastens
t<> his assistance. A piece of wood attached to the harpoon by a Inim .,id. -ims on the

water, and shows the direction in which the Crocodile is moving. Th- huntsmen, pulling
at this rope, drag the beast to the surface of the water, where it is again pierced by a second

harjH,n. . . .

"When the animal is struck, it by no means remains inactive; on the contrary, it

l.i-h.- instantlj wtA i'- r

ifl, Ml : ndl ITOtl Id bttfl
"

rapt MBdV. To |'i'-V'-iii ti.iv 0M
rope is made of alwut thirty sejiarate sl-nd-r lin-s. not twisted together, but merely plce<i in

juxtaposition, and bound round at intervals of every two feet The thin lines get between the

teeth or become entangled about th-m."

In spite of the great strength of the reptile, two men can drag a tolerably large one out of

th- water, ti- up his mouth, twist his 1.-^ , ,\--r his hack, and kill him by driving a sharp steel

.spike into the spinal cord just at the back of the skull.

There are many other modes of capturing and killing the Crocodile, such as a hook
baited with meat, to which the voracious reptiles are attracted by the cries of a pig, which

is pulled by the tail or otherwise maltreated, for the purjKwe of eliciting those ear-piercing

yells which aggrieved swine always produce. The yelping of a dog answers the same

purpose, and is used in the same manner. In some cases the negroes are bold enough to

engage the Crocodile in its own element, and to attack it with a long knife, which they plunge
into the belly.

The eggs of the Crocodile are about as large as those of the goose, and many in number,
so that these terrible reptiles would overrun the country, were they not persecuted in the

earliest stages by many creatures, who discover and eat the eggs, almost as soon as they are

laid. It is carious that the Crocodile is attended by a bird which warns it of danger, just

as the rhinoceros has its winged attendant, and the shark its pilot fish. The Crocodile bird is

popularly called the ziczac, from its peculiar cry.

SEVERAL other species of Crocodiles are known, among which two species are deserving
of a short notice, namely, the LVDIAN CROCODILE (Crocodilu* porout\ and the AMKKICAN
CROCODILE (Crocodilu* amerio&mu). As the name of alligator is popularly given to these

and other reptiles, there is great confusion respecting the precise animal which is under

discussion.

The Indian Crocodile, as its name imports, is an Asiatic species, and is found largely

in India. It is sometimes called the DoDBLE-CRXSTKD CROCODILE, because the head is

furnished with two long ridges extending from the front of the eye over the upper jaw.

This species is common in Ceylon, and literally swarms in the still waters and tanks,

though it is but rarely found in rapid streams, and never except in the low lands, the hill

marshes being free from these pests. Respecting this animal, Sir K. T.-nn-nt writes as

follows :

The species which inhabit the fresh water is essentially cowardly in its instinct,

and hastens to conceal itself on the approach of man. A gentleman who told me the

circumstance, when riding in the jungle, overtook a Crocodile evidently roaming in search
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of water. It fled to a shallow pool almost dried by the sun, and thrusting its head into

the mud till it covered up its eyes, it remained unmoved in profound conh'dence of perfect

concealment.
" Some years ago, during the progress of the pearl fishery, Sir Robert Wilmot Hoi-ton

employed men to drag for Crocodiles in a pond which was infested with them in the immediate

vicinity of Aripo. The pool was about fifty yards in length by ten or twelve wide, shallowing

gradually to the edge, and not exceeding four or five feet in the deepest part.

"As the party approached the pond, from twenty to thirty reptiles, which had been

basking in the sun, rose and fled to the water. A net, specially weighted so as to sink

its lower edge to the bottom, was then stretched from bank to bank, and swept to the farther

end of the pond, followed by a line of men with poles to drive the Crocodiles forward. So

INDIAN CROCODILE. Crooodtiut ponmu.

complete was the arrangement, that no individual could avoid the net
; yet, to the astonish-

ment of the governor's party, not one was to be found when it was drawn on shore, and

no means of escape was apparent or possible, except dashing into the mud at the bottom of

the pond."
The extreme tenacity of life possessed by these reptiles is well exemplified, though in a

rather painful manner, by an incident which occurred in Ceylon. A fine specimen had been

caught by a hook, to all appearance killed, the viscera removed, and the aperture kept open

by a stick placed across it. A few hours afterwards the men came to their victim with the

intention of cutting off the head, but were much surprised to find the spot vacant. On exam-

ination of the locality, it was evident that the creature had recovered itself in some strange

manner, crawled away for some distance, and made its escape into the water.

The same author also describes the habits of another species, the MARSH CROCODILE

(Orocodilus palustris), sometimes known by the names of MUGGER, or GOA
;
an animal which

has a large range of locality, being found in Asia and Australia. Sometimes this species grows
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to a great length. I hare seen a skull twenty-six inches in l.-n^th, denoting a total length of

thirty -three feet.

Tln> animul is in the habit of t raversing considerable distances in search of water, but,

according to the Singhalese, its feet are sadly cut in passing over the hard, stony ground If

it is baffled in its search, it returns to the exhausted ]**>\. hurrows beneath the mud, and there

waits until released by the rains. Sir K. Tennent mentions one instance where he saw th.-

i>-... MI impiv^ <>f a Cr.M-.Niii,. in tin- inn.l from whi<-h it liad just emerged, and he was tol>l >(

a curious incident which U-f.-ll an officer attached to the surveying department. Having
pitched hi- tent, he hml retired to rest as usual, but during the night he was disturbed by a
movement of the earth below his bed. On the following morning the mystery waa solved by
tli" up|>earance of a Crocodile, which made its way from under the bed.

As is the case with the common Crocodile of Kgypt, the young of thin repdle are very
small when hatched, but so fierce, even in their early days, that they can be caught by push-
ing a stick towards them, letting them bite it, and pulling them <>ut U-fore they loosen their

hold. A gentleman who has resided for eight years in Ceylon told me that one of his friends

was so taken with the appearance of these little reptiles, that he captured one, packed it care-

fully, and took it home. On arriving in his house, he put the Crocodile, then about nine or

t-n inches long, into a basin of water, and left it. Shortly afterwards a little boy, one of his

children, peeped into the basin, and seeing the Crocodile, gave it a push with his finger. The
tierce little creature at once snapped at the offending finger, and held it so tightly that the

poor child could not shake it off, and ran screaming about the house with the young Crocodile

dangling at the end of his finger, until it wus removed by an attendant.

ANOTHER well-known species is the AMERICA* CROCODILE, so often and so wrongly termed

the alligator. This reptile is found in the tropical and hotter parts of Ain.-ri.-a, and is very
common in some localiti.-s. \Vh.-n first hutched, the young seem to feed only on living insects,

an 1 according to the experiments of M. Bosc, they would not even touch the insects with

which they were supplied, until their intended prey began to crawl. During the summer

th.-y U-.-orii.' lively at nicht. and make such a hideous bellowing that a person unaccustomed
t' > it has no chance of sleeping. They also have a habit of clattering their jaws together with a
loud noise.

This creature is only lately a known resident in North American waters. But few years
MM.-.-, it was supposed that the islands of the West Indies were the most northern range of any
species of Crocodile. Dr. Jeffries \\ \ man, of Boston, discovered a specimen in Bisquine Bay,
off the southern extremity of Florida. Three years sine.-, Mr. Ralph Monroe, of Staten Island,

X. V.. \i-it.-d that region, ami, while hunting on Virginia Key, some miles from the

mainland, discovered several Crocodiles. Two of them he captured, and the preserved
skins he presented to th>- American Museum, in Central Park. Since then, he has killed a

specimen of the largest known dimensions, fourteen feet in length, which he has sent to the

same institution.

The first comparison with the alligator does not impress one with any considerable sense

of difference, but the difference in breadth of the heads, when viewed from above, is \--ry

striking. That of the Crocodile i- \n. m.-ly narrow, while that of the alligator is heavy and

very wide. The entire "build
"

of the Crocodile is manifestly favorable to a maritime exist-

ence, while that of the alligator is for just such a life as it leads, one of sluggishness and

inactivity.

The Crocodile is an active swimmer, and its teeth and jaws are evidently constructed to

seize upon fishes while swimming. It is seen mostly in salt-water creeks near the ocean.

Some donbt has been entertained about the identity of this species with that found in the

West Indies. It is very natural for this creature, being a sea-going one, to swim across the

Florida Straits. It is illustrated on the next page.

A \oiiiKR species, the MARGINED CROCODILE (CrocoeUlvt margin6tut\ resides in the

rivers of Southern Africa. It may be distinguished from the Egyptian species by the great
Vet. HL-&.
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concavity of the forehead, and the strong keels of the dorsal, or back plates. I am indebted

to Captain Drayson, author of "
Sporting Scenes among the Kaffirs," for the following account

of the Margined Crocodile and its habits, from which it appears that the reptile is formidable

not only to the creatures on which it usually feeds, but to man himself :

"About two or three miles from the Bay of Natal there is a river called the Umganie ;

into this river a lake called the Sea-cow Lake empties itself. The lake was, during my resi-

dence at Natal, the retreat of several hippopotami and Crocodiles, both of which were in the

habit of treking into the Umganie River. Often, when riding round the banks of this lake, I

have disturbed two or three Crocodiles, which were stealing amongst the reeds and long grass,

/a.

AMERICAN CROCODILE. CrocodUui amerlcanui.

in hope of stalking a fat toad, or a sleepy guana. Sometimes a scaly reptile might be awak-

ened from his dose by the sound of my horse's feet, and would rush through the long reeds

towards his retreat. Their movement is much more rapid than would be supposed from their

appearance, and they care nothing for a fall head over tail, but almost fling themselves down

the steep banks when alarmed.

"On the banks of the Umganie were several Kaffir kraals, in one of which resided a man

who had been roughly treated by a Crocodile. This man, seeing me pass his residence, called

to me, and asked as a favor that I would watch at a particular part of the river until I shot a

rascally Crocodile that had nearly killed him. The Crocodile, he informed me, always made

its appearance about sundown, and he hinted that a position might be selected so that the sun

would dazzle the Crocodile and prevent him from seeing me. Finding that I was willing to

gratify his revenge, he limped out of the inclosure surrounding his huts, and offering me his.

snuff-gourd, he, at my request, gave me the following account of his escape.
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" He had so frM|ii.-ntly crossed the stream Mow his hutu at nil tim-- of day, and had Men

Crocodiles of small dimensions, that )M> had become, as it were, famili.iri/j-d i.. them, and did

not iiiKigiin- that there waa any danger to be expected from th.-m. One evening, at about sun-

down. In- wa.s wading across the riv.-r, th- wat.-r ..f which n>a. h.-d alx>ve his waist Suddenly
h.- f.-lt himself ached by the nnd.-r part ..f his thi^h. whilst he was at the same instant dragged
under water. His wife waa following him, and seeing him full, she scramNed fnnvani to th-

place where he had disappeared, and thus caused conridcnil.l. noitte and Hplashing, which (or

.sotn.-thing else, perhaps the tonirhneas and had flavor of th<- Katun had the f making
the Crocodile quit his hold .n th- Katlir, not. however, without tearing off a gtv.it jMiriioii of

the under part of his thigh. The man, with difficulty, escaped to the shore, but be remained

a i-ripplr for life, unable to do more than put th>- t<-s of hi- foot on the ground."

MABOUUB CaOOODIIJL-CkwriHMMrffcMlM.

WB now come to the ALLIGATORS, the second family of those huge reptiles which may be

known, as has already been mentioned, by the lower canine teeth fitting into pits in the upper

jaw. They are divided into three genera, all of which are inhabitants of the New World.

They are indiscriminately called Alligators, Crocodiles, or Caymans, by the natives or the non-

loological traveller, and there is consequently much difficulty i identifying the particular

species. The genus Alligator may be known by the partly-webbed tons, the outer toe being

The COMMON ALLIGATOR inhabits Northern America, and is plentifully found in the

Mi i--ippi . ih" lak'- and (iffVH of LlMWU < Hd ( ^"iin i. BBd atafltt lOOaUttH '' i- '> II--P-.-

and dangerous reptile, in many of its habits hearing a close resemblance to the crocodiles, and

the other members of the family.

I'nlike the crocodile, however, it avoids the salt water, and is hut Morn seen even near

the mouths of rivers, where the tide gives a brackish taste to their waters. It is mostly a fish-

eater, haunting those portions of the rivers where its prey most abounds, and catching them

by diving under a passing shoal, snapping up one or two victims as it passes through them.

tossing them in the air for the purpose of ejecting the water which has necessarily till.- 1 it.*

mouth, catching them adroitly as they fall, and then swallowing them. Though timid. asar
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most reptiles as long as their passions are not touched, the Alligator has within it a very mine
of furious rage, which, when aroused, knows no fear. Urged by a blind instinct that sees no

obstacles, and hardly deserves so intellectual a name as anger, it flings itself upon the assail-

ants, and only ceases its attack as its last breath is drawn.

No easy matter is it to drive the breath out of an Alligator, for its life seems to take

a separate hold of every fibre in the creature's body, and though pierced through and through
with bullets, crushed by heavy blows, and its body converted into a very pin-cushion, spears

taking the place of the pins, it writhes and twists, and struggles with wondrous strength,

snapping direfully with its huge jaws, and lashing its muscular tail from side to side with
such vigor that it takes a bold man to venture within range of that terrible weapon.

ALLIGATOR. AUigator mlMi*siplenti.

It is fortunate for the assailant that its head is not gifted with mobility equal to that

of the tail. The Alligator can only turn its head very slightly indeed, on account of two bony

projections, one on each side of the head, which are efficient obstacles to any but the smallest

lateral motion. The antagonist may therefore easily escape if on land, by springing aside

before the reptile can turn. He must, however, beware of its tail, for the Alligator when

angry, sweeps right and left with that powerful member, and deals the most destructive blows

with wonderful rapidity. Still, the creature would rather avoid than seek a combat, and does

not act in this fashion until driven to despair.

In some parts of America they catch the Alligator in a very ingenious manner. An ordi-

nary hook is said to be of little service against such a quarry, and the natives employ a kind

of mixture between a hook and grapnel which very effectually answers their purpose. This

so-called hook is made of four sticks of hard tough Avood barbed at each end, slightly curving

and bound together at one end so as to cause all the upper barbs to radiate from each other.
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This apparitu-. is bait-d with the flesh of some animal, and suspended just about a foot from

th.- water, the other end of the n>|M- U'ing made fast to a tree or strong stake.

As soon as the Alligator takes this bait and begins to pull at the cord, the barbs begin
to make their way into its throat, and it is evident from the construction of the hook that the

more the animal pulls, the tinner an- the tarns struck into its throat When thus hooked, its

struggles :ii.- t.-n-iii--. and Mr. \Vatertoti. who succeeded in capturing a flue specimen more

than ten feet in length, had the great. -M dill'milty in - -uring it without damaging its

appearance.
The eggs of the Alligator are small and numerous. The parent deposits them in the sand

of the, river side, scratching a hole with her paws, and placing the eggs in a regular layer

therein. She then scrapes some sand, dry leaves, grass and mud over them, smoothes it and

deposits a second layer upon them. These eggs are then covered in a similar manner and

'" WC

JACARB. OR TACARR.-

another layer deposited until the mother reptile hus laid from fifty to sixty eggs. Although

they are hatched by the heat of the sun and the decaying vegetable matter, the mother does

not desert her young, but leads them to the water and takes care of them until their limbs are

sufficiently strong and their scales sufli. -ii-ntly firm to i-nnit them to roam the waters without

assistance.

As is the case with the crocodiles, the young Alligators are terribly persecuted by birds

and beaste, and are even in danip-r of I -ing eaten by the old males of th-ir own j..Tiei.

During the winter months th- Alliwitor buries itself in the mud, but a very link* warmth

i-* -ulfi. ient to mak- it quit it* ivtn-at and come into the open air again. Whil- lively,

especially at night, it is a most noisy animal bellowing in so loud a tone and in so singular

a cadence that even the nightly concert of jaguars and monkeys is hardly heard when th.-

Alligators are roaring.

It sometimes attains to a great size, and is then formidable to man. Mr. Waterton men-

tions a case when one of these creatures was seen to rush out of the wat. r. iz,- a man and
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carry him away in spite of his cries and struggles. The beast plunged into the river with his

prey, and neither Alligator nor man were afterwards seen.

The Alligator is a familiar reptile on the Gulf coast, and in the rivers of Florida. Its

length is usually about six or seven feet. Specimens are found at times twice this length^
fourteen feet being the extreme. A fine example in the Central Park Museum is twelve feet in

length. The term Alligator is a corruption of the Spanish el lagarto, a lizard. Five species
are known in various parts of the world.

THE JACABE, or YACARE (Jacare sclerops), also belongs to this family. It inhabits Brazil,

and is not uncommon. It may be known by the ridge across the face between the eyes, the

scarcely-webbed hind feet and the fleshy eyelids. On account of the aspect of its eyes it is

sometimes called the Spectacled Cayman. It is said that, although this reptile attains a very

large size, it will not attack a man even in the water, provided that he always keeps in motion.

They pass the night in the water and the day on the shore, where they lie sleeping on the sand,

dashing into the water if alarmed. It is depicted on the foregoing page.

WE now leave the crocodiles and alligators, and proceed to another order of reptiles.

These creatures are termed Amphisbaenidse, from two Greek words signifying to go both ways,
in allusion to the shape of the animal, which looks as if it had a head at each extremity.
In former times, indeed, it was thought that not only could these reptiles creep backward and

forward with equal ease, but that they absolutely possessed two veritable heads. None of

these reptiles are of great size. They are divided into four families, three of which are without

external feet, and the members of the other family only possess the front pair of legs very

slightly developed. Their eyes are very minute and entirely covered with skin, so that their

sight must be of the most limited character. As in the case of the mole, however, this

deprivation of sight does not interefere with the welfare of the animal, for it lives mostly
beneath the earth, where eyes would be useless.

The SOOTY AMPHISB^E-

NA is a native of South-

ern America, being found

most plentifully in Brazil

and Cayenne. It lives al-

most wholly underground,

boring its way through the

soft earth like the common

worm, and traversing the

soil with considerable ad-

dress. It feeds upon animal

substances, and is very fond

of ants, termites, and their

young. Indeed, it is no

extraordinary occurrence on

breaking down a termite's nest, to find an Amphisbsena within, luxuriously curled up in the

midst of plenty. Ants' nests below the ground are often penetrated and ransacked by this

reptile.

Being too small to injure man by sheer force, and being devoid of poisonous teeth, this

creature is quite harmless except to the insects on which it feeds. It is able to crawl in either

direction with nearly equal ease and rapidity, and on account of the bluntness of its tail

and the almost imperceptible eyes, affords some reason for the popular idea of its possessing
two heads.

iTt,

SOOTY AMPHISB^BNA. Atnp/iMxtw ameiicana.
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In speaking of this reptile. Stdmon has the following remarks: "This is the

which. ^n|.|.--d I'lmd. and vulgarly said to be fed by the large ants, is in this country
onl with the name of Kim: of the Emmets. The flesh of the Amphistaena, dried and reduced

to a tine ].u,|.-i. is >nii<lently administered as a sovereign and infallible remedy in all cases

of dislocation and broken Ixmes, it being very naturally inferred that an animal which lion the

power of li.-alitu' an entire amputation in its own case, should at least be able to cure a simple
fracture in the case of another."

This process of reasoning alludes to a curious jmpulur error respecting the Amphiitbjsjta.
The people of the countries which it inhabits U-Iieve that, if one of these reptiles is cut in two,

each half, being furnished with u separate head, hastens to its fellow-part, and neatly fitting

the severed surfaces, repairs the breach, and is soon restored to its original condition.

It is rather a dull and sluggish animal when exposed to light, crawling slowly upon the

ground, twisting itself lazily about, and opening its mouth in a purposeless kind of fashion,

without any definite intention of biting or escaping.

The color of the Sooty Amphisbirna is rather variable, but consists of black and white.

Ita length is about three feet. The White Amphisbena (Amphisborna alba) belongs also to

this genus. It is of a white color, and remarkable for a little pellucid dot in the front edge of

each scale.

CLOSELY allied to this creature is another reptile, very appropriately called the CHKI-

OTK*. or II \MI 1 M:M> I, I/ M:I> <"',.,,', ^ hi '" Iff Tin- 1- " native ,f liia/il. and. as

far as is known, is of subterranean habits, like the amphistwna.
The Cheirotes is the only example of all the amphistxenas that possesses external limbs,

and even in this instance they are small and but slightly developed. There are no hind legs,

CHKIKOTE*. OB UANI> EARED UZABD.-CMnto 1

but the two fore legs are set just behind the head ; nearly in the place where the ears might

be expected to be seen- They are very short, rather flat and strong, and are terminated with

five toes, four of which are armed with a tolerably strong claw. The fifth toe is very small and

without a claw.

The head of this creature is no larger than the body, the teeth are conical, moderately

strong and slightly curved backwards, the muzrle is arched, the tongue horny at the tip. the

tail is short, and there is a row of small pores on the under side of the abdomen. I n .ur illus-

tration the animal is shown in its natural sie, which varies from eight to ten inches. It*
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color is yellow, spotted with brown above, and whitish below. This species is the sole repre-

sentative of its family. The other two families namely, the Trigonophidse and the Lepido-
sternidse may easily be distinguished by the fact that in the former the teeth are set in the

margin of the jaws, instead of on their inner side as in the other families
;
and that, in the

latter, the scales on the chest are larger and of different shapes, whereas in the other two fam-

ilies they are all squared. Moreover, the pores under the abdomen are absent.

SCALED REPTILES; SQUAMATA.

LIZARDS; OR SAURA.

SLENDER-TONGUED LIZARDS; SEPTOGLOSS^E.

E now leave the shielded reptiles and proceed to the Scaled Lizards. These creat-

ures form a very large and important group, and may be distinguished from the

previous section by the covering of the body, which is formed of scales either

granular or overlapping each other, instead of the straight-edged plates which

cover the bodies of the tortoise and crocodiles. The tongue of these animals is

rather long, nicked at the tip, and often capable of extension. The young are

produced from eggs, sometimes hatched before being deposited, but generally

after they have been laid in some suitable spot. The eggs are covered with a rather soft,

leathery shell.

The true LIZARDS have four limbs, generally visible, but in a few instances hidden under

the skin. Their body is long and rounded, and the tail is tapering and mostly covered with

scales set in regular circles or "whorls." The mouth cannot be dilated as in the snakes;

because the under jawbones are firmly united in front, instead of being separable as in the

serpents. The ear has a very singular appearance, the drum or "tympanum" being mostly
distinct and exposed.

There are twenty-four families of true Lizards, and passing by several anatomical and

structural distinctions, which will be found at the end of the volume, we will proceed at once

to the first family, called the MONITORS. In all these creatures the head is covered with very

little, many-sided scales
;
the tongue is long, slender, and capable of being withdrawn into a

sheath at its base
;
the scales are small, rounded, and arranged in cross rings, those of the side

resembling those of the back
;
the legs are four in number, and each foot has five toes. They

are all inhabitants of the Old World, and are seldom, if ever, found far from water.

OUR first example of the true Lizards is the WHITE-THROATED REGENIA, or WHITE-

THROATED VARAN, a remarkably fine and powerful species of Lizard, inhabiting Southern

Africa. A rather full and accurate description of this Lizard is given by Dr. Smith :

"It is usually discovered in rocky precipices or on low stony hills, and when surprised

seeks concealment in the chinks of the former or the irregular cavities of the latter, and where

any irregularities exist on the surface of the stones or rocks, it cksps them so firmly with its
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toes that it UTOMI.- a task of no small .lihViilt\ (..dislodge it, even though it he easily readied.
I nd.-r such rirvumstanc.-.s tlte strength of no one man is abli- t>. v.ithdniw a full-grown indi-

viduul, and I have seen two pemM required to pull a *|vim-a out ..f a |.sitiou it had

attained, even \\ith th.- assistance of a rope tied in front of it.s hinder legs. Tin- moiu.-nt it

.i- .ii~l.-i. i ; ll-w with Fur itl it.s i-n,-mies> wfe> b] ;!:.. .,<.:> v-d <.. n.-. h.- bm
being bitten. After it was kill.-, I. it was discovered that the points ,,f all the nails had been

previously br.k.-n or at the moment it lost its hold.

WHITKTUHOATKD KKUKXU J

"It feeds upon crabs, frogs, and small quadrupeds, and from its partiality to the t

former, it is often found among rocks near running streams, which fact having been observed

i<\ the natives, has led them to regard it as sacred, and not to be injured without danger
of drought."

This fine Lizard has large, oblique nostrils, a shortish tail with a double k--l on it uj>|-r

surface, and the scales are oblong and have a blunt ridjw or keel. The head is short and tin-

scales of the body are large, convex, and surrounded with granulations. The length of tin-

full -grown Regenia is nearly five feet, and it* color N dark brown, above variegated with large

white spots, and paler beneath, especially under the throat.

TIIK NII ...i i< MONITOR, or VARAN OF i in N in , as it is sometimes railed, is, as its name

imports, a native of those parts of Africa through which tin- Nil'-, it.s favorit.- river, flown.

The natives have a i-urious id, -a that this rvj.tili- is hatchM from cnN-odiN-'s eggs that have

been laid in hot elevated spots, and that in pnxvss of time it becomes a rrtN-.lil,- This odd

belief is analogous to the notion so firmly implanted in the minds of our own MM ride

VOL. IIL-C
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population, that the little hermit crab, which is found so plentifully in periwinkle shells, is the

young of the lobster before it is big and hard enough to have a shell of its own.

It is almost always found in the water, though it sometimes makes excursions on land

in search of prey. To the natives it is a most useful creature, being one of the appointed
means for keeping the numbers of the crocodile within due bounds It not only searches on

land for the eggs of the crocodile, and thus destroys great numbers before they are hatched,

but chases the young in the water, through which it swims with great speed and agility,

and devours them unless they can take refuge under the adult of their own species, from

whose protection the Monitor will not venture to take them.

NILOTIC MONITOR. Monitor nUoUcun.

When full grown, the Nilotic Monitor attains a length of five or six feet. The color

of this species is olive-gray above, with blackish mottlings. The head is gray, and in the

young animal, is marked with concentric rows of white spots. Upon the back of the neck is a

series of whitish-yellow bands, of a horse-shoe, or semilunar shape, set crosswise, which,

together with the equal-sized scales over the eyes, serve as marks which readily distinguish it

from many other species. The under parts are gray, with cross bands of black, and marked

with white spots when young.

Specimens belonging to this genus are scattered over the greater part of the world, tor

example, the INDIAN MONITOR (Monitor draccena) is found in the country from which it takes

its name. It is rather a prettily marked animal, being brown with black spots when old, and

yellow eye-like marks when young. Another species, GOULD'S MONITOR (Monitor gouldii),

inhabits Australia, being most commonly found on the western side of the land.
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WK now arrive :it :uii.tli.-r family <if Liuml>. .-inl*-.! from the typical *i>eoie*, the Teguexins.
In the*- reptile*, the hiid is covered with laix*'. regular, nmny-siiltil .shields, tin- sides an- Hat,

and tin- tin-out ha* a double collar.

Our fint example is the TKOUMIN, or VAKIEOATKO LIZARD, BO called on account of the

contrasting colon with which it is decorated. It in also known by the name of SAFEGUARD, a
tit ! winch has been given to it because it is thought to give notice, by hissing, of the approach
of tin- alligator. The monitor-, .l.-riv thfir name from a similar Mief, they being thought
to warn human beings of the approach of poisonous serpents.

.,/

TKOCEXIM, OR VAKUQATKI) UZARD.-

Several species of Teguexin are known, all inhabiting the warmer portions of America,

and possessing similar habits. It is said that although strong and agile, they do not ascend

trees, but range at will the hot sandy plains or the dense damp underwood on the margins of

lakes and rivers, into which they plunge if alarmed, and remain below the surface until the

danger has passed away, their capacious lungs and imperfect circulation permitting them to

endure a very long immersion without inconvenience.

The Teguexin is a large and powerful Lizard, exceeding five feet in length when full

grown, and extremely active. It feeds mostly, if not entirely, upon animal food, and makes

great havoc among snakes, frogs, toads, and other semi-aquatic creatures. It often indulges in

diet of a higher nature, and when it -an find an op|Krtunit\ . devours poultry, or breaks and

eats their eggs. Sometimes it has been known to eat Li/^irds of a closely allied species, a fact

which has been proved by finding some bones, and other portions of the Ameiva lizard within

the stomach of a Teguexin that had been killed. Together with these relics were found the

shelly wing-cases of beetles, and the skins of sundry caterpillars.
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The teeth of this species are strong, and the reptile can bite with great force. It is a bold

and determined combatant when attacked, and if it succeeds in grasping a foe, retains its hold

with the pertinacity of the bulldog. The flesh of the Teguexin is eaten, and thought to

be excellent. According to Azara, the skin of its tail, when separated into rings, is con-

sidered to be a safeguard against paralysis, and worn for that purpose, as well as to remove

tumors, another healing power which it is supposed to possess.

The general coloring of the Teguexin is as follows : The upper parts are deep black, with

bold mottlings of yellow or green. On the upper part of each side there are two series of

white spots, and the under parts are mostly yellow, with black bands. The coloring is, how-

ever, extremely variable.

THE curious little AMEIVA, which has just been mentioned as falling a victim to the

previous species, is closely allied to the Teguexin. It is rather a pretty Lizard, with a very

long whip-like tail, and peculiarly elongated toes on the hinder feet. The long tail is covered

with a series of scales, arranged in rings, of which about one hundred and twenty have

been counted in a perfect specimen. The color of the Ameiva is dark olive, speckled with

black on the nape of the neck and front of the back. On the sides are rows or bands of

white spots edged with black, from which peculiarity it is sometimes called the Spotted

Lizard. There are many species of Ameiva, inhabiting either Central America, or the West,

Indian Islands.

C/lf"'

CKUST UZAKD.aeloderma harridum.

THE very odd-looking creature, scientifically termed Heloderma Tiorridum, which is seen

in the engraving, is an inhabitant of Mexico, where the natives call it Tola-chini. Though

looking somewhat like an Ameiva, it forms a separate family, of which it is the only species.

It differs from the Ameiva by the formation of its teeth and tail, the latter being thick, and

shorter than the body. As the pointed teeth are set as in the deadly snakes, the natives

of Mexico believe the reptile's bite to be fatal. This belief, however, is without any founda-

tion, as the reptile really possesses no poisonous fangs. Like some frogs, the Heloderma has

a penetrating scent, and when disturbed, it ejects an odorous saliva from its mouth. During

the day it hides in self-made holes at the foot of trees, and there it lays in a lethargic position

until night, when it chases its prey, consisting of beetles, worms and frogs. The Heloderma is

of an earthy-brown color, the whole body being covered with yellow, white, and brownish-red

spots, and the tail with dark scales. It attains a length of nearly three feet three inches.
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Tin Si\ i INKD TAI: \.i n:\ also Itelongs to the Tegn.-\iiiv This pretty little Lizard, with

its dark green body, and yellow streaks. iiih:> th America. Mr. ll<>ll.r-,k makes the

following remarks respecting its habits : "Tins in a \>T\ lively, active animal, choosing .Irs

and san<l\ places fur it> residence, and is frequently met with in tin- neighborhood of planta

tions. or near fences and hedp-s. MOM usually it is s,-,-n on tin- ground in search of in-

its motions are remarkably quick, and it runs with gn-at s|ieed. It b vary timid. It fe-ds

on insects, and generally seeks its food towanls the elo*e of the day, w hen they may be seen

in corn fields, far from their usual retreat; and Uot unfrequenth I have met mal.- and female

ill company."
The Six-lined Lizard (Onemidophorwt aerilinfo/u*), called in the South "Taragiiera,"

inhabits the States from Virginia to Mexico

A brief notice must also be given of two curious sjM-cies. :,Uu belonging to the same family.

The first b the SPURRED CEICTROPYX, or SPURRED Li/..\i:i ' 'r ntr<ij>t/j- <,//,>// ,/*), BO called from

two jttir of small, sharp, horny sjiikt-s. \vlii<-h an- set at earh side of the hax- of the tail. The

color of tliis species is olive-green above, with three strwiks of a jiider hue, and a double

series of black spots on the lick. Below it is greenish-white.

Tl ther species b the GREAT DRAOOX (Ada guianfn*i*\ a native of tropical America.

Thb fine Lizard is generally from four to nearly six feet in length, and is strong and nimble.

It does not appear to be so good a swimmer as some of the preceding s|>eeics. but runs fast,

and can climb trees with great agility. It is generally found among the marshy nnd low-h inn

lands, though it spends more time on the land than in the water.

!t is a desperate fighter when attacked, and as it has a habit of hiding itself in a deep
burrow, and bites fiercely at the hand that b thrust forward to s.-i/>.- it. it b not easily rap-

tured. It i-. lM>"--\'-r, much sought after, as its flesh is very good, and the eggs an- thought

to be great delicacies. There an- usually from thirty to forty eggs. The general color of this

reptile is olive, yellow beneath, and mottled with brown.

There are twelve genera and about forty species of the family Tri(/<r, or the Tegm-xins.

this nume being derived from some local designation. They are all peculiar to the Now
World.

THE true LIZARDS, or Laoertinidie, now come U-fore our notice. The tongue of these

reptiles is long, flat, can be thrust out to some distance, and very deeply forked. The teeth

are hollow at their roots, the scales are keeled, and the sides are flat. They are scattered over

the greater i>art of the globe.

Europe possesses at least two examples of this family, one of which, the SCALY LIZARD,

b extremely common.
This pretty little reptile b extremely plentiful upon heaths, banks and commons, where

it may be seen darting about in its own quick, lively manner. Hitting among the grass stalks

with a series of sharp, tw i>ting springs, snapping up the unsus|>ecting Hies as they rest on the

grass blades, and ever and anon slipping under shelter of a gorse bush, or heather tuft, only

to emerge in another moment brisk and lively as ever.

These little creatures are so quick and sharp sighted, that it b not very easy to catch

them, especially if they are among gorse bushes, for they twbt about so adroitly, that a

smart movement of the hand is required to follow them, and the prickly jxiint.s of the gorse

are always lurking amont: the grass, to the detriment of a tender skin. They can swim toli-r

ably if thrown into the water, but do not seem to seek that element voluntarily. I have

generally found that when flung into water, they lie for a short time quite motionless, with

their limbs extended, and tail straight, a- if U-wilden-d with the smid-n change. They soon,

however, get their he-ad toward* ~li..n-. and then, with a serpentine movement of the tail,

scull themselves to land.

This is one of the reptiles that produces living \ounir. the eggs being hatched just bef

the youni: Li/jmls are born. With reptiles, the general plan is to place the eggs in some spot

where they are exposed to the heat of the sunbejj in* ; but this i.j/;,pi. together with the \i]-r.

i- in th.- habit of lying on a sunny bank before h.-r young ones are born, apjun r the
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purpose of gaining sufficient heat to hatch the eggs. This process is aided by the thinness of

the membrane covering the eggs.

The color of this little Lizard is extremely variable, but in general, the upper parts are

olive-brown, with a dark brown line along the middle of the back, this line being often broken

here and there. Along each side runs a broader band, and between these bands are sundry
black spots and splashes. The under parts are orange, spotted with black in the male, and

olive-gray in the female. The total length of the Scaly Lizard is about six inches, according
to the figure in our illustration.

THE beautiful EYED LIZARD, or GREAT SPOTTED GREEN LIZARD, as it is sometimes called,

from the colors with which it is decorated, is a native of Southern Europe, and various other

warm portions of the world, being found in Algiers, Senegal, and parts of America.

SCALY LIZAHD.-Zootoco vivipara.

This creature inhabits dry spots, where the sun has most power, and may be seen among

hedges, underwood, or loose stones, running about in search of food, and displaying the gem-
like brilliancy of its clothing, as it darts from spot to spot with the agility which characterizes

all the species of this genus.
It is of rather a fierce nature, having little fear, and boldly attacking any antagonist that

may assail it. If it be irritated with a stick, it will turn sharply upon the offending weapon,

and bite it smartly ;
and if a dog attempts to seize it, the courageous little creature will spring

upon its muzzle, and maintain its hold with such pertinacity, that it will suffer itself to be

killed rather than relinquish its grasp. In consequence of this combative character, it is

greatly respected by the inhabitants of the country where it dwells, and being thought to be

poisonous as well as ferocious, is dreaded with a fear quite as keen, though not so reasonable,

as would be inspired by a rattlesnake or cobra.

The home of this species is generally made under the roots of trees, if the soil be suf-

ficiently dry and sandy to suit its habits. Otherwise it will excavate a tunnel in the side of a

bank or under a hedge, always choosing a southern aspect, so as to ensure the warmth which

its nature seems to demand. Sometimes it settles upon a soft sandstone rock for its domicile,

and hollows out a deep burrow in the softest part of the rock, mostly choosing the loose, sandy

layers that often occur between two tolerably broad strata of rock. Like the rest of the Lizards,

it feeds on insects and similar creatures, darting on them with great speed and certainty of aim.
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The color of this Lizard is ;wy beautiful, r.-n.l-rinu' it 'ii. i.f the most Invt-ly "f it-*

tribe. The iMoun.l color of tin- hody i- 1'iiirht, glittering green, iw if covered with tin iirnmr

of i-meralds. n
i
MIII which are net. almm th.- >i<l-n, some i:itln-r large, > like spot* of rirh

KTKO

azure. A kind of network of black is alao spread over the body, sometime* running in

well-defined lines, and sniiiftiim-s composed of rows of black dote. Tin- t-inj.l.-s f th.- i

Uzard are covered with unequal, many-sided scales, rather convex in tli.-ir f>nn. Its l.-njrth

wh.-n full grown is about fifteen or sixteen inches, hut it is v,-ry variable in size as well as in

color.

A VKRY beautiful species of this genus is common in many parts of Europe, Asia, and

Africa. This is the GRKEN LIZABD. As it* naim- imports this reptile isofagreen color,

and with the exception of the preceding sjH-.-i.-.. i- a> heautiful a creiiture as can be seen.

Like the eyed Lizard, it haunts sunny >]its. anil may l>e found in orchards, gardens,

shruhlwriea, copses, and similar localities, win-re it can find plenty of food and obtain

concealment when alarmed. Old ruins, too, are grimly haunted by this beautiful Lizard,

which tilts among the moss-covered atones with singular activity, lying at one moment as If

asleep in the sunbeams, or crawling slowly, as if unaMe to proceed at any smarter pare,and

tln-ii. wh.-u the hand is thrust towards it. disappearing with a rapidity that looks like magic.

Sii the great demand for f.-im-ries an.l vivaria of ililf.-i.-iit .!! ij<ti<.nH has arisen, this

Li/^inl i- ii-.-l :isa l-aiitifiil ornam.-nt to aglass fern-caw, ami i- sufficiently hardy to be kept

aliv. with* very little care. Itaeemato revel in the sunshine, and there are few objects more
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beautiful than the emerald green hues of this Lizard, as the sunbeams flash and glitter on its

resplendent surface.

It is susceptible of kindness, and can soon be tamed by those who choose to take the

trouble of familiarizing themselves with their bright and lively favorite. Although sufficiently

bold and apt to bite if it fancies itself aggrieved, it can be so thoroughly tamed that it

will come and take flaes out of the hand. In France and other countries this pretty harmless

little creature is greatly dreaded, the popular belief attributing to it sundry destructive powers
of the same nature as those which our rustic population believe to be exercised by the com-

mon newt.

The color of this beautiful creature is rich shining green above, a little blue sometimes

appearing upon the head, and the quality of the green being rather variable in different

GREEN LIZARD. Lacerla ciridu.

individuals. A multitude of little golden spots are also perceptible on the back, and similar

dots of black are not unfrequently sprinkled over the surface. Underneath, the green fades

into a yellower hue.

UNTIL comparatively later years, the SAND LIZARD was confounded with the scaly Lizard,

which has recently been described.

This reptile is extremely variable in size and coloring, so variable, indeed, that it has

often been separated into several species. Two varieties seem to be tolerably permanent, the

brown and the green ;
the former, as it is believed, being found upon sandy heaths where the

brown hues of the ground assimilate with those of the reptile, and the green variety on grass
and more verdant situations, where the colors of the vegetation agree with those of the body.

Though quick and lively in its movements, it is not so dashingly active as the scaly

Lizard, having a touch of deliberation as it runs from one spot to another, while the scaly

Lizard seems almost to be acted upon by hidden springs. It does not bear confinement well,

and in spite of its diminutive size and feeble powers, will attempt to bite the hand which dis-

turbs it in a place whence it cannot escape. When it finds itself hopelessly imprisoned, it

loses all appetite for its food, hides itself in the darkest corner of its strange domicile, and

before many days have passed, is generally found lying dead on the ground.
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I nlike the scaly Uzard, thin species lays its eggs in a corn-cm. -m -\--\ mid then leaves

them I" ! lialch.-d t>y tli.- warm -iniU-ai, .

-:iidy luniks willi ;i s,.ulh.-rn :is|M>ct are tk<*

favored resorts of this reptile, which scoops out certain shallow pit* in the mind, de|oHit her

.i.'ir". covers tli. Mil up. :ilil til-Mi l.-ax.-s (hem (.. lli.-ir f:it.- Ml llt-ll. win. ha- p:ii<l cn-al

:it(.-niimi i<> ihis -iil'j.-.-!.
has remarked that tli.- -^p* are pn.l'al-lv laid for a considerable

peri.*! U-fnii- ill.- young are hatch"! from them.

\- has U-en already remarked. tin* coloring of this creature is exceedim:! v variable in

dirT.-rciit iii lividiiaK (Jeii.-rallv it is sandv l>rowu above. with SOUK- faint hands of a darker

brown with rows of bla. k SJNI|S. which sometimes have a whitish <lot in their centre. The

sides ha v. ]'._.'" ^p- '

i in- '!:'" !;-:;. .n ! T :,. .:, i. :

-
. :' i. .- > 'A '.. -. Ill Mime

individuals the green is very distinct. The average length of the Sand IJzanl is about seven

inches or a little more.

P \~-i \i. l>\ a -.-ri-'- -if ^.-M.-IH :ilT- ii-li ii _ 'MI i f.- int.-i-.-iiii^ |~.int-~.
. -<>m.- i the

animal called the CAI-K SI-INK- FOOT. The p'tieric name Arunthodjictyliis, Nt^nities Thorn, or

s
| tine-toed, and in very appropriately given to thin animal and the other apecieH of the name

HDiis All the ^I'in.' !'-! l.i/.ii'l- an- inhaliitants of \fii.:i. :m<) HM-' o| ili.-m m f..'in.l

towards the northern portion of that continent.

According to Dr. Smith, "this Lizard is found on the sandy district* of Great Namaqua-
land, and where the surface of the country is irregular it is generally met on the highest spota.

\Vhciv small sand-hills occur, it resorto to them in preference to the other localities, and from

the jieculiar assistance it derives from the serrated fringes which edge ita toes, it runs over the

!<K*<e sand on the -te.-p surfaces of those slopes with great activity. It feeds on inse<

The color of this Lizard is a very peculiar brown above, changing from yellow-brown to a

much warmer hue, partaking of the orange. The top of tin- head i> mottled with dark brown,

and the back is freckled with the same hue. From the eyes run two whitish kinds on each

side, the lower terminating at the hind-leg and the up|>er reaching some distance alonn the

tail. Between and about these bands are bold brown mot t lings in the male, and an orange

wash in the female. The upper part of the legs are also mottled with dark brown. The toes

are very long, especially those of the hind-foot, and are edged with a fringe composed of

sharply pointed scales. The female is larger and more clumsily made than the male.

ANOTHER pretty species of Lizard, termed the NAXAQCA KUKMIAS, w found the portion of

Africa from which it derives ite name. The name Eremias signifies a dweller in a wilderness,

and is given to this and several other species because it is always found in hot and arid situa-

tions, the sandy flats between Cape Town and Little Namaqua-land being ita most favored

localities.

It is chiefly remarkable for the great length and slenderness of ite tail, which measures

ti\ and a half inches in length, although the head and body together are only two inches long.

The color of the back and upper parts is delicate brown mottled with a deeju-r hue, and along

the back are drawn four narrow lines of light reddish orange. The sides are cream-yellow,

the upper portions of the legs are olive-brown, and the under surface of the animal is yellow-

ish-white. There is a trifling variation in the coloring, according to the age of the individual.

Thirteen or fourteen species of this genus are known to zoologist*, most of them being natives

of Africa.

OCR hist example of the true Lizards or Lacertinidx* is the curious little creature termed

the ELEGANT OPHJOPS. Two species are known as belonging to this genus, and they can at

once be separated from the true Lizards by the character of the eyelids, which are only nidi

mentary and hardly visible, so as to have gained for their owners the generic title of Ophiops,

or SerjH-nt-eyed Lizards.

The Elegant Ophiops inhabits the south-eastern portions of Kun.|-. and the neighboring

parts of Asia. The shores of the Mediterranean appear to be favorite l<M-aliti.-s of the Ophiops,

and in those pla.
.> it is not at all uncommon. It is lively and active in character, and, like

Vnt. II l 7.
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the rest of the same family, feeds on insects, which it catches by suddenly springing on them
as they repose from their aerial excursions or crawl along the ground. Like most Lizards, it

is rather variable in coloring, but the general tints are as follows. The back and upper parts
are olive, sometimes deepening into bronze. Along each side run two bands of pale yellow,
and between the bands are sundry black spots, also arranged in lines, but varying in form,
size, and number, according to the age of the individual. The under parts are white.

QUITTING the true Lizards, we come to another family of reptiles, called the Zonuridse,
or Band-tailed Lizards, because the scales of the tail are arranged in regular series or rings,

and by their overlapping cause the edges to stand out boldly in whorls. Along the sides of

these reptiles runs a distinct longitudinal fold, covered with little granular scales, and the

eyes are furnished with two valvular lids.

THE COMMON ZONTJRUS, or ROUGH-SCALED CORDYLE, is a native of Southern Africa, and

very plentiful at the Cape, where it may be seen among the rocks or in sunny localities flitting

Ito0(;ll SCALKD CORDTLE. Zonurus cordylut. (One-hair natural size.)

from spot to spot with some speed, though not exhibiting the singular activity which is pos-

sessed by many of the smaller Lizards. It is chiefly remarkable for the curious aspect of the

tail, with its whorls of spike-tipped scales, which looks as if a number of thimbles had been

deeply notched round their edges and then thrust into one another.

There is a somewhat similar reptile called the COMMON CORDYLE (Cordylus polygonus),
but it may be distinguished by a peculiarity of structure which has caused it to be placed in a

different genus. In the members of the genus Zonurus, the eyelids are opaque, as is generally
the case, but in the genus Cordylus there is a smooth transparent spot in the centre of the

lower eyelid.

The form of the Rough-scaled Cordyle is rather stout and flattened, as accords with the

comparative slowness of its movements. In color it is variable, but the usual tints are orange-
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nils l;n\ -.s <,//././/.- i //,/>

yellow mi tli.- hark. sides, and tail, fadim; int.. y,-li,,w ..,, tin- <
> I white mi tin- iiii.|.-r

j-arts. This s|,,-cies max U- distin-uisi,,, | f,,,m th,- ,,il,.-i Conhles by il,,. smooth shields ,,f

the head and tli.- rhoiuhoidal-ahaped scales of the bark, which are larger in tin- centre than ..n

III'' -' i--. mi i : Ml] IBB)

'

: Oft 1fce flanks tl
ft| M |Q

< .. (M -|,n,.
- .,n i

tin- sides <.f th,. ne-k are covered with sharp spine-lik- seal.

TIIK KM -i C..i:n\M is plai-i-,1 in a se[>aite genus. <>n account of tli shape an.l siaa of
scales n|Miii tin h ., k i: ; , \:,~'. :: ^ ,. . .,. I Uileml , -/

. ii* in

the preceding genus, they an* very small and granular. :ilt.-i-naiin- with l>an<ls of larger scaleo,
which are three-f.i-l.il. . ,,,i slj-htly ke-led. These scales are largest on tin- sj.i.

th,- back. 'I'll.-
- n.-ii.- nain,- Mii-ml.-].iihitiiH Mt:Mi!i,-> small M-uli^l. and IH given to theae .

IM-.-S in allusion to the minute *-ule.s of th,- Lark and sides.

The hal-it- f this reptile ore much lik,- thos> of th<- I.P-X i,n^ species. Dr. A. Smith
\vrit.-s a.s follows respecting this creature, after describing th,- *inirular \ariatioiwof -iln- (

which it is Milij,-,-t :

" Each of the varieties appeared to be restricted to its own localities and, NO far as my
observations extend, no s]H-<-iin,-ns of two varieties an- -v,-r found in tin- sain,- localities. All

the varieties inhabit rocky situations; and. when they hare a choice, they invariably prefer

pndpict-s aiidtfce Stay !! Of difficult h - -, ravine* In thissitMliOB thfljmuider
carelessly, in search of food or warmth, unless alarmed liy what they may regard as enemies.

On being closely approached in their retreats, they are with difficulty captured, as, by aid of

the prominences on the hinder edge of each temple, they hold on with a tenacity which is

i|iiit'- surprising; and by them they occasionally offer sin-h an effectual resistance to the force

applied from behind, that the tail breaks off from the Ixnly U-fore the reptile is s,., -un-d."

As, in Dr. Smith's work, the description of the different varieties occupy nearly five quarto

pages of letter-press, it is evidently imj>ossjb|e to jfive more than a general des<-ription in this

volume. Suffice it to nay, that in one variety, found on the Table Mountain ami alxmt (
'.!)

Town, the color is ochry-yellow above, banded with dark brown : in another, which inhabits

the rocks about Algoa Bay, it is yellow, with bold, black l*ars along the back ; another, which

lives on the banks of the Orange Hivcr, \a brown above, wanting into bright chestnut in the

male, and olive-green mottled with dusky black in the female; and a fourth variety, which is

found in tin- hidi. mountainous regions about Xatal, isbriuht green, with an olive-green stripe

and short bars of the same tint across the back. The tail is also banded with two shades of

green, one a deep olive, and the other havinir a much yellower hue. The female of this variety

is without the bands, and is only mottle,! with dark olive, and sotted with the same hue along
the sides. The length of the False Cordyle in about eighteen inches.

A SMALL group of reptiles is collected under th>- yeiieric title of (terrhcmauri, or Ha-sket-

Ldzards, because the arrangement of their scales and coloring' has an cftWt as if the body
had been covered with delicate wicker work, such as is employed to protect glass flasks from

injury.
These Lizards are natives of Southern Africa, where they are far from uncommon. They

are all rather pretty in form and coloring, but the most pleasing in general a]>|-arance is

BIBROS'S OERKIIO- M ui's (Gerrhosaurus bihr<mi\. This animal is found near the Orange
Hiv.-r, and may be seen slipping about among the rocky sides of the dark ravines that are so

plentiful in that neighborhood. It is a v.-ry shy and timid creature, and if it fancies its,. if

watched by on unfriendly eye, or suspects the least shadow of danger, it quietly glides under

the heap of dead wood anil dri>-d leaves which collect in abundance in such localities, and will

not venture out again until it is tolerably sure that the danger has passed away.

As in the case with most of these Lizards, there is considerable variation of coloring, but

in general the upper surface is dark brown, and the sides of the head, the throat, and front

of the for,- limbs are bright scarlet. AJongthe lack run four yellow lines, of which the two
central only extend as far as the hind legs, whereas the two outer streaks an-coiumn-d to the

extremity of the tail. It is not a large species, being about ten or twelve indies J M length.
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THE generic name, SAUEOPIIIS, which is given to the reptile next in order, is of Greek

origin, and signifies Lizard-snake, in allusion to the very serpentine aspect of its body.
This singular creature inhabits Southern Africa, and at first sight might be easily mistaken

for a serpent as it crawls about the ground, its four tiny limbs being far too weak to render it

any great assistance in progression, which is achieved, as in the serpents, by continual move-

ment of the projecting edges of the scales. Very little is known of its habits.

The head of this reptile is of a somewhat pyramidal shape, and covered with shields, as

are both temples. The scales of the back are slightly grooved, and a small keel runs across

their length ; they are regularly arranged in fourteen series. On the abdomen, the shields are

in six rows. There are four very small and feeble limbs, each of which is furnished with four

little short and compressed toes, with rather long claws at their extremities. The body is long
and cylindrical, and a decided groove runs along each side. Its color is tawny brown, each

scale being of a deeper hue at its edge, so as to give a slightly mottled appearance to the

creature. The legs and lower edge of the temple are white, spotted with little dots of black.

ON account of the great rapidity of its movements, our next example has received the

appropriate title of TACHYDROME, a name derived from the Greek, and signifying 'a swift

runner.

This pretty little Lizard is an Asiatic animal, being mostly found in China, Cochin China,

and Java. Although its limbs are much larger and more powerful in proportion to the size of

the body than those of the preceding species, its tail is of such great comparative length, and

so slender in its proportions, that, quick as is the creature in all its movements, it has much
of a serpentine aspect. The tail, indeed, is longer in proportion to the body than is the case

with any other of the order, being three times the length of the body and head, and tapers

from the body like the thong of a whip from its handle.

The collar of this creature is covered with scales and decidedly toothed. The scales of

the back are nearly square in form, slightly overlap each other, and are arranged in four

longitudinal series. Each scale has a decided keel along its length. The scales of the sides

are small and granular, and those of the abdomen and throat are larger, strongly keeled, and

boldly overlap each other, a provision which is evidently intended for the purpose of aiding

the creature in progression, and enabling it to hold itself firmly in any cleft into which it

may have retreated. The scales of the common snake answer the same purpose, as any one

may prove by taking a snake by the tail and drawing it backwards over a carpet, or by allow-

ing itself to insinuate half of its body into a crevice in a rock or old wall, and then endeav-

oring to draw it out again by pulling at its tail.

The color of this pretty Lizard is dark olive above. On each side a bold, white streak,

edged on either side with black, runs from the base of the head to the insertion of the tail.

On the sides of the body and neck are a multitude of little black dots, each having a white

centre, and between these dots the color is blue, glossed with golden yellow. The abdomen

and under parts are pure shining white, and the tail is generally olive, though in some speci-

mens it has something of a metallic or iridescent lustre, and gleams with golden or coppery
reflections. Between the nostril and the eye runs a short black line, and on the temples are

two similar lines, with a white streak between them. The total length of the Tachydrome is

about one foot.

IK the curious snake-like Lizard called the SCHELTOPUSIO, or PSETJDOPUS, the limbs are

almost entirely absent, the front pair being altogether wanting, and not even exhibiting a

trace of their locality, while the hind pair of legs are only indicated by two slight scale-like

appendages at the junction of the tail with the body. It is often the case that with reptiles in

which the limbs are externally wanting, their bones, although very small and delicate, are

found beneath the skin. But in the Scheltopusic, the only indication of legs is found in a
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pair of v.-ry tiny hones attached to the pelvis, and exhibiting the mearest rudiment <>f ih.

inN-iiii: linil..

Moreover, tin- IN-IVJS itself is very small and wight, nnd i-. ii-lf scarcely more than

rudimentary in its form, though affording one of the needful ti-.uisiii..n link-, U-u*.-. n ih.-

quadru|-dal Lizunl.s and th- footless snakes, some ..f which, ind.-il. i-ossess the ru.lim.-ht>

>f limbs even in a more doubtful state tlian is* found in tin- ShellnpiiM.-. In .n^ .|n. H. of

the absence of limbs, tin- movements O f tl,js reptile are complete!) ilnweof a ser|-ni. and so
-n:ik.- 111-.- is it in all itsL'esturrs. that in the countries wli,-n- it resides, it b populailx con-id-

red as a serjH-nt. a.s is tli.- case with the blind-worm.
The Scheltopnsic is a nativ.- of the coast of Northern Africa, and is also found in Dalmaiia.

tli.- Morea, and parts of Siberia, when- it is call.-d l.y tin- till.- under which it is now generally
known. It seems to be rather a timid cn-atun-. and very tniHtriiHtfnl of strange righto or
- ,n'K always remainini; within tin- vicinity of some familiar s^.t, whither it seeks an iin

mediate retreat if disturbed.

Thickly wooded vull.-ys. where the underwood is dark and dense, and the vegetation is

rank and h-a\ \ . :ire favorite localities of this harmless and weaponless reptile, which has no
mode of defi-m-t- if attacked, and can only retreat from tin- approach of danger ly K'i ( li

sil. ntly under the brushwood and insinuating itself in some dark rrvviiv. where it lies secure.

So watchful is this creature, that although its movements are rather slow, it is not very easily

captured, mostly gliding away in so silent a manner that it lias reached its haven of saf.-i>

before its presence is even suspected.
l.\.ii if it be seen and followed, it is not readily cuptun-d aft-r on<v it IIUM succeeded in

burying itself among the brushwood, for its color is sufficiently sombre t< hunnonian so well

with the dark soil and dead sticks and li-av-s anioiii; which it resides, that it.s outline can with

difficulty lx discerned, even by a practised eye. As is the case with most reptiles, it loves to

.iii-rp from its retreat and crawl to some spot where the sunbeams have thoroughly wanned
the ground, and there to lie basking in the genial heat. While thus occupied, it is not so wary
as at other times, and may be approached and secured l>efore it can make good its retreat.

The whole aspect of this reptile is so serpentine that it has been attarkwl and killed tinder

the impression that it was a poisonous >nak.-. and great has been the surprise of its slayers to

fiiul that they had destroyed, not a venomous serpent, but a harmless Lizard. This creature
has been often captured alive and kept in confinement. In its wild state it feeds mostly on

the .smaller reptiles, and similar creatures, ometimes gliding into a nest of newly
hatched birds and swallowing them. This propensity was once exhibited by a captive Srhel

topusic ; it had fed very contentedly on hard-boiled eggs, nnti! one day it contrived to gain
access to a nest full of very young birds, and swallowed the whole brood.

The jaw-teeth of this reptfle, although not of a venomous character, are strong, and those

of the palate, although small, are probably useful in aiding the creature to secure and swallow
its prey. The tongue is thin and covered with a little jiapilla- of various sizes. Along each

side runs a rather deep groove or furrow, which, on a closer inspection, is found to U- doul>|<-

The scales ,f the hack are rather shining and closely set, and there is a slight keel running

along the centre of each scale, which is shown more distinctly on the tail than on the body.
The keel is shown more distinctly in the young than in the adult.

The color of this reptile is rather variable, but in general the ground color of the body is

chestnut, profusely dotted with blackish spots, caused by the dark edges or spots of each

scale. These scales are arranged in a regular series of thirteen longitudinal rows. The eye
is bright golden-green, and ti:i- a v.-ry U-autiful appearance, as it contrasts well with the

chestnut and black of the body and head. The young Scheltopusic is very different from

its parent in the coloring, being gray above, with rather obscure bands of grayish-brown, ami

the under surface is gray, with a whitish lustre. The length of the Scheltopusic is about

eighteen inches, the tail occupying about three fifths of the whole measurement.

I\ the curious reptile which is appropriately called the GLASS SXAKK. there is not even

a vestige of limbs, so that it b even more snake -like than the preceding species. The generic
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title of Ophisaurus is of Greek origin, signifying Snake-lizard, and is given to the reptile on

account of its serpentine aspect. The reader may remember that on page 52 there is an

account of the saurophis, a name which is exactly the same as that of the present species,

except that the one is called the lizard-snake and the other the snake-lizard, a distinction

which, in the present case, is without a difference, so that the two reptiles might exchange
titles and yet be appropriately named.

The Glass Snake is indeed so singularly like a serpent that it can only be distinguished

from those reptiles by certain anatomical marks, such as the presence of eyelids, which are

wanting in the true serpents, the tongue not sheathed at the base, and the solid jaw-bones,

which in the serpents are so loosely put together that the parts become widely separated when
the mouth of the creature is dilated in the act of swallowing its prey.

The Glass Snake is one of the earliest of the reptile tribe to make its appearance in the

spring, shaking off its lethargy and coming out of its home to bask in the sunbeams and look

after the early insects, long before the true snakes show themselves. It is generally found in

spots where vegetation is abundant, probably because in such localities it finds a plentiful

supply of the insects, small reptiles, and other creatures on which it feeds.

It is fond of frequenting the plantations of sweet potato (Convolvulus batatas), and during
harvest-time is often dug up together with that vegetable. The home of this reptile is made in

some very dry locality, and it generally chooses some spot where it can be sheltered by the roots

of an old tree, or a crevice in a convenient bank. It moves with tolerable rapidity, and its

pursuer must exercise considerable quickness before he can secure it.

To catch a perfect specimen of the Glass Snake is a very difficult business, for when

alarmed, it has a remarkable habit of contracting the muscles of its tail with such exceeding

force that the member snaps off from the body at a slight touch, and sometimes will break

into two or more pieces if struck slightly with a switch, thus earning for itself the appropriate

title of Glass Snake. The common blind-worm, which will be described in a future page, pos-

sesses a similar capacity, and often uses it in a rather perplexing fashion. Catesby remarks

that this separation of the tail into fragments is caused by the construction of the joints,
" the

muscles being articulated in a singular manner quite through the vertebrae." The tail is more

than twice the length of the body, from which it can only be distinguished by a rather close

inspection.

The head of the Glass Snake is small in proportion to the body, rather pyramidal in

shape. Along each side of the body runs a rather deep double groove. The coloring of this

creature is extremely variable, but is generally as follows : The head is mottled above and at

the sides with black and green, and the jaws are edged with yellow. The upper part of the

body is marked with multitudinous lines of black, green, and yellow, and the abdomen is

bright yellow along its length. In the tail there are about one hundred and forty rings of

scales. Sometimes the upper surface is black on the sides and neck, and brown on the back,

the head being marbled with yellow and black
;
another variety is chestnut above, with white

spots edged with black, and the under parts pale orange ;
while a third variety is gray mottled

with black. The total length of this reptile is from two to three feet.

The Glass Snakes are represented in North America by the Opheosaurus ventralis. It is

seemingly a serpent, having no external limbs. The tail is very brittle, and the animal has

from that fact been regarded as so brittle that a blow will fracture the body. The truth

is, there are thin transverse septi between the vertebse, and this is the point where separation

takes place so readily. Its range is from Tennessee southward from Kansas.

FOUR small families now follow, containing but very few individuals. The first of these is

called the CHALCID.E. These reptiles have long cylindrical bodies, with a slight granular

groove on the front of each side, and four very short rudimentary limbs. The typical species

of this family is the CHALOIS (Chalcis flav>escens\ a native of tropical America, Guiana, and

the neighboring parts. The fore-feet have three toes, but the hind-feet are undivided, so as to

form a single toe. The scales are squared, and arranged in twenty longitudinal series on the

back, and six series on the abdomen.
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TIIK ii. AT family, ili>- ASM-IAMI. contains, as far its is known, only one n|eciefl, the

K^KI. \\\\<\\(AnadiaoccUata), thought to inhabit tm|i.al America. In thin creature the

|,,u..i e\eii,|sare pellucid, the scales of the back and sides six-sided and not <>\<Tla|.|>iii^eaeh

other, while those of iin- abdomen :n>- xnian-d. The limbs are four in number, ami tin-re are

five unequal and rather flattened toes on each fmii. The color of this species is pale brown,
uiih a l>iM/.- _;..--. deej>ening on the sides, ami having some white spots edged with black

towards tin- fii.ni. Iteneath it is .shining whit.-.

IN ili.- family <>f tin- Cm K<K?OLII>. there w likewise only one specie*, call-d lli.- Cini;..

,,,,., ,//,/., -.,/./,
>;//,, .v iinbricatiu), a native of Brazil. This oreutuiv has a <1. nl.lt- rollar, and

tti.- ears an- hidd.-n l-ii.-aili tip skin I lie - .... - of lh<< ku k, the -i (
- and n,.- i.nl. aie -i\

sided, i-aih.T -harp, arranp-d in regular rings, and furnished with keekt. Thone of the abdo-

Ih.-M al'.- -.111:11. -! :i!i ! :i II :,!;_ ! i .i,_:"i i:!: ,,
,.

ill >i.\ P.WS. Hi' K UP- f'-Uf ~!i"M
ttjlj

ilh |Vi

toes on each foot, the thumb of the fore-limbs being only nidim. m.u \ . The color of tli*

ChitxM-ole is brown, with a juile streak on each Hide.

TIIK fourth family is the CKKCOSAURID.E, containing two p-nt-ru. Th animalN have tin-

BJBl distinct, Ihi Ilinmt wittftdmiblc ieri's of .shii-lds, iml th< col u listincl MM i! M -

), :1 , k

and upper part of the toil the scales are huge, boldly keeled, and arranged into a regular

longitudinal series. The scales of the under portions on- squaiW ami Hat. There are four

limbs, each with five unequal toes. A good type of this family is afforded by tin- KYKI CKI:

CO8ACBU8 (Cercosaura occllata). The body of this creature is long and rather cylimlri. -al. Its

color is Mark, with four white streaks, the head and tin- under ports are yellowish, ami th<-

sides are sprinkled with green, and variegated with eight or nine white spots edged with black.

OUR last example of the Cyclosaurian reptiles is the AXOUIXK LIZARD, or CIIAM^BHAURA,
the only representative of its family.

The Anguine Lizard Ls a native of Southern Africa, and is obtained from the Cape of Good

Hope. Of its habits there is but little known. It is a curious-looking creator*-, exceedingly
snake-like in general appearance, its four limbs being of the most rinliiii<-ntary character,

small, delicate, feeble, not even separated into toes at the cxtn-miTy, lnit mling in a single

claw, as if the whole limb were only composed of one small joint. These imperfect limbs are

wholly useless for progression, those of the anterior extremity lx-in hardly larp-r than the

long, narrow scales with which the body is covered, and the hinder pair exhibiting but very
little more development.

So perfectly serpentine is the form of this creature, that the mark of Nejration between

th.- tail and body is so slightly defined that the precise line of junction is almost invi.sil>l.- :

whereas, in the common blind-worm, itself a most snake-like reptile, the line of demarcation is

plainly shown by a derided diminution in the diameter. The tail is very long and slender,

measuring more than twice the length of the body.
The head of the Anguine Lizard is covered with regular, many-sided shields, and the

temples, and the whole of the body and tail an- clothed with scales, their edges projecting

boldly, and arranged in a series of regular rings, or " whorls." Along the back there are six

rows of broad scales, and on the sides an<l alMlomen the scales are long, narrow, and with a

derided keel running along their central line. There is no groove along the sides, which are

rounded. Upon the head the plates are rather long, keeled, and project very s-liirhtly over

each other. The ears are distinct. The color of the Anguine Lizard is brown, and along each

side runs a long yellow streak.

GEISSOSAURI.

A sxcoiro tribe of Lizards now comes before our notice. These are the GnseosAURi, a

title derived from two Greek words, the former signifying the eaves of a boose, and the latter

a Lizard. As in this tribe there are many families, and more than eighty genera, it will be
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impossible to give more than a very slight account of these reptiles, or even to mention more

than a small number selected as types of the large or small groups which they represent.

Indeed, the lower we descend in the scale of creation, the more numerous the species seem

to become, and the more perplexing is the task of selecting those species which are worthy of

mention on account of their scientific characteristics, and yet possess sufficient individuality to

interest the general reader.

To watch the greater number of reptiles in their wild state, is a task simply impossible for

any human being to achieve. Many reptiles live in dry and thirsty lands, where no creatures

but the white ant and the Lizard seem to acquire moisture, and through which the traveller

can only pass with hasty steps, dreading the delay of each minute, lest his precious store of

water should fail, and leave him to perish by the most terrible of deaths.

Others reside on the sides of precipitous rocks, over which the enterprising traveller can

only pass at hazard of life and limb, and in any case would not be able to watch the proceed-

ings of the shy and timid Lizards that find their home among these craggy recesses, and retreat

into them on the slightest alarm. But the chief residence of the reptile race is to be found in

hot climates, and in low, swampy ground, where the morasses are ever filled with decaying

vegetable matter, and exhale a soft, thick, miasma, as deadly to the white man as the fumes

of arsenic, and injurious even to the dark-skinned native, who can breathe unharmed a fetid

atmosphere that would smite down his white master as quickly and surely as if he were struck

with a bullet, and who only attains his fullest development under these conditions.

In these dread regions, their seething putridity concealed by all the luxuriant vegetation
of tropical climes, like a royal mantle flung over a festering corpse, the reptile race abound,
the poisoned air being to these creatures the very breath of life, and the surrounding decay the

sustaining power of their existence. Indeed, the object of their lives seems to be, by individual

transmutation of poisons into living flesh, to destroy by slow but certain degrees the mass of

decaying vegetation, and so to prepare an abiding place for beings of a higher order than

themselves.

On placing oiirselves even in imagination amid such scenes, we seem to be transported
back into the former ages of our earth, when man could find no resting-place for his foot, and

no atmosphere in which he could breathe and live
;
when the greater part of the soil was little

more than soft mud, the air thick, dank, heavy, and overcharged with decomposition, and the

multitude of strange reptiles that bored their slimy way through the deep ooze, crawled lazily

upon the slowly hardening banks, or urged their devious course through the turbid waters,

were the physically ruling though morally subservient powers of the world.

Little is wanting to complete the illusion, except to give to every object an increase of

dimensions
;
for che vegetation of those days was rank and luxuriant to a degree that is now

well indicated, though on a smaller scale, by the foliage of the tropics, and the huge forms of

the ancient and now extinct reptile race are closely reproduced by the more familiar inhabitants

of the swamp before us.

As the expanse of putrefaction was greater in those epochs, so the miasma destroyers were

larger. Frogs and toads as big as calves, reptilian quadrupeds as large as elephants, and

reptilian bats expanding leathery wings as wide as those of the pelican, were fit inhabitants of

the atmosphere which they breathed, and in which their mission was consummated. Now that

the marshy districts are smaller and less poisonous, the reptile race that inhabits them is of

smaller dimensions.

The earth has now been so far purified by successive generations and regenerations of life

and death, added to human ingenuity and industry, that its harmful districts occupy but a

comparatively small portion of its surface, the greater part of the world being suitable for

human habitations, the black man settling as a pioneer, a hewer of wood and drawer of water,

where the white man cannot yet abide. But in all those localities where the miasmatic

exhalations impall the land with their pestilential mantle, and scatter the seeds of death

on every breeze, the reptiles may be found luxuriating amid the deadly elements, and thriv-

ing in spots where the foot of man dares not tread, and his inquiring eye ventures not to

penetrate.
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'I'm: tir-t family <>f this tril- i- .li-iin-nis!i.-,| |,y tin* apparent absence of eyelids, those

organ.-' U-iii- ..nly ni.limentary and scarcely \isil>|.-, >,, a-, t,, K lie eyes a superficial
raemblaiu-.- t.) those of the serpents. On aooonnt <.f this p.vuliurity. the reptiles I

t<> thi^ family an- t.-nn.tl the Gape-yed Skinks. Their bodies are spindle-sha|>"l, th.-ir

tongues are M-ah. nirk.-u :it the tip, their teeth are conical, and their limbs are four in

number, and very feel.].-.

These creatures are found in various parts of the globe, but Australia seems to !M> their

favorite home. The PETK, or AUSTRALIAN TILIQITA (Orytobtkpharut bouionii), is a good
example of the (tape-eyed Slunk*, or GYXXOPHTIIALMIIM, a long name (l.-ri\,-<l fi,,m two
Greek words signifying naked-eyed. As its name import*, this reptile is a nathv of Western
Australia, but it i* also fouinl in othr parts of tho world, specimens having leen taken
in Timor ami tin- Mauritius Tin- color of the Pete is olive, sometimes with a wash of

l>r..n/.-, muiil.Ml with brown, and variegated with little black streaks. Sometimes there is a

bright yellow streak on each side. Its eyelid is circular and scaly, and the three upper scale*

are the largest.

TUK next family is well represented by the PTOOPOH, or NKW HOLLAND
a curious reptile that inhabits Australia.

\\ I V \

nruoroa.- (Two-tLInU uuanJ *.)

This creature might easily be mistaken for the snake-like Lizard called the Scheltopusic,
which has already been described on page 63, as the two fore-legs are entirely absent, and the

hiii'lt-r pair are very small, rudimentary, and set so closely against the body that they would

escape a casual glance. They are flattish, covered with scales, and are not even divided into

joints or toes, so that they are wholly useless for progression, the Pygopus creeping along after

the ordinary fashion of snakes.

If the creature be turned on its back, a curious arrangement of scales is seen. Between
the bases of the lower limbs, several huge, shield-like scales are seen, and justabove them Is a row
of rather long and arched scales, extending in a sfiiiicin-ular form from one limb to the other,

and looking much like the stones that are set upon the summit of an arched doorway. Each
of these scales is pierced with a circular pore, so that the general effect is very striking. The
whole body of this reptile is very long in proportion to its width, and it has altogether a very

serpentine aspect.

The head of the Pygopus is rather short, and is covered above with some rather largn

shields, that upon the top of the head being equal to any two others in size. The
vc. nx &.
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of the back are keeled, and its color is coppery gray, with five rows of rather oblong white

spots with black centres, and a few black streaks drawn obliquely upon the sides cl the

neck.

THE DELMA (Delma fraseri) is very like the Pygopus, but may be distinguished from it

by the scales of the back, which are smooth and without keels, by the shorter hinder limbs,
the absence of the pores, and the elliptical shape of the pupil of the eye, that of the Pygopus
being circular.

Two more small families of reptiles are worthy of a passing notice. The first is that

which is represented by a single species, the APKASIA (Aprasia pulcTiella), and remarkable
tor being destitute of limbs, and having none of the pores which have just been mentioned.

The body is lengthened, and covered with six-sided scales on the upper surface and flanks.

The scales are quite smooth, and their color is pale brown, with a dot of dark hue in the

centre of each scale, giving a sort of variegated aspect. Along the flanks these dots become

longer, so that they almost join each other, and form imperfect streaks on the sides. The lips

are yellow. This reptile inhabits Western Australia.

THE next family contains only one genus, which, like the preceding creature, inhabits

Australia. In these reptiles the head is long and flattened, the pupil of the eye elliptical and

upright, the scales are oval, smooth, and overlap each other, and the curious pores are present,

each set in the front edge of a scale. BURTON'S LIALIS (lAalis burtoni) may be taken as an

example of this family. The color is olive above, with five imperfect brown streaks, and gray

below, with large whitish spots.

THE large and important family of the Skinks contains between forty and fifty genera,

nearly each of which possesses one or more species, concerning which there is something

worthy of notice. In these reptiles the head is rather squared than rounded, and covered

regularly with horny shields. The body is mostly spindle-shaped, though sometimes of a

cylindrical form, and very much elongated, in which case the legs are generally rudimentary,
and sometimes altogether wanting externally. The common blind-worm is a familiar example
of this structure. The tail suits the form of the body, being cylindrical in the long-bodied

species, and tapering in those of a more spindle-like shape.
The genus in which the COMMON, or OFFICINAL SKINK is placed, is now so restricted, that

it only contains a single species ;
but in the earlier times of zoological science, its rules were

so greatly relaxed, that many species were admitted within its limits.

In this genus the muzzle is wedga-shaped, the scales are thin and smooth, and the tail

conical and pointed. The toes are rather flattened, and fringed on the side. They eyes are

guarded by distinct eyelids, the lower of which is covered with scales. The palate is

furnished with teeth, and has a longitudinal groove, and the ears are small, and toothed in

front. There are four short and rather stout limbs, tolerably strong, and enabling the

creature to make its escape from its enemies by rapidly sinking below the sandy soil on which

it is usually found.

The Skink is a native of Northern Africa, and is very common in some localities. Speci-

mens are said to have been found in some portions of Asia, and it seems to be clearly proved
to inhabit Syria and several parts of India.

It is a tolerably active little Lizard, not running fast or far, but contenting itself with

hanging about the same locality, and feeling itself more secure on the sandy soil of its native

districts, than if wandering at large on the plains. Indeed, unless it is alarmed, or except

when it is aroused to short exertions by the presence of its prey, the Skink seldom troubles

itself to hurry its pace beyond a slow crawl
;
and not even when most startled, does it attempt

to seek safety in flight. No sooner does it perceive the approach of danger, than it slips

below the sand with such singular speed and adroitness, that those who have witnessed this

performance, say that it seems rather to be gliding into some hole already excavated, than
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to be engaged iu the labor of sinking a tunnel for tl- PUI-IMKW ,,f aiding it.-, escape. SerenU
tra \.-llershaveseenth. skink thus bury itaelf, an>l have all carried axsay th.- same opinion of
it.-, jwwers.

If .p-iietlx approach.*!, it inay often be detected sleeping in the hot sunbeams, lying
Mr.-trh.-d at 1,-ncth it) ion the stones or rocks, and so far steep*! in .shnuN-i-. that ii max U-

approached quite closely x\ith<mt taking alarm.

'I'll.- name of Officinal Skink ha.s N-en gixen t<> this ivptile on account of the high place
\sliic-h it fnnerly held among the medical profession, and the extreme value which it wan
thought to possess when dried, pounded, made np neutiy into draught M or boluses, and
'-I <- in.-dicine. Then : U I

J
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not thought curable by the prepared body of this reptile, certainly not the least repulsive
of all the disgusting substances which the early physicians delighted to <-hoo*e from the

animal, vegetable, and mineral kingdom, to fill their multitudinous boxes and tattles, and
to inflict upon their patients. Sometimes a physician would <-\. n .vine? lib t li.-f in th>-

efficacy of his medicine by taking it himself, and would swallow, with full Mief in it*

.X*

COMMON SKINK. -dMaew <*MMO.

healing powers, the burnt liver of a hyena, the moss from a dead man's skull, the grated flesh

of a mummy, or the remains of a pounl.-l Lizard, together with many other substances too

revolting to mention.

I>id a warrior receive a wound from a poisoned arrow, or was a woodman bitten by a
nous snake, there was nothing so effectual for the cure aa the dried flesh of the Skink,

sometimes called 1 Adda, and sometimes known by the name of Dhab. He who provided
liiniM-lf \\ith this all-powerful m<-<liciiu> was secure against fits of all kinds, which never

ked the system fortifnxl by a dose of powdered Skink, or were speedily driven away if

the sufffD-r had not previously partaken of this panacea. All skin * were cured by tin-

Skink, and even th<- f.-arful elephantiasis yieldi-d to its potent sway.
\Vere the system too inexcitoble and lethargic, and did the blood mane too slowly

through the veins, a little Skink powder would restore the natural powers to their full

vigor. Or, on the contrary, if the patient happened to be feverish, restless, xvith a burning
forehead, a parched skin, and a hurried pulse, a dose of the same useful medicine would
cool the system, cure the headache, and bring the pulse to its normal state. It is an
infallii-1'- n-medy for worms, eradicates cancer, and removes cataract In fine, a satisfactory
.-tiiii.it.- of its valuable properties may be gained by perusing, in the daily Journals, any
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advertisement of any patent medicine, together with the list of maladies for which it is a

certain remedy.
Even in the present day, this medicine is in great vogue among the sages of the Eastern

Hemisphere. Should the reader happen to travel into eastern lands, and fall sick of a fever,

be afflicted with a sunstroke, find himself suddenly smarting with a nettle-rash, catch a cold,

or suffer from sand-blindness, the remedy which will, in all probability, be offered to him,
will consist of this universal panacea. In the time of the ancients, the Skink was in much
favor as a medicine, and was imported largely to Rome, ready prepared in white wine. The
heads and feet were considered the most efficient portions of the animal, and were relied upon
as infallible renovators of a constitution broken by age, or shattered by excess.

Wherever modern civilization has most penetrated, the Skink has, happily for itself, fallen

greatly in medical estimation, and in some places is entirely rejected from the pharmacopeia ;

though there are not wanting some European physicians who assert that the creature really

does possess some valuable properties, but that it has fallen into disrepute through the over-

estimate which had been formed of its powers, and which naturally created a reaction in the

opposite direction.

In Southern Egypt it still commands the firm belief of the people, and is hunted down
with the greatest zeal, as it not only can be applied to the personal ailings of the captors, but

can be quickly dried in the burning sunbeams, and sent to Cairo and Alexandria, where it

commands a ready sale.

In its habits, this Skink much resembles the generality of terrestrial Lizards of its size

and locality. As it seeks for safety below the sand, it is generally to be seen upon the hillocks

of fine loose sand which are collected by the south wind, at the foot of any tree which may
manage to survive in so ungenial a soil, or are blown against the hedges of the more cultivated

land. It generally lies quietly upon the sand, but occasionally starts into vigorous action

when it perceives an insect passing within easy reach, makes a sudden rush, captures its prey,

and subsides again into its former inactive repose. Beetles are its favorite food, and of these

insects it will eat a considerable quantity, but can preserve life for a lengthened period without

taking any food at all.

Should it be disturbed, it instantly sinks below the sand, with almost magical quickness ;

and, according to M. Lefebvre, who collected a great number of these Lizards, a few seconds

suffice it for constructing and retiring into a burrow several feet in depth. Although armed

with tolerably strong teeth and claws, it does not attempt to bite when captured, and any
scratch inflicted on the hand of the captor is merely caused by its struggles while endeavoring

to effect its escape.
The general color of the Officinal Skink is reddish dun, crossed with bands of a darker

hue above. Below and upon both the flanks, it is of a silvery whiteness. It is, however,

liable to considerable variations, of which the most important may be briefly denoted as

follows : In one variety, the upper parts are yellow, or silver-gray, with seven or eight large

brown spots on the sides. In another, the head is yellow, the upper parts are chestnut-brown,

profusely sprinkled with little white spots, each scale having two, or even three, white dots

upon the surface. The back is marked with a series of broad white bands, generally five or

six in number, and having a black patch at either extremity of each band. In another variety,

the upper parts are silvery-gray, splashed with pure white, and variegated with irregular

brown spots. But however great may be the variations, they are all confined to the upper

surface, the abdomen, flanks, and under surface retaining their beautiful silvery whiteness.

The banded variety is the most common. The Officinal Skink is by no means a large reptile,

seldom exceeding eight inches in length, and being generally about six or seven inches long.

The specimen shown in our illustration is drawn of its natural size.

The Skinks form a family of which fifty genera and one hundred and fifty species are

enumerated, distributed throughtout all parts of the world. Of these the BLUE-TAILED SKINK

(Eumecesfasciatus) is very abundant in the Southern States, east of the Rocky Mountains.

It is black, with fine yellow streaks, the middle one forked on the head. The tail is mostly

blue.
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\VRSTKRN SKIVTL (Burner** teptmirionalit) is f>utii in

COAL SKINK inhabit* the Alleghanies, from Pennsylvania southward.

or SKINK, Moooa so called, also, is abundant in the Southern States.

un<l Minn-sota. Tlie

The Oaorxi LIZAKI>,

THE RED-HEADED SKINK (PletHodon trythrocfphaltu), aooording to Dr. Dekay, inhabit*

I', misylvania, and extends southward to Florida. It* length is twelve inches.' Two other

Skinks are recorded by Holbrook, the Fire-lined Skink, and the Striped Skink. Both are

exceedingly pretty creatures, inhabiting the Gulf States.

PV--IN., l'\ one c,i I'.u. jvn,.n of i-M!isi,|..nl,|.. .-\t.'lir, -nrh a- Ilinuli:, :i!,.l \|.M,,:I,

members of which are mostly found in Australia, though there are spw-i<- whirh inhabit

China, Java, the Philippines and New Zealand, we come to a reptile very well known by the

popular title of the SCORPIO* LIZARD, and called more scientifically, as well as more correctly,

the BROAD-HEADED PLESTIODOX.

In spite of the rather alarming name which the terrors of the ignorant have caused them

to bestow upon it, the Scorpion Lizard is one of the most harmless, as well as one of the most

useful little creatures that inhabit the earth.

It is a native of Northern America, and is spread over a very large tract of country,

curious Lizard is one of the species that delights in trees, and of which we shall see more in a

future page. It generally resides in some tree buried in the depths of the forest, and remains

at a considerable elevation above the ground, never liking to make its home less than thirty or

forty feet above the earth, and often placing itself at a much greater height.

The domicile in which this reptile most delights is the desertod home of a woodpecker,

which has brought up her little family, and forsaken the burrow which had taken such time

and trouble to hollow from the decaying wood. Here the Scorpion Lizard takes up its resi-

dence, and here it remains snugly concealed unless it is alarmed by an enemy at the gate <

wooden fortress, when it runs nimbly to the entrain-.-, and pokes out itored head wit

threatening a gesture, that its intending assailant, thinking it must possess a store of poison

to assume so resolute an aspect, retreats from the spot and leaves the reptile in quiet possession

of its abode.
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Happily for the Lizard, the belief in its venomous propensities is widely diffused and

deeply engrained in the popular mind, so that without having a single dangerous property

except that of undaunted courage when driven to bay, it has established a reputation for

ability to avenge itself when injured, which is of no less service to reptiles than men. Not

that it is wholly destitute of offensive weapons, for its teeth are strong and sharp, its feet

powerful, and its claws are sufficiently pointed to scratch rather deeply.

The Scorpion Lizard is naturally a very timid and retiring creature, and on the approach
of danger slips quietly out of the way, wisely preferring flight to combat. But if seized, the cap-

tor will have no small struggle before he can fairly secure his small but determined quarry, for

the creature bites so fiercely with its sharp teeth, retains its hold with such bull-dog tenacity,

and kicks and scratches with such hearty good will, that the non-zoological populace may well

be excused for thinking it to be venomous in tooth as well as in temper. The bite, indeed, is

so severe, and the creature has such power of jaw, that the wounds inflicted are always exceed,

ingly painful for an hour or two, and might give rise to the idea that the teeth were poisonous
like those of the rattlesnake.

The Scorpion Lizard is seldom seen except upon trees, where it can mostly find a sufficiency

of food among the insects that always haunt the branches of trees, and of drink in the dew-

drops that collect at morning and evening. When, however, it needs a more abundant diet,

it descends to the ground for a short visit, but after satisfying its wants, it returns to its tree,

runs easily up the trunk, and again establishes itself in its burrow.

The head of the Scorpion Lizard is very broad at the base, and narrows rather suddenly to

the snout, which is slightly elongated. The upper part of the head is of a bright red color.

The body is olive-brown above, and the throat, abdomen, and whole of the under parts, are

yellowish-white. Just in front of the ear is a series of oblong tubercles, and the temples are

smooth and covered with rather large shields. The feet are large in proportion to the size of

the body, and the toes are rather compressed and exceedingly delicate, in fact almost thread-

like in form. The length of the Scorpion Lizard is generally about eleven or twelve inches.

THERE is a closely allied species, also common in North America, popularly called the

BLUE-TAIL, and scientifically the FIVE-LINED PLESTIODON (Plestiodon quinquelineatum).
Like the preceding species, the Blue-tail inhabits the deepest forests, but is not one of the

arboreal reptiles, being always found upon the earth, usually remaining within a short distance

of its home, which is made in one of the numerous decaying tree-stumps which are found in

these vast forests. Its food consists of insects, which it catches principally upon the ground.
The head of this Lizard is red, like that of the scorpion, but of a much paler quality. The

body is olive, with five longitudinal white streaks, the central stripe being forked in front, and

with two black bands. The tail is brownish, with a decided wash of blue during the life of

the animal, a coloring which has earned for it the popular name of Blue-tail. It is, however,

subject to slight variations in the color and shape of the markings. There are several little

lobes in front of the ears. The length of the Blue-tail is about eight or ten inches.
/

A REPTILE which bears some resemblance to the scorpion Lizard is found in Jamaica and

the West India Islands, where it seems to take the place of that creature, and to enjoy a

reputation almost as bad, with as little cause. The negroes call it by the name of MABOUYA

(Mabouya agilis\ but as they apply that term to anything which is, or which they consider

to be venomous, and as there are very many really poisonous creatures in those countries, and

many more which are falsely thought to be so, the word is rather vague in its application.

The Mabouya is a good climber, running up trees with perfect facility, and having a

tendency to traverse the huts of the negroes, much to the consternation of the inmates. Its

usual habitation, however, is made in the holes of old, decaying trees, and except during the

very hot weather, it mostly remains at home. There is another reptile, inhabiting the same

rountry and to which the same title is applied, and which will be mentioned in a future page.

The lower eyelid of the Mabouya is remarkable for a little transparent disc in the centre,

the palate is without teeth, and the scales are smooth. Along the back run four black streaks,
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the two central Htrij>.- .\t-ti.linc "iily to the middle of the body, while the two external line*

uiv prolonged n.-arly to the insertion of the hinder limbs.

THK irtvat family of the Skinks finds u familiar representative in the common BLIXD-

u.'i:*, or SLOW-WORM, which, from its snake-like form and extreme fragility, might well

deserve the title of the gloss snake. In this reptile then- is no external trace of limbs, ti,,.

body IH-JII^ uniformly smooth as that of the serpent, and even more so than in aonteof the

snakes, when- thfl DM* &< " aMv ]>air oj limbs is indicated :;. ft OOVplft of little hook
likt- :i|<i>ndage8. Under the skin, however, the traces of limbs maybe discovered, but the

IMHH-S uf th>* shoulders, the breast, and the pelvis are very small and quite rudimentary.
This elegant little reptile is very common throughout Europe, and is also spread over

some
i
>ort ions of Asia, not. however, U'ing found in the north. It is plentiful alone liedge-

|w, heaths, forest lamls. and -::r..' ,i -:...::-. .. .
: t)

,
, find immediate sheltei from

its few enemies, and be abundantly supplied with food. It may often be seen ;:, u line

l.-Niin-ly over a lieu ten footpath, and I have onoe captured it while crossing a wide turnpikem i.

Why the name of the Blind-worm should have been given to this creature I cannot even

conjecture, for it has a pair of conspicuous though not very large eyes, which shine as brightly
as those of any animal, and are capable of good service. Indeed, all animals which prey upon
insects, and similar moving things, must of necessity possess well-developed eyes, unless they
are gifted with the means of attracting their prey within reach, as is the case with some well-

known fishes, or chase it by the senses of hearing and touch, as is done by the mole. More-

over, the chief food of the Blind-worm consists of slugs, which glide so noiselessly that the

creature needs the use of its eyes to detect the soft mollusk as it slides over the ground n its

slimy course. Speed is not needful for such a chase, and the Blindwonn accordingly is -|,.\\

and deliberate in all its movements except when very young, when it twists and wriggles

about in a (singular fashion as often as it is touched.

The great fragility of the Blind-worm is well known. By a rather curious structure of the

muscles and bones of the spine, the reptile is able to stiffen itself to such a degree, that on

a slight pressure, or trifling blow, or even by the voluntary contraction of the body, the tail is

snapped away from the body, and on account of its proportionate length, looks just as if the

creature had been broken in half. The object of this curious proji-rty seems to be to insure

the safety of the animal. The severed tail retains, or rather acquires, an extraordinary amount

of irritability, and for several minutes after its amputation, leaps and twists aUmt with such

violence, that the attention of the foe is drawn to its singular vagaries, and the Blind-worm

itself creeps quietly away to some place, of shelter.

Even after the movements have ceased, they may lie again .-\cited by touching the tail

with a stick, or ev.-n with the finger, when it will jump alxmt w ith a vigor apparently undimin-

ished. On frequently repeating the process, however, the mov.-m.-nts become jierceptibly

lees active, and after awhile the only sign of movement xxill lie a slight convuNixe shiver.

Half an hour is, as far as my own experience goes, the limit to which this irritability endures.

I well remember meeting with an incident of this nature. I had come suddenly ujx>n

a reptile among the rank grass and underwood, that I at first took for a viper, and at which I

aimed a thrust with a little twig of decaying wood, which broke at once. Immediately after the

thrust, something began to hop and plunge about most violently just by my feet, and having

y wholesome dread of a viper's fangs, I jumped back a step or two, to the great indigna-

tion of a swarm of bees, which had settled themselves in the ruins of on old wooden hut dose

to the spot. They at onoe intimated their displeasure in that wing-language to expressive to

all bee-owners, so* hastily tossing the writhing object to a distance with the shattered remnant

of the stick, I got away from the bees, and experimented for some time on the tail of the

Blind-worm, as it proved to be. Even the flight through the air, and the heavy fall, seemed to

have little or no effect upon the irritability of the severed member, and when I reached it after

its fall, I found it hopping about quite merrily.

When the tail of the Blind-worn is thus snapped off, the scales of the body project all
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round the fractured portion, forming a kind of hollow into which the broken end of the tail

an be slipped.

According to popular notions, the Blind-worm is a terribly poisonous creature, and by

many persons is thought to be even more venomous than the viper, whereas it is perfectly

harmless, having neither the will nor the ability to bite, its temper being as quiet as its move-

ments, and its teeth as innocuous as its jaws are weak. I fancy that the origin of this opinion

may be found in the. habit of constantly thrusting out its broad, black, flat tongue with its

slightly forked tip ;
for the popular mind considers the tongue to be the sting, imagining it to

be both the source of the venom, and the weapon by which it is injected into the body, and so

logically classes all creatures with forked tongues under the common denomination of poison-

ous animals.

It is said that this reptile will bite when handled, but that its minute teeth and feeble jaws
can make no impression upon the skin

;
and also that when it has thus fastened on the hand

of its captor, it will not release its hold unless its jaws be forced open. For my own part, and

I have handled very many of these reptiles, I never knew them attempt to bite, or even to

assume a threatening attitude. They will suddenly curl themselves up tightly, and snap off

their tails, but to use their jaws in self-defence is an idea that seldom appears to occur

to them.

The pertinacity with which the notion of the Blind-worm's venomous properties is

implanted in the rustic mind is really absurd. During the summer of this year, I passed

some little time in a forest, and having gone round to the farms in the neighborhood, as

distances of several miles are euphuistically called, begged to have all reptiles brought to me
that were discovered during the haymaking. In consequence, the supply of vipers and snakes

was very large, and on one occasion a laborer came to the house, bare-headed, his red face

beaming with delight, and his manner evincing a proud consciousness of deserving valor.

Between his hands he held his felt hat tightly crumpled together, and within the hat was dis-

covered, after much careful manoeuvring, the head of a Blind-worm emerging from one of

its folds.

As I put out my hand to remove the creature, the man fairly screamed with horror, and

even when I took it in my hand, and allowed it to play its tongue over the fingers, he could

not believe that it was not poisonous. No argument could persuade that worthy man that

the reptile was harmless, and nothing couid induce him to lay a iinger upon it
;
the prominent

idea in his mind being, evidently, not that the Blind-worm had no poison, but that I was

poison-proof. To add to his alarm, the creature had snapped off its tail during the rough

handling to which it had been subjected a proceeding which, by his peculiar process of

reasoning only corroborated its venomous properties.

In its wild state the Blind-worm feeds mostly on slugs, but will also eat worms and various

insects. Some persons assert that it devours mice and reptiles ;
but that it should do so is a

physical impossibility, owing to the very small dimensions of the mouth and the structure of

the jaw, the bones of which are firmly knitted together, and cannot be separated while the

prey is being swallowed, as is the case with the snakes.

In captivity it seems to reject almost any food, except slugs ;
but these molluscs it will

at quite freely. I have kept a specimen in my possession for about four months, which has

proved a very interesting creature. After keeping it for a fortnight, I procured six or seven

white garden slugs, and placed them in the glass vessel, together with the Blind-worm.

The reptile instantly saw its prey, but did not move from its place, merely following with

a slow movement of the head the course of one of the slugs that crawled within an inch or two

of its nose. Presently it raised its head very deliberately, and hovered over the slug as it

glided along, and, after following it for an inch or two, quickly opened its mouth to the full

extent, lowered its head, and grasped the slug just behind the head, squeezing it with some

force, and causing a great commotion among the muscles of the foot.

Presently it relaxed its hold a little, again opened its mouth and took a fresh grasp, and

after three or four of these
%
movements, it contrived how, I cannot comprehend, though I

have watched the creature over and over again to get the head of the slug down its throat.
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The process of swallowing \\:i- ili.n \. r \ ea>\. an.l. aft.-r a few more efforta, the whole of the
mollusc had disappeared. Aft.-r DM in- fur a few minutes, it attacked another -\\i jireci-
in tin- -.mil- manner : l-ut I have seldom seen it rat more than two or three at one meul. l'.\

.!. -!.-- it rau-lit ami ate all the slugs, and it will finish a doan in a week or ten days.
. \ft.-r a short time my Blind-worm unexjiectedly became the mother of a numerous

|.n>i."-iiy, iiiii.- little Blind -worms having mad.- th.-ir api-earum-.- in th.- world -luring the niyht.

They were renwrkaMy pretty little creatures, and so unlike their parent, that few persona
would attribute them to th.- -ame species. They are murh more serpentine in their general
:.-p.-ct. their heads being considerably wider than their neeks, whereas in the adult th.- h.-a.l

and neck are as nearly as possible of the wane w idth.

Their color is shining rreamy yellow above, and jettyMark below, the line of demarcation

running along the flank*, and U-in^ very sharply del:;: \long the back runs a narrow
Mark line, which upon the head is expandr.1. and then divides *> as to form a letter Y. Ju-t

a>M>ve the nose is another forked, black mark, looking like an inverted V. and 1-otli these

rs have a notable circular enlargement at the angle. As the creature grows, tin- V mark
U-. -..tiies gradually uncertain, and finally disappears; but the black line down the back, and
its Y-like termination, retain their position through life, though they are not so conspicuous
as in the young, owing to the darker coloring of the surface.

How these little things feed I cannot make out. Though the little creatures born in my
house had lived for about five weeks, had grown considerably, and had always been very

lively, they had taken no food so far as I could discover. For the first three weeks of their

life, they lived in a glass jar closed at the top, and withon inch or so of dry earth at the bot-

tom, in which there could be no nourishment. A little milk was ]x>nred on the mould now
and then

;
and they perhaps may have licked the moistened earth, and so have obtained some

little nourishment, though they were never seen to do so, and indeed appeared perfectly
indifferent to the milk.

\Vh.-n I introduced the slugs, the odd little reptiles acted just as their mother was doing,
followed the slugs about with their heads, hovered over them, made believe to eat them, and
then were quietly walked over by their intended prey, which, being nearly twice as big aa

th'-m-.-lv.-s. proceeded on its course without paying the least regard to the tiny reptiles, whose
bodies were not larger than ordinary knitting-needles, and easily glided over them, or put
them to ignominious flight.

After they had been in the jar for some time, I fitted np an old aquarium in a manner

intended to imitate as far as possible their natural home, building a bank of earth and stones

at either end, laying turf in the middle, and planting ferns upon the banks, with moss round

their roots. They enjoyed the change very greatly, immediately proceeded to burrow in all

directions through the earth and among the stones, until they established a whole series of

tunnels through which they can glide at will, and seem to take great pleasure in permeating
tti-ir establishment at all hours, especially delighting in pushing their way through the moss

and then retreating into their burrows.

On a cold day they bury themselves below the mould ; but the first gleam of sunshine

that plays among the green fern-leaves brings them from their recesses, and causes them to

glide about the moss and turf most merrily. Sometimes, when they are coiled asleep within

their home, their bodies are pressed against the glass, and it is curious to see how immovable

they will lie, in spite of tapping the glass, but how soon they wake up and brisk they become

when the glass is warmed. Even a few warm breaths upon the glass suffice to awake them.

I think that I have discovered another kind of subsistence for the young ; but that has

only been possible since they have been placed in the aquarium, or rather, the fernery, as it is

now. Sundry very minute insects of the dipterous order may be seen flitting about within the

glass, probably having been introduced with the turf and ferns
;
and it is possible that the

young Blind-worms may contrive to catch and eat these creatures, and derive some nutriment

from them, in spite of their diminutive size.

When wild, the Blind-worm generally retires to its winter-quartern towards the end of

August, or even sooner, should the weather be chilly. The localities which it chooses for thia

voi. ra -
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purpose are generally dry and warm spots, where the dried leaves and dead twigs of decayed
branches have congregated into heaps, so as to afford it a safe refuge. Sometimes it bores its

way into masses of rotten wood
;
and on heathery soils, where the ground slopes considerably,

it selects a spot where it will be well sheltered from the winter's rains and snows, and burrows

deeply into the dry loose soil.

It is singular to see the creature emerging from the ground when the least touch will soil

the fingers, and to see how totally free from earth stains is the bright glittering skin of the

reptile, upon which not a particle of mud can cling. I once detected upon the head of my
specimen a projection which I thought was a little lamp of mud, I having just watered the

ferns and turf, greatly to the discomfiture of the Blind-worms, both old and young ; but, upon
close examination, 1 found it was only a little pebble which had lodged upon the head, as the

reptile came hastily out of its burrow to avoid the water. So quietly did the Blind-worm

move, that the stone retained its place upon the head for several minutes, and did not fall off

until I startled the creature, and caused it to turn its head rather sharply.
The Blind-worm would be a most useful inhabitant of a garden not at all repulsive, and,

indeed, very seldom seen, its instinct teaching it to remain within some dark recess during the

day, and only to come out at night when the slugs leave their earthy hiding-places, and com-

mence feeding. Moreover, it is very prolific, and needs no special appliances, as is the case

with the frog and toad, which require the presence of water to produce and hatch their young,
and for the little reptiles to come to maturity. Sometimes the number of young is twelve or

thirteen, and sometimes there are only seven or eight. The usual average is, however, nine

or ten
;
and they are very hardy little things, requiring no care whatever.

Being one of the earliest to retire into its winter quarters, the Blindworm is one of the

first reptiles to leave them, appearing before either the snake or the viper. The reason for

this early appearance is simple enough. Neither creature can venture into action when it can

find no food, the active powers of the body causing a waste which must be restored with nutri-

ment. The snake feeds upon frogs, and therefore cannot leave its winter's home until it finds

the frogs ready for it. The frogs, again, which feed upon insects, must wait until the vegeta-

tion has attained sufficient luxuriance to afford food for their insect prey ;
but the Blind-worm,

which finds its nourishment among the mollusks which devour the earliest leaves, is able

to leave its winter quarters as soon as the vegetation begins fairly to sprout, and the slugs to

devour it.

Even during the winter, a warmer sunbeam than usual will tempt the Blind-worm to come

to the mouth of its burrow, poke out its head, and enjoy the temporary, but cheering warmth.

My own specimens have not yet made any preparations toward retiring to winter quarters,

though the usual time has passed away nearly two months ago, a circumstance which is prob-

ably due to the warmth of their home, and the occasional supply of slugs which I now and

then put into the case.

Like the snakes, the Blind-worm casts its skin at regular intervals, seeming to effect its

object in various modes, sometimes pulling it off in pieces, but usually stripping it away, like

the snakes, by turning it inside out, just as an eel is skinned. Some persons, who have

witnessed the process, state that this eversion is only extended to the base of the tail, and that

the entire tail is drawn out of the skin like a hand out of a glove. Mr. G. Daniel mentions,

that a Blind-worm in his possession cast its skin in so many pieces, that the largest portion

was only two inches in length. The process began by a split along the abdomen, and the head

was the last part extricated from the rejected integument. This mode of shedding the skin

was, however, owing, in all probability, to some weakness in the individual, or to the want of

the usual aids, such as the stems of grass, heather, and other vegetation, against which the

reptile contrives to rub itself, so as to assist its efforts in peeling off the cuticle. The color of

the Blind worm is rather variable. In my own specimen, now crawling over the paper on which

I write, and blotting it sadly, the color is dark olive-brown above, with a shining silvery lustre,

and diversified with a narrow black line along the back, and a broader black line down each

side. The flanks are grayish-white, mottled with black, and the under parts are nearly black,

variegated with a little gray. The Y-like mark on the head is still apparent, but there is
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ii<> trace of tin- im.Ttsl V. On tin- sides of the head, tin- mottling* of gimy and black aiv

ver\ Uild. ami 11. mi. 1 tin- neck runs a collar of black. This mark, however, may have bwn
ran 1 by tin stupi'dity of the capto] vhoWM :.:..!...; .r !.....:.-,.: i- .1,^ ..f :,',.

i.-j.',!.

that he tied a string round its n.-. k t<> funn a safe handle with which to carry it.

Mr. Hell, in his volume on reptiles, states that tin- tail Is obtuse, but that it rather varied

in I'-iu'fu. in -'in.- cases being not more than half the length of the body, while in others

it i.earh equals the head and Ixxiy together. In my own specimen, the tail is by no means
:! 'tuse, but \ei-y sl.-nder and well jointed, and can be so tightly curled at ita extremity lui not

to be rvmi>\uble without damage to the creature. While held in the hand, it generally ti-i .

tli<- tip "f tln> tail firmly round one of the fingers, not in a spiral position, but so an t<> make
one complete circle, the extremity of the tail just touching the spot when- the drrle com-

mences I'hc total length of this sjecimen i i h& jgtiMl > two-foot rule, touanls

\\ hi'-h I have just succeeded in coaxing it by a judicious arrangement of light and shade, and

an occasional t>'i-h with the finp-r. is thirteen inches and a half. The body and head occupy

j.r.-.-l-'-U ^1 i' , ... ... ;,-,,! t!,,. |, ; h ,.,..,
- ,.

.
.

:, :;, -,.- ;,|] i |..,|: .,['. _;i\.-!i 1 . 'he '.ill. Tli-- -

|

.1

\\ hen- the liody ends and the tail begins is very evident, the diameter of the Imdy diminishing

slightly but suddenly.

Tin: family of the Skinks contains so many interesting creatun-s. that it is difficult to make
a satisfactory selection, and iiniM>ssilile to avoid .' .. :..: v ,.:,.-. i' \ f, .1

; mbf
so many species without even a cursory notice. Befon-, however, proceeding to the next

family, we must give a short notice of one or two rather conspicuous species.

The first is the SI-INK-HACKKI> LI/.VKI> of New Guinea (TribolonMtu nonce guinea), a very
remarkable creature, notable for the singular formation of the scales which cover the backhand
in allusion to which the creature ha.s l>een placed under the p-neric name Tribolonotus. This

loin: word is of Greek origin. Mirnifyir.g culthmp-backed calthrops being certain horrible

in-ii uinents thrown on the ground to check the advance of cavalry, and consisting of four inm

-1 ikes, set round a ball in such a manner, that when flung on the gronnd, three pointa rent on

the earth, and the other pmjWts ]>er]>eiidicularly into the air.

Though really harmless, the ^pine-backed Lizard is a most formidable looking creature,

the whole of the back lieing covered with long and sharply pointed spikes, formed by a modi-

ii.-aiion of the scales, that project boldly in all directions, and fully justify the generic- name.

Kven on the tail the scales, which are arranged in whorls, are long, pointed, and project

over each other, so as to give a very formidable aspect to this member. Kven the head is

armed with these pointed scales, which become larger and larger as they approach the neck.

The color of this Lizard is brown above, and grayish-white below.

ANOTHER notable member of this family is the well-known GALLIWASP (Ccletlu*

ooctduu-s).

This reptile is a native of the West Indian Islands, and is very common in Jamaica, when
it is held in great, but groundless dread, by the inhabitants, and especially by the negroes.

nerally haunts damp situations, and is mostly found in marshy lands, near wat

hi. Men under rocks where moisture is retained by the nature of the ground, It is tln.u-ht

that when the Galliwasp is irritated, its bite is as venomous as that of a poisonous snake, and

causes immediate death. On account of the dread in which it is held, the negroes call it by

the name of Mabouya, in common with the reptile which has already been described on

page 62.

The color of the Galliwasp is brown of various ton.-s. diversified with cross bands of black-

ish brown. It Ls about one foot in length, There are several species belonging to this genus,

all being found in Jamaica.

THE last example of the Skinks which can be mentioned in these pages is SAORA'S DIPLO-

OLO88C8, or DOUBLK-TOHOCK I ' L I / \ RD.

This reptile is a native of Cuba, and is found in localities where the air is cool, and
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soil light and moist. It is an active little creature, and moves from place to place with much

agility. In this reptile the tongue is rather large, covered with little scale-like papillae in

front, becoming more thread-like behind. The color is gray, with a bronzy lustre, and a black

streak runs along each side.

THE next family of Lizards contains only one species, the OPHIOMORE (Ophiomorus

milidris), and is separated from the skinks and the sepsidse on account of a formation of the

scales of the head, which seems to place It in an intermediate position between those two
families. There are no external limbs, and the whole body and tail are long, cylindrical,

tapering, and serpentine in aspect. The color of the Ophiomore is brown above, covered with

numerous tiny black dots arranged in regular lines along the body, and being larger upon the

sides. The under parts are white, and the sides are gray. It is a native of Northern Africa,
and has been brought from Algiers.

IN the SEPSID^E, a family which contains seven genera, there are always external limbs,

mostly four in number, but in one genus, Scelotes, the front pair of legs are wanting, and the

hinder pair are small and divided at the extremity into two toes only.

SKI'S, OR CH.'HiNA. ,v/ tridactylut.

The typical species of this family is the common SEPS, or CICIGNA, a curious snake-like

Lizard, found in various parts of the world, and not uncommon in many portions of Europe.

Specimens have been taken in the south of France, in Italy, Sardinia, Syria, and the north of

Africa. The name of Seps is of Greek origin, and signifies corruption. From ancient times to

the present day, this harmless little reptile has been held in great dread by the natives of the

country wherein it dwells, being considered as a deadly enemy to cattle, biting them at night

during their sleep, and filling their veins with corruption. Horses, and especially mares, were

thought to be the most frequent sufferers from the bite of this reptile.

The legs of the Seps are very weak, and are set far apart, so that the creature trusts but
little to the limbs for its powers of locomotion, and wriggles itself along after the fashion of

the snakes. The food of the Seps consists of worms, small snails, slugs, insects, spiders, and
similar creatures, its general habits seeming to resemble those of the blindworm. Like the

lizard, when the winter approaches, it burrows deeply in the loose soil, and remains hidden
until the succeeding spring.
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The t^th of tlie Sepfl are small, conical, ami simple, and there ore no iwth mi the palate,
which is grooved longitudinal]} . Tin- .-yi-li.ls are scaly. and the lower baa a transparent disc.
The toes are thi>-- in number on each foot, and very feeble; the tell is conical and pointed.

color of ill,- common s-ps is Kiv\, with four longitudinal brown streak*, which, on a
inspection, are found to COHM-I of a sooecarion of brown dot*.

Two members of the Sepsidn deserve a passing notice before we pass to the next family.
The first is tin- (' M-I-I i:u 1 1> Spn.r.Noi-s (tfphtrnopt teptoidet).

This reptile is a native of Northern Africa, but seems to have a rather restricted range,
being seldom, if -ver, found out of Egypt. In Home parts of that country it is very plentiful,

being found in the rice grounds, under hedges, and on the roads where the wheels of passing
\-iiiii'- ii.r. -A "Mi !! i -'it-, hdatd, it !!"- ' IMP* pndQaoMoi En ridfid pond,
over which it passes with considerable speed, and is not to be captured without the exercise of
some agility. It is quite harmless, and even when caught, struggles with all it* might to

escape, but does not attempt to bite the hand that holds it. Like many other reptiles of
similar form, it burrows in the ground, but makes it* tunnel so near the surface of the ground.
und in so horizontal a direction, that the foot of a traveller will often lay open the superficial
retreat and render its inmate homeless for a time.

The andeot Egyptians seem to have held this little reptile in religious veneration, as there
are several known instances where it has been honored with the ceremony of embalming, and

placed in the sacred tombs, together with other creatures formerly reverenced as types of

<H\inity.

The Sphamops ho* four legs, moderately well shaped, but rather weakly formed, and the

feet are divided into four toes, each of which is furnished at the extremity with a claw. The
li.-:i.| U \\e. li;e sha]ied, rounded in ttOtA,

'

;M:.I'-- ll -Ai'li'.ii' i.-. !h. ;,,,.! t|,,. l,,u,-r e\e]j,| it

transparent. The general color of the Sphaenops is pale brown, with a longitudinal series of
black dots, and a black streak on each side of the muzzle.

OUB last example of this family is the TILIOUOC (Qongylu* ocelldfn*). or ETED TILIQUA,
another of the numerous reptiles classed under the common title of Mabouya by the ignorant
and fearful.

It inhabits the countries bordering the Mediterranean, and is found in Sardinia, Malta,

Egypt, and even in Teneriffe. Like the preceding species, it is quick and active in it* move-

ments, and when seized does not attempt to bite. It IB a lover of dry and elevated spot*,

where the sand is loose, and there are plenty of stones tinder which it may hide itaelf. The
food of this reptile consists of insects. Besides the names which have already been mentioned,
it is also called LACKPEDK'S GALLIWASP and the OCELLATED SKINK.

In coloring it is one of the most variable of reptiles, but the general tint* are gray, with a

bronze gloss, diversified by a number of white spots edged with black. It has four legs, the

toes are five on each foot, the bead is conical, with a rounded muzzle, and the lower eyelid baa
a transparent disc.

THE ACOXTIAD.C form the next family, which contains three genera. The head is small,

the upper eyelid is either very small or altogether absent. the Uly is cylindrical, and the

limlw, when present, are very weak and small. In two of the genera, Nessia and Evesio,

there are four limbs, in the former with three toes, and in the latter with the feet small, im-

perfect, and not divided into toes. The upper eyelid is distinct though small.

IN the ACOXTIAS, or JAVELIN SXAKE, the limbs are absent externally, and the npper eye-
lid is rudimentary. The body of this reptile is elongated and cylindrical, not unlike that of

the common blindworm. The name Acontias is derived from a Greek word signifying a javelin,

and has been given to this creature on account of the shape of the head, which bears some
resemblance to the point of a spear. Some writers think that the name is given in allusion to

its quick movements when seizing its prey. Aa in shape, so in habits it resembles the Mind-
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worm, and like that reptile is very common in the fields and nnder hedges. It is a South

African reptile, and is found abundantly at the Cape of Good Hope.
In its coloring this is a very handsome little creature, being sometimes called the Painted

Acontias (by the French writers La Peintade), in allusion to the variegated tints with which

it is bedecked. Like many other reptiles, especially those which are lightly colored, it is sus-

ceptible of much variation. Generally, however, it is rich chestnut-brown above, profusely

dotted with bright yellow, the spots being arranged in series of varying number, one specimen

having eight rows of spots, while another has only six. The scales are smooth, the teeth are

conical and rather blunt, the eyes are very small, and the tail is short and rather rounded at

the tip.

ANOTHER curious family of reptiles possesses only two limbs at the most, the front pair

being always, and the hinder pair sometimes, wanting. There is a curious, cup-like shield on

the chin, the body and tail are cylindrical, and both eyes and ears are apparently absent, but

may be found hidden under the skin, where the greater part, if not the whole, of their func-

tions must be in abeyance. In consequence of this remarkable privation, they are classed

together under the very appropriate name of Typhlinidse, a term derived from the Greek, and

which signifies blindness.

In the typical species, the TYPHLINE, or BLIND ACONTIAS as it is sometimes, but rather

erroneously called, the limbs are entirely absent, and the creature looks about as helpless a

being as can well be imagined, having no apparent legs, feet, eyes nor ears. The Typhline

inhabits Southern Africa, and is found at the Cape of Good Hope. In its coloring it is rather

variable, being generally of a brownish hue, with spots of purple upon the hinder part of the

scales of the back, and sometimes of a yellowish tint, with violet spots.

THERE are so many reptiles scattered over the world, and they are divided by modern

systematic zoologists into so many families, that it is only possible to give a short description

of one or two examples of each family, while to supply illustrations would be wholly imprac-

ticable without nearly doubling the amount of space that can be allotted to them.

The next family is called by the name of Typhlopsida3, or Blind Reptiles, a title which

has been given to them because their eyes are either very small, or altogether wanting exter-

nally. In all these animals the head is broad, rather flattened, and has a large, erect plate

near the muzzle. The mouth is small, semilunar in shape, and placed under the muzzle in a

manner somewhat resembling that of the sharks. The tail is cylindrical, and has a large shield

or plate at the tip, sometimes conical and sometimes spine-shaped.

In the TYPHLOPS, the typical species, the head is nearly covered by a single, very large

shield, which is rather bent downwards in front. The tail is very short and tapers suddenly,

and the scales of the body are small and uniform. It inhabits India, where it is not uncommon,

though, in consequence of its earth-loving habits, it is not very often seen except by those who

know its localities, and search purposely for the hidden reptile. It moves over the ground

with some rapidity, and burrows easily, penetrating to a depth of three or four feet during the

rainy season. At other times it is mostly content with the shelter of large stones and similar

places of refuge.

Owing to the small size and the rather remarkable position of the mouth, the Typhlops is

unable to act on the offensive, and when captured, although it attempts to glide through the

fingers, does not even offer to bite. It is wonderfully tenacious of life, and according to Dr.

Russell, will live for some time even when immersed in spirits of wine. The general color of

the Typhlops is yellowish-white.

This family contains also the Clawed Snake (OnychopMs) so called because the bony

shield on the muzzle is erect, keeled, and bent over into a claw-like shape and the Silver

Snakes (ArgyropMs), a small group of reptiles, deriving their popular name from the silvery

Instre of their scales.
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THE last family of th< sub-order I/'ptoirliKv-w. <>r Slender-tongued Lizards, is the group of

reptiles termed the Rough-tailed Liiords,or UBOIM i i n> i In these Lizards the head IM rather

cumpp-s,-d. Hit above, und -li.np towards die mu/jje. The eyes are of nuxierate size, and
uitiioui eyelids, a bony scale anawering the purpose. The bod\ i- .-\lin.lriml, and covered
with regular. six-aided scales, sometimes ridged, but mostly smooth. The tail is alao cylin-

:ni(] abrupt!} t. imina;. i. M ,: . pj ofl ObU [Mlj Than KM M asternal liml-. and !>

-\-teniaticnaturali.sts tli<- Rough-tails have been placed among the serpents, which tin >

very closely resemble, except in the arrangement of certain scales, and the short, abruptly
truncate! tail.

The Rough-tailed Lizards are divided into three genera, separated from each other by tin*

formation of the scales that cover the tail. \Vhil-- moving, the Hou^h -tails aid themselves by

pvajriu^ the truncat.-d tail against ftl 0nnd Vsu typical -]< ;-. We tuaj -] t tli.- I'nii n-

!: M Sin ; i ; i \i :
/

'

.

,

\

'

, '}' >

' ii" ':.>- i' - n.-nn.- :,],,! -. ;:,!i:,|.i^ 1 1...

Philippine Islands. In this creature the tail is rather flattened, and roxvrttl alwve with a

curious "flat, roundish, radiating, granular shield." On the lower aid> of th- tail the sraleM

are arranged in six rows. The color of the Philippine Shield-tail is brown above and white

beneath, the line of demarcation being very distinct, and regularly waved.

THICK-TONGUED LIZARDS; PACHYGLOSS-da.

A NEW sub-order now comes before our notice, the members of which ore distinguished by
the formation of their tongues, which, instead of being flat and coni]ianitivc|y slender, as in

the preceding Lizards, are thick, convex, and have a slight nick at the end. On account of

this structure, the species of this sub-order are termed PACIIYGLOHH.G, or Thick-tongued
Lizards.

These reptiles are divided into sundry groups, the first of which is termed the NVCTI-

RAURA, or Nocturnal Lizards. These creatures have eyes formed for seeing in the du.sk,

circular eyelids which, however, cannot meet over the eye-ball, and in almost every caw the

pupil is a long narrow slit like that of the cat. The body is always flattened. The limbs are

four in number, tolerably powerful, and are used in progression.

Of these Lizards, the first family is the GECKOTID., or Geckos, a very curious group of

reptiles, common in many hot countries, and looked upon with dread or adoration by tin-

natives, sometimes with both, where the genius of the nation leads tln-m to reverence the

object of their fears, and to form no other conception of supreme power than the capability of

doing harm.

THE FAN-FOOT, or HOUSE GECKO, is a native of Northern Africa, :md i- \TV common in

Egypt, and is found, as ita name imports, in houses, traversing the floor and walls with oston-

ishing address, in search of its food, which consists of worms, insects, and similar creatures.

The natives have a very great dread of this creature, asserting that it is extremely poisonous

the poison not being injected by the teeth, but exuding from the lobules of the toes. The

generic title Ptyodacrylus, or Toe-spitt.-r. is Driven to the reptile in allusion to this idea. It

is said by Hasselqnist, that if a Gecko is taken in the hand, the poisonous matter which is

immediately shed over the skin from the feet of the captive, causes an instantaneous eruption.

similar to that produced by tli- sting of a nettle. The same tniv.-ll.-r proceeds to relate an

incident which i-s hardly so much in accordance with pmkibility. namely, that two women and

a girl were lying at the point of death from having eaten some cheese over which one of these

reptiles hod walked.

So great is the dread inspired by this creature, that in Cairo it is popularly termed Abou-

burs, or father of the leprosy. The people fancy that it purposely poisons their provisions,

and that it is especially fond of conuiiunicatini: the venom to salted meat of all kinds. In

former times the Fan-foot was endowed with even greater powers of offence, Its teetli \-\ng

added to its weapons, and asserted to be capable of leaving their impression even on steel,
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though, in point of fact, the jaws of the Geckos are rather feeble, and their teeth very small,

and hardly able to pierce even the human skin.

The Geckos are indebted for their power of traversing perpendicular walls to the forma-

tion of their feet, which, although greatly varied in the different genera, have the same

essential qualities in all. In

this genus the toes are ex-

panded at their extremities,

into a round disc, and fur-

nished with claws which are

sheathed in a notch cut in

the front of the disc. The

color of the Fan-foot is red-

dish brown spotted with white.

THE COMMON GECKO, or

RINGED GECKO, is an Asiatic

species, being as common in

India as the preceding species

in North Africa. It may be

easily known from the Fan-

foot by the large tubercles

upon the back.

This reptile has much the

same habits as the Fan-foot,

and possesses equally the

ability to run over a perpen-
dicular wall. During the

day-time it conceals itself

in some chink or dark crev-

ice, but in the evening it

leaves its retreat, moving

rapidly and with such per-

fectly silent tread that the

ignorant natives may well

be excused for classing it

among supernatural beings.

The Gecko occasionally utters a curious cry, which has been compared to that peculiar

clucking sound employed by riders to stimulate their horses, and in some species the cry

is very distinct and said to resemble the word Geck-o, the last syllable being given smartly

and sharply. On account of this cry, the Geckos are variously called, Spitters, Postilions,

and Claqueurs.

During the cold months of the year the Geckos retire to winter quarters, and are thought

to retain their condition during this foodless season by means of two fatty masses at the

base of the abdomen, which are supposed to nourish them as the camel is nourished by the

hump. The male is smaller than the female, and the eggs are very spherical, and covered

with a brittle chalky shell. The color of the Gecko is reddish gray with white spots. The

scales of the back are flat and smooth, and there is also a series of rather large tubercular

projections arranged in twelve rather distinct rows.

CLOSELY allied to these two reptiles is the SPOTTED GECKO, or SPOTTED HEMIDACTYLE, a

rather pretty species of Gecko found in various parts of Asia, and tolerably common in India,

China and Ceylon. Sir Emerson Tennent, in his valuable work on Ceylon, gives a very

interesting account of this little creature, and relates two curious anecdotes, exhibiting the

readiness with which even a Gecko can be tamed by kind treatment.

V
FAN-FOO1'. riytxiactylus yecku.
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"In a boudoir where the ladies of my family sjM-nf their evenings, one of these familiar

and amusing little .-reatures hud its hiding place behind a gilt picture-frame, and punctually
as the randies wen- li-hti-d. it made it.s appearance on the wall to be fed with its accustomed
crumb; :uil if neglected, it iviter.it.-d its sharp quick c:ill of </ Int. till :itt.-n.l.-.l t...

It was of a delicate gray color, tinned with pink, and having by accident fallen on a work-

table, it fiVd, leaving its tail behind it, which, however, it reproduced within less than a
month. This faculty of reproduction i> doubtless d.-itrM.-d t.. .-nal.1.- the cnature to escape
In mi its assailants ; the detaching ( .f tin- liml. is evidently its own act.

" In an officer's quarters in the fort of Colombo, a Gecko had been taught to come daily
to the dinner-table, ami always made its ap]x-arance along with the dessert. The family wen-

absent for some months, dm in-: \\ hich the house underwent extensive n-iwiir*. the nxif having
been raised, the walls stuccoed and ceilings whitened. It was naturally surmised that so

long a suspension of its accustomed habits would have led to the disappearance of the little

Lizard, but on the return of its old friends, at their first dinner it made its entrance as usual

the instant the cloth had been removed."

ANOTHER rather curious species is the Ti i:\ir TAII.H> GECKO (Thecod&rtylti* rapi-

',nitltts\ so called from the odd shape of its tail, which, when reproduced, is very much
swollen at the base, and, with its little conical extremity, has an almost absurd resemblance

t<> a \iiimi: turnip. It is worthy of mention, that all the Geckos possess the facult

reproducing their tails when those members have been lost by some accident, and that t In-

second tail is mostly very unlike the original. Before the creature has suffered (if it does

suffer) this mutilation, the tail is covered with scales of the same structure and form as

those of the back ; but when the tail is reproduced, it is generally supplied with little

squared scales arranged in cross series. In examining a Gecko therefore, it is necessary to

ascertain whether the tail be in its normal condition or only a second and altered edition of

that member.

The color of the Turnip-tailed Gecko is brown, mottled boldly with a darker tint, and

speckled with tiny dots of dark brown. The scales of the back are six-sided, and on

side of the base of the tail there is a prominent conical tubercle. This species inhabits

Tropical America.

A VEBT remarkable reptile is the FRINGED TREE GECKO, or SMOOTH-HEADED GECKO.

It is a native of Java, and esj>ecially worthy of notice on account of the broad membranous

expansions which fringe the sides of the head, back, limbs and tail. On the body this

membrane is covered with scales, and waved on its edges, but on the tail the waves become

suddenly deepened, so as to form bold scollops. The toes are webbed to the tips, and, with

the exception of the thumb-joint, are furnished with claws at the swollen extremity. The

scales of the back are smooth and flat, and even the membranous fringes are covered with

scales.

Formerly this creature was thought to be aquatic in its habits, but it is now known to

live on trees, and to employ the membranous expansions in aiding it in its passage from

branch to branch, much after the well-known fashion of the flying squirrels. The generic

title, Ptychozoon, is composed of two Greek words, the former signifying a fold of a garment,
and the hitter a living being. The general color of the Fringed Tree Gecko is brown above,

with a slight yellowish tinge along the spine, and crossed with small dark brown ines, very

narrow and deeply waved. A line of siniiliar appearance and of a bold zig-zag form encircles

the top of the head, looking as if a dark brown string had been tied at the ends, formed into

a rude circle, and then pinched at intervals so as to cause deep indentations. Below it is of a

whitish gray color.

THE curious and rather interesting little Lizard called the CAPE TAREXTOLA, is an inhab-

itant, as it name signifies, of the Cape of Good Hope, and is found spread over a considerable

portion of Southern Africa,
vou m.-*
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This reptile is of slower habits than the generality of the Geckos, and moves along with

deliberate and apparently purposeless steps. It is almost invariably seen upon or near

decayed wood, and is frequently found under the bark of dead trees, clinging tightly to the

trunk, and shielded by the bark from the unwelcome glare of daylight. In all probability,
it finds abundance of food in the same locality, for the space between the bark and wood
of a decaying or dead tree, is generally filled with insects of various kinds and in their

different states of existence, beside being the chosen home of millipedes, spiders, and similar

creatures.

Although a slow mover, the Cape Tarentola can, after the manner of its kin, ascend smooth
and perpendicular objects with perfect ease and noiseless motions, and can even traverse and

cling to a ceiling or a cross-beam without difficulty, and there remain motionless for hours.

Like the generality of the Gecko family, it detests the daylight, and the bright beams of the

sun are a torture to this dweller in darkness, which, if overtaken by daylight while out of

its refuge, crawls away to the nearest cranny and there buries itself until the evening hours

bring with them the desired shades, and restore the animal to its wonted activity. It is

extremely shy, and even in the dusk it will avoid the dangerous approach of an intruder by
silently slipping under the cover of the loose bark, or hiding itself among the decaying wood.

It is qiiite a little creature, rarely measuring more than four inches in length, and often

not reaching even those moderate dimensions. As is the case with many Lizards, it is liable

to certain variations in coloring, but its general tints are as follows : The back and upper

portions of the body are yellowish-brown, with a decided yellow wash, and banded with

several dark brown bars, rather curved. Scattered over the body are certain protuberant
scales of a lighter hue. The tail is a pale brownish-purple with a reddish gloss, and speckled
with warm chestnut-brown. The abdomen, and the under portions of the body and limbs are

ochry yellow, and the eyes are, although devoid of expression and of a passionless brightness,
like polished stone, very shining and of a bright orange-brown. The whole form of this

Lizard is rather thick and clumsy.

As this family contains at least forty genera, it is manifestly impossible to mention more
than a few species, which can be accepted as types of the family, and serve as links to render

the chain of nature complete. Passing, therefore, several series of genera, we will give a short

time to one or two species of Gecko before proceeding to the next family.

The WOODSLAVE, as the reptile is popularly termed by the natives of the country where

it resides, or the BANDED SPH^ERODACTYLE (SpTuzroddctylus sputdtor), as it is more scien-

tifically called by zoologists, is a small species of Gecko found in most of the American

islands, and is spread over many portions of South America
;
and is held in great dread by

the white and dark population. It is generally supposed to possess a store of venomous saliva,

causing the part of the body on which it falls to swell grievously, and to eject this poisonous
substance from some distance upon those who chance to vex its irascible temper. The specific

term sputdtor signifies a spitter, and has been given to the reptile on account of this supposed

propensity. The poisonous saliva is said to be black.

The Woodslave has no claws on its toes, the pupil of the eye is round, and the eyelid

circular. The back and tail are covered with small scales. The color is generally black and

yellow, arranged in cross bands, and there is a white streak on each side of the head. There

are several species belonging to this genus, all inhabiting similar localities.

THE reader will remember that in the turnip-tailed Gecko, mentioned on page 73, the tail

is curiously swollen at the base after its reproduction. In the LEAF-TAILED GECKO, otherwise

called WHITE'S PHYLLURE (PJiyllwrus platurus), the tail is always rather long, flattened con-

siderably, very broad, with a deep notch at its junction with the body, and a shallower double

notch in the centre. Along the middle there also runs a shallow groove, and the entire aspect
is so quaint, not to say ludicrous, that on seeing a specimen of this odd-looking Lizard, the

first impression on the mind is that the tail has been cleverly manufactured and attached to

the body by artificial means. This Gecko is a native of New Holland.
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Both the scientific names ,,f tin- 1,,-af tailed (focko refer to tin- -insular formation of it,

tail, ill- mi,, signifying L*f-tail, and the other Hmad tail. The head of thin reptile to very
bruud at the hue, very sharp at tin- sn,ut, ami ill,- -kin adheres no closely t.. ti,,. Ume H.S to

exhibit tin- form of the skull through its suUta Th<> toes an Iniii;. -I--M.I.

compressed. A Ion- tli,- si.|,-s ,.,MS a f,,|,l ,,f ski,,, |,t, |,,it sufficiently con--

Th.- tail is v,-r\ thin anI leaf-like; along the edge ruai a aeries of spiny scalett, and it

i- cover*, i with rathi ; la -' .' n :
- m ran :.:,;.. i.. 1 1, loi in bra n a :

a nuinl>cr of littl,* spiny tubercles are scattered over tin* kirk.

In taking leave of the Geckos, we must cast a hasty glance at their feet. In many of their

movement- III- lie, -k.- I- :! . i'l..'l^ i.:.. I:. ,.;,,:,.- ,.,!.!!,,, i

i!;. . ,,li, I u >,. ..-. , ;>-. ;.-;

tiles is seen i:lidini: aloni: a jierpendirulai u ii <A
; i: -i..:-. 1.

- -.
p.

.,< .
<

.-.;, rith perfect 6*M
to an overhanging Iteam. .piit,- regardless of th,> fact that it is han-in- uitli its |. :l ,-k .l.,un

wards, tin- ivs.-m | ( |aiic-,- i^ ini-si^tii,!,.. And on inspwtiiiir tin- f.M.t an. I its stnirtinv. tin-

pesenillanr,- which this nit-mix.,- IHMI-S in many spetnes to tin- \\.-ll knon foot of th<- ll\. is

remarkably close and worthy of att<-ntion.

STROBILOSAURA.

WE now arrive at an important trilt.' of hiamls. ,-alNvl | )V tin- mini,- of Strol>ilosanni. :i

title derive^! from two (Jn^.k um-ls. ,,n,. si-nifying a tir-ron.- and tin- oth.T a li/ai'l. :

to these creatures be<-: i UN., th. -..ilrs that <-OV,T th-ir tails are set in regular whorls, and bear

some resemblance to the pnj,^-t ing scales of the fir-cone. In all th.-s,- n-ptil.-s tin- tonun,- is

thick, short, and very slightly nickwd at th tip. Th eyea have circular pupils, and are

formed for day use.

TIIK first family of thcs,- Li/anls consists of tho*> cn-atun's which an i

groii|M^l together
under the gent-nil title of I..i \\ \. This word is employed extremely htosely. a.s the name of

Iguana is applie<l to many sjiecH's of LiAinU, such as th- monitors and the vanuis. which in

r-ality have little in common with the true Iguanas. Thes.. n -pules ran montly In- .lis.

tinguishe<l from the rest of the tribe by the formation of their t,-eth, which an' round at the

roots, swollen and rather compressed at the tip. and notched on the edge. There are gener-

ally some tM>th on the palate. All the true Iguanas inhabit the New World. As the family
of Iguanas is extremely large, and contains more tl.an fifty geii'-m. we can only examine a

few of the most interesting >;*> i* -. the first of which is tin- COMMON |..i \s \

This conspicuous, and in spite of its rather repulsive shajie. really handsome l,i/ard. i- ;i

native of Hnizil. Cayenne, the Bahamas and neighltorini; localities, and was at on-- time very

common in Jamaica, from which, however, it seems to be in process of gradual extirpation.

In common with those members of the family which have their !>ody rather compressed,
aiul covered with squared wales, the Iguana is a jiercher on trees, livimr almost wholly among
the branches, to which it clings with its powerful feet, and .n which it finds the greater part

of its food. It is almost always to be found on the trees that are in the \ icinity of water, and

especially favors those that grow upon the banks of a river, where the branches overhang tin-

stream.

Though not one of the aquatic Lizard*, th.- Iiruana is quite at home in the water, and if

alarmed, will often plunge into the stream, and either dive or swim rapidly away. While

swimming, it lays its forelegs against the sides, so as to afford the smallest jossilde resistance

to the water, stretches out its hinder legs, and by a rapid serpentine movement of its long anil

flexible tail, passes swiftly through the waves. It ha* considerable power of enduring imm<-r

sion, as indeed is the case with nearly all reptiles, and has been known to remain under water

for an entire hour, and at the end of tliat time to emerge in perfect vigor.

From the aspect of this lonir tailel. dewlap|ed, scaly, spiny Lizard, most jM-r^.ns would

rather recoil than feel attracted, an 1 the idea of eating th' flesh of so repulsive a creature

would not be likely to occur to them. Yet in truth, the flesh of the Iguana ia justly reckoned
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among one of the delicacies of the country where it resides, being tender, and of a peculiarly
delicate flavor, not unlike the breast of a spring chicken. There are various modes of

cooking the Iguana, roasting and boiling being the most common. Making it into a fricassee,

however, is the mode which has met the largest general approval, and a dish of Iguana
cutlets, when properly dressed, takes a very high place among the delicacies of a well-spread
table.

The eggs, too, of which the female Iguana lays from four to six dozen, are very well

flavored and in high repute. It is rather curious that they contain very little albumen, the

yellow filling almost the entire shell. As is the case with the eggs of the turtle, they never

harden by boiling, and only assume a little thicker consistence. Some persons of peculiar
constitutions cannot eat either the flesh or the eggs of the Iguana, and it is said that this diet

is very injurious to some diseases. The eggs are hid by the female Iguana in sandy soil near

rivers, lakes, or the sea-coast, and after covering them with sand, she leaves them to be hatched

by the heat of the sun.

In consequence of the excellence of the flesh and eggs, the Iguana is greatly persecuted

by mankind, and its numbers considerably thinned. Those who hunt the animal for sport, or

merely to supply their own homes, generally employ a noose for the purpose, which they cast

dexterously round the neck of the reptile as it sits on a branch, and then by a sudden and

sharp jerk loosen its hold, and secure it. The creature is very bold, having but little idea of

running away, and in general is so confident of its capability of frightening away its antago-
nist by puffing up its long dewlap, and looking ferocious, that it is captured before it discovers

its mistake. Even when caught, it has no notion of yielding without a struggle, but bites so

fiercely with its sharp, leaf-like teeth, and lashes so vigorously with its long whip-like tail,

that it is not secured without some trouble and risk. It is also very tenacious of life, and

does not readily die even from repeated blows with heavy sticks, so that the spear or the

pistol are often employed to kill it.

Those, however, who hunt the Iguana for sale, are obliged to have recourse to other expe-

dients, such as nets, and dogs, the latter being trained to secure the Iguana without killing it.

Many persons set out on regular expeditions of this sort, embarking in a little vessel and

visiting numbers of different islands and inlets in chase of the Iguana. Those which they can

succeed in taking alive, have their mouths carefully secured to prevent them from biting, and

are then stowed away in the hold, where they will live for a considerable time without requir-

ing any nourishment. Those which are killed, they either eat on the spot, or salt them down
in barrels for winter consumption. Were the Iguanas quick of foot, they would seldom be

captured, but, fortunately for the hunters, they cannot run fast, and according to the quaint

language of Catesby, who visited the Bahamas about 1740, "their holes are a greater security

to them than their heels."

The food of the Iguana seems to consist almost entirely of fruits, fungi, and other vegeta-

ble substances, and it is known that in captivity it feeds upon various leaves and flowers.

Yet it has been said by some persons, who have seen the Iguana in its native state, that it eats

eggs, insects, and various animal substances. Perhaps these creatures were not the true

Iguanas, but belonged to the monitors, varans, or similar carnivorous Lizards.

The Iguana is capable of domestication, and can be tamed without much difficulty by those

who are kind to it and accustom it to their presence. It will even permit itself to be carried

about in its owner's arms, though it will not permit a stranger to approach.
The general aspect of the Iguana is most remarkable, and can perhaps be better under-

stood by reference to the illustration than by any lengthened description. Suffice it to

say that the head is rather large, and covered above with large scales. The mouth is enor-

mously wide, and studded around the edge with those singularly shaped teeth which have

already been described. About the angles of the jaw there are generally some large, solitary,

rounded scales. The chin is furnished with a kind of dewlap, large, baggy, and capable of

being inflated at the will of the animal, scaly, and edged in front with a row of bold, tooth-

like projections. The sides of the neck are covered with tubercles. The tail is extremely

long, and very thin and tapering. The usual color of the Iguana is dark olive-green, but is
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r.itlitT variable v.-n in the same individual, being affected by chnng* of w*jr l<-:ilit\.

IT t.-raper. On the sides a few brown bandit are generally seen, and the tail in mark.*! with
In-own ami i:r.-.'n .f various t.-in-s, id,- two colors being arranged in alternate ring*. The

average length of tin- I-naiia is alnmt four feet, hut il often attains a inurli greater aba,

reaching a Ifiiirili of >ix feet or a littl-

The N \MI- MC KM- II.TANA was Ion- confounded with the preceding NINTIW, liraring

a great resemblance to that M-].tii.- in -.lor. funn. ami hahit. ami U-in f..un.l in the ne
l(M-aliti"< li win, liowi ear, bt twdtt] dMtaj^UMd EVOB dM iiiini.ni L-ii;,!i:i L\ il,. ibMMI
of tuU-n !> u]x>n ill.' M.|.-of the ne'k. Along eurh xidf of the lower jaw rmi^ :i ~T\<-* of

i I* NkturmI !. S

large strong scales. The general color of this species is bluish-green, darker on the back tlian

on the abdomen. Its flesh is esteeemed equally with that of the preceding species.

BESIDES these Iguanas, there are one or two which deserve a short notice. One of these

animals is the MARBLED IOUAXA or CAMALEAO (Pdlychru* marmor6tiu\ also a native of

Brazil and Central Atm-rii-a. This species has the throat compressed into a small dewlap,
and the scales of the back and sides equal. There is no crest upon the back and tail. Its

color is brown, mottled with lx>M inarNings and diverjring lines of a darker hue, and some
tinit-s having a slight purple gloss.

The APLONOTE (Aloponbtu* ricardt) is another species of Iguana, having its head covered
with small equal many-sided plates, and its throat dilated into a small pouch without th.-

toothed projections in front. A shallow crest runs along the back and tail, and the kick
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is without scales, but covered with multitudinous granular tubercles of a very small size. The
tail is compressed. The color of this species is blackish-brown, variegated with many spots of

tawny brown.

Another curious species is appropriately called the HORNED IGUANA (Melopoceros

cornutus), deriving its name from the horn-like projections upon its head. Upon the fore-

head there is a large horn-like tubercle, and two pairs of large horny plates between tha

nostrils. There is a crest upon the back, but it is very low between the shoulders, and upon
the loins it is not continuous. It inhabits St. Domingo.

THE next family, termed Rhynchocephalia, which is represented in the illustration on

page 77, contains only one species, the Hatteria punctata. This reptile inhabits New
Zealand where the natives regard it with fear, though without any reason, as the animal is

quite inoffensive. They nevertheless like the flesh of the "
Guana,"

"
Tuatera," or "Narara,"

as they call this great Lizard. A specimen caught in Wellington, New Zealand, was brought
to Europe and has lived there in captivity for many years. It has fed on meal-worms and
other scaled insects.

The general color of the HATTERIA is a dark olive-green, the sides and limbs are variegated
with many yellow sprinkles. There is a conspicuous crest of sharp scales which runs along
the head and the back, while the tail shows rather flattened projections. The scales of the

head and back are of a yellow color, those of the tail being brown.

IT has already been mentioned that the Iguana possesses the power of swimming to a large

extent, and that it is capable of sustaining a long submersion without suffering any injury.

MARINE ORBOCBPHALB. Oraxxphohu criitatiu.

There is a curious species of Iguana, the MARINE OREOCEPHALE, which exists upon the
ashore, and passes a considerable portion of its time in the water. This creature was first

made know,, ,,, science by Mr. Darwin, who found it on the coasts of the Galapagos islands,and describes its habits in the following words :
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"It is a liid.-ous looking creature, of a dirty-black OOlor, stupid und nluggiah in it* move-
iii. in- 'I'd.- n-iial i-n-iii of a full grown one te about a yard, l>m

f--i l-.iij 1 have wen a large one which weigh*- 1 t.-nt\ jiounds. These Ibmrds an ooca-
-iouaih s.-en s,,me hundred yards from the shore - miming about, and Captain Oollnett in his

\oxair- sa\s tli:it the\ p. out to sea in shoals to catch fiah. With respe<
l-li-\- In- is mistaken, l.iit tli.- farts stat.-.l on such good authoriu .-annot ! iloiilit.-l

\\ li.-n in ili.- \\at-r. tli>- animal swims \\itli |.-rf.-<t qam and quicknma by a serpentine
in.. \.-ni.-nt of its Unly and flattened tail, th- 1-ir. during this time being i-rf.-.il\ mottonkai
ami . -los, -i\ collapsed on ita sides. A aeaman on board sunk one with a heavy weight
atta.-h. -1 t.. it, thinking thin to kill it dinvtly, l.iit when, an hour afterwards, he drew up
ili-' lim, ;

;

.'- iJKinl ..!- unit. nctivi rheii Im,'-. .,-, | -!!,,],_ olftWI m a.lnmai.

for crawling ov-r th- rugged and tiasurwl mamra of lava which everywhere form the
In -n. -li situation-, a group of six or seven of tit.- hidi>us reptiles may oftentimes be
th- I -lark rocks, a f-w f.--t above the surf, baMking in the sun with outetrvtrhed legs."

In this n-ptil- th- throat is not formwl into u |-n<l-nt jiurh. luit the -kin i* much

cii:mj.l.-d, M, that the animal <iin dilate it at will. The whole body in covered with itharp,

rough, tubercular scales, and a crwt of longer scales runs along the back. The Uwth are

sharp and thr-- loU-1. ami although, when the wide mouth in opened, they present a very
formidable array of \\ea|ins. th- creature ia quit harmless, and feeds on vegetable diet,

seaweeds forming th- chief jwirt of ita subsistence. Th- middle toes ore united by a strong
web, and the claws are large. Then- is some difference in the atipect of th- \oiing and julult,

t!ii- distinction IN . in <l oh ious in the '. .>!. vtal BH nal-s an- rathei \ in ih.-

young, but in the adult are enlarged into unequal and rather high tubercular shi.-ld-

Of the family I<imtiti<l<r th-r- an- al>oiit sixty genent, and on- hundred and fifty

sjKfi-s, all ol North and BovA UMtim and ill- \niill.- \..-..rdinj t.. I1..|I.|..K. f..ur

genera of this family are known in the United States.

IN the earlier ages of science, when a few forts were struggling their way through the

superincumbent moas of fiction that had ao long caused Natural Histoi \ to > little more than

a collection of moral fables, the BASILIHC waa a creature upon whose wondrous properties the

inventiv- i-n- f successive narrators were never tired of dilating. Crowned with a royal

diadem, -inlilematical of its sovereign nil-, th- Hasilis,- held supreme away over the reptil-

race, and derives its name of Ha.silis<-. or kinglike,
" Ix-cau*- he wetn.-th to U- the Kin of

Serpents, not for his magnitude or greatness -. For there are many serpento bigger than he,

as there be many four-footed beasts bigger than the lyon, but because of his stately face and

magnanimous minde."

The Baailisc waa thought to be on occasional Jnxn* natunr, having during his lif.- no

companion of his own kind, and to derive hi- .\i-t-nce from on egg laid by acock when he

was very old, and sat upon by a snake. Som- scientific writers, however, better informed

than the more popular zoologists, said that the egg was not incubated by a snake, but by a

toad.

Before the Baailisc all living creatures but one were forced to fly, and even man would

fall dead from the glance of the kingly reptile's eye.
" This poyson," says Topael,

" infecU>th

the air, and the air so infected killeth all living things, and likewise all green things, fruit-

and plants of the earth : it burneth np the graase whereupon it goeth or creepeth, and th-

fowls of the air fall down dead when they come near his den or lodging. Sometimes be biteth

a man or beast, and by that wound the hlood turneth into choler, and ao the whole body

becometh yellow or gold, presently killing all that touch it or come near it." l^n .

horseman who had taken into his hand a spear which had been thrust through a Baailiac,

did not only draw the poyson of it into his own body and so dyed, but also killed his hone

thereby
The only creature that could stand before the Baailisc and live, was said to be the cock,

whose shrill Clarion the bird-reptile held fa such terror, that on hearing the sound it fled into

f fetarf nd ta oaandU n-if tawaiaa, tonta* rfco*** farad to
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pass through the sandy deserts of Libya, were advised always to carry with them a supply
of strong, lively, loud-voiced cocks, by whose vigorous crowings they would be protected from
the Basiliscs haunting those parts.

There is an old proverb, "No smoke without fire," and this saying is verified in the

present case. In some parts of Tropical America there is a perfectly harmless Lizard of no

great dimensions, belonging to the family of the Iguanas, and having a bold crest on the back
of its head. It is probable that one of these reptiles was imported into the Old World at

some time now forgotten, and that its rather odd shape and the crest on its head were seized

upon by the first describers, and reported with continually increasing exaggerations by suc-

ceeding writers.

Like the rest of the Iguanas, this animal is a good climber of trees, it can swim well, and
its food consists apparently of insects and the various little creatures which frequent the water

and the foliage of its banks.

Although quite innocuous, it certainly is rather forbidding, and when it obtains its

greatest length of three feet, presents a sufficiently formidable appearance to warrant in some

degree the wild and fabulous tales which were deduced from its strange shape. Along the

back, instead of the row of pointed spines which generally cross the back of the Iguanas, runs

a broad crest-like membrane, another .broad membrane occupying the upper surface of the

tail. These curious appendages are supported by a series of slender bones, formed by elonga-

tions of the vertebrae of the back and tail, so that the animal looks exactly as if the fins of a

fish had been grafted on the body of a reptile. There is a slight pouch on the throat, and the

palate is toothed.

MANY species of the Lizard tribe are called by the name of Anolis, but are divided by
systematic zoologists of the present day into several distinct genera. The CRESTED ANOLIS

inhabits some of the hotter portions of America and the neighboring islands.

The chief point of interest in this Lizard is the curiously expansile throat, which, in

common with others of the same genus, it is able to expand at will. When terrified, it

tries to escape, but if it finds itself deprived of all means of eluding its antagonist, it turns

to bay, and by puffing out the throat until it assumes a very great size, endeavors thereby
to intimidate the foe. While thus engaged, the creature has the faculty of continually

altering its color
; the hues of the body to a certain degree, but more especially those of

the throat, changing with a rapidity that is said even to surpass the famed powers of the

chameleon.

It is an active little creature, traversing perpendicular objects with nearly as much ease

as the Gecko, and to aid it in these movements the last joint but one of the toes is swollen,

so as to form a pad, and is covered below with cross ridges, so as to enable the creature

to take a firm hold of the object to which it is clinging. The food of the Anolis consists

chiefly of insects, which are captured by means of singular address on the part of the Lizard.

The Anolis can run up and down trees, walls, or rocks, with such rapidity, and leap so

boldly from one spot to another, that at a little distance its movements might easily be mis-

taken for those of a bird.

Though not aquatic in its habits, and apparently not taking willingly to the water, the

Anolis is mostly to be found in the woods and thickets that are in the close neighborhood of a

stream or lake. It is a timid, yet a restlessly inquisitive animal
;
for although it hides itself

with instinctive caution on hearing the approach of a footstep, it is of so curious a nature that

it must needs poke its head out of its hiding-place, and so betray itself in spite of its timidity.

So absorbed, indeed, is the Anolis in gratifying its curiosity, that it will allow itself to be

captured in a noose, and often falls a victim to the rude and inartificial snares made by
children. Its voice is a little sharp chirruping sound

;
and by imitating these notes, the

children decoy it within reach of the fatal noose.

The usual resting-place of the Crested Anolis is within the hollow of some decaying tree,

where also the female deposits her eggs.

The color of the Crested Anolis is dark, ashen blue, a blackish spot being apparent on
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each side. Aloru: ii. .f th.-n.-.-k and the back runs * series of long comj
forming a toothed crest, and on the basal half <>f the toil is a fin-like crest, strengthened by
IN.H.V rays. The throat p..,,

( -h is extn- ly large, and when inflated gives to the reptile quite
.in un^.inly appearance The great->t known l.-mrth ,,f the Crested Anolis is about eighteen
inches, but th- oth.-rspeciesaregenenilh of i,,,,.-!, small.-, dim.-n- name Xiphosurua

f <inek origin, and signifies Sword-tail.

( IF the restricted genus Anolis, we take two examples. In this genus the back and nape
of the neck are either smooth, or have a low crest formed by two series of short scales. The
scaly plat, at end of the muzzle is erect All these Lizards are rery active, inhabiting trees,
snd jumping about from brunch to branch with wonderful skill, and clinging . ven to the
pendent leaves by means of their curiously formed

"

UKUN CAHOLUIA A.NOLJs

This GRKEN CAROLINA ANOLIS is, as ita name imports, a native of North America, where
it is tolerably common. It is a pretty lively little creature, specially brisk and active in ita

movements.

This Lizard is, according to Holbrook, "a bold and daring animal, haunting outhouses
ami garden fences, and in new settlements it even enters the houses, walking over the tables
and other articles of furniture in search of Hies. It in very :ictiv, climbing trees with great
rapidity, and leaping with ease from branch to branch and from tree to tree, securing itaelf

even on the leaves by means of the oval disks of the Angers and toes, which enable it also to
walk easily on glass, and on the sides and ceilings of rooms. It feeds on insects, and destroys
great numbers, seizing them suddenly and devouring them, unrestrained even by the presence
of man.'

1

Towards the spring, the Green Anolis becomes quarrelsome, and is so exceedingly pug-
nacious, that the adult males hardly ever meet without a fight, the vanquished usually coming
off with the loss of his tail n misfortune, however, that x.m. -times occurs to both the com-
batants. This Lizard is seldom *.- in all its U-.mty except when engaging in l:ittl.-. for at
the sight of its antagonist it remains stationary for a moment, nods its head np and down two
or three times, as if to work itself into a proper state of fury, puffs out its dewlap, which th.-n

becomes of a light scarlet, and having gone through all these preliminaries, it leaps on its foe,
and the struggle begins. As the summer draws on the irascibility of its temper diminishes*
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and during the whole summer and early autumn these pretty Lizards may be seen amicably
associating together. They are fond of basking in the sun, and will then dilate their dewlaps,
at the same time assuming the most brilliant emerald hues.

The color of this reptile is extremely variable, altering even in the same individual

according to the season of the year, the temperature, the health, or even the present state

of the creature's temper. Generally the whole upper surface is beautiful golden green, and
the abdomen white, with a tinge of green.. The dewlap, or throat-pouch, is white, with a few
little spots and five bars of red, which color, when the pouch is inflated, spreads over its

whole surface. The total length of this reptile is, according to the figure in our illustration,

nearly seven inches.

THE GREEN LIZARD (Anolis principalis}, also called CHAMELEON, is an attractive creat-

ure, quite in contrast to the latter-named. It is of very graceful shape and movements, and
is a beautiful green in color. It inhabits along the Gulf and Atlantic shores southward

;

length, six to eight inches.

THE second species, the RED-THROATED ANOLIS, is a native of America and the neighbor-

ing isles.

It is a brisk and lively little creature, darting about the ground, over rocks, among the

branches, or upon the leaves, with equal address. It is, perhaps, a little too fond of fighting,
and terribly apt to quarrel with others of its own kind. Those who have witnessed a combat
between two of these Lizards say that it is remarkable for ferocity, courage, and endurance.

They face each other with expanded throats and glaring eyes, their skin changing its lustrous

coloring, and their whole being instinct with fury.
As during each combat one or two females are generally spectators of the fight, it is prob-

able they may be the cause of war, and that the victor may receive his reward from one of the

female witnesses of his prowess. So furious do they become, that the conqueror is said to

devour the vanquished, who, however, sometimes runs away as fast as he can, and escapes
with the loss of his tail, which is left writhing in the victor's mouth and soon swallowed.

Those who have thus lost their tails seem to be greatly affected by the mutilation, and are

timid and languishing afterwards.

The inflated throat part of the angry animal has a very curious effect, as it becomes of a

bright cherry-red, due probably to the excited state of the creature.

Mr. Bell, in hia work on reptiles, mentions a curious anecdote of one of these Lizards

which was worsted in combat with a common garden-spider. "The activity of the smaller

insectivorous Lizards, when in pursuit of their food, is exceedingly curious and interesting.

They watch with all the caution of a cat, and dart upon their prey with the quickness of

lightning. .

"In the act of seizing their food, however, they must necessarily be exposed to some

danger from the noxious qualities of the insects which they indiscriminately attack. The

following fact would seem to indicate that, even in our own temperate climate, an insect not

generally recognized as poisonous may inflict a fatal injury on its saurian enemy.
" Some years since, I had in my possession two living specimens of the beautiful little

green Anolis of the West Indies, a Lizard about the size of our smallest species. I was in the

habit of feeding them with flies and other insects
; and, having one day placed in the cage

with them a very large garden-spider (Epeira diadema), one of the Lizards darted at it, but

seized it only by the leg. The spider instantly ran round and round the creature's mouth,

weaving a very thick web round both jaws, and then gave it a severe bite on the lip, just as

this species of spider usually does with any large insect which it has taken. The Lizard was

greatly distressed
;
and I removed the spider and rubbed off the web, the confinement of which

appeared to give it great annoyance, but in a few days it died, though previously in as perfect
health as its companion, which lived for a long time afterwards."

With regard to the injury produced by the bite of the spider, I can say from personal

experience that even to human beings, especially those who are tender-skinned, the bite of the
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common pinh-n spider i extremely lutinful. I have suffered for some hours from the bite of
one of thes.- creature*, and 1 have xs-n the arm of a young lady flushed and swollen, because

len-pider had Litter, the luck of her hand. The pain ia something like that produced
l.y th.- stilly of a wasp, but more dull, and seeming to throb with the pulse.

The .-..lor of the I t.-d throated Anolis is greenish blue, excepting ..u the throat when t Im-

mature i. ,-xcited. Then- is no crest on the na|- anl liack. tmt the tail is slightly tooth. -d

When full L'rown, it is about the size of our sand Lizard.

On: la>t example of this large and interesting family is th CROWNKD TAPATAXIN, one of
the singular North American reptiles which an- jM.pularly known by the name of Horned
Toads, their general form and nmd.- of sitting being extremely toad-like.

This animal is not at all uncommon in California, and is said when at liberty in its wild
tate to move with much rapid it \ over the ground, in search of its insect prey. Ite habits in

confinement, however, do not carry ont this statement, as it is then sluggish to a degree,

remaining for many consecutive hours in precisely the same attitude, heedless of Un-

failing rain or the burning rays of the sun, and scarcely changing its position even when

pushed with the finger. It is quite harmless, in spite of its very formidable looks, and does

ittempt to avenge itself upon its captor, however roughly it may be handled. Aft-r a

while it can be made to know its owner, and will even take flies and other insects out of his

hand. Little red ants seem to be its favorite food
;
but it lives on beetles and insects of

various kinds.

The head of this curious n-ptile is armed with long, pointed, conical spines, set around its

edge and d inn-ted hickward. Shorter and stouter spines, but of a triangular shape, are scat-

tered over the back, and extend even over the odd, short, and pointed tail. Each edge of til--

tail is armed with a strong row of spines, giving it a regularly toothed appearance. The general
color of the Crowned Tapayaxin is gray, variegated with several irregular bands of ri h <-h.-t-

nut-brown. The head is light brown, blotched with a darker hue, and the under parta are

ochry-yellow, marked with sundry blotches of dark gray.

THE HORITED LIZARD (Phrynosoma dauglatti). This strangely armed creatun- is found

in Central America, and in western portions of the United State*. Holbrook records three

other species, which inhabit the region about the Columbia River.
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THE family which comes next in order is that in which are included the AGAMAS, a group
of Lizards which have been appropriately termed the Iguanas of the Old World. In the

members of this family the teeth are set upon the edge of the jaws, and not upon their inner

side, as in the true Iguanas of the New World. Between thirty and forty genera are con-

tained in this family, and some of the species are interesting as well as peculiar beings.

PERHAPS the most curious of all this family, if not, indeed, the most curious of all the

reptiles, is the little Lizard which is well known under the title of the FLYING DKAGON.
This singular reptile is a native of Java, Borneo, the Philippines, and neighboring islands,

and is tolerably common. Some writers believe that this creature was the original source from

which the many fables respecting the formidable dragon of ancient and modern mythology
were derived. Perhaps, however, the real clue to the various fables that were once so common

respecting the formidable dragon may be found in one of the huge saurians of the ancient

days, which had. survived its comrades, and preserved its existence upon the earth after man
had been placed upon this planet.

The most conspicuous characteristic of this reptile is the singularly developed membranous
lobes on either side, which are strengthened by certain slender processes from the first six false

ribs, and serve to support the animal during its bold leaps from branch to branch. Many of

the previously mentioned Lizards are admirable leapers, but they are all outdone by the

Dragon, which is able, by means of the membranous parachute with which it is furnished, to

sweep through distances of thirty paces, the so-called flight being almost identical with that

of the flying squirrels and flying fish.

When the Dragon is at rest, or even when traversing the branches of trees, the parachute
lies in folds along the sides

;
but when it prepares to leap from one bough to another, it spreads

its winged sides, launches boldly into the air, and sails easily, with a slight fluttering of the

wings, towards the point on which it had fixed, looking almost like a stray leaf blown by the

breeze. As if in order to make itself still more buoyant, it inflates the three membranous sacs

that depend from its throat, suffering them to collapse again when it has settled upon the

branch. It is a perfectly harmless creature, and can be handled with impunity. The food of

the Flying Dragon consists of insects.

The color of this reptile is variable, but is usually as follows : The upper surface is gray,
with a tinge of olive, and daubed or mottled with brown. Several stripes of grayish-white are

sometimes seen upon the wings, which are also ornamented with an angular network of dark,
blackish-brown. Sometimes the black is rather plentiful upon the wings, forming four or five

oblique bands near the edge. It is a small creature, measuring only a few inches in length.

THE FRINGED DRAGON is mostly found in Sumatra, where it seems to be tolerably common.
In habits, and in general appearance, this reptile bears a great resemblance to the preceding

species, from which, however, it may be known by the conspicuous black spots on its wings,

each spot being surrounded with a ring of white. The head is grayish-white, covered with an

irregular network of dark brown, and on the throat are a number of circular specks covered

with granular scales. Upon the under parts of the male, the scales are rather large and keeled,

and upon the wing are a number of rather short, white dashes of a partly triangular shape.

Along the sides runs a series of small, triangular, keeled scales.

Besides these species there are several other flying Dragons, all inhabiting similar locali-

ties. They are divided into genera on account of the different structure of the ear, and the

position of the nostrils. The tail of all the Dragon Lizards is extremely long, and very

slenderly formed.

A VEBT curious reptile of this family deserves a passing notice. This is the TIGER LIZARD,
or GONTOCEPHALE (Gonyocephalus chameleontina), a native of Java. This creature is remark-

able for the high and deeply-toothed crest which runs along the nape of the neck, like the

crest of an ancient helmet, and far overtops the head, although the upper part ofthe skull is

much raised by an enlargement of the orbits. A large but compressed pouch hangs from the
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lower jaw an<l tlirmt. ami i-, prolonged ao aa t-> form an angular full I ju-t l-f..n- the Hhuulder.

A t.Nith-d crest iuii> aloin; ill.- Lark, l.iit ia barely one quarter tin- h.-L-hi "f that which pun*
over thi naj>e. ami tin- tail is long nn<l <-'.in pressed. The color of this Liisml is green, with

variable streaks u i nl s< iil>l>lin^> of Nark, ami the legs are df-ply lm<l<-l The Tiger Uninl
-mi. Mini. - attain-- :i length <>j fal '- '

TIIK Lizards of this family are remarkaN-- for the i-xtraunliiuiry modifications of form
which they -\hiNi. In one species, such aa tlx- :!. row of long, spike. like -<:i|.-

is raiaed upon tin- n.--k. in thedragona the akin of the aides is dikted to an enormous exi* nt.

and even the rilm are drawn out like wire and tunnel out of their usual course to support ill.-

membnmous expansion, and in the FKILLKD LIZAI:I> tin- n.-rk is furnished with a turps

.

nULLEO LUAKO.-OU

membrane on each side, forming a moat remarkable appendage to the animal without any
apparent object.

The Frilled Lizard is a native of Australia, ami. like most of tin- family, is generally found

on trees, which it can traverse with great address. It seems to be a bold and courageous animal,

trusting to its formidable teeth and generally ferocious aspect as a means of defence. " Aa we
were pursuing our walk in the afternoon." writes Captain Uray, "we fell in with a specimen
of th- remarkable Frilled Lizard. It lives princij>ally in trees, though it can run very swiftly

along the ground. When not provoked or disturbed, it moves quietly about, with its frill

lying back in plaits upon the body ;
but it is very irascible, and directly it ia frightened, it

elevates the frill or ruff, and make* for a tree, where, if overtaken, it throws itself upon it*

st<Tii. raisin^ it- head and chest as high aa it can upon the fore-legs; then, doubling its tail

underneath the body, and displaying a very formidable set of teeth from the concavity of it*

large frill, it boldly faces an opponent, liiting furiously whatever ia presented to it, and even

venturing so far in its rage aa to fairly make a charge at ita enemy.
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" We repeatedly tried the courage of this Lizard, and it certainly fought bravely when-
ever attacked. From the animal making so much use of its frills as a covering and means
of defence for its body, this is probably one of the uses to which nature intended the append-
age should be applied."

This remarkable Lizard was discovered by Mr. Allan Cunningham, who caught the first

specimen as it was perching on the stem of a small decayed tree.

The general color of the Frilled Lizard is yellow brown mottled with black, and it is remark-

able that the tongue and the inside of the mouth are also yellow. The frill, which forms so

conspicuous an ornament to this creature, is covered with scales, and toothed on the edge. It

does not come to its full size until the animal has attained maturity, and increases in regular

proportion to the age of its owner. In the young the frill does not even reach the base of the

fore limbs, while in the adult it extends well beyond them. The head is somewhat pyramidal
in shape, and four-sided. There is no pouch on the throat. A small crest runs along the

nape of the neck, but does not extend to the back. The tail is long and tapering, and like the

back, is devoid of a crest. The eyes are rather prominent during the life of the reptile, and
the tongue is thick, short and nicked at the end. It is rather a large species, measuring when
full grown nearly a yard in total length.

IN the genus Grammatophora, the head is three-sided, and rather flattened, with a

sharpish muzzle. There is no throat-pouch, but the skin of the chest is folded into a kind of

cross plait. The tail is long, conical, rather flattened at the base, and covered with over-

lapping keeled scales. All the members of this genus inhabit Australia.

THE MURICATED LIZARD, or GRAMMATOPHORE, is a native of New Holland. It is almost

arboreal in its habits, being seldom if ever seen except on trees, which it traverses with

remarkable agility, being quick, sharp, and dashing in its movements. It feeds on insects,

and is enabled to catch them as they settle on the leaves or branches. It also eats caterpillars,

grubs, and other larva?, which it can find in profusion among the boughs.
The coloring of this Lizard is rather variable. Generally the back is brownish-gray^

traversed by sundry brownish bars, running longitudinally on the body and transversely

upon the legs and tail. Upon the nape of the neck and the back run a crest composed of

triangular compressed scales, having two or three similar rows of pointed scales at each side.

Upon the sides of the nape are rows of triangular keeled scales, and the sides are covered with

little compressed scales intermixed with large keeled shields. The toes are long, and the two

central ones are much longer than the others. This is a small Lizard, only measuring when
full grown about fourteen inches.

THE STELLIO, sometimes called the HARDIM by the Arabs, is a well-known Lizard inhabit-

ing Northern Africa, Syria, and Greece.

It is a very active little creature, haunting the ruins of ancient dwellings, heaps of stones,

rocks, and similar localities, among which it flits from spot to spot with ceaseless activity. It

has a curious habit of bending or nodding its head downwards, a movement which is greatly

resented by the stricter Mahometans, who are pleased to consider the Lizard as offering an

inault to their religion by imitating them in their peculiar actions of prayer. The more

religious among them, therefore, take every opportunity of killing the Stellio, blending amuse-

ment, piety, and destructiveness with a happy appreciation of their several merits, earning a

good position in Paradise on easy terms, and consoling themselves for the present dearth of

infidel heads by slicing off those of the unbelieving Lizards.

The Stellio lives almost entirely on the various insects that flit about the sand, and its

quick, rapid movements are needed to secure its prey. A kind of cosmetic was anciently made
from this reptile, and even at the present day the Turks employ it in the offices of the toilet.

The color of the Stellio is olive-green above, clouded with black, and the under parts are

yellow, sometimes tinged with green. There is no crest upon the nape of the neck, and the

scales of the tail are rather large, and arranged in distinct whorls. There is no decided throat-
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|. ut tlif -kin <>f tin- t liroat i- 1<NK*> aiid plaited into a single crow fold toward* its base.

T!i.- Ixxly is r.nit.-i tl.it t. 'H.-d. :ni.l there is a longitudinal plait on each side. The tail is round
und roiiir.il.

IN the restricted genus AGAXA a word, by the way, which is not derived fntni any
alaBa)aalaavna but is sitii] :
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the back are tl.it und keeled, and the timd iuid fourth toes are nearly equal in I'-n-ili. Tin-

throat in marked with one longitudinal fold, and one, or xoiiii-tiin.- two ininsver*e folds towards
its base. Upon the sides of the neck und near the ears are curious groups of spiny scales.

Tli.-iv uaslight crest along the buck, the body is nither ll;itt. -u.-d. : ,nd tin tail is long, tapering,
and is covered with whorls of U.ldly projecting scales.

In a very old work on iuitur.il history, it is stated that the Lizards which have their tails

thus armed with sharp, spiny scales, make use of th.-m in a rath.-r finuular la-himi. They
f.-.-d. MOOtdlBg h>ttHNU ^ :.:-. 01 BBttk nd Otttl ttfaMlft, fjad Jadgbg ttMl ! i-iu 1 h.-n

small sue they cannot bring an ox or a cow home after they have killt-d it, tln-y juiup on ito

back, cling tightly there with their feet, and by judicious lashing of the sharp tail, guide the

animal to their home, where they give the fatal bite.

TIIK SPINOSE AOAXA (Agama colonorurn) is a well-known example of this genus, residing

in Northern Africa, and plentiful in Kgypt. The color of this reptile is brown ; tin* scales on

the sides of th- n.-<-k are very long and sharp, and those of th*- l>:ick are broad, boldly keeled,

and sharply pointed, so that the creature presents rather a formidable appearance. The tail

is long and powerful.

THERE is a very remarkable Lizard bHoiunm: t< this family, called the EARED MKOALO-

HILE, or sometimes, though wrongly, the EAKKO AOAMA.
This carious creature is found in Hussia. In this genus, containing, as far as is at present

known, only one species, the head Is Hat and round, the eyes large, and the ears sunken and
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concealed under the skin. On the angle of the mouth at each side is placed a large mem-
branous fold of skin, curved so as to bear a close resemblance to a large external ear, and

boldly toothed on its edge. The neck is rather contracted, as if pinched, and has a cross fold

below. The back has no crest, the tail is much flattened throughout its length, and the toes

are long and very strongly toothed on the edge. The color of this reptile is gray and brown,
with a slight green wash upon the top of the head.

THE EGYPTIAN MASTIGURE, or SPINE-FOOTED STELLIO, is a native of Northern Africa,

and was said, though wrongly, to be the reptile spoken of by the ancients as the land-crocodile.

Our figure of this creature is of one-third natural size.

This species attains a rather large size, a full-grown specimen sometimes measuring a yard
in length. It is an inhabitant of desert spots, preferring old ruins, rocky ground, and similar

_^- ,

^-^** C. WEND T :

EGYPTIAN XASTlQURX-UromasUx epinipet.

localities, where it can obtain instant refuge in case of alarm. The color of this reptile is

bright grass-green during life, but, as is generally the case with all these animals, the brilliant

colors fade soon after death, and change to dingy blackish-brown if the skin be stuffed, or to

mottled grays, browns, and blacks, if preserved in spirits. The head of this creature is rounded,

the back without a crest, the skin of the throat so folded as partly to cover the ears, and the

ears themselves are oblong, and toothed in front. The tail is rather flattened, and furnished

with transverse rows of large scales, boldly keeled, and sharply pointed. A few conical spines

are scattered upon the upper part of the thigh, the sides, and loins.

THE last example of the Agamidse which can be figured in these pages, is the most

ferocious-looking of the whole family, and were its dimensions much enlarged, would be
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universally allowed t<> ! the MI..-I t.-iriM.- l>Kiking creature on the face of the earth. Many
reptiles ore spiny in different part* <>f their lilies, hut this creature, appropriately termed

the Moi.oi it, bristles like a hedgehog with sharp spikes, which project both above and below

hi such profusion, that this Lizard almost seems to have l--u formal fr the purpose of

testing the number of effective, spikes that can be planted on a given space. The creature is

all spikes, and thorns, and projections. Upon the top of the head two very large spikes are

seen, projecting from each eyebrow, nn<l mi the back of the ne6k is a large rounded protuber-
:m. .

..':! ivitll little Spinj !, :i!i.| '., r. ::i_- OM I"!'-' pioj.--! in.; -pin-- . .11 .-.n li M.|.-. ( >n

the back, the arrangement is very curious. A number of long spines are scattered at interval-*

x

over the surface, each of which is surrounded by a circle of lesser spines. It is worthy of

notice that these large spines are hollow, and fit upon protuberances of the skin much in the

same way that a cow's horn is sheathed on its core. The whole head and limbs are covered

with spines similar in formation, but smaller in size. The tail is covered with long, sharp,

spiny scales, arranged in whorls, and boldly radiating from their centre
;
and even the toes are

covered as far as the long, sharp claws, with boldly keeled scales. The general color of tl.is

reptile is palish yellow, spotted regularly with brown above, and below with dark red blotches

edged with black. The Moloch is a native of Australia. The natural sixe of this creature is

given in our engraving.

TREE LIZARDS ; DENDROSAURA.

TIIK last tribe of the Lizards contains but one genus and very few species. From their

habit of constantly living on trees, these creatures are called DEXDHOSAHRA, or TREE LIZARDS.

In these, the scales of the whole body are small and granular, and arranged in circular bands.

The tongue is very curious, being cylindrical and greatly extensile, remiii'lini: the ol>*-rver of

a common earth-worm, and swollen at the tip. The eyes are as peculiar as the tongue, being
Vol. IIL-U.
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very large, globular, and projecting, and the ball is closely covered with a circular lid, through
which a little round hole is pierced, much like the wooden snow-spectacles of the Esquimaux.
The body is rather compressed, the ears are concealed under the skin, and the toes are sep-
arated into two opposable groups, so that the creature can hold very firmly upon the boughs.
All the Dendrosaura are inhabitants of the Old World. The tail is very long and prehensile,
and is almost invariably seen coiled round the bough on which the reptile is standing.

The most familiar example of the Dendrosaura is the common CHAMELEON, a reptile which
is found both in Africa and Asia.

This singular reptile has long been famous for its power of changing color, a property,
however, which has been greatly exaggerated, as will be presently seen. Nearly all the Lizards
are constitutionally torpid, though some of them are gifted with great rapidity of movement
during certain seasons of the year. The Chameleon, however, carries this sluggishness to an

extreme, its only change being from total immobility to the slightest imaginable degree of

activity. No one ever saw a Chameleon even walk, as we understand that word, while running
is a feat that no Chameleon ever dreamed of.

When it moves along the branch upon which it is clinging, the reptile first raises one foot

very slowly indeed, and will sometimes remain foot in air for a considerable time, as if it had

gone to sleep in the interim. It then puts the foot as slowly forward, and takes a good grasp
of the branch. Having satisfied itself that it is firmly secured, it leisurely unwinds its tail,

which has been tightly twisted round the branch, shifts it a little forward, coils it round

again, and then rests for a while. With the same elaborate precaution, each foot is success-

ively lifted and advanced, so that the forward movements seem but little faster than the hour-

hand of a watch.

The extreme slowness and general habits of this animal are well depicted in an account of

a tame Chameleon, kindly presented to me by Captain Drayson :

"
I once owned a Chameleon, which was a very quaint creature. He had been captured

by some Kaffir boys, whom I found laughing immoderately at the animal, a practice which
I found very common amongst these people whenever they saw one of these reptiles. For a
trifle the creature became my property, and I carried him to a little wattle and daub house
in which I then resided. Being anxious to watch the private habits of my visitor, I drove a
stick into the wall, and placed him upon it. The stick was about four feet in length,
and half an inch in diameter, so that the locomotion of the Chameleon was rather limited.

" The first peculiarity I remarked about him was the very slow, methodical way in

which he moved. To turn to the right about would occupy him several minutes, whilst

to move from one end of the stick to the other was a recreation of which he was sparing, a
whole day being devoted to this performance. There was something rather antique in his

general appearance, both as regards his form and movements
;
the long, independent-moving,

swivel eyes, giving him the characteristics of an Egyptian production, whilst the habit of

puffing himself out occasionally, and of hissing, made him seem old-fashioned in the extreme.

"I was disappointed when I found how slight was the variation in his color. I had been

led to believe that if placed on a scarlet, blue, or black ground-work, he would soon assume

the same hue
;
this I found was a delusion. His usual color was a light yellowish-green, and

this he could alter to a dark blue, or brown-green, and he could make several dark brown

spots become very prominent on his skin.

"The method I used to adopt to make him show off, was to rub his side with my
finger. He objected to this treatment, and used to puff away pompously, and vary his

tints, as it appeared to me, by means of contracting or expanding his muscles under the

skin. He looked very lantern-Kke, as though he were merely skin and ribs, and he was
never found guilty of eating anything. Sometimes I saw flies settle upon him, a liberty

which he did not resent. He merely turned one of his swivel eyes towards the delinquent
and squinted calmly at it. Occasionally I put a fly in his mouth, and forced him to keep it

there ; he took the affront very coolly, and the fly was seen no more. So hollow did he

appear, that I frequently listened to hear if the flies were buzzing about inside him, but all was
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qm.-t. II.- -t;i\.-l ,.M ill,- stick during two months. I ih.-n irivc liitn a run out of door-.

ha\ ini; I. It him a f.-u minutes, he took advantage of my absence and levanted, after which 1

saw him no mop-."

The food of the Chameleon consist* of insects, mostly flies, Imt, like many other reptile*,

the Chameleon is :il'].- to live for some months without taking food at all. This capaciu for

fastim:, : "-
'

' with (In <iin u : in on : bi uttd) the n ptik tehM Hi pMJi |BN (! '" "I"-

absurd fal<].. that the Chameleon lived only uimn air. To judge by external appearance. (here

never was an animal less fitted than the Cham. I. -on for capturing the winged and active Hies.

Hut when . come to examine its structure, \\e find that it is even letter fitted for tills purpose
than many of the more active insect -atin^ Lizai

Tin- tonsil.- is tin- instrument '> which the fly is captured, being darted ont with such

singular velocity tliat it is hardly perceptible, and a fly seems to leap into the mouth of

tin- reptile as if attracted by magnetism. This memlwr is very muscular, and is furnished

at tlie tip with a kin<l of viscid .secretion which causes tlie lly M ad'icre to it. A lady who

kept a Chameleon for some time, told me that her \-\. died, and when they came to examine

it. they found that its tongue had in some strange way got down its throat, an accident which

they took to be the cause of ita death. Its mouth is well furnished with t^th. which are set

firmly into its jaw, and enable it to bruise the insects after getting them into it* mouth by
means of the tongue.

The eyes have a most singular appearance, and are worked quite independently of each

other, one rolling backwards while the other is directed forwards or upwards. In connection

with this subject some very curious and volnable remarks will le found on the next pap-.

There is not the least spark of expression in the eye of the Chameleon, \\hidi hn.ks about

as intellectual as a green pea with a dot of ink upon it.

Owing to the exceeding slowness of its movements, it lias no way of escaping when once

discovered, and as a French writer well says, "un Cameleon apercn est un Cameleon perdu."

Great numbers of these creatures fall victims to enemies of every kind, and were it not that

their color assimilates so well with the foliage on which they dwell, and their movements are

so slow as to give no aid to the searching eye of their foes, the race would soon be extinct

The Chameleon lias an odd habit of puffing out its body for some unexplained reason, and

inflating itself until it swells to nearly twice its usual si/e. In this curious state it will remain

for several hours, sometimes allowing itself to collapse a little, and then [.'inflating its skin

until it becomes as tense as a drum and looks as hollow as a balloon.

The Chameleon is readily tamed, if such a word can be applied to the inij>erturl>able non-

chalance with which it behaves under every change of circumstance. It can be handled

without danger, and although its teeth are strong, will not attempt to bite the hand that holds

it. It is, however, rather quarrelsome with itd own kind, and the only excit.in.nt under

which it has been seen to labor is when it takes to fighting with a neighltor. Not that even

then it hurries itself particularly, or does much harm to its opponent the comlatants content-

ing themselves with knocking their tails together in a grave and systematic manner.

A few words on the change of color will not be out of place. The usual color of the

Chameleon when in its wild state is green, from which it passes through the shades of violet,

blue and yellow, of which the green consists. In moderate climates, however, it rarely retains

the bright green hue, the color fading into yellowish-gray, or the kind of tint which is known

as feutilt-martt. One of the best and most philosophical disquisitions on this phenomenon is

that of Dr. Weissenbaum. published in the "Magazine of Natural History." The writer had

a living Chameleon for some time, and gives the result of his observations in the follow in-

words:

"The remote cause of th- difference of color in the two lateral folds of the body, may be

distinctly referred to the manner in which the light acts upon the animal. The statement of

Murray that the side turned towards the light is always of a darker color, is )--rf.-. il y trae ;

this nile holds good with reference to the direct and diffused li^ht of the sun and moon as to
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artificial light. Even when the animal was moving in the walks of my garden, and happened
to come near enough to the border to be shaded by the box edging, that side so shaded would

instantly become less darkly colored than the other.

"Now the light in this way seldom illumines exactly one half of the animal in a more

powerful manner than the other, and as the middle line is constantly the line of demarcation

between the two different shades of color, we must evidently refer the different effects to two
different centres, from which the nervous currents can only radiate, under such circumstances,
towards the organs respectively situated on each side of the mesial line. Over these centres,

without doubt, the organ of vision immediately presides ; and, indeed, we ought not to

wonder that the action of light has such powerful effects on the highly irritable organization
of the Chameleon, considering that the eye is most highly developed. The lungs are but

secondarily affected, but they are likewise more strongly excited on the darker side, which is

constantly more convex than the other.

"Many other circumstances may be brought forward in favor of the opinion that the ner-

vous currents in one half of the Chameleon are going on independently of those in the other
;

and that the animal has two lateral centres of perception, sensation and motion, besides the

common one in which must reside the faculty of concentration.
"
Notwithstanding the strictly symmetrical construction of the Chameleon as to its two

halves, the eyes move independently of each other, and convey different impressions to their

different centres of perception ;
the consequence is, that when the animal is agitated, its

movements appear like those of two animals glued together. Each half wishes to move its

own way, and there is no concordance of action. The Chameleon, therefore, is not able to

swim like other animals
;

it is so frightened if put into water, that the faculty of concentra-

tion is lost, and it tumbles about as if in a state of intoxication.
" On the other hand, when the creature is undisturbed, the eye which receives the strong-

est impression propagates it to the common centre, and prevails on the other eye to follow that

impression, and direct itself to the same object. The Chanjeleon, moreover, may be asleep on

one side and awake on the other. When cautiously approaching my specimen at night with a

candle, so as not to awake the whole animal by the shaking of the room, the eye turned

toward the flame would open and begin to move, and the corresponding side to change color,

whereas the other side would remain for several seconds longer in its torpid and changeable

state, with its eye shut."

It seems probable that the change of color may be directly owing to the greater or less

rapidity of the circulation, which may turn the Chameleon from green to yellow, just as in

ourselves an emotion of the mind can tinge the cheek with scarlet, or leave it pallid and death-

like. Mr. Milne Edwards thinks that it is due to two layers of pigment cells in the skin,

arranged so as to be movable upon each other, and so produce the different effects.

The young of the Chameleon are produced from eggs, which are very spherical, white in

color, and covered with a chalky and very porous shell. They are placed on the ground under

leaves, and there left to hatch by the heat of the sun, and the warmth produced by the

decomposition of the leaves. The two sexes can be distinguished from each other by the

shape of the tail, which in the male is thick and swollen at the base.

THERE are nearly twenty species of Chameleons known to zoologists at the present day, all

presenting some peculiarity of form or structure. One of the most remarkable species is the

LARGE-NAPED CHAMELEON, or Fork-nosed Chameleon, as it is sometimes called.

This creature inhabits Madagascar, that land which nourishes so many strange forms of

animal life. It is also found in India, the Moluccas, and Australia. When full grown, the

muzzle of the male is very deeply cleft, or forked, the two branches diverging from each

other. The female has no horns, and in the male they are short and blunt while the creature

is young, not obtaining their full length and sharpness until it has attained full age. These
carious forked projections belong to the skull, and are not merely a pair of prolonged scales

or tubercles.
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SNAKES ; OPHIDI A.

THE large and important order at which we now arrive, consists of reptiles which are

|K>pn!:irly known as SNAKK>. >r nnnv scientifically as Onmuv, and to which all tin- true

serpents ore to be referred.

Almost every order is bordered, ao to speak, with ctvatiirea so equally balanced between

tin- ch:ir.ictTistics f tin- orders that precede and follow it, that they can U- with difficulty

referred to their right position. Such, indeed, is the case with the Ophidio, from which are

excluded, by the most recent systematic zoologists, the amphislurnian* ami many oilier footless

reptiles, now classed among the lizards. The greater numlx-r f the Snakca are without any

vestige of limbs, but in one or two species, such as the pythons, the hinder pair of limbs

are represented by a pair of little horny spurs placed just at the base of the toil, and are

supported by tiny bones that are the undeveloped commencement* of hinder limbs. Indeed,

several of the true lizards, the common blind-worm, for example, are not so wll supplied with

limlw as these tme Snakes.

The movements of the serpent tribe are, in consequence, jierfornied without the aid of

limbs, and are, as a general rule, achieved by means of the ribs and the large cross scales that

cover the lower surface. Each of these scales overlaps its successor, leaving a lx>ld horny

ridge whenever it is partially erected by the action of the muscle*. The reader will easily see

that a reptile so constructed can move with some rapidity by .successively thrusting each smle

a little forward, hitching the projecting edge on any rough sul.stance, ami drawing it.self for-

ward until it can repeat the process with the next scale. These movements are consequently

very quiet and gliding, and the creature is able to pursue its way under circumstances of con-

siderable difficulty.

Oftentimes the Snake uses these scales in self-defence, offering a passive resistance to its

foe when it is incapable of acting on the offensive. Any one may easily try this experiment

by taking a common field Snake, letting it glide among the stuHile or into the interstices

of rocky ground, and then trying to pull it out by tin- tail. He will find that even If the

reptile be only half concealed, it cannot be dragged backward without doing it considerable

damage, for on feeling the grasp, it erects a il the scale* and opposes their edges so effectually

to the pull that it mostly succeeds in gliding through from the hand that holds it. I

have often lost Snakes by allowing them to insinuate themselves into crevices, and have been

fain t<> let them escape rather than subject them to the pain, if not absolute damage, which

they must have suffered in l>eing dragged back by main force.

The tongue of the Snake is long, black, and deeply forked at its extremity, and when at

rest is drawn into a sheath in the lower jaw. In these days it is perhaps hardly necessary to

state that the tongue is perfectly harmless, even in a poisonous serpent, and that the popular

idea of the "sting" is entirely erroneous. The Snakes all seem to employ the tongue largely

as a feeler, and may be seen to touch gently with the forked extremities the objects over which

they are about to crawl or which they desire to examine. The external organs of hearing are

absent.

The vertebral column is most wonderfully formed, and is constructed with a special view

the peculiar movements <>f the serpent triU-. Kach vertebra is rather elongated, and is fur-

nished at one end with a ball and at the other with a corresponding socket, into w hich the I ml I

of the succeeding vertebra exactly fite, thus enabling the creature to writhe and twine in all

directions without danger of dislocating its spine. This ball-and-socket principle extends

even to the ribs, which are jointed to certain rounded projections of the vertebne in a manner

almost identical with the articulation of the vertebne upon each other, and as they are moved

by very powerful muscles, perform most important functions in the economy of the creature

to which they belong.

Sometimes the Snakes advance by a series of undulations, either vertical or horizontal,

according to the species, and when they proceed through A- here the scales of the
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abdomen would have no hold of the yielding element, their movements are always of this

undulatory description. The number of vertebrae, and consequently of ribs, varies much in

different species, in some Snakes being about three hundred.

The jaws of the serpents are very wonderful examples of animal mechanics, and may be

cited among the innumerable instances where the existing construction of living beings has

long preceded the inventions of man. We have already seen the invaluable mechanic inven-

tion of the ball-and-socket joint exhibited in the vertebrae of the Snakes, and it may be men-

tioned that in the spot where the limbs of almost all animals, man included, are joined to

the trunk, the ball-and-socket principle is employed, though in a less perfect manner than

in the Snakes. It is by means of this beautiful form of joint that posture-masters and

mountebanks are able to contort their bodies and limbs into so many wonderful shapes, the

muscles and tendons yielding by constant use and enabling the bones to work in their sockets

without hindrance. Indeed, a master of the art of posturing is really an useful member of

society, at all events to the eye of the physiologist, as showing the perfection of the human

form, and the wonderful capabilities of man, even when considered from the mere animal

point of view.

In the jaw of the serpents, we shall find more than one curious example of the manner

in which human inventions have succeeded, if, indeed, they have not been borrowed from

some animal structure.

All the Snakes are well supplied with teeth
;
but their number, form, and structure differ

considerably in the various species. Those Snakes that are net possessed of venomous fangs

have the bones of the palate as well as the jaws furnished with teeth, which are of moderate

size, simple in form, and all point backward, so as to prevent any animal from escaping
which has ever been grasped, and acting as valves which permit of motion in one direction

only.
The bones of the jaw are, as has already been mentioned, very loosely constructed, their

different portions being separable, and giving way when the creature exerts its wonderful

powers of swallowing. The great python Snakes are well known to swallow animals of great

proportionate size, and any one may witness the singular process by taking a common field

Snake, keeping it without food for a month or so, and then giving it a large frog. As it

seizes its prey, the idea of getting so stout an animal down that slender neck and through
those little jaws appears too absurd to be entertained for a moment, and even the leg which it

has grasped appears to be several times too large to be passed through the throat. But by slow

degrees the frog disappears, the mouth of the Snake gradually widening, until the bones sepa-

rate from each other to some distance, and are only held by the ligaments, and the whole jaw

becoming dislocated, until the head and neck of the Snake look as if the skin had been

stripped from the reptile, spread thin and flat, and drawn like a glove over the frog.

No sooner, however, has the frog fairly descended into the stomach, than the head begins

to assume its former appearance ;
the elastic ligaments contract and draw the bones into their

places, the scales, which had been far separated from each other, resume their ordinary posi-

tion, and no one would imagine, from looking at the reptile, to what extent the jaws and neck

have recently been distended. As many of the Snakes swallow their prey alive the frog, for

example, having been heard to squeak while in the stomach of its destroyer the struggles of

the internal victim would often cause its escape, were it not for the array of recurved teeth,

which act so effectually, that even if the Snake wished to disgorge its prey it could not do so.

Mr. Bell had in his collection a small Snake which had tried to swallow a mouse too large even

for the expansile powers of a Snake's throat, and which had literally burst through the skin

and muscles of the neck.

The lower jaw, moreover, is not jointed directly to the skull, but to a most singular

development of the temporal bone, which throws out two elongated processes at right angles

with each other, like the letter L laid horizontally ~l
,
so that a curious double lever is

obtained, precisely after the fashion of the well-known "
throwing-stick

" of the aboriginal

Australians, which enables those savages to fling their spears with deadly effect to a distance

of a hundred yards.
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'I'll.- t.-eth <>r the venomous Serpent> will be described in connection with one of the

The Serpents, in common with other ivptii,-.. lia\> their I todies covered by a delicate

epidermis, populail\ called the skin, which lies over the scale-. and is renewed at t..].-i.,i.|\

regular intervals. Towards the time of changing its skin, tin- Snake becomes dull and

sluggish, the ryes look white and dliiul, owing to the thickening of tin- epidermis that coven
them, and tin- bright colors become dim and ill-defined. I'lv^-ntly. however, the skin split*

ii|Min the back, mostly nir the heatl, and the Snake contrives to wriggle itaelf out <>f the old

internment. usually turning it inside out in tin- process. This shed skin is transparent.
ha \im: tin- shajN- of ach scale impressed ;I]NUI it, la-ing fine and delicate as goldbeater* B-okin.

and bfiti_- applicable to many of the same uses, such as shielding a small wound from the

ttterii I aii fa two TO] :':,
ipeciinens of ca.si <kins, formerly balooglagto ft Tipvaadboi

constrictor, now lying before me, the structure of each si-ale is so well shown, that the

characteristics of the two reptiles can be distinguished as readily us if the cr-at'ii

present fiiitn whose bodies they were shed. Kven the transparent si-ale that covers the eyes is

drawn .>IT entire, and the large elongated hexagonal scales that an- arranged aloni: the

abdniH.-n. and aid the animal in its progress, are exhibited so boldly thai they will resist the

in. iw-m.-nt of a linger drawn over them from tail to head.

Tin: first sub-order of Snakes consists of those Serjx*nts which are classed under the name
of YM-I.KIVA. All these reptiles are devoid of teeth in the upper jaw except two long,

poison-bearing fangs, set one at each side, and near the muzzle. The lower jaw is well

furnished with teeth, and both jaws are feeble. The wales of the aMoinen are bold, broad,

and arranged like overlapping bands. The head is large in proportion to the neck, and \<-\\

wide behind, so that the head of these Snakes hus been well compared to an ace of spades.
The hinder limbs are not seen.

In the first family of the Viperine Snakes, called the CKOTAI.ID.E, the face is marked with

a large pit or depression on each side, l>etwe-n the eye and the nostril. The celebrated and

dread'-d Fi i: "i L\\< i U-lonp< to this family.

This terrible reptile is a native of Brazil, and in some parts is very common, owing to its

exceeding fecundity and its habit of constant concealment. It has an e-.|.rial liking for the

sugar plantations, and a field of canes is seldom cut without the discovery of se\t-nty or

eighty of these venomous creatures. Martinique and St. Lucia are terribly haunted by this

Snake, which is held in great dread by the natives and settlers. In general, the Serpents,

even those of a poisonous character, avoid the presence of man, but the Fer-de-Lance

frequently takes the initiative, and leaping from its concealment, fastens upon the passenger
whose presence has disturbed its irritable temper, and inflicts a wound that is almost invari-

ably fatal within a few hours.

Even in those cases where the sufferer recovers for the timo. the system is terribly injured,

and the latent virulence of the ]>ison can hardly be eliminated from the frame, even at the

cost of painful boils and uh-er.it ions which hist for many years. The nervous system is also

much affected, as giddiness and paralysis are among the usual con-vipienoes of the strong
\eiiom which this reptile extracts, by some inexplicable chemistry, from jerfectly harmless

food. Convulsions, severe pain at the heart, together with distressing nausea, are among the

many symptoms produced by this poison.

To escape this creature in its chosen haunts is a matter of very great difficulty, as it is

either concealed under dead leaves, among the heavy foliage of parasitic plants, or coiled up
in the nest of some poor bird whose eggs or young it has devoured, and from this spot of

vantage makes its stroke, swift and straight as a fencer's thrust, and without the least warning

by hiss or rattle to indicate its purpose.
All animals dread the Fer-de-Lance ;

the horse pi-m.-es and snorts in terror on approach*

ing its hiding-place, his whole frame trembles with fear, and he cannot be induced by spur or

whip to pass within striking distance of this formidable reptile. Birds of all kinds have a
horror of its presence, and will pursue it from pl.-n

e to plac, . or hover near the spot on which
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it is resting, fluttering their wings, stretching their necks, and uttering hoarse cries of mingled

rage and terror. The honey guide is especially fearful of this Serpent, and has often guided
a man, not as he supposed, to the vicinity of a hive of wild bees, but to the resting-place of

this venomous Snake. The pig, when in good condition, is said to be the only animal that

can resist the poison, the thick coating of fat which covers the body preventing the venom
from mingling with the blood. It is said, indeed, that a fat hog cares nothing for Fer-de-

Lance or rattlesnake, but receives their stroke with contemptuous indifference, charges at

them fearlessly, tramples upon them until they are disabled, and then quietly eats them.

Against the effects of this poison there seems to be no certain remedy ;
but the copious

use of spirits has lately appeared to neutralize in some measure the full virulence of a Snake

lanceotatm. (One-glxtb natural

bite. The amount of strong spirits which can be drunk under such circumstances is almost

incredible, its whole force seeming to be employed in arming the nerves against the enfeebling

power of the poison. Some recent and valuable experiments have shown, that if a man,
bitten by a venomous Serpent, can be kept in a state of semi-intoxication through the use of

spirituous liquors, this rather strange process will give him almost his only hope of escape.

Yet nothing is made in vain, and terrible as is this creature to man, it is of no small use

to him even in the localities where it is most dreaded. But for the presence of the Fer-de-

Lance and one or two other Serpents closely allied to it, the sugar plantations would be devas-

tated by the rats which crowd to such fertile spots, and on which this Snake chiefly feeds.

As is the case with many Serpents, the color of the Fer-de-Lance is rather variable. Its

usual tints are olive above with dark cross bands, and whitish gray below, covered with very
minute dark dots. The head is brown. This reptile attains a considerable size, being

generally five or six feet long, and occasionally reaching a length of seven or eight feet. The
tail ends in a horny spine which scrapes harshly against rough objects, but does not rattle.

CLOSELY allied to the Fer-de-Lance is another poisonous Serpent of Southern America,
remarkable for the very large size to which it attains, and the glowing radiance of its fearful
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beauty. This i* tli,- Ci KITCOCC, more familiarly known l,y id..
|
M >pnlar till.- of Br-imA8T*B,

v lAchtsi* mulus.)
Mr. Wat. n. ,n. who h:i.s in.-i.l.-ntally m.-iilimi.-.! this Snak.- in In U .imlrringH," baa

kindly s'iit in,- the following information about this t.-riiM.- .-r.-atuiv : Tin- Mu.shmasterwill
sonwtinn's ivarh fourteen ff-t in length. Tin- Dutch g-.ivi- it tin- ii:un> of Hii.shma.Mt.

account of its IK>\VTH of U*t ruction, and being the largest poiaooon- >nak> di>. \ered. It
still continues to huv.- tin- sanu? nume among tin- mlmuM*, of Hriti>h (iuijina. Its Indian
name is COUANACOITIII. Ii is a Ix-autiful STJWIII. ili^pla\ imj all tin- prismatiR colon w ln-n

iilive, but th'V ilis;ip]H.ar aft.-r .l.-ath. All th.-,- tin--.- >p,..-i,--. v ih.- Hii-l. Lil>arri, and

'

.

,.
,

Coulacanara) inhabit the trees as well as the ground, but as far as I could perceive, they never

mount the trees with a full stomach."

THE WATKB MOCCASIX (Aneistrodon pixciroru*}. This reptile is restricted to the region
between the Carolina* and the Gulf, and the valleys of the Mississippi River. This is

emphatically a Water Snake. This ref tile is, perhaps, the most dreaded of any in this

country. It has the reputation of attacking unprovoked any one that may be in reach a
circumstance that is true of very few animals throughout the world. The Southern negroes
are much exposed to its venom in tin- w.-t rice lands, where it abounds. It is very stout, and
in color and markings very forbidding ; the length being about nineteen in<-h-s.

Another species is recorded as a native in Imlianola, Texas, called A. pugnax. The
Black Moccasin (A. atrofutcut) is found in the mountains of North Carolina.

T- m. is.
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THE name of WATER VIPER (Ancistrodon piscivorum) is appropriately given to the

creature now before us, in consequence of its water-loving habits.

It is a native of many parts of America, and is never seen at any great distance from

water, being found plentifully in the neighborhood of rivers, marshes, and in swampy lands.

It is a good climber of trees, and may be seen entwined in great numbers on the branches that

overhang the water. On the least alarm, the reptile glides from the branch, drops into the

water, and wriggles its way into a place of safety. The object of climbing the trees seems to

be that the creature delights to bask in the sun, and takes that method of gratifying its

inclination where the whole of the soil is wet and marshy. But in those localities where it

can find dry banks and rising grounds, the Water Viper contents itself with ascending them
and lying upon the dry surface enjoying the genial warmth.

It is a most poisonous reptile, and is even more dreaded by the negroes than the rattle-

snake, as, like the fer-de-lance, it will make the first attack, erecting itself boldly, opening
its mouth for a second or two, and then darting forward with a rapid spring. At all

times it seems to be" of an aggressive character, and has been known to chase and bite other

Snakes put into the same cage, the poor creatures fleeing before it and endeavoring to escape

by clinging to the sides of the cage. But when several other individuals of the same species
were admitted, the very Snake that had before been so ferocious, became quite calm, and a

box containing four or five specimens has been sent on a journey of many miles without any
quarrels ensuing among the inmates.

The food of the Water Viper consists of fishes, which it can procure by its great rapidity
of movement and excellent swimming powers, of reptiles and even of birds. Mr. T. W. Wood
has favored me with an account of the manner in which a Water Viper devoured the prey
that was put before it:

"A short time ago I had the good fortune to be present when some captured reptiles

of this species were fed. Some sparrows and titlarks were put into the apartment containing
several specimens of the Water Viper. The sparrows seemed very much terrified, and soon

huddled together in a corner, afraid, as I suppose, of the spectators.

"One of the titlarks, however, bolder than the rest, ran about as if at home. One of the

Water Vipers perceiving it quiet for a moment, seemed to fix its eye upon the poor little

creature. The reptile commenced moving towards the bird slowly but surely, their eyes being

intently fixed upon each other. When the Serpent had approached within about half an

inch, it opened its mouth and seized the bird by the side, its left wing being grasped in the

Snake's mouth. The ill-fated bird instantly gave two or three convulsive struggles, the head
then dropped, the eyes closed, and all was over

;
a drop of blood oozed slowly out of the

bird's bill. The reptile did not release the bird after it was bitten, but began to swallow it

almost immediately.
"Another titlark was then introduced by the keeper. This bird was, when I approached,

lying on its side as if dead. Another Water Viper seized its head and commenced swallowing

it, the bird struggling violently ;
at each effort of deglutition the venomous fangs were seen to

move forward. In this case the poison did not take such rapid effect, as the bird was

evidently alive when it disappeared down the reptile's throat."

The color of the Water Viper is greenish brown, taking a yellowish tone along the sides,

and banded with blackish brown. It seldom exceeds two feet in length. This serpent is also

known by the popular names of COTTON-MOUTH and WATER MOCCASIN SNAKE.

THE COPPER-HEAD SNAKE of the same country is closely allied to it. An illustration

of it is to be found on next page. This is the dreaded* Cotton-mouth of the Southern

negroes. It inhabits rather low ground, and extends along the Catskill range as far as the

Gulf States. Its color is a hazel-brown, with a light coppery hue upon its head. Its length
is about two feet. It is justly dreaded as a most vicious and venomous reptile. Though differ-

ing from the preceding in some respects, particularly in having no rattles, it has poison fangs
that are quite deadly in application to man or beast. The names Dumb Rattle, Red Addert

Red Viper, Deaf Adder, and Chunk-head, are applied to it in various sections of country.
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The well-kno\Mi and terriM* KMIII-NVKI n> com.-s l-f" \>- us.

This dreaded reptile is a native of North America, and is remarkable for the singular

t.-nn'matioii to the tail, from which it d.-mes it.s ]opul:ir IKIIM.-. It has already been

mentioned that the fer-de-lance has a long, horny scale at the tip <-f its tail, and in the

:tlesnakc this appendage is develop! into a rather complicated apparatus of pound.

At the e\ t remi t y of t he tail are a niiinl>er of curious loose h -rny >t ructures, formed of the

name substance as the scales, and varying greatly in numl.er a.-< -oidim; to the Bize of the

individual. It is now generally considered that the numU-r of joint* on the ''rattfe" is an

in.li.-atiou of the reptile's age, a fresh joint U-ing gained each year immediately after it

changes its skin and before it goes into winter <|narter. There is, however, another opinion

prevalent among the less educated, which gives to the Rattlesnake the vindictive spirit of the

N !i American Indian, and asserts that it adds a new joint to it.s rattle whenever it has slain

a human U-ing, thus Iwariii^on its tail the fearful trophies of its prowess, just as the Indians

wear the scalps of their slain foes.

Vf; ^TJ./Cii^Kf^*---

OOf1KB-UEAD

The joints of this remarkable apparatus are arranged in a very cnrious manner, each being

of a somewhat pyramidal shape, but rounded at th !->. and l-in:r slipped within its prede-

cessor as far as a protuberant ring which runs round the edp-. In fact, a very good idea of

the structure of the rattle may be formed by slipping a number of thimbles loosely into each

other. The last joint is smaller than the rest, and rounded. As was lately mentioned, the

number of these joints is variable, but the average number is from five or six to fourteen or

fifteen. There are occasional .s|ciiiiens found that possess more than twenty joints in the

rattle, but such examples are very rare.

When in repose the Rattlesnake usually lies coiled in some suitable spot, with its head

lying flat, and the tip of its tail elevated in the middle of the coil. Should it be irritated by

a passenger, or feel annoyed or alarmed, it instantly communicates a quivering movement to

the Tail, which causes the joints of the rattle to shake against each other, with a peculiar

skirring ruffle, not easily descril>e<l. but never to be forgotten when once heard. All animals,

even those which have never seen a Rattlesnake, tremble at this >ound. and try to get out of the

way. Even a hone newly brought from Europe is just as frightened as the animal that has
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been bred in the same country with this dread Serpent, and at the sound of the rattle will

prance, plunge, and snort in deadly fear, and cannot be induced to pass within striking

distance of the angry Snake.

It has already been mentioned that swine are comparatively indifferent to the Rattle-

snake, and will trample it to death and eat it afterwards. It is certain that they will eat a

dead Rattlesnake, though almost any other animal will flee from the lifeless carcase nearly as

swiftly as from the living reptile. Perhaps the thick coating of fat that clothes the body of

the well-fed swine may neutralize the poison of the venomed teeth, and so enable the hog to

receive the stroke with comparative impunity. The peccary is also said to kill and devour

the Rattlesnake without injury, and deer are reported to jump upon it and kick its life out

with'their sharp hoofs.

Fortunately for the human inhabitants of the same land, the Rattlesnake is slow and

torpid in its movements, and seldom attempts to bite unless it is provoked, even suffering

itself to be handled without avenging itself. Mr. Waterton tells me in connection with these

RATTLESNAK.B.-6'roMu* duHstu*.

reptiles : "I never feared the bite of a Snake, relying entirely on my own movements. Thus,
in presence of several professional gentlemen, I once transferred twenty seven Rattlesnakes

from one apartment to another, with my hand alone. They hissed and rattled when I meddled

with them, but they did not offer to bite me." The fer-de-lance Snake is, as has already been

mentioned, most fierce and irritable in character, taking the initiative, and attacking without

reason. But the Rattlesnake always gives notice of its deadly intentions, and never strikes

without going through the usual preliminaries. When about to inflict the fatal blow, the

reptile seems to swell with anger, its throat dilating, and its whole body rising and sinking as

if inflated by bellows. The tail is agitated with increasing vehemence, the rattle sounds its

threatening war-note with sharper ruffle, the head becomes flattened as it is drawn back ready
for the stroke, and the whole creature seems a very incarnation of deadly rage. Yet, even in

such moments, if the intruder withdraw, the reptile will gradually lay aside its angry aspect,

the coils settle down in their place, the flashing eyes lose their lustre, the rattle becomes

stationary, and the Serpent sinks back into its previous state of lethargy.
It is rather curious that the Rattlesnake varies much in its powers of venom and its

irritability of temper, according to the season of the year. During the months of spring it
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will --Mom attempt to lilt!-, and if it does strike a foe, the i>oion is comparatively mild in its

effects. But after August, and In-fore it seeks ita winter quarters, the Rattlesnake is not only
more fierce than at an\ other time of the year, but the venom seems to be of more fearful

intensity, intli.-ting wounds from which nothing escapes with life.

Tin- rapidity of the rir.-.-i- .|"|--nds necessarily on the purt which is bitten. Should
tli.- points of the teeth wound a moderately Urge vein or an artery, the venom courses

swiftly through tin- Mood, and the victim dies in a few minutes. But if, JM- reliance, the

tooth should pierce some lie-In and muscular part of the body, the poison does not have

such rapid effect, and tin- injured person may be saved by the timely administration of

powerful remedies. There seems, indeed, to be no one specific for the bite of tliis reptile, as
tin- effects vary according to the individual who happens to be bitten, and the state of health

in ulii.-li the sufferer maybe at the time. Immediate suction, however, and the unsparing
u-e of the knife apjiear to be the most efficacious means of neutralizing the poison, and strong
ammonia and oil have been employed with good results. Catesby, in writing about this

reptile, remarks that he has known instances where death has occurred within two minutes
after the infliction of the bite.

The food of the Rattlesnake consists of rats, mice, reptiles, and small birds, the latter

of which creatures it is said to obtain by the exercise of a mysterious power termed

fa-i-iiiation, the victim l>eing held, a* it \\. re, 1>\ the gaze of its destroyer, and compelled
to remain in the same spot until the Serpent can approach sufficiently near to seize it. It

is even said that the Rattlesnake can coil itself at the foot of a tree, and by the mere power of

its gaze, force a squirrel or bird to descend and tiim: itself into the open mouth waiting to

receive it.

These phenomena have been strongly asserted by persons who say that they have seen

them, and are violently denied l>y other persons who have never witnessed the process, and
therefore believe that the circumstances could not have happened. For my own part I cer-

tainly incline to the theory of fascination, thinking that the power exists, and is occasionally

employed, but under peculiar conditions. That any creature maybe suddenly paralyzed by
fear at the sight of a deadly foe is too well known to require argument, and it is therefore

highly probable that a bird or squirrel, which could easily escape from the Serpent's jaws by
its superior agility, might be so struck with sudden dread on seeing its worst enemy, that it

would be unable to move until the reptile had seized it.

Birds, esj)eciully, are most sensitive in their nature, and can be fascinated in a manner by
any one who chooses to try the experiment. Let any bird be taken, laid on ita back, and the

finger pointed at its eyes. The whole frame of the creature will begin to stiffen, the legs will

be drawn up, and if the hand be gently removed, the bird will lie motionless on its back for

any length of time. I always employ this method of managing my canaries when I give them
their periodical dressing of insect-destroying powder. I shake the powder well into their

feathers, pour a small heap of it on a sheet of paper, lay the bird in the powder, hold my
finger over its eyes for a moment, and leave it lying there while I catch and prepare; another

bird for the same process. There is another way of fascinating the bird, equally simple. Put
it on a slate or dark board, draw a white chalk line on the board, set the bird longitudinally

upon tli- line, put its beak on the white mark, and you may go away for hours, and when you
return the bird \\ ill be found fixed in the same position, there held by some subtle and myste-
rious influence which is a> yet unexplained.

Thus far there is no difficulty in accepting the theory of fascination, but the idea of a

moral compulsion on the part of the Snake, and a perforced obedience on the part of ita victim,

U so strange th::t it has m--t iih \>-r\ -n-ai ini-r.-lulity. Still, although ..tran-e. it i- n,,t

quite incredible. We all know how the immediate presence of danger causes a reckless desire

to see and do the worst, regardless of the consequences, and heeding only the overpowering

impulse that seems to move the body without the volition of the mind. There are many
persons who cannot Mand on any elevated spot without feeling so irresistible a desire of

flinging themselves into the depths below, that they dare not even stand near an open window

or walk near the edge of a cliff. It may be that the squirrel or bird, seeing its deadly enemy
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below, is so mentally overbalanced that it is forced to approach the foe against its own will,

and is drawn nearer to those deadly fangs by the very same impulse that would urge a human

being to jump over the edge of a precipice or from the top of a lofty building.

Every squirrel or every bird may not succumb to the same influence, just as every human

being does not yield to the insane desire of jumping from heights, and it is probable that a

Rattlesnake may coil itself under a tree and look all day at the squirrels sporting upon the

branches, or the birds flitting among the boughs, without inducing one of them to become an

involuntary victim. Yet it is possible that out of the many hundreds that could see the Ser-

pent, one would be weak-minded enough to yield to the subtle influence, and, instead of

running away, find itself forced to approach nearer and nearer the fearful reptile.

Some persons acknowledge the fact that the bird approaches the Snake, and is then

snapped up, but explain it in a different manner. They say that the bird is engaged in mob-

bing or threatening the Snake, just as it might follow and buffet a hawk, an owl, or a raven,
and in its eagerness approaches so closely that the Snake is able to secure it by a sudden dart.

Such is very likely to be the case in many instances, as the little birds will often hover about a

poisonous Snake, and, by their fluttering wings and shrieking cries, call attention to the

venomous reptile. But the many descriptions of the fascinating process are too precise to

allow of such a supposition in the particular instances which are mentioned.

Even common Snakes can exercise a similar power. I have seen one of these Snakes in

chase of a frog, and the intended victim, although a large and powerful specimen of its race,

fully able to escape by a succession of leaps such as it would employ if chased by a human

being, was only crawling slowly and painfully like a toad, its actions reminding one of those

horrid visions of the night, when the dreamer finds himself running or fighting for his life,

and cannot move faster than a walk, or strike a blow that would break a cobweb. In such

cases, the victim may be taken from the pursuer, but unless it is carried to a considerable dis-

tance, it will soon be in the jaws of the Serpent a second time.

It is worthy of notice that in all such instances, a sudden sound will seem to break the

spell and snap the invisible chain that binds the victim to its destroyer. If birds are spell-

bound by finger or chalk line, as has already been described, a quick movement or a heavy

footstep will release them from their bonds, and a sudden shout will in a similar manner enable

a bird to break away from the Serpent into whose jaws it was on the point of falling. One of

my friends when in Canada saw a little bird lying on the ground, fluttering about as if dusting

itself, but in a rather strange manner, and on his nearer approach, a Snake glided from the

spot, and the bird gathered its wings together and flew away. The Snake was one of the

harmless kind, and being taken to the house of the person who had interrupted it in its meal,

served to keep the premises clear of rats and mice. The Serpent is not the only creature to

which this singular power is attributed, for the natives of Northern Africa assert that the lion

is also gifted with this influence, and can induce certain hapless men and women to leave their

homes and follow him into the woods. This, however, is only a popular tradition among the

natives, and has met with no corroboration.

The Rattlesnake retires to its winter quarters as soon as the increasing coldness of the

weather gives it warning to seek a home where it can find protection against the frosts. Some-

times the Snake chooses a convenient hole or crevice for this purpose, but in general it prefers

the neighborhood of marshy ground, and harbors under the heavy masses of a certain long-

stemmed moss (sphagnum palustre) which grows plentifully in such situations. In such

localities the Rattlesnake may be found during the winter, either coiled up in masses contain-

ing six or seven individuals, or creeping slowly about beneath the protecting moss. Many of

these fearful Snakes are killed during the cold months by persons who are acquainted with

their habits, and surprise them in their winte'r quarters.
The general color of the Rattlesnake is pale brown. A dark streak runs along the

temples from the back of the eye, and expands at the corner of the mouth into a large

spot. A series of irregular dark brown bands are drawn across the back, a number of round

spots of the same hue are scattered along the sides, upon the nape of the neck and back of

the head.
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The Rattlesnakes are peculiar to America, embraced in tin- family Crotalidtr, the latter

meaning, in the Greek, rattlers, referring to the characteristic habit of some of the

>1- < i-8. Th-\ have two f:in^ <>n th.- iipjMT jaw, which are grooved, and uuited to deliver the

li.jui.l j.i-.v ii ulii.-h lien in a aac at the roots. Eighteen specie* of Rattlesnakes are now
known in North America.

'I'm V-iiini i:-> i; MI M -N M. ! ONMM |sn (''/,/., . .".n.-.laKoih,. P.AM.HI KM-IM -NAKI.
is tin- more common of the few species of this dreaded family of reptiles. It is illustrated

together with the Crotaltit adamatUittu, another American Rattlesnake. The Banded Rattle-

tinake is found in rocky places on dry soil, reaching in its range as far north as the middle of

New England and New York State, west as far as the Rocky Mountains, and south to the
Gulf States. Along the shores of Lake Champlain it is particularly abundant. Dr. DeKuy,
the eminent zoologist of the State of New York, gives the following from a local newspaper
of the day :

"Two men in three days killed eleven hundred and four Rattlesnakes on Tongue Moun-
tain, in the town of Bolton, New York."

DIAMOND AND TIIK NuKTIIKKN BATTUBNAKS.-O

The popular belief that a rattle is added yearly is not correct. Dr. Holbrook, the author
on American Reptiles, says he has known one to add two rattles in a year, and Dr. Bachman
observed four added in the same period. Mr. Peale, of the Museum in Philadelphia, kept a

11 1 ttlesnake fourteen years. It had. when first confined, eleven rattles. Several were 1
-

annually, and new ones took th>-ir place. At its death there were but eleven rattles, though
it had increased in length four inches. Holbrook saw one having twenty-one rattles. Accounts

are occasionally given of a more numerous series. We have an example of one bearing

tu.-niy f,.ur mules. This is probably about the limit The pretended powers of "charming"
are not credited by naturalists.

THE DIAMOICD RATTLESNAKE is strictly a Southern species, being confined to the

board below the Carolina*. Its habits differ, in so far that this one inhabits damp, shady
places ;

hence the local name, Water Rattle. In size it exceeds the Banded spades, some
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specimens attaining the length of eight feet. The common name is suggested by the elegant
diamond or lattice-work markings of its body. Several smaller species are enumerated as

North American : The O. atrox, of Texas
;

C. luci/er, Oregon ;
O. confluentits, Texas

;
and

C. molossus, New Mexico.

THE SOUTHERN GROUND KATTLESNAKE (Gaudisona miliaria), called also the SMALL

RATTLESNAKE, is about thirteen inches in length, with a small button, or what appears to

be an aborted rattle, on the tail. It ranges from the Carolinas to the Gulf States, and is

particularly abundant on the prairies of the Western Territories and States. It is venom-

ous, but its small size is thought to render its poison less potent. This serpent is thought
to be even more dangerous than either of the preceding reptiles, because its dimensions are

so small that a passenger is liable to disturb it before he sees the deadly creature in his

path, and the sound of the rattle is so feeble that it is inaudible at the distance of two
or three paces, and can only be heard when special attention is paid to it. It is a prolific

species, and still maintains its numbers, in spite of the constant persecution to which it is

subjected.

The food of the Miliary Rattlesnake consists of mice, frogs, insects, and similar creatures,
which it mostly obtains by darting suddenly upon them as they pass near the spot where the

reptile is lying. This serpent is fond of coiling itself on the fallen trunks of trees, decaying

stumps, or similar situations. Fortunately, it is very easily ~ili|led, a smart blow dealing
instant death even from a very small stick. The color of this reptile is brownish olive, darker

upon the cheeks, which are diversified by a narrow white streak from the back of the eye.
A series of brown spots runs along the centre of the back, and the sides are ornamented with

two rows of brown spots, each spot corresponding with a space in the other row. The abdo-

men is sooty black, marbled with a darker and rather more polished hue. An irregular, dark

brown band runs along each side of the nape and the crown of the head.

THE VIPERS.

WE now come to the second great family of poisonous Serpents, namely the VIPERS, or

All the members of this family may be distinguished by the absence of the pit

between the eyes and the nostrils. There are no teeth in the upper jaw except the two poison-

fangs.
A rather celebrated species of these Snakes is the TIC-POLONGA, or KATUKA (Daboia

elegans), a native of Asia, and perhaps of Brazil. This Serpent is much dreaded, its poison

being of a very deadly character. A chicken that was bitten by a Tic-polonga died in thirty-

six seconds, and a dog bitten by the same creature was dead in twenty-six minutes after

receiving the injury. It is tolerably common in India and Ceylon, but is not so familiarly

known as the cobra and other species, because it is not employed for public exhibition as

is the case with those Serpents.

Sir Emerson Tennent, in his well-known "Natural History of Ceylon," writes thus of

the Tic-polonga: "These formidable Serpents so infested the official residence of the Dis-

trict Judge of Trincomalie, as to compel his family to abandon it. In another instance,

a friend of mine, going hastily to take a supply of wafers from an open tin case which

stood in his office, drew back his hand on finding the box occupied by a Tic-polonga coiled

within it."

The word Tic-polonga signifies Spotted-polonga, the latter word being a kind of generic
title given by the natives to many Serpents, no less than eight species being classed under this

common title. It is said that the Tic-polonga and the cobra bear a mortal hatred towards each

other, and to say that two people hate each other like the Tic-polonga and cobra is equivalent
to our proverb respecting the cat and dog. The Tic-polonga is said always to be the aggressor,
to find the cobra in its hiding-place, and to provoke it to fight. There are many native legends
in Ceylon respecting the ferocity of this Snake.
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Its gent-nil color is brown ; there are two dark l>r-.\\ n spots on each ride of the back of the

head, ami u y.-llo stn-ak run h,-m. r^.n the body ore three rows of oblong brown

spots, edged with whit-

S

ou KATUBJL-

THE terrible PUFF ADDER is closely allied to the preceding specie*.

This reptile is a native of Southern Africa, and is one of the commonest, an well as one of

the most deadly, of poisonous Snakes. It is slow and apparently torpid in .-ill its movement *.

except when it is going to strike, and the colonists say that it is able to leap backwards so

as to bite a person who is standing by its tail. Captain Drayson, who has seen much of

this reptile and its habits, has kindly forwarded to me the following short account of this

creature :

'"This formidable looking n-ptile is more dreaded than any other of the numerous poison-
ou> Snakes in Africa, a fart which mainly results from its indolmt natinv. Whilst other and

more active Snakes will more rapidly away upon the approach of man, the Pun* Adder will

frequently lie still, either too lazy to move, or dozing beneath the warm HUM of the south.

This reptile attains a length of four f---t. or four feet six inches, and, some specimens may be

found even longer : it- rirciinif>*rence is as much as that of a man's arm. Its whole appear-
ance is decidedly indicative of venom. Its broad ace-of-rliil>s.shaped head, it- thii-k Ixxly,

and suddenly tapered tail, and its chequered back, are all evidences of its poisonous nature,

it derives its popular name from its practice of puffing out or swelling the body when
irritated.

Vm. UL-U.
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"In a country so infested with poisonous Snakes as are some portions of South Africa, it is

surprising that there are not more instances of lives having been lost by this means. It is,

however, as rare to hear of a person having been bitten and dying from the bite of a poisonous
Snake in South Africa as it is to hear of a death in civilized countries from the bite of a mad
dog. The fact, however, is that all Snakes will, if possible, make their escape when man
approaches them, and it is merely when they are trodden upon, or are oppressed by their own

superabundant poison, that they are disposed to bite an animal unsuited for their food.

"An infuriated Puff Adder presents a very unprepossessing appearance. I once saw a

female of this species in a most excited state. She had been disturbed in her retreat under

an old stump by some Kaffirs, who were widening the highroad through the Berea bush at

Natal. She had several young ones with her, and showed fight immediately she was discov-

ered. The Kaffirs were determined to kill the whole family, but were fearful of approaching

/-
*.ff42^

ADDER. Vipera arietant.

her. Happening to pass at the time of the discovery, I organized a ring, and, procuring some

large stones, directed the Kaffirs to open fire. After a few minutes the excited lady was

killed, and she and her young were carefully buried in a retired locality, lest some bare-footed

Kaffir might tread upon her head, and thus meet his death."

There is certainly in nature no more fearful an object than a full-grown Puff Adder. The

creature grovels on the sand, winding its body so as to bury itself almost wholly in the tawny

soil, just leaving its flat, cruel-looking head lying on the ground and free from sand. The

steady, malignant, stony glare of those eyes is absolutely freezing as the creature lies motion-

less, confident in its deadly powers, and when roused by the approach of a passenger, merely

exhibiting its annoyance by raising its head an inch or two, and uttering a sharp angry hiss.

Even horses have been bitten by this reptile, and died within a few hours after the injury was

inflicted. The peculiar attitude which is exhibited in the illustration is taken from life, one of

the Puff Adders in a collection having been purposely irritated.

It is rather curious that the juice of tobacco is an instant poison to these creatures, even

more suddenly deadly to them than their poison to the human beings who can absorb the
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tohac,,,
j.ii,-..

with impunity. The Hottentots will ..ft,.n kill tt..- I'ulT \dd.-r l.\ -pining in its

face tin- juice ,,f chewed tobacco, or making it hite tl n.l of a Mirk whirh ha> l-.-n ruhU-d in

the tobacco oil found in all piIN* that have been long n--.| without being cleaned.

Tli.- Bushmen are in the habit of procuring from tin- t.-eth of tliis >.T]-nt tin- |M.im with

which thc\ arm their tiny but moot fearful arrows. In th" capture of the i'uff Adder they

display \.-iy great courage and address. Taking advantage of the reptile's sln^ish hal.its.

th.-\ plant their twre feet uj-.n its neck Itefore it lias ignite made up its reptilian mind to

iirtiou. ami. holdini: it linnly down, cut otT its head and extract the poison at their leisure.

In order t<> make it adhesive to the arrow |>int. it i- mi\.-d with the glutinous juice of the

amaryllis.
Then- seems to U- no certain lein.-dies for the bite of the Puff Adder. Ammonia appears

to U- the l-ast iii.-iiicacious suhstance for that purpose, and the natives occasionally att. -mpt
to heal the injury by splitting a living fowl acrom the breast, and applying the still

palpitating halves to tlie wound. There \ a kind of seed called the "gentleman bean,"
which is >ai<l to ha\e a Iwneficial effe<-t. If one of the>e U-aits IH plaretl on the recently
intli.'t.-.l \\oninl. it adheres with great firmness, and is said to alisorl* the poison from the

s\ stem, and to fall off as soon as this olijWt is achieved. The Bunhmen are in the habit of

swallowing the poLson whenever they kill a Puff Adder and do not need its venomous store

for their arrows, hoping thereby to render themselves proof against its effects. When exam-
ined nii'l'T the microscope, the poison resolves itself into minute crystalline spiculfc, not

unlike those of Epsom salts, which must IK' kept perfectly dry or they will soon vanish from

the ^Hass on which they are placed.
The color of the Puff Adder is brown, chequered with dark brown and white, and with

a reddish Itand U-t ween the eyes. The under parts are paler than the upper.

SK\ 11: M. other deadly serpents of the same country are closely allied to the puff adder.

The first is the DA- APHKK, or UIVKK JACK (Clotho naslcomit) of the colonists, remarkable

for the loiiir curved horn or spine njHrn the nose, formed by the peculiar development of the

scales nvei the n.-iril. This . nrion.H st| ui-inii. U i,nl\ fmin-l in tin- male. In color it i- mu.-h

darker than the puff adder, being black, marbled with a paler hue, and decorated with

-midry loft-ni.'e-shaped spots along the back.

I'm: I'M:.. AMU it (Clotho dtropos) is another of these fearful reptiles. As its name

denotes, it is found more among the hills and stony ranges than on the plains, hut is not

nnfrequcntly found upon the flats, and will sometimes intrude into very awkward positions,

such as the floor of a hut, or even the bed upon which some wearied man is about to cast

himself. It is not quite so poisonous as the puff adder, thongh its looks are quite as nnpre-

pm in,-. :ni'i i; aVer I'it.'s unl--ss pnr]H>s..l\ irritat.-d r fii-ld--n u|.n.

It is an ugly, thick-l>odied, slow-crawling creature, with a suddenly tapering tail and a

most evil looking head. It is not a large reptile, its average length being about eighteen
inches. Its color is olive-gray, marbled on the sides, and decorated along the back with four

rows of dark squared spots.

YET one more species of this genus deserves a passing notice. This is the HO*UNEI> ADDER
(('MJti> iiirniitn , sometimes, hut erroneously, called the Cerastes, a term that is rightly applied

to another S-rp.-n: shortly to be described. It sometimes goes by the popular name ..f

HORN-SHAN. It derives its name of Horned Adder from the groups of little thread-like horns

that are seen on the head, one group appearing above each eye. In some works of Natural

History, it Is called the PMMKH Viru:. in allusion to these curious groups. It is not \i-i>

graceful in form, 1>eing decidedly short, squat, and puffy in shape, but is very prettily

marked, ita body t>eing richly marbled with chestnut, covered with a multitude of minute

dots, and variegated with four rows of dark spots along the back, two rows running on each

side of the vertebral line.
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THE true CERASTES, or HORNED VIPER, is a native of Northern Africa, and divides with

the cobra of the same country the questionable honor of being the "worm of Nile," to whose

venomous tooth Cleopatra's death was due.

The bite of this most ungainly looking Serpent is extremely dangerous, though, perhaps,

not quite so deadly as that of the cobra, and the creature is therefore not quite so much
dreaded as might be imagined. The Cerastes has a most curious appearance, owing to a

rather larg horn-like scale which projects over each eye, and which, according to the natives,

is possessed of wonderful virtues. They fancy that one of the so-called horns contains the

supply of poison for the teeth, and that the other, if pounded and the powder rubbed over

the eyelids, will enable the fortunate experimenter to see all the wealth of the earth a privilege

which, according to the peculiar cast of the Oriental mind, is of nearly as much value as the

actual possession. The reader may remember a tale in the "Arabian Nights," in which a

similar story is narrated.

The Cerastes has, according to Bruce, an awkward habit of crawling until it is alongside

of the creature whom it is about to attack, and then making a sidelong leap at its victim. He

CERASTES, OB HOBNKD VIPEB. Vipera cerasta.

relates an instance where he saw a Cerastes perform a certainly curious feat :

" I saw one of

them at Cairo crawl up the side of a box in which there were many, and there lie still as if

hiding himself, till one of the people who brought them to us came near him, and though in a

very disadvantageous position, sticking, as it were, perpendicularly to the side of the box, he

leaped near the distance of three feet, and fastened between the man's forefinger and thumb,

so as to bring the blood."

The man who was thus bitten happened to be one of the men who profess Serpent charm-

ing, and avow themselves to be proof against the bite of any poisonous Snake. In this instance

no ill effects followed the hurt, although Bruce proved that the poison-fangs had not been

extracted, by making the reptile bite a pelican, which died in about thirteen minutes. Some

persons have suggested that in this, as well as in other similar instance, the man was a clever

juggler, who substituted a really venomous specimen for a Snake whose poison-fangs had been
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\TI-I.T,..!. HIM in any OMB it would be Decennary to handle the really poiaononn reptile for

ill-- I.III-INIS,. <>f .-iT'-.-tiru' tli.- exchange, and, in nn opinion, tin- notHHWrj rnnflh handling of

ili.- .-i.Mitir.- would I*- a matter of no small danger. Bin.-.- uto this -ul.j.vt at some

length, ami ivcnrds tin- n-xiilt of along series of <-\|><-riiii'-ntN in : , form which, though very
iiii.-i.-iin_'. is now xo familiar as to need no ijuutiii

That in many instances the ]>oisnn-t<i-th of \.-i, ..-ntw have been extracted, in

order to allow ill.- |--ifonii. r to play his tricks with them without harm, in very well known,
I. in ill-- fart of a. know i,-,!-,-,! and detected imposture does not invalidate the reality which w

imitated by pretenders, any more than a forgery disproves the existence of a genuine
More will be said on this subject when we come to the different species of cobra.

The Cerastes usually lives in the driest and hottest parts of Northern Africa, and lies

half-buried in the mind until its prey shall come within reach. Like many Serpents, it can

HOHAT-A FAJL-JMtt

endure a very prolonged frost without appearing to suffer any inconvenience
;
those kept by

Bruce lived for two years in a glass jar without partaking of food, and seemed perfectly brisk

and lively, casting their skins as usual, and not even becoming torpid daring the winter.

The color of the Cerastes is pale brownish white, covered irregularly with brown spots.
Ite length is about two feet.

PASSING to another genus of venomous Snakes, we come to a rather pretty little s.-r|-nt .

an inhabitant of India, and called by the natives HORATTA PAH (Echit carindta). It is said

to be very dangerous in spite of its small dimensions, and to require a double dose of Serpent
in-- 1 icine hi order to counteract the effects of ite poison. Its color is grayish brown, darkening
into rather deep brown on the head, and variegated with angular white streaks on the body,
and huge oblong spots on the head, edged with a deeper hue. Its length la about fifteen

or sixteen inches.

TIIK common ASP, or CHKRS^EA ( Vkprra atpU) is nearly allied to the preceding species.
This Snake is common in many parts of Europe, and in plentiful hi Sweden and the
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neighboring countries, besides being distributed over nearly the whole continent. It is much
dreaded, and with reason, for its bite is very severe, and in some cases will cause death. As
is the case with other venomous reptiles, the Asp is most dangerous during the hottest months
of the year, and it has well been remarked that there is probably some connection between the
electrical state of the atmosphere and the venom of Serpents, as the poison is always most

deadly and the creatures most tierce when the electrical conditions of the atmosphere are

disturbed, and the thunder-clouds are flying quickly through the air. When a person is

bitten in one of his limbs, he quickly digs a hole and buries the injured part below the
surface of the earth, as the fresh mould is thought to be very efficacious in alleviating the ill

effects of the poison. Should the injury be in a toe or a finger, the rougher but more effectual

remedy of instant amputation is generally employed.
The color of this reptile is olive above, with four rows of black spots. The two middle

rows are often placed so closely together, that they coalesce and form a continous chain of

black spots along the spine, very like the well-known markings of the common viper.

X'."

BAND-NATTER ^ Vlpera ammodyttt.

ANOTHER venomous Snake, the AMMODYTE, or SAND-NATTER (Vipera ammodytes),

belongs to the same genus as the asp.

This reptile inhabits southern Europe, and is generally found in rocky localities. The
bite of this creature is very dangerous, and the remedies employed are generally of little

efficacy. Enlarging the wound with a thorn, and squeezing a garlic upon the part bitten, is

the general mode of alleviating the pain, but is of little use to the injured person. Its color is

olive above, with a broad oblique dark streak on each temple, two similar streaks on each side

of the head, and a wavy dark line along the crown of the spine.

THE common VIPER, or ADDER, is very well known in many parts of Europe, but in some

localities is very plentiful, while in others it is never seen from one year's end to another.

Many persons mistake the common grass Snake for the Viper, and dread it accordingly.

They may, however, always distinguish the poisonous reptile from the innocuous, by the
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chain of dark spots that runs along the spine, and forms an unfailing guide to its Identifica-

tion. It i.s the, only |M>N,,n,,(i, p-ptile inhabiting some European countries, the variously-

roloml specimens t>eing nothing more than varieties of the same species.

Like mt reptiles, whether poisonous or not, the Viper is a very timid creature, always

preferring to glide away from a foe rather than to attack, and only biting when driven to do

so under great provocation.
The following interesting account of a Viper's bite and its consequences, has been kindly

forwarded to me by Mr. W. C. Coleman:

" Several years ago, in my school-boy days, I had an experience with a Viper, which may
possibly interest such of your readers as have not enjoyed a similar intimacy with the

creature, especially as it places the Vii-r character in a somewhat more amiable light than it

is usually represented.
" One cold, damp day in the beginning of May, I was out in the country on a foraging

expedition ; birds' nests and objects of natural history in general being the objects of search.

Kntcring, in tin* course of exploration, a likely coppice, I descried a blackbird's nest penh. .1

among some tangled stems of undenv<xi<l three or four feet from the ground. A glance at t he

interior, however, soon showed that some other marauder had forestalled me, a* the sole

occupants of the nest were some crushed and empty egg-shells, and scanty remains of the

fluid contents spilt about. 'A weasel,' thought I, but wrongfully, as it happened, for on

Turning away in dudgeon, a rustling mov.-in.-ni among the herbage on the ground a couple of

yards off, attracted my eyes and ears ; and there I saw the undoubted t^miler of the nest, a

large Viper, moving away briskly with hi* tail in the direction of the nest.

"A little knowledge is a danm-mus tiling, and my slight natural history reading, assisted

by bad engravings, had helped me to fancy that I knew the \"\\*T from the common Snake

well enough ; and so, deciding that this was only a common lurmle^-. Snake, I made a plunge
nt the creature and apprehended him with my unprotected hand. Receiving no bite, I was

now confirmed in my idea of the beast's perfect innocence (except in the bird's-nest matter-,

and decided on adopting him as a pet. So presently set off home, a distance of more than

two miles, taking my serpentine friend in my hand. Not always in my hand, however, for to

beguile the homeward journey I proceeded to try sundry experiments on the supple backbone

and easy temper of the animal, occasionally tying him round my neck, and so wearing him

for a considerable distance
;
then twining him round my wrist into a fancy bracelet, and

weaving him into various knots and devices according to taste, all this with perfect impunity
on my part, and the utmost apparent good humor on his.

''On the road, a kind f.inin-r of my acquaintance, whose natural history lore was more

practical than my own, endeavored to convince me that I was 'harboring a Vijier in my
bosom,' but I was not going to hear my good-tempered playmate called bad names

; put my
finger into the Adder's \.-\\ mouth to prove he had no idea of biting, and so passed on. in

much conceit with myself as an accomplished berpetologist.
" We thus reached home in perfect safety and amity. My brothers and sisters greeted

the stranger with some little instinctive horror at first, but got over that feeling when they
heard of his innocent nature and nmusing capabilities, in proof of which I repeated the necktie

experiment, etc. About this stage, however, I must mention that he exhibited a somewhat

unpleasant phenomenon common to the Snake tribe in general, who can relieve themselves of

the torpor consequent on a heavy meal, by disgorging the same when irritated and requiring

restoration of their usual activity. The rejectamenta in this case consisted of portions of

nnhatched young birds, thus confirming tin nest robbery.

"Being thus lightened, and perhaps stimulated by the warmth of a fire in the room, he

was now lively enough, unhappily for me, for on essaying to continue my experiments, by
tying him into a double knot, his endurance was at an end ; one dart at my finger and a

sharp puncture told me that the thing was done. Then, too late, I recollected that the 'Adder

is distinguished by a zigzag chain of dark markings down the back,' and sure enough the vile

creature before me had those very marks. In a rage, I battered his life out with a stick, lest
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undistinguishable until lifted with a needle. They are singularly fine and delicate, hardly

larger than a lady's needle, and are covered almost to their tips with a muscular envelope

through which the points just peer. The poison-secreting glands and the reservoir in which

the venom is stored are found at the back and sides of the head, and give to the venomous

Serpents that peculiar width of head which is so unfailing a characteristic. The color of the

poison is a very pale yellow, and its consistence is very like that of salad oil, which, indeed, it

much resembles both in look and taste. There is but little in each individual
;
and it is pos-

sible that the superior power of the larger venomous Snakes of other lands, especially those

Tinder the tropics, may be due as much to its quantity as its absolute intensity. In a full-

grown rattlesnake, for example, there are six or eight drops of this poison, whereas the Viper
has hardly a twentieth part of that amount.

On examining carefully the poison-fangs of a Viper, the structure by which the venom is

injected into the wound will be easily understood. On removing the lower jaw, the two fangs

are seen in the upper jaw, folded down in a kind of groove between the teeth of the palate and

the skin of the head, so as to allow any food to slide over them without being pierced by their

points. The ends of the teeth reach about half-way from the nose to the angle of the jaw, just

behind the corner of the eye.

Only the tips of the fangs are seen, and they glisten bright, smooth and translucent, as if

they were curved needles made from isinglass, and almost as fine as a bee's sting. On raising

them with a needle or the point of the forceps, a large mass of muscular tissue comes into

view, enveloping the tooth for the greater part of its length, and being, in fact, the means by
which the fang is elevated or depressed. When the creature draws back its head and opens
its mouth to strike, the depressing muscles are relaxed, the opposite series are contracted, and

the two deadly fangs spring up with their points ready for action. It is needful, while dis-

secting the head, to be exceedingly careful, as the fangs are so sharp that they penetrate the

skin with a very slight touch, and their poisonous distilment does not lose its potency, even

after the lapse of time.

The next process is to remove one of the teeth, place it under a tolerably good magnifier

and examine its structure, when it will be seen to be hollow, and, as it were, perforated by a

channel. This channel is, however, seen, on closer examination, to be formed by a groove

along the tooth, which is closed, except at the one end whence the poison exudes and the

other at which it enters the tooth. If the tooth be carefully removed, and the fleshy sub-

stance pushed away from its root, the entrance can be seen quite plainly by the aid of a pocket
lens. The external aperture is in the form of a very narrow slit upon the concave side of the

fang, so very narrow, indeed, tliat it seems too small for the passage of any liquid.

There are generally several of the fangs in each jaw, lying one below the other in regular

succession. Prom the specimen which has just been described I removed four teeth on each

side, varying in length from half to one-eighth the dimensions of the poison-fangs.

The Viper seems to be well aware of the power of its fangs, and to discriminate between

animate and inanimate antagonists. I have tried in vain to make a Viper bite a stick with

which I was irritating it
;
but no sooner did a kitten approach, than the reptile drew back its

head and made its lightning-like dart at the little creature with such rapidity, that it would

have gained its point, had not its back been so much injured as to deprive it of its natural

powers.
The ordinary food of the Viper is much the same as that of the common Snake, and con-

sists of mice, birds, frogs, and similar creatures. It is, however, less partial to frogs than the

common Snake, and seems to prefer the smaller mammalia to any other prey. The young of

the Viper enter the world in a living state, having been hatched just before they are born.

The fat of the Viper was once in high estimation as a drug, and the older apothecaries were

accustomed to purchase these reptiles in considerable numbers. Even now this substance is

in some repute in many agricultural districts, being employed as a remedy for cuts, sprains,

or braises, and especially as a means of alleviating the painful symptoms of a Viper's bite.

The color of the Viper is rather variable
;
but the series of very dark marks down the

back is an unfailing sign of the species, and is permanent in all the varieties. Generally, the
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largest sj,.
, imen I have yet seen in a wild state waa one of the yellow varieties. Sometimes

the ground is brick-red, and now and then a nearly black specimen is found. Mr. Bell

mentions an example where the ground color waa gray i-h- \\hiu-, and the markings Jetty-
black.

THK n-p'il" that is called l.y tl..- .significant lit!.- ..f HKAIII A : In MII Vn-ii:, H
a native of Australia, where its joison<>iis fangs render it au object <,f much fear. A very
excellent, Ihoudi short description of this Snake i> given by Mr. li.-un.-ti in his "

Wanderings
in New South \V:iL

The most deadly Snake in appearance, and I believe also in effect, is one of hideous

aspect, called by the colonists the. Death Adder, and by the Yas native-, Tammin,' frmn hav-

ing a small. cnrv.-<l process at tin- extn inity of the tail ; or, moiv correctly, tin- tail terminat-

ing sti'l<i>-nly in a small, curved extremity, bearing some resemblance to a sting. It in consid-

ered, by popular rumor, to inflict a deadly -tin- uith it.

"This hideous reptile is thick in projiortion to its length ; the eye is vivid yellow, with u

Mai-k longitudinal pupil. The color of the body is dilhYnlt to lx> descrilM-d, U-ing a i-omplira-

tion of dull colors, with narrow, hiackish hands shaded off into the i-olors which comjHse tin-

back ; abdomen slightly tinged with red; head broad. thi-k ami Hatt-n.-<l. The .sjn-ci .....n I

examined measured two f.-et \\\<> im-h.-s in 1,-mrth, and live inches in circumference. A d<<
that was bitten by one die<l in li-ss than an hour. The s|M-cimen 1 examined was found coile<l

up near the banks of the Murrumhidgee river
; and being of a torpid disposition, did not

move when approached, but quietly reposed in the ]>athway. with its head turned beneath its

belly."
The generic title of Acanthophis, or Thorny-Snake, in given to this species on account of

the structure of the tail, which is furnished at its extremity with a recurved horny spine.

RIVER OR SEA SERPENTS.

WE now arrive at a very remarkable family of Snakes, which pass their lives in water,

either fresh or salt, and an- river or sea Ser|K-nts as the cas-- may !*. In order to enable them
to pass through the waters without injury to the organs of respiration, the nostrils are

furnished \\itli a valve >> as to prevent the ingress of water \\hile the creature is below the

surface.

A good example of these marine Serpents is the BLACK-BACKED PELAMIB (Pttamis

bicolor) the Xalla Whallagee Pani of the Indian fishermen. This Snake is found only at sea,

and is said seldom if ever to approach the shore, except for the purpose of depositing its eggs,
\\hi'-h are laid on the beach sufficiently near high-water mark for the young Snakes to geek

their congenial element as soon as they are hatched. The Black-backed Pelamis is frequently
found sleeping on the surface of the sea, and is then caught without much difficulty, as it is

forced to throw itself on its hark before it can dive. It has been suggested that this

movement is intended to expel tin- air in the ample lungs. Sometimes it in unwillingly

captun- 1 by the fishermen in their nets, and is an object of considerable dread t<> them on

account of the formidable character of its teeth. In these Serj- nis the fangs are but little

larger than the other teeth of the jaw, but can be distinguished by their slightly superior
size and the groove that runs along their front edge. The average length is alxtut one yard.

TIIK SHOOTER Srx (I/ydm/i/ii.* <>l,s<-i'ir(i\ is another of the sea S-rju-nts. This reptile

is also one of the Indian species, and inhabits the sea or the saline waters of the river-mouth--.

not l>einn able to e\i>t in fresh water. It is an admirable swimmer, but is very awkward
on dry land, and cannot survive for any length of time unless it has access to salt water. The
outline of this Serpent is most remarkable. The head and neck are almost absurdly minute
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in proportion to the wide thick body, bearing about the same proportion as the tip of the

little finger does to the wrist. The tail is also very wide, extremely blunt, and compressed.

The markings of this reptile are rather curious. The ground color is black. There is

a large yellow spot on each side of the head, a series of pale, gray-brown spots runs on each

side of the neck, and a row of large rounded white marks is arranged along the back so as to

form a richly variegated pattern of boldly contrasted colors.

THE CHITTUL (HydropTiis sitblcevis) is another of these marine Snakes, and is found in

India and Ceylon. It is rather a large species, sometimes exceeding five feet in length, and is

handsomely colored. It is extremely venomous, a fowl that had been bitten by a Chittul

dying within five minutes after receiving the injury. The ground color of this Snake is

yellow, and the body is covered with an irregular row of black rings. Some black bands also

cross the neck.
V

In the ACBOCHOBDE, sometimes called the Oular Carron, the tail, instead of being

flattened, is rounded, conical, and very short, diminishing in diameter in a very sudden

manner. It is a native of Java, and is said to be wholly vegetarian in its diet, the stomach

BLACK BACKED 1'KLAM IS. /Uu/ni* Mentor.

having been found to contain nothing but half-digested fruit. The flesh of the Acrochorde is

said to be excellent.

Upon the head are a number of little scales, each of which is divided into three ridges.

The creature is in the habit of distending its body with air to a very great extent, and when it

so acts the scales separate from each other and make the head and body look as if they were

covered with tubercles. The general color is brown in the adult, and brown banded and

streaked with a darker hue in the young.

THE CHERSYDRUS (CTiersiJdrus granulatus) is a rather curious aquatic Serpent, found in

Asia and most common in Java. It is sometimes called the Banded Acrochorde, but wrongly
so, as its tail, instead of being round and conical, is flat, compressed, and sword-like in shape.
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It inhabits the bottoms of marine creeks and the mouths ,,f ri\< r. The Javanese call it Oular

Lim|-. Tin- Uxly of this n-ptile is covered with small scales, each boldly keeled in th-

air I its color is blurk and white arranged in alternate rings.

TIM. KUI'KTOX, or HERPETON, as the name is sometimes written, in a truly curious reptile,

of no great size, but bearing a pair of appendages on the head that seem to serve no

NOOgnizt-*) j.uij HVC to l>ewi]dsj Kiolo^i.st.s. Tha MSlBBOl All OBWlnt ! OOVMld i:ti

s-al.-s, ami mi i-arli -:! ( ir rfm I HalOM tfgmit^, '1'ln- MMdnAll "ik.-:m i> nf|^
I.IK i Dinpletely covered with scales and defended by them. Of the habit* of the Erpeton

nothing api>ears to be known, and even ito country is dubious. Ite color is pale brown

streaked with white.

i

THE sombre and rather unsightly CERBERUS, better known by its native name of KAROO

BOKADAM, is an A-iati. n-jitilf. being found in India, the Philippines, Ceylon, Borneo, and

similar countries. It is an ugly looking Serpent, but is not much dnaded, and is thought to

be practically non-venomous. It is a stout, thick-bodied Snake, with a very large head in

proportion to the size of its neck, though small in comparison with the body. The mouth is

not largo, and the teeth are small, regular, and set rather closely together. The nostrils of

this Serpent are very small, and placed close to each other almost on the very tip of the muzzle.

The eyes are small, round, and projecting as if squeezed out of the head, and are surrounded

by a curious circle of nirly triangular scales, much as a circular window in a brick wall is

edged with wedge-shaped bricks.
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The general color of this Serpent is grayish-brown above, covered with narrow bands
of black set rather closely together. The abdomen is black mottled with yellow, the sides

are white with spots of pale brown, and the lips and throat are of the same tint, but spotted
with black. The tail is nearly black. The usual length of this Serpent is about three feet

six inches.

WE now arrive at a very important family of serpents, including the largest species found
in the order. These Snakes are known by the popular title of Boas, and scientifically as

Boidae, and are all remarkable, not only for their great size and curious mode of taking their

prey, but for the partial development of the hinder limbs, which are externally visible as a

pair of horny spurs, set one on each side at the base of the tail, and moderately well developed
under the skin, consisting of several bones jointed together. In most of the species the taU is

CARPET SNAKE. Manila varlegata.

rather short and strongly prehensile. The peculiar habits of these enormous Snakes will be

mentioned in connection with the various species. The first of these creatures is the DIAMOND
SNAKE of Australia (Morelia spilbtes), a very handsome species and tolerably common. It is

called the Diamond Snake on account of the pattern of the colors, which are generally blue,

black, and yellow, arranged so as to produce a series of diamonds along the back. The CARPET
SNAKE (Morelia variegata), of the same country, is closely allied to it. Both these reptiles are

variable in their coloring.

THE members of the restricted genus PYTHON are remarkable for their habit of depositing
the eggs together and coiling their bodies round them, so as to form a large conical heap. The

common grass Snake is said to perform the same feat. The true Pythons are inhabitants of
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Serpent darted at the bird, but as it was just then shedding its skin and nearly Mind, it

missed its aim, and instead of seizing the bird, grasped the keeper's left thumb, and instinct-

ively flung its coils around his arms and neck, as is customary when the animal seized is of

considerable size.

The keeper tried to force the Snake's head from its hold, but could not reach it, as he was

bound in th- folds of the Snake. He then cast himself on the ground in order to battle to the

greatest advantage, but would probably hare succumbed to the fearful pressure, had not two

re providentially entered th room, and by breaking away the Serpent's t--th n-loased the

man from his terrible assailant. Exr-]>! th.- friirhtand a few wounds from tin- Serpent's teeth,

no evil results ensued. Th> n-iir--'iit:iti..ti in our picture is one-tenth of tli- actual

of the specimen from which it was drawn.
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ANOTHER species of Indian Rock Snake, called by the natives ULAR SAWA (Hypsirhma
ar), is tolerably common, and in its habits resembles the preceding species. It often attains
to a very considerable size, and is said when full-grown to be about thirty feet in length. This
terrible Snake has been known to kill mankind, crushing the body in its numerous folds until

nearly every bone was broken. In one such instance, the man had been caught by the right
wrist, as was seen by the marks of the Serpent's teeth.

NATAL. BOCK 8NAKB. llortatia natalauie. (One-eighth natural size.)

THE handsome NATAL ROCK SNAKE, or PORT NATAL PYTHON, as it is sometimes called,

now comes under our notice. It is a fine, handsome species, sometimes attaining a great length,

and being most beautifully colored. During life and when in full health and in the enjoyment
of liberty, this, in common with many other Snakes, has a beautiful rich bloom upon its scales,

not unlike the purple bloom of a plum or grape. Should, however, the Snake be in ill health,

this bloom fades away, and in consequence, we seldom if ever see it on the scales of the

Serpents which are kept in glass cases.

The dimensions of this reptile are often very great. Dr. A. Smith has seen a specimen

measuring twenty-five feet in length, exclusive of a portion of the tail which was missing.

Flat skins of this creature are, however, very deceptive, and cannot be relied upon, as they
stretch almost as readily as India rubber, and during the process of drying ere often extended

several feet beyond the length which they occupied while surrounding the body of their

quondam owner.

The teeth of this Serpent are tolerably large, but not venomous, and although of no

insignificant size, are really of small dimensions when compared with the size and weight
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of t hfir owi '.-w persons have any idea of the exceeding heaviness of a large Snake, and
unless tin- reptile has bean fairly lifted and curried about, il.s i>\ di.ling movement* have t h-

.lT.it of making it api*-uras if it were an light as it is graceful.
lioth jaws an- thickly studded with these teeth, and Uieir use is to seize the prey and hold

it while the huge folds ,,f the body are flung nmnd tli.- \irtim. an.l its lif.-i-rn-.ln-l ..ut of it*

frame by the contractin:: c..iN. In order to secure its prey, the Rock Snake acto aft.-t the

manner of all this family. It waits in some spot when- it knows that it* victim will pass, mil*
its tail round some object, such as a tree or a stone, so as to give it a firm hold, and tli.-n.

nipidly darting at the prey, it draws back it.s head, can-vim; tin- jKM.r \ictim into tin- fatal

gra.sp of its folds. It usually s.-1/..-s l.y tli.- throat, and retains itw hold until tin- crushed

animal Is quite dead.

The following interesting account of tin- I{<N k Snuke of Natal hiw been kindly forwarded
to me by Captain 1 >ni\ >n :

The Rock Snake is somewhat rare, even in the least populous districts, and, in conse-

quence of its retired habits and silent method of moving, it is not frequently seen. Although
on an average I traversed the forests and plains near my various stations at least five times a
u.-.'k. 1 men l"it -'.!! I;.--K BBak.- during a [>eriod "!' n.-.uh tin-.- \.-ar-. This Snak--

retreats into rocky crevices, or amongst the most tangled brushwood, after it has devoured its

prey, which consists of toads, frogs, lizards, such as guanas, et<-.. birds of any size, and even

small bucks. Its bite is quite harmless compared to that of the poisonous Snakes, and it

destroys its victims by pressure.
"So cautious is this Snake to remain quite quiet if it thinks itself unseen, that on one

occasion I n.-a i h rod> ov-r i nthoi UXgt BOB, which lay on a small ]>ath along wfclflhlwM

riding. On .-arh sid- of this path there was a dense jungle, and there was merely room for one

animal to travel along it. I happened to 'pull up' my pony to examine the surrounding'

l-ii^li. when I noticed that his erected ears indicated that he had seen game, he being a most

accomplished shooting pony. Upon looking on the path before me I observed a very large

Snake, lying perfectly still, and looking at mi- in a MTV suspicious manner. The reptile being

partly concealed by the long grass, I could not see whether or not it was a poisonous Snake, so

I quietly 'reined back' about a yard, and shot the creature through the body. The coils and

contortions were something t.-rritic to see, as tin- monster fought haul for his lift- ; but even the

bone and muscle of a Boa has but a poor chance against gunpowder and lead. A charge of

buck shot in the head settled the business, and cleared the path of a very disagreeable

vis-d-vt*. This Snake measured about sixteen feet in l.-n^th. and was in very fair condition,

having a fine bloom on his skin. He had resided about a hundred yards from a long rh-i

(lagoon), in which frogs and lizards abounded.
" A much larger Rock Snake was shot by me some time after tin-, and measured upwards

of seven yards. I once hod an opportunity which rarely occurs to many men, viz., that of

trying my speed with a young Boa-constrictor. l'jon returning from shooting one afternoon I

crossed the Umbilo River near Natal, and shortly after observed a coran flying up and down
in a very singular manner. This bird leing very good eating, I dismounted, and commenced

stalking him, and approached within a few yards of him without being discovered. I

then noticed a Snake creeping towards the coran, which merely flew on a few feet ami then

settled again. The Snake again approached the bird, which, however, seeing me, became dis-

enchanted, and was making its escape when I shot it, and then turned my attention to the

Snake, which remained quite still. I soon saw that the animal was a young Rock Snake about

twelve feet long, and, being desirous to obtain a live specimen of this reptile, I ran to my
pony, where on the saddle I had a long leather strap, with which I hoped to noose the

young Boa.
"
Upon returning to the scene of the coran's death, I found the Snake making oft* as fast

as he could towards a clump of thick bush. Imtni-liately starting after him. I headed him

after a race of about sixty yards, when he turned and tried another direction. I failed in

noosing him, and, finding that he would probably escape into the bush, I was compelled
Tot. IIL-M.
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to knock Mm on the head with a dead branch which happened to be near me. I believed him
to have been killed outright ;

but on conducting a naturalist to the scene on the following

morning the Snake had vanished, a fact which, combined with subsequent experience of the

Snake nature, induces me to believe that he was merely stunned by the blow, and became
refreshed during the cool of the evening, after which he retreated to his stronghold."

The color of the Natal Rock Snake is olive, variegated with yellow cross-bands and spots,

edged with deep black. The head is marked with an arrow-headed spot, and a dark streak

runs from the back of the eye. The under parts and the sides of the face are yellow.
There are several other species inhabiting Africa, resembling the preceding creature in

general habits and appearance.

THE splendid RINGED BOA of America, sometimes called the ABOMA, has been celebrated

for its destructive powers, and in ancient times was worshipped by the Mexicans and propi-
tiated with, human sacrifices. Naturally, the people of the country would feel disposed to

awe in the presence of the mighty Snake whose prowess was so well known by many fatal

experiences ;
and this disposition was fostered by the priests of the Serpent deity, who had

DOG-HEADED BOA. Xiphouoma caninum.

succeeded in taming several of these giant Snakes, and teaching them to glide over and around

them, as if extending their protection to men endowed with such supernatural powers.

This Serpent destroys its prey, after the fashion of its family, merely by squeezing it to

death between its folds. While thus engaged, the reptile does not coil itself spirally round

the victim, but wraps fold over fold, to increase its power, just as we aid the grasping strength
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of one hand by placim; tli- nther over it. If i- said that the Snake am be removed from \in

prey by sei/in- it l.\ the tail, ami thus unwindim: it. Moreover, a heavy blow on the tail, or

rutting off a few JWt of the extremity, is the U-st way of disabling the iiinii-t.-i f"i the time.

lllis creature is rather \ariaMe in it- coloring, the locality having prolal-lv xnn.- intlii-nc.

in this respect. Oen-nill\, it is rirh rhofolutc-bn>wu. \\ith tiv.- .Ink streaks on the top and
Rides* of the head, a aeries of large and i-itln-r narrow dark rings along the bark, and two
rows of dark spots on the sides. Sometimes a number of large spots are seen on the bark,
and white streaks on the sides. In all th.- m. mltera of this genus, the binder limbs or

"spurs" of the male are larger and stronger than in the female.

ANOTHER American species, the DOG-HEADED BOA, or BOJOBI (Xipkotbtna canlnum), is

notable for the formidable armament <>f t-'th which line the mouth, and the iM-autiful green
color of its skin. A- ;- the case with all the Itoidie, this species is only found in tin- hott*t

parts of the country, and is most plentiful in Brazil. It may be known from the other species,

partly by its green color, partly by the deep pita on the plates that edge the lips, and partly

by the regular ring of scales that surrounds the eye. This Snake is sometimes called the

AKARAMBOYA.

now come to the BoiorACF, or true BOA CONSTRICTOR, a title which i indifferently

applied to all the family, and with some degree of approiiriat'n"s. inasmuch as they all kill

their prey by pressure or constriction.

This mairniticent reptile i- ;i native of Southern and Tropical America, and is one of those

Serpents that were formerly held sacred and wor.hii-i>-l with divine honors. It attains a
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very large size, often exceeding twenty feet in length, and being said to reach thirty feet in

some cases. It is worthy of mention, that, before swallowing their prey, the Boas do not

cover it with saliva, as has been asserted. Indeed, the very narrow and slender-forked tongue
of the Serpent is about the worst possible implement for such a purpose. A very large .

amount of this substance is certainly secreted by the reptile while in the act of swallowing,
and is of great use in lubricating the prey, so as to aid it in its passage down the throat and
into the body ;

but it is only poured upon the victim during the act of swallowing, and is not

prepared and applied beforehand.

The dilating powers of the Boa are wonderful. The skin stretches to a degree which
seems absolutely impossible ;

and the comparison between the diameter of the prey and that

of the mouth through which it has to pass, and the throat down which it has to glide, is

almost ludicrous in its apparent impracticability, and, unless proved by frequent experience,
would seem more like the prelude to a juggler's trick than an event of every-day occurrence.

To such an extent is the body dilatable, that the shape of the animal swallowed can often be

traced through the skin, and the very fur is visible through the translucent eyes, as the dead
victim passes through the jaws and down the throat.

There is a popular idea among the inhabitants of the country in which the Boa lives, that,

if it attacks a man in a forest, he may possibly escape by slipping round a tree in such a

manner that the Serpent may squeeze the trunk of the tree, mistaking it for the body of the

man, and so burst itself asunder by the violence of its efforts. Whether any one has escaped

by this rather transparent device is not mentioned.

The color of the Boa Constrictor is rich brown, and along its back runs a broad chain of

large blackish spots of a somewhat hexagonal shape, and of pale white spots scooped at each

end. These dark and pale spots are arranged alternately, and form a really pretty pattern ;

and, should the colors be faded, as is always the case when the skin has been renewed, the

species may be recognized by the arrangement of the scales round the eyes, which are set in a

circle, are thirty in number, and are separated from the scales of the lips by two rows of

smaller scales.

AN equally celebrated Snake, the ANACONDA, is figured in the accompanying full-page

illustration.

This gigantic serpent is a native of tropical America, where it is known under several

names, La Culebra de Agua, or Water Serpent, and El Traga Venado, or Deer-Swallower,

being the most familiar. The flesh of this Serpent, although firm and white, is seldom if ever

eaten by the natives, although the flesh of Serpents is considered a delicacy by many nations.

Within the body is a large amount of fat from which can be obtained a very considerable

quantity of oil. This oil is thought to be a specific for many complaints, especially for

rheumatism, strains, and bruises. Seven or eight gallons of fine oil can be extracted from one

of these reptiles ;
but the process of draining off the oil is generally performed in so careless a

manner, that half of the amount is usually wasted.

Sir R. Ker Porter has some curious remarks on the Anaconda: "This Serpent is not

venomous nor known to injure men (at least not in this part of the New World) ; however,

the natives stand in great fear of it, never bathing in waters where it is known to exist. Its

common haunt, or rather domicile, is invariably near lakes, swamps and rivers
;
likewise close

to wet ravines produced by inundations of the periodical rains
; hence, from its aquatic

habits, its first appellation (/. e. Water Serpent). Fish, and those animals which repair there

to drink, are the objects of its prey. The creature lurks watchfully under cover of the water,

and while the unsuspecting animal is drinking, suddenly makes a dart at the nose, and with a

grip of its back-reclining double range of teeth, never fails to secure the terrified beast beyond
the power of escape."

Compression is the only method employed by the Anaconda for killing its prey, and the

pestilent breath which has been attributed to this reptile is wholly fabulous. Indeed, it is

doubtful whether any Snake whatever possesses a fetid breath, and Mr. Waterton, who has

bandied Snakes, both poisonous and inoffensive, as much as most living persons, utterly
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tli. . xistenoe of any perceptible odor in the Snake's breath. It is very j**wible that

the i-estilent and most li..nil-l.- odor which can be emitted by many Snakes when they are

iniuit.il. may have Ut-n mistaken fnr ll ..f the breath. This evil odor, howev.

pn.duc.-d from a substance Mnted in certain glands near the tail, ami has n.> . -onnection with

th- breath.

Tin- mlor of the Anaconda is rich bn-w n . two rows of large round blurk spot* run a loin;

ili.- back, and each side is decorated with a series of light golden yellow rings edged with >l.--p

black.

ONK or two members of this family are worthy of a passing notice. The w. -II known
\ i i i.ow SNAKK of Jamaica (Chilabothi-us inormitns) is allied rather closely to the boa and
the anaconda. It is a rather handsome reptile, being of an olive-green ii|Min the head and
tint juirt of the body, covered with a multitude of little I. lack lines, drawn obliquely across

the body. The hinder irt of the body is Muck. spott-d with yellowish olive.

ANOTHER member of this family, the CORAL SNAKE (Turtris trytale) is a well-known
inliabitant of Tropical America, and is feared or i-t;.-d by the natives, according to the

locality in which it happens to reside. In some parts of the country. th> native women,
knowing it to be

JH rf.-<-tlv harmless, ami being pleased with the bold contrast of black and

pale gold which decorate ita surface, an- in the h:d it of taming it and of placing it round their

necks in lieu of a necklace. In other parts of the country, however, the natives believe it to

be terribly ]>oisonous. and flee from its presence with terror.

It live- chielly on insects, worms, and caterpillars, and is very timid. This creature does

not taper HO gradually from the middle of the body to the tail as is usual in most Serpent-.
but is nearly of the same cylindrical form throughout its length. The ground color of this

Serpent is pale yellow, decorated with jetty-black rinirs, aUmt sixty in numU-r, that an-

drawn irregularly over its .surface. The Coral Snake n.-ver grows to any great size, and
seldom reaches two feet and a half in length.

COLUBRINJE.

\\ i now come to another section of the Serpents, termed COLITBRIIC^ the members of

which are known by the broad, band-like plates of the nMonieM. the shielded head, the

conioil tail, and the teeth of both jaws. Some of them are harmless and unfurnished with

fangs, whereas some are extremely venomous and are furnished with i>oison-fangs in the

upper jaw. These, however, do not fold down like those of the vijier and rattlesnake, but

remain perfectly erect. The formation of the fangs again differ*, in the various species. In

some the fang is grooved for the introduction of poison into the wound, whereas in others it it*

perforated nearly throughout its length.

As an example of the first family of these Serpents, we may take the common BROWN
SNAKK of America (Conocephalii >/*).

This reptile is quite harmless, and is plentiful in many ]>ortions of America, having rather

a wide range of locality. Although common, it is not con-pi. -nous, for its small dimensions,

its -ombre hue, and its retiring habits serve to conceal it from the general gaze. It is usually

found hiding under the Uirk of trees, in stone heaps, or among the crevices of rocky ground,

choosing those localities U-cause it feeds principally on insect prey, and can find abundance of

food in such places. Its color is grayish brown above and white below. It is a small species,

rarely reaching eleven inch,-- in length.

TIIK large family of the Coronellil;e contains many curious Serpents, among which may
be mentioned the well-known Sm \\i- -in KI i: of Siuthern Africa.

This Snake has a rather wide range >f country. U-inir spread over nearly the who!.- ..f

Southern Africa, and very common at the Cape of Good Hope. It is a handsome little
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reptile, prettily marked, and brisk and lively in its movements, as is required for the purpose
of catching the agile prey on which it feeds. The Schaap-sticker lives mostly on insects and
small lizards, and darts upon them with great swiftness of movement. It is generally found

crawling among heaps of dead leaves, or trailing its variegated form over grassy banks, where
it finds the prey on which it subsists.

The color of this Serpent is extremely variable, and decidedly different in the old and

young In the young specimen, the spots that ornament the back are darker than in the

adult, and there is generally a little wash of green over the surface. The general color of this

Snake is brown, with a grayish or golden tint according to the individual. Along the back
run several rows, usually three or four in number, of dusky spots, generally of a somewhat
oval or rhombic form, and edged with deep black. In one specimen the spots have coalesced

so as to form three continuous bands running along the body. The length of the Schaap-
sticker is about two feet.

ANOTHER species belonging to this family is the Coronella Auslriaca. It is rather

remarkable, that where the Snake is tolerably common, the sand lizard (Lacerta stirpium} is

SCHAAP-8T1CKER. Ptammophylaj: rhombeatw. (One-half natural M/.I: )

also generally found. In general appearance, this Snake is not unlike the viper, and is about

the same size, attaining a length of two feet when adult. It may, however, easily be known
from the viper, by the absence of the chain of dark lozenge-shaped marks upon the back, for

which is substituted a double series of small dark spots, one row at each side of the spine.

There is a dark patch upon the shoulder and head, and under the eyes runs a blackish streak.

The body is generally brown, but the depth and tone of the ground color and the markings are

extremely variable, but are almost always darker towards the head. Below, the color is light

brown, often marbled with black. The neck is large, being scarcely smaller than the body.

THE BLACK SNAKE, or ZWA.RTE SLANG (Coronella cana), of Southern Africa, belongs to

the same genus.
This reptile is common throughout Southern Africa, but is not very often seen, on

account of its timid habit of hiding itself in some crevice, except when in search of food, or

when coiled up in repose enjoying the hot beams of the sun. When young, it frequents little

hillocks covered with stones, but when it reaches adult age, it takes to the plains, preferring
those that are of a sandy nature, interspersed with little shrubs. It is a shy reptile, and

mostly runs away when alarmed. Sometimes, however, it will turn upon the pursuer, and if
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grasped, will roil itwlf round the arm and nqueexe BO tightly, tliut the hand becomes numbed

and unable to retain its hold.

.M:iny Snakes are variable in their .,,l,,iin-, hut the Hlack Snake is, perlnps. the moat

renmrkal'l.- a mom: them for this jMvuliarity. Usually, aa its name imports, it is black, l.nt

unmet imes it is bright chestnut Main -] im< Mtnj t*Jt Bottled u i'li Mack, vfcOftOlhMMI
die-stunt, marl'led with deep rirh brown. When full grown, it attnins a length (if -\--n feet.

TIIK common <i i \KK. or KIN.. i n SNAKK, is a good example of tin- NatricidiB.

It i^ extremely plentiful throughout Kun>jH>, being found in almost every wood, copse, or

hedgerow, u h. n- it may be seen during the warm months of the year, sunning itself on the

kinks, or gently gliding along in search of prey,, always, however, betraying itself to the

initiated car l<y a jieculiar rustling among the heritage. Sometimes it may be witnessed w iiil--

in the act of creeping up a per|>endicular trunk or stem, a feat which it accomplishes, not by
.i spii-.il movement, a> i> iT'-in-rally represented by artists, but by pressing itself linnly against

the object, so as to render its |KM!V Hatter and wider, and crawling up by the movement of the

large banded scales of the U-lly. the Ixxly being straight and rigid as a stick, and ascending in

a manner that seems almost inexplicable.

The Ringed Snake is perfectly harmless, having no venomous fangs, and all its teeth

lieimfof so small a size that even if the creature were to snap at the hand, tin- skin would not

l injured. Harmless though the Serpent be, it will occasionally assume so defiant an air,

and put on so threatening an asi*rt, that it would terrify those who were not well acquainted

with its habits. I have kept numbers of these Snakes, and have often known them, when

initated, draw back their heads and strike at the hand in true viperine fashion. Indeed, the

venomous look of the attitude is so strong, that I never could ivsiM the instinctive movement

of withdrawing the hand when the Snake made its stroke, although I knew full well that no

injury could ensue.

The food of the Ringed Snake consists mostly of insects and reptiles, frogs being the

favorite prey. I have known Snakes to eat the common newt, and in such cases the victim

was invariably swallowed head first, whereas the frog is eaten in just the opposite direction.

Usually, the frog, when pursued by the Serpent, seems to lose all its energy, and instead

of jumping away, as it would do if chased by a human being, crawls slowly like a toad,

.li:i_-_in- iiself p;miful!\ along H if pUftljMd. Ikfl BMkaJ M MNBbg "p "ill" i'- p'-'-y.

stretches out its neck and quietly grasps one hind foot of the frog, which thenceforward

delivers itself up to its destroyer an unresisting victim.

The whole process of swallowing a frog is very curious, as the creature is greatly wider

than the mouth of the Snake, and in many coses, when the frog is very large and the

Snake rather small, the neck of the Serpent is hardly as wide as a single hind leg of the

frog, while the body is so utterly disproportioned, that its reception seems wholly impossible.

Moreover, the Snake generally swallows one leg first, the other leg kicking freely in the air.

However, the Serpent contrives to catch either the knee or the foot in its mouth during

these convulsive struggles, and by slow degrees swallows both legs. The limbs seem to act

as a kind of a wedge, making the body follow easily, and in half an hour or so the frog has

disappeared from sight, but its exact position in the body of the Snake is accurately defined

by the swollen abdomen. Should the frog be small, it is snapped up by the side and swallowed

without more ado.

In captivity, this Snake will eat bread and milk, and insects of various kinds, such as

the cockroach, meal-worm, or any beetle that may be found running about under stones and

leaves. It always, however, prefers frogs to any other food, and seems to thrive best on such

a diet.

The skin or slough of the Ringed Snake is often found in the hedgerows or on waste

grounds, entangled among the grass stems and furze through which the cn-ature had crawled

with the intention of nibbing off the slough against such objects. In some roimtri.'s the

rejected slough is thought to be a specific against the headache, and is tied tightly round the

forehead when employed for alienating pain.
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The Ringed Snake is fond of water, and is a good swimmer, sometimes diving with great
ease and remaining below the surface for a considerable length of time, and sometimes swin:

ming boldly for a distance that seems very great for a terrestrial creature to undertake. This

reptile will even take to the sea.

I have often seen tame Snakes taken to an old deserted stone-quarry for a bath in the clear

water which had collected there. Generally the Snake would swim quietly from one side to

another, and might then be recaptured, but on sundry occasions it preferred diving to the very

bottom, and there lay among the stones, heedless of all the pelting to which it was subjected,
and impassive as if perfectly acquainted with the harmless nature of stones projected into

water. Nothing would induce the Snake to move but a push with a stick, and as the water

was rather deep and the quarry wide, a stick of sufficient length was not readily found. The
motions of the Snake while in the water are peculiarly graceful, and the rapid progress is

achieved by a beautifully serpentine movement of the body and tail.

This Snake is susceptible of kindness, and if properly treated, soon learns to know its

owner, and to suffer him to handle it without displaying any mark of irritation. Though
harmless and incapable of doing any hurt by its bite, the Snake is not without other

KINGED SNAKE, OR GRASS SNAKE.- TropMonotvt nalrix.

means of defence, its surest weapon being a most abominable and penetrating odor, which

it is capable of discharging when irritated, and which, like that of the skunk, adheres so

closely to the skin or the clothes, that it can hardly be removed even by repeated washings.

Moreover, it is of so penetrating a nature that it cannot be hidden under artificial essences,

being obtrusively perceptible through the most powerful perfumes, and rather increasing than

diminishing in offensiveness by the mixture. The reptile will, however, soon learn to distin-

guish those who behave kindly to it, and will suffer itself to be handled without ejecting

this horrible odor.

The young of the Ringed Snake are hatched from eggs, which are laid in strings in some

warm spot and left to be hatched by the heat of the weather or other natural means. Dung-
hills are favorite localities for these eggs, as the heat evolved from the decaying vegetable

matter is most useful in aiding their development, and it often happens that a female Snake

obtains access into a hothouse and there deposits her eggs. Some persons say that the

mother is sometimes known to remain near the eggs, and to coil herself round them as has

Already been related of the boa. The eggs are soft, as if made of parchment, and whitish.
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Tli--\ are fciiin-1 In i-hains containing fifteen or twenty, and are cemented together by a kind of

glutinous siil>,t.ince.

During tin- winter tli.- Snake retires i.. -..,m- shelien-d ~|,,,t. where it remains until the

warm days, .f -.prink' call it again to :i<-ti..n. Tin- localities \\liirli it chooses for it* winter

quarters are ala\ > in some well sheltered >|x>t, p-nerally under the gnarli-d root* of ancient

trees, mul.T heaps of dr\ brushwood. m di-ep cre\ i,-es.' In these places the Snaked will con-

gregate in great numbers, more than a Imniliiil having UN-M takrn from one hollow. A f-w

V - ..:- I -.r.\ .1 li.-;.' froa vtteft I pi '. i'i,
; -

: ..: KIM -\ Snakes had l>een taken ;
n wa*

situated in a kink, at some depth. The . ..l,,r,,f tin- Kinged Snake is grayish-green above and
lilii>*-black below, often mottled with deep black. IMiind tin- head is a collar of golden yellow,
often broken in tin- niiildle HO as to look like two patches of yellow. Behind the yellow
collar is another of l>!a-k, sometimes broken in the middle also. Along the Iwrk run two rows
of small dark spots, and a row of large, oblong spot* is arranged down each side. Iloth the

color and the shape of the spots are very variable.

The length >f this n-ptile is generally about a yard, but it sometimes attains a length of

four feet. The female is always larger than the male. The generic title Tropidonotu* \n

formed from two Greek words signifying keel-backed, and is given to these Serpenta because
til.- scales ..f tin- l>:i.-U :n>-

TUB HOO-NOE SNAKE is so called from the odd formation of the muzzle, which is rather

Mnnt, and slightly turned up at the tip. something like the snout of a hog. It generally fre-

quents moist and marshy lix-alities. :is the edges of rivers and ponds, when- it finds :t plentiful

subsistence among the toads, frogs, lizards, and insects which swarm in such s|ts. It is an

inhabitant of Northern Amerira.

Although as harmless as our ringed Snake, and of similar dimensions, so that it need

not be feared on account of its bodily strength, the Ho- nose Snake is rather feared by
those who are not acquainted with its structure and habits. If it !* irritated in any way,
it assumes a most threatening attitude, roils itself like a rattlesnake, flattening its head
after the fashion of venomous Serpents, titters a furious hiss, and strikes at the foe with

the rapidity of lightning. Yet all this flourish of defiance is without the least foundation,

and although it might serve to intimidate the ignorant, only raises the mirth of the better

instructed. For the Serpent does not even open its mouth when it strikes, l.nt darts its

closed jaws at the foe, without even inflicting the trifling wounds which might be caused

by its small but needle-like teeth. Even if pushed about with a stick, and handled in the

roughest manner, it never bites, but contents itself with its impotent personation of the

venomous Snakes.

Sometimes it tries other arts, and instead of stimulating envenomed rage, pretends to be

dead and lies motionless, hoping to escape as soon as the enemy lias gone away. So perfectly

does it assume the semblance of death, suffering itself to be tossed about u it hoiit displaying
the least sign of life, the muscles relaxed and the body hanging loosely and heavily in the

hand, that experienced naturalists have been repeatedly deceived, and only discovered the

deception by seeing the reptile make its escape after they had left it lying apparently
dead upon the ground.

The color of the Hog-nose Snake is rather variable, bat is generally of a darker or lighter

brown above, with a row of large blotches of a different shade of brown running alon- tin-

sides. Sometimes these blotches are so large, that they unite across the back and form broad

bands. There is a dark band between the eyes. The average length of this reptile is about

three feet.

THE species called BLOWING VIPER (HeUrodon pktiyrhynchu*), and Buckwheat-nose; is a
most vicious appearing reptile, yet wholly harmless. Its habit of inflating its head and throat

renders it unusually forbidding. It is common in the Middle and New England States west of

the Connecticut River. //. simus is common in the Western State*. Five ot her species are

known in North America.
V. OX-IT
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THE sombre BLACK VIPER belongs to the same genus as the preceding species, and is very
similar to that reptile in many of its habits. It is also an inhabitant of Northern America.
Like the hog-nose Snake, it is much dreaded from its fierce aspect, but without the least

reason. It is a very ugly and ungraceful-looking Snake, with a neck of great width, and
a head very narrow in front and very wide behind, and is by no means a pleasing object to the

eye. It does not frequent the marshy localities so constantly as the hog-nose, but prefers the
more elevated and drier situations, having a great fondness for the pine-barren districts where
the soil is dry and the fallen leaves afford it a shelter and a hunting-ground. It feeds mostly
on little mammalia, certain reptiles and insects. Like the hog-nose Snake, it hisses and strikes

with fangless jaws when irritated, and on account of its thick body, flat, wide head, and little

glittering eyes, has so venomous an aspect, that it terrifies almost any antagonist for the

moment, and then glides away before he has recovered from the instinctive shock to the

nerves.

The color of the Black Viper is wholly black above, without any spots, though on the

living Snake there are indications here and there of a deeper tint. The under parts are

blackish-slate, and the throat takes a whiter hue. It is but a little Serpent, in spite of all its

airs, being seldom more than twenty inches in length.

THE PINE SNAKE (PityopTiis melanolewcus), called also Bull Snake, is found in the pine-
barrens of New Jersey, and southwards in such localities to Georgia. Six other species of this

genus are recorded as North American.

ALLEGHANY BLACK SNAKE (Coluber obsoletus). This was first discovered on a summit of

the Blue Ridge Mountains, in Virginia. Specimens have since been found in the Highlands of

the Hudson River. It resembles the common Black Snake, but has carinated scales, which

readily distinguish it. It is credited with an exceedingly mild disposition, quite in contrast

with the latter reptile.

Holbrook's specimen measured five feet three inches.

DeKay calls it the Racer, and Pilot Black Snake. Yet it surely cannot be the Racer that

is so often referred to by observers, who report a long and large Black Snake, which runs

along the tops of bushes, and well justifies the popular designation.

THE Fox SNAKE (C. vulpinus) inhabits from Massachusetts westward to Kansas and

northward.

THE family of the Colubrinse is represented in most parts of the world, North America

possessing a large number of examples.
The CORN-SNAKE of America may be reckoned among the most handsome of its tribe. This

pretty reptile is extremely common in many parts of America, although it is not very fre-

quently seen, owing to its dislike of daylight. As long as the sun is above the horizon, the

Corn-Snake conceals itself in some hiding-place, and issues from its home as soon as the shades

of evening begin to approach. It is fearless after its fashion, and has an instinctive liking for

the habitations of mankind, haunting farms and houses, where it does considerable service by

devouring rats and mice. Occasionally it takes toll in the form of a chicken, but its services

most certainly outbalance its little perquisites. It will even enter houses, and can be tamed

and made quite familiar. Sometimes it takes a fancy to frequent the roadside, and may
be seen quietly coiled and at rest, or trailing its beautiful scales out of the reach of wheels

or hoofs.

The colors of this Serpent are brilliant, and arranged in a bold and striking manner. The

general color is rich chestnut-red, and along each side runs a series of large patches of a

brighter, but deeper red, each patch being edged with jetty-black. There is also a row on each

side of much smaller spots of an oval shape, just outside the larger row, and arranged alter-

nately with them. These spots are golden-yellow, and are also edged with black. There are

some similar spots on the head, and a streak is generally found over each temple. The under
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parts are silver}' white, Ixtlilly checkered with black. The length of the

from five to six feet.

til

raft i

Tin- M'.M it is another nan..- f<>r the Corn-Snak- ..f the South, its northern limit

l>-ing the Carolina*.

AifdTHKK exanipl" of tins genus IN the THUNDER SITAKK, so calM fn)rn tin- threat-mtu:
black and white of it body, which seems to have a lowering aspect, ami to m.-na.-- \>\->n an
th- thundercloud augnr> lightning. Sometimes it is known by tin- name of KIN. or
I

:
.

- Vkl . th- latl.-r till- U-I1IJ -_'U. II '.., ;,,! UN UNI .'III. I Ullil.' |]...lUill_> ..I' III.- IH|\

are arranged alternately in a chain-like fashion.

The Thunder Snake is moatly found in moi.st and Hhiuly placed, where it feeds ujHrn Htnall

quadru)wds, reptiles, and birds if it can catch them. The port. -moim aspect of this Snake
is fully carried out by its character, which is fierce, quarrelsome, and aggressive to a degree

NAKK

seldom found even in poisonous Serpents, and in a fanglem Snake not nt nil to be expected. If

put in a box with other Serpents, it always quarrels and fights with th-tn : and in one instance,

when a Thunder Snake had been introduced into a cage where a miliary rattlesnake was resid-

ing, it attacked the venomous reptile in spite of its poisonous weapons, overpowered, killed,

and ate it. Some persons think that a deadly feud always rage* U-tween the Thunder Snake
and rattlesnake, but the. truth of this supposition is somewhat dubious. In the instance Just

mentioned, the creature would probably have treated a Serpent of any species in precisely the

same manner.

The Thunder Snake is colored after a very ]*>cu]iar fashion. All along the body run
alternate bands of jetty -black and pure white, th- Mack l>eing very broad and the white very
narrow, and not reaching completely across the body. The head is also mottled and scribbled

with Hack upon white after a curious and most complicated fashion. The full length of this

Serpent is about four feet.

THE SCARLET Kno SNAKE (Optiihnlux doliatti*) inhabits Florida, and extends northward

only as far as North Carolina. Its length H three feet six inches. Five other varieties of this

genus are recorded as North American, found in the Southwestern States.
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The CHICKEN SNAKE (Coluber quadrimttatus) derives its name from its habit of

entering farms and houses and stealing chickens from the roost. As, however, it feeds

largely on rats and mice, its services in this respect may in all probability counter-

balance the loss caused by its thefts. Like the corn-Snake, it is soon tamed, and will

become very familiar. In color it is a very delicate looking reptile, being of a soft bright

golden-brown, and having four narrow stripes upon a rich dark brown running the whole

length of the body. In length it is usually about four feet six inches, though a few

specimens attain the length of six and even seven feet. This is also a Northern American

reptile.

CHICKEN SNAKE.- Voluber guadriviUatve.

SAT'S SNAKE is a most attractive creature, having a bluish-black body, with round milk-

white spots, thickly bespattered over the entire upper surface. It measures from three to

four feet in length.
Its habitat is throughout the Grulf States.

THE MILK SNAKE, or HOUSE SNAKE (Ophibolus triangulus), is common in many parts

of North America, and has derived its popular names from its habit of entering houses and

its fondness for milk, which some persons fancy it obtains from the cows. Its general

food consists of mice and insects, and, like the preceding species, it is probably of some

use to the farm where it takes up its residence, and worthy of the encouragement which

it sometimes receives.

In the general arrangement of the markings, it is not unlike the corn-Snake, with

which it has often been confounded, especially after the fresh beauty of its colors has

been dimmed by death, or extracted and changed by spirits. There are similar rows of

patches along the sides, but in this species the spots are much broader, often coalescing

over the back and forming bands, and the general hue of the body is a beautiful blue

tinge. The under parts are silver-white, boldly tesselated with oblong and sharply denned

marks of black.

The length of the Milk Snake is generally about four feet. It inhabits as far north

as Maine. In Massachusetts it is called bheckered Adder ;
in New York it is Sachem Snake

and Sand King, and Spotted Adder. In Arkansas and Georgia two species are found,

respectively.
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Ki NM. OTT'S CHAIN SXAKK (Ophibolti* caUigcuttcr) is a species found from Illinois to

Kansa*.

I in IMMOO SNAKK (Stptiote* rovperf), called alao Gopher Snake, in a dark indigo-blue

in color. much p-s.-ml.linK ''" Black Snake in the bluish-black color. It is stouter in

body, and from that fact and a fancied couragpoiisn>"^. the negroes regard it as an enemy
and victor of tin- rattlesnake. Its

habit of frequenting the holes

of the (ioj.h.-r suggests the local

name.

Species belonging to the

p-nus Coluber are found in Ana-

ti-ili;i. India, Japan, China, and

Europe, the latter (Coluber cej-,,

l<il>H) being the Serpent which is

represented by the ancients as

twined round the staff of JEecu-

and the caducous of Mer-

r
\l

/

curv.

'

TUB BLACK SXAKE of America

(Bascanium constrictor) is per-

haps the l*>t known of the nu-

inerons Serpents, which, liappen-

ing to be black or dark brown,

have been called by the same

title.

This Snake iscommon in North-

ern America, where it is sometimes

known under the name of RACER,
on account of its great speed. It is

a perfectly harmless, but highly
irascible reptile, especially during
tin- breeding-season, when it seems

to become endowed with an un-

reasoning ferocity, which, happily
for the world, is seldom found in

reptiles better provided with, offen-

sive weapons. It has a curious habit of rustling its tail among the herbage in such a man-

ner as to resemble the whirr of the dreaded rattlesnake, and then darts at the object of

its rage and inflicts a tolerably severe bite, thereby inducing great terror on the part of the

sufferer, who, in the hurry of the moment, naturally believes that he has been bitten by
the rattlesnake itself.

It is fond of climbing trees in search of young birds, eggs, and similar dainties, and even

in that position, is of so tetchy a disposition, that when irritated, it will descend in order

to attack its foe. Even if confined with i.th.-r Snakes, it becomes quarrelsome, fights with

them, and if possible will kill them.

The haunts of the Black Snake are usually to be found along the edges of streams and

ponds or lakes, and the reptile is mostly to be seen in shady spots, well sheltered by brush-

wood. Sometimes, however, it goes farther a-field, and wanders over the free country,
traverses rocky soil, or glides along the roadside.

It is a most useful reptile, being very fond of rats, and able from its great agility to

climb over walls or buildings in search of its prey, and to insinuate its black length into

their holes.

rtrnrrtn rcfurjr
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It also feeds much on birds, especially when they are young, and is consequently an object
of detestation to the feathered tribes. It often happens that the locality of the Black Snake
is indicated by the proceedings of the little birds, which collect above their hated enemy, scold

with harsh cries, flutter their wings noisily, and by dint of continual annoyance will often

drive the reptile away frcm the locality. It has been thought that this Serpent was in the

habit of killing its prey by pressure, after the fashion of the boas, but this statement has

not been satisfactorily confirmed.

The color of this Snake is blue-black above, and ashen slate below, becoming rather

whiter upon the throat. In some specimens a number of spots are observed upon the back of

a deeper and duller hue than the general tint. In length the Black Snake generally reaches

from five to six feet.

This familiar Serpent of our country-side is the beau ideal of its race
; expressing the

most slender and graceful form, with an extreme length of body. The tail is prolonged

gradually to a mere point, and becomes highly prehensile. The head is graceful, and the

steel-bluish, uniform color, with the beautifully tessellated arrangement of scales, all tend to

render the creature attractive in spite of its being a Snake, usually the embodiment of the

unsightly. Add to this, the Black Snake is the most active of its order
;
and even the

most powerful.
This is widely distributed over the United States. A species found in California is

dedicated to General Fremont. It has a stouter body and a larger head than the preced-

ing. Nine other species will be found enumerated in the catalogue at the end of this

volume.

BEAD SNAKE (Maps fulmus). Inhabits Virginia and southward to Alabama. It is also

called Harlequin, from its curiously marked body. Though possessing poison-fangs, it

is very gentle and mild in disposition. It is jet-black, with seventeen broad crimson

rings, each bordered with yellow. Two other species are recorded, E. tenere, and E. tristis.

of Texas.

RIBBON SNAKE (JEutcenia saurita). Called also Swift Garter Snake. The markings are

slender and ribbon-like. Inhabits east of the Alleghanies and southward to Georgia.

FAIRIES GARTER SNAKE (E. faireyi). Inhabits the Mississippi valley, and northward to

Michigan. SAY'S GARTEK SNAKE has the same habitat. HAY'S GARTER SNAKE inhabits

from Lake Michigan, westward to Oregon.

COMMON GARTER SNAKE (E. sirtalis), is the familiar striped Snake of eastern New
England, and is our most common species. Several varieties are known. Ten other species

are also enumerated as inhabiting the United States.

WATER ADDER (Tropidonotus sipedori). This is an exceedingly common aquatic Snake,

indigenous to the Eastern United States.

A variety, called the RED-BELLIED WATER SNAKE, is common in Michigan. Twelve

distinct species are known as North American.

THE small, but interesting family of the Dryadidse contains a number of Serpents remark-

able for the slender elegance of their form, the delicate beauty of their coloring, and the

singular swiftness of their movements.

The well-known COACH-WHIP SNAKE, of North America, is a useful example of this

family.
This remarkable reptile has not earned its popular name without good reason, for the

resemblance between one of these Serpents and a leather whip-thong is almost incredibly

close.

The creature is very long in proportion to its width, the neck and head are very small,
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the body gradually swells towards the middle and then as gradually diminishes to the tail,

\\hirh --iid- in a small point. The large smooth scales are arranged in such a manner that

they just resemble the plaited leather of the whip, and the polished brown-black of the

surface i- ,-xactly like that of 11 well worn thong.

The nio\ements of this Snake are wonderfully quick, and when chasing its prey, it seems

to fly over the ground. The mode of attack is very remarkable. Seizing the doomed creature

in its mouth, it leaps forward, flings itself over the victim, envelops it with coil upon >il

of its lithe Unix. -, , a- t" entangle the limbs and bind them to the body, and, in fact, makes

itself into a living lasso. One of these Snakes was seen engaged in battle with a hawk, and

Would apjiareiitly have conquered
in the seemingly nm-qual com-

bat had not the foes been

separated. It and grasped the

hawk by one wing, had dragged
it to the ground, and had suc-

ceeded in disabling the terrible

claws from striking, when the

.sudden approach of the narrator

alanned the Snake, which re-

leased its hold, darted into the

bushes, and permitted the rescued

hawk to fly away in peace.

The color of this Serpent i-

rather variable. Generally it is

shining black above and lighter

beneath, with splashes of purple-

brown. Sinn-times, however, it

i- rp-ain 1. 1 i-laj col !> 1. :i:id W
casionally has been seen almost

white. But, whatever color may
be the body, the portion near the

head is always raven-black. The

length of this Snake is about five

or six feet.

The Coach-Whip Snake

(Batcaniuin flarjM(forme\ is a

rare species, inhabiting the Gulf

States. As its name suggests,

the body i- long, slender, and

graceful ;
and it is a rapid

runner.

Other species are from Texas, from the great Salt Lake, and from California. A genus,

Salvadora, has a species found in Mexico.

ANOTHER very slender Snake, also a native of America, is closely allied to the preceding

species. This is the GREEN SNAKE, well known for its grass-green color and its singular

activity.

The Green Snake is fond of climbing trees, traversing the boughs in search of food with

marvellous celerity, and darting at its insect prey through considerable distances. So slender

is this Serpent, that a specimen which measures three feet in length, will barely reach one-

third of an inch in thickness at its widest part. Partly owing to this extreme delicacy of

form, and partly on account of the leaf-green color of its body, the Green Snake is not easily

seen among the foliage, and in many cases would be undiscovered but for its rapid and

energetic movements. The food of this Snake consists mostly of insects. It is very readily

ODAOB WHIP S.NAKK / /
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tamed, and many persons are fond of carrying the beautiful creature about them, tying it

round their throats as a necklace, or as a bracelet on the wrist. The eye corresponds in

beauty to the rest of the person, being very large and of a beautiful topaz-yellow.
The color of the Green Snake is delicate grass-green above, and silvery-white below.

Its average length is about three feet. Its shape is much like the Black Snake, but it

is smaller.

Its TiabitaL is in the Southern States.

Another species is found in Texas and Arkansas.

THE common GREEN SNAKE, called also Grass Snake, in the Northern States, inhabits

from Massachusetts to Pennsylvania.

Contia, a genus of Baird and Giraud, has three species, C. mitis, of California.

THE RING-NECKED SNAKE (DiadopJtis punctatus), called also the Little Black and Red
Snake, inhabits from Maine to Florida. Another species, D. amabilis, inhabits California

;

D. docilis, Texas ; D. pulchellus, California
;
D. regalis, Mexico.

Lodia is a genus of Baird and Giraud. L. tennis is the species found in Puget Sound

region.

Sonora is a genus of same authorities
; species semi-annalata, found in Mexico.

THE SCARLET SNAKE (Cemophora coccinea) inhabits the Gulf States. It is an exceed-

ingly handsome reptile ; richly colored.

Rhinochilus lecontei is a form discovered by Lecont in San Diego, California.

THE BROWN SNAKE (Haldea striatuld) inhabits from Virginia to the Gulf States.

THE HORN SNAKE (Farancia abacura), called also Red-bellied Snake, inhabits the Gulf

States. Two other allied genera, Abaster and Virginia, with one species each, are known in

the Southern States.

THE WORM SNAKE, called also GROUND SNAKE (Carphophiops amcenus), inhabits from

Pennsylvania to Gulf States.

The genus Tantitta embraces two species, each of the Southern States.

THE small BROWN SNAKE (Storeria delcayf) found rather common from New York
State to the Gulf States. It is a small gray form, with minute spots of black along its

upper parts.

Another species is STORER'S SNAKE (8. occipito maculatd).

A FAMILY of North American Reptiles named Boidce, is characterized by the individuals

having rudimentary hinder limbs, or spur-like appendages, situated near the anas. The
LEAD-COLORED WENONA (Charina plumbed) inhabits Puget Sound. C. bott(e is another

species, found in the same region.

BRAZIL possesses a most lovely example of these Serpents, the EMERALD WHIP SNAKE

(PMlodryas mridissimus).
Dr. Wucherer, of Bahia, writes as follows concerning this pretty species in a letter

quoted by Sir J. E. Tennent, in his "Natural History of Ceylon" : "I am always delighted
when I find that another tree-Snake has settled in my garden. You look for a bird's nest:

the young ones have gone, but you find their bed occupied by one of these beautiful creatures,

which will coil up its body of two foot in length within a space not larger than the hollow of

your hand.

"They appear to be always watchful, for at the instant you discover one, the quick

playing of the long, black, forked tongue, will show you that you, too, are observed. On
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pereeiving the slightest sign of jour intention t.. disturb it, the Snake will dart upwards
rhn.u-h the branches and over the leaves, which scarcely seem to bend beneath tin- weight

A mom. nt mor.-. and you have lost aight of it Whenever I return to Europe, you may be

sun- that in iu> hothooae these harmless lovely creatures shall not be missing."

The green color of this species is paler than above.

THE GRAY SXAKE of Jamaica (Drbmicti* ater) Is another instance of this family. It is

often railed the BLACK SXAKE, but as that title has already been employed, it is better to use

the popular name which is first mentioned.

Tliis reptile is extremely plentiful in .Jamaica, when- it is mostly found haunting heaps of

dead leaves, rocks and buildings. It is especially fond of th>> crevices found in old walls, ami

will lie for hours with its head and neck hanging out of some cranny partially awaiting the

approach of any miserable lizard which may come within reach while searching after Hi----. It

is rather a savage ophidian, darting fiercely at its adversary if irritated, and inflicting a

wound which, thouirh not dangerous, is very unpleasant, and causes the, limb to swell and

ache for Minn- time. It is said, that if it is attacked by a dog, it strikes at the eyes, and can

blind the poor creature. While preparing to strike, it dilates its neck, and flattens its head,

so as to look as like a venomous Serpent as its limited means will ]>ermit.

The color of the Gray Snake is exceedingly variable. Mostly, it is uniformly Mack, with

a tinge of brown; but it often happens, that the former tint is sub-M-n ient to the latter, and

in many cases the color is gray, sometimes of a uniform tint, and sometimes variegated with

large dark spots. The length of this Snake is rather more than three feet.

THE little family of the Dasypeltidir possesses but one genus, but is remarkable for the

formation of the teeth and their use. The teeth of the jaws are very minute and scanty, Iwing

at the most only >ix or -~>-\<-n in nmnlier ; luit some sharp and strong processes issue from tin-

hinder vertebras of the neck, through holes in the membranes, and form a series of tooth-like

projections in the gullet
The most familiar example of this family is the ROUGH AJCODOW, of Southern Africa.

The name Anodon is of Greek origin, and signifies toothless. This reptile lives almost wholly

upon eggs, which it eats after a curious fashion. When it finds a nest, it takes the eggs into

its mouth, where they lie unharmed, on account of the absence of teeth, so that the shell is

not broken, and the liquid contents an- preserved. When, however, the reptile swallows the

egg, it passes into the throat, and meets the saw-like row of vertebral teeth which have just

been mentioned. In its passage, the shell is cut open by these teeth, and the muscular con-

traction of the gullet then crushes the eggs, and enables the contents to flow down the Snake's

throat. These bony processes are tipped with enamel like real teeth.

The color of this remarkable Serpent is brown, with a row of black marks along the back,

sometimes coalescing into a continuous chain, a series of smaller spots upon each side, and

some arrow-head marks upon the head of a jetty-black.

THE next family is composed of the Tree-Serpents, or Dendrophidsa, so called from the

habit of residing among the branches of trees.

Our first example of this family is the well-known BOOMSLAKOE, of Southern Africa. In

pronouncing this word, which is of Dutch or German origin, and signifies Tree-Snake, the

reader must remember that it is a word of three syllables. The Boomslange is a native

of Southern Africa, and is among the most variable of Serpents in coloring, being green,

olive, or brown; of such different colors, that it has often been separated into several

di-tinct sp,. ( -ies.

Dr. A. Smith has given the following valuable description of the Boomslange and its

habits :

"The natives of South Africa regard the Boomslange as poisonous ; but in their opinion
we cannot concur, as we have not been able to discover the existence of any gland manifestly

VoL QL-.
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organized for the secretion of poison. The fangs are inclosed in a soft, pulpy sheath, the

inner surface of which is commonly coated with a thin, glairy secretion. This secretion pos-

sibly may have something acrid and irritating in its quality, which may, when it enters a

wound, occasion pain and swelling, but nothing of greater importance.
"The Boomslange is generally found on trees, to which it resorts for the purpose of

catching birds, upon which it delights to feed. The presence of a specimen in a tree is gener-

ally soon discovered by the birds of the neighborhood, who collect around it, and fly to and

fro, uttering the most piercing cries, until some one, more terror-struck than the rest, actually
scans its lips, and, almost without resistance, becomes a meal for its enemy. During such a

v

BOOMSLANGE. Bucephalut capentie.

proceeding, the Snake is generally observed with its head raised about ten or twelve inches

above the branch, round which its body and tail are entwined, with its mouth open and its

neck inflated as if anxiously endeavoring to increase the terror which, it would almost appear
it was aware, would sooner or later bring within its grasp some one of the feathered group.

"Whatever may be said in ridicule of fascination, it is nevertheless true, that birds, and

even quadrupeds also, are, under certain circumstances, unable to retire from the presence of

certain of their enemies
;
and what is even more extraordinary, unable to resist the propen-

sity to advance from a situation of actual safety into one of the most imminent danger. This

I have often seen exemplified in the case of birds and Snakes
;
and I have heard of instances

equally curious, in which antelopes and other quadrupeds have been so bewildered by the

sudden appearance of crocodiles, and by the grimaces and contortions they practised, as to

be unable to fly or even move from the spot towards which they were approaching to seize

them."

THE beautiful BOIGA, sometimes called the AH^ETULLA, also belongs to the family of

Tree-Serpents. This pretty and graceful creature inhabits Borneo, and, on account of the

extreme gentleness of its disposition and the ease with which it is tamed the children are in

the habit of considering it as a kind of living toy, and allow it to twine around their bodies,

or carry it about in their little hands, without the least alarm. It is a most active Serpent,
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living in trees, ami darting its lithe fonn from l-ram-h to branch with arrow like celerity,
leaping. Jis it w,-r.-. from the coiled foils in which it pit-pares ji^-lf f,,,- ,|,,. *|,,j,

through the N.ughs as if shot from a bow, it.s glitteiin.: scales tla-lm, sipphi
rine radiance. a> it glances through tli.- MinN-ams.

Tli.- head of the Boiga in long and si-ndd. as 1.seems ii,,. delicate body ; tin- oye is very
full and roiin.l. ami the gai>e very wide. The np|-r jurt of it.s Unly is ii,-),. shining l>lue,
shot with >|.arklinir gn-.-n ; :.n.l thrw bright. u'"ll.-n sni^-s run aloiui tin- lm.lv. on.- tnivcre-

ing thf spinal lin.-, an-l anoth.-r juissing alomr .-a.-h >il.\ It-hind nu-h eye IMII l.ll j-tty-
l>la-k stn>:ik. and imm.-diat.-ly In-low th- Mark lim- runs a strii*- of pur.- whit,-

The specific name ought properly to be njK-ll.-.! l.-imvn-u.s. It is of (irvek origin, and
signifies smooth-tail, in allusion to the Hin.iotli surfao-d noalea of the bark and tail.

TIIK family of the Wood-Snakes, or Dryiophida*, as they are learnedly called, contains
some interest ini; and rather cu-

rious reptiles.

The GOLDEN TREE-SNAKK,
which is a native of Mexico, is a
most lovely sped-'s. ami of a

most singular length, looking
more like the thong of a "gig
whip" than a living reptile. It

lives in tr--s. and in many re-

spects resembles the preceding

sj^-rj.-s. It is ii.. I -,. ;_',.ri;foi|s|\

decorated as the boiir.i, )>ut its

colors are beautifully soft and
d.-licat.-. The general tint of

this s-rj>.-nt is gray, tinged with

yellow, and having a golden
n-nVrtioii in certain lights, and

being decidedly iridescent in

others. The body is profusely
covered with minute dottings of

Mark.

THK accompanying illustra-

tion represents the LAXOAHA,
one of the Serpents of Madagas-
car, remarkable for the singular

appendage to the head. The
muzzle is extremely elongated,
and is furnished with a tl.-shy

projection, about on*-thinl as

long as the head, and covered

with small scales. There is an-

other species, the COCK'S-COMB
LANOAHA (Langaha rritta-gal-

dso a native of Madagascar,
which is known from the ordi-

nary species by the form of the

appendage, which is toothed

something like the comb upon a cock's head.

IriM.)

Tin- color f the Lnngaha is reddish-brown.

A VERT beautiful example of the Wood-Siiak.-s is found in Oylon. This is the BKOWX
WOOD-SNAKE (Pattenta mycteritans). Like the langaha, the snout of this Serpent is
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furnished with an appendage, which is pointed, and covered with scales, and is about oiie-

fourth as long as the head. This appendage is conspicuous, but its use is not very plain. It

lives almost wholly in trees, and is nocturnal in its habits, traversing the boughs at night for

the purpose of catching the small birds as they sleep, taking their young out of the nest, and

preying upon the lizards and geckos which also prowl about the trees by night in search of

their insect food. There are two varieties of this beautiful Serpent, one being bright greeii

above, with a yellow stripe down each side, and paler below
;
while the other is brown,

glossed with purple, and without the yellow stripe. This variety is rare. The length of these

Snakes rarely exceeds three feet.

THE DIPSAS and its congeners may be known from the preceding Snakes, which they
much resemble in general form, by the large size of the head compared with the extremely
delicate and slender neck. The body, too, is much wider in the centre, causing the neck and
tail to appear disproportionately small. This Snake is a native of many parts of Asia, and is

found in the Philippines. The name Dipsas is derived from a Greek word, signifying thirst,

and is given to this Snake because the ancients believed that it was eternally drinking water
and eternally thirsty ;

and that, to allay in some degree the raging drought, it lay coiled in

the scanty springs that rendered the deserts passable. As they considered almost all Serpents
to be venomous, and, according to the custom of human nature, feared most the creatures of

which they knew least, they fancied that the waters were poisoned by the presence of this

dreaded Snake. Lucan, in the Pharsalia, alludes to this idea :

" And now with fiercer heat the desert glows,
And mid-day ^learnings aggravate their woes;

When lo! a spring amid the sandy plain

Shows its clear mouth to cheer the fainting train.

But round the guarded brink, in thick army
Dire aspics rolled their congregated way,
And thirsting in the midst the horrid Dipsas lay.

Blank horror seized their veins, and at the view,

Back from the fount the troops recoiling flew."

The ancient writers also averred that the bite of the Dipsas inoculated the sufferer with its

own insatiate thirst, so that the victim either died miserably from drought, or killed himself

by continually drinking water.

The colors of the Dipsas are not brilliant, but are soft and pleasing. The general tint

is gray, banded with brown of different shades, sometimes deepening into black. The top
of the head is variegated with brown, and a dark streak runs from the eye to the corner of the

mouth.

THE BANDED BTJNGARUS is a native of India, where, from its habits, it is sometimes called

the Rock Serpent. The name Bungarus is a most barbarous Latinization of the native word

Bungarum-Pamma, which, though not euphonious, has at all events the advantage of being

indigenous, and might have been spared the further distortion of being wrested into a sham
classical form. In this reptile the head is rather flat and short, and the muzzle is rounded.

The upper jaws are furnished with grooved fangs.
The color of the Banded Bungarus is very variable, but always consists of some light hue,

relieved by bands or rings of jetty-black along its length.

AN allied species, the SERPENT-EATING HAMADRYAS (Hamadryas elaps), is noted for the

peculiarity from which it derives its name. It feeds almost wholly on reptiles, devouring the

lizards that inhabit the same country, and also living largely on Snakes. Dr. Cantor says of

this Serpent that it cannot bear starvation nearly so well as most reptiles, requiring to be fed

at least once a month. "Two specimens in my possession were regularly fed by giving them
a Serpent, no matter whether venomous or not, every fortnight. As soon as .this food is

brought near, the Serpent begins to hiss loudly, and expanding its hood, rises two or three
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feet, ami ivtuiniiii; this attitude, a.s if t.. take a sure aim. uatrhim; the movement* <if tin- prey,

dart* upon it in tin- -a me maim- r a> tin- /,.//./ tri/im/iun* (t. . the cobra) does. When the

\ irtim is killed by jjobon, aiul \>\ degrees swallowed, the act U followed by a lethargic state,

lasting for about twel\.- li-.ura.

I'll.- Hamadryas is fond >f water, will .Irink. and likes to pan the tongue rapidly through
water as if to moiMen that memU-r. It is a fierce and dangerous ivptil<-. n<>t only re-istinc

when attarked. l.iit even pursuing the foe should he retreat, a proceeding contrary to the

general rule among StTj-entv The ]x>ison of this creature is virulent and active, a fowl dying
in f.urte.Mi minutes, and a dog in less than three hours, after receiving the fatal Kite, although
the experiment* \\.-n- maile in the r..l.l s<-:i>Min. when the pofoton of venomous Snakes is always
r.itln-i inactive. The poisonous secretion reddens litmus JIHJHT very slightly, ami, us is the

case with most Ser] m poisons, loses its efficacy by being exposed to the air. The native name
of the Hamadryas is Sunkr (.'hour.

BANUKU BL'NUAKUI.-

The color of this Snake is generally of an olive hue, auburn and pale below, but there is s

variety marked with cross-bonds of white. It is a large species, varying from four to six feet

in length, while some specimens are said to reach ten feet.

WE now come to some of the most deadly of the Serpent tribe, the first of which is the

well-known COBRA DI CAPELLO, or HOODED COBRA of India.

This celebrated Serpent has long been famous, not only for the deadly power of its venom,
hut for the singular performances in which it takes part. The Cobra inhabits many parts of

Asia, and in almost every place where it is found, certain daring men take upon themselves

the profession of Serpent-charmers, and handle these fearful reptiles with impunity, cause

them to move in time to certain musical sounds, and assert that they bear a life charmed

against the bite of these reptilian playmates. One of these men will take a Cobra in his bare

hands, toss it about with perfect nonchalance, allow it to twine about his naked breast, tie it

round his neck, and treat it with as little ceremony as if it were an earth-worm. He will then
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take the same Serpent or apparently the same make it bite a fowl, which soon dies from
the poison, and will then renew his performances.

Some persons say that the whole affair is but an exhibition of that jugglery in which the

Indians are such wondrous adepts; that the Serpents with which the man plays are harmless,

having been deprived of their fangs, and that a really venomous specimen is adroitly substi-

tuted for the purpose of killing the fowl. It is moreover said, and truly, that a Snake, thought
to have been rendered innocuous by the deprivation of its fangs, has bitten one of its masters

and killed him, thus proving the imposture.

Still, neither of these explanations will entirely disprove the mastery of man over a

venomous Serpent. In the first instance, it is surely as perilous an action to substitute a

venomous Serpent as to play with it. Where was it hidden, why did it not bite the man

6EKPENT-EATING HAMADKYAS BamaOryaa eto.pt. (See page 140.)

instead of the fowl, and how did the juggler prevent it from using its teeth, while he was

conveying it away ? And, in the second instance, the detection of an impostor is by no means

a proof that all who pretend to the same powers are Likewise impostors.

The following narrative of Mr. H. E. Reyne, quoted by Sir ,T. E. Tennent in his " Natural

History of Ceylon," seems to be a sufficient proof that the man did possess sufficient power to

induce a truly poisonous Serpent to leave its hole aud to perform certain antics at his com-

mand : "A Snake-charmer came to my bungalow, requesting me to allow him to show me his

Snake dancing. As I had frequently seen them, I told him I would give him a rupee if he

would accompany me to the jungle and catch a Cobra that I knew frequented the place.

"He was willing, and as I was anxious to test the truth of the charm, I counted his tame

Snakes, and put a watch over them until I returned with him. Before going I examined the
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man, and satisii.-d myself he had no Snake about I. is person. When we arriTed at the

spot, he played upon a small pipe, and after persevering for some time, out came a large
Cobra fn.m an :mt liill which I knew it occupied. On seeing the man, it tried to escape,
1'Ut hecauk'ht it by the tail and kept swinging it mini. I until we reached the bungalow.
He then made it .lain-.-, hut before long it hit him ah..\,- the kn.-.-. He im mediately bandaged
t lie leg ax>ve the bite, and applied a Snake-stone to the wound to extract the poison. He wa
in great pain for a few minutes, but after that it gradually went away, the stone falling
off just In-fore he was relieved.

" When he' recovered, he held up a cloth, at which the snake flew, and c-nmht its fangs
in it. While in that position, the man passed his han<l up its hack, and, having seized it by
the throat, he extracted the fangs in my presence and gave them to me. He then squeezed out
the poison on to a leaf. It \\ as n dear oily substance, and when rubbed on the hand, produced
a fine lather. I carefully watched the whole operation, which was also witnessed by my
clerk and two or three other persons."

With regard to the so-called charming of Serpents, there is no need of imagining these
men to be possessed ofany superhuman powers ; for these, and most of the venomous Serpents,
are peculiarly indolent, and averse to using the terrible weapons which they wield ; in proof of
which assertion, the reader may recollect that Mr. Waterton, though not pretending to be
a Snake-charmer, carried a numU-r of rattlesnakes in his bare hand without l>eing bitten

for his meddling. Not that I would positively assert that the Snake-charmers do not p<sess
some means of rendering themselves comparatively proof against the Serpent's bite; for it is

reasonable to conclude that, just as a secretion of a cow will, when it has been suffered to

pervade the system, render it proof against the poison of the small-pox, there may be some
substance which, by a kind of inoculation, can guard the recipient against the poison of

the Cobra. In the last century, the one was quite as irremediable as the other.

Another fact is yet to be mentioned. In almost every instance where a poison, vegetable
or animal, is likely to gain access to human beings, Nature supplies a remedy at no great dis-

tance, just as, to take a familiar instance, the dock is always to be found near the nettle.

There certainly are many poisons for which no sure remedy has been discovered, and, until

lately, the venom of the Cobra ranked among that number. Recently, however, some impor-
tant discoveries have been made, which seem to prove that the bite of the Cobra may be cured
in two methods, viz., the external application of certain substances to the wound, and the

internal administration of others. As the general character of the Cobra is almost precisely
the same as that of many other venomous Serpents, and has long been familiar to the public,
I shall devote the greater portion of the space, not to the creature itself, but to the remedies
for its bite.

The first of these remedies is a plant belonging to the group of birth-worts, and known
to botanists by the name of Aristolochia indica.

This plant has long been considered as a valuable remedy for the bite of the Cobra, but
the accounts of its use and mode of operation have mostly been vague and scarcely trust-

worthy. I have, however, been fortunate enough to obtain much valuable information on
tliis subject from K. Lowther, formerly Commissioner in India, who was accustomed to

employ this plant very largely in cases of Cobra-bites, and has kindly forwarded the follow-

ing communication on the subject:

"According to your request I have the pleasure of inclosing a statement of one out of
.it |.-a-t t\\.-iity cases of Snake-bit. >, in which the exhibition of the Arittolochia indica was
atti-nded \\ith complete success, on patiento who were brought to my house on a litter, in a

perfect state of coma from the bites of venomous Snakes.

''The Aristolochia indica is noticed by medical writers as a powerful stimulant, much
extolled as a remedy for Snake-bites, in support of which I need only refer yon to my detailed

statement, as also to tin- circumstances under which the plant was transferred to my garden
at Allahabad. The gentleman from whom I received it (Mr. Breton, Deputy Collector of

Customs) gave me the following account of it :
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" A Cobra, to the great alarm of his servants, had taken up its abode in a mound of earth,

formed by white ants, in the vicinity of his house. A party of Snake-catchers having one day
made their appearance in the village, Mr. Breton was afforded the opportunity of getting rid

of the reptile by having it dug out of its lodgment. After having reached a considerable

depth, the man at work used his finger for the purpose of ascertaining the direction of the

hole. This seemed to have been its termination, or nearly so, as the Snake caught hold of his

finger. His companion immediarely ran of to the bank of a stream near at hand, and brought
back some leaves, which, having bruised with a stone, he administered to his friend's relief.

Mr. Breton requested the man to take him to the plant, which he forthwith removed to

his own garden. The Snake-catcher informed him the plant was a specific, and that they

usually carried the dried root about with them in case of need.
" Mr. Breton, having been subsequently appointed to Allahabad, brought the plant away,

and was successful in the treatment of numerous cases. On being removed to a distant

station, he transferred the plant to me. The plant is a creeper, and sheds its leaves at

that season when Snakes, for the most part, are lying inert in their holes. I should have

mentioned, that the Cobra above referred to was killed in the hole.

"There are several species of Aristolochia, all of them I believe stimulant; but the

Indica is that which I refer to it is intensely bitter and strongly aromatic.

"In one bad case which came under my treatment, in which large doses had been

exhibited, I gave an additional leaf to the patient to take home, but to be used only in case

of relapse. Her husband informed me that, although quite recovered, she took the extra dose

at one o'clock in the morning, and became so giddy that in attempting to move she reeled

about like a drunken creature.

"A young Hindoo woman was brought to my door in a 'charpoy,' or litter, in a state so

apparently lifeless from a Snake-bite, that I had no hesitation in refusing to prescribe. An

officer, who was on a visit at my house at the time, considered the woman beyond the power
of human relief, and advised me to send her away, as my failure would bring discredit on a

remedy which was attracting public notice. In this instance the patient was as cold as

marble; there was no pulsation; countenance death-like.

"The woman's husband manifested great distress at my refusal, at the same time urging

that as the remedy had been prepared, I might, at any rate, give his wife the chance of

recovery. I explained to him my motives, and my firm belief that his wife was dead long

before he had reached my door. However, rather than add to his distress by persisting in my
refusal, I forced her jaws open, and poured down her throat three medium-sized leaves of the

Aristolochia Indica, reduced to a pulp, with ten black peppercorns, diluted with a graduated
ounce of water. The remedy having flowed into her stomach, I directed her body to be raised

and supported in a sitting posture, and with some anxiety, though without the slightest

prospect of success.
"
I attentively watched her features, and in the course of eight or ten minutes I observed

a slight pulsation on her under lip. I instantly directed her husband, with the aid of my
own servants, to drag her about for the purpose, if possible, of increasing the circulation.

Supported by two men, holding her up by the waist and arms, she was moved about, her

feet helplessly dragging after her. After the lapse of a few minutes, I perceived an attempt

on the part of the patient to use her feet. I accordingly directed them to raise her body

sufficiently high to admit of the soles of her feet being placed on a level with the ground.

In a few minutes she gave a deep inspiration, accompanied with a kind of shriek, manifesting

the return of consciousness. This was followed by an exclamation, 'A fire is consuming

my vitals 1

' At this time her chest and arms were deadly cold. I immediately gave her

the pulp of one leaf in an ounce of water, which greatly alleviated the burning sensation in

the stomach.
" She was then enabled to explain the position of the wound in her instep, which had

the appearance of a small speck of ink, surrounded by a light-colored circle. I had the

part well rubbed with the Aristolochia, after which she was able to walk without assistance.

I kept her walking up and down for at least a couple of hours. Having expressed herself
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entirely n--o\erixl, I allows! her to depart. Sh- -a lied on tin- following murning to show
herself.

"The Sunk.- unfortunately escaped, l.ut the wonuui described it an a ' Kula Sump,' whi. h

is the term ordinarily used for flu- Kobra Kapelle.
14

1 have writt.-n the alx>ve entirely from memory, the OMB having occurred eight or nine
\-ar- agO,

"A middle-aged woman was brought to my door in the early part of the rainy season,
who had IH-.-H l>itt>n by a Snake at daybreak, while stooping down for the purpose of
-A,

..-[.ilij I',,- |],.,,, V|,,. ,.;,]].., | ,,;., ,,, ,.,,. I,.,,,,;,. ,,; .|,.. |, ,,,,,. ,|,.,, ;, ,--,, ),;! |,J U .|| ).,-_

and nothing more was thought of it, iw her attention was directed to her infant, who became
fractious for the breast. She accordingly went to bed to give the child sustenance, and
not l"ii_' afterwords complained of giddiness. It was suggested to her that a Snake might
have l.itt.-n her, but she referred to a hole in the mud-wall from which the rat must have
darted out.

"Nothing further transpired until the household \ven> ulurmed on finding her in a state

of insensibility, foaming at the mouth, and the infant at her breast. They were then
convinced that a Snake must have done the mischief, and immediately carried her off to

the charmer! After detaining the woman for a full hour, the fellow coolly told her
friends to take her off to the Commissioner, who would prescribe for her. The poor woman
had been dead for some time before the incantations were finished. On arriving at my house,
I found the deceased in a state of incipient decomposition, and, having heard the statement
of her friends, directed them to take the body away for the performance of funeral rites,

and to lose no time in bringing her infant, who was said to be suffering from the effects of the

poison.
"The poor thing reached my house in a state of insensibility, though not dead. Its head

was hanging on its shoulder, and when raised beyond the perj>en<lirular would fall on the

opposite shoulder. The body was not cold, and that was the only in.lication that death had
not supervened. I selected one of the smallest of the leaves of the ArixMochia, and pounded
one-third of it, and, with a small table-spoonful of water, pum-.l the solution into the stomach.
After the lapse of four or five minutes the child heaved a deep sigh, opened its eyes wildly,

gave a loud scream, and afterwards became quite composed. The child was brought to me on
the following morning quite well."

As this plant is so valuable, and seems likely to become an acknowledged remedy, a few
lines may be spared for a short description of the species, and the mode of its action.

The Arutolocftin fmlira is one species of a rather large genus, inhabiting many parts of

the world, but being most plentiful in the hotter regions. It is a creeping plant, and the

sjierimens grown by Mr. Lowther were trained upon a trellis-work, which they clothed with

their narrow, abruptly pointed leaves. Another species of this group of plants, the Aritto-

lochia, serpentines, is not uncommmon in parts of North America, where it is known under the

title of the Virginian Snake-root. An infusion of this plant is used as a specific against ague
and liver affections.

The fresh leaf of the Arixf<>Jn,-lin ///////-/ is, when tasted, very bitter and aromatic, bear-

ing some resemblance to quinine in the clear searching quality of the bitter. It is remarkable
that when persons are suffering from the poison of the Cobra, they describe it a.s l>eing sweet.

There is certainly a kind of sweetness in the leaf, for on chewing a dried leaf of this plant,

kindly sent me by Sir \\. Hooker, from the collection in the botanical gardens at Kew, I find

it to !* rather, but not very bitter, with a ]>unp-nt aroma, something like that of the common
ivy, and a faint, though decided sweetness as an after-flavor.

It is not a universal s|--iti<-. for when experiments were tried by getting some dogs
bitt.-n by the Cobra, and treating them with this leaf, they died to all appearance sooner

than if they had been entirely neglected. Mr. Lowther has made rather a curious series

of experiments on the Cobra's poison and the mode of its action, and has found that while

human beings become cold as marble under the influence of the venom, dogs are affected
vou nx-n.
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in precisely an opposite manner, being thrown into a high fever, from which they die. The

body of a dog killed by a Cobra's bite, will remain quite hot for some ten hours. The Aris-

tolochia, therefore, which is a powerful stimulant, rather aids than counteracts the operation

of the poison.
In the case of a human being, however, the effect of this remedy seems to be infallible,

and Mr. Lowther informs me that he always kept a mortar and pestle by the plant, so that no

time should be lost in bruising the leaf, and mixing it thoroughly with water, before pouring
it down the throat of the sufferer. The admixture of water was necessary, because, in most

instances, the patient was insensible, and the jaws stiffened, so that the mouth needed to be

opened forcibly, and the preparation poured down the throat.

THE second mode of cure employed by the natives of India, Ceylon, and even of some

parts of Africa, is the now celebrated Snake-stone, so carefully described by Sir J. E. Tennent

in his " Natural History of Ceylon." On being bitten by a Cobra, the sufferer applies one of

these remarkable objects to each puncture, where they adhere strongly for a variable space of

time, five or six minutes appearing to be the usual average. They seem to absorb the blood

as it flows from the wound, and at last fall off without being touched, when the danger is con-

sidered to be over. This mode of application is general throughout all parts of the world

where the Snake-stone is known.

Through the kindness of Sir J. E. Tennent, I have been enabled to make a careful inspec-

tion of these objects, and to peruse the original letters relating to their use. They are flattish,

shaped something like the half of an almond with squared ends, rather light, bearing a very

high polish, and of an intense black in fact, looking much as if they were rudely cut from

common jet. The value of these singular objects is placed beyond doubt by the carefully

accredited narratives lately published.
In one case, a native was seen to dart into the wood, and return, bearing a Cobra,

about six feet in length, grasping it by the neck with the right hand and by the tail

with the left. The Serpent was powerful, and struggled so hard, that its captor was forced

to call for assistance. As, however, he held the reptile awkwardly, it contrived to get

its head round, and to the horror of the spectators, fastened on his hand, retaining its hold

for several seconds. The white bystanders at once gave up the man for lost, but his com-

panion speedily produced from his waistband two Snake-stones, one of which he applied

to each puncture. They clung firmly, seemed to absorb the flowing blood, and in a minute

or two relieved the extreme pain which the man was already suffering. Presently both

Snake-stones dropped simultaneously, and the man declared that the danger had then passed

away.
Another native then took from his stores a little piece of white wood, passed it over the

head of the Cobra, grasped it by the neck and put it into his basket, averring that when

armed with this weapon, a man could handle any kind of Snake without being bitten.

A similar instance is related by Mr. Lavalliere, formerly District Judge of Kandy, and

forwarded to Sir J. E. Tennent by the writer, together with the materials employed. The

woody substances will presently be described
;
at present our business is with the Snake-stone,

or Pamboo-Kaloo as the natives call it.

The formation of these objects has long been a mystery, and they have been made into a

very profitable article of commerce by those who possess the secret. The monks of Manilla

are said to be the chief makers of Snake-stones, and to supply the merchants, by whom they

are distributed throughout so many countries.

One of these stones was sent for analysis to Mr. Faraday, who pronounced it to be made

of charred bone, and in all probability to have been filled with blood, and again charred.

"Evidence of this is afforded, as well by the apertures of cells or tubes on its surface, as by
the fact that it yields and breaks under pressure, and exhibits an organic structure within.

When heated slightly, water rises from it and also a little ammonia, and if heated still more

highly in the air, carbon burns away, and a bulky white ash is left, retaining the shape and

size of the stone." This ash is composed of phosphate of lime, and Sir J. E. Tennent remarks,
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with much judgment, that the blood discovered by Mr. Faraday was probably tluit of the

native to whom the Snake stone was applied.
Another light has Uvn thrown mi tin- subject by Mr. H. \V. II. Manly, who slates that

the Snake-stone in in use in Mexico, and that it is formed by cuttim: a piice of stag's-horn
int.. th.- pn.|.er shajie, wrapping it tightly in gram or hay. folding it in sheet copper so aa to

\. hide tli>- uir. and calcinim: it in a rharroal lire.

I leing desirous of testing the truth of this n-<i|M-. I procured a piece of HtugVhorn, cut it

into projer shai-. ami exposed it to the heat of u fierce charcoal fire for an hour and a half.

On ivm,,\ ink- it fro:n the copper, the buy had Ut-n fused ini<> a black mass, easily broken, und
f 'nning a complete cast of the inclosed horn, which fell out like an almoml fn>m its r-lu-ll.

On com
|
>a ring the charred horn with the veritable Snake-stone*, I find tli.-m to be

identical . \.-.-p in the polish. The fnicture of Udli is the same, and when <-xpo*<ed to a while

heat in the air. my \\ n -}< < imen burned uwuy, leaving a white ash precisely a- related of the

real s|M.eimen. ; t .id the ashes of both are exactly alike, saving that my own is of a purer white
than that s|>ecimen calcined by Mr. Faraday, which law a slight tinge of pink. possibh fii.m

the absorbed blood. On throwing it into water it gave out a vast amount of air from its

porex. making the water look for a few seconds as if it were newly o]*-ned clmmi>agne, u

1-eculiarity which agrees with Thunterg's description of the Snake-stone used at the Ca|,e.

and imports! at a high price from Mahilwr. The rather high |Kli*h of the Cingalese Snake-

stone I could not rightly impart to my own specimen, probably for want of patience. I

found, however, that by rendering the surface very smooth with a tile, and afterwards with

emery pa|*-r, before exposing it to the fire, it could be burnished afterwards by rubbimr it

with ]Ntlished ste-l. Kveii in the original objects, the polish is not universal, the plain- side

being much rougher than the convex.

We will no\\ pass to the little pieces of woody substance, by which the natives assert that

they hold dominion over the Serpent tribe. It has already been mention.*! that the native

who produced the Snake-stones, employed a small piece of wood as a charm to render the

Snake 1-armless while lie handled it. Mr. Lnvalliere, in the course of his narration, i. -marks

that the man who was bitten proceeded to bandage his leg above the wound, and to stroke it

downwards with a piece of some root. I have also inspected the identical substance* used
in the two cases just narrated, and have come to the conclusion that no virtue resides in the

particular plant from which the charm is taken, but the whole of its value lies in the

-nlidence with which the possessor is inspired.

There are three specimens of charmed woods, all belonging to different plants. One is

apparently a part of an aristolochia, another is so small and shrivelled that it cannot be
identified, while the third, on being cut and tasted, proves to be nothing more or less than

a piece of common ginger. This fact serves to establish the theory of Mr. Waterton, that there

is no particular secret in Snake-charming, except the possession of confidence and unhesi-

tating resolution.

ONE notable peculiarity in the Cobra is the expansion of the neck, popularly called the

hood. This phenomenon is attributable, not only to the skin and muscles, but to the

skeleton. About twenty pairs of the ribs of the neck and fore irt of the back are flat

instead of curved, and increase gradually from the bead to the eleventh or twelfth pair, from

which they decrease until they are merged into the ordinary curved ribs of the body. When
the Snake is excited, it brings these ribs forward so as to spread the skin, and then displays
the oval hood to best advantage. In this species, the back of the hood is ornamented with

two large eye-like sjots, united by a curved black stripe, so formed that the whole mark
bears a singular resemblance to a pair of spect;i. ]-.

The native Indians have a curious legend respecting the origin of this mark, and their

reverence for the reptile. One day when Buddha was lying asleep in the sun, a Cobra came
and raised its body t>etween him and the burning beams, spreading its hood so aa to shade his

face. The grateful deity promised to repay the favor, but forgot to do so. In those days the

Hrahminny kite used to prey largely on the Cobras, and worked such devastation among
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them, that the individual who had done Buddha the forgotten service ventured to remind him
of his promise, and to beg relief from the attacks of the kite. Buddha immediately granted
the request by placing the spectacles on the Snake's hood, thereby frightening the kite so

much that it has never since ventured to attack a Cobra.

It is rather curious that many persons fancy that the Cobra loses a joint of its tail every
time that it sheds its poison, this belief being exactly opposite to the popular notion that

the rattlesnake gains a new joint to its rattle for every being which it has killed.

The color of this Serpent is singularly uncertain, and in the museums may be seen several

specimens of each variety. In some cases the body is brownish-olive, and the spectacles are

white, edged with black. Another variety is also brownish-olive, but covered with irregular
cross-bands of black. The spectacles are remarkably bold, white, edged with black. Other

specimens are olive, marbled richly with brown below. The spectacles are like those of the

last variety. Sometimes a few specimens are found of a uniform brownish-olive without any
spectacles ;

others are black with white spectacles, and others, again, black without spectacles.

Even the number of rows in which the scales are disposed is as variable as the color. The

specimens without spectacles seem to come from Borneo, Java, the Philippines, and other

islands. The length of the Cobra di Capello is usually between three and four feet.

THE AFRICAN COBRA, or HAJE, is equally poisonous with its Asiatic relative. It is some-

times called SPUUGH-SLANGE, or Spitting-Snake, on account of its power of projecting the

poisonous secretion to a distance. It effects this object by a sudden and violent expiration of

the breath, and, if aided by the wind, will strike an object at the distance of several feet.

Gordon Gumming mentions an instance of his suffering from the poison of this Serpent : "A
horrid Snake, which Kleinberg had tried to kill with his loading-rod, flew up at my eye and

spat poison in it. I endured great pain all night ;
the next day the eye came all right again."

This short narrative was much ridiculed when the work first appeared, familiar as the

existence of the Spitting-Snake has been to naturalists for many years.

The Haje is one of the fiercest among poison-bearing Snakes, seldom running from an

adversary, but generally turning to fight, and not unfrequently beginning the attack. Gener-

ally, it moves slowly, but when angry, it darts at its foe, and strikes and spits with such

rapid energy, that the antagonist stands in need of a quick hand and eye to conquer the

furious reptile. It is a good climber, and is in the habit of ascending trees in search of prey.

It is fond of water, and will enter that element voluntarily. While immersed, it swims well,

but slowly, scarcely elevating its head above the surface.

In coloring it is one of the most variable of Snakes. Sometimes it is light yellow-brown,

either of a uniform tint, or covered with irregular blotches. This is the variety shown in the

colored illustration. Other specimens are black when adult, having, when young, a series of

broad yellow bands on the fore part of the body. Another variety is black, with a grayish-

white spectacle-like mark on the neck, and the fore part of the abdomen yellow, with some

broad cross-bands. It is rather curious that the hood of the black specimens is not so wide as

in the yellow and brown varieties. The length of the Haje is about five or six feet.

ONE of the brightest and loveliest of Serpents is the BEAD SNAKE of North America.

This beautiful little reptile inhabits the cultivated grounds, especially frequenting the

sweet-potato plantations, and burrowing in the earth, close to the roots of the plants, so that

it is often dug up by the negroes while getting in the harvest. It possesses poison-fangs, but

is apparently never known to use them, permitting itself to be handled in the roughest

manner, without attempting to bite the hand that holds it.

The colors of this Snake are bright, pure, and arranged in a manner so as to contrast

boldly with each other. The muzzle and part of the head are black, the remainder of the

head is golden-yellow, and the front of the neck jetty-black. A narrow band of golden-yellow
with undulating edges comes next the black, and is followed by a broad band of the lightest

carmine. From this point the whole of the body and tail are covered with narrow rings of

golden-yellow, alternating with broad bands of carmine and jetty-black. Towards the tail the
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carmine bands U^come paler and more of a vermilion hue, and fc-r tin- last four inches there

an- mi red bands, the black and yellow alternating equal I \ I in.- tip of the tail is

\-llow. Tin- Head Snake never attains any great ate, seldom exceeding two feet in l.-ii k-th.

IT is very remarkable that the terrible LABARRI Snake of South America (Rlapt
lemnitedt'i^ should be closely allied to and belong to the name genus as the bead Snake of

tin- Nor itea. Mr. Waterton states that thin Serj>ent is fond of h-ing coiled on a

.stump of a tree or some ban* sjxit of ground, when- it can hanlly ! distini:uishe<l from ih

object on which it is rejx>sin. Tin- same writer remarks in a letter t tliat "the Labarri

Snake has fangs, and is mortally poisonous when adult. It exhibit* the colors of the rainbow
u li.'ii alh e. but these, colors fade in death. I have killed Laiburri Snakes eight feet long."

WK now arrive at a most curious family, known by the possession of very long poiaon-

fangs, perforated, and permanently erect. The\ only include one genus, of which tin- U-M

known species is the NARROW-HEADED DKNDRASIMS (Dendraspi* angfaticrps).
This Serpent is very long, slender, and unusually active and a good climber, exceeding

the haje in this accomplishment. It is found in Southern Africa, and is tolerably common at

Natal. Its color is olive-brown washed with green above, and a paler green below. It is

rather a large though very slender Snake, sometimes reaching the length of six feet

THE last example of the Serpent tribe is tin- An: v r \-PIS of Southern Africa (Mractiupi*

irrrguldrix\. The fangs of this Snake are longer in proportion than those of any other known

Serpent, reaching nearly to the angle of the mouth. They are so long, indeed, that I>r. Smith

is of opinion that the creature cannot open its mouth sufficiently wide to erect the fangs fully,

so that the poison-teeth an- always directed backwards. They still, however, serve an impor-
tant purpose ; for when the Atractaspis seizes its prey, the |K>ison- fangs neopHsarily pierce the

skin, so as to inject the venom into the body of the victim, and from their shape act as

grapnels, by which all attempts at escape are foiled. Very little is known of the habits of this

Snake, but it is thought to burrow in loose ground.
The color of the Atractaspis is blackish -green above, shaded with orange-brown, and

orange-buff below. It is a small Ser]>ent, rarely measuring more than two feet in length.

THE BATRACHIANS.
FROGS AND TOADS.

THE BATRACHIATJS are separated from the true reptiles on account of their peculiar

development, which gives them a strong likeness to the fishes, and affords a good ground for

considering these animals to form a distinct order. On their extrusion from the egg, they
bear no resemblance to their parents, but are in a kind of intermediate existence, closely anal-

ogous to the caterpillar or larval state of and called by the same name. Like the ti*h.

they exist wholly in the water, and breathe through gills instead of lungs, obtaining the need-

ful oxygen from the water which washes the delicate trill -membranes. At this early period

they have no external limbs, moving by the rapid vibration of the flat and fan like tail with

which they are suppli'-d. While in this state, they are popularly called tadpoles, those of the

frog sometimes bearing the provincial name of pollywogs. The skin <-f tin- liutrachians is

not scaly, and in most instances is smooth and soft. Further |.eciiliarities will be mentioned

in connection with the different species.

These creatures fall naturally into two sub-orders the leaping or tail-less Batrachians,

and the crawling Batrachians. The leaping Batrachians, comprising the frogs and toads, are

familiar in almost all hinds.
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The tongue plays an important part in separating the frogs and toads into groups ;
and

in the first group the tongue is altogether absent, these creatures being, in consequence, called

Aglossa, or tongueless Batrachians.

THE first of these creatures, the X&NOPUS of Western and Southern Africa (Dactylethra

Icevis), is remarkable for possessing nails on its feet, the first three toes being tipped with a

sharply-pointed claw or nail. The family is very small, comprising only one genus, and, as

far as is known, two species. The color of the Xenopus is ashy-brown, veined with blackish -

brown. It is rather a large species.

THE celebrated SURINAM TOAD has long attracted attention, not for its beauty, as it is

one of the most unprepossessing of beings, but for the extraordinary way in which the devel-

opment of the young is conducted.

When the eggs are laid, the male takes them in his broad paws, and contrives to place
them on the back of his mate, where they adhere by means of a certain glutinous secretion,

SURINAM TOAD. Plpa americaiia.

and by degrees become embedded in a series of curious cells formed for them in the skin.

When the process is completed, the cells are closed by a kind of membrane, and the back of

the female Toad bears a strong resemblance to a piece of dark honey-comb, when the cells are

filled and closed. Here the eggs are hatched ;
and in these strange receptacles the young pass

through their first stages of life, not emerging until they have attained their limbs, and can

move about on the ground.
The skin of this, as well as of other Batrachians, is separated from the muscles of the

back, and allows room for the formation of the cells, being nearly half an inch thick. The

full -sized cells are much deeper than long, and each would about hold a common horse-bean,

thrust into it endways. The mouths of the cells assume an irregularly hexagonal form, prob-

ably because their original shape would be cylindrical, were they not squeezed against each

other.
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When tin- yi MI iij; have attained their perfect state, they brwik their way through the

rover of tin- o-lK :itnl pr-s,-nt u most singular aspect as th.-\ struggle from the skin. their

h. -i.N ;m.l paw- ; loj.i '1:1., :u .ill MHO*!""- Utci the wholi brood liave I. -ft tli. -ii motln-i's

back, the cells begin to till up aguin, closing from below as well a.-* from above, ami !, .mm^

irregularly puckered on the doors. The cells in tin- middle of tin- kirk are tin- liiM .le\e|,,|,.-d .

the whole process occupies nitlier more than eighty days.

As its name implies, this singular creature inhabits Surinam, but is aim found in various

parts of Central America. In spite of its repulsive aspect, the negroes are said to eat its flesh.

The color of the Surinam Toad is brownish-olive above, and whitish below. The skin is

covered with a large number of tiny ami very hanl granule-, aimm^ which are iiit-rs|-rs.il

some horny tuU-rrular projections. The snout is of u very curious shape, the nostrils being

l.-n-theii.-d int.. a kin 1 of IcathMJ "il- I IN ihi. MI ..f ill.- m:il<- i> I'm ni-lied with a \.-i> l.n-.-

bony apiwr.it u-. of a triangular, box-like shu|x- . and within are two movable pieces by which

tin- voice is modulated.

In the illustration the animal appears one-half of its natural size.

WK now come to the Batmchians with tongues. In the greater number of these creat-

ures, the tongue is fastened to the front of the mouth, and five Itehind. tin- tip i Dinting down
tin- throat. The prey is taken by tin- rapid throwing forward of this tongue, and its equally

rapid withdrawal into the mouth, carrying the doomed creature on its tip. with such celerity,

that tin- eye ran hardly follow the movement.

The skeleton of the adult Frog is worthy of a short notice before we proceed to the further

invest ji^ii ion of these remarkable creatures. The first remarkable point is the shape of the

head, and the enormous size of the orbits of the eyes, which are so laiye, that, when the skull

i- placed flat upon an open book, several words can be tvad through the orilire-.. \'ery little

room is' left for the brain, and. in consequence, the intellectual powers of the Frog are but

slender.

The vertebne are furnished with projections at each side, but tin- ribs are totally wanting.

On account of this deficiency, the proceaa of respiration cannot be maintained a.s is usual

among the better developed In-in^s. but is similar to that which is employed by the tortoises.

The needful movements ore madb not by the sides but by the throat, * that if u quiescent

Prog be watched, it appears to be continually guij-in- something down it.s throat, as is indeed

the case, the material being air. which is thus forced into the beautifully formed lungs.

The hind-legs are extremely long, and the toes so much lengthen.il. that in the common

Prog the middle toe occupies about three-fifths of the l.-iiirth of the entire body, and in some

species is even more produced. Owing to the peculiar shape of the limbs, the Prog when

reposing sits almost upright, and is at once ready for the extraordinarily long leaps which it

can take when alarmed. The usual mode of progression is by a series of jumps, though of

short range, but the creature will often crawl after the fashion of the toad the presence of a

snake seeming almost always to have the effect of causing the change of action.

The skin of the Prog is very porous, and is capable of absorbing and exuding water with

wonderful rapidity. If a Frog, for example, be kept for some time in a i-rfectly dry spot, it

loses its tine. >leek condition, becomes thin and apparently emaciated, and assumes a very

j.
liable appearance. But if it l>e then placed merely on wet blotting-paper, its thirsty skin

drinks the needful moisture, and it soon In-comes quite plump and fresh. A familiar proof of

the extreme porosity of the skin Ls afforded by the dead Frogs which are often found on the

highroad or dry paths in the middle of summer, and which are dried into a shrivelled, horny

mass, which would be shapeless but for the bones of the skeleton around which the skin and

muscles contract.

The whole of these creatures are most tenacious of life, suffering the severest wounds

without appearing to be much injured at the time, and bearing f raes of cold and

hunger with singular endurance. Heat, however, is always distasteful to the Frog, and when

carried to any extreme becomes fatal. In the hot countries, where Progs of various species

exist, they all unit.- in the one habit of avoiding the hot beams of the sun by hidinc in
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burrows or crevices during the day, and only emerging from their refuge in the night-time, or

during rainy weather. Many species even dive below the muddy soil of pools as soon as the

water has nearly disappeared, and there remain moist, torpid, and content until the next rains

refill their home with the needful waters.

Most of the Frogs have a power of changing the color of the skin, which is often found to

lose its brightest tints and become dark brown or nearly black in a very short space of time.

Any sudden alarm will often produce this change, the presence of a snake being an almost

unfailing means of effecting this object ;
and it is known that the color of the Frogs is greatly

affected by the locality in which they are at the time placed. The Tree-Frogs are more subject
to this change of color than the ordinary species ;

but even the common Frog is well known to

alter from yellow to brownish-black in a very short space of time. This change is produced by
Borne mental emotion acting upon certain masses of pigment or coloring matter in the skin

;

and for a further elucidation of the subject, I must refer the reader to my "Common Objects
for the Microscope," where the pigment masses are drawn as seen through the microscope, and
their peculiar action explained.

ONE of the most singular members of this group of animals is the PARADOXICAL FEOG

(Pseudis paradoxd).
This curious creature is a native of Surinam and South America, and is remarkable for the

enormous size of the larva, or tadpole. As a general rule, and indeed, as might be expected,
the generality of the batrachians are smaller in their larval than in their adult state

;
the

tadpole of the common Frog being a good example. But the Paradoxical Frog exhibits a

phenomenon which is perhaps found in none of the higher animals, though common enough
among the non-vertebrated beings, and is less in its adult state than in its preliminary form of

tadpole.

The tail of this tadpole is exceedingly voluminous, and the body has other envelopes
or appendages, which, when thrown off as it proceeds to its perfect state, reduce the bulk
so greatly that the earlier observers thought that the creature reversed the usual order of

nature, and from a Frog became a tadpole. Some persons went even further, and said that it

was changed from a Frog into a fish. The appropriate title of Paradoxical was given to it in

allusion to this opinion.

Strange, however, as this phenomenon may appear, and remarkable as it undoubtedly is,

it finds abundant parallels in the insects, where the larva is often of greater bulk than the per-
fect insect, or imago, as it is technically called. We may take -for example the common silk-

worm, where the caterpillar is extremely large when compared with the moth into which it

afterwards changes ;
or that great, fat, bulky, subterranean grub which eats continually for

three years, becomes so obese that it is forced to lie on its side, and afterwards turns into

the neat, compact, and active little cockchaffer.

The color of the Paradoxical Frog is greenish, spotted with brown, and streaked irregu-

larly with brown along its legs and thighs. The snout is tapering and rather pointed in front.

OUR next example of the RanidaB is the AFRICAN BULL-FROG.
This fine species is spread over the whole of Southern Africa, but is found most plenti-

fully towards the eastern coast, where it always frequents springs, pools, or the vicinity of

fresh water. It is most impatient of drought, and when a more than usually dry season

has parched the ground and rendered the hot soil uncomfortable for the delicate skin of

the creature's feet and abdomen, these Frogs are said to congregate in the pools in great

numbers, and just before the water has quite dried up, to burrow deeply into the soft mud and

there lie until the next rains bring the welcome moisture.

Fifty of these large Frogs have been seen gathered together in one little pool, far from any
other water. It is, moreover, evident that they must have some place of conceatment, for they
are sure to appear in great numbers after a few heavy rains, and it is quite consistent with

probability that they should possess a simple and obvious method of preserving their lives

during the frequent droughts of the climate in which they reside.
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Dr. Livingstone mentions this fine species in his well-known work on Southern Africa, M
follows:

Vnother article of which our children partook with eagerness was a very large Prog,
railed

' Matlametlo.'

These enoniiMii- I'IO^H, which, whfii rooked, look like chicken*, are supposed by the

natives to fall down from tin- thunder clouds, because after a h-a\\ slion the IXM.K which

are filled, and r-t:iin water a few days, become instantly alive with this loud croaking |>u

n.irimis game. Tills phenomenon takes pla<-,- in the driest parts ( ,f ih. .!.->. n. and in places
where to an ordinary observer there is not a sign of life.

"
Having IK-.-II om-i- U-niuhted in a district of the Kalahari, when- there was- no pros|N-ct

of getting water for our cattle for a day or two, I was surprised t<> hear in the tine. Mill

evening the croaking of Progs. Walking out until I wns certain that the musicians wi-re

)>( \\een me and our fire, I found that they could be merry on nothing else but a prospect
of niin.

"Prom the bushmen I afterwards learned that the Matlanictlo make* a hole at the root of

c.-rtain litishes, and there ensconces himself during the months of drought. AH he seldom

emerges, a huge variety of spider takes advantap- of the hole, and makes its \vel> across the

orifice. He is thus furnished with a window and son-en gratis, and no one but a bushman
would think of searching beneath a spider's web for a Prog. They completely eluded any
search on the occasion referred t<>; and as they rush forth into the hollows filled by the thun-

der-showers when the rain is actually falling, and the IWhuanas are cowerinir under their

skin garments, the sudden chorus struck up simultaneously from all aides seems to indicate

a descent from the clouds.

"The presence of these Matlam6tlo in the desert in a time of drought was rather a

disappointment, for I had been accustomed to suppose that the note was always emitted by
them when they were chin-deep in water. Their music was always regarded in other

spots as the most pleasant sound that met the ear after crossing portions of the sandy

desert; and I could fully appreciate the sympathy for these animals shown by JEsop, himself

an African."

It is a large and handsome species, but becomes duller in color as it increases in age. The

young, however, are very lightly tinted. The general color is greenish-brown above, with a

decided rusty wash, variegated with mottlings of reddish-brown, and streaked and spotted

with yellow. The green takes a brighter and purer hue along the sides of the head and legs.

The abdomen is yellow, mottled with orange, and the chin is striped and splashed with brown.

The eyes are very curious and beautiful, being of a rich chestnut hue, covered with a profusion

of little golden-white dots, which shine with a metallic lustre.

When young, the yellow lines on the body are edged with jetty-black, and the legs are

covered with bold black bars. The head is stout and rather flat, and the skin of the body
is puckered into longitudinal folds. The lower jaw is remarkable for two large, bony, tooth-

like projections in front The ordinary length of a full-grown specimen is about six inches.

WK now come to the very large genus of which the common Frog is so familiar an

example, and which finds representatives in all except cold latitudes. The very handsome

SHAD-PROG derives its popular name from its habit of making its appearance on land at the

same time that the shads visit the shore. The specific title halenna also alludes to this cir-

cumstance, as the Indian word for a shad is halec.

This Prog requires much moisture, and is seldom seen at any distance from the banks of

rivers or pools of fresh water. Sometimes, however, when the dew lies very heavily on the

trmss. the Shad-Frog makes its way over the fields to spots far from the water-side, but takes

care to n-t urn before the hot sunbeams have dried up the grateful moisture of the herbage.

The food of this reptile consists chiefly of insects. It is a very active creature, and ever lively,

making leaps of eight or ten feet in length.
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It is thought by many persons to rank among the handsomest of the froggish tribe. The

general color is light golden-green, variegated with four rows of olive spots, edged with rich

gold. One regular row of these spots runs along each side of the spine, and the others are

scattered rather vaguely along the sides. The throat is white with a silvery lustre, and the

abdomen whitish-yellow. The aural vesicles are brown, with a circular centre of azure-blue,

and look like two little targets on the side of the head. The eyes are very large, of a beauti-

ful golden lustre, and with a bold black streak drawn horizontally through their centre. The

legs are exceedingly long in proportion to the size of the body, being five inches in length,

whereas the body measures scarcely three inches. This length of limb and lightness of body
adds greatly to the leaping powers, for which this creature is so celebrated.

The Shad-Frog is called also the Leopard Frog, as well as Shad-Frog in Pennsylvania. It

inhabits North America generally.

THE GREEN FROG (Rana clamitans), called also Spring Frog, inhabits the United States

east of the Rocky Mountains. It is a handsome species bright green, spotted with black.

THE WOOD FROG (Rana temporaria) is a European species, common in all eastern

portions of the United States. Two varieties are recognized.

THE SOLITARY SPADE-FOOT (Scaphiopus) is a curious form, inhabiting sparsely the eastern

United States.

THE common TREE TOAD (Hyla versicolor) is very abundant and familiar in the eastern

Middle States. Its length is about two inches. H. pickeringii, Pickering's Frog, is less

common. H. andersonii, Anderson's Frog, is quite rare. Pickering's is about one inch

in length.

THE TREE FROG (CJiorophilus triseriatus) inhabits the eastern portion of the United

States.

THE CRICKET FROG (Acris gryllus) has the same habitat. A variety, crepetans, is

enumerated as a North American form called the Western Cricket.

ANOTHER very common and very pretty Frog is abundant in the eastern United States.

This is the PICKEREL FROG, so called because it enjoys a sad pre-eminence among anglers as a

bait for pike, too fortunate if it can be snapped up at once by the voracious fish, instead of

dangling for a season in mid-water, with a hook delicately inserted under its skin so as to

keep it lively as long as possible, and prevent it from losing by death its attractive

appearance.
It is mostly found in or near the salt marshes, and is remarkable for possessing a

powerful and extremely disagreeable odor. In spite, however, of this seeming draw-

back, its flesh is said to be very delicate, and to be quite as good as that of the edible

Frog of Europe.
The coloring of this species is very striking, on account of its irregularly squared aspect.

The ground tint is pale brown above, covered with moderately large square spots of dark

brown arranged like the stones of a tesselated pavement, and producing a somewhat regular

pattern. A bright yellow line, not raised above the general surface, runs from behind each

eye, and the under parts are yellowish-white. It is quite a little Frog, being under three

inches in length.

UPON the accompanying oleograph is presented the figure of the celebrated BULL-FROG of

America (Rana catesbiana), one of the largest and most conspicuous of its kind.

This enormous batrachian is perhaps the best swimmer among the Frog nice, having been

known to live for several years in water without any support for its feet. It leads a solitary
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domicile l.y da\ mil w h-n sitddenh alarmed. If fri^ht-in-d l>y an unknown sound "i -icht.

tin- Bull-Fmg leaps at once into th- water, an.l in-i-ad ,,f di\ing to th- lM,tt,,ni imm.-diai-ls .

-kirns along tin- surface fora few \ards U-fon- it disappears.
Durin- th- l.n-eding seaion, these huge Frogs ajw.-ml.l- together in great multitud .

congregating t. th- amount of four or tiv- hundred in some pool or inunth, witting with th-ir

Unli-s half submerg.-d. and making night hideou-with th-ir horrid U-llowing cries. Few

person-. -\. pt tho.se who have had personal exj-erience, an<l who liuve lost night after night
of needful sleep l.y the ceaseless noise, ran imagine tin- loudn of \,,\,;. an.l \ari-t \ of ton,-

possessed b\ th.- different species of Progs. And traveller* who lie awake at night, unwilling
hearers of the niN-timial concerts, are disposed to -nw th<- happ\ ignorance of tlu>s.- who**
oalni-r lot i- ra-t in '011111066 where the druinniiiiir<. l-llox\ ini:-. rhatt-rinir-, and pi pings of
the Frog race an- pm. ti.-ally unknown. Among th.-.s,. nightly inu-i. ian- th- Buil-Fn.g i- th-

loudf-t and moat pertina,-i..u- : mostly remaining <piii-t l.y day. Imt sonictiin.-s -xullin^ in a

black cloud or a h-:i\y -h,.-r, and ni-inc its horri.i din -v-n in th- hour* uf daylight.
I: is a most vom-ious creatur.-, bediag mostly on snails and -imilar j.r-y. w hic-h it catches

on it.s n.H-turnal exrui-sions from its doiuicil.-, Imt oft-n d-vouriiitf animals of a larger HJ,
sui-h an crayfish, two of which crustaceans have been found in tin- stomach of a single Bull-

Frog, and even gobbling down an occasional chicken or duckling. Taking advantage of its

voracity, the inhabitants of th- country an* in the habit of catching it l.y meant) of a rod and
line. The hook is generally baited with an in--ct. and gently drawn along the ground near
the Frog, which leaps upon it, seizes it, and is hooked without difficulty. It is ratlu-r curious
that the Frog will not touch the insect as lonj; a.s it is allowed to rest quietly on the ground.
but as soon as the line is pulled, so as to make the insect mov-, it is at once jtouncM
upon. The common Frogs and toads have the same custom.

The flesh of the Bull-Frog is very delicately flavored, and in some places the creature
is kept in captivity and fed for table.

This species is exceedingly active, making leaps of eight or ten feet in length and five feet

in height. There is a well-known story of a race between a Bull-Frog and an Indian, t In-

former to have three jumps in advance, and the distance about forty yards, to a pond from
which the Frog had l>een taken. When the parties were ready to start, the glowing tip of a

burning stick was applied to the Bull-Frog, which set oft* at such a rate, and made such

astonishing leaps to get into the welcome water, that its human op|M>n-nt was vanquished
in the race.

In some places this creature is never disturbed, as it is supposed, perhaps with some

justice, to aid in keeping the water pure. The jMipular name of Bull-Frog is derived from its

cry, which is said to resemble the bellowing of the animal whose name it bears. Several

sj*ci-s of Fn>g have been classed under the same popular name.

The color of the Bull-Frog is brown, mottled with black above, and taking a greener hue

upon the head. The aUl. .men is grayish -white, and the throat is white dotted with green.
The length of the head and body of the large species Is rather mon- than six inches, and a fine

sjH-cimen will sometimes mea-sun* nineteen or twenty inches from the nose to the extremity of

its feet The skin of the back is smooth, and without any longitudinal fold.

TIIKKK is another tolerably common species inhabiting the same country, which ia

also popularly called the Bull-Frog. It may be readily distinguished from the bull-Frog,
which it otherwise greatly resembles, by the pn-s-nc- of a i;l:indular fold on each side of fly-

back. It is a very noisy creature, with a sharper and mon- yelping cry than the preceding

species. When disturbed, it shoots at once into the water, and there sets up its peculiar cry.
It is more active than the common bull-Frog, and if once n-leased, is almost certain to escape,
from the great 1-nirth and rapidity of its leaps, the creatun- never seeming to pause between
two jumps, but springing off the earth with an instantaneous reixuind not unlike the flying

leaps of the jerboa or kanganxi. It in a i> lo\ing species, and is never found far

from wat-r.
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WE now come to the best known of all the batrachians, the COMMON FROG.
The general form and appearance of this creature are too well known to need much

description. It is found plentifully in all parts of Europe and America, wandering to consid-

erable distances from water, and sometimes getting into pits, cellars, and similar localities,

where it lives for years without ever seeing water. The food of the adult Frog is wholly of an

animal character, and consists of slugs, possibly worms, and insects of nearly every kind, the

wire-worm being a favorite article of diet. A little colony of Frogs is most useful in a garden,
as they will do more to keep down the various insect vermin that injure the garden, than can

be achieved by the constant labor of a human being.

The chief interest of the Frog lies in the curious changes which it undergoes before it

attains its perfect condition. Every one is familiar with the huge masses of transparent jelly-

like substance, profusely and regularly dotted with black spots, which lie in the shallows of a

river or the ordinary ditches that intersect the fields. Each of these little black spots is the

egg of a Frog, and is surrounded with a globular gelatinous envelope about a quarter of an

inch in diameter. According to gipsy lore, rheumatism may be cured by plunging into a

bath filled with Frog spawn.
On comparing these huge masses with the dimensions of the parent Frog, the observer

is disposed to think that so bulky a substance must be the aggregated work of a host of

Frogs. Such, however, is not the case, although the mass of spawn is forty or fifty times

DEVELOPMENT OF THE EGG AND OP THE TADPOLE OP THE GREEN FROG. 1. Eggs just laid.

t, The same, a short while later. 3. Tadpole In the Egg. 4 and 5. Tadpoles juat out of Egg.

6 to lit. Further development of the Tadpole, up to Its last transformation.

larger than the creature which laid it. The process is as follows : The eggs are always laid

under water, and when first deposited, are covered with a very slight but firm membranous

envelope, BO as to take up very little space. No sooner, however, are they left to develop, than

the envelope begins to absorb water with astonishing rapidity, and in a short time the eggs are

inclosed in the centre of their jelly-like globes, and thus kept well apart from each other.

In process of time, certain various changes take place in the egg, and at the proper period

the form of the young Frog begins to become apparent. In this state it is a black grub-like

creature, with a large head and a flattened tail. By degrees it gains strength, and at last

fairly breaks its way through the egg and is launched upon a world of dangers, under the

various names of tadpole, pollywog, toe-biter, or horsenail.

As it is intended for the present to lead an aquatic life, its breathing apparatus is formed

on the same principle as the gills of a fish, but is visible externally, and when fully developed

consists of a double tuft of finger-like appendages on each side of the head. The tadpole, with

the fully developed branchiae, is shown at Fig. 6, on the accompanying illustration. No sooner,

however, have these organs attained their size than they begin again to diminish, the shape of
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the Ixxly and head lxing at the same linn- much altered. In a -h>rt time they entirely dis-

apjf.ir. IK-IIH; drawn into (In- ruvity of the chest, and guarded externally by a kind of gill

i'liis is is shown in Figs. 7 and 8.

< tliT changes are taking place m.-amvlnl.-. .lust In-hind the head two littl.- j>n>ji-< -lions

appear through the skin, which s4M>n de\.-l..p into lee-, which, however, are not at all employed
for progression, as the tadpole w rifles its way through tin- water with that ijuick undulation

of tli.' flat tail which is au familiar to us all. The creature then bears the appearance repre-

s.-nt.il in Fie- 10.

Presently another pair of legs make their ap{x'arunce in front, tin- toil i- gradually
absorbed into the body not falling off, according to the popular belief the brunchito vanish,

and ttie lungs are developed. Figs. 11 and 12 represent a young Frog in a state absorbing
the tail.

The internal changes are as marvellous as the external. \Vh-n first hatched, the young

tadpole is to all intents and purposes a fish, has fish-like bones, fish-like gills, and a heart

composed of only two chambers, one auricle and one ventricle. But in proportion to its age,

these organs : n '

''
-;'' til m MlificatioJH^ :i Ifaird li:unl-r f..r tin- hearl I- -in- f. .1 in- <l

by the exp.m--i.ni of on.- of the large arteries, the vessels of the brunchiii' In-coming gradually

suppressed, and tlu-ir place supplied l>y beautifully cellular lungs, formed by a dev-lopin.-nt

of certain membranous -vies that ap|x>ar to lx> analogous to the air-bladders of the li-.li.-s.

The Frog, contracted as are its intellectual powers, is yet susceptible to human inlliience.

and can be tamed by kind treatment. Mr. IM1 mentions a curious instance where one of these

creatures became so completely dmii.-ii.Mt.-l. that it used to come nightly from a hole in the

skirting-boards when- it had established itself, partake of food offered to it by the members of

the family, and even jump ujxm the hearth-rug in winter in order to enjoy the warmth of the

tire. A favorite cat, which inhabited the same house, took a strange fancy to the Prog, and

these seemingly incongruous companions were to be constantly seen sitting together on the

hearth-rug, the Frog nestling under the soft warm fur of the cat The Frog was, however,

more than a year an inmate of the house tefore it became domesticated, and for many months

would retreat to its stronghold when approached.
Stories of so-called "showers of Frogs" are often seen in the papers, and as a general

rule up- little to be credited, the solution of the supposed phenomenon being merely that a

shower of rain has induced the creatures to com.- simultaneously from their retreats. There

are, however, instances \\li.-iv credible s|x>ctators have seen them fall, and in such cases the

little creatures were prolwibly sucked up by a waters|>out, or even by a brisk whirlwind,

together with the water in which they were disporting, carried away for some distance, and at

last dropped on the ground, as is sometimes the case with sticks, stones, and leaves, picked

up by a {Kissing whirlwind.

The general color of the common Frog is greenish-yellow, or brown, the same individual

often passing through all thesecolors in a few days. A long patch of blackish-brown or warm
brown is placed behind each of the eyes, and it is yellowish-white below. There are no teeth

in the lower jaw, and only a single row of very tiny teeth in the upper jaw and on the palate.

The ordinary length of the Frog is rather less than three inches, and the total length of the

hinder leg is about four inches.

A VERT pretty species of this genus is found in Southern Africa. This is the BANDED

FBOO, remarkable for the beautiful stri[>es which adorn its body, and the inordinate length of

the second to*- of the hind-foot.

This pretty creature is not very plentiful in any one locality, but is spread widely through-

out the Cape district and the whole of Southern Africa. It Is very active. U-ing a good leaper,

and brisk in all its movements. The second toe of the hind-foot is truly remarkable. The

whole of the toes are but slightly webbed, and project boldly beyond the connecting mem-

brane : but the second toe is nearly as long as the whole body, which is longer than in the

generality of Frogs. The object of this exceeding development is not very clear.

The general color of this species is wood-brown, upon which are drawn six dark streaks,
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the two centre stripes running nearly the entire length of the body. The hinder part of the

thigh is orange-brown, and the under parts are yellowish-white. The length of the head and

body is nearly two inches.

THE celebrated EDIBLE FROG, or GREEN FROG of Europe (JRana esculenta), also belongs to

this large genus. This handsome species is common in all the warmer parts of that Continent,
but in the vicinity of large cities is seldom seen, except in the ponds where it is preserved, and
whence issues a horrid nocturnal concert in the breeding-time. The proprietors of these frog-

genes supply the market regularly, and draw out the Frogs with large wooden rakes as they
are wanted. In Paris these creatures are sold at a rather high price for the table, and as only
the hind-legs are eaten, a dish of Frogs is rather an expensive article of diet.

It is needful to make a very early visit to the market, four or five A. M. being about

the best time, to see the manner in which the Frogs are brought to market. They are gener-

ally sold by women, each of whom has by her side two tubs or barrels, one containing living

Frogs, and the other having a leather band nailed to the side, in which is stuck a sharp, broad -

bladed knife. When the purchaser has bargained for a certain number, the seller plunges her

left hand into the one barrel, brings out a Frog by its legs, lays it across the edge of the second

barrel, and with a single cut of the knife, severs the hind-legs just above the pelvis, leaving
the whole of the body and fore-quarters to fall into the tub. The hind-legs are then carefully

skinned, and dressed in various ways, that with white sauce seeming to be the best, at all

events according to my own taste. They require considerable cooking, but when properly
dressed have a most delicate and peculiar flavor, which has been compared, but not very

happily, to the wing of a chicken. I would suggest that a mixture of the smelt and the

breast of the spring chicken would convey a good idea of the Edible Frog when cooked.

Poachers are very apt to invade the froggeries, and without entering the boundaries often

contrive to kidnap a goodly number of the inmates by a very curious mode of angling, some-

thing like "
bobbing

"
for eels. They get a very long fishing-rod, tie a line of sufficient length

to the tip, and at the end of the line they fasten, in place of a hook and bait, a simple piece of

.scarlet cloth. Thus prepared, they push the rod over the fence, let the scarlet rag just touch

the surface of the water, and shake the rod so as to make the rag quiver and jump about. The

Frog, thinking that it has found a very savory morsel, leaps at the rag, closes its mouth firmly

upon it, and is neatly tossed out of the water and over the hedge before it can make up its

mind to loosen its hold.

The color of this species is bright green spotted with black, and having three bold

yellow stripes along the back. The under parts are yellowish. In size it is rather larger

than the common species.

THE remarkable HORNED FROG is one of the quaintest species among the Frog tribe.

There are several species belonging to this genus, all inhabiting Southern America, and all

notable for the singular development of the upper eyelids, which are prolonged into hard,

horn-like points. In the present species the back is furnished with a bony shield, and the

prominences over the eyes are bold and well defined. The body is short, stout, and squat, the

skin covered with tubercles and folds, and the opening of the mouth enormous. It is a large

and voracious species, one specimen when opened being found to have swallowed a full-grown

land-Frog (CystignatJmsfuscus\ belonging to the same genus as our next example. The

toes are long, powerful, and with hardly a vestige of web except just at the base.

THE little ORNATE LAND-FROG affords a remarkable contrast to the last-mentioned

species on account of its small dimensions, the activity of its movements, and the beauty

of its coloring.

It is found in Georgia and South Carolina, and is always seen on land and dry spots,

its thirsty frame being amply supplied by the dews and casual rains without needing

immersion in water. Indeed, this Frog is so little conversant with the element usually so

familiar to all its tribe, that if thrown into water, it makes no attempt to swim, but lies
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hel plessly sprawling on the surface. On land, however, it displays wonderful activity, being
of an I-MI-.-IU. lv liM-ly nature, nnd making long and hold leaps in rapid succession, so that it

is not to If ca|'tiir.Ml without considerable difficulty.
The color of this speciea is rather variable, but is generally of asoft dove tint, en which

are placed several oblong marks of deep rich brown, edged with golden yellow. Below it is

silvery white granulated with gray. It is a very little species, measuring only one inch and a

quarter when full-grown.

ANOTHER species of this genus, the SKNWJAL LA.KD-FROO {Cyttignalhu* teneyalentit),
inhabits Southern Africa.

It resides in burrows in the ground, and is tolerably quiet, except before rain or on a dull

day, when it W^ins to pipe, and continues its curious cry for several hours together. The
voice of this Prog is a sharp piping whistle several times repeated. Dr. A. Smith relates that

he was greatly puzzled on hearing this strange whistling sound, and made many n fruitless

search after the ntterer. At last one of the Hottentots showed him the animal in its burrow,
and after that time he was able to procure aa many as were desired.

The head and body of this speciea are short, puffy, and smooth, and the color is yellowish-

gray, with three longitudinal bands. Below, it is yellowish-white without any mottlings.
Its length is about two inches.

THE pretty PAINTED FROO is a European species, being found in Greece, Sicily and
Sardinia. It has u rather wide range of locality, as it is not uncommon in Northei u Africa.

along the banks of the Nile, and is tolerably plentiful along the shores of the Mediter-
ranean.

It is fond of water, but seems careless whether it be salt or fresh, and is found indiffer-

ently in rivers, streams, lakes, and the saline morasses. The common esculent Fr< jx >*..>*
similar habita, and the two species are often seen in company. The food of the Painted Frog
consists of insects, spiders, slugs, and snails, both terrestrial and aquatic. There is a
difference in the web of the toes in the sexes, those of the female being scarcely w-l >!..-, | at all,

while in the male the membrane extends to half their length. The thumb in quite rudi-

mentary, and its place is indicated by a small tubercular projection.
The color and general aspect of the skin are extremely variable, the difference seeming to

be quite capricious, and not depending on sex or locality. The ground color is usually

yellowish-green or olive, decorated with spots and having several white longitudinal streaks.

In some specimens the skin is smooth, while in others it is covered with tubercles, and the

spots are seldom alike in two individuals, sometimes running together so as to form continuous
bands. The white lines too are often partially, and sometimes wholly absent. In this species
the male does not possess any vocal sacs.

THE reader will remember that in the description of the Surinam Toad, on page 160,
mention was made of the curious manner in which the female carries her eggs upon her back
until they have passed through their preliminary stages of existence. A noteworthy anal< > ,

close in some respects, but failing singularly in others, is to be found in the NCKSE Faoo of

Europe (Alyles obstetricant).

In this species it is the male that undergoes the anxieties of watching over the young
offspring, his mate being comparatively free from that duty.

When the^ggs, about sixty in number, are laid, he takes possession of them, and fastens

them to his legs by means of a glutinous substance, and carries them about with him wherever
he goes. In process of time, the eggs swell, and become so transparent that the black .-yes of
the future young are seen through thrir envelopes. Their careful parent then proceeds to

some spot where he can find still u at.-r. deposits them, and departs, rejoicing in his freedom.
The young soon burst their way through the envelopes in which they had been surrounded,
and swim off merrily.

Except at such times, the Nurse Frog is seldom seen in the vicinity of water, and even at
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that season, the creature does not care to swim about, or even to enter the water. The color

of this species is olive-brown with small dark spots.

THE very odd-looking species which is popularly and appropriately termed the SOLITARY

FROG is a native of North America, and is remarkable for several peculiarities of form, the eye
and the foot being chiefly notable.

It is a land-loving species, never seen in or near water except during the breeding-season.

During the greater part of the year it resides in holes which it scoops in the sandy soil, and at

the bottom of which it sits watching for prey, much like a gigantic ant-lion. In order to assist

it in digging, the animal is furnished with a flat, sharp-edged spur, with which it scoops out

the loose soil. Sometimes, however, it wedges itself into the sand, tail foremost, and shovels

its way downwards much after the fashion of the crab. The hole is about six inches in depth.

Quick though it is in this labor, it is but a sluggish and inactive creature when compared
with most of its kin, being a very poor leaper, and slow in most of its movements. It is gener-

ally to be seen in the month of March, just after the spring rains, and is a very hardy species,

caring little for cold, and traversing the snow without apparent inconvenience.

The eye of the Solitary Frog is very beautiful, and at the same time most remarkable. It

is large, full, and of a rich topaz hue, and across its centre run two bold black lines at right

angles to each other, so as to form a cross very like that which is seen upon starch grains

when viewed by polarized light. .

Altogether, the aspect of this species is very uniqiae. It looks much more like a toad than

a frog, and has a remarkably blunt snout. Its general color is olive, mottled with brown above,

and covered with tubercles. Along each side of the spine runs a line of "king's yellow," and

the under parts are yellowish-white. The average length of the Solitary Frog rather exceeds

two inches.

THE last of the true Frogs which can be mentioned in this work is the BOMBARDIER

(Bombinator igneus), a native of many parts of Europe, and common in France.

It is fond of water, and seldom found in very dry localities. When disturbed, it has the

power of emitting a strong and very unpleasant odor of garlic, which serves it as a means of

defence, like the penetrating scent of the common ringed snake. It is active, and can both

swim and leap well. The eggs are laid in long strings, and the tadpole is of a very large size

when compared with the earliest state of its perfect existence, and, like the paradoxical Frog

already described, is larger in the tadpole state than after it has assumed its perfect form.

The color of the Bombardier is grayish-brown above, and orange below, marbled or spotted

with blue-black.

WE now arrive at another section of Batrachians, including those creatures which are

known under the title of TOADS, and of which the COMMON TOAD of Europe is so familiar

an example. The members of this section may be known by the absence of teeth in the jaws

and the well-developed ears.

The general aspect and habits of this creature are too well known to require more than a

cursory notice. Few creatures, perhaps, have been more reviled and maligned than the Toad,

and none with less reason. In the olden days, the Toad was held to be the very compendium
of poison, and to have so deadly an effect upon human beings, that two persons were related to

have died from eating the leaf of a sage bush under which a Toad had burrowed. Still, even

in those times, it was held to possess two virtues, the one being the celebrated jewel supposed

to be found in its head, and the other the power of curing bleeding at the nose.

This jewel could not be procured by dissection, but must be obtained by causing the owner

to eject it. "But the art," says one of the quaint old writers, "is in taking of it out, for they

say it must be taken out of the head alive before the Toad be dead, with a piece of cloth of the

color of red Scarlet, wherewithal they are much delighted, so that while they stretch out them-

selves as it were in sport upon that cloth, they cast out the stone of their head, but instantly

they sup it up again, unless it be taken from them through some secret hole in the said cloth,
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whereby it falleth into a cistern or vessel of water ini.. which the Toad dareth not enter, by
reaaon <>f the coldnesse of the water Tin- probation of this Stone is by laying of it to .-i

live Toad, ami if she lift up her head against it. it is good, but if she run away from it, it is

a counterfeit."

Tin- XIIIH- writer gives, in his own racy language, an account <>f the us.- to which e\. n *<

\enomoiis :ih animal as a Toud may be put \>\ those \\\n> know how to employ the worst thing*
for the best purposes.

"
Frederic, the link.- of S;i\,,n\ . was wont to pradis in tins manner. He

!...!: I'osid }.'
'

!.: .
.

'. ;''.. .1
i

! of i I. which Toad was dryed in the smoak or

shadow, this h<- n>ul.il in a linn.-n cloth; and when he came to n man billing nt the nose, he
caused him to hold it fast in his hund until it \\:.\.-.| hot. and th.-n would the l>loud l- stayed.
Whereof the Physitians could never give any reaaon, except liormur and fear constrained the

I'loud to run int.. his projN-r place, tlirough fear of a Beaat BO contrary to humane nature. The

|K>\\dT also of u Toad is said to have the same vert

For these and other similar opinions too numerous for mention, there is mime little founda-
tion. The skin of the Toad's back is covered thickly with little glands, and some larger ghinds
are gathered into two ^.-t^. ,, M( . nt each side of the bark of the head, and secrete a liquid sub-

stance, with sufficient acridity to mak.- tin- eyes smart should they ! touche<l with this fluid,

and to force a dog to loose his hold, if he should pick up a Toad in his mouth, and run away
u it h o|x>n jaws and foaming mouth. The glands at the tmck of the head secrete a large quan-
tity of liquid, and if pressed, will ej.i-t it in little streams to the distance of a few inches.

In France, this poor creatur.- i- shamefully jM-rseciited. tin- idea of its venomous and spite-

ful nature being widely disseminated and deeply rooted. The popular notion is that the Toad
is poisonous throughout its life, but that after the age of fifty years it acquires venomous

fangs like tinwe of the serjients. I once succeeded, but with great difficulty, in saving the life

of a fine fat Toad that was leisiin-h strolling in the Forest of M.-udoii and had got into a nit

too deep for escape. I had stoo|ied down to remove the |KM>r creature from danger, but was

dragged away by the by-stand.-r>. \\ ho quite exjected to see me mortally !>itten, and who pro-
! 1 to slaught< i the Toad H tfefl -|-t

M
l-'.\.-i\ QM kills Toads in Knnir.-." s,-ij,l thi-y.

Hearing from them, however, that tobacco was instantaneously fatal to Toads, I made a

compromise that they might kill it by putting tobacco on it. but in no other way. The

experiment was accordingly tried, and I had the pleasure of s--ing the creature walk away
iili the tobacco on its Kick, quite unconscious that it ought to have U-eii dead. One of the

sj^-tators not only insisted up<>n the quinquegenarian fangs, but averred that he had a pair at

dome in a box. However, I never could induce him to show them to me.

In point of fact, the Toad is a most useful animal, devouring all kinds of insect vermin,
and making its rounds !>y night when the slugs, caterpillars, earwigs, ami other creatures are

abroad on their destructive mission. Many of the market-gardeners are so well aware of the

extreme value of the Toad's services, that they purchase Toads at a certain sum per dozen, and
turn them out in their grounds.

Dull and apathetic as the Toad may seem, it has in it an affectionate and observant nature,

being tamed with wonderful ease, and soon learning to know its benefactors and to come at

i heir call. Mr. Bell had one of these creatures, which was accustomed to sit on one hand and

take its food out of the other. Many persons have possessed tame Toads, which would leave

their hiding-place at the sound of a whistle or a call, and come hastily up to receive a fly,

spider, or beetle. Toads can be rendered useful even in a house, for they will wage unceasing
war against cockroaches, crickets, moths, flies, and other insect pests.

It is worthy of notice, that the Toad will never catch an insect or any other prey as long as

it is stationary, but on the slightest movement, the wonderful tongue is flung forward, picks

up the fly on the tip, and returns to the throat, placing the morsel just in the spot when- it

can be seized by the muscles of the neck, and pass.-d into the stomach. So rapidly is the act

performed, that Mr. Bell has seen the sides of a Toad twitching convulsively from the struggles
of a U-eti,. just swallowed, and kicking rigorously in the stomach.

Entomologists sometimes make a curious use of the Toad. Going into the fields soon

after daybreak, they catch all the Toads they can find, kill them, and turn the contents of their
VOL. QL-tt.
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stomachs into water. On examining the mass of insects that are found in the stomach, and
which are floated apart in the water, there are almost always some specimens of valuable

insects, generally beetles, which from their nocturnal habits, small dimensions, and sober col-

oring, cannot readily be detected by human eyes.
The Toad will also eat worms, and in swallowing them it finds its fore-feet of great use.

The worm is seized by the middle, and writhes itself frantically into such contortions that the

Toad would not be able to swallow it but by the aid of the fore-feet, which it uses as if they
were hands. Sitting quietly down with the worm in its mouth, the Toad pushes it further

between the jaws, first with one paw and then with another, until it succeeds by alternate

gulps and pushes to force the worm fairly down its throat.

These paws are also useful in aiding it to rid itself of its cuticle, which is shed at intervals,

as is the case with many reptiles and Batrachians. The process is so singular, and so admi-

rably described by Mr. Bell, that it must be given in his own words :

" I one day observed a large Toad, the skin of which was particularly dry and dull in its

color, with a light streak down the mesial line of its back; and on examining further, I discov-

ered a corresponding line along its belly. This proved to arise from an entire slit in the old

cuticle, which exposed to view the new and brighter skin underneath. Finding, therefore,

what was going to happen, I watched the whole detail of this curious process.

"I soon observed that the two halves of the skin, thus completely divided, continued to

recede farther and farther from the centre, and became folded and rugose; and after a short

space, by means of the continued twitching of the animal's body, it was brought down in folds

on the sides. The hinder leg, first on one side and then on the other, was brought forward

under the arm, which was pressed down upon it, and on the hinder limb being withdawn, its

cuticle was left inserted under the arm, and that of the anterior extremity was now loosened,

and at length drawn off by the assistance of the mouth. The whole cuticle was thus detached,
and was now pushed by the two hands into the niouth in a little ball, and swallowed at a single

gulp. I afterwards had repeated opportunities of watching this curious process, which did

not materially vary in any instance."

Though apparently unfit for food, the Toad is eaten by some nations, and certainly is not

more unprepossessing than the iguana. The Chinese, however, are in the habit of eating a

species of Toad for the purpose of increasing their bodily powers, thinking that the flesh of

this creature has the property of strengthening bone and sinew.

This animal is extremely tenacious of life, and is said to possess the power of retaining
life for an unlimited period if shut np in a completely air-tight cell. Many accounts are in

existence of Toads which have been discovered in blocks of stone when split open, and the

inference has been drawn that they were inclosed in the stone while it was still in the liquid

state, some hundreds of thousands of years ago, according to the particular geological period,
and had remained without food or air until the stroke of the pick brought them once more to

the light of day.
Such an account appears at once to be so opposed to all probability as to challenge a

doubt
;
but if there had been sufficient testimony, even to one such fact, an unprejudiced

thinker would be justified in placing it among the wonderful but veritable occurrences that

occasionally startle mankind. But there really seems to be no account which is sufficiently

accurate to permit of such a conclusion. In more than one case, the whole story has proved
to be nothing more than an imposition; and in others, there is hardly sufficient evidence to

show that some crevice did not exist, which would supply the inclosed animal with sufficient

air for its narrow wants, and permit many minnte insects to crawl into the cavity which held

the imprisoned Toad.

There is no doubt that in many cases a little Toad has crept into a rocky crevice after

prey or in search of a hiding-place, and by reason of its rapid increase in size been unable to

make its exit. As, moreover, the creature is very long lived, it would, by frequent move-

ments, give a polish to the walls of its cell in a few years ;
a circumstance that has been

employed as a proof of the antiquity of the Toad and its residence. Similar instances are

known where the animal has been found inclosed in timber. Here, however, is less difficulty
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in accounting fi>r the fact, U<cauae the growth of wood over a wounded part i- often extremely

rapid, ami ha- Ut-ii kii.\vu t.. cans.- the incl.i-ure of nails, tools, and oven birds' nest*

their eggs. Kv en ju such a owe, there is not -uili. i.-nt evidence t<i prove that the closure was

absolutely :'. ..n : "..i' ", flo
' *'as hermetically. - :il.-<l in I !( -A.., M|, ,, : ,|U ,,f ii- ,-. I,

Mr. Hiicklan<l nia.l. some . \ |..-iiiiients on iliis sup|>osed pm|>erty <>f tin-Toad, nnl inclosed

a number of futures in artificial clumilMM .. i .'present tut nearly aa possible the

nck ami \VO<H| in \\lii.-h tin- imprison. -.| Toads lia\f IH-.-II found. Nme of these experiments
in. -t uiili -ii.-ce-s; and in those oases where the Toads lived longest, the piaster was found

imjH'ifect. Some of tin- Toads whose cells were really air tight died in a month or two.

It may. ho\\i-\t-r. lie reasonably urged that Midi e\|-iiin.-iiis ,).. not fairly n-pii-x-nt the

original c<>n<litions under which an animal could >urvi\.- for >*, lung u JMTJCM!, and that in

to .-.Hi \ <>iit the experiment in a ...n-i-i.-ni maiiiii-r. in.- Toada ought to hare been

wlu-ii \t-ry xminy. in<-lo--<l in a cliatnlx-r with a imxlfrate a|M>rtun', and that ajnTtun-
leasened gradually, so a* to pp-jur.- tin- cn-atnii' 1>\ di-^res for ita long fast and deprivation
of air. Fora g<xxl sutnuiary of this snltji-t and a collation of alnnt rverj narniliv.-, I may
n-f.-r tin- n-ad.T ! Mr. (TOSS-'S "

|{oiuaiic<- of Natural Hi-tory." >.-<-ond --ries.

Tin- ih-vi-lojimt-nt of tin- Toad is much liki- thai >>f tin- l-'ro.i:. .-\i-i-pt that the eggs are not

laid in ma--.-. lit in l..n_' -nin--. containing a double series of eggs placed alternately.

Tli--- chain- an- alxmt Mint- or four f-<-t in Iriiirth. and one-eighth of an inch in diaiin-l<T

Tln-y are deposit-d nitli.-r latT than thos.- of th- Froir. and tin- n-ptilfs, which arc smaller and

blacker than tin- Krir larva-, do not assume their jn-rfei-t form until August or September.
111.' i^-ni-ral color of the Toad is blackish gray with an olive tinge, and the tuU-rcles which

Mud the -urface an bmwn. liem-.itli. it is yellowish-white, tingisl with gray, and in some

-|M-cim.-n- -|.<itte<l with black. The full six' of the Toad is not well ascertained, as it seems to

have almost unlimited capacities for increasing in si/e together with years. The length of a

large s|>ecimen is alnmt tlm-*' inches and a half.

The American Toad (Btifo fc////'./////*.v//.vi is exceedingly common in most jxirts of the

I'nited Stat4-s. This species is peculiar in that it varies in several n-s|M-<-t-. An average

-pr.-im.-n is about three inches in length, and t\\o in bn>adth. Its general appearance is

sufficiently familiar.

This humble ap]>cariiig. and to some \ irioiis, but jn'rf^-tly harmless n-jitile, or batrachian,

is regarded by American agriculturist- ;i- a \aluable aireiii in suppressing certain damaging
insects. Five varieties are known. Sixty-seven specie* and varieties of Frogs and Toads are

known in North America.

AWOTHER species of Toad, the NATTERJACK, is fonnd in many parts of Enrope. It may
be known from the common species by the short hind-legs, the niop- prominent eyes, the less

webbed feet, the yeilow line along the middle of the back, and tin- black bands on the legs.

It is not so aquatic as tin- rommon Toad, haunting dry places, and seldom approaching water

except during the biv.-ding season. Its ordinary lenirth is about thn-e inches.

TIIK (JKKKN or VAKIABLK TOAD (Df<> //'/////*. or //// /V/A/7/.vi is rather a handsome species,

and is found plentifully in the South of France. It derives its jxipular names from the large

spots of deep green with which its i,pj>er surface is adorned. Many of the Batrachians possess
the capability of clianirini: their hues according to locality or through mental emotion, and the

Green Toad is extremely con-pinions in this respect, wearing difTen-nt colors in light and

shade, sleep ami wakefulneas.

Tin U'AKTY TOAD of Fernando Po (Bnf<. /////<//*) is a singular looking species,

nMuarkable for the extreme development of the hard tulterrles on the back, and being among
Batrachians analogous to the molorh among lizards, or the ]M>r>-upine among mammalia. The
whole upper surface of the Ixxly is thickly covered with large tubercles, each having a horny

spine in the -ntre. The glands on the back of the head are large and very conspicuous.
Even the under parts are covered with tubercles, but without the spine in the centn-. Above
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each eyelid is a group of horny tubercles, so that the creature presents a most remarkable

appearance. Its length is about three inches.

OUR last example of these creatures is the large AGUA TOAD of America (Bitfo agua).
This large species digs holes in the ground, and resides therein. It is one of the noisiest

of its tribe, uttering a loud snoring kind of bellow by night and sometimes by day, and being
so fond of its own voice that even if taken captive it begins its croak as soon as it is placed on

the ground. It is very voracious, and as it is thought to devour rats, has been imported
in large numbers from Barbadoes into Jamaica, in order to keep down the swarm of rats that

devastate the plantations. When these creatures were first set loose in their new home, they

began to croak with such unanimous good-will that they frightened the inhabitants sadly, and
caused many anxious householders to sit up all night.

This Toad grows to a great size, often obtaining a length of seven inches, and nearly the same
measurement in breadth. It may be recognized by the great enlargementof the bone over the eyes,

and the enormous dimensions of the glands behind the head. Its color is extremely variable.

WE now come to the Tree-Frogs, or Tree-Toads, so called from their habits of climbing

trees, and attaching themselves to the

branches or leaves by means of certain discs

on the toes, like those of the geckos. In

the first family the toes are webbed, and the

processes of the vertebrae are cylindrical. A
good example will be found in the SAVAN-

NAH CRICKET FROG of America.

This species is very common in its own

country, and is found throughout a very

large range of territories, specimens having
been taken from several Northern and

Southern States of America. It is a light,

merry little animal, uttering its cricket-like

chirp with continual reiteration, even in

captivity. Should it be silent, an event

sometimes greatly to be wished, it can at

SAVANNAH CRICKET FROG.-^crt, gryUu,. any time be roused to utterance by sprink-

ling it with water. It is easily tamed, learns

to know its owner, and will take flies from his hand.

This species frequents the borders of stagnant pools, and is frequently found on the leaves

of aquatic plants and of shrubs that overhang the water. It is not, however, possessed of such

strongly adhesive powers as the true Tree-Frogs, and is unable to sustain itself on the under

side of a leaf. It is very active, as may be surmised from the slender body and very long

hind-legs, and, when frightened, can take considerable leaps for the purpose of avoiding the

object of its terror.

The color of this species is greenish-brown above, diversified by several large oblong spots

edged with white, and a streak of green, or sometimes chestnut, which runs along the spine

and divides at the back of the head, sending off a branch to each eye. The legs are banded

with dark-brown, and the under surface is yellowish-gray with a slight tinge of pink. It is

but a little creature, measuring only an inch and a half in length.

Another species (Hyla carolinensis) is sometimes called by the same popular title,because

its voice, like that of the preceding species, bears some resemblance to that of a cricket. Being

one of the true Tree-Frogs, it is not a frequenter of the water, but proceeds to the topmost

branches of trees, and there chirps during the night.

ANOTHER family, containing the well-known Tree-Frog of Europe, has the toes webbed,

and the processes of the vertebrae flattened. The best-known species is the common GREEN
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F.III.-IK-, now s< familiar fnuu r nt intnxliirtiiin into fern-caaes and
terrestrial \ i\aria.

This
i retty creature jx in,,,ii\ f,.un.l upon trees, clinging either to i heir branches or learea,

and U-ing geneialK in tl..- h:il<it .f attaching itaelf to the under side of the leaves, which it

res-rnbte K> strongly in color, that it is almost invisible even when ita situation is pointed
out. \Vlii-n k.-pt in a fern case, it is fund of ascending the perpendicular glass sides, and
tli.-r.- -ii. kin- timily and motionless, ita legs drawn cloaely to the body, and its abdomen
flattened against the glass.

Tin* food of the Tree-Frog consists almost entirely of insects, worms, and similar creatures,
which are captured as they pass near the l-:if whereto their green foe is adhering It is

seldom seen on the ground except during the breeding season, when it seeks the water,
and there deposits ita eggs much in the same manner as the common Frog. The tadpole
is hatched rather late in tin- season, ami does not attain its perfect form until two full months
I..I-. I..: -

: I. ,

'

!i
!

!.
'

'. \ : {':,_ -.::",.-.- f ~ ->-.i\ l A\\'-I \*f :\i iii^:' 'I'.'i.- .<.iiiin..ii

Tree-Fro>f is wonderfully t.-na<-i..us of life. Miir.-rin^ the severest wounds without seeming to be

much distressed, and having >-\<-n l-.-en frozen quite stiff in a mass of ice without perishing.

UREBN

The following interesting account of a young Tree-Frog is by Mr. Q. 8. Ullathorne :

" My acquaintance with this interesting reptile (which had already passed through all the

-ta_'.- .if rli.- t.: l|...|.- state '_ in iii :
;

i'- f. '!! in_' inaini'-r :

I was at school in Huimver at the time, and used frequently to take walks in the neigh-

boring woods, with a companion. During one of these walks we came across three Green

Frogs (or rather they came across our path). Guessing at <>n<-e they were Tree-Frogs, and

thinkini: that they were just the things to keep, we were 'down upon them,' and tied them

up in our hundken-hiefs. i contented myself with one, and let my companion have the others.

When I arrived safely at my journey's end with my Frog, I procured for him a good-ailed

glass jar, put a little water in the l>ottom. a branched stick for him to climb up (though he

generally pn-f.-rred the sides of the glass), covered the top of the jar with a piece of muslin,

and in-tail.-d him on a shelf with a salamander (Salamandra maculo*a\ a ring snake (Natrij

torquata\ and various other '

pets.'

"My great amusement was to watch the little creature rat. When I put a fly into his

jar, as long as the fly remained quiet, the Frog took no notice of it, but directly the fly began
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buzzing about, the Frog would wake up from his lethargic state, and on a suitable opportunity
would make a leap a't the poor fly, adroitly catch it in his mouth (though he sometimes missed

his mark), and, I need hardly add, swallow it. On one occasion, I gave my little favorite a

very large 'blue-bottle,' almost as large as himself, but nothing daunted, he caught it in his

mouth and endeavored to swallow it, though in vain, for had I not been there I verily believe

he would have been choked.

"Before he changed his skin, which he did now and then, his color became much darker

and looked more dirty, and he went into quite a torpid state, but when the event was over,

he appeared greener and livelier than ever. One day, after I had had him some time, I

was playing upon the pianoforte, when I was astonished by an extraordinary sound, but on

looking round I discovered the cause of the great noise, for there was my Frog swollen to an

immense extent under the chin, .and croaking in a very excited manner, making quite a loud

noise. I mention this circumstance because it has been imagined that a solitary Tree-Frog
will not croak, but mine certainly proved to the contrary, for though the first croaking was

evidently the effect of the piano, yet he would frequently croak after that time without being
excited by any apparent noise whatever. I may here mention that the noise of a quantity of

Frogs croaking and nightingales singing, has frequently kept me awake for a considerable

time during a spring night.

"And now comes the most melancholy part of my story. Leaving my Frog carelessly on

the window-sill, I went to school; when I came back there was the glass certainly, and the

Frog also, but oh! distressingly melancholy to relate, the water was quite hot from the intense

heat of the sun, and the poor Frog was scorched, or rather boiled to death he was quite dis-

colored, being instead of green, a sort of yellow. And thus ends my tale."

The color of this species is green above, sometimes spotted with olive, and a grayish-yellow

streak runs through each eye towards the sides, where it becomes gradually fainter, and is at

last lost in the green color of the skin. In some specimens there is a grayish spot on the loins.

Below, it is of a paler hue, and a black streak runs along the side, dividing the vivid green' of

the back from the white hue of the abdomen.

THE CHANGEABLE TREE-TOAD is a native of many parts of America, being found as far

north as Canada, and as far south as Mexico. It is a common species, but owing to its

faculty of assimilating its color to the tints of the object on which it happens to be

sitting, it escapes observation, and is often passed unnoticed in spots where it exists in great

numbers.

This is a curious and noteworthy species, as it possesses the capability of changing its

tints to so great an extent that its true colors cannot be described. It is usually found on the

trunks of trees and old moss-grown stones, which it so nearly resembles in color, that it can

hardly be detected, even when specially sought. The skin of this creature will, in a short

time, pass from white through every intermediate shade to dark-brown, and it is not an

uncommon event to find a cross-shaped mark of dark-brown between the shoulders. Old and

decaying plum-trees seem to be its favorite resting-places, probably because the insects congre-

gate on such trees.

It is a noisy creature, especially before rain, and has a curious liquid note, like the

letter I frequently repeated, and then ending with a sharp, short monosyllable. During

the breeding season, this Frog leaves the trees and retires to the pools, where it may be

heard late in the evening. In the winter it burrows beneath the damp soil, and there

remains until the spring. The contour of this species is very toad-like in shape and general

appearance, and this resemblance is increased by the skin glands, which secrete a peculiarly

acrid fluid.

The upper surface of this creature is, as has already been remarked, too variable for

description. There is always, however, a little bright yellow on the flanks, and the under

surface is yellowish-white, covered with large granulations. The length of this species is

about two inches.
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IN tli.- IVi i mi- I-' KIM; we I'm. I a most .singular example of structure, tli.- female being
furnished \\illi a |M.ueh mi her Lack, in which lli.- .-uu- an- placed when hutched, and carried

alx'ii! fur a coiisi.leiaMe |-.-iio<|.

This |M.udi is dearly analogous to the lixiiic cradle i-f tin- inar-.ni.ial animal*. Il i- not

merely de\e|,,|,ed \\ li.-n wanti-d. as is the cue with tin- cells mi the back nf tin- Surinam Toad,
I. ut i- J..M >ii:in. in. :m.| lin.-.l \\ith skin like that of tin- buck. Tin- IH.IH h does not attain its

full development until tin- creature is .f mature age, ami tin- mal- does not ]>oa0ea0 it at all.

When lill.il with eu'gs tli- IH.II.-II is inn. I, dilated. u,l s over tin- whole Imrk nearly M
far as tin- back ( tin- head. Tin- ciju-nin^- is n..t easily seen without careful < \ainiiuition,

beinc very narrow, an 1 liiil.li-n in folds i.f the skin.

Its color is very variable, lut ^n-.-n has tin- ptvdumiuanrc. It i* found in M-xioo, but

many sj--iiiiftis have UH-II Lmuirht frum th- Andes nf K^-iiador.

A i*i-ies. caUe.1 the LICIIK.HED TKKE-ToAD (JYachycfphalu* lichrndltu),

iiilial.its .lamaii-a. ai:d is desi-rilted by Mr. Goaae in his Naturalist's Sojourn" in that Island.

It derives its name fnun the as|M-t nf the In-ad. wliirh lKks a.s if it wua overgrown with

lichens. It is generally found ainotn; the wild pine trees, uinl is \.T\ a. live, being able to

nsidei-ible lcjijs. S.metimea it puffs out it Ixxly, and causes a kind of frothy
nmistiirv to exhale fnnu the skin. This moisture adheres to the tinkers like iriim. and causes

tin- r'rotf to leave a trail U-hitnl it like that of a snail m- slug.

The color of the lacheiuil Tni-Toad in pale red mottled with brown, and having a large

patch of tin* sjiin* 1 color U-twi-en tin- shouldi-rs. The muzzle and sid.-s an- pale ^n--n, ,sjK)tt-<l

with dark r*ddish -brown, and In-low it is whitish-gniy. the chin bein^ >|M-ckled with nnldish-

brown. The hul is flattened, sharply {minted at the inu//le. and studded with sharp bony
ridges. Its ordinary length is about four indies.

ANOTIIKR sjH-cies of the name genus, the MARBLKD TREE-TOAD (Trachycephalus marmo-

rdtnx), is d.-s<-rilH-d l.\ the same \\riter:

(in- of them was taken in a liedrootn at Savannah-le-Mar, one night in October, having

I
r..l':il'l\ l|opl>ed in ''

"
OpMWiBdOV fr-Mn lh- l.i-ni'-li.'s ..f a maliL'" II nl\ af.-u f.-.-t

distant. I was surprised at its change of color, in this ivspwt resembling the chameleon and

anoles, or still nearer, the geckos.

When 1 obtained it. the whole upi>er parte were of a rich deep aml>er-brown, with

indistinct Mack Lands. On looking at it at night, to my surprise I saw a great alteration

of hue. It was paler on the head and back, though least altered there ; on the rump and

on the fore and hind legs it was become a sort of semi-pellucid drib, market with minute

close-set dark specks. When disturU-d, it presently became slightly paler still, but in a few

minutes it had r> < <i\.-red its original depth <f tint. In the course of half an hour it displayed

again the sjM-ckled dark hue. and now uniformly so, save a black irregular patch or two on

the head, and a dark patch In-tween the mouth and each eye. The ln-lly, which was very

regularly shagreened, was of a dull-buff, not susceptible of change. Its eyea retained their

proverbial beauty, for the irides were of a golden-brown tint, like -un-rays shining through
tortoise-shell.

"This specimen wag about as large as a middling Knglish Frog, being two inches and a

quarter in length.

While in captivity, if unmolested, it spent a good deal of time motionless, .s^uattim;

Hat and dose, with shut eyes, as if sleeping, but sometimes it was active. I kept it in a basin

covered with a pane of glass, for facility of observation. It would keep its face opposite the

window, altering its position pertinaciously if the basin were turned, though ever so gently.
It t<x.k no notice of cockroaches, n.r of a large flesh-fly which buzzed about it, and even

crawled nv.-r its nose. If taken in the hand, it struggled rigorously, so as to be with difficulty

held : once or twice, while thus st niggling, it uttered a fe.-l.le s,)n.-.ik : but if still retained,

it would at length inflate the atxlnmeii with air. apparently a jgn of anger. It leaped, but

not far."
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A VERY odd-looking species is the BLUE FROG. It is the sole representative of a family,

remarkable for having webbed toes, flattened processes of the vertebra, and glands at the

back of the head.

The Blue Frog, as it is called from its hue, inhabits Australia, and is not uncommon at

Port Essington, whence several specimens have been brought to Europe. The head of

this species is broader than long, the muzzle short and rounded, and the gape very large.

The secreting glands at the back of the head are large, and extend in a curve over the ear as

far as the shoulder. They are pierced with a large number of pores, and by their shape and

dimensions give to the creature a very singular aspect. The discs of the fore-feet are extremely

large, and the toes of the hind-feet are about three-quarters webbed. The color of the Blue

Frog is light, uniform blue above, and below silvery-white. Its length is about three inches

and a half.

THE large and handsome BIOOLORED TREE-FROG is the only species at present known as

belonging to the family.

In this creature the toes are not webbed, but in other respects the form resembles that of

the preceding family, except, perhaps, that the processes of the vertebrae are wider in pro-

portion to their volume. The Bicolored Tree-Frog inhabits South America, Brazil, and Guiana,

and seems to be tolerably common. Possibly its bright and boldly contrasting colors render

it more conspicuous than its green and olive relatives. The popular name of this creature is

very appropriate, as the whole of the upper parts are intense azure, and the under parts pure

white, or white tinged with rose. The thighs and sides are spotted with the same hue as the

abdomen.

PASSING over the small section of Frogs (Micrhylina) distinguishable "by their toothed

jaws and imperfect ears, and represented by a single species, we come to the third section of

these animals (Hylaplesura), known by their toothless jaws and perfectly developed ears.

Of this section, the TWO-STRIPED FROG affords a good example.
This species is a native of Southern Africa, and is chiefly found in the eastern and north-

eastern parts of the colony of Cape Town. It lives almost entirely upon or in trees, and may
be seen either in the cavities, of a decaying trunk, or clinging to the bark in close proximity

to one of these holes.

In Dr. A. Smith's " Illustrations of the Zoology of Southern Africa," there is so curious

and important an account of the imprisonment of this species in the bole of a tree, that it

must be given in his own words :

" On the banks of the Limpopo River, close to the tropic of Capricorn, a massive tree was

cut down to obtain wood to repair a wagon. The workman, while sawing the trunk longi-

tudinally, nearly along its centre, remarked on reaching a certain point
'

It is hollow, and

will not answer the purpose for which it is wanted.'

"He persevered, however, and when a division into equal halves was effected, it was

discovered that the saw in its course had crossed a large hole, in which were five specimens of

the species just described, each about an inch in length. Every exertion was made to discover

a means of communication between the external air and the cavity, but without success.

Every point of the latter was probed with the utmost care, and water was left in each half for

a considerable time, without any passing into the wood. The inner surface of the cavity

was black, as if charred, and so was likewise the adjoining wood for half an inch from the

cavity.

"The tree, at the part where the latter existed, was nineteen inches in diameter, the

length of the trunk was eighteen feet
;
the age, which was observed at the time, I regret to

say, does not appear to have been noted. When the Batrachia above mentioned were dis-

covered, they appeared inanimate, but the influence of a warm sun, to which they were sub-

jected, soon imparted to them a moderate degree of vigor. In a few hours from the time they

were liberated, they were tolerably active, and able to move from place to place, apparently

with great ease."
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Tin- color of this species is deep liver-brown above, with ! longitudinal yellow stripe*,

beginning at the. eyes and extending as* far us the base of the 1 mid-leg*. A foik.-d \. !!..

mark ap|-ar. l-twc-n thes stripes just- where they end. :m<l tin- limbs are li\--i I-I..UM,

with yellow. Tin- under parts are very pule brownish n-l profusely variegated with

\elloM sjxitl In i. i._:!i : hi tiearl\ tWO tBflhai I:.' |M0ri< IUIIIK liruchymcru* i-

derived from tuo Greek words, signifying short-thiglied.

'|'H i 'l'i N..I i N.. FuiNi of Southern Aim-ii.-a // tinrturia) is worthy of a casual

not:

Tliis civature is so called because the Indians are said t<> employ it Tor imparting a dinVr

ent tinge to the plumage of the green jmrmt. They pluck out tin- feathers on the Kpotn where

they de>iiv to i:ivi- the 1-inl a diffen-nt coloi-e.1 niU-. and then rnl> tin- uoiiinled kin with tin-

blood of this Frog. The new feathers that supply the places of thcwe that have U-en n-inove^l,

are said to be of a fine red or yellow hue.

It is found in various jirt.s of Southern Aim-ii'.i. :ui'l is i-oinni-.n in Surinam, where it

mostly Inhal'it- the woods. tni\-i>in^ the l>ran<-hes :m I I-:IM-S l.y ila\. and at ni^lil concealing
iteelf nniler the loose bark. Like the common Tree-Frog of Knruj*-, it seldom vi-.it> tin.

water except during the bm-ding-sea-on. for the j,urjH,s,. of <le]Hsiting its egg*-
In color it isextremely variable. Some specimens are black, with a white spot on the

top of the head, and two stripes of the same color running from the head along each aide. In

ei-tain individuals there are cross bands of white between the stripes. Other examples are

gray above and I.lack below; some are wholly black, sotted with large round white marks;
others are black; others are gray, spotted with Muck : while a f.-w s|-ci!iu*nsare brown, with

A Urge white spot on each side, and two white bands on the fore limbs.

'

THE RHINOPIIRYNK is remarkable as being the only known example among the Frogs
where the tongue has its free end pointing forward, instead of being directed towards the
throat

This curious

Y/l
spe-

cies inhabits Mexico,
and can easily be recog-
nized by the peculiar
form of its head, which
is rounded, merged into

the body, and has the

muzzle abruptly trun-

cated, so as to form a

small circular disc in

front. The gape is ex-

tremely small, and tin-

head would, if sepa-

rated, be hardly recog-

nizable as having be-

longed to a Frog. There

are two glands by the

ears, but although they
are of considerable

dimensions, th-\ are

scarcely apparent externally, being concealed under the skin. The legs are very short and
thick, and the feet are half-webbed. Each hind-foot is furnish. -d with a flat. oval, horny
spur formed by the development of one of the bones. There are no teeth in the jaws, and the

V :.
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ear is imperfect. The color of the Rhinophryne is slate-gray, with yellow spots on the sides

and a row of similar spots along the back. Sometimes these latter spots unite so as to form a

jagged line down the back.

THE CRAWLING BATRACHIANS.

WE now arrive at the Crawling Batrachians, technically called Amphibia Gradientia.

All these creatures have a much elongated body, a tail which is never thrown off as in the

frogs and toads, and limbs nearly equal in development, but never very powerful. Like the

preceding sub-order, the young are hatched from eggs, pass through the preliminary or

tadpole state, and, except in a very few instances, the gills are lost when the animal attains its

perfect form. Both jaws are furnished with teeth, and the palate is toothed in some species.

The skin is without scales, and either smooth or covered with wart-like excrescences. There

is no true breast-bone, but some species have ribs.

The development of the young from the egg is not quite the same as that of the tailless

Batrachians. Instead of being deposited in masses or long strings, the eggs are laid singly,

and are hatched in succession. When the young are first hatched they bear some resemblance

to the tadpole of the frog, the gills being very conspicuous. In these creatures, however, the

fore-legs make their appearance first, and are soon followed by the hinder pair, whereas in the

frogs the hind-legs are seen for some time before the fore-limbs are visible externally. Further

remarks will be made on this subject when we come to the well-known representative of this

sub-order, the common newt or eft.

SALAMANDER macutoiti.

THE celebrated SALAMANDEK, the subject of so many strange fables, is a species found

In many parts of the continent of Europe.
This creature was formerly thought to be able to withstand the action of fire, and to

quench even the most glowing furnace with its icy body. It is singular how such ideas should

have been so long promulgated, for although Aristotle repeated the tale on hearsay, Pliny tried

the experiment, by putting a Salamander into the fire, and remarks, with evident surprise, that

it was burned to a powder. A piece of cloth dipped in the blood of a Salamander was said to

be unhurt by fire, and certain persons had in their possession a fire-proof fabric made, as they

stated, of Salamander's wool, but which proved to be asbestos.

Another fable related of this creature still holds its ground, though perhaps with little

reason. I have already mentioned one or two instances of the prejudices which are so deeply

ingrained in the rustic mind, and given a short account of the superstitions prevalent in Prance
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regarding toads. The Salamander there suffers an equally -\i! leputation with thu toad, M
ma\ !> -ii i-\ tin- foliowing graphic and -|.mid letter:

" K. mining homeward a few evenings ago from a r.Mintiy walk in flu- em irons of

I discovered in m\ |:.iha strange-looking reptile, which, after n-uanlinc me -i'-:nlf:i-il\ fora
few moments, walked slowly to the Hide of the road, and commenced MT\ d>-lil>erate|y clamber-

ini: up in-- wall. Ne\er h:i\ ing seen a similar aninuil, I waa rather donlitiul :i- i n- pi..|--i

ties ;
|. in. reassured by Ito tranquil demeauor, I pm my |>-kct-handkerrliief over it. and it

suffered itself to U- taken up without resistance, and was thus carried to my domicile, t in

arriving eke* moi, I opem-d the basket to show my captive to the servant* < French', when, to

my SMI pi i-- and consternation, they -t up such a screaming and hullabaloo, that I thought

they would ha\e gone into fita.

oh ! fa, la, la, la, la ! Oh! la, fa, fa, la, la /
' and then a succession of screams, in

altissimo. which woke up tin- children, and brought out the neighbors to see what could be tho

matter.
44 '

Oh, monsieur a rapporte un gourd! 1

" ' Un gourd/' cried one.
" ' UN SOURD I

' echoed another.
" UN 8-O-U-R-D ! I !

'
cried they all In chorus

;
and then followed a succession of

shrieks.
" When they ralmed down into a mild sample of hysterics, they began to explain that

I had brought home the most venomous animal in creation.

Oh! letilain bft,-." cried Phylli-.
" 4 Oh ! le inri-hiint .'

'

chimed in Abigail ;

' he kills everybody that comes near him
;
I have

known fifty people die of his bite, and no remedy in the world can save them. As soon as

they are bitten they gonfleiit, gonflent, and keep on swelling till they burst, and are dead in a

quarter of an hour.'
" Here I transferred my curiosity from the basket to a glass jar, and put a saucer on the

top to keep it safe.
" ' Oh ! Monsieur, don't leave him so ; if he put himself in a rage, nothing can hold him.

He has got such force, that he can jump up to the ceiling ; and wherever he fastens himself he

Mirks like death.'

"Ah! it's all true.' cried my landlady, joining the circle of pq>ers. 'Oh! fa, fa/ Qa me
fai/ wmefait tr-r-r-r-cmbl-

44 'Once I saw a man in a hay-cart try to kill one. and the .*"// juiii|>ed right off the ground
at a bound and fasten it-.-lf on the man's face, when he stood on the hay-cart, and nothing
could detach it till the man fell dead.'

.I//.' c"est oien rnii.' cried Aliiiniil ;

'

they ought to have fetched a mirror and held it up
to the Mi: and then it would have left the man and jump*! at it.s ///////.'

"Th- end of all this commotion was that, while I went to impure of a scientific friend

wh-ther there was any truth i:i these tissue of Mines, the whole household was in an uproar,
tout en emoi, and they sent for a commit*iun nnir>' and an ostler with a spade and mattock,

and threw out my poor belt into the road, and foully murdered it. chopping it into a dozen

pi.-ces by the light of a stable lantern; and then they declared that they >uUl sleep in

peace ! les miserable* !

Hut there were sundry misgivings as to my fate, and as with the Aportle, 'they lool

when I hniild have swollen or fallen down dead suddenly: ami next m-.ruing the maids

came stealthily ami ]>>e|>-d into my room to see whether I was alive or dead, and were

nut a little surprised that I was not even gonflc, or any the worse for my rencontre

with a sourd.

"And so it turned out that my ]>r little ('' that had caused such a disturbance was

nothing more nor less than a Salamander a poor, inoffensive, harmless reptile, declared on

conijH't.-nt antlmriry to be no ways venomous ; imt whose unfortunate appearance and some-

what Santanic livery have exposed it to obloquy and persecution."
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This notion of the poisonous character of the Salamader is of very old date, as the reader

may see by referring to any ancient work on Natural History. One of the old writers advises-

any one who is bitten by a Salamander to betake himself to the coffin and winding-sheet, and

remarks that a sufferer from the bite of this animal needs as many physicians as the Salaman-

der has spots. If the Salamander crawled upon the stem of an apple-tree, all the crop of

fruit was supposed to be withered by its deadly presence, and if the heel of a man should

come in contact with the liquid that exudes from the skin, all the hair of his head and face

would fall off.

There is certainly an infinitesimally minute atom of truth in all this mass of absurdities,

for the Salamander does secrete a liquid from certain pores in its surface, which, for the

moment, would enable it to pass through a moderate fire, and this secretion is sufficiently

acrid to affect the eyes painfully, and to injure small animals if taken into the mouth.

The Salamander is a terrestrial species, only frequenting the water for the purpose of

depositing its young, which leave the egg before they enter into independent existence. It is

a slow and timid animal, generally hiding itself in some convenient crevice during the day,

and seldom venturing out except at night or in rainy weather. It feeds on slugs, insects, and

similar creatures. During the cold months it retires into winter-quarters, generally the

hollow of some decaying tree, or beneath mossy stones, and does not reappear until the

spring.

The ground color of this species is black, and the spots are light yellow. Along the sides

are scattered numerous small tubercles.

THE YELLOW SALAMANDER (Ambtystoma xiphias), called also Desmognath, inhabits the

Alleghanies. The Dusky Salamander (A. obscurum) inhabits from Ohio to Massachusetts,

and southward, and is one of the commonest species in our springs and brooks. The Black

Salamander is the largest of the Eastern species, inhabiting from Pennsylvania southward.

BED-BACKED SALAMANDER (Plethodon cinereus) is common in the Eastern States. A
variety is noticed with no red dorsal band. The Viscid Salamander (P. glvMnosus) is chiefly

terrestrial ;
like the preceding, inhabits the same localities.

TWO-STRIPED SALAMANDER (Spelerpes bilineatus), called Cave Salamander and Green's,

inhabits from Maine to Wisconsin, and southward. S. longicaudus abounds in the caves

from Maine to Kentucky. The Red Triton (S. ruber), inhabits from Maine to Nebraska, and

southward.

THE PURPLE SALAMANDER (OyrinopMlus porphyriticus), a large aquatic species, inhabits-

the Alleghany Mountain region. It is said to be the only Salamander that exhibits any

attempt at self-defense, the others being too sluggish.

THE common NEWT, ASKER, EFFET, EFT, or EVAT, as it is indifferently termed, is well

known throughout Europe. At least two species of Newt inhabit the northern parts of

Europe, and some authors consider that the number of species is still greater. According to'

the system employed in this work, we accept only two species, the others being merely noted

as varieties.

THE CRESTED NEWT derives its popular name from the membranous crest which appears

on the back and upper edge of the tail during the breeding-season, and which adds so much to

the beauty of the adult male.

This creature is found plentifully in ponds and ditches, during the warm months of the

year, and may be captured without difficulty. It is tolerably hardy in confinement, being

easily reared even from a very tender age, so that its habits can be carefully noted.

I had some of these animals in a large slate tank through which water was constantly

running, and which was paved with pebbles, and furnished with vallisneria and other aquatic
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plants, for tli.- purpose of imitating an nearly as possible the natural condition of the water
fn>m which the creatures had been taken. Here they lived for om.- tun-. and hen the eggs
were hatched ami the young <l.-v.-li.|-.|

It was a very curious sight to watch the clever manner in hi. h tin- female Newts secured
their --> : f<u which purpose they used chiefly to employ tli<> vallisneria, its long slender
blade* U-ing exactly tin- Iea\ en U-.st suited for thut purpose. They deposited an egg on one of

!'> leaves, and then, |.\ deXSMOOH >i, ,n.,. , m. i,t ,,f the f.-. i. UM-I.-.| I !,. ].-af i. .mid the .-L.-I:. -

rived to fasten it so firmly that the twist always retained its f

The appai-iit -li:ip.-of the egg is oval, and semi-transparent ; but on looking more closely, it

is seen to be nearly spherical, of u very pale yellow brown, ami inclosed witliiu an oval

envelope of gelatinous substance.

When th>> young Newt is hatched, it much resembles tile common tad IN tie. but is of a

lighter color, and it* gills are morv developed. It rapidly increases in -i/v. until it has

attaim-d a length of nearly two inches, the fore-legs being then tolerably strong, and the

hind.-r pair very small and weak. The gills are at tin* time most lieuiitiful objects; and if

the young creature he properly arranged umlt-r the microsco|if. tin- circulation of the blood,

as se*-n ilirouirh tin-in transparent u.ilN. is one of the most exquisite sight* that the micro-
.!<

!
can iilTunl.

The legs now attain greater strength, tli-- :nlls become gradually more opaque and slowly
lessen in size, being at la.-t >-ntiivly absorbed int< tin- \\\ . In -xact pro|MMtion t<. tin- dimi

nntioii <>f the n'\\\->. tin- lungs increase in size; and tin- animal nmlergoes exactly tin- name

metamorphosis as has already been r-l:it.-l of tin* fin_'. l-in_' chanp-d, in point of fact, from a
fish into a hatrachian. The tail, lio\vf\-r remains, and is made tin- principal, if. indeed, not

the only means by which the Newt propels itelf through tin- water.

When it lias passed through it.s changes, the Newt is no lonyvr alile to lead a sub-aquatic

life, but is forced to breathe atmospheric :i i r . K<r this ]iur|M>s<- it riss to the surface at

ibly regular intervals, puts its snout just out of the water, and. with a peculiar little

popping sound. ej>-cts the used air from its lungs and takes in a fresh supply.
Towards the breeding-season, the male clianges sensibly j M ap|>earance; his colors are

brighter, and his movements more brisk. The U-autiful waving crest now l>egins to show

itself, and grows with great rapidity, until it assumes an appearance not unlike that of a very
thin cock's coml>, extending from the head to the insertion of the hinder limlw. and being

deeply toothed at the edge. The tail is also furnished with a crest, but with smooth edges.
When the animal leaves the water, this crest is hardly visible, because it is so delicate that it.

folds iiiM.ii the body and is confounded with the skin; but when supported by the water, it

waves with every movement of its owner, and has a most graceful aspect.

After the breeding-season, the crest diminishes as rapidly as it arose, and in a short time

is almost wholly absorbed. Some remnants of it, however, always remain, so that the male

may be known, even in the winter, by the line of irregular excrescences along the back. The

use of this crest is not known, bat it evidently bears a close analog}' to the gorgeous nupii il

plumage of many birds, which at other times are dressed in quite sober garments.
The Newt feeds upon small worms, insects, and similar creatures, and may be captuie.)

by the simple process of tying a worm on a thread by the middle, so as to allow both ends to

bang down, and then angling as if for fish. The Newt is a ravenous creature, and when it

catches a worm, closes its mouth so firmly that it may be neatly landed before it looses its

hold. Some writers recommend a hook; but I can assert, from much practical experience,
that the hook is quite needless, and that the Newt may be captured by the simple worm and

thread, not even a rod being required.

It is curious to see the Newt eat a worm. It seizes it by the middle with a sudden snap,
as if the jaws were moved by springs, and remains quiet for a few seconds, when it makes
another snap, which causes the worm to pass farther into its month. Six or seven such bites

are usually required before the worm finally disappears.

The skin or epidermis of the Newt is very delicate, and is frequently changed, coming off

in the water in flakes. I found that my own specimens always changed their skin as often as
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I changed the water
;
and it was very curious to see them swimming about with the flakes of

transparent membrane clinging to their sides. The skin of the paws is drawn off just like a

glove, every finger being perfect, and even the little wrinkles in the palms being marked.
These gloves look very pretty as they float in the water, but if removed they collapse into a

shapeless lump.
The food of the Newt consists of worms, insects, and even the young of aquatic reptiles.

I have seen a large male Crested Newt make a savage dart at a younger individual of the same

species, but it did not succeed in eating the intended victim.

This creature is very tenacious of life, and the muscular irritability of the body seems to

endure for a long time after the creature is dead. One of these animals, that had been dead
for some time, whose heart and lungs had .been removed, and whose limbs had been pinned
out ready for dissection, was so retentive of this singular irritability, that when the tail was
touched with the point of a scalpel, the body and limbs writhed so actively as to free the

limbs from their attachments. On repeating the experiment, it was found that this suscepti-

bility gradually departed, lingering longest towards the body. The eel possesses an even

greater degree of this muscular irritability, as is well known by all who have made an eel-pie

or seen it prepared. The tail of the blind-worm, too, which has already been described, is

equally irritable when separated from the body.
The color of the Crested Newt is blackish or olive-brown, with darker circular spots, and

the under parts are rich orange-red, sprinkled with black spots. Along the sides are a number
of white dots, and the sides of the tail are pearly-white, becoming brighter in the spring. The

length of a large specimen is nearly six inches, of which the tail occupies rather more than

two inches and a half.

THE STRAIGHT-LIPPED NEWT of Mr. Bell (Triton bibronii) is only ranked as a variety of

this species. In this variety the upper lip does not overhang the lower, and the skin is more
tubercular than in the ordinary examples.

THE MARBLED NEWT (Triton marmordtus) is a continental species, and is found plenti-

fully in the southern parts of France.

It is a much larger species than the preceding, often attaining the length of eight or nine

inches. It mostly lives in the water, but will leave that element voluntarily when the weather

is stormy, or even if the hot sunbeams are too powerful to please its constitution. A rather

powerful and not very pleasant odor is exhaled from this creature. During the winter it

leaves the water, seeks for some hole in a decaying tree, and there remains until the following

spring. The color of the Marbled Newt is olive-brown above, marbled with gray and
dotted with white on the back. The head is gray, with black dots and spots. Along the

centre of the back runs a streak of white and orange, and the under parts are dotted with

white.

THE SMOOTH NEWT is more terrestrial in its habits than the crested species, and is often

seen at considerable distances from water.

By the rustics this most harmless creature is dreaded as much as the salamander

in France, and the tales related of its venom and spite are almost equal to those already
mentioned. During a residence of some years in a small village, I was told some very
odd stories about this Newt, acd my own powers of handling these terrible creatures with-

out injury was evidently thought rather supernatural. Poison was the least of its crimes,

for it was a general opinion among the rustics in charge of the farm-yard that my poor
Newts killed a calf at one end of a farm-yard, through the mediumship of its mother,
who saw them in a water-trough at the other end

;
and that one of these creatures bit a

mail on his thumb as he was cutting grass in the church-yard, and inflicted great damage on
that member.

i

The worst charge, however, was one which I heard from the same person. A woman, he
told me, had gone to the brook to draw water, when an Effert, as he called it, jumped out of
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tli.- water, fastened ( .n her orni. Lit out a piece of flesh, and spat fire into the wound, ao thai

he afterwards lost her arm.

All the Newts poasesM singular powers of reproducing lout or injured members, thin faculty

j.r.i\ in- tin-in to hold a rath- r low place in the scale of creation Tin- Smooth Newt has been
known to reproduce the tail, and e\-n tin- limLs ; :m<l in one caae an eye was removed entirely,
an<l repriHlmtd in a i-rfe<-t -.tat.- Ly tin- end of tin- \.-ar.

This spedea may IN* known Ly it- smooth and non tuU-n-ular skin, and its small iae.

hnrin- the I -
1 . -d i ng-Beaaon the male wears a cn-xt, u lii.-h runs continiion-l\ from tin- head to

tin- end of tin- tail, and is not so dwj.lv >-!,-ft as that of tin- rr.-st.-d sj,ecies.

This ornament is very delicate and beautiful, and at the height of the season in often

!_ I
-
" ;

. beMrtil ll Carmine o) ,:-.', I >... coloi i- bnwnish-gnn aLovc and LrightofUga
In-low, covered with round spoto of Muck. In tin- autumn and during tin- winter, theaUlomen
becomes much paler. The length of this species is about three inches and u half.

Tin: I'M.M \i 1 1. \\ \ i u: XEWT of Mr. Bell (Litsotrilon pdlmipei) is held to be merely
a variety of this species.

WE now arrive at anot h-r family, known Ly ih.- curious mami.-r in which tin- teeth of the

palate form a broken cross-series.

The first exani]>l>- is the .1 \I-ANBSE SALAMANDER (OnychoddrfytiiM j<ij*inicu*), retnark-

aLle for having, during the larval state and in the breeding-season, claws n|M>n the toes. It*

color id purplish-Muck, variegated irregularly with white, and th<> claws are black. It is

thought by the natives to possess medical properties, and th.-y employ its flesh in sundry
ailments, killing, and drying it in the sun for I--M.-I- preservation.

ANOTHER example of this family is the AXBLYSTOMK, <>r SPOTTED EFT, of North
America.

This species is not uncommon in the countries which it inhuLits. and is found in some
numbers in Pennsylvania. The eggs of this creature an- not debited singly and in the

water, as is the case with the newts. Lut are laid in small jHicket.s. and placed beneath damp
tones Ti,.. head ol the VniLlystome is thick, convex, and Witfc 0M mu//l.' lound.-d. Its

color is deep violet-black above, and piirple-Llark Lelow. with a row of circular or oval yellow

spots along the sides. These spots are large in pro|x>rtion to the dimensions of the individual.

and have a very bold eff.-ct. The genus is rather large, containing about eleven acknowledged
species. One of them. AmMiistoma talpoideum, or Mole-like AmLlystome. derives it.s name
from its habit of burrowing in the ground after the fashion of the mole. It lives in South

Carolina, and is found on the sea-islands. The fon- -limbs an-
]

ulim ly short and stout, and
the body is rather thick and clumsily made.

It is found northward us fur as Illinois. There are eight other species enumerate!, found.

respectively, in Ohio, New Jersey, and the Southern States. Specimens kept in the New York

Aquarium during the year 1878, passed through the usual and various stages of transforma-

tion. The tail was first noticed to be growing gradually smaller, and on aLsorption of the

branching, the transformation was seen to be complete. The more delicate and comely Sala-

mander, with proper lungs, and its body prettily decorated with round spots, was the |~-rf-ct

and permanent form. This process of change was clearly visiLlc in the well arranged tanks of

the A<|iiaiium. The larva state of one species is the celebrated Axolotl of Me\j<-<.. and

Como one of the v\.-st.-ni territories.

One genus and nineteen species are recorded as embraced under the family
all found in North America. They are particularly abundant in the South and West.

WE now come to a very remarkable cn-ature. the Axm.oi i., which is presumed to be but

the larva or tadpole state of some very large Latrai -hian. Like many other enigmatical animals,
it has been bandied about considerably in the i-our-*- of investigation, and, according to th.-

latest observations, the original opinion seems to be correct, namely, that it i- not an adult
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crawling batrachian with perpetual gills, but that it is in its preliminary or tadpole stage of

existence. Mr. Baird makes the following sensible remarks on this subject :

" It so much resembles the larva of Amblystoma punctatum, in both external form and

internal structure, that I cannot but believe it to be the larva of some gigantic species of this

genus. It differs from all other perennibranchiates in possessing the larval character of the

gular or opercular flap, this being unattached to the adjacent integuments, and free to the

extremity of the chin. The non-discovery of the adult is no argument against its existence.

I had caught hundreds of the very remarkable larva of Pseudotriton salmoneus before I found

an adult. Until then I knew nowhere to refer the animal, supposing this species to exist no

nearer than the mountains of New York and Vermont."

LARVA OF AXOLOi'L.

As may be seen from the illustrations, the gills or branchiae are quite as large in proportion

as those of the newt in its larval state. They are furnished with fringes.

The Axolotl inhabits Mexico, where it is tolerably plentiful, and in some places is found

in such numbers that it is sold in the markets for the table. It frequents the lake surround-

ing the city of Mexico, and, according to Humboldt, is also found in the cold waters of certain

mountain lakes at a considerable elevation above the sea.

The color of this remarkable creature is rather dark grayish-brown, covered thickly with

black spots. The length varies from eight to ten inches.

ANOTHER small order now comes before us, containing a few species, and only two very

small families. In all these creatures the body is long and lizard-like, the legs four and

feeble, and the gills internal, but permanent throughout life.

OUR first example of this family is the now celebrated GIGANTIC SALAMANDER.

This is undoubtedly one of the least attractive of the vertebrate animals, being dull in

habits, sombre in color, with a sort of half-finished look about it, and not possessing even that

savage ugliness which makes many a hideous creature attractive in spite of its uncomeliness.

It is a native of Japan, and even in that country seems to be rare, a large sum being asked for
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it J>\ tit.- seller. It live* in the lakes and pools that exist in tin- basaltic mountain ranges of

.l.ip.in.

I>r. \..n Si, -U,M Li-ought the first living >-]H-, im.-n t.. Kurope, and placed It in a tank
at !>>.!. -n. when- it wa.s li\iim when tin- lust accounts were heard, having thiin paimnd a period
of many years in captivity. It.s length is about a yard. Two specimens were brought over at

the sum.' time, I- iiii; if dtfhMBl I X' -. t n on te pBH^pV,
' 9tlt unfortuiwteh kill-! m.|

at.- hi- int.-nded bride, leaving himself to j.uss the remainder of his life in celibacy. It

fed chieth mi fish, luit would eat other animal substance.

Another tine s|Nvimcn attracted miirh notice in -pit.- of its ugliness and almost total want
of observable habits. It i- \,.|-y slui^i-h and ret inn-, hating t!i<- light, and always squeezing
itaelf into the darkest corner nf its tank, wht-n- ii s<> i-losely resembles in color the rock-work

near which it shelters itself, that many persons look at the tank without e\i-n ili-.-.iv.-rin^ it

pCMence. The length of this s|N<ciineti is aUmt ilni'v tl.i.-.- in< !.-. :m>l if ii survives, ii m:i>

pomibly attain even a larger size. The -|.-.-inien shown in the engraving on next page is

reduced to one- fifth of it.s natural

AXOUXTU-

The head of this creature is large, flattened, and very toad-like in general aspect, except that

it is not furnished with the beautiful eyes which redeem the otherwise repulsive expression of

the toad. The head is about four inches wide at the broadest part, and is covered with innumer-

able warty excrescences. The eyes are extremely small, placed on the fore part of the head,

and without the least approach to expression, looking more like small gloss beads than eyes.

The whole upper part of the body is covered thickly with excrescences, and even the

tuuler part of the rounded toes are studded with little tul>ercles. which can be plainly seen

with a magnifying lens as the creature presses its feet again-t the gloss wall of its tank.

Despite of its sluggish nature, it is quite able to obtain its own subsistence by rat chine

the fish on which it feeds, and the keeper told me that even in captivity it easily catches the

fish that are put into its tank. On the journey, it was mostly f--l ujon e-ls. and at the present

time it eats eels as well as other fish, provided they are rather small.

It is well to mention casually in this place that the human-looking skeleton, discovered at

(Eningen in 1 720. and long supposed to be the fossil skeleton of a man who had perished in

the delude, i- nothing more than the bones of a huge Salamander, closely allied to the present

-(-i.-- Th.- -.']!
'

!!; ':_:!.': -
i

;
-i :u:i Ii- 1- I i> I '. :

} fall l'li.\Mi. '-vi'
1

. :i tin^- ij

chocolate, and taking a lighter and more yellowish hue upon the under surface of the feet
vot. m-a.
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THE great MENOPOME of America (Menopoma alleghaniense) has been honored with a

large array of names, among which are TWEEG, HELLBENDER, MUD DEVIL, and GROUND

PUPPY, the first being an Indian name, and the others given to the creature in allusion to its

mud-loving habits or the ferocity of its disposition.

The Menopome inhabits the Ohio and Alleghany rivers, and it is a fierce and voracious

animal, so dangerous a foe to fish and other living beings that it is in some places known by

GIGANTIC SALAMANDER. Gnrptobra,ncluu maximal.

the name of Young Alligator. It is very ugly, and rather revolting in appearance, so that the

fishermen stand in great awe of the fierce, active beast, and think it to be venomous as well as

voracious. The teeth, however, are very small in proportion to the size of the creature. Its

color is slaty-gray, with dark spots, and a dark streak runs through the eye. Its length
is about two feet.
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It is also i-all.il Hii: Wat.-r Li/;ml J.y th.- inhabitant- alone th.-<>hio ami oth.-r int.-rior

{options. This as M.-M UN th,. otln-r m.'inU-rs of tht- irnni]. is harm lew*, though Mfinin^ly
f.-i-iM-ions ami M-nmiiiiiis. S]..-,-iin.-!i- w.-n- k-|>t in \ ">..ik Aquarium, and much
additional kimwl.ilp. was th.-rvby Drained of its habits.

Tin s,-,-ond family of this ord.-r is represented by its t \pi.-al -]M-i.-s, ih. . SNAKK.
This i-urioiis ( -r..atiin- is a na(i\.- .if Arm-rim, and i> fi-uml ratli.-r jil.-ntifiilly m-ar New

Orleans, in Florida, Georgia, and S.niti Carolina. It is fond <>f I.MM,. \\iiu: in tinid. and will

oft.-n ili-si-rnd to a d.-pth of thn-v f.i-t U-l..\\ the surface "f tin- soil, acting indt-.il rm.r.- lik.- an

i-artli \\onii than a \.-rt. -Itr.itf animal. Many of th.-- . n-atim-s have ln^-n arcidi-ntally ilu^oiit

\shil>- d-.-i-niru- ..i- .-l.-aiini; ditches. The negroes are rnm-h afraid <>f the Congo Snake, and

think it to be poisonous, a U-li.-f \\hich has its ,,rily foundation in fear, generated by
ignorance.

Th.- l>gs are extn-m.-ly small and f.-.-lil.\ an<l th.>re are only two toe on each foot. It*

o.lor ia dark Itla.-kish -irniy atiove, and li^ht.T tteneath. An<th.-r species, the TilBEK-Tokn

MXNOPOME.-

Cojfoo SNAKE (Murctnopsit triddctylut), is mm h like the common Congo Snake, from whi- h

it may h.- diMiiiL'nish.il by possessing three toes on each foot instead of two. The length of

Ix.th tJVs4 cn-atun-s is fnun two to three feet. These two species constitute the whole of th.-

family to which they belong.

TIIK T.MI.KD BATR.M MI SNS (ProMdo) are now regarded as differing snflii-i.-ntly from near

forms to belong to a distim-t <.ni. . The family Proteidee Mi n Pi ri-iK' '-in braces one

genus and one species.

THE Necturus Ls calltnl in th- Middl.- Siat.-s Nfi i> l'i i-i-v. \V M-KI: I><i. MKNOBRANOHUB,
and D<M;-KISH. It is common north and west of tin- AlL-irhani.-. and is abundant in the Great

Lake region.

THE great SIREN (Siren looertino) is a species consisting of the entire family SirenieUe.

This creature has a most remarkably long, eel-like form.
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AMONG these remarkable animals, the orders multiply themselves rapidly. The Pseudo-

phidia, or False Serpents, include some very curious species, whose position remained long
unsettled. There is but one family, and all its members have very long and cylindrical

bodies, no limbs, a very short tail, and a smooth wrinkled skin, in which are embedded a

multitude of minute scales. The two worm-like creatures, the White-bellied Csecilia and the

Slender Csecilia, are good examples of this very remarkable family.
The name Csecilia is derived from a Latin word signifying blindness, and is given to the

creature because the eyes are always minute, and in some species are hidden under the skin.

The WHITE-BELLIED CSECILIA inhabits Southern America, and, like the rest of its kin, bur-

rows under the ground after the fashion of the earth-worm, to which it bears so strong an ex-

ternal resemblance, preferring wet and marshy ground to dry soil. Its body is rather thick and

cylindrical, and is surrounded by about one hundred and fifty incomplete rings. The muzzle

is rounded and so is the tail. There are teeth in the jaws and on the palate, all of which are

short, strong, and conical
;
the tongue has a curiously velvety feel to the touch. Below each

nostril there is a small pit, sometimes taken for a second nostril.

The color of the White-bellied Csecilia is blackish, marbled with white along the under

surface.

THE SLENDER CSECILIA derives its name from its slight form. In this species the body is

smooth throughout the greater part of its length, but towards the tail the skin is gathered into

fifteen circular folds pressed closely together. The muzzle is rather broad and rounded. The

body of the Slender Csecilia is extremely elongated, being about two feet in length, and not

thicker than an ordinary goose-quill. Its color is almost wholly black.

THE small but very remarkable order of animals which stands next in our list, has

proved an insoluble enigma to the systematic zoologists, who not only are unable to decide

upon any order to which it may belong, or in what precise relation it stands to other reptiles,

but are not even able to announce positively its class, or to say whether it is a reptile or a fish.

The three species which comprise this order if indeed they do not form a separate class are

so fish-like in most parts of their anatomy and their general habits, that they might be regarded

as belonging to the fishes, were not they allied to the reptiles by one or two peculiarities of

their structure. Some accurate and experienced anatomists accordingly place these creatures

among the fishes, while others, equally experienced, consider them as belonging to the reptiles.
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In fart, tin- |x>sition in which th.-s.- creatures are placed depends wholly on the amount of
to tin- reptilian <T pi-,, in,- characteri.

THK species known by tin- name <.f Li I-IIMI-I Mini i-n. is found in Africa, inhab-

iting tin- lx<U <( nnnlily riven.

Th-- liiiLii- <>f this creature are very remarkable. I.hing in loralitim h.-r- tin- -un
attains a heat so tenili.- during : Ion- |-riod of the year that the waters are dried and ex en

th-ir niiiddv U-ds baked into a hard and stony flooring, these animals would be soonextif|>aii-<i
link -ii.-y had Home means of .-,m n_' themselves against this periodical intli<-iion. an I

obtaining throughout tin- year some proportion of that moisture for la<-k of xshich th.-\ would
soon dk. Tin- mode of self-preservation during the hot season is MTV like that which has

already been mentioned in the case of certain frogs* and other similar creatures, but is mark, d

by several curious modifications.

When tli- hot season has fairly commenced, and the waters have begun to lessen in

volume, tin- Ijepidosiren wriggles its way de. ply into tin- mud. its eyes being so const ructed
that tin- wet soil cannot injure them, and the external nostril- U-iiu; merely two shallow Mind
me* After i

1 has arrived .,! ;, patebta d.-|tL. ii < m N ii-.-lf i..und. uith it- t.-,il \xi-a pj-d

partly over the head, not unlike the |M>culiar attitude assumed by fried whiting*. except that

its flexible spine enables it to squeeze the two sides closer together than can I..- accomplished
in that fish, and in that ]>osition awaits the coming rains. It xxill Ik in a torpid condition for

a very considerable space of time, depending entirely on the advent of rain for the re-assump-
tion of vitality.

After it has curled itself up and resigned it. If to the exigencies of its condition, a large
amount of a slimy substance is secreted from the Uly, which luw the effect of making the

walls of ita cell very smooth, and probably aids in binding the muddy particles together.
When the rains fall, the moisture |M-ietrate.s rapidly through the fissures of the earth, cracked
in all directions by the constant heat, reaches the cell of the Lepidosiren, dissolves its walls.

and restores the inhabitant to life and energy.
Several specimens have U-en brought to Europe, most of which I have had op]iortunities

of seeing while alive, as well us of examining part* of their structure after death.

While retained in an ordinary aquarium, it peases much of its time in an apparently semi

torpid condition at the l>ottom of the tank, generally seeking the darkest corner and squeezing
itself along one of the perjiendicular angles of the case. It was found, however, that whenever
the surface of the water was disturbed, the creature woke up, as it were, and rose to see what
was the mutter. In this way it could be induced to come at a signal to take the food on which
it lived.

Further investigations and experiments on a larger scale, afforded a considerable insight
into the habits of this singular creature.

Several batches of these animals have been kept alive, all of which have died, some after

a life of only a few weeks, and others after surviving for three years. It will, however, be
useless to follow the fortunes of each separate individual, and we will therefore only examine
the general habits which seem to be common to all.

The Lepidosirens, or Mud-fish as they are popularly called, were sent while still in

their muddy nests, or "cocoons," according to the technical term, and, in one instance,
three specimens were inclosed in a single lump of hard mud, weighing when dry about twenty
pounds.

One of the cocoons is now lying before me, together with the dried and shrivelled body of

ite former inhabitant, still curled up in the singular fashion already mentioned. The walls

of the cocoon are composed of a thick, grayish clay, quite hard and dry, and intermixed here
and there with remnants of vegetable matter. The hollow in which the 1,-pidosjivn resided is

quite smooth in the interior, but gives no idea of the real shape of the inhabitant, the cell

seeming to be somewhat large, most probably on account of the coat of mucous substance
with which it was lined, and part of which is to be seen still adhering, like flakes of di

brane, to the sides of the cell.
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By rapidly tearing this membranous substance with an oblique bearing, it can be in some

places split like a scrap of paper under similar circumstances
;
but when placed under the

microscope, it shows no signs of organization, being of a light brown color, irregularly mottled
with black. When burned, it rapidly takes fire and bursts into flame, giving out a very
nauseous order, like that which is perceived on burning the wing-case of a beetle, and leaves

a firm black ash, of nearly the same shape and form as before the light was applied to it.

The remainder of this substance is found loosely adhering to the body of the former

inhabitant, and can be easily stripped off.

On being immersed in water, the earthy cocoons fell to pieces as if they had been made of

sugar, and the imprisoned creatures were thus released. At first they were exceedingly slug-

gish, and hardly stirred, but after the lapse of an hour or two they became tolerably alert.

One of these specimens died after it had been kept about six weeks, and a good plaster-cast

of it is now before me. Its length is ten inches, and the circumference of the head, just in front

of the fore pair of limbs, is exactly three inches. The scales are tolerably well marked, and
are shown even in the plaster-cast, though in the living animal there is hardly a trace of them.

They are also very evident after the creature has been immersed in spirits for some time. In

taking a cast of the Lepidosiren, the mucous secretion with which the body is covered affords

a serious obstacle to the correctness of the image, as it is apt to adhere to the plaster, and pull

away with it some portions of the skin.

A fellow-specimen, that floated dead from its cocoon, is also before me, bent on itself in

the manner usual among these creatures, and with its mouth widely open, showing the

peculiar teeth.

Finding, as has already been mentioned, that the Lepidosiren would rise to the surface of

the water when a splashing was made, the attendants used to feed it by paddling about with

the finger, and then holding a piece of raw beef in the spot where the disturbance had been

made. The creature used to rise deliberately, snatch the meat away, and, with a peculiarly

graceful turn of the body, descend to its former resting-place for the purpose of eating its

food.

The mode of eating was very remarkable. Taking the extreme tip of the meat between

its sharp and strongly formed teeth, it would bite very severely, the whole of the head seem-

ing to participate in the movement, just as the temporal muscles of the human face move when
we bite anything hard or tough. It then seemed to suck the meat a very little farther into

its mouth and gave another bite, proceeding in this fashion until it had subjected the entire

morsel to the same treatment. It then suddenly shot out the meat, caught it as before by the

tip, and repeated the same process. After a third such manoauvre, it swallowed the morsel

with a quick jerk. The animal always went through this curious series of operations, never

swallowing the meat until after the third time of masticating.

After a while, it was thought that the water in which it lived was not sufficiently warm to

represent the tepid streams of its native land, and its tank was consequently sunk in a basin,

where the water is kept at a tepid heat for the purpose of nourishing the tropical plants which

grow in it. Here the creature remained for some time, but at last contrived to wriggle itself

over the side of its tank, and roam about in the large basin quite at liberty.

It remained here for some time, and being deprived of its ordinary supply of raw beef,

took to foraging for itself. The gold-fish with which the basin is stocked became its victims,

and it was quite as destructive as an otter would have been. It had quite a fancy for attack-

ing the largest fish
;
and though apparently slow in its movements, could catch any fish on

which it had set its wishes. As the fish was quietly swimming about, suspecting no evil, the

Lepidosiren would rise very quietly beneath it until quite close to its victim, just as the ter-

rible ground-shark rises to take its prey. It then made a quick dart with open mouth, seized

the luckless fish just by the pectoral fins, and with a single effort bit entirely through skin,

scales, flesh, and bone, taking out a piece exactly the shape of its mouth, and then sinking to

the bed of the basin with its plunder. The poor fish was never chased, but was suffered

to float about in a half-dead state, and numbers of mutilated gold-fish were taken out of the

basin.
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I l:a\e several times s,-eii the creature while swimming about in search "f a dinner, und

have been much -truck \\ith the exceeding grace of i

1 - in..v.-m.-ni-. which, indeed, very

strongly resemble those of the of

At la.-t it- depredations were checked, for when tin basin was filmMtH, according to

custom. :i portion vva.s fenced off, so th:it tin- I/rpidosiivn could not get <>ui, and the gold-flub
could not get in.

Not choosing to supply a succession of gold-fish, nut of each of \\hich tin- faMidiou-

ereuturr would only tak.- om> bite, the Mii-.TintiMi.lrnt In-thought himsrlf of frogs, and fr<l the

animal regularly with tlir.se batrachians. Hut having I it-en warned. l.\ thr .![ i- on the gold-

fish, not to trust his fingers within reach of thr trrth that could inflict -uch \.-ry effr. -live

bites, he got a long Mirk, .-I. -ft one end of it, put one liiinl-fo.it of thr frog into thr cleft, and

held it on thr surface of tlir water, so that thr struggles of thr intrude.! \ ic-tini should agitate

thr surface, and warn the Lepidosinn that its dinner was ready. No sooner did the frog

begin to splash, than the Lrpido-iivn rose rapidly beneath it, sei/.i-d it in its mouth, dragged
it off thr stick likr u pike striking at a roach, ami sunk to the Ixittom with ib* prey. Not a

vestige of the frog was ever seen afterwards; and Mr. Wilson naturally conjectures that

the poor victim was gradually chewed up, like the beef with which the creature was

formerly fed.

I'IL I.M- this regimen the Lepidosiren grew apace, and in three yean had increased from ten

inches in length and a few ounr.- in wri^ht. to thirty inches long, and weighing six pounds
and a quarter. The rapidity of its growth may be accounted for by the fact, that it had fed

throughout the entire year, instead of lying dormant for want of water during half its

'e, and its size was apparently larger than it would be likely to attain in its

native state.

Thinking that perhaps the creature might need its accustomed season of repose happily
called wstivation, in opposition to the term hibernation it was well supplied with day similar

to that from which its cocoon had been formed, but without any result, the animal evincing no
(I I-)., -ill. ni to :i\;iil itself of the Moral 10 ! ii-u li i f i; il \ c. >1|.-. !.-, I in it- U-L;,]f. ThU i-. I ill mix.

a very interesting example of the manner in which nature accommodates herself to circum-

stances, and is paralleled by many other instances in the several departments of Natural

History. Bees, for example, on finding themselves within easy distance of a sugar plantation,
have been known to decline honey making ; and the same result has occurred when they were

transported to fertile localities where the honey -l>earing flowers are in blossom throughout
the year.

As an example of a similar phenomenon occurring in the vegetable kingdom, I may
instance some Australian flowers brought over by Mr. Howitt. and plain. -.1 in his garden.
These plants were at first sadly puzzled by the seasons, wanting to blossom just as our \\ int. r

had ->.-t in. l>ut in the course of a few years they grew gradually later in blossoming, until they
had found the proper season, and then were content to put forth their leaves and flowers at the

same time as the indigenous plants.

The cause of this specimen's n-iri''tt.-d death was rather curious. In the winter time,
when the basins were cleaned, the animal \sas removed from one IKLSUI to another, while the

former was being emptied. Unfortunately, the fires which warmed the water were suffered to

expire during the night, and in the morning the poor Lepidosiren was found chilled

to death.

The history of this creature is not only interest ing, but is valuable as it shows the

comparative advantages of watching the habits of animals in large and small habitations.

Had, for example, the creature lived from the first in the large ki-m. its remarkable mode of

eating its food could not have been observed, as it always seeks the bottom of its prison
for that purpose ; while, had it been always kept in the glass tank, its graceful movements and

fish-eating projiensities would never have Ix-rn discovered.

The bones of the Lepidosiren are, when first taken from the body, of a bright green color,

and so gelatinous in structure, that if left in the water they would probably dissolve. After

a time, however, the green color fades, though traces of it can still be discerned. The bones
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of the head are, however, of a firmer character, as is needful for the management of the sharp
and powerful teeth ;

and in the skull of the above-mentioned specimen, the green tint still

lingers on several of the bones.

The teeth are most remarkable, looking as if they were made from a ribbon of enamel-
covered bone, plaited in a series of very deep undulations in front, and sweeping off at each
side with a bold curve. Those of the palate and lower jaw are so made that they lock into each

other, the folds exactly corresponding, and fitting into each other with such exactness, that no
creature when seized could hope to escape without much detriment. The edges of this con-
tinuous tooth-ribbon, if I may so call it, are very sharp, and armed with small saw-like teeth,
rather worn away in front, but very perceptible on the sides. In the very front of the upper
jaw are two little pointed teeth set apparently loosely in the soft parts of the nose, and quite
useless for biting. When, however, the skull is removed from the body, and cleared of
muscle and other soft parts, these teeth retain their place, and by the hardening of their
attachments become tightly fixed in the skull.

During life the points of these teeth project very slightly through those two little holes

just inside the upper lip, which are considered as the internal nostrils. While the creature is

alive, the teeth cannot be seen even when the mouth is open, being covered by a very soft
and yielding substance, through which they seem to cut when in use.

The external aspect of this creature is very singular, the chief characteristics being its

eel-like form, and the four long slender projections which stand in the place of limbs, and are

analogous to similar structures in certain reptiles already described and figured. These are
not true limbs, and the cartilaginous ray by which they are supported has no joint. They are

quite soft and flexible, as if they were made of leather, and are of very trifling use in locomo-
tion. The two fore-limbs are set at the shoulders, j ust behind the head, and widely separated
from each other, while the hinder pair are quite close together at their bases. In the species

just described, two short tubercular appendages, about an inch in length, accompany the

larger limb-like projections, and, except in dimensions, bear a close resemblance to those

organs. I may take this opportunity of remarking that the creature is not known to leave
the water and to crawl on land.

Another specimen has not attained to any great size, being scarcely half as large as the
individual just described, though it has lived in captivity for three years. The tank in which
it resided was small, and may have probably accounted for the slight increase in dimensions.
It was interesting to watch this creature move about its prison, as the peculiar screw-like

or spiral movement of the limbs was well exhibited. The whole body was covered
with rather large scales, embedded deeply in the skin, and not easily to be seen in living

specimens.
The name of Lepidosiren, or Scaly Siren, is given to this creature on account of its scaly

covering. At about one-third of the distance from the head to the tip of the tail a rather

narrow and fin-like membrane arises, which runs completely round the tail until it is termi-

nated close to the bases of the hind pair of limbs. It is strengthened throughout by a aerie*

of soft jointed rays.

The flesh of the Lepidosiren is very soft and white, and is thought to be excellent for the

table, so that in its native country it is dug up from its muddy bed and used for food. It

usually burrows to a depth of eighteen inches. This creature possesses both lungs and gills,

the latter organs being twofold, the external gills being tufted on the under side, and the

internal gills being placed on the edge of the divisions between the gill openings on the side of

the neck. The heart is more reptilian than piscine, having three compartments, two auricles

and one ventricle, and affords one of the strongest reasons for ranking the creature among the

former class.

There are several species of Lepidosiren, divided into two genera, distinguished from each

other by the number of ribs. The species which is found in Southern America, and is there

known under the popular name of CARAMURU (Lepidosiren paradoxa), has fifty-five pairs of

libs, whereas the African species has only thirty-six pairs. The color of the Lepidosiren
is darkish brown with a wash of gray.
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TFTK n.-\t i.i-l, -r ,,f Crawling Ratrnrhiiin* is called by tin- nnm- >' \l.-:mtia. ami contains a

very few but very remarkable species. In all these .-ivMt.ir.-s t|,,. body in long and MiM,<.tli.

without scales. :,!{ th>- irji| s :ir,. very conspicuous, retainini; their |H,sjtion throughout the
lift- of tli,- :inim:il. There are always two or four limbs, furnished witli toes, bat these
MII-III|HTH are very weak, and indeed rudimentary, and both the jwlute and the lower jaw are
toothed.

The first exam|>l>> of this m.l.-r is the celebrated PROTEPS, discovered by tin- Haioii !

Zois, in the extraordinary locality in which it dwells

At Adelaberg, in thedm-hy of Caniiola, is a moat wonderful cavern, called tin- (irotio of

the Maddalena. extending ninny hundred feet below the surface of the earth, ami consequently
buried in tin- profoundest darkness. In this ,-:i\.-rn .'\ists ; , little lake, roofed with stalactites,
surrounded with masses of rock, and floored with a bed of soft mud. upon wliich the Proteus

may be seen cniwling uneasily, as if endeavoring to avoid the unwelcome light by which its

present, is known. These creatures are not always to be found in the lake, though after heavy
rains they are tolerably abundant, and the road by which they gain admi.-wion is at present
a mystery.

The theory of Sir H. Davy is,
" that their natural residence is a deep subterraneous lake,

from which in great floods they are sometimes forced through the crevices of the rocks into th>-

places where they are found; and it does not apj>ear to impossible, when the peculiar
nature, of the country is considered, that the same great cavity may furnish the individuals

which have been found at Adelsberg and at Sittich."

Whatever may be the solution of the problem, the discovery of this animal is extremely
valuable, not only as an aid to the science of comparative anatomy, but us affording another

instance of the strange and wondrous forms of animal life which still survive in hidden and

unsuspected nooks of the earth.

Many of these animals have been brought in a living state to England, and have sur-

vived for a considerable time when their owners have taken pains to accommodate their con-

dition as nearly as possible to that of their native waters. I have had many opportunities of

seeing some fine specimens, brought by Dr. Lionel Beale from the cave at Adelslx-rg. They
could hardly be said to have any habits, and their only custom seemed to be the systematic
avoidance of light. Dr. Beale has kindly forwarded to me the following account of these

curious creatures :

"One of the Proteases I brought over from Adelsberg lived for five years, and, what is

very interesting, passed four years of his life in the same water, a little fresh Ix-in^ added from

time to time to make up for the loss by evaporation. He lived in about a quart of water,

which was placed in a large globe, this U-ing kept dark by an outer covering of t'reen baize.

Perhaps half a pint of water may have been added during two yean.
" He was not once fed while he was in confinement, and one of his compunioas died soon

after taking a worm before he had been two years in this country.
"The one I kept was very active, and his movements were as rapid as those of an eel.

He was thinner just before death than when he was brought from the cave, but the loss of

substance was so very slow as not to be perceptible from year to year, and to the last he

retained the power of performing very active muscular movements.

His external gills always contracted when a strong light was thrown upon them. The

circulation of the blood in the vessels of these organs was very often exhibited : the animal

being placed in a long tube with a flat extremity, provided with an arrangement for the

constant supply of water, and on several occasions some of the large blood corpuscles were

removed for the purpose of microscopical examination, so that the animal was not placed
under the most favorable circumstances for living without food.

"There are probably very fewmorestrikin^ewimplesof very slow death from starvation

than this, and it is probable that the ultimately fatal results were as much caused by confine-

ment, change of air and temperature, and occasional exposure to light for some hours, as

from mere starvation. It is well known, for example, that, as a general rule, the Batrachia

endure starvation most remarkably.'
1

VoLUL-M.
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The gills of the Proteus are very apparent, and of a reddish color, on account of the
blood that circulates through them. I have often witnessed this phenomena by means of

the ingenious arrangement invented by Dr. Beale, by which the creature was held firmly
in its place while a stream of water was kept constantly flowing through the tube in which
it was confined. The blood discs of this animal are of extraordinary size

;
so large, indeed,

that they can be distinguished with a common pocket magnifier, even while passing through
the vessels. Some of the blood corpuscles of the specimen described above, are now in my
possession and, together with those of the lepidosiren, form a singular contrast to the blood

corpuscles of man, the former exceeding the latter in dimensions as an ostrich egg exceeds
that of a pigeon.

The color of the Proteus is pale faded flesh tint, with a wash of gray. The eyes are quite
useless, and are hidden beneath the skin, those organs being needless in the dark recesses

where the Proteus lives. Its length is about a foot. What are the natural habits of this

strange animal, what is its food, of what nature is its development, and what is its use, are a
series of problems at present unanswered. By some writers it has been thought to be merely

PROTKU8. Froteui anguineue.

the larval state of some large Batrachian at present unknown; but the anatomical investiga-
tions that have been made into its structure seem to confirm the idea that it is a perfect being,
and one of those species which carry the gills throughout their whole existence.

/

IN the NEOTURUS, the head is much broader and flatter and the tail shorter than in the

preceding species. This animal belongs to the same family as the proteus, but is a native of

America, being found in the Mississippi and several of the lakes. It is rather a large animal,

attaining, when adult, a length of two or three feet, and being of a thick and sturdy make.

The gills of this creature are large and well tufted, and the limbs are furnished with four toes

on each foot, but without claws.

The general color of this creature is olive-brown above, dotted with black, and with a

black streak from the nostril through the eye, and along each side to the tail. Below it

is blackish-brown with olive spots.

OUB last example of the Batrachians is the curious SIKEN, or MUD-EEL, aa it is sometimes

called, on account of its elongated eel-like form and its mud-loving habits.
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It is a native of several part* of America, and ia found most plentifully in Carolina, where
it huunt.s ili.- low lying tuul marshy situations. The rice-grounds seem to be ita moat favored

l.x-aliti.-s, tin- inn. My .soil U'ing the unbalance best adapted for its means of progression. Its

fcxxl stvms to <tm.si.st almost rntiivly of wonus ami \:ni..iis ins,-.-tM, of which it will consume
a oonsiderable quantity rw-ry day. A fine specimen used to feed upon earth-worms, of which
it would devour about rigliNvn or twrnty .-very t\v<> days. This individual parsed the greater

part of ita time beneiith tin- thick stratum of soft mud with which the bed of the basin was

profusely covered. This was a very long specimen, and by an uninitiated observer would

probably have been taken for an eel.

Tin- lii-ad of i In- Sin-n is small in proportion to the size of the animal, the eye is very
small, and the gill tufta are three in number on each side, and beautifully plumed. It has

only one pair of legs, the hinder set being wanting, and the front pair are extremely small, and
<>f no practical use in progression. It has only three toes on each foot. The color is dark

blackish-brown, and the length of a fine specimen is about three feet.
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N the FISHES, the last class of vertebrated animals, the chief and most obvious

distinction lies in their adaptation to a sub-aqueous existence, and their unfitness

for life upon dry land.

There are many vertebrate animals which pass the whole of their lives in the

water, and would die if transferred to, the land, such as the whales and the whole

of the cetacean tribe, an account of which may be found in Vol. L, page 418. But
these creatures are generally incapable of passing their life beneath the waters, as

their lungs are formed like those of the mammalia, and they are forced to breathe atmospheric
air at the surface of the waves. And though they would die if left upon land, their death

would occur from hunger and inability to move about in search of food, and in almost every
case a submersion of two continuous hours would drown the longest breathed whale that swims

the seas.

The Fishes, on the contrary, are expressly formed for aquatic existence ; and the beautiful

respiratory organs, which we know by the popular term of "gills," are so constructed that

they can supply sufficient oxygen for the aeration of the blood. They have not the power, as

is sometimes imagined, of separating the oxygen, which, in its combination with certain pro-

portions of hydrogen, compose the element in which they live, but are able to take advantage
of the atmospheric air which is contained in the water.

Any reader who happens to possess a globe with gold-Fish can prove, and doubtlessly has

proved, the truth of this assertion. It often happens that when the supply of water is insuffi-

cient, or the mouth of the vessel too small to permit the air to be absorbed by the water in

sufficient volume, the Fish come gasping to the surface, and there swim with gaping mouths,

sucking in the air with audible gulps. But if a little water be taken up in a cup or spoon, and
dashed back from a little height, so as to cause a sharp splash, or, better still, if a syringe be

employed for the same purpose, so as to drive a quantity of atmospheric air into the water, the

Fish soon become contented, their anxious restlessness abates, and they quietly swim back-

ward and forward, without displaying any more signs of uneasiness.

The reason that Fishes die when removed from the water, is not because the air is poison-

ous to them, as some seem to fancy, but because the delicate gill membranes become dry and

collapse against each other, so that the circulation of the blood is stopped, and the oxygen of

the atmosphere can no longer act upon it. It necessarily follows, that those Fish whose gills

can longest retain moisture will live longest on dry land, and that those whose gills dry most

rapidly will die the soonest. The herring, for example, where the delicate membranes are not

sufficiently guarded from the effects of heat and evaporation, dies almost immediately it is

taken out of the water
;
whereas the carp, a fish whose gill -covers can retain much moisture,

will survive for an astonishingly long time upon dry land, and the anabas, or climbing perch,

is actually able to travel from one pool to another, ascending the banks, and even traversing

hot and dusty roads.

The entire shape of these creatures, subjected though it be to manifold variations, is

always subservient to the great object of passing rapidly through the ponderous liquid in

which they swim, so as to enable them to secure their prey or avoid their enemies. Even in

creatures of such different shapes as the sharks, the eels, the salmon tribe, and the flat fish, the
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.apacity for speed is rwilly wonderful, ami N ii\ all .ff.-.-t.Hl by simple and beautiful modiflca-

inn- '' .'ii.' in.-.-luiiii-al principle, th il of the IndlMd plan-- 01 1 MM
In all Fishes, the ]M>\MT .if progrssion li.-s in tin- wonderfully muscular tail with its

appended fin, and the creature drives itwlf forward by rej>eated stroked of this organ in

exactly the siinic inaiiii.T that a sailor urges a Itoat through the water by the backward and

forward nio\.-m.-n!-. of a sinirle oar iu the stern.

To show tin- jxiwer of this principle, I will nn-niin that. U-ing n one occasion left with a

juirty of friends on board a fishing-barge inn small lake, and deserted by an ill-conditioned

Uiatnian. who ii-fiis.il ,-ither to put us a^hor.- or tak.- us to n ln'tt-r fishing-ground, and so

went misanthropically home to his dinner, I called to mind the progression of the Fishes, and

Straightway l-came iiid<-|-n<l.-nt of the boatman After hauling up the anchor, I inserted the

butt end of the larg>st fishing-rod into the h>nd of the rudder no as to form an extempore

tiller, and by moving the rudder gently t and fro I was able to pn>j>el the barge in any
direction and to any distance. We thus traversed the lake at our pleasure, drove the barge

ashore at its further extremity, and left the boatman to find it and take it back a.s he could.

Kven the eels and the flat Fishes, with their gracefully seri>entine movements, adopt this

mode of progression, though it is not so apparent as in the Pish whose bodies are less flexible,

and accordingly employ more for.-.- in the tail it-self.

The fins are scar.-.-ly .-mployed at all in progression, but are usually used as balancers,

and occasionally to check an onward movement. Before proceeding further, I may mention

that all the tin-, of a FMi are distinguished by appropriate names. As they are extremely

ini|>ortant in determining the series and even the genus of the individual, and as these

Mi.-mU-rs will be reputedly mentioned in the following pages, I will briefly de>rribe them.

Beginning at the head and following the line of the back, we come upon a tin. called from

its position the dorsal" tin. In very many species then- an- two such fins, called, from their

relative |Mi-itions. the first and the second dorsal fins. The extremity of the body is furnished

with another fin, popularly called the tail, but more correctly the caudal fin. The fins which

are set on that part of the body which corresponds to the shoulders are termed the " pectoral
"

fins ; that which is found on the under surface and in front of the vent is called the

abdominal fin, and that which is also on the lower surface, and between the vent and the tail,

is known by the name of the "anal" fin. All these fins vary extremely in sha|>e, size, and

position.

The gill-cover, or operculum as it is technically called, is separated into four portions,

and is so extensively used in determining the genus and species that a brief description must

be given. The front jiortion. which starts immediately below the eye, is called the "prae-

operculum." and immediately liehind it comes the "operculum." Below the hitter is another

piece, termed, from its position, the "sub-operrnlum," and the lowest piece, which touches all

the three above it, is called the "
intcr-ojierciilum." Below the chin and reaching to the sub-

operculum, are the slender iN.n.-s. termed the " branchiostegous rays," which differ in shape
and number according to the kind of Fish.

The scales with which most of tin- Fish are covered are very beautiful in structure, and

are formed by successive lamina . increasing therefore in size according to the age of the Fish.

They are attached to the skin by one edge, and they overlap each other in such a manner

as to allow the creature to pass through the water with the least possible resistance. The

precise mode of overlapping varies materially in different genera. Along each side of the Fish

runs a series of pores, through which passes a mucous secretion formed in some glands

beneath. In order to permit this secretion to reach the outer surface of the body, each scale

upon the row which comes upon the pores is pierced with a littl.- tubular aperture, which is

v.-ry perceptible on the exterior, and < -.institutes the "lateral lin.-." The shape and position

of this line are also used in determining the precise position held by any species. In

comparing the scales taken from different Fishes, it is always better to take those from the

lateral line.

The heart of the Fish is very simple, consisting of two chambers only, one auricle and one

ventricle. The blood is in consequence cold.
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The hearing of Fishes appears in most cases to be dull, and some persons have asserted

that they are totally destitute of this faculty. It is now, however, known that many species
have been proved capable of hearing sounds, and that carp and other fish can be taught
to come for their food at the sound of a bell or whistle. The internal structure of the ear is

moderately developed, and there are some curious little bones found within the cavity, technic-

ally called otoliths.

The sense of touch seems to have its chief residence in the mouth and surrounding parts,
the scaly covering rendering the surface of the body necessarily obtuse to sensation. The
smell seems to be strongly developed, if it be possible to pronounce an opinion from the size

and distribution of the nasal nerves. The brain is very small in these creatures, and from its

shape, as well as its dimensions, denotes a low degree of intelligence.

In the anatomy of the Fishes there are many other interesting structures, which will be

described when treating of the particular species in which they are best developed.

SOFT-FINNED FISHES; CHONDROPTERYGII.

THE fishes comprised in the first order are called by the rather harshly-sounding title

of Chondropterygii, a term derived from two Greek words, the former signifying cartilage and
the latter a fin, and given to these creatures because their bones contain a very large amount
of cartilaginous substance, and are consequently soft and flexible. The bones of the head are

rather harder than those of the body and fins.

It is necessary, before entering into any description of the different species, to premise
that the arrangement of the fishes is a most difficult and complicated subject, in which no two

systematic naturalists seem to agree entirely. I have, therefore, followed the course which

has been adopted throughout the whole of this work.

The cartilaginous fishes are again subdivided into groups, in the first of which the gills

are quite free, and the members of this group are accordingly called by the name of Eleuther-

opomi, or free-gilled fishes. What quality in the fishes should give birth to such polysyllabic

and harsh-sounding names, is not easy to say ;
but the fact is patent that not even in botany

is the scientific terminology so repulsive as in the fishes. I shall endeavor, as far as possible,

to avoid this technical language, and to throw the scientific descriptions to the end of the

work, as in the two former volumes
;
and the reader may feel sure when his attention is struck

by a long and difficult name, that it is only used in consequence of the exigencies of the

occasion.

The first family, of which the common STURGEON is a good and familiar example, are at

once known by the cartilaginous or bony shields with which the head and body are at intervals

covered.

In this remarkable fish the mouth is placed well under the head, and in fact seems to

be set almost in the throat, the long snout appearing to be entirely a superfluous ornament.

The mouth projects downwards like a short and wide tube, much wider than long, and on

looking into this tube no teeth are to be seen. Between the mouth and the extremity of

the snout is a row of fleshy finger-like appendages, four in number, and apparently organs of

touch.

One or two species of Sturgeon are important in commerce, as two valuable articles,

namely, isinglass and caviare, are made from them. The former substance is too well known

to need a description, and the mode of preparing it for use is briefly as follows : The air-

bladder is removed from the fish, washed carefully in fresh water, and then hung up in the

air for a day or two so as to stiffen. The outer coat or membrane is then peeled off, and

the remainder is cut up into strips of greater or lesser length, technically called staples, the

long staples being the most valuable. This substance affords so large a quantity of gelatinous
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niatt.T. th:if on.- part .if isjnclass ,lisx,,|\,il in a hundred parts i.f Uiilini; water will form a

stiff j.-lly wh-n cold.

C:i\i:m> in madf from tin- nt.- of this lish. ami as nearly three millions of eggs have been

takni from a Mild-' lish. tin- amount .if caviar.- that one Sturgeon can afford if* rather large. It

is mailf l>\ remount all tin- membranes, and then washing the roe carefully with vinegar or

whit.- "in- I; lii.-l i In.muchly in the air. well salt.-d. subjected to strong pressure
in onlT to fon-f mt all moist un- <-aiise<l by tin- \\i-t-ab-Mirbinir ]in>]xTtifs of th salt, an. 1 is

lastly packed in little bartvls for sal>. Th> mviun> uiadi- in tin- Caspian is considered the

beet. In Russia it forms a large iti-m in the national consumption, pnilmbly on account of

the great number of fasta observed by the Greek Chun-It. The nx>s of several oth.-r lish are

.inploye*! in the name manner, and in Italy, a substance culled "botargo" i prepared from
tlu> roe of a specie* of mullet.

The common Sturgeon has sometimes, but not very often, been foun.l in Kn^lish rivers,

and wh.'ii.'V.-r it is captim-d in the Thamen within tin- jurisdiction of the Lord Mayor, it is
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termed a royal fish, and becomes the property of the Crown. It is not unfrequently taken

near the English shores, more especially on the eastern coast, and most persons are familiar

with the occasional appearance of one of these fine fish on a fishmonger's stall. The flesh of t h>*

Sturgeon is held in some estimation; and in the olden English days, it was always reserved for

the table of the king. Some very fine specimens have sometimes been caught in English rivers,

the largest on record having weighed four hundred and sixty pounds. The size of this speci-

men may be imagined from its weight, as another individual which weighed only one hundred
and ninety pounds measured eight feet in length.

The body of the Sturgeon is elongated, and slightly five-sided from the head to the tail.

Along the body run five rows of flattened bony plates, each plate being marked with slight

grooves in a radiating fashion, and having a pointed and partly conical spine on each plate,

the points being directed towards the toil. The plates along the summit of the back are the

largest
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THEBE are many species of Sturgeons, and amonsr the most remarkable are the Shovel-

fish and the Spoon-bill Sturgeon, both being natives of the rivers of North America.

The SHOVEL-FISH derives its name from the curious form of its head, which is flattened,

rounded, and really not unlike the implement after which it receives its popular title. The
adult and young differ somewhat in their aspect. Both are of large size and show a conspic-
uous arrangement of the bony scales along the body.

THE SHOVEL-NOSE STURGEON (ScapMorTiynchops platyrrhynchus). About four species

inhabit the waters of Central and Eastern Asia, and the United States. One only is found in

the latter region.

The term White Sturgeon is also used to designate this species. It inhabits the Missis-

sippi Valley and the streams of the Western and Southern States. Both of the long technical

terms literally mean spade-snout, and flat-snout.

THE family of Sturgeons is regarded as one very strongly marked; there being little

danger of confusion as to the rights of membership. Though the Sturgeon is, in most portions

of the United States, rather an unfamiliar fish, yet the characters are such, that once the

species are seen they are quickly and correctly placed in a natural classification. It has no

near allies, excepting those lying entombed in rocks of past geological ages. The skeleton is

cartilaginous. Species are found in all north temperate portions of the globe. They all breed

in fresh water; but some reside in the sea during a part of the season. Others are permanent
residents in the fresh waters of the Great Lakes and rivers.

THE SHARP-NOSED STURGEON (Atipenser sturio). Prom Cape Cod to Florida this fish

finds its habitat. It is also found in European waters. The Short-nosed Sturgeon has the

same American range.

According to Jordan and Gilbert, there are two genera and twenty species of Sturgeons.

There are seven species inhabiting the waters of North America. Most of the species are

migratory, like the Salmon which are found in the same waters.

A variety of this species is very common in waters between Massachusetts and Florida.

THE WHITE STURGEON is native to the Columbia River. It is also called SACRAMENTO

STURGEON, as it inhabits along the Pacific Coast to Monterey. It reaches a weight of from

three hundred to six hundred pounds, and is used extensively for food.

THE GREEN STURGEON is reputed as unfit for food, and, indeed, it has the merited reputa-

tion of being poisonous. It is smaller in size than the preceding.

THE LAKE STUHGEON, called also Ohio, Black, Stone, and Rock Sturgeon, inhabits the

Mississippi River and northward to the Great Lakes. Its weight is from fifty to one hundred

pounds. This is the common Fresh -water Sturgeon, which usually does not descend to the sea.

THE SHORT-NOSE STURGEON is found from Cape Cod to Florida.

THE SPOON-BILL STURGEON is, in allusion to the singular shape of the head, sometimes

called the PADDLE-FISH. This creature is remarkable for several reasons. In the first place,

the uncommonly elongated and flattened snout is sufficiently conspicuous to arrest the atten-

tion of even the most casual observer, and in the second place, the body is quite smooth, and

wants those bony plates which generally form so characteristic an adornment of the Sturgeon.

This remarkable fish is frequently found in the Ohio and Mississippi.

THE DUCK-BILLED CAT. This curiously endowed fish is represented in this country by
two species, in two genera being equally distributed in the fresh waters here and in China.

They are embraced in the sub-class, Sturgeons, and in a separate order and a single family.
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TIIK very singular family of tin- ('hinm-i-idir ...mains a f.-w Imt remarkable sjiecies.

Both them creatures are sufficiently quaint and ungainly in :^|< i Tin- NORTHERN
CHIM.KKA is also knoMii liy the title of UAHHIT n-n. prolably 011 account of its general

a>|-<-t. an,) KIN.. >} mi II i 1:1:1 N..-. l--,-:ni-. it follow* tin- -li.uls of thorn flshe> durinir

their wonderful migrations, ami makes great havoc among th.-ii numi-i-. The appendage
i the. top of the head is also looked ii|

M .n l>\ th,. Norwegians in tin- light of a king!
ami has contributed towards its royal title. It is known in some localities under the name of

SKI. CAT.

This species is mostly found in tin- Northern seas, and is, when living, a most beautiful

creature, its lwly glowing with golden-brown variegations ujnm a white ground. The tille

of (told ami Silvi-r Fish is sometime* given to the Northern Chinwra in consequence of this

gorgeous coloring. The pupil of the eye is green, ami the iris is whit*-. It fi-eds mostly

ii|M.n the smaller fish. l>ut timls much of its subsistence among tin- various mollusks, crusta-

ceans, and other inhabitants of the ocean. The flesh is not considered good, being hard and

coarse.

The form of this fish is very peculiar, the body being tolerably large and rounded towards

the point, and the tail tapering rapidly until it ends in an elongate! thong, almost like

the lash of a whip. The second dorsal fin commences immediately behind the first, ami

BrtBnds along the tail nearh '
I,. .\tr.-mit \ of to lengthened filamentary t.-niiinati..ii. Th.-

sexes may readily be distinguished from each other, forth by the sha|- of the li.-ad and first

dorsal fin, and by a pair of bony appendages close to the ventral tin- It is not a large specie**,

seldom exceeding a yard in length.

IN the seas of the south. TII hemisphere, there is another sjwci.-s of Chiina-ni. called from

its locality, the SOUTHERN ('HIM.ERA (CaHnrhym'htu anidrctica) or ELKPIIANT-KI-H. the latter

title being given to it on account of the extraordinary prolongation of the snout. The Amu
canian name for this SJHIM. - i- < n \i..;r A Arii.\<;rAi.. The snout of this tish is developed into

a strange cartilaginous prolongation, which Is l-nt Iwckwards in a hook-like form, and in

thought by some persons to In-ar a resemblance to a common hoe.

The tail of this s|-cies does not corres|M>ml in oddity with it head, being without the

long filament that gives so strange an aspect to its Northern relative. The color is satiny-

white mottled with brown, and the size is about the same as that of the Northern Chimiera,

The Chinueras are so manifestly different from fishes more or less allied on each side,

they are regarded as forming naturally a sub-class. They are all embraced under one order,

and one family. The extraordinary appearance of these creatures quite justifies the titles

irivt-n them. Two species are enumerated, one called Rat-fish, and the other Elephant-fish.

The former is found in the Atlantic Ocean, from Cape Cod northward, in deep water ; the

other inhabits the Pacific, from Monterey northward, and is very abundant.

THE SHARKS.

THE fishes belonging to the next sub-order have their gills fixed by their outer edge to the

dh i-ions in the gill-o]enings at the side of the neck. This sub-order includes the Sharks and

the Kays.
The first family of this large and important group is known by the name of Scyllidje and

Its members can be recognized by several distinguishing characteristics. They have SJM.IM

holes on the head, and the gill-openings are five in number on each side. Sometimes there

only seems to be four openings, but on closer examination the fourth and fifth are found set

closely together, the opening of the fifth appearing within that of the fourth. The teeth are

sharp and pointed, and the tail is long, notched on the outer side, and is not furnished

with a fin.

One of the commonest species is the LITTLE DOG-FISH, called by several other names, as is

usual with a familiar >]>ecies that is found in many localities. Among such names are SMALL
SPOTTED I i I-H, LESSER SPOTTED SHARK, MOROAY. and ROBIN Hess.
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This fish is plentiful on the northern coasts of Europe, and is often thought a great

nuisance by fishermen, whose bait it takes instead of the more valuable fish for which the

hook was set. It generally remains near the bottom of the water, and is a voracious creature,

feeding upon crustaceans and small fish. It often follows the shoals of migrating fish, and on

account of that custom is called the Dog-fish.

Generally its flesh is neglected, but when properly dressed it is by no means unpal-

atable, and is said to be sometimes trimmed and dressed in fraudulent imitation of more

valuable fish.

The skin of this and other similar species is rough and file-like, and is employed for many
purposes. The handles of swords, where a firm hold is required, are sometimes bound with

this substance
;
and joiners use it in polishing the surface of fine woods so as to bring out the

grain. It is also employed instead of sand-paper upon match boxes.

The egg of this species is very curious in form and structure, and is often found on the

sea-shore, flung up by the waves, especially after a storm. These objects are familiar to all

observant wanderers by the sea-shore, under the name of mermaid's purses, sailor's purses, or

sea purses. Their form is oblong with curved sides, and at each angle there is a long tendril-

like appendage, having a strong curl, and in form not unlike the tendrils of the vine. The

use of these appendages is to enable the egg to cling to the growing sea-weed at the bottom of

the ocean, and is to prevent it from being washed away by the tide. After a storm, however,

when the agitated waves have torn up the beds of marine wrack and other sea-weeds that

usually lie in still calmness beneath their sheltering waters, and especially during the time of

low tide, these objects may be found lying upon the uncovered and dripping shore, their

strong but delicate tendrils entwined in almost inextricable complexity among the salt-loving

vegetation of the ocean, and their tiny inmates as yet imperfect and unborn.

Water, which to these creatures contains the breath of life, gains access to the imprisoned

sharkling through two slight, longitudinal apertures, one towards each end of the egg ;
and it

is a very remarkable fact that in these waters the undeveloped young are furnished with small

external gills, which are afterwards absorbed into the system a phenomenon curiously anal-

ogous to the structure of the tadpole.

The substance of the egg-shell, if such a term can be applied to the envelope which con-

tains the young, is of a moderately stiff, horny character, becoming harder when dry, and of

a semi-transparent, yellowish hue, not very unlike, though not so clear as the yellow portions

of tortoise-shell.

For the escape of the young Shark, when strong enough to make its own way in the wider

world of waters, an outlet is provided in the opened end of the envelope, which opens when

pushed from within, and permits the little creature to make its way out, though it effectually

bars the entrance against any external foe. When it first leaves its horny home, the neophyte

Shark bears with it a capsule, containing a portion of the nutrimental principle of the egg, as

is seen in the chicken of the common fowl, and is enabled to exist upon this substance until it

has attained the power of foraging for itself, when the small remainder of the capsule is

absorbed into the abdomen.

The head of the Little Dog-fish is rather flat upon the top, there is a little spiracle or

blow-hole behind each eye, and the shape of the mouth is somewhat like a horse-shoe.

The general color of the body is pale reddish on the upper parts, covered with many
little spots of dark reddish-brown ;

below it is yellowish-white.

The length of this species is about eighteen inches.

THE ROOK DOG-FISH derives its name from the fact that it is often found on rocky coasts.

From its superior size, it is also known by the name of LARGE SPOTTED DOG-FISH, and on

several coasts it goes by the curt and not euphonious name of BOUNCE.

The habits of this fish are so like those of the preceding species, that they need no

description.

It may readily be distinguished from the little dog-fish by the large size and fewer number

of the spots, as well as by the shape of the ventral fins, which in this species are nearly squared
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:it th.-.-ii'l. whftva- in tin- forim-r they are of a iliaiiininl lik-' form 'I'll.- color of tin- Itork

Dog-fi>li U i-rowni-h gray altoM'. without tin- red tinge of tin- littlr >\x ti-h. ami covered rather

sparingly with larg* patch** of blarkMi I.KAMI H,-|,,w it i- whiii-li Tl.,- 1,-mrth of a fine

.|H-cim,-u will Nniin-tiiiii-> ! m-nrl\ a yanl.

sjMM-i,* ,,! !>,,_- H-h. namely, th- Hi \. K M.H HIM. I i I-H. or ill.- \-'.\ i i>

. I'rixfiilni-us imtiin ;>st,,iii //.,. i-, nu-nt ioiit<d by Mr. \ itnong th- li-t of Kuro|ean
It ma\ In- at once distiiik'tiishi-il fi-oin citii,-r of the |uiN->diiig s]H-ci,-> l>\ its large snout,

and n row of Mnall. Hat. and sharp-edged prirkles. arrangeil in saw-like fashion on th<- ii|.]-r
rim of the tail tin. The generic title PriMiduru-. or Saw-tail, IB given i.. the fish in allusion
to this ]K-.-iiliarit %

-
.

Its color is light l>n.wn on the
II]>|M-I- surface, sprinkled with .sjKits. th.- -mailer of which

are scattered invgularh. and the larg-r arranp-d in four rows, t wo on each side.

Ita length is U-tw.^-n two and tin.-.- fe't.

N

ROCK DOO-riBH. mim

Hi,- Dog-fish family inrludes six or more genera. The -|--.i,s number fifteen, rather
small sharks, chiefly of th Atlantic. Tli,- Black Dog-fishes are represf>nt-d l>\ on,-

sjM-<'i,-.s.

IOIIIK! lat.-ly JT <Jlo . \fa8sarhnsetts, by the naturalists of the United States Fisher}'
Commission. It is a native in the Greenland

THE COMMON DO^-KISH, ,,r l'i< KH. or PIKED 1 n-ii : also called BONE-DOG, from
its potent bony weapons; also SKITTLE-DOO, and HOI. Its range in tin- Atlantic is very
wi.l,-. tn-ing very abundant on th<- shon- of th- North, -rn and Mi.lill,- States. Its oil. from tlu-

liv.-r. ix ].rizi>d, ami it forms an important it.-m of comimTc,> among the fishermen.
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A SPECIMEN of the other genus, Centrocymnus, was taken near Gloucester, Massachusetts.
Its range extends to Portugal, on the opposite shores of the Atlantic.

THE Nurse Shark family includes two genera and four species. These Sharks are not at

all the same as the so-called Nurse of the fishermen of the Northern States. It is a large,

small-mouthed, harmless Shark, seen in shoals in the warm waters of the sub-tropical and

tropical regions. We have seen shoals of this Shark, numbering scores, feeding in the shal-

low lagoons of the Tortugas reef. Their mouths are situated beneath the snout, as is the rase

with most Sharks
;
but in this species they are somewhat like those of the sturgeons, and are

not armed with teeth of any considerable size
; consequently, their prey consists of small stuff,

as the mollusca and Crustacea of the shoals. The wide-spread lagoons on the reef at Tortugas
are rich feeding-grounds for this Shark. Its rather clumsy form and sluggish, harmless

habits render it a tempting source of sport for the youngsters resident there. To sail with

a fair wind into a drove of a hundred, more or less, and harpoon a sizeable one that would tow
the boat over the reef to their hearts' content, was a privilege our boys highly appreciated,

though, perhaps, savoring of the ruder class of sport.

The length of this species is from six to ten feet. Those we were accustomed to see were

about seven feet on an average.
Several times we found the young of this species ensconced in some crevice of the broken

coral rocks.

Under the family designated as "True Sharks" are embraced twenty or more genera, and
about sixty species, found in all seas.

THE SMOOTH HOUND, or DOG SHARK (Muslelus hinnulus}. This is the smallest of the

Sharks of the American waters, and is identical with that of Venice. Another of this genus
frequents the coast of California. In the same waters a kind nearly allied is

THE COMMON DOG SHARK (Triads semifasciatus). It is distinguished by a row of

rounded black spots along the sides of the body, alternating with the interdorsal cross bars.

Another, called T. henlei, inhabits the same waters.

THE TIGER SHARK (Oaleocerdo Ugrinus) is the sole representative of this genus in

America, being found in waters near Cape Cod. It also inhabits the Indian Ocean. It is

rather large, and peculiar for the variegated appearance of coloration.

Another genus, embracing species called Smooth-toothed Sharks, is represented in Amer-
ican waters by THE SMOOTH-TOOTHED SHARK (Aprionodon punctatus).

OBLIQUE-TOOTHED SHARK (Scoliodon terrce-novce), called also SHARP-NOSE, is found from

Newfoundland to South America. Rather small in size.

The family of Hammer-heads embraces three genera and five species, which inhabit most

seas. They are large Sharks, known at once by their most singularly-shaped heads.

SHOVEL-HEAD, or BONNET-HEAD (Reniceps tibur\ inhabits the Atlantic southward, and

extends to China.

Under the term Sharp-nosed Sharks are enumerated several large species, that live in

tropical seas, of which there is one species in our waters.

THE SPOTTED-FIN SHARK (Isogomphodon limbatus). A stray specimen was found at

Wood's Hill, Massachusetts.

THE BLUE SHARK, so called from the fine slaty-blue color of its skin, is a not unfrequent
visitor of the shores of Northern Europe, and is the object of the deadliest hatred to the

fishermen, who are sometimes doomed to see their fish stolen, their nets cut to pieces,

and their lines hopelessly ruined by this fish, without the least power of checking its

depredations.
About the month of June, according to Mr. Couch's observations, this Shark makes its

appearance on the coasts, and has sometimes been so plentiful that nine or ten have been

taken by the fishing boats in a single day. As the fishermen are hauling up their lines with

the fish upon the hooks, the Blue Shark will follow the fish as it is drawn upwards, seize

upon it, and hook itself for its trouble. Exasperated by the unsuspected check upon its
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maraudings, it tries to Lit,, the line asunder, a feat easily |erfonm-d |.\ its lancet -like teeth

with tli.-ir notched edges.
uieiimes. howeMT. it tak.-s t. . another -i rata-em. and a.s aoon as it feels the hook, rolls

itself n HIM' I so rapidly on its axis, tliat it winds the line round its l>ody into a mass of inex

tricable entan^I. nuMit. S> effectually is tliis feat achieved, tlial, in spite i.f the value of the

liiu-. tin- fishermen liaM- U-i-ii known to give up any attempt to unravel its knotty oon-

Viiliitii.ns. Tliis fi.sh has another fashion of biting the line asunder \\idioiit any apparent
reason.

Perhaps, however, it never is so thoroughly desti-urtive as in tin- pilchard season, when it

follows tin- Mi.st ^hoals of these n'sh to the continental shores, and devours them \\holesale.

K\.-n ul|.-M II,. \ IK inc 1 in the Met, the I'.ln.- -li.uk is llol I.. I-.- l.atll.-d Of <i"|. livd cf lls

exi-ec-ed kin i iel : for, swimming along tot irholl l'-ii_-'i: Of the net, i! bites al tin- im-l.is.il

fish, curing nothing for the m.-!ies, and taking out large mouthful- of mingled net and

pilchards, swallows them together.

The sailors have an idea that this voracious fish is able to succor her young, when in

danger, by OJH-IIUIL,' ln-r mouth and letting tln-m sv\im down her throat. It is undoubted I \

trii.-, that living young have been found in the stomach of large sharks; but whether they
had lie.-n swallowed as a means of protection, i- l-\ lm nn-alis

i
piM-d. Til.- reader will d.mlit

lessly reniemlier the similar stories that have been told of the \I\MT and other |H>iMonouH
snakes.

The skull of a Shark shows the terrible teeth with which it is armed. They lie in several

rows, ready to take the place of those which are broken or cast oil when their work is done.

From these teeth, which cut like broken glass, the natives of many savage lands make tools

and weapons of war, by ingeniously lixinir them into wooden handles.

The voracity and dullness of nerve U-loiiging; to the Shark is really wonderful. One of

my friends was h'shimr after a large Shark that was following the vessel, and. after a little

time, succeeded in inducing the lish to take the great hook that had leen nicely baited with

pork to suit his palate. Too sudden a jerk, however, having been given to the line, the hx>k
tore its way through the side of the cheek, setting the Shark free. The wound was a terrible

one, and bled profusely ; but the Shark seemed to care little or nothing altotit it, still hovered

about the bait, as if unable to resist its attr.irti.m-. and after a little while was hooked a
second time and hauled safely on board.

The capture of a Shark is always an event on lxard ship. esjM-cially if she be a sailing
vessel and the wind has fallen. A hook made for tin* purpose is secured to a fathom or so of

iron chain, the Shark being capable of biting through a rope in an instant, and in no way so

particular in its diet as to need line tackle. Indeed, a.s in the last -mentioned instance, the

creature seems to be perfectly aware of the danger, but to be incapable of resisting the tempt

ing morsel. The other end of the chain is firmly lashed to a stout rope, and the latter secured

to the vessel, as one rush of a powerful Shark would pull half a dozen men overl>oard.

All things l>cing ready, a good large piece of pork is fixed tightly on the hook, and
allowed to tow overboard. The Shark. Ix-ing to the full as inquisitive as the cat, comes up
with tnie feline curiosity, and sniffs at the bait with an air of deliberate scrutiny. Some-

times, having jM-rhaps lately juirtaken of a good meal, it i> MTV coy about taking the bait,

and keeps the anxious anglers above in a state of tantalized impatience for an hour or m
Generally, however, it dashes at the liait at once, ami has even U-eti known to leap from tin-

water and hook itself In-fore the bait had even reached the surface.

Now begins a mighty struggle, and all is eager excitement. The Shark knows no wiles,

but uses all its great strength to tear away from the hook by she-r force, having apparently
but slight sens., of pain, and in many cases would do so were not a check put upon its efforts

b\ a rope knotted into a bowline ami dexterously slip]..-d over its tail. Pn-in^ now held by
Ifoth extremities, it is shorn of .. like Samson without his locks, and lifted on deck

by both lines. Sometimes a trident like harjioon. technically called a "grains." the handle of

which is heavily loaded with lead to make it fall with greater force, is dropped upon the

struggling fish.
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Being brought on deck, however, the struggles of the creature recommence with tenfold

violence. Twisting with marvellous agility, snapping right and left with its murderous teeth,

and dealing heavy blows with its terrible tail, it makes the deck tremble under its strokes,
until some experienced sailor runs in with an axe, and, with a blow across the tail, reduces

the creature to malignant impotence. The muscles of the Shark are endowed with astonishing

irritability, and long after the body has been cut to pieces and parts of it cooked and eaten,
the flesh will quiver if pricked with a knife-point ;

the separated heart will beat steadily while

lying on the bare boards, and the jaws of the severed head will snap with frightful vehemence
if any object be put between the teeth.

Sailors generally make high festival at the dismemberment of a Shark, and have great

delight in opening the creature, for the purpose of finding out the articles which it had swal-

lowed. For a Shark, when following a vessel, will eat anything that falls overboard. The
contents of a lady's workbox, a cow's hide entire, knives, hats, boots, and all kind of miscel-

lanea have been found in the interior of a Shark
; while, on one occasion, were discovered the

papers of a slaver, which had been flung overboard when the vessel was overhauled, and, by
means of which papers so strangely recovered, the vessel was identified and condemned.

The color of this species is beautiful slate-blue above, and white below.

The Blue Sharks are represented in our waters by four species, being very numerous in

species in other and tropical seas.

GREAT BLUE SHARK (Charcharinus glaucus) is a large form of the tropics, occa-

sionally found in our American seas. Mr. Couch, the British naturalist, says: "This Shark

is so plentiful about the month of June, that nine or ten have been taken in one day." It is

a constant and serious trouble to the fishermen. This Shark is one of the kinds that are so

frequently taken on ocean-going vessels.

THE DUSKY SHARK (C. obscurus) is a large one, reaching the length of nine or ten feet.

It is very common off the American Atlantic shores.

THE SMALLER BLUE SHARK (C. milberti) ranges from Cape Cod to Florida, and is also

found in the Mediterranean Sea. De Kay says :

" This is taken frequently along our shores,

and as far north as New Hampshire."
A SPECIES, C. lamia, was identified by Prof. Putnam from a tooth which is large enough

to represent a Shark thirteen feet in length.

THE remarkable fish depicted in the accompanying illustration affords a striking instance

of the wild and wondrous modifications of form assumed by certain creatures, without any
ascertained purpose being gained thereby. We know by analogous reasoning that some wise

and beautiful purpose is served by this astonishing variation in form
;
but as far as is yet

known, there is nothing in the habits of this species that accounts for the necessity of this

strange shape.
The shape of the body is not unlike that of the generality of Sharks, but it is upon

the head that the attention is at once rivetted. As may be seen from the figure, the head

is expanded laterally in a most singular manner, bearing, indeed, no small resemblance to the

head of a hammer. The eyes are placed at either end of the projecting extremities, and the

mouth is set quite below, its corners just coinciding with a line drawn through the two

projecting lobes of the head. It is worthy of notice, that several of the commonest insects

those beautiful dragon-flies belonging to the genus Agrion have heads modelled on a very
similar principle, and there are some exotic insects where this singular shape is even more

< 'x;igyrated, the eyes being set quite at the end of long lateral footstalks.

This species attains to a considerable size, seven or eight feet being a common measure-

ment, and specimens of eleven or twelve feet having been known. Its flesh is said to be

almost uneatable, being hard, coarse, and ill-flavored.

The HAMMER-HEADED SHARK produces living young, and from the interior of a very fine

specimen captured near Tenby, and measuring more than ten feet in length, were taken

no less than thirty-nine young, all perfectly formed, and averaging nineteen inches in length.
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Several specie* of Hamm.T lu-ad.-d Sh.uk- an- known, among which th- Mi-art h.-ad.-l

Shark ^.sy,/, ,///,/,/.,- / has th. U-st develop! in>ad, and the Broad-beaded Shark

(H/i/it/rni>ix /' Tin- most o. Another species, tin- Tud.-s <^phyrnuu tude*\ thought to

inhabit the M.-.|it. i r.mean, and the shores of Southern America, is intermediate between

two extremes.

Tin- p-in-ral color of tliis sjNN-i.-s is xrayish-lirown aln.v.-, ami grayish \\ hiti- Mow.

HAMMER-HEAD (8phyma tyyana). This is a large Shark, found in most seas. It is

common ,,n tin- Amt-iiiati roast from Caj> <'<xl southward. The width of ln-ad is aUxit twin-

its 1, -Mirth.

In Cuba this is called Cornuda. Dr. Mitchell says "the voracity of this Shark may
be judged from tin- following on-iim-iir.' at Sag Harbor, in September, 1805. Three of this

species ware token in a net by Mr. Joshua Terry ;
the largest was eleven feet in length. On

HAMMKK HKAOBO SHA1U. - . I .UK.;

ing him many detached parts of a man were disclosed, with portions of clothing.'* DeRay
says it is much dreaded by the Long Island fishermen, for its Imldnt-ss. s.mc have been
seen in "Hell Gate" four feet in length. The Hamm<-r-h-ad is equally well known on lN>th

sides of the Atlantic. Its range is from the coast of Brazil northward, but is not known
to pass Cape Cod.

The extraordinary shape of this creature's head is, seemingly, a deformity ; yet we are
not justified in so believing for Nature doeth all things well, and for a purpose. This Shark

brings forth living young, from thirty to forty in number, all perfectly formed, and averaging
nineteen indies in length.

THE destructive and voracious fish, which is indiscriminately known 1>\ the names of

TOPE, PEWKT I)oo, or Miu.> i:'s Doo, according to the particular '-oust near which it is found,
is another familiar representative of the great Shark family.
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The Tope is commoner towards the southern than the northern coast, but wherever

it is found, it is an intolerable nuisance, behaving itself much after the example set by
the blue Shark, and being, in proportion to its dimensions, quite as injurious to the fish-

ing interest. Like the last-mentioned species, it produces living young, the number of a

single family being about thirty. They are born in May and June, and mostly remain on

the coasts through their first winter, not retiring into deep water till they have entered their

second year.

Like the blue Shark, the Tope is fond of robbing the fishermen's hooks, and will in like

manner endeavor to free itself when hooked, biting through the line, or rolling round with

I'ICKKD DOG-FISH AND SSMOOTU HOVSU.-AcaiiMM mlyarit et Muetelus mlgaria.

such rapidity that it winds the long cord about its body into tangled knots. The upper
surface of the Tope is slaty-gray, becoming lighter towards the abdomen, which is nearly
white.

TOPE (Galeorhinus galeus). The common name of this Shark is local in the tropical

countries. PENNY DOG and MILLER'S DOG are names applied to it in Europe. It is one of

the species that brings its young forth alive. They are born in May, and the brood is said to

be thirty in number. San Francisco is recorded as one locality it inhabits. It seems to be the

only species yet known in America.

THE prettily marked and curiously toothed SMOOTH HOUND is also known under the titles

of SKATE-TOOTHED SHARK and RAY-TOOTHED DOG, the two latter titles being appropriately
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gi\.-n if mi :irriiiitit of its riirinii- and U-aiitifully formed teeth. \vliidi resemble in form tin-

c\ linder- >f a riu-liiiiLT mill, and an- used for :i similar piirjMi-.-.

Tti'' jaws. instead of In-ing studded \\iili i, -harp and knif.- Ills-' t.-.-th, are supplied

\\ith two i.-iind.-d pr.ij.-c!i..ii* on which (In- Hat iopjH-,1 i. ill are set closely tn:etli.-r like ih-

gftones ,.:' .: mosaic, and which : n formed thai ihej roD OW Mdl Othci ..- ill.- jaws are

dos-d, producim: a crushing effect of enormous power. These curiou- teeth are rendered

needful by tin- food on \\lii. -h tin- Smooth Hound li\<->. nameh, the hard shelled crustacean-..

who>.- armor of proof is nevertheless soon comminuted nndt-r tin- \<\\\ rollers.

A-. may U- inferred from tin- character of it- food, ill.- Smooth Hound is not destructive \

tin- lUheries. and max U- allowed to live in harmless security. Its flesh is said to IM- tolrraNy
\\.-ll lla\oi.-.l, and -\'-n mod.-iat.-ly t.-mlcr. It prn.liic.-s iis voting in a living 8tut% but is not

\.TY pn>litic. tin* numlx-r at a 1-inh rarvlv exceeding ten or twelve. Almost M soon aa bom

they n-tiiv into .l.-.-p \\at.-r. so that, tliouirli a toli-r.ibly plentiful 8|>c<-i.-s,
it is not seen sooft.'ii

as tho-- uliich li\' in shallow wat<-re.

'1'hc color <>f the Smooth Hound is i)early-gray, and above the lateral line, which in this

-.J....M.--
i- \.-i\ -i',,ii_!\ BMtfked, 'I,, bod] b ! -iM'-d uiili -mall i..und uhil.- -pot-,. \,-ry

conspicuous whil.- tin- cn-aiur.- is yoiini;. but U-coniin^ faint-r \vln-n it aiiain- maturity. The
undT ]>art are \vhitish-y.-llou .

BKFORK noticim: om.- of tin- Ian_'.-r and mop' terrible sjiedes, we must not omit the

P..|:i:i \..i I .
- linii- .-.I II--. I tilt- I

1

.! U M \i:i - BEAU /" '- ///'/'"'" ^
. a li-li ..fa u l.-r-

fnlly mild a-jMM-t for a Shark, and notable for a very jK>rjK>i-.- lik<- as|iert. The name of

l
j

rlv-ai:li' i- in fact owini: to this rest'inblanre. This -]>< !.- f U mi tish of various kind-.

thnf full-grown hakes liaxinir be-n found in the st<niia<-li of one indi\idnal. and derives some

of its -iit'-i-i.-nc.- from the larger mollusks. It attains a rather large size, five or six feet being

a common length. Its color is uniform grayish-Mark above, and white U-low.

Tin: dreadful Win n: >n \I:K, the tinny pirate of the ocean, is one of the large speries that

range the ocean, and in some seas are so numerous that they are the terror of sailors and

natives. One individual, whose jaws are still pn-s.-rv.-d. was said to have measured thirty-

seven feet in length ; and when we take into consideration the many instances where the. leg of

a man has been bitten off through Hesh and bone as easily as if it had l>een a carrot, and even

the i">dy of a boy or woman severed at a single bite, this great length will not seem to be

exaggerated.

Many ]>rtions of this fish are us-d in commerce. The sailors are fond of cleaning and

preparing the skull, which, when brought ashore, is sure of a ready sale, either for a public

museum, or to private individuals who an- struck with its stranire form and terrible armature.

The spine, too. is frequently taken from this tish. and when dried, it jwissi-s into the hands of

walking stick makers, who polish it neatly, tit it with a gold handle, and sell it at a very high

price. One of these sticks will sometimes fetch thirty or forty dollars. There is also a large

amount of oil in the Shark, which is thought rath.-r valuable, so that in Ceylon and other

places a regular trade in this commodity is carried on.

The tins ore very rich in gelatin.-, and in China are, as is said, employed largely in the

manufacture of that gelatinous soup in which the soul of a Chinese epicure delights, and of

which the turtle soup is thought by Chinese judges to be a faint penumbra or distant

imitation. The flesh is eaten by the natives of many Pacific islands : and in some places the

liver is looked upon as a royal luxury. lH-ing hung on boards in the -un until all the contained

oil h:u* drained away, and then carefully wrapped up in leaves and reserved as a delicacy.

These islanders have a MTV quaint method of catching the Shark absurdly ini|Ktent in

theory, but strangely efficacious in practice. They cut a large log of wood into the rude

resemblance of a canoe, tie a rope round the middle, form the end of the rope into a noose,

and then set it afloat, leaving the noose to dangle in the water. Whether induced by
curiosity, or by what strange impulse urin-d, is not very clear, but the fact is patent that

before the noose has been floating v.-ry long, a Shark is sure to push its head through it. and
v_ m. .
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on backing as soon as it feels the obstruction, is caught by the tightening of the noose. The
natives then go off in their canoes, chasing the bewildered Shark, who is unable to dive

on account of the floating log, and who is so lustily battered about the head with the heavy
clubs so admirably made by those ingenious natives, that it is soon killed and hauled ashore

in triumph.
The color of the White Shark is ashen-brown above, and white below.

The Great White Shark is named in America Man-eater, and Atwood's Shark, though the

latter term, applied in honor of the sea captain of Provincetown, Mass., who assisted greatly
in contributing to Dr. StoreVs report on the Fishes of Massachusetts, is now dropped, as the

species is regarded as identical with the European. It is found in all temperate and tropical

seas, and is one of the largest of Sharks, reaching a length of fifteen feet, and the weight
of nearly a ton.

This Shark is especially abundant on the Florida Reef. While resident there, at Fort

Jefferson, our lads of the garrison had much sport in capturing them. On one occasion,

one measuring ten feet in length, and very bulky, as this species is, was hooked off shore.

The boys had one of the flat pontoon boats of the engineers, otherwise they would have been

taken off seaward. As it was, they had enough to do. Several soldiers went to their

assistance, and rowed the party in, while the prize, hauled "short up" to the gunwale, made

savage resistance. On gaining the moat of the fort planks were laid, and the monster hauled

over into the confined water of the ditch. Here he remained, restlessly swimming its length
of waters, steadily refusing any food. In about two mouths he died, seemingly exhausted.

THE Basking Sharks, or Whale-nosed, are represented in American waters by the GREAT
BASKING SHARK (Cetorhinus maximus.) It is thought to be the largest existing Shark, being

nearly forty feet in length. It is quite notable, among other things in being a resident in

Arctic waters, from whence it strays as far as the latitude of Portugal, and of Virginia. It is

also strange in being so enormous in bulk, and at the same time quite harmless, as it has but

a small mouth and quite insignificant armament of teeth. It is called in Europe Sun-fish,

Sail-fish, and Hoe-mother, from the habit of basking in the sun on the surface of the sea
;

from the sail-like appearance of its high dorsal fin when near the surface, and from the fact

that the fishermen affect to believe it to be the Mother of the Hoe, or Piked Dog-fish,

respectively.

It seems to be of a rather dull and listless character, allowing itself to be approached quite

closely by a boat, without giving any signs of alarm until the bow of the boat actually touches

its person.
The gill apertures of the Basking Shark are extremely long, reaching almost across the

neck. The head is conical, the muzzle short, and the eyes near the snout. The skin is very

rough to the touch, whether the hand be passed from head to tail or vice versa, and the color

is blackish-brown, glossed with a bluish tint.

Among our fishermen it is known as Bone Shark and Elephant Shark. A specimen

drifted ashore at Provincetown, Mass., which afforded six barrels of oil, taken from the liver

alone, which sold for $103. The food of this Shark is probably small mollusks and crustaceans,

and, according to some authors, marine algse.

A WELL-KNOWN species, familiar under the names of THRESHER (Alopias wipes), Fox

SHARK, SEA Fox, SEA APE, SWINGLE-TAIL, LONG-TAIL, etc., is at once to be recognized by the

peculiar form of the head and the wonderfully long upper lobe of the tail, whicli equals

in length the body from the tip of the snout to the base of the tail. The lower lobe is quite

short, and in no way conspicuous.
This fish is appropriately called the Thresher on account of its habit of using its long and

flexible tail after the fashion of a quarter-staff, and dealing the most tremendous blows on or

near any object that may excite its ire. Sometimes it seems to employ its tail in playing off a

pnictical joke or frightening away dolphins or other creatures that are disporting them-

selves in apparent security. The following short account by Captain Crow will give a
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the Thresh*

One morning during a culm, when near tin- Hebrides, oil hand* were called up at

three A. M. to witness a kittle Ix'tw.-.-!! -e\eral <.f tin- ti.-h called Tlm-h- !- a l'..x Sharks and

KMM swordti.-h on
'

'>' MM rfdt ind nil > tionnous li:il>- "ii ill-- "th- r. li VW in ill'- middle ..f

summer, and tin- weather being clear and tin- ti-h close to the \e el. \v,- |, : ,,| : , ii n ,.
n|.|Nirtunity

of witneintf the contest. AB soon as the whale's back appeared above the water, tln>

Threshers. springing several yards into the air, descended with great violence u\*>n the object
of thi-ir nnn-or. :tnd indicted njxiii him tlie moat severe slap- \\illi lh-ir loii^ tails, tin* .sounds

of which resembled tin- rejiortH of muskets fired at a distance.

The swordlish in th.-ir turn attacked the distressed whale, striking from below. :m<l thus

beset on all sides, and wounded, where the poor creature appeared, tin- water around him was

dyed with blood. In this manner they continued tormenting and wounding him for many
hours, until we lost sight of him, and I have no donl.t that they in flic < ml completed his

destrnriion." This strange alliance of two different lish against a marine mammal is a truly
ruriou- circumstance, and may have a dee]er meaning than appears on the surface.

The food of the Thresh. -i con-i-t- mostly of fish, and in the stomach of one of these

erasures taken -:T tii .....sj| ol ' rmnO < f-'iii'l a .|u:iiiiit> ..I' fOUg h'-n in--. Th- .-..!<. r

of the Tliresher is dark slaty-blue alx>ve, an<l the same color, but mottled with \\hite, Mow.
It abounds in all warm seas, and in summer is one of the m<t abundant kinds on our

Xe\\ Kncland coa-t. li is als< (M-casionally taken on the Pacific coast. The Thresher i

the only representative of it* family.

THE family of Sand Sharks includes one genus and three species, of which Carcharia*

amtricanwt is the more familiar form. It is a small voracious Shark, rather common on our

Atlantic shores.

The family of Porbeagles is well known through its very familiar representative, the

Mackerel Shark (Isunt* ylauetu).

A species, allied of the genus Lamna, was lately discovered at Wood's Holl, Mass. It in

a large and fierce creature.

A large spotted species of the Whale-shark family inhabits the California waters.

The family which embraces the Port Jackson Sharks is represented in California seas by
Cettracion francesci.

Another family in this connect i< m i- known as the Cow-shark family, having one species

which ranges from Cape of Good Hope to California. It is named "
Perlous," and is of the

genus Heptangus.

AMONG some other Sharks, the PICKED POO-FISH deserves notice, on account of the

curious weapons from which it derives its name.

In front of each dorsal fin is placed a strong and sharply pointed spine, or pike, which bos

caused the fish to receive its popular name in most parts of the coa-t. The word is a dissyl-

lable, and pronounced Pick-ed. On some of the shores it is called the. BONE DOG, and on

others it is known by the name of the HOE.

Th>-.e -pines form aggressive weapons of a rath>-r formidable character, the fish having
the capability of directing a blow with wonderful accuracy. Mr. Couch says, that he has

known the Picked Dog-fish able to pierce a tinker if laid on its bead, and n-\.-i to miss its

aim. When about to strike, it In-nd- its body like a bow, and suddenly lashes out in the

intended direction. It is a very common species, especially during the herring season, as it

follows the shoals of those fish for the purpose of feeding on them. Kven th.- tiny, quarter

grown young, not half the size of their intended prey. in-tinctive|y follow the herrings, though
it is manifestly impossible that they should be able to eat them.

The Picked Dog-fish is destructive to the ti-hini: trade, not only on account of it* lar^e

appetite and the number of fish it con-umes. but U-cause it cuts the hooks away from the lines

with its sharp teeth. As, moreover, it i- extremely plentiful, -ome twenty thousand having
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been captured at one haul of a seine net, the destruction which it causes can be readily

imagined. Sometimes this fish assembles in large shoals, and then the fishermen avenge
themselves of their injuries, by shooting their nets around them, and capturing them by
boats' loads at a time. Their flesh is tolerably good, a useful oil is obtained plentifully from

the liver, while the refuse portions are most valuable as manure, and are strewed in unfragrant
richness over the fields, warning the nostrils at a considerable distance that the next year's

crop is likely to be successful, and that a nearer approach is undesirable except to the farmer

and the entomologist.
The color of the Picked Dog-fish is slaty-gray above, diversified, when young, with a few

white spots, and the under parts are yellowish-white. The skin is rough if stroked from the

tail to the head, and smooth when rubbed in the reverse direction. The average length of

this species is about eighteen inches. It is illustrated, together with the Smooth Hound, on

page 200.

THE GREENLAND, or NORTHERN SHARK (Daldtias boredlis), must receive a brief notice,

as it is frequently mentioned in accounts of whaling voyages.

This species is remarkable for the very small proportionate size of the fins, and for the

manner in which the points of the teeth diverge from the centre of the jaw. It is a great foe

to the whale and whalers, and is so heedless of danger when intent on satisfying its hunger,

that it will follow a dead whale to the ship, mix boldly with the men who are engaged in cut-

ting the blubber, thrust its head boldly among them, and at every bite scoop out lumps as

large as a man's head.

So deeply engaged is the creature in this interesting occupation, that even if a man should

slip into the water from, the smooth oily skin of the whale, the Greenland Sharks take no

notice of him, but continue their depredations on the whale. Even after the long whaling
knife has been thrust through its body, it will dart off for the moment on feeling the wound,
but will soon return to the same spot and continue its banquet. It also feeds on crustaceans

and small fishes. Many specimens are nearly if not wholly blinded by a parasitic animal tech-

nically called Lernoea elongata, some three inches in length, which fastens upon the corner

of the eye, and lives upon its fluids.

The color of this species is brown with a shade of deep blue. Its length, when full-grown,

is about fourteen feet.

ANOTHER curious species of Shark, called appropriately the SPINOUS SHARK {Echlno-

rhinus spinosus), is notable for the spine-topped bony tubercles which are scattered over the

surface of the body. The greater number of these spinous projections are boldly hooked, in a

manner not unlike the thorns of the common bramble, and the points are directed backwards;

others, however, are quite straight and stand upright. The object of these curious spines is

not clearly known. They are very small in proportion to the size of the fish, and it is said

that the males are more thickly studded with them than the females.

The color is dark leaden gray on the head and back as far as the first dorsal fin, the

remainder being reddish-yellow with mottlings and cloudings of purple and brown. On the

abdomen are irregular spots of vermilion. The chin and sides of the mouth are white.

The average length of a full-grown specimen seems to be about seven or eight feet. In most,

if not in all, of these creatures, the female is larger than the male, as is the case with the

birds of prey.

THE dark-skinned, wide-mouthed, leather-finned, and thorn-backed fish which is shown

in the illustration, is popularly known throughout many parts of Europe by the name of the

ANGEL-FISH, a term singularly inappropriate except on the well-known principle "lucus a non

lucendo," or perchance as leaving the spectator the option of choosing the kind of angel which

the creature is thought to resemble.

Sooth to say, it is as hideous a fish as is to be found in the waters, and from all accounts

is as unprepossessing to the inhabitants of the sea as to those of the land, being voracious to a

degree, and attaining a size that causes it to be a most formidable foe to the many fishes on
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which it f.--<ls It U aU. known |,\ the nam.- of M..NK i IMI. in allusion to th-- rounded head,
which was thought to bear .som<- i>->ernl>lance to tin- shax.-n ciown ,.f a monk; and in some

places is rail.-! the SH M:K \l \\ l>ecaU8e it seenis to I..- one of (h<- .-..niL-.-tinj links between the

sharks and tin- ra\, ami has riianx ..f tin- characteriMirs of Uith. On som.- part.s of thf

Kni;li-h <
-oa-ts it i> known a^ th,- KiNOHTOIC.

It has many of th-- haliit.s of the tlat-fishc

Hi mij into In inn Id; uul of tli< -M Li-d s<>

<.f th.-s.. mo\.-m.-nts it di>turls many solt-s. pla

the Silliu- localttll l|
i' Wap* III' in Up as lli. \ ,-

of them, eo that it is really a il.-structiv.- fish \i\mn a coast.

It is most common upon the southern shores, and has there been taken of considerable

-i/.-. attaining | !. K: (A I i IB ;i- : p .MI,.]-. I nfortunately, ill.- ll---h i- now th.-u-lit t.. !

kf-|.iiii: nt-ar tin- iMittom, ami even

tn-cal ii^ .-ntiif IH!\ . ,\s in the course

, tlo:nnli-i->, and ntht-r llat-lish.-s that inhahit

>r to escape, and devours great quantities

A N.tKl. Kl>ll. g4ttM ntffW.

too coarse for the table, though it was formerly in some estimation, so that the creature is

useless to the fisherman, who can only avenge himself for his l.,^.-> l.\ killing the destrurtivi-

creature, but cannot repay hims-If by i-atiiu' r s>Iling it. The skio, however, being rough,
is of some small us> in the arts, beini: <lriHi and employed, like that of the dog-fish, for polish-

ing joiner's work, and it is in some places manufactured into a sort of shagre-n.
The eyes are set rather far back on the upper part <>f the head, and a little behind each

eye is the temporal oritiVe, very large, in proj>rtion to the dimensions of the fish, very long,

and set transversely on the head. The wide mouth, which oj>ens in front of the head and not

below as in the sharks, is furnished with rather long and sharply-pointed teeth. The color of
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the upper parts is dark chocolate-brown mottled with a darker hue, and very rough. Along
the back runs a row of short, sharp spines, their points directed backwards, and the under

parts are smooth and of a dull brownish-white The length of an adult specimen is seven or

eight feet.

THE RAYS.

THIS group of fishes forms a separate order, in which are seven families.

THE SAV-FISH (Pristis antiquorum) is a familiar form, sometimes reaching the length of

fifteen feet
; Laving a saw-like snout four or five feet in length. It is found in nearly all the

warmer seas, and even in the colder regions. It is reported that this Ray swings itself side-

wise with rapidity and thereby cuts down fishes by the double-edged saw, which proves a
most effective weapon.

The color of the Saw-fish is dark gray above, nearly black in some individuals, the sides

are ashen, and the abdomen white. It often attains a great size, measuring fifteen or eighteen
feet in length, including the saw.

THE TENTACULATED SAW-FISH (PristiopTiorus drrdtus) is worthy of notice as forming a

transition link between the sharks and the true Saw-fish. In this creature, the snout is

lengthened and armed with spines ;
but these structures are of different lengths, hooked,

and only attached to the skin, and not implanted in the bone, as is the case with the true

Saw-fish.

IN the true Rays, or Raidse, the fore part of the body is flattened and formed into a disc-

like shape, by the conjunction of the breast fins with the snout.

Our first example of the Rays is the TORPEDO, a fish long celebrated for its power of emit-

ting at will electrical shocks of considerable intensity. In consequence of this property, it is

sometimes called the CUAMP-FISH, CRAMP RAY, ELECTRIC RAY, or NUMB-FISH.
The object of this strange power seems to be twofold, namely, to defend itself from the

attacks of foes, and to benumb the swift and active fish on which it feeds, and which its slow

movements would not permit it to catch in fair chase. It does not always deliver the electric

shock when touched, though it is generally rather prodigal of exercising its potent though
invisible arms, but will allow itself to be touched, and even handled, without inflicting a

shock. But if the creature be continually annoyed, the shock is sure to come at last, and in

such cases with double violence. It has been observed, moreover, that the fish depresses its

eyes just before giving its shock.

The power of the shock varies greatly in different individuals, with some being so strong
as to cause the recipient to fall to the ground as if shot, and, with others, so feeble that it is

hardly perceived. According to M. de Quatrefages, the fishermen are sometimes unpleasantly
made aware that they have captured a Torpedo in their meshes, by the sudden shock through
their arms and breast as they are hauling in their net. Anglers, too, are sometimes struck by
means of the line which they are holding ;

and I presume that in either case the line must be

wet, or it would not act as a conductor of the electrical fluid.

One of these fishes was placed in a vessel of water, and a duck was forced to swim about

in the same vessel. The Torpedo soon became excited, and in a few hours the duck was dead.

Fish, also, of different kinds are killed by this remarkable influence
;
and it is plausibly sug-

gested by one writer, that this mode of destruction would render them liable to rapid decom-

position, and would aid the organs of digestion in a creature like the Torpedo, where they are

but imperfectly developed.
The shocks of this fish were once used as remedies for gout and fevers. In the first

case, the patient had to lay his foot on the Torpedo, and bravely hold it in its place, despite
of all the shocks sent by the angry fish through the sensitive limb of the aggressor ;

and
in the latter case the Torpedo was used, as it were, to frighten the fever out of the system.
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The patient \v:us stripped, an. I tin- 'I'm |--.1.> placed SOOOasmv.-lv i<> the joints, trutik. and

extremities. *> tliut the whole of the Ixxly and limbs \\erv JMTIII.-.II.-.I. in ili,-ir turn. b\ the

eltvtri.- .shock.

That the stroke of tin- Torpedo j, \eritahle . 1,-, ni< ity is a fact which was once much
di-pui.-d. but is now conclusively pn.xed l-y a host of experiments. Needles hare been
lli:i_-!i. :>/'[ \'\ .!

jil^l .1- if th- -h.H-k h.i.I I.-.-H lli:i! ,,f a -aUaliif l-a!l.-l\. ill-- ifectr<>in.-UT

bowed decided pnx>f8 of the nature of the fluitl that lial Uen ^-ut tlmi'i^h it, and even
tli clvtri<- >park lia> l-.-,-n ..htained from tin- Torpedo very small, it in true, but still

recognizably apparent. It is rather curious, that in the court*' of tin- <-\\ riiii.-nt.s it wa*

discovered that the upper surfaiv of (lie Torpedo correspond ! itli the copper plati- <>f a

Iwttery, and the IOM.T >uifa-f uitli tin- jun<- plate.

OUMMON SKATB AHD ETKD TORPKOO.- JE^a talk

The structure of the electrical organ is far too complex to be folly described in this work,

as it would require at least forty or fifty pages, and a large number of ill u-t ration*. I

however, give a brief summary of the strange organ by which such wonderful result*

obtained, and any of my readers who would like to examine it more in detail, u ill tind ample
information in an article on the subject by Dr. CoM-in-am. in the "Cyclopaedia of Anatomy
and Physiology."

Hrieth. then, this organ is duplex, and consists of a great number of columns, placed

closely against each other, each inclosed in a very thin membrane. These columns are again
built uj.. re. of flat discs, separat-.| l>\ a <1. -ljr.it, membrane, which seems to contain

fluid. Thi> >trin-t un? may be roughly imitated by piling a number of coins upon each other.
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with a bladder between each coin and its successor in fact, a kind of voltaic pile. The

length of the columns, and consequently the number of discs, varies according to their position
in the body. The columns extend quite through the creature, from the skin of the back to

that of the abdomen, and are clearly visible on both sides, so that those .of the middle are

necessarily the longest, and those at either end become gradually shorter. In many large

specimens, more than eleven hundred columns were counted, and the number of discs is on an

average a hundred to the inch. It seems, from the best researches, that the growth of this

organ is produced, not by the increase of each column, but by a continual addition to their

number. A vast amount of blood-vessels pass through the electric organ, and it is permeated
with nerves in every direction.

How the electrical effect is produced is a very deep mystery. In fact, we know scarcely

aught of this marvellous power, save the knowledge that it pervades all nature, and even in its

external manifestations is one of the most ethereal and most potent of the second means

through which the will of the Creator guides His universe. That the same electrical principle
exists in all animals is familiarly known, and also that it is far more intense in some
individuals than in others of the same species. It is known that the contact of two different

kinds of flesh, such as the muscle of a fish and an ox, both newly killed, will produce similar

effects
;
and that it exists so largely in human beings, that no two individuals can place

themselves on isolated stools, and join their hands, without emitting so much electricity by
that slight contact, that the instrument will record its presence. But the origin of this

wonderful power eludes our mental grasp like the receding waters of the mirage, and the

increase of our knowledge serves but to betray the extent of our ignorance.
I cannot but think that this subtle and potent emanation, which is able to strike the

victim through an intervening space of the fluid common to both aggressor and sufferer, has

some affinity with the still more subtle and equally mysterious influence by which certain of

the serpent race are enabled to paralyze or attract the creatures which they could not secure

by actual contact. It may possibly be that the electric powers of the Torpedo, which need

water or some other conducting substance for their exercise, are, after all, but a more concen-

trated and palpable manifestation of that force, which enables the rattlesnake to arrest

an animal not in physical contact with itself, the pointed finger to lay a bird motionless on its

back until released by a sudden sound or touch, and one human being to influence his fellow

without the use of words, and to attract or repel him by an irresistible though invisible

agency.
It is rather remarkable that even the Torpedo, gifted with such puissant arms, dealing

pain and death around at will, should find at all events one foe insensible to the electric

stroke, and perhaps even needing its exciting influence to preserve it in health. This is

a parasitic creature, termed scientifically the Branchellion, which clings to the Torpedo and
feeds upon its juices, quite indifferent to all the shocks which its victim dispenses. It

generally measures from an inch to an inch and a half in length.
This fish is found in the Mediterranean, and the Indian and Pacific Oceans, and occasion-

ally off the Cape. Happily, the Torpedo does not attain a very great size, one of the largest

specimens being about four feet long, and weighing sixty or seventy pounds.
Of the Torpedo family there are three species known to American waters. The Numb-

fish, or Cramp-fish, Torpedo, was formerly common off Cape Cod, Mass., ranging southward to

Florida.

A specimen weighing sixty pounds was sent to Boston, where Dr. Storer examined it. It

was powerful enough to give an all sufficient shock to an average man.
A species is known in California waters. The Ray family proper, embracing the forms

called Skates, has four genera and about forty species. Those in American waters are : the

Common Skate, Ocellated Ray, Starry Ray, Brier Ray, Barn-door Skate, Granulated Skate.

On the Pacific coast are four kinds. The Skates are well known to all who go down to the sea
"
to fish."

The Butterfly Ray inhabits the same waters. The young of the Skates are produced from

eggs, called barrows, from their resemblance to hand barrows. Many have seen those black or
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brownish ol.long object* mi tin- In-a.-h--. |M\ imr four amis, which .-ling to seaweeds aometimm.
These are the eggv Fin.- examples will !- s,-,-M ,,n pai:.- i-.o. and in tin- plate near the close of
this \olume. .-ntiil.-d f/cvpon/rt rrmicosn ; the "harrows" are Men coiling on tin- l-ranches.

Tin- KiirN- Kays form another family. ha\iii)j three gwnt-ni and twi-nty s|M--i.-s.

Tin- Cou-noae Rays urv IIICIII|M-IS, ,,f t |,j s fiunily. Some of them are very tuitidaome

r.-all\ liH.kin^ like large liut(Ttli-s \\hil.- s\\iininin^, IHMIIJJ alM.iit a ft>ot wide, with j>ur wliit.-

ami dfliratf K ni
.
v Iwks.

TIIK Rays are well ri-|.i---.-nt.-d by several large and curious species. One of tin-

examples is tin- TII<>I:MIM-K. s; KV | K or RAT, so called from the lnrg

TIldlUIBACE 8KATI -

Thisof thoniy pnjM-tions whirh are scattered over ita l>ack, and ei)ecially along the spine.

sjHTii's is ii-pivsentdl |>y th> illustration.

Tin- Tliomltack is on.- of the common Rays, and is taken plentifully on the shores of

northern Hum]^. As is th- <"! with many of the same genus, tin- tl-'-li is considered nitln-r

good, aiicl is eaten lK>th when fresh an<l when salted for consumption during storm\ wejither.

Autumn and winter an- the best seasons for procuring 'lii s tish. as the flesh is then finn and

white, while durini: the rest of the year it Is rather liable to become flabby. Thornbarks

taken in Xo\.-mlT are thought to be the best.

v<. nt-fi.
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This species, like the rest of the Rays, feeds on Crustacea, flat-fish, and mollusks, and as

many of these creatures possess very hard shells, the Rays are furnished with a crushing mill

of teeth, which roll on each other
in^

such a way that even the stony shell of a crab is broken

up under the pressure. It is notable that the teeth differ in the two sexes when adult. Those
of the female are flat on the top, but those of the male throw out a strong angular projection,
which is so arranged that the projections of one jaw exactly fit into the interstices of the

other, and the roller-like arrays of teeth bear a wonderful resemblance to the well-known clod-

crushing machine.

The young of this and other Skates are produced from eggs, whose form is familiar to

every visitor to the sea-shore, where they go by the popular name of Skate-barrows. Their

color is black, their texture leathery, thin, and tough, and their form wonderfully like a com-

mon hand-barrow, the body of the barrow being represented by the middle of the egg, and the

handles by the four projections at the angles. The empty cases are continually thrown on the

beach, but it is seldom that the young are found inclosed, except after a violent storm, or

when obtained by means of the dredge.
This species is notable for certain thorny appendages to the skin, which are profusely

sown over the back and whole upper surface, and among which stand out conspicuously a few

very large tubercular spines, with broad, oval, bony bases, and curved, sharp-pointed projec-

tions. Fifteen or sixteen of these bony thorns are found on the back. Along the spine runs

a single row of similiar spines, and at the commencement of the tail it is accompanied by
another row on either side, making that member a very formidable instrument of offence. In

point of fact, the tail is as formidable a weapon as can be met with, and the manner in which

this living quarter-staff is wielded adds in no slight degree to its power. When angered, the

Skate bends its body into a bow-like form, so that the tail nearly touches the snout, and then,

with a sudden fling, lashes out with the tail in the direction of the offender, never failing to

inflict a most painful stroke if the blow should happen to take effect.

The color of the Thorn-back Skate is brown, diversified with many spots of brownish-gray,
and the under parts a/e pure white.

THE family of " Sea Devils" embraces the most re i arkable forms of any.

The SEA DEVIL, DEVIL-FISH, MANTA (Mania birostris), inhabits from the tropical

waters northward to the Carolinas, reaching the length, or width, properly, of twenty feet.

Dr. Mitchell records one that required the strength of three yoke of oxen to drag it. It was

estimated to weigh over four tons. Singular instances have occurred of this creature becoming

entangled in the anchor gear of small vessels, and actually towing them some distance before

the cause of the unusual movement was discerned.

We have seen several of these monsters, feeding apparently on shoals of small fishes, in

the Gulf of Mexico. As they turned in the course of their feeding, the great pectoral flaps

were thrown upward out of the water, exposing a white under surface, and creating a great

commotion in the sea.

THE COMMON SKATE, sometimes called the TINKER, is so well known that only a very

short description is needed.

This fish is found in great plenty, and sometimes attains to a really large size, a fine speci-

men having been known to weigh two hundred pounds. The fishermen have a custom of

calling the female Skate a Maid, and the male, in consequence of the two elongated appendages
at the base of the tail, is called the Three-Tailed Skate. It is a very voracious creature, eating

various kinds of fish, crustaceans, and other inhabitants of the deep.

The color of this species is grayish-brown on the upper surface, and a little reddish-brown and

black-brown are found on the edges of the broad fins. Below, it is grayish-white, over which

divers darker lines are drawn, and upon which are scattered a great number of bluish spots with

small sharp points among them. It is illustrated on page 207, together with the Eyed Torpedo.

A FAMILY called STING RAY has seven species. Some of them are of great size. Terrible

as is the armed tail of the thorn-back skate, and severe as are the wounds that can be inflicted
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i>\ it. thf Sting Ray is furnish,.,! with a weaion even more to be dreaded, and capable ,.f

causing a .still more serious injm\.
Tli- tail its,. If ,,f this s|

M .,-i,-s i- ;,,(!-, tl,.\il,|... whip-like, and smooth, so that were It

unaid.-d liy any additional armature, it could only mllict a sharp and slinging blow, which,
however painful, would ,1 no more damage than tin- rut of a horsewhip. 'I'll,. tail i- :

ther armed with a projevtinu bony spin,.. \,-i\ sharp at the jH.int. ami furnishi-d along
U.tli edtf-s with sharp cuttiim t^-th. When attacked or irritated, th,- Sting Ray sudd.-nU
sf " whip like tail around tl tTender in lass,, fashion, ami holding him tighil\

against the tarbed spin,.. wields th,- latt.-r with such strength and rapidity that it lacerated
tin- flesh to a frightful and dangerous ,-xt-nt, in som,- cases even causing the death of the
\ i'-tim.

Along the coast, where the offensive powers of this fish are familiarly and practically
know n, an opinion prevails that the bony spin,, is suppij,.<i with jioison. This notion, how-
ex er, is one of the many ]>opular errors on similar subjects, having l*en founded on the

ai;::ra\:ited intl.mmi:iii..:i thai sometimes follows the wooadtCa-iised l>\ tli- Stin- Ua\ . Th.-r..

is no ]M>ison what-\-,-r in this lx>ne, and any such symptoms are due, not to the inherent venom
of the weapon, but to the unsound constitution of the sufferer.

The reader will at ono- ]-rceive the exact resemblance between the spine of the Sting Ray
and the rnany-barl>ed spears used by the savage inhabitants of the Pacific islands. In fact, this

spine not only furnished them with tin- original idea of those cruel wea|>ons. but is constantly
taken from the fish and affixed to the shaft of a lance. In their eyes, its great merit and one
which they imitate in their manufactured weapons is that when the spear is struck into the

body of a foe, the jagged blade is sure to snap asunder at the j>oint where it enters the body,
|.-a\im: several barbs tixed in the wound without any handle by which they may I withdrawn.

It is found that in the Sting Ray, a second spine exists below the first, which is provided
in order to supply the place of the first in case it should be broken off or dragged out.

The Sting Ray is in some places called the FIRE PLAIRE, probably on account <>f the very
I color of the flesh when cut open. This fish is not approved for the table, la-ing rank and

disagreeable in flavor.

The color of the Sting Hay is grayish -yellow above, taking a slaty-blue tint towards the

middle of the body, and spotted with brown when the creature is young. Below, it is white.

The eyes are golden color, the temporal orifice behind each eye is extremely large, and the tail

is very thick and muscular at the base. The .spin,- is set about one-third of ite length from the

base. The mouth and teeth are small.

The Sting Ray of our waters is the same as that of Europe. It ranges from Cape Cod
to Florida. In various places it is called Whip Ray, Clam-cracker, and Sting-a-ree, or Whip-
sting Ray. A large form is common off Long Island, \\ ith tail of five feet in length.

Ix some respects, such as the long tail and double-barbed spine with which it is armed,
the EAOLE RAT (Myliobati* aij>iil<i\ bears some resemblance to the preceding species, but
must be distinguished from that fish by the projecting head, the blunt ness of the snout, the

very great length and comparative tenuity of the tail, the shortness of the spine, and the

diminutive .]/, of the temporal a]>ertures. In some places this IM, is called the Whip Ray,
in allusion t<> the extreme length of the slender tail.

The flesh of the Eagle Ray is not eaten, being hard, rank, am! disagreeable, but the liver

is thought to be eatable, and a larp- quantity of irood oil is obtained from it. It sometimes

attains to a very huge size, wei-hinir as much as ,-i-ht hundred pounds. Its color is daik

brown above, deepening towards the edges, and gra\ ish-w hite below.

The Eagle Ray is a Mediterranean sjM-oes. found occasionally in Kndish waters. Its

great winir-like sides ^ive it a resemblance to a bird. Its long tail and double luirbed spine at

its base give it a most singular and vicious aspect.

BKFORK quitting these fish entirely, a short notice must be given of several interesting

species, of which figures cannot be inserted for want of space.
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The first is the HORNED RAT (Cephalvptera johnii), sometimes called, from its huge dimen-

sions, horned head, dark body, and lowering aspect, the SEA DEVIL. There are, however,
several species which are popularly called by the latter title.

This enormous creature is found in the Mediterranean and the warmer seas in general, and
has been taken in the nets together with the tunny. The flesh is not eaten except by the very

poor, but the supply of oil from the liver is abundant and valuable. There seein to be hardly

any bounds to the size which this creature will attain. M. Le Vaillant saw three of these

huge fish sporting round the ship in lat. 10 15' N. long. 35 W. and, after some persuasion,

induced the crew to attempt their capture. They secured the smallest of the three, and when
it was brought on board, it was found to measure twenty-eight feet in width, twenty feet in

length, to weigh a full ton, and to have a mouth large enough to swallow a man.

This gigantic Ray feeds almost wholly on fishes and mollusks. On account of their horned,

heads, the Italian fishermen call the old ones cows and the young calves. A strong attachment

seems to exist between the male and female, for it has more than once happened that when
one fish has been harpooned or otherwise captured, its mate has hung about the boat until it

shared the same fate with its deceased partner ;
and in one instance, where the female had been

caught in a tunny net, the male was seen wandering about the net for several days, and at last

was found dead in the same partition where his mate had been captured. So, in common

justice, the name of Sea Devil ought not to be applied to so loving and faithful a creature.

The color of the Horned Ray is very dark black-blue above, and gray-\vhite beneath. The

jaws and mouth are proportionately greater than is generally the case with these fishes. The

tail is long, thin, and smooth for the first quarter of its length, after which it is furnished with

tubercles. At its base there is a sharp, flattened spine, armed, like that of the preceding

species, with a double row of barbs.

THEBE are several other Rays, among which may be briefly mentioned the LONG-

NOSED SKATE (Raia salviani), remarkable for the great length of the snout
;
the FLIPPER

SKATE (Raia intermedia), notable for the olive-green color of the upper surface, and the

numerous white spots with which it is covered
;
the BORDERED RAY (Raia marginata), which

may be known by the dark edge to the side fins, or wings as they are generally called, and the

three rows of sharp spines on the tail
;
and lastly, the HOMELYN RAY (Raia miraletus), which

may be distinguished by the large size of the eyes and temporal orifices, and the bold dark

spots on the sides.

SPINE-FINNED FISHES
;
ACANTHOPTERYGII.

WE now arrive at the vast order of the SPINE-FINNED PISHES, known scientifically as the

ACANTHOPTERYGII. In all these fishes, the skeleton is entirely bony, and part of the rays of

the dorsal, anal, and ventral fins are formed into spines, in some species very short, and in

others of extraordinary length.

Without devoting more time or space to the purely scientific and anatomical character-

istics, which will be separately described at the end of the volume, we will proceed at once to

the various species of this vast and important order. I may here mention, that, whenever

possible, I have selected examples of the various common genera, employing only those foreign

species that are needful to fill up the links of the chain, or that are worthy of notice from

some remarkable points in their form or their habits.

THE family of Sticklebacks comprises eight genera, and about twenty species of small,

active, and exceedingly pugnacious fishes. They are very destructive to spawn and fry of

other fishes. It is scarcely to be conceived how damaging these little creatures are, and

how greatly detrimental they are to the increase of all the fishes among which they live.
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Moat <>f tin-in Imilii nests quite elaborately \\lii. li th male defends with grv&t spirit. They
inhabit tin- fii-li : i anus of the sea iu Northern Europe and America.

Tin NIM -i i NED STICKLEBACK (Qtuterotttu* pungitiiui) is a formi ually known In the

north. -rii ports of Europe and America, found in both fresh and salt wat-r. Eight oth.Tsj--ci.-s

are known in Am.-i ican waters. Tin- following account of Kun>i>-an SJMTU-S discloses the habit*

of nest-l>uililiiiL'. ami otlu-r Libit.s that apply equally to American forms.

Tin. 'I III:M -i ii KLEBACK, a very common fiah, is also known under the names of

TlTTLKBAT, l'l:l M I 11-11, and SlIAltl'LIX.

THEKE-en.NKD STICKLEBACK AM) FIFTKEN 8HXKI) STICK I.KBACK. WITH NT.-

It is a most bold and livi-ly little fish, hardly knowing fear, pugnacious to an absurd

degree, and remarkably inti-n-stin^ in its habits. Kv-n more voracious than the perch it

renders great servi--.- to mankind in k--pinj: wit Inn due bounds the many aqua tic and terrestrial

in--. t~. wliicli, although ;..:".: iiiiiu *li.-ir in.Ii-|"-n-:il']-' -in ti.-- in tli.' ^..iM. :n.' |Q . \i ivm.-ly

prolific, that they would n-n<l-r the country uninhabitable were they allowed to increase with-

out some clu-ck.

So voracious and fiirles.s indeed is this little creature that it always forms the earliest game
of the juvenile angler, who need not trouble himself in the least about the temper of his hooks,
tli>- fineness of his tackle, or the delicate balance of his float. Any one can catch a Stickle-

back without rod, float, or even hook. All that i- m-edfiil is to repair to the nearest streamlet,

armed with a yard or two of thread and a walking-stick. Thin twine will answer very well

instead of the thread, and even the .-tick is not absolutely needed. Having proceeded thus
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equipped to the bank of the stream, a worm may be picked out of the ground, tied by the

middle to the thread, and thrown quite at random into the water.

The Sticklebacks will not be in the least frightened by the splash, but rather rejoice in it

as calling their attention to food. In a moment the worm will be the centre of a contending
mass of little fishes, rolling over and over, struggling to the utmost of their power, and

entirely hiding the worm from sight. Now let the angler quickly lift the bait out of the

water, swing it on shore, and he will almost certainly find that he has captured two Stickle-

backs, one hanging to each end of the worm, and retaining its hold so perseveringly that

it can hardly be induced to relinquish its gripe. This process may be repeated at pleasure,

and as the Sticklebacks never seem to learn wisdom, a large store may soon be accumulated.

This is a good way of stocking an aquarium, as the strongest and liveliest fish are sure to be

caught first.

I have caught them by hundreds in a common butterfly-net, by the simple stratagem of

lowering the net into the water, dangling the worm over the ring, and by degrees lowering the

worm and raising the net until I had the whole flock within the meshes.

Should the reader be disposed to place his newly-captured specimens in an aquarium, he

must make up his mind that they will fight desperately at first, and until they have satisfac-

torily settled the championship of the tank, their intercourse will be of the most aggressive

character. Never were such creatures to fight as the Sticklebacks, for they will even go out

of their way to attack anything which they think may possibly offend them, and they have no

more hesitation in charging at a human being than at one of their own species. I have known
one of these belligerent fish make repeated dashes at my walking-stick, knocking his nose so

hard against his inanimate antagonist, that he inflicted a perceptible jar upon it, and in spite

of the blows which his nose must have suffered, returning to the combat time after time with

undiminished spirit.

These combats are, however, most common about the breeding season, when every adult

Stickleback challenges every other of his own sex, and they do little but fight from morning
to evening. They are as jealous as they are courageous, and will not allow another fish to pass

within a certain distance of their home without darting out and offering battle.

Any one may see these spirited little combats by quietly watching the inhabitants of a

clear streamlet on a summer day. The two antagonists dart at each other with spears in rest,

snap at each other's gills or head, and retain their grasp with the tenacity of a bull-dog.

They whirl round and round in the water, they drop, feint, attack, and retreat,with astonishing

quickness, until one confesses itself beaten, and makes off for shelter, the conqueror snapping
at its tail, and inflicting a parting bite.

Then is the time to see the triumphant little creature in all the glory of his radiant

apparel; for with his conquest he assumes the victor's crown; his back glows with shining

green, his sides and head are glorious with gold and scarlet, and his belly is silvery-white. It

is a little creature certainly, but even among the brilliant inhabitants of the southern seas, a

more gorgeously colored fish can hardly be found. If the conqueror Stickleback could only

be enlarged to the size of a full-grown perch or roach, it would excite the greatest admiration.

It is curious, that the vanquished antagonist loses in brilliance as much as the conqueror has

gained; he sneaks off ignominiously after his defeat, and hides himself, dull and sombre, until

the time comes when he, too, may conquer in fight, and proudly wear the gold and scarlet

insignia of victory.

These struggles are not only for mastery, but are in so far praiseworthy, that they are

waged in defence of home and family.

The Stickleback is one of the very few fish who build houses for their young, as a

defence against the many foes which are ever lying in wait for the destruction of the eggs
or the newly-hatched young. These nests are built of various vegetable substances, and

their structure is admirably described in the following passage extracted from an educational

magazine:
" In a large dock for shipping, thousands of Prickle-fish were bred some years ago, and I

have often amused myself for hours by observing them. While multitudes have been enjoying
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tin-nix 1\-- ne:irthe -.lion- in the "arm suii-hiiie. others lia\.- UN-II l>u-il\ engaged making their

nests, if u nest it can IN- .-all.-.!. It consisted of tin- \ery minutest piece* of Mrm .r -ii< k-.

color of tin- ^romi'l at th>> !...it..in <>f the water on which it was laid, BO that it was

next to on impoNsibilit y fur any one to discover the nest, mile*.* they saw the fish at work, or

..l-x.-M.-d ili.- qgp
The nest is somewhat larger than a twenty-five-cent piece, and haa a top or cover,

witli .1 hole in tin- centre, about the sL of a very small nut, in which are deposit**! the

eggs or spawn. This opening is frequently concealed by drawing small fragments over it,

hut this is not always the case. Many inn.-- have I taken up the nest, and thrown the

eggs to tin- multitude around, which they instantly devoured with the greatest voracity.

Tti.--- eggi BM al*mt tli.- -i/.- Of !"!!'> -'!-. and >( bright yellou n>loi ; I. tit I l,:n--

at times seen them almost Mack. \\hi.-h. I .-u|.p..-,-. is an itulicatioii that they are approaching
to life.

In making the nest, I observed that the fish used an unusual degree of force when con-

veying the material to its destination. When the fish was alxiut an inch from the nest, it

suddenly darted at the spot, and left the tiny fragment in its place, after which it would !

engaged for half a minute in adjusting it. The nest, when taken up, did not separate, but

hung together like a piece of wool."

This interesting little a unt is doubly valuable, as not being the work of a professed

naturalist, but of an observant lover of nature, who saw some curious phenomena, and recorded

them in simple and unpretending language. The fifteen-spined Stickleback, a marine species,

also makes a nest, though hardly of so careful a construction.

The Three-spined Stickleback is very fond of inhabiting the mouths of rivers where they

empty themselves into the sea, the brackish water appearing to suit its constitution. It can

therefore be easily acclimatized to new conditions, and a specimen that has l>een taken from

an inland stream can soon be brought to inhabiting the water of a marine aquarium, though
such water is usually, in consequence of evaporation, more salt than that of tin* sea.

\ - -ii'-nil f:n-t, I If tl.--li . .)' tin- Stick lei nick i- despised a- an article of f 1. :m>l in my
opinion wrongly so. I have often partaken of these little fish fried, or even baked, and think

them decidedly palatable delicate, crisp, and well-flavored, with the slightest possible dash of

bitter that jrives a unique piquancy to the dish. At all events, the young of the Stickleback

and the minnow frequently do duty as whitebait, and the guests never discover the deception.
Yet there is hardly any place in Europe where people, except the starving poor, will con-

descend to eat this delicate and nutritious little fish, which can be scooped by thousands out

of any streamlet, and does not require more trouble in cooking than the red herring. The

only use that at present seems to be made of this fish is to spread it over the ground as manure,
an office which it certainly fulfils admirably, but might, in all probability, be better employed
in feeding man than manuring his fields. An oil is sometimes expressed from them, and the

refuse carted off to the fields, but the value of the oil seems hardly to repay the trouble of

procuring it.

Mr. Yarrell mentions a considerable number of Sticklebacks ; but Dr. Ounther. in his

elaborate catalogue of Acanthopterygiun fishes, comprises several species toirether, as only
varieties and not different species. For example, the QUARTER-ARMED STICKLEBACK (Ocuter-
o*teu* gymnnni9\ or SXOOTII-TAILKU STICKLEBACK, known by ita four or five scaly plates
above the pectoral tin : the HALF-ARMED STICKLEBACK (Qasterosteus semiarmatu\ where the

plates extend throughout half the length of the body ; the HALF-MAILED STICKLEBACK (Ocu-
terotteu* semiloricatu\ where they extend still farther ; and the NEW YOKK STICKLEBACK

(flJMliriMtaU MMfcsnMMlil . are ;dl con.-iden-d as h.-iiur only \urietiesof the sj-cies \\hi.-h

has just been denoted.

TIIK TKN-SPINED STICKLEBACK is nearly, if not quite, as plentiful as the three-spined

species, and is perhaps the smallest of our river-fish.

It may be readily distinguished by the nine or ten spines upon the back, all in front of

the dorsal fin, and by the absence of plates upon the sides. All the Sticklebacks are voracious
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little creatures, and I am told by an angler friend that they destroy quantities of the spawn
of other fish, and seize upon the young as soon as they are hatched. He also informs me that

they are extremely capricious in their choice of locality. For example, at the head of a, mill-

stream they may be found by thousands, while at the tail of the same stream not a single
Stickleback can be found. There are parts of rivers where they are so plentiful that the fisher

is entirely baffled in his sport by these little creatures eating his bait before it sinks to its full

depth, while the middle of the stream might be quite free from them.

The Ten-spined Stickleback does not like salt water, and cannot be acclimatized to the

marine aquarium like its three-spined relative. All the Sticklebacks are remarkable for the

comparative nakedness of the skin, which for the most part bears no scales, as in the gener-

ality of fish, and in the Ten-spined species is wholly naked. The place of the scales is sup-

plied by certain bony or scaly plates upon the side, and it is the nakedness of the skin which

permits the colors of these little fish to glow with such bright and changeful hues.

The color of this species is green upon the back, and on the abdomen and sides silvery-

white spotted minutely with black. The fins are very slightly tinged with yellow. The length
of the Ten-spined Stickleback is variable, but rarely exceeds two inches.

The FIFTEEN-SPIKED STICKLEBACK, SEA-ADDER, or BISMORE, is wholly a marine species,

and is nearly as common as its companion on the picture on page 213.

It is remarkably elongated in proportion to its width, and this formation, together with

its armature of sharp, tooth-like spines, has gained it the name of Sea-Adder. It is a voracious

creature, feeding on all sorts of marine animals, mollusks, worms, eggs, and fry, and minute

crustaceans. Mr. Yarrell advises the collector of marine crustaceans to examine carefully the

stomachs of the shore-frequenting fishes, and especially of this species, as he will be likely to

discover some curious species of those animals, too active or too small to lodge in his net, but

unable to avoid the quick eye and ready jaws of the Stickleback. The same writer mentions

that on one occasion, when a Fifteen-spined Stickleback had been caught with a net and

placed in water together with a small eel, three inches in length, the voracious creature seized

on the eel in a very short time, and contrived to swallow it. The eel, however, was too long
to be wholly accommodated in the stomach of the Stickleback, and after a while was disgorged,

only partly digested.
As in the case of the frog, the color of the Stickleback varies with singular rapidity,

being dull or bright according to the mental emotions of the individual.

WE now arrive at another family of fishes, in which the body is rather compressed
i. e., flattened sideways the eyes are large, and the mouth oblique. It is scientifically

known by the name of Berycidse, and all its members are inhabitants of the tropical and

temperate seas.

Our first example of this family is the JAPANESE SINGLE-THORN.

In all the fishes of this genus, the scales are rather large, very strong, and so closely com-

pacted together, that they form a strong, mailed covering to the body. The name of Mono-

centris, or Single-thorn, is derived from the curious modification of the ventral fins, which are

devoid of membrane, and are reduced to a single, very strong, and rather lengthened spine,

and a few very short rays. In the place of the dorsal fin are four or five thick spines, and the

shield-like scales of the body are rough, projecting, and keeled.

The Japanese Single-thorn is an inhabitant, as its name imports, of the seas of Japan, and

is almost, if not quite, the only species of its genus. It is chiefly remarkable for the size of

its head, the strong, thorn-like spines, and the mailed suit of hard and projecting scales. It

is of a tolerably uniform color, its whole body being silvery-white, and its length is about six

or seven inches.

THE large-eyed and deep-bodied fish, HOPLOSTETHUS, or Armed-breast, derives its name
from the strong and sharp spines which are placed on the scapular bone and the angle
of the prjeoperculum. Like the last-mentioned species, it seems to be the only member of

its genus.
This fish is found in the Mediterranean, and is not uncommon on the coast of Madeira.
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It is remarkable not only for tin- ofTen-ive wcai>ons with which it is armed, bat for the large,
full e\e. tin- xiw-like series .if notches on the abdomen, and the beautiful rosy hue of its

nali -
I In- dorsal lin of this lish i- -nu!. . Lui \* , ,,m] ! nf ux.. di-tin.-i [xirtions, tin- out'

U-iuy -ii]
::; ;

\ strung, -j inOOl i

tjl, VO& fttOttM l'.\
-"f' :nnl ll.-\il.|.- nx-. Tin- mu//|.-

i- \.-rx short, rounded, ami does nut protrude : tlie tail is deeply forked, and the serrated

portion of tin- abdomen c,,n-iM- .if e|e\,-n. tu.-lx.-. m thirteen scales. The l>d\ U x.-ry dt-p,
in pn>]x>rtion t<> it.- length.

BEFORE proceeding to the next family, we must < -{usually notice two large genera belong-

ing to this family. ( )f the first genus tin- MIUIUAN ]' I////-///A/.V//.V iniinljun) in u good
example.

This handsome ii-li i- found off the coasts of India and in the Red Sea, and can Ite easily

recognized by its bi-autiful coloring, it large scales, short muzzle, and prominent chin. The
p-n.-ral color of this spl.-ndid fish is bright rose-pink, beautifully mottled by a rich violet

!_!.. .M.I, -,:,].. Th- xifl |Mirtionsnf (In- ilorsal, x.-nti-il. :iii>l anal I'm- ar.- !> Mix in.n-in.-il

with white, and tin- front ray* lux.- a rn>-s hand f violet-brown. The tml fin is (Mlpnl with

whit\ an.l a loni:itiidiiial strijH' of violet-brown traverses each lobe. About fourteen or fifteen

species of this genus are kno\\ u.

OF the next, genus, the SCARLET PERCH (Holo&mtrum rubrum) is rather a striking

.xamj.l.'.

This fine fish inhabits tin- Asiatic seas, and there are specimens in the museums from the

Red Sea, Amboyna, Louisiade Archipelago, the Philippines, Japan, and China. On the

open-ulum are two stmng spim-s. tin- upjM-r lx>ing the larger. The color of this fish is shining
red, diversiti.-*! with eijiht hands of grayish-white. The outer edges of the tail fin are black,
and there is a patch of the same color on tin- ventral fins. This genus contains many very
handsome species, and in almost every case the prevailing colors are red and violet.

PERCH, MULLET, BRAIZE.

WE now come to the large ami imj>i taut family of the Perches, which comprises many
of the handsomest and most valuable fishes. The members of this family are found in all

parts of the globe.

THE COMMON PERCH is well known as one of the handsomest river-fish, and, on account
of its boldness and the voracious manner in which it takes the bait, and the active strength
with which it struggles against its captor, is a great favorite with many anglers.

Moreover, \\li.-n captured, and placed in an aquarium, it very soon learns to distinguish
the hand that feeds it. and will come to the surface and take food from the fingers. It has
a fashion of seizing its f(H <l with a rather sharp jerk, and then snatches it away with such

violence, that, when it takes the h<x>k, it will drag a stout cork float several inches below the

surface, and, by the force of its own stroke, will mostly hook itself, without any exertion on
the part of the angler. Bold-biting, however, as is its reputation, there are some seasons of

the year when it is almost impossible to catch a Perch, and even the shy and gently-nibbling
roach is an easier prey.

The flesh of the Perch is white, firm, well-flavored, and is thought to be both delicate and
nutritious.

The 1'. Teh is not a large fish
;
from two to three pounds being considered rather a heavy

weight. Individuals, however, of much greater dimensions have been, though rarely, capt-
ured.

The color of the Penh is rich pm'imh-brown above, passing gradually into golden-white
below. Upon the sides is a row of dark transverse bands, generally from five to seven in

number. The first dorsal fin is brown, with a little black between two or three of the first

VOL in.-*.
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and last rays ;
the second dorsal and the pectoral are pale brown, and the tail and other tins

are bright red.

THE fine fish so well known under the name of BASS, or SEA-DACE, or SEA-PERCH, is

common on many coasts, and is considered by anglers as affording good sport.

It seems, from the accounts of practical sportsmen, to bite with readiness at a bait, but to

be a difficult fish to secure, on account of its tender mouth, its ingenious stratagems, and its

great strength. When hooked, it leaps, plunges, and swims with such force and swiftness,

that the captor is forced to exercise the greatest skill in preventing it from breaking

away. One of its favorite ruses is to double back under the boat, in hopes of cutting the

GIANT PBBCH AND COMMON PERCH.-Lutlopcrca xtndra et Perm JhtrlatW*.

line against the keel, or gaining a fixed point by which it may be able to drag the hook from

its mouth.

Even when fairly tired out, and drawn to the edge of the boat, it is by no means secured,

for its scales are so hard that a very sharp blow of the gaff is needed to fix the hook in its

side, and its gills and fins are so formidably armed, that it cannot be grasped with impunity.

The spines of the dorsal fin, in particular, are strong and sharp as packing-needles, and the

various portions of the operculum are edged with projecting teeth that cut like lancets. Many
are the wounds that have been inflicted by the sudden twist and wriggle of the Bass, when

grasped in a careless manner. When lifted into the boat, the hook is not to be taken from

the mouth without some risk.

It is a voracious fish, and derives its name of "lupus," or wolf, in consequence of its

insatiate appetite. It feeds upon other fish and various inhabitants of the sea. Mr. Couch

states that it is very fond of wood-lice, and is bold enough to venture among rocks in a tem-
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pest for the sake <>f snapping up inures, as they are washed by the waves and beaten

b\ the winds from their places of concealment amom; tin- stones.

Tin flcoh of the Bamnr i I is thought to ! in liest condition when the

tish i- -mall, mcasurim; alioiit ei-hteen indies in leiiirth. Tin- color of this tish is ,|ark dusks

blue mi tin- buck, and silvery white on tin- abdomen ; the tin* are brown.

'lin pretty littl. Iki i i i 1^ common in many rivers, when* it Is

tim.-s kiniwn under the name of I'-TI. the reason for tin- latter titlt- not U-in.

In iren.-ral a|)])earance tin- KulTe Itears some resemblance to tin- |-ich. tin- shape of its

bod\ aii'l thethorii\ tins beini: not unlike those of that handsome lish. It may, however. lie

immediatelx distinguished from tin- jN-rch b\ its spott-d fins, and tin- absence of (he dark

dan. I over lh- sides. MOI,-,,\.T. the dorsal fin i- -inirle. It is a tolerably lx>ld biter, and tnk*
a hook n-ailih \\ln-n l>ainil witli :i littl-- liri^ht-n-d worm.

Tli.- color of tin- HuhV is lii:ht olivi--brown above, and rflver-whHe on the. alxloinen ; tnt-

flunks are \filo\\ i-hlno\\ n. The bark, dorsal fin, and tail, an- rovered with little brown spots,

set so closely in the tail as to resemble bars, and n|>on the ^ill-cover* tin-re is a little pearly-

gnen i IK
'

n th il M.I- tisli -
: lorn v I|N -;\ DI neven in--li.-s.

(n.-of the t\\n creatnii-s tiuMintl in tin- .-IILTIX in^ on jKip- S1H is the <ii \s i l'i ia n. It in

a n-markably tine tish, which is found in many f the mei-saiid lakes of (tennany and Ratern

>pe.

This handsome species derives iis name of Lncioperca, or Tik.- IVrdi. from the resem-

blance which it lM-ai>i to In.th thes4- tish.-s. ha \in.i: the ]en^then<d |MM!V of the one and the

spine-armed tins () f the other. H has. hi >u ever, not him: to do with (he pike, and is closely

allie-l to its companion mi the emrnivimr. the jM-rch. li>lon^in.ir. inde-d, to (he same family.

The teeth are rather lanre. and are thought to resemble those of the pike in length and

The i-olor of the (iiaiit I'en-h is greenish -olive above, banded with brown. Below, it is

white. It is a very line lish. attaining;, when full-grown, to a length of three or four feet.

There are several sjM-cies U-lon^inic to the same genus.

A very handsome lish. that is jMijnilarly but erroneously called the AMKKK \ v TIKE, has

d'-ri\ed it- name fmm the elongated aini somewhat pike-like form of ite botly. The teeth.

however, are e\-n. and bear no resemblance to theoe of the real j>ike.

The flesh of this tish is thoiiirht to l>e good for the table, and as the dimensions to which

the creature attains an- ..fi.-n onsidenible, it is really one of the valuable inhabitants of the

Ani'-riean wat-rs. It is one of the sea-loving species, and is mostly found on the Atlantic

shores of tropical America. .Many s]iecimens IH.XX in the museums were taken in the West
Indies, othei-s ,,ff the coast of (iniana. some fnun Haliia, and others from Surinam. The gen-

eral color of the American I'ike is silvery-white, tinned on the hack with jrreen, and

a jm re. shinini: white on the abdomen. The dorsal tins are two in number, the tirst

shortish, and having ei^lit very strong and sharp spines. The second spine of the anal tin is

very loin: and sharp, and the pra-o]>eiciiliim is armed with two sluirj>ly-toot hed edges.
The I'IKI. or TiKt Pi i:i MBS, so called in America,. are equally a European form. They

are large carnivorous fishes, living in fresh waters. Two strongly marked species are on

each hemisphere.
The \V.vi.i IYBD I 'IKI >y/V/W//>/w ri/rn/in'), DoRT, GLA88-ETK, YELLOW PlKE, BLUE

I'IKI . and .I x. K S \I.MO\. are names common to this sjiecies. It is found in the Great Lakes,

and the I '\>\- i Mississippi, and some of the Atlantic streams far north; is an abundant and

valuable food fish, reaching nearly three feet in l.-mrth, and a weight of twenty pound-
Another sjiecies. called S\\ .n-l'iKK. (Ji:vv I'lKhu and HI>I:\-I t-ii. is smaller, and is

found in similar i--_'ioiis.

The famih -. the Pen m-s. in \\hich this tish Moiigs. emhnices twenty two genera.
and from ninety to .me hiindn*<l s|x-cies. They are inhabitants of fresh waters of cool regions,

most of them be in.ic American, and nearly all Ulonging to the fauna of the I'nited States. A
great majority belong to the Darters, all of which an- American. They are amoio; the most
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singular and interesting of our fishes. Their colors are generally brilliant
;
in some of the

genera are some of the most brilliantly colored of any known fishes. The sexual differences

are very great in some species, the females being more sombre in color and more speckled or

barred than the males. Most prefer clear running water, where they lie concealed under

stones, darting from under with great velocity when hungry. They all can turn the head

from side to side, and lie with the head turned on one side at times, the body supported on

the expanded ventrals. The Ammocrypts are fond of lying concealed under the sand, the

eyes only exposed. They are carnivorous, feeding greatly on larvae of Diptera. All are small

in size, being at most eight inches in length. The group Microperca are the smallest spiny-

rayed fishes known, being only about one and a half inch. The general aspects of this

numerous family are here indicated. The species would require volumes to describe. They
are interesting and beautiful, but of no account commercially, and scarcely large enough for

food.

The well-known BLACK BASS of America (Centropristis atrarius) inhabits the rivers

and lakes of North America.

This fine fish is a really valuable species, on account of its large dimensions and the

excellence of its flesh, and the attention of scientific men has lately been turned towards

its preservation. In the Patent Reports upon some Black Bass that were transferred to

Waramang Lake, Connecticut, some years previous, it is said that they multiplied very

rapidly, grew at the average rate of one pound per annum, and ordinarily attained a weight of

five pounds or a little more. They are very hardy, and can be taken from one locality to

another if placed in a tub of water covered with a wet canvas. So rapid, indeed, is its

increase, that although less than a hundred were originally placed in the lake, they have

probably increased to several millions in a space of seven years.

It is a marvellously bold-biting fish, and affords good sport to all anglers, whether they

only fish for the sake of the amusement, using a fly or other delicate bait, or whether they

merely seek to take their prey as a matter of business, and employ small fish as a bait, or the

obstruction "
spoon," whose treacherous glitter the Black Bass is seldom able to withstand.

It is an active and powerful fish, and when hooked struggles so long and so fiercely, that it

tests all the angler's skill before it can be safely landed.

The color of the Black Bass is brown, washed with golden-green, and mottled with dark

spots on the centre of each scale, darker on the back, and becoming nearly white on the

abdomen. When newly caught, the body is traversed with several dark bands. It is a very
fine fish, specimens having been known to weigh nearly twenty pounds.

BLACK SEA BASS (Serranses atranius). This fish ranges from Cape Cod to Florida. It

is called Black Perch in Massachusetts
;
Black Bass and Black Fish in New Jersey.

The STRIPED BASS (Roceus lineatus) is one of the most notable of our sea fishes one

of the largest and finest of our game fishes, reaching four feet in length. Dr. Storer records

one that weighed eighty-four pounds. We have taken small ones off Nahant rocks by

angling, while fishing for Tautog. It is found in our markets nearly all the year.

CLOSELY allied to these fish is an enormous genus, containing about one hundred and

forty known species, from which the OUATALIBI, or RUDDY SERRANUS (Serrdnus ouataliM}, is

selected as an example.
This beautiful fish inhabits the warm Caribbean Sea, and is plentiful upon the West

Indian coasts. Its color is bright red, and the head, body, and sometimes the dorsal fin, are

profusely powdered with small blue spots, edged with black. Just by the joint of the lower

jaw there is a pair of largish black spots, and on the back of the tail, immediately behind the

dorsal fin, is another black spot. Of its habits nothing interesting is told.

THE STONE BASS is an inhabitant of the European seas. It is otherwise known as

COUCH'S POLYPRION, in honor of the eminent naturalist who first made it known as an own

species, and as JEW-FISH and WRECK-FISH the last title being given to it on account of

its habit of frequenting drifting timbers, apparently for the purpose of feeding upon the
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marine r--.-iimv- tli:it -warm aUnii sudi localities. In Madeira it is called Cm i:\ \,

ln-n full grown, and ( 'M i liNi'ii i \\ In -ii \ .11 ing.

Ilurnat 'If laden timU'i -e.-m- t<i li:iv< great attraction!! for the Stone Baas, and it ia

riifiili..M- .1 l.\ Mi Vm.'ll tin! ., i- . .i.n,. ! ..".
I was -n i n .nii.l--d f..r:i f. .1 1 ni.-lit with tli.-,-

li-li. pi..l-a!'i\ <>ii account i.f ili.- trailing barnacles with which her ]>lnnking was covered.

Their pi-e-.-nce ua- nio-t valuable, a- tl raught in great numlters, and the men fed

almoM wholly ii|ni them for I welve or fourteen days.
Fnun examination of the >toma<-h. the Stone Baas seems to f.-.-. I m..-il\ mi -mall li-h of

\arioiis kind-, -ardine- having INH-H found in it.s interior in large quantities. Mollusk- also

form part of its fmd. It live.- mostly in the <!. -\T water-, preferring a rocky Ixittom, and

generally remaining deeply immersed, unless attracted to the Hurface by the presence of its

food.

U'hen following floating timbers, it is a remarkably bold fish. Mr. Couch remarks thus

upon its habita:
" When a piece of timber, covered with burnacles, is brought by the current*

from tin- more southern regions which these tishes inhabit, considerable numbers of them
sometime* accompany it. In the alacrity of their exertions. tlie\ JLSS over the wreck in pur-
suit of each other, and sometimes fur a short space an- left dry on the top, until a succeeding
\\a\-- U-ai^ ill- -in '!! :i_ain. I'l.'in the . in Illlistalice .'f lli-'ir l--in- u-il.-ill\ I'iiiind li'-:ir ll-irililii:

wood covered with baniacles, it might In- .siipi>os4>d that this shell-fish forms their food; but

this does not appear to be the case, since, in many that were opened, nothing was found but

small fishes. Perhaps the young fishes follow the floating wood for the sake of the insecte

that accompany it, and thus draw the Stone Mass after them."

The color of the Stone Bass is dark purple-brown above, and silvery-white below. The
tin membranes are brown, and the tail is tip|ed with white. When young, it is mottled with

darker and lighter brown. The lower jaw is larger than the upier, and over the operculum
runs horizontally a bold, bony ridge, ending in a sharp point directed backwards. There is

also a row of short, sharp spines over the eye, and the first ray of the vent nil fins and the first

three rays of the anal fin are furnished with strung, thorny spines, so that the fish is armed at

all points, and when struggling violently is likely to inflict rather severe wounds on the hand

that grasps it incautiously.

THE great and important family of the Labridje, or Lip-fishes, so called in allusion to the

thick and fleshy lip with which their mouths are furnished, are spread over the greater i>ortion

of the globe, few coasts being without several representatives of the group.
These fishes are not only remarkable for the full fleshiness of their evidently sensitive lips,

but for the endless variety of rich and vivid tints with which their bodies are decorated
; hues

pure as the bright pattern- of cathedral windows, and often arranged with a symmetrical

regularity of outline and a daring harmony of contrasting colors that, when seen on the healthy
and living fish, appear as if flung on its scales direct from the kaleidoscope. Of the three

primary colors, red seems to retain its purity of tone more perfectly than either the blue or

the yellow, the former usually beini: mingled with yellow, and forming greens of varying

qualities, while the latter frequently takes a slight tinge of red. and Itecomes warm orange.

These tints are extremely variable, ranging through every tone of the secondary colors, and

even in different individuals of the same species the color is so uncertain that no dependence
can be placed upon it as a means of determining the particular species.

The Lnbridie are most lovely creatures, but it is in the tropical and wanner seas of the

world that they are to be seen in their full brilliancy. No artist can transfer to paper the

radiant hues that glow on these favored members of the finny race, and no |>en can do justice

t<> their \\ondrous splendor, as they dart through the crystalline water like living meteors, or

lei-urely tra verse the forests of moving alga?, balancing themselves among the submarine foliage

like humming-birds of the sea.

THE CHECKERED SWINE-FISH is one of the singular species which are so frequent in the

hotter seas, and which exhibit a surface at once colored with the brightest hues, and decorated
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with a pattern as geometrically regular as if drawn by the aid of rule and compass. This fish

is found on the coasts of Ceylon. Its color is bright green on the back, 'gradually changing to

golden-yellow towards the abdomen. The checkered marks on the body are purple and gray,
and the stripes and spots on the head are rich, glowing orange. In allusion to the wicker-like

markings and the brilliant colors of the fish, the natives call it by the name of Hembili

Girawah
;
the former word signifying the little basket in which betel is carried, and the latter

a parrot.

Though edible, this fish is not regularly captured for the markets. It generally frequents
the rocky portions of the coast. It never attains any great dimensions, none seeming to meas-

ure more than fifteen inches in length.

THE curious fish, SLY EPIBULUS, has derived its popular and scientific titles from the

crafty manner in which it obtains its food.

In this fish, the mouth and jaws exhibit a very remarkable modification of structure,

which enables the creature to protrude its mouth with great rapidity, and to such a degree,
that when pushed forward to its greatest extent it is even longer than the head. Aided by
this apparatus, the Sly Epibulus captures its prey as follows : It feeds mostly upon small

fishes, and instead of alarming them by charging among their ranks, and so giving itself a

tedious and possibly an unsuccessful chase, it quietly withdraws itself to some sheltered spot,

and waits, still and motionless as the watchful kingfisher, and no less dangerous to the smaller

members of the finny tribe. No sooner does an unwary fish pass near the cunning enemy,
deceived by its apparent harmlessness, than the movable mouth is suddenly projected with the

rapidity of a serpent's stroke, and the victim is seized and swallowed in a moment.

THE TILE-FISH (LopTiolatttus cTiamaleonUceps, Ooode and Bean} is a newly-discovered

food-fish, the value of which is thought to be very considerable as an addition to our list

of food-fishes. It is abundant in deep water off Massachusetts Bay ;
it is a fine large fish and

highly colored, and belongs to family Latilidce.

FROM the many species of the genus Labrus, the BALLAN WRASSE has been selected.

This fish, otherwise known by the popular names of ANCIENT WRASSE, or OLD WIFE, is one

of those species which is mostly found haunting the rocky portions of the shore.

It is not in any great estimation as an article of food, the flesh being too soft, and npt

possessing any particularly good flavor. It generally frequents the deep rocky gullies, where

the water is tolerably tranquil, except when the waves are beaten into foam by a storm. Here
it may be seen swimming about in the clear element, concealing itself among masses of sea-

weed, and ever and anon darting forth to secure some tempting morsel, such as a passing
crab or prawn.

Mr. Conch remarks concerning this species, that "it takes a bait freely, and fishermen

remark that when they first fish in a place, they take but few, and those of a large size
;
but

on trying the same spot a few days after, they catch a greater number, and those smaller ;

from whence they conclude that the large fish assume the dominion of a district, and keep the

younger at a distance."

The Wrasse deposits its spawn in spring or towards the beginning of summer, and, as is

usual with most fishes, assumes its brightest apparel previous to performing that duty. There

is much uncertainty about the coloring of the Ballan Wrasse, but in general the color is red

above and on the sides, variegated with oval spots of rich bluish-green ;
the fins are green,

sparely spotted with red, and the abdomen is pale orange. It does not attain to any great

size, seldom having been known to exceed sixteen or eighteen inches in length, and two

or three pounds in weight.

OF the family Labridas, the Gunners are important as food-fishes. The CIIOOSETT or GUN-
NER (Ctenolabrus adspersa) is, perhaps, the most familiar sea-fish on our New England coast.

During the summer months it is the principal source of angling sport. It is a singular fact
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(hnf in Boston this fi-,h js rail,-.! <'uiin.-i. ami I h.-i nam.-. \\hil.- in l.\ mi Sal.-n.

Nalmnf, adjoinim: t<>\\ MS. it i> niiixrrsally knoun as Ni|.]-r ainl ('ln>i;--tl. tin- latt-

nlMiriginal term. It is s,,m,.tjm,-> call.-.! I'.-rch or S.-a I'.-rch

Fn>iii ili.- tiist --ril. -in. -lit <( the country thi- iMi lia- U-.-n esteemed, an<l jwirfii-s have l*en

t..\i-ii I h.- -In.i.- yai l\ t...-nj<i\ a day's liij)jTini:. and f-ast mi fri>->| Ni|.|-r-> ami

<-lin\vtlr. Tin- Nip|MT i^ iak. n l.\ lunik from Ili<- nx-ks, ami alTonN much sjmrt a>

it is \,-i

Uke many other fishfs, tliis is IK-INT ami larger a* the wat-i- isn.lilci ; ili.-i.'fm.-, in INut

lailil harlxir th>- NipjT is much lanri-r ami pi-<i\
.-s an fxc-ll.-iit f<Ml tish.

Tin- T\i NM -'/'"ifnifii /;///M i- >f this fauiilv. It iiim-li jvs,-inl,|,", th,. CimmT. l.iit is

quit.- Mack. In X-w Kn^laiul it is call.-.! Hlack lisli liy s,nn,.. Its i-iiiv'.' is fn.ru Main.- to

Snith I'anilina. N m fish is more "gnim-y
"

than this. With small liv>-erab Imit it

atfonls sliarpftport \\ ith tin- r.l. This lish alxniinls in tin- \ icinity of I>n^ Islaml. But a f-\v

\.-ar- sin,-.- it \\as m,t ku- n n..iili of < :\\- ( '. .. 1. !>;' i- n,.w .jiiil.'
a I HI m la n I.

Dr. Smith, in hi- "
l-'isht-s of Massin-hiis.-!!*." an <-Jirly work, says : Within th- ri^-olIiN--

tion of a gentleman now living (1838), the Tautoj; \\as unknown in Boston liarlxr." It-s weight
r-achfs twelve jK)UiuIs, tliouirli il avt-nip-s 1 il ilx)ii1 half thai !'!,. l>|i>-.-,,iiiin_- ..!' i!n- ,|..-

\ 1 <\>ntuxfl(rti<hi earl\ in \iiil.-! ''
BfcaitWt-twes, is nndersUxxl to denote the time of

l>aiting Black-fish :

' \\ tn-n rlimtnut Inarm wo big an thumb-null.

Then bite RUck-fiiih without fail ;

Bat whrn chmtnut li are long ai a paa,

Thrn. omtrh Hlack .flub If you can !

"

This is an old verse recorded in Mitchell's inii-r>-siing !<>ok.

Tliis fish is related to the Wraase of Enrope.

FOTTKD WOaMK-J

SEVERAL other species of the same genus are known, such as tin- (ii:i i \ MIM.AKKH

WCASSE, or GRKKN-KI-II < Istt>rux donavanf), a nth.-r rare l.iit \.-iy iN-aiitifiilly coloretl fish,

almost wholly green and slightly streaked, ^ome natunilists think that this js only the yonni;
of the preceding species. The most curiously decorated sj-ci.-s is. how.-\.T. th.- TIII:I i

SPOTTED WRASSE (Labru* trimaculatu*). This fisn is decorated with a rich ruddy orange
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over the greater part of its body, becoming slightly paler on the sides, and changing to golden
yellow on the abdomen, with the slightest possible dash of red. On the upper part of the

back, and occupying portions of the dorsal fish, are three large spots of deep rich purple,
between which are placed four similarly shaped spots of pale rose. These spots, however, are

rather variable in number.

THE RED GROUPER (Epinephilus morio) is an important food-fish, forming much of the

fish cargoes gathered by the fishermen on the Florida coast for the Havana market.

IN the course of the preceding pages our notice has been drawn to many remarkable
forms of fishes, some terrible in their fearful armatures of spines and teeth, some repulsive
from their slimy exterior and coldly malignant aspect, and others almost bordering on the

grotesque from the odd and eccentric manner in which various parts of their structure

are modified. The TESSELATED PARROT-FISH of the Ceylonese seas, though not strikingly

unique in its external appearance, as many of the species already described, is, when closely

examined, one of the most wonderfully colored fish in the world. The whole body is

covered with a beautifully drawn pattern of elongated hexagons, as perfect and regular as

those of a honeycomb.
The colors of this remarkable fish are as follow : The general hue of the Tesselated

Parrot-fish is azure-blue, covered with a hexagonal network of golden-yellow. The oddly

shaped head is bright yellow, streaked and spotted with blue. The dorsal and anal fins are

brown edged with green, and the pectorals and ventrals are brown with the front rays green.
The tail fin is wholly green. The natives call this fish by the name of Laboo Girawah, the

former term being the name of a certain gourd or pumpkin which is marked in a somewhat
similar fashion.

The species belonging to this genus are very numerous, and have received their rather

appropriate title of Parrot-fishes from the rich beauty of their colors and the peculiar form
of their jaws, which are very strong, covered with great numbers of mosaic-like teeth, and
curved in a manner that greatly resembles the beak of a parrot. As the fish wears out the

teeth rapidly while crushing the corallines and other hard substances on which it feeds, a pro-
vision is made for insuring a continual supply of new teeth to replace those which are worn

away and rendered useless. The young teeth are perpetually being developed towards the

base of the jaws, and by a beautiful yet simple adaptation of existing parts, which cannot

be made intelligible without the use of diagrams, advance in orderly succesion towards the

front, and take their places with unfailing certainty in the densely compacted mosaic-work

which arms the jaws.

BEFORE leaving this family we must briefly examine another very large genus, here repre-
sented by the BANDED MULLET (Apogonfascidtus).

This fish is found off the Fejee Islands, upon the coast of Mozambique, and in the

Australian and Moluccan seas. The genus to which it belongs comprises about sixty species,

all inhabiting the warmer waters, and some entering the mouths of rivers. They are most

plentiful in the Indian and Australian seas, but are never seen in the colder waters of the

northern and southern regions. The scales of these fish are large, and fall off almost at a

touch. The gill-cover is rather formidably armed, the operculum bearing spines, and the

prseoperculum having a double-notched ridge.

The coloring of the Banded Mullet is bold and striking. The general tint of the body is a

glowing rose and a series of broad dark bands are drawn along the body, four or five on each

side, and one on the back. At the base of the tail fin is a large round black spot, and a black

band runs across the root of the second dorsal and anal fins.

THE next family, termed the Pristipomidae, after the typical genus, forms a large and

somewhat important group of fishes. They are all carnivorous, i.e., they feed upon fish in

preference to other diet; they have no molar or cutting teeth, and all inhabit the waters of the
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warm and temperate regions of tin- gloU*. The greater numlier of tin- s|ie<-ie8 are marine, but

a few an- foiuul in tin-

As an example of tin- t\ |.'u-il -enus, we will take the K \k v \\ I', ,*/i/*>inft //</*/), a species
f.Miinl in the "Red Sett. aloii- the east .-..ast of Africa, through all tin- Indian seas to the

northern shores of Australia."

la this prettily marked ypecies, th> dorsal fins are separated by :i notrh. rather variable in

d.-|ith, and tin- fourth dorsal spine i.s much elongut-d, U-in^ inde^l <>]ual to half the length of

the head. The second spin.- of th- anal tin is also long am I sharp, Tin- coloring of the Kukaan
is seldom pre.-is.-ly tin- same in any two individuals, luit tin- Unly is always covered with a

great number of brown sj-uls, arranged with some degree of regularity. EkNMtimes these spots
fall into horizontal lin.-s : as to look at a littl<- distance liki- a series of brown bars drawn

along the body, whiln in oili.-r s|H-cimcns tin- sjxjts are gather**! intov.-rtii-al hands. There are

also several aeries of circular brown spots on both tin- dorsal tins.

THE CAPEFWA, or Fon: -i 1:1 AKI i. RM> i IIIIMAT, is a remarkably pretty fish, and a good
example of th<- g M->S t<> which it I "-longs.

The generic ti.!-- of Ila-mulon is given to these fishes on accmint ..f tin- l>iii;ht ruddy color

of that part of the lower jaw \\hii-h is ri>n:-i-alfd when the jaws an- shut. Tin- l-'ivnch cull this

genus RoogegutMile. The profile of their ratln-r i-lniiiratcd head is thought to bear some
resemblance to that of a pig. The Capeuna is most beautifully colored, as will be seen when
the description i^ compared with the figure. Tlie spines of the dnr-al fins are tolerably firm,

bnt cannot be termed strong or formidable, and the sjiine may be said of the lengthened second

spine of the anal fin. The ,-\,- is larp- and full, and the tail is deeply forked. A rich brown
band runs alor.u' the whole .f the Imdy just above the dorsal line, and a corre8]>onding band is

drawn irauediately Mow it. IVtueen the upper hand and the spinous portion of the dorsal

fin, a short brown streak is drawn, looking as if dashed hastily with one sweep of a brush, und
i still ihortaR strip.- nf tli.- HUM OOln mils .il.m- .-.-irli -i<\<- of \\i> ln-;i.| just al><>\e the >.
Prom the eyes are drawn two wider stripes of rich golden-yellow, which pass beneath the

latent) lii<i-, and run to a considerable distance, the lower streak being continued as far as the

tail tin. and the upper reaching to the middle of the soft portion of the dorsal fin, where it

turns slightly upwards.

O.VE of those remarkably colored species for which the warmer seas are BO famous, and
whose vivid coloring and striking forms put to shame the comparatively sober inhabitants of

tho northern waters, is the BODIAX, or CUVIKK'S BOMAX, as it is generally called.

What connection there may be between colors and caloric is one of the unsolved enigmas
of creation, and though it is most evident that such a connection exists, its principles and

evn its results are at present shrouded in mystery.
The tints which decorate the tinny inhabitants of these tepid waters are brilliant beyond

all power of description, and the most glowing colors of the artist, though painted on a ground
of burnished gold, fail to convey more than a dim idea of the wondrous chromatic effect* pro-

duced by the living creatures. Kvi-n the patterns in which these colors are arranged are as

unexpected as they are effective, and the art student would jniin no slight knowledge of that

most difficult science of color, were he to visit the tropical seas, and study the tishrs as ih,.\

swim calmly in the crystalline water, amid the forests of waving seawalls or branching corals.

The harmony of tin- tints is not less remarkable than their brilliancy, for the brightest

and most glowing colors art' Hung lx>ldly toother in kaleidoscopic profusion, and. in deliano-

of all the conventional rules by which artists like to govern thetns.-lv.-s and others., are so

exquisitely harmonious that not a tint could l>e altered or removed without destroying the

entire chromatic efT.-ct. Examples of some of these fish will IH> given in the course of the suc-

(i-din:* pages, and the reader will see that, even when laboring in this instance under the dis-

advant.i -ubstituting plain black and white for their natural colors, they must be truly

the humming-birds of the ocean.
Vol. IIL-*.
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The Cuvier's Bodian is a species spread over the greater part of the Indian seas, and

caught, though it appears but rarely, on the coasts of Ceylon, being most frequently captured
on the southern shores and upon rocky ground. The Cingalese name is Deweeboraloowah.
In color it is a remarkably handsome fish, though not of such pure primary tints as others
which will presently be mentioned. The color of this fish is yellowish-brown on the back,

changing gradually to reddish-gray on the sides, and fading to simple gray on the abdomen.
The head, tail, and fins are bright golden-yellow, and the bars and patches of darker color are

deep chocolate-brown. Its average length is from eighteen to twenty inches.

THE next family, the Mullidse, finds a well-known representative in the common
MULLET, sometimes called the STRIPED RED MULLET, on account of the yellow longitudinal

stripes that are drawn along the body.

SURMULLET. MtOlus turmulelus.

This fish is celebrated for the excellence of its flesh, and in the time of the ancients was

one of the most costly luxuries that the wealthy epicure could place npon his table, from two

hundred to three hundred dollars being paid for a fish weighing six or seven pounds. These

dimensions are but rarely reached, and never, as it is believed, on cold shores. The liver is

held to be the best part of this fish, but the whole of its flesh is firm, white, and delicately

flavored. Its value in the market is extremely variable, owing to its migratory habits, being
at one time caught by hundreds in the trawl or mackerel nets, while at other times there is not

a single individual to be found. There seems, however, to be one definite rule in its migra-

tions, namely, that it approaches the shore in the summer time, and in the winter retires into

deep water, whence it can only be taken in the trawl net.

ANOTHER species of this genus is the PLAIN RED MULLET (Mullus barbdtus).

In general habits it closely resembles the preceding species, but may be distinguished
from that fish by the almost vertical line of the head, which rises abruptly from the muzzle

to the eyes, and by the different coloring. In the Plain Red Mullet the back is light pink,

the sides and part of the abdomen dark red, and there is a single yellow streak below the

lateral line.

A RATHER extensive genus belonging to the present family cannot be passed over without

some notice, as it contains many fish which are remarkable for their form and coloring, if not

for their habits or utilities.
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The TIIKKK-BANUKD MCLLKT is a native of the Indian and Polynesian Seas, and baa been

t.ik.-ii otT t lie coasts of China, Aml".\ n:i. ( '.-I. !..-.. tV\|on, and India.

TIIK family Mulliil<i is represented in American water* by live . . n. 1:1. containing thirt \

ti\e -|..,i,-s. They an- railed collivtively Surmullets, and inlial>it all tropical seas
; some

>n-t\ iui: iiMithwurd. The Goat-fishes belong to this family.

Tin. family of the >/r/ /./</ is represented by the BHAIZK, otherwise known aa the BECKEK,
PA.NUOKA, and KINO OK THE SEA-BKKAM.

T liis is ft common ti.sh in the M.-.iit.-inm.-an.

f.*r,

BRAIZE AND TOCHO GILT HKAD.-/^ i Cr

The family Sparida is a very larpe one, embracing four hundred and fifty species, in fifty-
!i\.- _'.-n.-ri : :il.iiii.liii_- in temperate :m.l tr..|,i-:il HM Tli- Sha[.|..-r- I.utjn i,u> inrlu.1-- -,.\ -

.-ml very notable table fishes. Th- (Jr.iy SiiajijH-r and the Red SnapjxT an- ini]nt:int. The
lattT. I.. ItliK-kf-nli't. is a Int.- intnulnction in our niark.-t-.. It U n:nm-<l in honor of the

notable dealer in fish at Fulton Market, who add* to an exceptional reputation as a business

man a ^-i.-ntitic spirit whi.-li i-. hiirlily coininendable. Tlie Hojr-h'sh. or Sailors' Choice (Prnna-

da*y*\ is a food-fish of some note, found alotii: tin- Atlanti.- fr-nn New York southwanl. The
various ppecis of ({runts are classiti.-d \\,-\\-. The Smj,. Sciij.]ninir. or IV.r^'e*- i IHplodut) is

an abundant and valuable food-fish. The Sheepehead (Diplodu* j,f'>"/cephalu*) is regarded
aa equal if not the superior of any of our fishes as a table luxury. It N abundant from Cape
Cod to Texas ; tliouirh it is not so common north of Vinrinia, where it is pri^-d very highly.
Ita fi.-li i- compared to the English turbot. Its name i^ derive! from the appearance of the

mouth, which resembles that of a sheep. Its weight is occasionally sixteen pounds. It is
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wary and timid, and is very difficult to take with a hook
; though they are captured in num-

bers by the seine.

THE well-known COMMON SEA-BREAM (Pagellus centrodontus) is a handsome fish, notable

for its large round eyes, and the reddish-gray hue of its body. It is sometimes called

the GILT-HEAD, because part of the head looks as if it were silvered, and when young, it

goes by the name of CHAD. The general color is reddish with a tinge of gray, becoming

light on the sides, and fading into white below. A few very faint bands are drawn along

the sides.

As allusion has been made to the term GILT-HEAD as one of the popular names of the sea-

bream, it is as well to mention that the title rightly belongs to a closely allied species, CJiryso-

phrys aurata, a fish that properly inhabits the Mediterranean.

This fish derives its name from a semilunar golden spot over the eye. At the upper part

of the edge of the operculum there is a violet patch. The back is blue, fading delicately into

silver-gray, and the sides are longitudinally banded with golden streaks. The fins are grayish-

blue, and at the bases of the dorsal and anal fins the scales are so raised at each side, that the

fin looks as if it were set in a groove. This arrangement is seen in many of the fish belonging

to this family. It is represented through the lower figure in the illustration on page 227.

SCALY-FINNED FISHES
; SQUAMIPINNES.

WE now arrive at a large family, containing a series of fishes remarkable for their extraor-

dinary shape, their bold and eccentric coloring, and their curious habits. In Dr. Giinther's

elaborate arrangement of the Acanthopterygiian fishes, this family is called by the name of

Squamipinnes, or scaly-finned fishes, because "the vertical fins are more or less densely cov-

ered with small scales
;

" the spinous portions sometimes not scaly. They are nearly all car-

nivorous fishes, and for the most part are exclusively inhabitants of the tropical seas or rivers.

Their bodies are very much compressed and extremely deep in proportion to their length, and

the mouth is usually small and placed in front of the snout.

CH^ETODONTINA.

THE large family of Chcetodontidce the Chetodonts so called from the Greek, meaning

bristle-tooth, embraces one hundred and seventy species, in about five genera. They are car-

nivorous fishes
;
most of them belonging to the genera Pomacanthus and Chcetodon. They

are remarkable for their extraordinary shape, bold and eccentric coloring, and curious habits.

One special characteristic is that the body is deep, often extremely so, and very thin or com-

pressed, comparatively. The mouth is usually very small and placed in front of the snout.

The ANGEL-FISH (Pomacanthus ciliaris), called also ISABELITA in the West Indies, is found

on our southern coast, and is quite abundant in the waters of the Florida Reef. It is one of

the most beautiful of fishes, and has been eagerly sought for aquaria,.- Mr. Barnum, who first

put in operation a sea-water aquarium, sent some assistants to the Florida Reef in the winter

of 1859-60. The editor of this edition was then resident of Fort Jefferson, Tortugas, where the

party ultimately arrived. In order to fit up Mr. Barnum's aquarium in New York City with

the beautiful fishes and marine objects that are so abundant in the waters of the Florida Reef,

we, who felt much interest in desiring our northern people to enjoy some of the beauties of

the coral reefs, gave them all assistance. We encircled a lot of old roots that were lying in

shallow water, the most favorable places for finding the Angel-fishes and many rare forms.

When the seines were ready to haul, the roots were turned over, and the fishes and other
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forms U'iiiu tem|M.niril\ disturU-d \\.-r.- quickly captured. The j>arty li:nl secured the services

of a fishing cie\\ and ih.-ir -ma. k Tin- latter had tin- ii-n.il "u.-ll." which ia used to keep
tin- "fan-" of fish alive uiihiu while waiting a market. Into tliis well tin- fishes, etc., were

placed. The sea water ]>la\-ing in an<i oiu through the bottom was comparatively pore. After

nring maaj qpecimens of great valm-, as main as could safely ! U-stowed, the smack net

sail for the folder waters of tin- north. ll.-i.- in tin- Flori<la Straits tdt> sea is, even in winter,

wanin-r than that around the northern coast in summer. Some of tin- choicest specimens and

duplicates wen- judiciously placed in glass globes, and kept in tin- cabin. Tin- almoM im-\ ita-

l>le tiling happened the cold water killed everything In-fore tlit- party had reached Ilait.-ras.

Tin- sp.-cimenN in tlie glol>es were saved, and the "only Angel-iUh t \'-r inhibited in northern

u.,;. :-" was continual .1 loin; (inn ;i pleasin object to the man] rkfttOMOf MttaqMOfauB,
and a nearly sole consolation for the loss of the entire cargo of living tropical fishes. One of

the most beautiful of the objects saved was a peculiar form of Sea-Anemone, which we had

captive :M "iir own aquailn, and which we added to the Neil ^4 ork c-,,||,-,-ti,,n. Thi- |ji,-d ;l

long time, ami \\a- a constant source of admiration. It will be described in the proper place
at the end of this volume.

Tin W \MIII:INI. (ii i loDos is an example of a very large genus, comprising about

seventy species, all of which are striking from their shape and color. Some of them are

almost circular or di.-c-like in the general contour of their figure, and the arrangement of the

markings is very conspicuous. The muzzle is moderate in length, ami the scales are rather

large in proportion to the dimensions of the body.
The Wandering Cluetodon is a native of the waters extending from the Red Sea to

1'olyin-sia. and is one of the common fishes of the Ceylonese coasts.

The colors of this fish are very l>eautiful, and are arranged after a very curious fa -h ion.

The ground color of the body is golden-yellow, on which a niimlier of purplish-brown lines are

drawn. Some which start from the upper edge of the gill-cover are drawn obliquely towards

the centre of the dorsal fin. and from the last of these lines a numlx-r of streaks is>ue nearly at

right angles, tak.- a slight sweep downwards, and then converge towards the tail. From the

u|i|>er part of the head a broad black band descends to the angle of the intero]>erculiim, and

envelops the eye in its progress. The dorsal fin has a narrow black edge, and a black band

extends along the soft portion of the same fin, crosses the tail, and is continued on the anal

tin. which has a black and white edge. Two l>old black bands are drawn across the tail. It

is not a large species, rarely exceeding one foot in length.

A MOST remarkable species is called, from the form of its mouth, the BKAKKD
ChUBOMHT.

The curiously elongated muzzle is employed by this lish in a rather unexpected manner,

being used as a gun or bow, a drop of water taking the place of the arrow or bullet. Perhaps
the closest analogy is with th>' celebrated "sumjiitan." or blow-gun, of the Macoushi Indians,

a tube through which an arrow is driven by the force of the breath. The Beaked Chtrtodon

feeds largely on tlie^ and other insects, but is not forced to depend, as is the case with nearly

every other fish, on the accidental fall of its prey into the water. If it sees a fly or other

insect resting on a twig or grass-blade that overliangs the water, the Chactodon approaches

\.-ry quietly, the greater part of its body submerged, and its nose just showing itself above

the surface, the point directed towards the victim. Suddenly, it shoots a drop of water at the

fly with such accuracy of aim, that the unsuspecting insect is knocked off its perch, and is

snapped up by the fish as soon as it touches the surface of the water.

This habit it continues even in captivity, and is in consequence in great estimation aa

a houshold j-t by the Japanese. They keep the li-h in a large bowl of water, and amuse
themselves by holding towards it a fly upon the end of a slender rod, and seeing the finny
archer strike its prey into the water. Another fish, which will be described in the following

pages, possesses the same faculty, but is not so remarkable for its eccentric form and the bold

beauty of its tints.
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The Beaked Chsetodon inhabits the Indian and Polynesian seas, and has been taken off

the west coast of Australia, where it is usually found in or near the mouths of rivers. Over
the head and body of this species are drawn five brownish cross-bands edged with darker
brown and white, and in the middle of the soft dorsal fin there is a rather large circular black

spot edged with white.

Several other species of this genus are recognized, one of which, the LONG-BEAKED
CH^ETODON (Qhelmo longirostris), is truly remarkable for the exceeding development of the

snout, which considerably exceeds half the length of the head. This species is also notable

for a large triangular patch of jetty-black, which covers the upper surface of the head, the

neck, and the side of the head as far as the lower edge of the eye. There is also a circular

spot of the same hue on the anal fin. This species is a native of Amboyna.

A VERY remarkable fish adds to the singular shape of all the group the peculiarly

elongated dorsal spine from which it has received its name of LONG-SPINED CH^ETODON, or
CHARIOTEER. It also well exhibits the scale-covered fins, a structure which is indicative of

the large family to which it belongs. Both scientific names are of Greek origin, the former

signifying a charioteer, the long slender spine representing the whip ;
and the latter signifies

"single-horned," in allusion to the same peculiarity.
The fourth dorsal spine of this species is enormously elongated and whip-like ; its use not

being as yet ascertained or even conjectured with any show of reason. Over each eye is a
conical projection, not easily distinguished, on account of the deep black hue with which it is

colored, and a similar protuberance arises on that part of the fish which is by courtesy termed
the nape of the neck. Three very broad black bands are drawn across the body ;

their edges
are sharply defined, as if a painter had drawn them with black varnish. The foremost band
commences at the first dorsal spine, and sweeps over the neck, upper part of the head, snout,
and chin, the eye being imbedded, as it were, in the black ground, and shining with great
vividness on account of the contrast. The second band passes from the fifth to the seventh

dorsal spines to the abdomen, being rather narrow at the top and widening as it passes
downwards below, but not comprising the pectoral fin. The third band starts a little below
the central streak, and is drawn rather obliquely over the body, through the hinder portion of

the anal fin.

THE members of the curious genus to which the SEMILUNAR HOLOCANTHUS belongs are

remarkable for a very strong, sharp-pointed, thorny spine with which the prseoperculum is

armed. These curious fish are found in almost all tropical seas.

Nearly forty species of this genus are now known, all of which possess some remarkable

peculiarity in coloring. There is, for example, the RINGED HOLOCANTHUS (Holocanthus

annularis), where the shoulder is decorated with a blue ring, and the body is marked with

six or seven arched blue stripes, all radiating from the base of the pectoral fin. The SPOTTED
HOLOOANTHUS (Holocanthus maculosus] has a number of black, semilunar spots on the fore

part of the body ;
the CILIATED HOLOCANTHUS (Holocanthus ciliaris) is marked with an

azure ring on the nape of the neck, and a numoer of blue spots and streaks about the head
;

the EMPEROR HOLOCANTHUS (Holocanthus imperator) has a number of blue lines upon the

head, chest, and anal fin, a large black spot on the shoulder, and the body decorated with

many waved, orange-colored streaks ; and lastly, the ARCHED HOLOCANTHUS (Holocanthus

arcuatus}, though not so brightly clad, is quite as striking a species as any that has been

mentioned, simply on account of the single arched stripe that is drawn along the body, from
the eye to the end of the dorsal fin, taking a slight upward curve like a bent bow.

It is said of one of the species, LAMARCK'S HOLOCANTHUS (Holocanthus lamarcTcit), that

the attachment between the sexes is very strongly developed, and that, if one individual be

captured, its mate will haunt the fatal spot, and even fling itself ashore or into the net, in the

eagerness of its search.
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OTHER SCALE-FINNED FISHES.

OF another group or sub-family of the scale linned fishes the Ai:< HI i: KI-.II is a good

example. It is depicted on the accotii|ianying full-|>age illustration.

Tlii'- curious sjHvi.^ i- :i n:iti\.- uf tin- Hast Inilian ami Polynesian x-a.s, ami pOOM8M8 the

power ..f shooting water at its prey with even more force than the beaked chietodon. So

jiowerful. inde*d. is tin- projectile force, ami -.. marvellously accurate is the aim, tliat it will

-trike a fly with certainty at a distance of three or even four feet. In general api>earanoe,

there is little to attract attention alxmt this (Mi, tin- only remarkable point in its form l>eing

the greatly elongated lower jaw, which may ix-il>]\ :ii<l it in directing tin- liquid missile, on

whirli it initially dej>ends for its subsistence as does a hunter mi the accuracy of his rifle.

The general color of the Archer Fish is greenish, and the short. \\ile hands across the back

are dark brown with a shade of green. Two species of this genus are known.

As an example of the m-xt family, the CirrhititUe, we take the BANDKD CHILODACTYLK.

The family t<> which this flsh belongs is a very small one. containing only i-L'ht genera, none

of which comprise many >|. i,-,. Altogether, this family is not larger than many single

genera. The meml*rs of which it is coni'msed are all exotic species, inhabiting the "seas of

the tropical regions and the southern temperate parts of the Pacific."

Perplexing as is the task of ascertaining the habitution of migrating birds, the difficulty

of fixing the range of fishes is far leas easy to overcome, as the tnin-itioii from the tropical to

the temperate, and from them to the colder was, is so extremely gentle, that a fish of errant

disposition, or one that has been cauuht in a long-lasting storm might be, and has been often,

driven into strange waters which it does not know, and from which it can find no retreat.

THE large and important family of the Triglidn?, or (turnards, is represented by several

European fishes. This family contains a great number of species, many of which are most

remarkable, not only for their beautiful color*, which alone an* sufficient to at tract attention,

but also for the strange and wild shajN-. ami large development of the fins. They are carniv-

orous fish, mostly inhabiting the seas, a \.-i\ few secies U-ing al>l- to exist in fresh water.

They are not swift or strong swimmers, and therefore remain, for the most part, in deep water.

Some, however, are able, by means of their largely developed pectoral fins, to raise themselves

into the air, and for a brief space to sustain themselves in the thinner element. The month is

mostly Urge ;
and in some cases the gape in so wide, and the head and jaws so strangely

shaped, that the general aspect is most repulshe.

On account of its fiery color and ungainly aspect, the RED SCORPION-FISH has long been

supposed to possess qualities as dangerous as its appearance is repulsive, and has been termed

the SEA SCORPION and SEA DEVIL, from the supposed venom of its spines and frowardneos

of its temper. It is, however, a harmless fish enough, not capable of inflicting such severe

injuries aa several species that have already been described. When captured, it certainly

plunges and struggles violently, in its endeavors to escape, and if handled incautiously it will

probably inflict some painful injuries with its bony spears. This result, however, is attribu-

table to the carelessness of the captor and to the natural desire for liberty, and not to any
malevolent propensities innate in its being.

Another s|)ecies, the SPOTTED SCORPION-FISH (Scorpcfna porctu), represented in the

fine engraving on next page, has similar habits. Both these fish an- extremely voracious,

as may ! inferred from their wide mouth and general aspect, feeding on the small. -r

fish and similar creatures. They have a habit of lying in ambush, under overhanging tufts

of sea-weed, and thence issuing in chase of any unfortunate little fish that may happen
to pass near the fatal spot. All the fish of this genus an* remarkable for their large head,

with its armature of spines and odd skinny Haps, and the curious naked groove that runs

along its summit. The pectoral fins are always large and rounded, and the body is mostly

decorated with sundry skinny appendages. Examples of this genus are found in all
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tropical seas, extending as far north as the Mediterranean, and to the Atlantic shores of

Northern America.

The general color is brownish-red, marbled with dark brown and dotted with black.

In some individuals the dots are arranged in lines around the dark marblings.
The extraordinary creature which is known by the name of RED FIRE-FISH, and to the

natives of Ceylon by the title of GINI-MAHA, inhabits the greater part of the tropical seas,

from Eastern Africa, through the Indian seas, to Australia.

This fish is remarkable for the singular development of the dorsal and pectoral fins, the

latter being of such vast proportionate size, that they were formerly supposed to act like the

SPOTTED SCOKPION-FISH. Scor/iana porctu.

corresponding organs in the flying fish, and to raise the creature out of the water into the air.

Such, however, is not the case
;
for the rays which carry the connecting membrane are not

supported by a corresponding strength of bone as in the true flying fishes, and are far too

weak to serve that purpose. Indeed, the object of this remarkable development is one of the

many mysteries with which the inquiring zoologist is surrounded, and which make his task so

exhaustlessly fascinating.

The structure of the entire skeleton is very interesting to comparative anatomists,

but is too complicated, and requires too many technical terms to be described in these

pages.
The Red Fire-fish is common off the Ceylonese coast, and is said to be rather valuable as

an article of food, its flesh being very white, firm, and nutritious. The native fishermen hold

this species in some dread, thinking that it can inflict an incurable wound with the sharp

spines which arm its person and stand out so boldly in every direction. This idea, however,

is without any foundation
; for, although the thorny spines may prick the hand deeply and

painfully, they carry no poison, and inflict no venomed hurt.

ONE or two notable fishes require a cursory notice.

The SEA LOCUST (Apistos israelitarum) is a native of the Red Sea, and is remarkable as

being the only flying-fish of those strange waters. It is particularly plentiful on that part of

the coast near which the Israelites were forced to wander for a space of forty years, and on

that account has received its specific title. Ehrenberg has noticed that it is very abundant

near Tor, and that several specimens fell into his boat almost every time that the sea was

agitated. He further throws out a suggestion, that the quails to which allusion is made in the
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Bred volume are really the S-a I/ocu-ts. but this conjecture --ems t< U- entirely gratuitous,
ami is uii-ii|,|Mirifl b\ facts

AXOTHKK curious fish in the SKKPAAKD of tin* Dutch i Agrioput tormtt), a native of the

twos around the Cape of Gooi Ib>]e

It is a rather ]H, \\.-rfully armed species, on account of the strong, sharp, and recurved

spin-- !

'

*li.- dm-..: !:n. i"i! it- I.. -.!! is nui -ii]. |
ii. -d u nli iii. ii ...... \ projections thai [vn,|,. r

tli<- pr>ceding fish HO j-riliii- t<> handle. The dorsal tin of the Seepaard is single. :nnl the

spinous jHH-lion is greatly develo|ed. risjm; in :i boH cur\e <>\T tin- shoulders and back like

the crest of an uncicnt helmet. and ln-ing continued almost as far as tin- tail. Very little is

known of this fish. though it in far from uncommon, ami is i-ai.-n by the Dutch colonist* of

tin- <':ipe.

Its color Ls brown, moHtly marhl.-.! with black, ami th skin i-^

TIIK strange ainl quaintly d.'.-onit^l fish, oallel Vt i i-u >< "i:r i s.v. is an inhabitant of

tin- Ami-ricaii c..a-.t. Ix-im: foiin-1 mi the Atlantic shores of Northriii Aiiicrica.

This IK hi looking KjH-cirs fn-ipi.-iii^ the s;im' liraliti-s as tin- CIH!. uml is often taken at

tin- sum- tiiiu- as that fish. Tin- skin of the Yellow Scorpa-na is devoid of s*-ules. and the

\eiitr.il and j-ctond tins are envelo^-d in thick skin. The head is depressed, naked, and is

covered with a series of loose, skinny ap|H-ndap-s. th:it flap and wave alxiut in the water

without any apparent purpose. It is also armed with a numl>er of rather sharp spines.

There are two dorsal fins, the tirst Ix-inj: so deeply scooi>ed that at one time the fish was

described as possessing three dorsals. The tirst four spines of the dorsal fin nre very long, and

the membrane is deeply s.-(M)]-.| U-t \Mt-n the fourth and fifth spines. Thep-neral color of this

fish is \ello\\. tinur'-d more or less with red. and in some specimens marMed with bn>wn. The

length of a very fine specimen is about two feet, but the ordinary average is from fourteen to

inches.

TIIK FiLAMKNTors (ii i:\MtDaflfonlsanotherexample of this apparent capriciousness of

grotesque formation. It is found on the coasts of the Isle of France. It appears to feed

mostly uiM.n crustaceans and mollusks. and the Ixmy n-miiants of certain cuttle-fish have IM-.-U

found in its stomach. Its color is grayish-brow n. marbled with a deeper hue of the same tint,

and covered with minute spots of white.

Then> is another sjM-cies of this p-nus which is colored in a rather bold :.nd pleasing man-
n-'i. This is tlie Spurn \> 1'n.m: /'/"/ /////>///////// i, which derives it name fnm the manner
in which the black hue of the skin is variegated with white. In this species there are three

large white jKitclies on the back, and three more on the dorsal fin. Some circular white spots
are scattered on tin- head, and a white rin.i: encircles the eyes. The jM-toi-d tins are decorated

with a bold white band, and the tail tin is marked with two white bands alternating with the

same number of black stri])e8.

TIIK odd-looking fish which is known by the name of the TIIKKK-I.OHKH Hi.i.r-r\-. is one

of those species to which the ancient naturalists had affixed certain names without any appar-
ent moti\e for so doing. There is no particular meaning iu the word, and the sum of informa-

tion obtainable from lexicons js. th ;i t it signifies a certain fish.

The memliers of this genus are found on the coasts of Kamchatka, and some fine speci-

rnens wendbtebu i bon Blmi OTOM Uaad^ i;i the Chilf o( Gengla. '\'\\i- -} i-- i-

> common, but may ejisily In- known from its coup-tier, the TWO-LOBKD BLEPHIAS (Blfp

fiihitnis), by the jieculiar manner in which the spiny ]>ortion of the dorsal fin is notched so

as to form the whole tin into three distinct lobes. In the second si''-i--s this structure is not

Been. In U.th. the soft portion of the dorsal fin is greatly developed, and the body and fins

are boldly marked with dark streaks upon a lighter surface. The body is entirely covered

with prickles.
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FAMILY Triglidae the Gurnards. This group has about forty species, included in five

genera. They are singular-looking fishes, resembling the Cottidce, their allies. The Sea

Robins are among them, and the curious Flying Gurnards.

THE SCULPINS family CottidcK. The genera are very numerous, being forty in num-

ber, and the species about one hundred and fifty. They are mostly confined to the rock

pools and shores of northern regions. Many are found in fresh waters. Most are of

small size and singular aspect, and none are valued as food. The Sea Ravens are included

in this family. Several species called Sculpin are familiar- to the fishermen and anglers

of our northern coast ;
more particularly the tyro, who allows his line to lie loosely, and

the bait to drag over the sea-weeds near bottom, where lurk these exceedingly odd-looking
creatures.

i

BOLL-HEAD. Oottui gobio. (Natural vise.)

WE now come to a very familiar and not very prepossessing fish the well-known BULL-

HEAD, or MILLER'S THUMB, sometimes called by the name of TOMMY LOGGE.

This large-headed and odd-looking fish is very common in European brooks and streams,

where it is generally found under loose stones, and affords great sport to the juvenile

fisherman.

The name of Miller's Thumb is derived from the peculiarly wide and flattened head,

which is thought to bear some resemblance to the object whence its name is taken. A miller

judges of the quality of the meal by rubbing it with his thumb over his fingers as it is shot

from the spout, and by the continual use of this custom, the thumb becomes gradually widened

and flattened at its extremity. The name of Bull-head also alludes to the same width and flat-

ness of the skull. It is but a small fish, averaging four, and seldom exceeding five inches

in length.

SEVERAL other species of this genus inhabit Europe. There is the SHORT-SPINED COTTUS,
or SEA SCORPION (Cottus scorpius\ which, as its name denotes, is one of the marine species.

It is a very common fish, being found plentifully under heavy sea-weeds and stones, in the

pools that are left above low-water mark by the retreating tide. The name of Scorpion is
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given to it mi account <>f the sharp -pin.", with which its head is armed, no less than ight

sharp and four rather l>luiit piickl.-s ln-ing fouml mi tin- hrail. Tin- rays of tin- dorsal and

jNTtoral tins aiv also sharply ]N>int-d. so that it must be cautiously handled by those who
"i*h to escape w.'umi.Mi lingers. This is a much pi.'i

1 ies than the preceding flub, its

IxNiy U-in- iidi piirpl.- -In-own, muttliil with a warm red hii.-. an>l in tin* adult male then- an-

Mini*- stlipei Q| !! n the [lectoral lins, and the abdomen i- l.n_-liil\ <[< ..MI.-.] \\ith --ii\>-

MIOW\ white ciirulai s] Nits on J..-.v it... scarlet Its extreme length seldom exceeds eight in. h.--.

ANOTHER and much IU..H- formidable species is the well-known FMIIM: I, \-IIKK, !.

-PINED COTTUS, or hi K^ I'I:..A< it (Cofttix W/,///M. In color tlii- -]>-. i,-- is very like the se*

scorpion, but it may be readily distinguished from that tl-h l-\ the army of long and .-harply-

!>; ines with which its head is armed. It is a rather large species, measuring ten

inches in length. It is -0111111011 <>n European coasts, and like the preceding species, may be
taken in the rock pools at low water.

TUB FOUR-HORNED Corrrs (Cotiu* quadricorui.\ may l- easily known by the four bony
protuleranoes on the crown of the head. There are four spin,.- mi the jirjpoi)eiruliim. Its

ml color is brown above, and grayish-white In-low, tin- -.ides ln-ing yellow. The lateral

line is m:irk.-d with rough points.

TIIK generic name of IMatyeephalus, which is appropriately given to this and the other

fish placed in the same group, is of Greek origin, ami sanities Broad-head.

The head is of great width, l>ut also of v.-ry considei-.iMe flatness. It is even wider in

proportion than that of the Imll-head. Imt is narrower towards the snout and not so rounded.

The bo<ly is also flattened in front, bi^t assumes a more cylindrical form towards the tail.

The ARMED Pi..\ i \ - KI-II \\ i - is n -markahle for the great length of the lower spine which

proceeds from the priropeiriilum, and which ivai-ln-> almost to the edge of the elongated oper-
iMilum. It is also v-ry wide and stnmg, l-iiig. ind.-ed. about four times us large as the spine

immediately above it. There are three little spines in front of tin- >-\>\ Its color is brown,
inottlt-d ami spotted on the fins with deeper and lighter shades of the same color.

\Vi: now come to the typical genus of this family, which is represented by several well-

known species.

The SAPI-HIRINE GURNARD, so called from the line, deep blue which tints the inner surface

of the pectoral fins, is of tolerably common occurrence.

This seems to be the most valuable of nim- s^Ties, In-ing, like all the others, excellent for

the table, but exceeding them considerably in size. The name of Hirundn, or swallow, has been

given to this fish on account of the great size of the pectoral fins, which are almost as propor-

tionately large to the dimensions of the fish as the wings of the swallow to the bird. Putting
aside the great development of these members and their rich blue color, the Sapphirine Gur-
nard may be distinguished from the other species by the extreme smoothness of the Literal

line, which maybe nibbed with the finger in either direction without exhibiting the spiny

roughness which is found in other (Jurnanls. In cons'<juence of this structure, the ti-h. mien
sometimes call the fish the Smoothside (J nrnard.

All the scales of this species are very small. The large head Is armed with spines, some

springing from just before the eye, and others from the operculum and the shoulder.

Of several other species of Gurnard, may be nu-ntioned the CUCKOO GURNARD (7V/V"
pint), sometimes called the RED GURNARD from the color of its body. This is a very common
species, and when young may be found in the nick pools at low water, measuring only a few

inches in length, but perfectly exhibiting tin- characters <>f its genus. The s]-<'iti.' title of

"pini," or belonging to the pine-tree, is given to the Cuckoo Gurnard on account of the

peculiar aspect of the lateral line, which is crossed with numerous short, straight, narrow, and

elevated lines, which have been compared by some writers to the needle-shaped leaves of the

I'ine. The name of Cuckoo Gurnard is given to it, because w h.-n it is first taken out of the

water it emits a sound which bears a distant resemblance to the cuckoo's cry. The curious

soft rays which project from the base of the pectoral fin in this and other Gurnards are
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evidently organs of touch, being plentifully supplied with nerves and movable at the will

of the owner.

The color of this fish is bright rosy-red above, and silvery-white on the sides and abdomen
These colors soon fade after the fish has been removed from the water.

THE GRAY GURNARD (Trigla gurnardus) is also tolerably common, and is readily to

be known by its short pectoral fins and the greenish-brown body, spotted with white above

the lateral line. On account of the peculiar sound which it utters, it is popularly known in

Scotland by the name of CROONER, and in Ireland it is called the NOWD.

SAPPHIRINE GURNARD.- Trigla Urundo. (One-fifth natural size.)

ANOTHER curious and remarkable species, the SHINING or LONG-FINNED GURNARD (Trigla

obscura), is at once known by the great length of the second spine of the dorsal fin, which is

nearly double the length of the other spines, and projects boldly with a slight curve towards
the tail. It is a handsomely colored fish, the head and upper part of the body being ver-

milion-red, and the abdomen white, tinged with red. The flanks are shining silvery-white,
and have given cause for the name of Shining Gurnard. The tins are all bright red, with the

exception of the pectorals, which are deep blue.

THE LYRIE, or ARMED BULL-HEAD, is known by a great variety of names, such as

POGGE, SEA PoAcrtE*R, and NOBLE.
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It is a curious looking tisli. \\itli it-~ lon\ :irni<u--plate* ;m<l shielded head. It in most nun

nmiily taken near the mouths of ri\ers. though it is sometimes -.ipi un-d fur mil ;it sea. It*

flesh is linn and yond. ImT its small size and Unix shields i>-n l,-i it scarreh -
iA iceable for til-

lable. It f>-.-ds mostly mi ai|iiatir animals.

Tin- IHH|\ of tin- I.vrie is c,,\eivd l.y ,-i-lit n.ttsof Uiiiy plates. sti-onuU reminding the

observer of tin- -tuix'<-<>n. and tin- head, gill <-,.MT. and shoulders an- tnuigly armed with

spines.

The general color of th>- \,\ ri<- is l.|o\\n abo\,-. crossed with several broad 1 and'- of dark

I>I-O\MI, and tin- aUlomen is while, \\ith a irilliinr timre of brown.

IN tli.- remarkable p-nn. \\liicli no\\ i-inn.-s U-fon- our notir.-. tin- Unly \ coverwl with

IMUIV |ilat-s. lik- ain-i.-iit armor, and tin- fnml ]>art of tin- l:-ad is formal into a <li'ply rlfft

folk on acctmnt of tin- di-v<-lo]nuciit of o-rtain lx>n's of tht- skull.

Tin- < M:n N i \i. <ii i:\\i:i. is foiuul in tin- .Ia|tnne06 seas, and is a good example of tli

iri-nu- t" lii<-h it N-lon^s. tin- l>ny i.lat.-s U-in^ v,-ry 1-irtri', and tlic forkcil ]II-K-.-S>.-> of tlu>

lu>a<l \\i-ll dfVclojH-<l. !J't\M-i-n tin- vi-nii-d tins, t-ach lx>ny ].lat- is jus! tlin-*- tiiin-> as loii^f JW

it is broad. The pra-oiM-rniliiu: N furni^lu-d \\itli a stioni: spim-. cns-d l.\ a projei-tinj; rid^o

from its ani;l'.

A very curious species U-loii^ini; to this L''-!MI> i- known l.y tin- name of MAILKD GUR-

XARD (1'i-rixtff/tux iiitu,

In thi^ tNh. thf IMUIV j.lat. l>.-i\\,-.-n tin- \ftitral tins an- twice as lon^ as they are broad.

It mostly jm-ft-rs r.itlu-r difp \\:it-r over rocky ground, l>ut approncln-s the shallows for tin*

purpose of spawning. Its food i-oni-.ts of tfce goiter crustaceans, mediisie. and similar rival

area. It is a swift swimmer, l-ut s^-ms to In- rather reckless, us it not (infrequently strikes its

forke<l snout agjiinst the -t<.n 1 -N. and Im-aksolT one or l>oth ]M>ints. The nVsli of tlie Mailed

(iuniani is tolerahly good, but requires some care in cooking, beside* costing some little

trouble in freeing it from the hard, Inmy plates in whirh the Ixxly is so aerurely envelopetl.

In order to clear away these defences, the fish must In- soaked in warm water, and the

-cale-. -tri|.|-d oil" fr..m the 'ail ii|.anl. In -oine j.lacex. ^,i<-\, :^ [I,,- ro:i-I-- of Spain, it

is held in ron-ideraMe estimation, and is especially sought by fishermen. Ita color is like

that of the Red Gurnard. Nearly all the rays of the first dorsal tin are extremely

elongated, and, together with the mailed body, the armed head, and the double snout, give

to the fish a most singular aspect The total length of the Mailed Gurnard is about two
feet.

TIIK Flying Gurnards are extraordinary and beautiful fishes, remarkable not only for

the very great development of the pectoral fins, their muscles and attachments, but for the

unexpected use to whirh those members are occasionally sullen lent.

These h'sh- Met- \\ith one or two other species, hereafter to IM- described, possess the

power of darting from the water into the air, and by the mingled force of the impetus with

which they spring from the surface, and the widely spread wing-like \\;\^. \ sustain themselves

for a short space in the thinner element, and usurp fora time the privileges of the winged

beings whose tra-kle>s j,
: ,th is through the air.

The object of ,-\,-r, i-ing these strange powers seems to !. not the pleasure of the fish, but

the hope of esrapinir from the jaws of -otne rondOM VMMter of the de-p, whose sub-aquatic

speed is greater than that of the intended \ictim. but whose limited ]M>\MT- are incapable of

nii-mir it into the air. Foremost among thes,- jiersecutor- is tli>- coryphem- often called the

dolphin by ^iilr-. and which is the so-called "dolphin" whose colors glow with such

changeful Ix-.iuty durinir it- death-pangs.
Little. hou.-\.-r. do the jxiwers of (light avail the unfortunate fish, for winged foes, known

by the name of albatross, frigate-bird, and similar titles, an- hovering above in waiting for their

prey, and no .on.-r does the Gurnard launch it.self fairly into the air. and so escape the

jaws of the pursuer coryphene. than the albatross swoops down with extended wings, snatches

up the ti>h in it* beak, and without altering the bold and i;ra-efnl curve in which it ha* made
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the swoop, sweeps up again into its airy height, where it wheels on steady wing awaiting
another victim.

Between the hungry coryphene below and the voracious albatross above, the poor Flying
Gurnard leads no very happy life, and its intermediate existence, persecuted on either side,
has been often employed as a type of those unfortunate persons who are ashamed of the more

lowly society in which they were born, and aspire to ascend to an elevated condition for which

they are not fitted by nature.

While passing through the air, the Flying Gurnard is able slightly to change its

direction, but cannot prolong its flight, by flapping its finny wings. In fact, its elevation into

the air may be readily imitated by throwing an oyster-shell in a horizontal direction, taking
care to throw it in such a manner that the concavity is downwards and the convexity upwards.
The flight is closely analogous to that of the flying squirrels, rats, and mice among mammalia,
and of the flying dragon among reptiles.

The COMMON FLYING GURNARD, represented in the accompanying full-page illustration,
is brown above, passing into a beautiful rose-color below. The fins are black, variegated with
blue spots, and on the tail fin the spots run together so as to resemble .continuous bands. Its

length varies from ten to fifteen inches. It is a native of the Mediterranean and warmer parts
of the Atlantic, and in many parts of those seas is very common.

The second species, the INDIAN FLYING GURNARD, is found throughout the Indian Ocean
and Archipelago, and on account of its habits, its singular and striking form, and its lovely

coloring, has always attracted the attention of voyagers, even though they have possessed no
skill in natural history.

This beautiful fish is notable for the two long detached filaments that are planted between
the head and the dorsal fin, the first being extremely elongated and the second much shorter.

The first spine of the dorsal fin is solitary, and at first sight looks like another isolated fila-

ment. In all the members of this genus, the prseoperculum is armed with long, sharp, and

powerful spines, the scales of the body are strongly keeled, and there is no appearance of

a lateral line. Four species of Flying Gurnards are known, the two which have been selected

affording excellent types of their general form. In the Indian Flying Gurnard, the pectorals
are covered with brown spots, and dotted rather profusely with bluish white.

WE now arrive at a moderately large family of fishes, called, from the typical genus,
Trachinidse. In these creatures the body is long and rather flattened, the gill-covers are wide,
and the teeth are arranged in bands.

OUR first example of these fishes is the very remarkable MEDITERRANEAN URANOSCOPUS,
a word which requires some little explanation before examining the form and habits of the

species. The generic title is derived from two Greek words, literally signifying sky-gazer, and
is given to the fish on account of the peculiar position of the eyes, which are set so singularly
on the upper part of the head, that they look upwards instead of sideways, as is the usual

custom among the finny inhabitants of the waters. It is illustrated on next page.
This species lives mostly at the bottom of deep seas, and is said to angle for the smaller

fish, on which it feeds, by agitating a slender filamentary appendage of its mouth in such a

manner as to resemble a worm, and to pounce on the deluded victims when they hurry to the

spot in hopes of a meal. Though a fish of rather repulsive aspect, its flesh is tolerably good,
and is eaten in many parts of Europe and along the shores of the Mediterranean.

Its head is very large and broad, and is partially covered with bony plates, and the

opening of the mouth is nearly vertical. The slender filament which has already been
mentioned is set before and below the tongue, and the shoulders and gill-covers are armed
with an aiTayof strong sharp spines.

'I'm: STAR-GAZERS, or family Uranoscopida, are divided among seven genera, and twenty
species are known. They are carnivorous fishes, of singular appearance, living on the sea

bottoms in most warm regions. The great protruding eyes are placed upon the surface of the

face, and near each other, that they may be observant when buried, as they are much of the
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time, in Th- sand. It is, therefore, a fancy al>out Mar-gazing. Their goggle eyes, directed

upward, sinrp'sted tht> name. Two species only an- known to North American waters.

Th typical genus of this family is n-preseiiN-d l.y several species, of which the GREAT
U i \\ i i: i- one ..f t!i- in. -I famili.n

This sjiecies is th- dread of fishermen, tin- wounds occasioned by the sharp spine of

the gill-cm.-r. ami those of the lir-i .l-.rxil tin. lieinjr .\tr.-ui.-l\ painful, ami said to reseiiiM-

tin- Mini; of a hornet, tin- * il llWts .-\t. -tiding fmin tin- hand up tin- arm. and .-\ --u reach inn-

tin- >hould. -i. < )u tin- fir. i intlirtion of the injury, it irives little more pain than the prick of a

pin or M^ille, Nut in a short time, u dull hot pain m-eps up the urm, ami increases in intensity

for s.-v.-1-il hours KishtTiiHMi, taught i'> i-xjierience, arw W] HWMOW in li:ni'llin_- tlii^

dangerous fish, and before they place it in thfir baski-t they cut off the whole of the first

dorsal fin und the hinder part of the gill-cover. In France, this precaution in rendered

MKU1TRKKANEAN CKANO H-l - / . OHKAT WRAVKK-PI8H. TruMm* ,

THE curiona fish called the INDIAN SILLAOO is a good example of a moderately large genus
which is spread over many seas, being found on various shores from the Red Sea to the coast

of Australia.

The Indian SUlago is easily recognized by the extraordinary length of the second dorsal

spine, which, in a good speriru'-n. i> d>-\i-lop>d to such an extent that it equals the length of

the body. The use of this structun r,l.>.niv As its name ini]M>rts. this fish inhabits

the Indian sejjs, and is found in th- Hay <>f ll-iitnd and near the mouth of the Ganges. It is

held in >m<- iMiination for the tal>lf. as its flesh is light, digestible, and well flavored. The
color of the Indian Sillago is brown.

THE BRAZII.I \\ PKUCOIMIIS is found upon the coasts of Brazil, and is apparently the sole

representative of the LT'-nus in which it has been placed. The first dorsal fin is very small in

proi>rtii>n to the second, and the space between them is about equal to the length of the first

dorsal. The vent nil fins are set very far forward, being placed under the throat. The lower

jaw projects consideniMy l-yon-l the upper, and the cleft of the mouth is horizontal. The
canine teeth are very large in proportion to the dimensions of the fish.
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THE ARAPAIMA (Sadis gigas), also called PIRARUCU, is one of the most remarkable fishes

known, as to size especially. Specimens have been caught measuring fifteen feet in length,

and of 410 pounds weight. In our illustration the gigantic fish is shown one-twentieth of its

ARAPAIMA.-.Va</w giga*.

natural size. The body is entirely covered by large scales. The remarkable colors add to its

singularity, as large fishes are usually plainly decorated. This fish has the tail so small, it

appears to have been shorn of a large part. The color of the body and base of fins is a mixture

of bluish and crimson lake, with a terminal bar of blue along the fins and tail. It is abundant

in the Amazon, where it is prized as an edible.

ANOTHER family, the Scicenidce, now come before us. The members of this family are

clothed with ctenoid, or toothed scales
;
the month is set in front of the snout, the teeth are

arranged in bands, and the gill-covers are eitiier unarmed or furnished with feeble spines.

The first example of this family is the BELTED HORSEMAN, a striking and boldly marked

species.

This fish is found upon the Atlantic coasts of tropical America, and is, perhaps, the most

striking of the limited genus to which it belongs. The body is oblong, and the nape of the

neck is very high, its elevated line being continued by the first dorsal fin, which is short, high,

and pointed, its height being just equal to the depth of the body. The second dorsal fin is

long, rather low, and is covered with very thin scales. The tail fin is covered in like manner.

The scales of the body are of moderate size.

Its general color is grayish yellow, diversified with three broad brown belts, edged with

whitish gray.
Another species of the same genus, the SPOTTED HORSEMAN (Eqnes punctatus\ is nearly,

though not quite as remarkable a fish, and is notable for the bluish-white spots which decorate

the dorsal, ventral, and anal fins. The general color of this fish is brown, with two vertical
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bands running ov.-r the side ..f the head. :iiui some cnr\.-d bands jiassini: along the liody fn>m

the back to the tail. Tl.i- iM. is f,..m-l in the Caribbean seas.

CLOSELY allied to these creatures is a rather remarkable fish, called scientifically Pogonia*
ekroinix, and more |H>|)iilarly known hy tli> mime of Hi . \I:HKD DRUM-FISH

This till.- is gix.-n t,> tin- li.-h on account of the j*-culiar sounds produced by tin- fish, which

are thought to U-ar some resemblance to the beating of a drum. 'I'hf sound is api>arentl\ |
m

duc.-d Ix.tli while ill. Us), I- imm.-i-s.-.l and after its removal fri.in ill.- water, and |.fobabl\ >!,

ari-.niiit of tin- sound conducting powers of the water, the hearer finds great difficulty in refer-

ring the sir. nire n,,ises to any [.articular s]Nt. These lisli do not seem to thrive well in fresh

water, as th-- drummim; was iiu aiiabU found to cease as soon us the boat in' uhic-h tin-

. ,1,-v-i \.-r- u. -iv .-ill in:: h:n I I. -ft tli-- --:i .--.a-! :ml nl-ii-<l a ri\.-i. It i- :i nat i\ of th-- N-.ilh

Ain.-ri.-an co;ists, ;iin| i- know! to Utnd M f.ir --utli :i- l-'lm-ida.

noi-\ ti-h U \\--ll kn-i\\n un-l.-r th-- till-- "f M.\i-i:r. tin- -tnnitr-- -ound> |.i.Hlnc.-d

by this species having been heard from a depth of on- hitndnMl mid t\v<-nty f.--t.

In one instance, perhaps in many others. th- nov.-l :i<-roin|ilishiiicnt lias 1-<1 to the destruc-

tion of its possessors, th.- tish.-nn.-n having l---n dir.-.-t.-d hy tin- sounds to tin- \\hi-rfiiboiit8 of

the utterers, and inclosed them in tln-ir nets. The flesh of the Maigre is thought to be pecu-

liarly excellent, the h.-ail and shoulders IM-UH; held in the greatest estimation.

It is a rather large fi.sh, seldom measuring less than a yard in length, and often attaining

nearly double those dimensions, and is in consequence extremely valuable to the fisherman.

Although at one time it might U- captured with toleraMe fn^piency <>n the coast of Fnnice.

and now and then mi more northern Kuro]teaii shores, it is now v.-ry -rai--,-. having shifted its

lix-alities, and being found most plentifully on the southern shores of the Mediterranean.

There it seems to be hatched and to remain until it attains nearly adult age. when it crosses to

the northern side of that sea, and is there found to be of considerable dimensions.

THE BLACK COKVIXA of the Mediterranean (Corvina niyra) is allied to the maigre, and is

scarcely less celebrated than that ti-h for the excellence of its flesh.

This fish is not exclusively a marine species, but frequents salt lakes and ponds, and,

though it hovers about the mouths of lartr.- rivers, probably for the purfioseof feeding on the

many animal and vegetable substances which are borne by their currents into the sa, does not

appear to ascend their streams. In general ap]>earaiice it is not unlike the maigre, and is often

sold in the markets under that name.

THE SQUETEAOPE, or WEAK-FISH of North America (Oynotcion regale) is another of the

noisy fishes, producing dull sounds like those of a drum. It is plentiful about New York,
and is captured in large quantities for the table. The name of Weak-fish is attributable

to two causes, the on.- that when ho, .Red it makes but a feeble resistance, and the other

that its flesh is popularly supjossd to be weakening to those who habitually live upon it.

It is a useful species, for it not only affords delicate food, but its swimming-bladder can be

made into isinglass which is said to l>e in no way inferior to that of the sturgeon. On account

of its spotted skin, the French of New Orleans call it by the name of Trout.

It is a member of the family 8rhrnid<r, the Croakers, which number one hundred and

twenty-five species, included in twenty-five genera. The species are all carnivorous ; and

most reach a large size.

A genus embraces what are called Fresh -water Drums.

The Bio DRUM (Pogonicu chromis) inhabits from Cape Cod to Florida. A peculiar

drumming sound is heard from it. Some fine ones, three feet in length, were kept in Mr.

Coup's Aquarium, and proved of great interest to visitors.

LAFAYETTE FISH (Stromateu* triacanthus). This is a species which made its ap|M>arance,

M was supposed, for the first time, in great numbers in the Long Island Sound and adjacent
waters, at the time Lafayette made his last visit to the country, in 1824. Its habit is to reap-
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pear in large shoals after long intervals, and though then known to science, it was new to the

public. It is called Goody at Cape May, and Chub and Roach in Virginia.

THE KING-FISH (Mentitirrus nebulosus) is a large silvery fish, much esteemed in Key
West and other Southern cities as a table fish. It resembles the mackerel or blue-fish in its

flesh.

This fish affords much occupation to the fishermen of the Florida Keys ;
the Havana

market being supplied therefrom. It is found as far north as Cape Cod. It is called in some

quarters Bermuda Whiting. Its excellence as a food-fish induced the early settlers to name
it King-fish in token of its superiority. Barb is another name for it.

BECUNA. -Sphyrasna vulgarit. FISHING FROQ.-LoiAitupucatviius.

ONE example of the Sphyrsenidse, the family next in order, is the BECUNA, a rather large

and tolerably ferocious fish, inhabiting the Mediterranean and many parts of the Atlantic

Ocean.

This long-bodied, deep-mouthed, and sharp-toothed fish bears some resemblance to the

pike both in general appearance and in habits, and is hardly less voracious than the veritable

pike of our own country. It is said that from the scales of tin- Mcrima arc washed those

minute crystalline spiculae, which are so useful in the preparation of artificial pearls, and

which, when mixed and prepared for commerce, are termed essence d'orient. Some parts of

the air-bladder are also used in the manufacture of this .-substance. The flesh of the Becuna is

well flavored and is often brought to table ; being capable of being dressed in a fresh state and

after salting.

On the back, the color of this fish is leaden-blue with a wash of green, and on the abdomen
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it is whit.- The aides an- in many specimens marked \\iili dark cross-bars of the same green
color as the kick. When \omii: it N sotted \\itli brown.

Tin: H\I:I:\. oi i>v-. family >/</, >// -ist of one genus and alx>nt fifteen species.

They :ui- voracious. pike like fishes. inhabiting nearly all tem|M-rate :in<l tropical seas. A
-I--. -:es is f.nin.l <>ii tin- l':i. -ill.' coast, which proves a valuable food fish. iin-a-.ni ing about

three feet.

These fishes resemble strongly the pickerels or pikes. and their habits are certainly much
t!i-' same \\ '

.1 fi< i, - ii th' fishermen on h-- Honda I !!' iteOtt .....M .. n at -per mien

of the Barrucouda- the >'. /'/cudo, we think, which al>oiiinls there. The fisherman stands in hi

dingy" anl sculls with his back to the sun. just mit-M.- tin- shallow wat-rs <.f tin- r.-.-f.

Tin- Harracoiida is curious al>out Madf. and follows it. The sun is in / A
wi-ll.diii-ct.il aim transfixes the victim.

WE now arrive at a small family of iish.-s. termed Trichiuridn1
, or Hair-tailed fishes, in

conseqaence of the delicate tilamentan finlets \\ hich deconn.- the tail in some s|>ecies. In all

these lishes. the Ixnlj is |..n_- lad BtMUplMnd, :ilni..-' lik-- :. iil.:in ;. :iinl in. I..- 1 l- ri"! :it ail

unlike those Hat "snakes" that an- sold in the to\ >liujis. and which dart in all directions

when held l>y the tail.

The tii>t exatnple of ih.-s4- curious creatures is th<- Sr \KIIAI:I>-I--|S||. so called lHM-au.se in

shape it bean some res.-inMance to the sheath of a sword.

On account of its sha|M- and l>iiLrht silvery whiteness, it is a most striking inhabitant of

tin- ocean, and \\h''ii urithini; its way throuuh the translucent water, in elegant undulations.

it looks like a limad riband of burnish. il silver winding through tin- waves. This shining

hrilliancx is caused by a thin epidermis, which covers the body in place nf scales, and which

can I*- easily rubbed oft* by the fingers, to which it adheres, transmitting to them a jKirtioii of

the metallic whiteness which it imparts to its |,i.>p.'i owner.

In spite of the . -xipiisite In-aiMy of this \\-\i. it is captured for the sake of its flesh, which

is highly esteemed, and is -.-n.-rallx souirht in the months of April and May when it approaches
the coasts. The dra^r-net is the usual instrument of rapture. It seems to I*- a solitary fish,

and lives at a considerable depth. The rapid undulations of the Ixxly an- capable of propel-

ling the creature through tin- water with ^n-at velocity, but. from all ap|M-arances. it is not.

able to make much way airainst a rapid tide, or to overcom.- the dashing waves niised by a

tempestuous \vin.l. \l>\\-^ its back runs a Mii.'le dot-sal fin. and the ventral tins aie .,nl\

represented by a pair of scales, a struct un- which has gained for the fish the u'em-rii- name of

Lepidopus, or Scale-fin.

fish that much resembles the preceding species is sometimes, but very rarely

seen. This is the SII.VKI:^ II vii: i \n. 7V/-7/////-//.V I, />tiu-iix\ a species that may easily be dis

tinguished fn)m the s, -abbard l\-\i by the sha|M-of the tail, which has no fin at its extremity, but

tapers into a long and gradually diminishinir point. This species is common in many parts of

the Atlantic Ocean, and by the Spanish inhabitants of Cuba it is termed the Sabre-fish.

Another sjMvies. the SAVALA (7VidU6rv*MtMla), is found in the East Indian seas, and

is sufficiently plentiful to form a reroi:ni/ed article of diet, and to be sold in the markets.

The Savala bears salting well, and is much used for consumption when the inclemency of th--

weather will not permit fishing-ltoats to put to sea. When fresh, however, it does not suit

the taste of Kumpeans, though in Malabar the salted fish is esteemed both by the native

inhabitants and the European colonists.

BEFORE leaving this small but curious family, the Armf (Thyrtite* aiun) deserves a

passing notice.

This elegant and useful fish is found on the coasts of Southern Africa and part of Aus-

tralia, and is much valued for the flak.-y whiteness and pl.-astnt flavor of its flesh, which bean

some resemblance to that of the cod, but is even superior in delicacy. It feeds mostly upon
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the cuttle-fish, the calamary being its favorite prey. So voracious is this creature that it is

readily caught by making a sham calamary out of lead and leather, dressing it with projecting
hooks, and flinging it into the sea. The fishermen throw this bait to some distance, and then
draw it rapidly through the water, when the Atun takes it for the real calamary darting along
after its usual fashion, dashes at it and is immediately hooked. In default of this bait, a strip
of red cloth stuck on a hook is often a sufficient lure for this voracious fish.

THE MACKERELS, family Scombrida, include seventeen genera and about seventy species
of highly brilliant and metallic-tinted fiishes, found in the high seas. Many of them are cos-

mopolitan, and all have a wide range.
The COMMON MACKEREL (Scomber scombrus), the well-known food-fish, is abundant along

the whole coast of North America, occasionally straying to the Pacific ocean.

The notable SPANISH MACKEBEL is a common article in our New York market. It is

not frequently seen above that.

The Bonito is another ally, of considerable repute as a food-fish, occasional on our
coast.

SILVERY HAIR-TAIL.- Tiic/tiurtu leplurw.

The Tunnies of this family are wonderful for their size. The COMMON TUNNY, or HORSE
MACKEREL, is a notable creature, reaching the length of ten feet, and weighing a half ton. It

makes its appearance in the summer months, sometimes being taken in the seines. Though
large in the anterior half, its terminal portion has all the beauty of the shape of the Mackerel.

The small of the body and the sharply-defined crescent tail render it a graceful fish. It is one
of the well-known ancient fishes, being abundant in the Mediterranean Sea from the earliest

time. A single specimen has yielded twenty gallons of oil. So much like the Mackerel is its

flesh, it is captured for the market, and its flesh sold as third-rate mackerel.

The LITTLE TUNNY, or ALBICORE, is an active, graceful fish, running in schools of a
hundred or more. We have seen them leaping out of water, and gambolling around Egg
Rock, at Nahant, Massachusetts.

The Mackerel is well known for the exceeding beauty of its colors and the peculiar flavor

of its flesh. This is one of the species that are forced by the irresistible impulse of instinct to

migrate in vast shoals at certain times of the year, directing their course towards the shores,
and as a general rule frequenting the same or neighboring localities from year to year. The
time of their advent is rather variable, and in consequence the price of this fish varies with the

scarcity or abundance.
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The tl.^h of ili- Mai'k.'ivl i- v. r\ .'\. ]!. -nt, anil it |KiaaoasM a rather jowrful and unique
flavor 1 1mt h:t> .-.ni-.-'l f<-nm>l to ! I.M.U.-.I n]..,M aa a Decenary corrective in the sauce with

which tin- ti-li is -.,.r\..,| I iif..rtuii;it.-l\ . it MHIM I .it.-n whil.- .piit.- fnh, an it beoomea

nntit for consumption in a very short tim.- :ift-r being taken out of the water; and in con-

sequence of this property, the London costermongers are iM-nniti.-<l to hawk it alxiut the

streets on Sundays, much to the discomfort of peareable householders who long for repose
and do not want Mackerel.

it SM

THE Trxxv does not visit the European coasts in sutfn-i.Mit numbers to be of any com-

mercial importance ;
bnt on the shores of the Mediterranean, where it in found in very great

abundanc*-. it forms mi.- of th>- <-lii.-f .sources of wealth of the sea-side population.
In May and June, the Tunnies move in vast shoals along the shores, seeking for suitable

spots wherein to deposit their spawn. Aa soon as they are seen on the move, notice is given
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by a sentinel, who is constantly watching from some lofty eminence, and the whole popula-
lation is at once astir, preparing nets for the capture, and salt and tubs for the curing of the

expected fish. There are two modes of catching the Tunny, one by the seine-net and the other

by the "madrague." The mode of using the seine is identical with that which has already
been described when treating of the mackerel, but the madrague is much more complicated in

its structure and management.
The general shape of the Tunny is like that of the Mackerel, but in size it is vastly

superior, generally averaging four feet in length and sometimes attaining the dimensions
of six or seven feet.

Of an allied species, the PACIFIC ALBACORE (Orcynus alalongd), Mr. F. D. Bennett
writes as follows, in his well-known "

Whaling Voyage." "Ships, when cruising slowly in

the Pacific Ocean, are usually attended by myriads of this fish, for many successive months.
A few days' rapid sailing is nevertheless sufficient to get rid of them, however numerous they
may be

;
for they seldom pay more than very transient visits to vessels making a quick

passage. When a ship is sailing with a fresh breeze, they swim pertinaciously by her side

and take the hook greedily ;
but should she be lying motionless or becalmed, they go off to

some distance in search of prey, and cannot be prevailed upon to take the most tempting bait

that the sailor can devise."

The BONITO (Sarda mediterranea) is a very pretty and common species that is found in

the Mediterranean and many parts of the Atlantic.

This is a smaller species than the albacore, not exceeding two feet and a half in length.
The flesh of this fish is eaten both fresh and when pickled, but in a fresh state is not held in

very high estimation. At some seasons, it appears to contract an unwholesome quality, which
is injurious to certain constitutions, causing rather a painful rash to break out on the face and

body, though others can eat it with impunity. The flesh is very red in color, and looks very
like butcher's meat.

Like the albacore, the Bonito is a determined foe of that much persecuted creature, the

flying-fish, and is often taken by means of a hook dressed with feathers so as to resemble its

natural prey. It is a truly beautiful species, deserving fully the popular name of Bonito,
which may be freely translated as Little Beauty. The back is deep indigo-blue, mottled with
a lighter shade of the same hue, and when young a number of dark streaks are drawn across

the back. The abdomen is silvery-white, and the cheeks and gill-covers are of the same
brilliant hue.

BONITO (Sarda chiliensis), SKIP-JACK, and TUNA, so called, and the 8. mediterranea are

food-fishes of something the same quality as the mackerel. They are especially "sea-going"
species.

Another species, the STRIPED BONITO (Auxis rochei), inhabits the same localities, and is

nearly as plentiful as the preceding fish. It may readily be known from the plain Bonito by
the four dark lines which extend along each side of the abdomen and end at the tail.

THE prettily-marked PILOT-FISH is frequently seen off the American coasts, but seems to

be rather shy, and is not very often captured.
This little fish has long been supposed to act the part of the shark's provider, and to

perform in the ocean the same actions that were once attributed to the jackal on land. Many
modern writers, however, deny the truth of the statement, by saying that the Pilot-fish only
follows the shark for the sake of the scraps that the larger fish is likely to leave, and that it

would probably be snapped up by the shark but for its watchfulness and agility.

As is usual in such a disputation, the evidence is very conflicting, and many accounts

have been published tending to throw discredit on the one side or the other, according to the

particular circumstances under which the observations were made. One well-known naturalist,

for example, mentions an instance where a shark was directed towards a baited hook by two
Pilot-fish that accompanied him

; but, on the other hand, another accomplished observer

narrates an interesting anecdote of a shark being continually warned of a baited hook by his

little friends, who struck their noses against his snout whenever he turned towards the bait.
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At la>t. however, he daubed at the tempting morsel :iinl was captured, to the sorrow of tin-

Pilot-fishes, who swam altout for some time in search of th.-ir fri.-nd, und then darted down
into tli-- depths of the

BLITE-FISH (Pom<Uamv$ taUator), called in some quarters GRF.KN FISH and SKIP-JACK.

This is valued generally a.s one of tin- i-Iioioest of ocean fishes, being much the same as the

mackerel as :i fc.o.1 lisli, hut rather preferred. In tin- first quarter of this century. Hint- fishes

wen- unknown in N.-\v Knirland above Cape God. About 1850, single indh iduals were taken

at Nahant. and for several years a few were taken. :md valued \.T\ hi-lih. >'>n we heard

of their :il>iin.liuioe to such an extent that they were haul-.l on to the land as manure, on the

i.asf al>"\e <
':i]..-

<

'

I \Vitha_- ..... 1 IT- / :in.l trollin- line-. tlii^ li-li :itT<.rds much .s|.ori.

Its ninge is remarkable; it is found in the Mediterranean and Indian O-ean, and near New
Holland. Blue-fish are very destructive to the mackerel fishery. They are vonirioua and

|I:I\.H- in lli.- -li...iN ..!' ill. is.- li-.li.->.

I'IIK POMPASO (Trat'ht/noi'ix irnlinut) \s a iniu-h prized fish of the Southern waters,

ranking ahead of all others. It is put down in salt for the market, and is always in great

r.-<pi.'st. In South Carolina it is called Ci:i \ M.LI. Ita range is from Cape Cod to Florida.

MM KM:KL (Sctmiheroinonut maculalus). A "sea-going" fish, but frequently

exposed for sale in New York markets.

KVKKY on-- lias heard of th-- Si . KINL KI-II. and th-re are few who are not acquainted
with flu- wild and fabulous tal.-s narrated of its |Mwers.

This little tish wa.s i-.-]MirtMl to adhere to the bottom of shijw, and to arrest their progress

as suddenly and firmly as if they h.-d struck upon a rock. The winds might blow, the sails

might till, and the musts creak, but the \u\-~- -n tish below could hold the vessel by its single

force, and ntine her to the same spot as if at anchor. It is wonderful how fully this fable

\\:is received, and II--A MM] fMOWt ii'-'-d'-d t.. r.M.t tin- l-.-IL-f .mi >{ pr.-judic.-d minds.

Both wientitic names n-f.-r to this so-called property, echeiuis signifying "shipholder," and

/-; m.-aniiit: dflay.

That th.- Sucking-fish is able to adhere, strongly to smooth surfaces is a well-known fact,

the process being accomplished by means of the curious shield or disc ujMin the upper surface

of the head ami shouldrrv This ,\\^<- is composed of a numl>er of flat, l>ony lamiiue. arranged

parallel to each other in a niannrr iv-mbling the common w.MHl.-n window-blind, and irapable

of l>eing raised or depressed at will. It is found by anatomical investigation, that these

lamina; are fonm-d by modifications of the spinous dorsal fin, the numl>er of lamina? corre-

sponding to that of the spines. They are moved by a series of muscles set obliquely ; and

when tin> tish |,|.-ss.'s the soft edge of the disc against any smooth object and then depresses

the lamina1
, a vacuum is formed, causing tin- fish to adhere tightly to the spot upon which the

disc is placed.
When the creature has once fixed itself, it cannot be detached without much difficulty ;

and the only method of removing it, without tearing the body or disc, is to slide it forwards

in a direction corresponding with the set of the lamina-. In the opposite din-ction it cannot

be moved ; and the fish, therefore, when adhering to a moving body, takes care to fix itself in

such a manner that it cannot be washed off by the water through which it is drawn. Even

after death, or when the disc is separated from the body, this curious organ can be applied to

any smooth object, and will hold with tolerable firmness. In order to accommodate the disc,

the upper part of the skull is llatt.-iifd and rather id-ned.

The Sucking-fish will attach itself to many moving objects, and has been found adhering
to the plankings of ships and boats, to turtles, to whales, and to fishes of various kinds.

Even the albacore, which eats the Sucking-fish whenever it can catch it. is occasionally hon-

ored by its adhesion, and in the British seas a specimen has been captured while sticking to a

cod-fish. The shark, however, is its favorite companion ; and it often happens that one of
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these voracious creatures is attended by quite a little train of Sucking-fishes. What object is

fulfilled by this capability of adhesion, is a problem as yet unsolved. The Remora is per-

fectly organized and capable of procuring food for itself, and, though not a swift swimmer, is

able to proceed through the water with tolerable rapidity. Its mouth is moderately large ;

and that the creature has no difficulty in seeking a subsistence is proved by the fact that its

stomach usually contains remnants of small Crustacea and mollusks.

The color of this species is dusky brown, darker on the back than on the abdomen. The
fins are darker than the body, and are of a dense leathery consistence. The length of this

fish seldom exceeds eight inches.

There are about ten species of Sucking-fishes known, of which the SHIELDED SUCKING-
FISH (Echeneis scutdta) is perhaps the most remarkable. This species may be at once recog-
nized by the very great size of the disc, and its length being nearly one-half that of the body.
At the hinder portion of the disc the laminae are wanting, and its surface is smooth. This

species attains to considerable dimensions, sometimes to nearly two feet in length.
The family of Remoras (Echeneididce) is made up of the species of two genera, found in

all seas, all having a long range. The COMMON REMORA is found attached to large sharks in

the warmer waters, from the Atlantic to the Pacific. Another species is found north as far as

Massachusetts. We have seen several Remoras drop from the Blue Shark, of the Gulf of

Mexico, when taken from the water.

THE well-known JOHN DORY, so dear to epicures, is frequently seen in the fishmongers'

shops, where its peculiar shape seldom fails of attracting attention even from those who are

not likely to purchase it, or even to have seen it on the table.

The name of John Dory is thought to be a corruption of the French name jaune doree,

a title given to the fish on account of the gilded yellow which decorates its body. It was
called Zeus by the ancients, because they considered it to be the king of eatable fish

;
and the

name of Faber, or blacksmith, has probably been earned by the smoky tints which cloud its

back. The dark and conspicuous spots on the side are thought in many places to be imprinted
on the fish as a memorial of the honor conferred upon its ancestor in times past, when St.

Peter took the tribute-money from the mouth of the Dory, and left the print of his finger and
thumb as a perpetual remembrance of the event. Some persons, however, contend that the

marks are due, not to St. Peter, but to St. Christopher ;
and the Greeks, who hold to the

latter tradition, call the fish Christophoron.
The Dories (family Zenidoe) inhabit the warmer seas. Five genera and about ten species

are known. One species only is recorded as familiar to our coasts, the Z. ocellatus, though
it is oceanic, approaching our shores near Cape Cod.

WE now come to a most beautiful and interesting fish, the CORYPHENE, so often erro-

neously spoken of as the dolphin.
This splendid fish is found in many of the warmer seas, inhabiting the Mediterranean Sea,

and the Indian, Pacific, and Atlantic Oceans. The reader has, in all probability, heard the

old story respecting the lovely and changeful colors of the dying dolphin, and is quite aware

that in the shining black and gray skin of the true dolphin no such changes take place.

There is, however, more truth than usual in this tale
;
for the dolphin in question is really the

Coryphene, whose colors are always most brilliant, and glow with changeful beauty during
the death struggle, A similar phenomenon occurs in several other fishes, of which the com-

mon red mullet is a familiar example.
The Dolphins (family CoryphcenidcB) are embraced in one genus and six or eight species.

They are very large fishes, inhabiting the high seas in warm regions, well known through
their representative which is so often seen by the ship's sides in the warm waters of the

tropics. The term Coryphanas would be more appropriate for these fishes instead of the

Dolphin. The latter was applied by the ancients to the small whnle-like creature which

resembles our porpoise. The beautiful form so frequently used in sculpture was borrowed

from the cetacean, although it is true that the Coryphene also has the graceful protuberance
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mi the head which charict,-ri/.es the l>o]phinof tin- :in.-i.-in- Vn.-i.-nt authors do not give

iniK-h attention to the Coryphene ; hence, to the cetacean rightfully U-longs tli<> place in an

I'.H-IS ha\e celebrated the I >ea uties of Cory pln-ne. Tlie colon* are beyond deseripti' m. and the

changeable hues an- surprisingly beautiful. As -een fimn tin- side of a vessel. a- tin- < 'i \

phene playfully accompanies it. tin- gl.-am i.f golden and sihery lidi!-. changing now und

again to rich metallic tints emerald, sapphire, and many g<
.-nlor- it is a never-failing

source of wmd-r and .-iij..\
in. nt Two species an* s-en n.-ar our shores in tin- warmer .seasons,

though they are essentially

A \ i \:\ i.-markable tisli is allied rather closely to tin- preceding species, in spite of tin-

great difference in form, and by some writers was placed in tin- same genus as that lish.

Tli.- \-'.\ i i. l'i i i: M i.i- is M !_'.XM| example ..f the curious -.-mis n, which it lieloiigs, and

which can always be recognized by tin- extreme depth of the dorsal and anal tins, and their

delicate tenuity nf structure. The dorsal tin is, moreover, remarkable for the bold sweep of

its extent, passing in an unbroken curve from the forehead to the tail. Owing to thfxdevelop-

ment of the anal tin. the i\\o \ entrain are placed very far forward, and are seen under the

throat. The members of this genus are spread over the Indian Ocean, the Sea of Marmora,

and some of the American c<.;iMv

The Eyed Pteraclis is found on the Mozambique coast. It is n very l-autiful lish. the

general color being shining white, aa if made of jjoli.shed silver, with a wash of gold upon
the jtertoral and tail I'm-, and a deepi-h tint of blue-gray u|Kin the others. On the dorsal tin

there is a round spot of dark blue. It seems to be a small species. About four members of

this genus are known to naturalists.

These fishes form a small family called /f //>////'/</. the Hramoids. included in four genera

and about ten species. Pt(Ta<-li* uroliita, a small lish. inhabits the waters of the Carolina.*.

BEFORE quit tinir this family, we must briefly notice the handsome OPAII, or KINO-KI-II

(Lampris luna).

This beautiful species seems to be the sole representative of it genus, it having been

separated from the genus Zeus, in which it had formerly been placed, in consequence of its

single dorsal fin. It sometimes attains to a considerable si/>-. a sjM-cimen having been taken

which measured five feet in total length, and weighed about one hundred and fifty pounds.

The flesh of this fish is red. very good, and is said to resemble that of the salmon.

The color of the Opah is bright green on the npj>er part of the back and sides, with reflec-

tions of purple and gold in certain lights. The fins and eyes are scarlet, and a number of

round spots of pale gold are scattered upon the -ides.

The Opahs 'family IsimpridicUt) are fishes of large -i/>- and gorgeous coloration, inhabit-

ing the open Atlantic. A single genus is known. Lampri* gitttala is sometimes seen off

Newfoundland. It is estimated as one of the most gorgeously colored fishes known. Sun-fish

is a local name.

WE now arrive at a rather large family of fishes, which has been separated from the

mackerels on account of certain anatomical variations, which will be mentioned at the end of

the volume.

The CORDOXMER, or COBBLER-FISH, has derived its popular name from the long sharp

spines of the dorsal and anal fins, which are thought to resemble the awl and bristles employed

by cobblers in their trade. This fish is a good example of the large genus to which it belongs,

and in which no less than seventy species have been classed.
'

It i- found in various localities,

from the Red Sea throughout all the Indian seas, and is tolerably common. The form of thi-

Hsh is sufficiently curious to render it a conspicuous sjiecies, and it may IN* easily distinguished

from its many congeners by the oblong spot on the operculum, and the six black bands that

are drawn across the body and reach nearly to the abdomen.

ANOTHER species of this genius is the RUDDER-FISH, (Caranx carangut\ so called because

it is fond of hovering about the rudders of vessels, apparently, for the sake of picking up the

vou m -.
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refuse food that is thrown overboard. It is rather a pretty fish, the general color being silvery
white and blue. The lateral line is covered, near the tail, with a row of spinous plates. It is

somewhat remarkable that this fish, when hooked, emits a rather loud chattering kind of noise,

thought to proceed from the passage of air through the gills. The tiesh of the Rudder-fish is

rather coarse, but is digestible and nourishing. Another fish (Pammclas perciformis), found

in the seas of Northern America, is sometimes called by the name of Rudder-fish.

The family Carangidce from Caranx, the generic name of several of the groups
embraces twenty-five genera, and one hundred and eighty species, called, collectively, Pilot

Fishes. Most are widely distributed, and are excellent food. They abound in warm waters,

and move northward in summer. The familiar Horse Crevalle is one of the group ;
and the

Mackerel Scads. The Cobbler-fishes, Moon-fishes, and the notable Pompano, also are

included. The Common Pompano (Trachynotus carolinus) is one of the choicest food-fishes

in the south. It ranges northward to Cape Cod, though is not taken so far north in

quantities.

CLOSELY allied to these fishes is the well-known HORSE MACKEREL (Ti'achurus saurus),
sometimes known by the popular name of SCAD. Its picture is to be seen on page 245.

This species is common in the European seas, and occasionally appears in enormous

shoals, almost rivalling in numbers those of the common mackerel, and crowding so closely

against each other that they cannot escape if threatened by danger, and may be taken out of

the sea by hand or dipped out in buckets. The flesh of the Horse Mackerel is rather coarse,

and when fresh is held in very slight esteem. However, it readily takes salt, and is then

much eaten, especially during the winter months.

The color of the Horse Mackerel is dusky olive on the upper part of the back, changing in

certain lights to resplendent green, which descends down the sides, and is variegated by wavy
bands of blue. The sides of the head and the abdomen are silvery-white. The lateral line is

furnished with a row of strong and deeply keeled bony plates, which give to the hinder part of

the body a somewhat squared outline.

THE well-known SWORD-FISH, represented in the accompanying full-page illustration,

derives its popular name from the curious development of the snout, which projects forward,
and is greatly prolonged, into a shape somewhat resembling a sword-blade. The "sword" is

formed by the extension of certain bones belonging to the upper part of the head.

This fine fish is found in the Mediterranean Sea, and also in the Atlantic Ocean, and in

the former locality is often very plentiful. The Sicilian fishermen are accustomed to pursue
the Sword-fish in boats, and mostly employ the harpoon in its capture. The weapon is not

very heavy, and by a strong and practised hand can be hurled to some distance.

The fishermen are accustomed to chant a kind of song, set to words which no one can

understand, but which are supposed to be the more efficacious for their incomprehensibility.
This song is thought by some writers to be a corruption of some old Greek verses, and the

fishermen believe that the Sword-fish is so fond of this song that it follows the boat in which

it is sung. They will not venture to speak one word of Italian, thinking that the Sword-fish

would understand what they were saying, learn that they contemplated its death, and then

dive and make its escape. No bait of any kind is employed, the unintelligible chant being

thought to be far more efficacious than any material aid.

The flesh of the Sword-fish is always eatable and nourishing, and in small specimens
is white and well-flavored.

The use of the " sword "
is not clearly ascertained. In all probability the fish employs this

curious weapon in gaining its subsistence, but the precise mode of so doing is not known. It

is an ascertained fact that the Sword-fish will sometimes attack whales, and stab them deeply
with its sharp beak ; and it is also known that this fish has several times driven its beak

so deeply into a ship that the weapon has been broken off by the shock. In such cases, the

blow is so severe, that the sailors have fancied that their vessel has struck upon a rock.

Several museums possess examples of pierced planks and beams, but it is possible that the
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fish ni:iy hnxe -truck them b\ accident, ami m>t in ;i de|il>erate charge The Sword-fish

generally go in |>airs.

Tli.-' food f this creature is rather varied, consisting ..f cuttle tish, especially the squid.

nnl of small fish. s. neither of wliirh animals would in any way fall \ictims in i! I. It

certainly has l^'ii said that the wea|H>n i-. used for iraii-tixini: tin- Hat fish as they lit- on the

l**i of the -.'-a. I'ul this assertion does m.l api-ar to !" worthy "f credit

The \oung and adult s|.ecimens arc \ery different from each other. In the young, the

\*t,\\ is rovm-d with projecting tulerc|es. which gradually disapjirar a.s it increases in sice,

and when it lias attained the length ( ,f three feet. the\ an- seldom to be seen. Those on the

alMloinen i-ernain longer than the others. The dors.il tin extends in the \onng s|M>cimens fnun

the l.a.-k ..f the head to the root of the tail. lnt ihe membranes and spines ,,f its centre are so

extrcmeh delicate, that they are WM.II rnU..*! away, and the adult s|-ciinen then apltearn

to ha\e tw.i dul-x;il lill^.

The rolor of the >word M\ i> liluish-hliifk alx>\e. and silv.-rx white Mow. The whole

|MH|\ is roiiirli. and the hteral line is almost invisible. The usual length of the Sword-fish is

from ten to twel t-nt s|H-cimens have U-en seen which much e\c.-.-<l those dimensions.

A few examples of the Sword-tish have been raptured tint mKasunnl se\i-n fet in length.

The Sword-fishes, family Xi/>/iii</<r, have three ^eneri and aMut t'ne s|>>des. They are

large, strong fishes, and ail good for food. Off Portland. Me., they frequent in considerable

nmnlM-rs. The tish.-rmen here find it protitabh- to tit out for their capture. The vessels are

provided with resting lirs on the Ixiw-sprif, and a latx is always at hand on the bar. When
the Sword I'lsli is s-cn the fisherman haMeiis t<. his bar. and. leaning over it. to make all

lirm. he hurls the spear, and usually secures his pri/-. The handle slips out of the iron sp>ar,

and the line which is fust to the spear-head, serves to haul the fish on board. The flesh

of the Sword tish is very excellent . rather dry, but the union of the ttavor of mackerel and

halibut renders it quite a good food-fish.

THK SAILOR SWOKH-KIMI is still of much more rurioun aspect, It is a representative of a

virenns of Sword-fishes that have U-.-M separat.-d from the pn>vious genus on accountof the very

great height of the dorsal fin.

The Sailor-Sword fish is sometimes mll^l the F\\n-n or SMI. MSJI. :md is said to

p.,-x,.-. the pow.-r "f lai-in- "i l..'A.-!iii- th. . normoiis dorsal tin just as a huly o|-ns or clos,-N

her fan. Sir .1. Ktm-rsoii T.-nneiit mentions this fish in the following terms: "In the seas

around Ceylon, Sword-fishes sometimes attain to the length of twenty feet, and are

distinguished by the unusual height of the dorsal fin. Those both of the Atlantic and

Mediterranean ;>O8BOSB this fin in it* full proiwrtions only during the earlier stages of their

growth. Its dimensions ,-\eri then are much smaller than in the Indian sjxTies; and it is

a curious fact, that it gradually decreases as the fish approaches to maturity ; whereas in the

seas around Ceylon, it retains its full si throughout the entire i>eriod of life. They raise it

above the water while dashing along the surface in their rapid course, and there is no reason

to doubt that it occasionally acts as a sail
"

In this genus the ventral fins are reduced to one. two. or three spines, which in the present

species are two in number. The tail is very deeply forked, and the enormous dorsal fin is a

uniform deep blue.

WE now arrive at the large family of the Gobies, which include many curious fish.

The HI.AI K (ionv. sometimes known as the !;..< K-KISII. is a moderately common example
of the enormous genus to which it Mongs, and which contains more than a hundred and fifty

authenticated species. The members of this genus may easily be recognized by the peculiar

form of the ventral fins, which are united together so as to form a hollow disc, by which they

can attach themselves to rocks or ston-s at pleasure. In fact, this disc, although differing in

shape, acts on exactly the same principle as that of the sucking-fish.

The Black Goby prefers the rocky to the sandy coasts, and may l found in the pools

left by the retreating tide. Some naturalists deny that the disc is used for adhesion, but I
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have caught and kept many Gobies, and have frequently seen them sticking to the sides of the

vessel in which they were confined. The adhesion was achieved witli astonishing rapidity, and

the little fish contrived to hold itself with wonderful tenacity. The surface of the Black Goby
is very slippery, owing to. the abundant mucous secretion which is poured from the appropriate

glands, but after it has been in spirits for some time, the edges of the scales begin to project

through the mucous, and are exceedingly rough to the touch.

Several species of Goby inhabit the American shores, such as the POLEWIG, or SPOTTED
GOBY (Oobius minutus), a rather pretty little fish, transparent golden-gray, with a multitude

of tiny black dots upon the back, and generally marked with some darkish blotches upon the

sides, and a black spot on the dorsal fin. The TWO-SPOT GOBY (Oobius Ruthen sparii) is

another species, and may by distinguished by the two deep brown spots on either side, one

just above the root of the pectoral fin, and another on the side of the tail.

In some places along the sea-coast, the Gobies are known by the popular appellation of

Bull-routs, and are rather feared on account of the sharp bite which their strong jaws and

pointed teeth can inflict upon the bare hand.

POLEWIG, OR SPOTTED GOBY.-OoMiM mlnutui.

The general color of this fish is blackish-brown above, changing to white along the

abdomen and under the chin. The length of this species seldom exceeds five or six inches.

The Gobies, family GobicUe, are carnivorous fishes, mostly of small size, living on the

bottoms near the shores in warm regions. Some inhabit fresh waters, and others live indis-

criminately in either fresh or salt water. There are sixty to seventy genera, and nearly four

hundred species.

THE pretty GEMMEOUS DRAOONET, FOX-FISH, SCULPIX, or GOWDIE, can easily be distin-

guished from any other species, on account of its very remarkable shape
It is not a very uncommon fish, and is captured either with the hook or in a net, the hitter

being the ordinary method of securing it. It is rather a voracious fish, and feeds chiefly on
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molliisks ami marine worm*. The flesh of this -).,!.
* i> linn, white, ami wdl-flavored, ana n.

spit.- ..f its snuill size the Dragon- >t r-]>ays tin- tn.ul'l- taken in its capture. It p-n-nill\

n-main- ii'-.n !]. l><>ttoui <>f the Bea, and does not often enter shailou ,

.-pi
\\ h. u young,

when it approaches the shore, :m<l some; M in tin- n--t of tin- shriiii|xT.

It is a lovely lish, well deserving its nan- mim-oiis li-au'"ti- i. .1- n- scales glitter

as if set with ::ems, ami f (Jowdic, or golden, on an-ount of tli" ^ililisl lu-tr.' of its .-\t<-ii<.i

The name of Dnigonet ia given to it on account of the dragon- like aspect of the body
and tins.

The color of this beautiful lisli is ^oldi-n-.M-llow of diir-M.-nt shades. variegnUxl with

sj)0ts and .sttvaks of s:ip].)iirt upon tin- In -ad and sid-- 'I'll'' u-idcr smfac.- is hit<\ The

tiist dui-xil tin ruiisisi^ nf four ra\s tin- tir-t l-iii^ nornn>nsl\ Irn^tlu-n.-d. and ii-aching. if

d--pn\MSl. to tin* l-as,- of ill.- tail. The succeeding rays rapi-ll\ diminish in l.-n-ili. tin- fourth

n-iii.'ly short, kirely an iiu-h in l.-n-th. Tin- iH-<-t<.i-ds an- mundf<l and triangular.

the central ray being the largest The l.-u-th of tin- (innmenus Drugonet is ubout ten or

inches.

/ .*

UBMMKOOB OKAUONrr -CWdMymw Ignt.

More than twenty species of Dragonets are known, spread over a very large portion of the

-. and inhabiting tin- t-'iiii^rate seas of the Old World, and tin- Indian Ocean from Mo-

zanil)i(}n' t> tin- \V-st-rn l'a itic Nlan.N. They are marine fishes, and inhabit the bottom

of the sea at no great distance from the shore.

WK now come to a very small, but curious family, termed Discoboli, or Quoit-fishes,

because the spines of the ventral tins are modified into a flattened disc, something like the

quoits of the ancients. This disc has a soft, leather}' margin, and enables them to attach

themselves to rocks or stones, after the manner of the gobies.

A very good example nf tht-se curious fishes maybe found in the LI'MP-SUCKER, oth-r

wise called the Li MI- n-n. Si: \-o\vi.. and COCK-PA IIH.K. the latter name being given to it on

account of the elevat"! ridi.i- aloni: the l>ark. whirh is covered with :i notched and tnln-n-n-

lated skin not unlike the comb of the cork.

The sucker or disc of this fish is capable of very powerful a/1 hesion. i-etainini; its hold with

such tenacity, that on one IMT:IM<>U. when :' Lump tish was plac-.-d in a jciil containinir several

gallons of water, it immediately affixed itself to the Uittoni. and held w> {irmly, that when

grasped l>y the tail and lifted, it raised the vessel in which it was placed, notwithstanding the

tnliined weight of the wat*" "0'' " -

'il
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The Lump-fish is said to make a kind of home, and to hover about the spot where the

eggs are placed, for the purpose of guarding them from foes. When thus engaged, it is a

brave and combative fish, permitting no other finny inhabitant of the water to pass within a

certain distance of its charge, and, in cases of necessity, biting fiercely with its short but sharp
teeth. It is said that after the young have attained some little size, they attach themselves to

their careful parent, who conveys the young family into deep water.

The dimensions of this fish are variable, but the average length is about sixteen inches.

The Lump-suckers (Cyclopteridce) are included in two genera, four species being known.

Cyclopterus lumpus is rather common off the coasts of both Europe and America, though never

abundant. A species is found in the North Pacific.

LUMI'-FISH. - C^aupttrus lumpas. VIVIPAROUS BLENN'V. Znarcet vici/iai -as.

THERE are only two genera in this small family, and both find examples in the seas.

Of the second genus, the UNCTUOUS SUCKER, or SEA-SNAIL (Liparis mdgaris), is a good
illustration.

This species appears to be less common in the south than in the north. It derives its

names of Unctuous Sucker and Sea-Snail from the soft and slime-covered surface of its body.

It seems to prefer the rocky coasts, and may be found in the water-pools at low tide. The

color of this fish is pale brown streaked irregularly with a darker tint. Both the dorsal and

anal fins are low, long, and reach to the commencement of the tail fin. It is a little fish,

seldom exceeding four or five inches in length.

MONTAGUE'S SUCKER (Liparis montagui)\s remarkable for its habit of adhering to a stone

or rock by the disc, and then curving its body to such an extent that the tail and the head

almost meet. Even when merely lying at rest, and not employing the sucker, it assumes this

remarkable attitude. It is smaller than the last species, rarely exceeding three inches in
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length. Its color is nitlii-r dull oruiure aU>\e. \\ith bluish rril.-ctioris. and uhitc lielow.

fins are of a rather deep orange hue.

Tim

small family now comes before us, called the l-'i-r ti-h.-s, from the froggish

aspect of the lNid\. and espTiall\ <>f tin- head.

Tin- To.\i> M-II is a M-r\ cuiic.ii-. liHtkinu' creature, with its flattened and wide head.

gaping mouth, and spacious u'ill co\.-r. All tin- iiiemU-rs of this p*nus are carnivorous tihi->.

and are spread through the coasts of the tropical re-ions. \\in-n- tli-\ are mo-ily found on tin*

l-ottomand partialh buried in tin- sand or mud, in hope of .surprising th<- activ. ],n-\ on which

thi-y feed. Some sixx-ies, however, are found -v-n in tin- tfin|HM-at4- M-as.

The Tojid ti-li inliahit.s the Boat Indian seas, and has been taken at tin- mouth of the

i , ,n_.--. [ts color i.i brown, maifad -^ i:ii :' iii'fii 'in .v ; tini. :m i iti" I'm- Rn ^M--ak"d and

bl-Kched with similar colors. The l>ody is \\iilioiit scales

BOOUH.

The Toad-fishes, family Batr ui- included, twelve species in five genera. They
are carnivorous coast fishes, mostly of the warmer seas. Tho young of some fasten themselves

upon rocks by means of ventral discs, which, however, disappear. Common names of them
'

';
-' ' fish :!iid >:iri..

TMK FIMII\I;-KI:... AN..I 1:1: i i-ii. or \Vn>B-GAB, which is shown in the lower figure of

the illustration on page 342, has long been famous for the habit from which it has d.-riv.-d ji-

The first dorsal fin is almost wholly wanting, ii^ plm-e being occupied merely by three-

spin.'<. movable by means of certain muscles. Th- m:inn*-r in which these spines are connected

with the body is truly marvellous. The first, which is furnished at it.s tip with a loose shining

slip of memor.me, is devclo^l at its bas<- into a rin_. ilirouirh which jiasses a staple of \

that I'roceeds from the head. The reader may obtain a very i-rf.-<-t idea of this beautiful

pi
...... of mt-chanism by taking a common iron skewi-r. slipping a siaj.le through its ring and

drivinir the staple into a board. It will then In- SHMI that tin- skewi-r is capat)le of free motion

in very direction.

The second spine is arrange! after a somewhat similar fashion, but is only capable of

U-ini: moved backwards and forward v l-'i>hinur-Froirs an- som times found in the shops, and

th>- imjuiring reader will find hiin^-lf amp!\ r.-paid if he purchases one of these fishes and
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dissects its head, merely for the purpose of seeing the beautiful structure which has been

briefly described.

The use of these spines is no less remarkable than their form.

The Fishing-Frog is not a rapid swimmer, and would have but little success if it were to

chase the swift and active fishes on which it feeds. It, therefore, buries itself in 'the muddy
sand, and continually waves the long filaments with their glittering tips. The neighboring

fish, following the instincts of their inquisitive nature, come to examine the curious object,

and are suddenly snapped up in the wide jaws of their hidden foe. Many fishes can be attracted

by any glittering object moved gently in the water, and it is well known by anglers how deadly
a bait is formed of a spoon-shaped piece of polished metal, furnished with hooks, and drawn

quickly through the water.

The arrangement of the spines in this fish which is equally well known in our American

waters as our author says, will well repay the examination. We have frequently seen these

fishes in the market, brought there as curiosities, but have seen very large specimens on Nahant

beaches. One example was about five feet in length, the head being about one-third as much
in width. The gape of such a head is enormous, and the creature had partially swallowed a

cod-fish of the largest kind, which, with its head protruding, was heavy enough to weigh the

Angler to the bottom, when the heavy seas threw it with its prey to the shore. The first free

spine on the top of the head is about nine inches in length, and with its bit of membranes as

bait, is a veritable fishing-rod. The creature is sluggish, and, lying on the soft bottom, partly

covered, it moves this rod gently, and thereby attracts the luckless fishes that form its food.

q

THE very odd-looking creature called the WALKING-FISH, is one of the strange and wild

forms that sometimes occur in nature, and which are so entirely opposed to all preconceived

ideas, that they appear rather to be the composition of human ingenuity than beings actually

existing. The traveller who first discovered this remarkable fish would certainly have been

disbelieved if he had contented himself with making a drawing of it, and had not satisfied the

rigid scrutiny of scientific men by bringing home a preserved specimen.

THE TOAD-FISH (Antennarius histrio) is the curious little creature that is seen at times

floating on the surface, evidently distressed on account of its body being unduly inflated. Its

habit is to inflate itself, but often it seems to be helpless in this state. Its curious nest, made

among floating algae on the ocean, is familiar to readers of popular books on Natural History.

This fish is s.o decorated by algae-like excrescences it becomes a complete piece of deception.

It is difficult to distinguish the difference between the fish and the surrounding sea-weed.

THE BAT-FISH (Mallhea vespertilio) is a sluggish fish, found in the warmer waters. Its

whole appearance is that of a creature adapted to live on the bottom. The pectoral fins are

developed into feet-like organs, and it actually crawls like a reptile. Its more interesting

feature lies in the development over its mouth of an erectile club-shaped fleshy process, which

protrudes from a concave locality just over its mouth. Lying in the mud secure in its

protective resemblance to the surrounding bottom, it causes this erectile organ to turn slowly

in imitation of a worm, which it resembles. Any inquisitive body that comes within reach is

taken in below, the great mouth being quite ready, and capable of swallowing anything near

its own size.

THE important family of the Blennies comes next in order. They are all carnivorous fishes,

many being extremely voracious, and are spread over the shores of every sea on the globe.

They mostly reside on or near the bottom.

The SEA WOLF, SEA CAT, or SWINE-FISH, is one of the fiercest and most formidable of the

finny tribes that are found on our coast, and has well earned the popular names by which it is

known.

The general color of the Sea Wolf is brownish-gray, with a series of brown vertical strips
and spots over the upper parts; the under parts are white. On European shores it attains a
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of six or seven feet, l>ut in tin- northern seas, where it thrives Ix-st. it i:rvatly exceeds

those dimensions. Theiv is an Anu-rii-an varifty where tin- v-ni.-:il -n.ak-> are m<><liliHl into

roiin nf l.lai-ki-li l>ntwn.

The s-a \\'olf is taken liy tin- fishermen of Swampscott, ami along the shores of New
Kiik'laml. in winter freqm-nth . ami once was con-id. -red a nuisance, as it interfered with <-od-

tishing. It lia.s UHMI foiiml to ! a \aliial>le food-fish, since tin- considerable advance in the

price nf i -04 1 -fish and had.l.H-k. IU.-nni.-s ure nunien>iis anioiiir th<- rookaon the eastern coast

tin- Hiitt.-r-li>li ain.'MLC tli.-in.

Tli.- : \
i

i'-al genus of this family in represented by serend specimens, of which the ETKD
Mu:\\\ i- oin- <.f the nuwt conspicuon-.

This j.n-tty li>h i-< not very common. From the elevated dorsal fin, and the bold dark
lmwn >|K.t that decorates it, this Hlmny has tiometimes been callixl the Butterfly-fish. In the

.Mr<litT!-aiii-an it is t<il-i-al>ly cotiiinon. ami \\\<- mostly among the s'awf-<l, where it finds

abumlam of the smaller crustacea and mollusks.

The dorsal fin of this lisli i^ \ .-ry large, being greatly elevated and extending from the back
>f the head almost to the tail. The dark spot is placed between the sixth and eighth rays.

*

SEA WOLF.

The color of the Eyed Blenny is pale brown, patched here and there with a darker tint. The
dark spot on the fin is mostly edged with white or very pale yellow. The length of this fish is

seldom more than three inches.

Among other species of Blenny the SIIAXXY, or SHAV (Blenniu* pKolit) is tolerably com-

mon in European

PARSING by the remaining Blennies, all of which are very similar in habits and general

appearance, we must pause for a short space to examine a very curious species belonging to

the same family, called the Ji MI-KI: i I-M Kilni ia tridactylut).
This odd little fish offers no remarkable beauties of color or form, being of a simple dark

brown, and without any salient points of external structure; but it is possessed of a wonderful

power of suddenly leaping out of the water, darting over the wet stones and rocks and snap-

ping up fli<-s and other insects with the nimble agility of the lizard. It can scramble up a

nearly perpendicular face of rock, and is so wary and agile, that on the least attempt to seize

it. the little creature darts towards the sea and is nearly certain to make its escape. While

engaged in this pursuit, the Jumper-fish adheres so tightly to the rock, that :
t is not detached

voi. m. m.
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even by the shock of repeated waves. It is quite a little fish, not more than four inches in

length. Its residence is in the seas of the East Indian Archipelago. At least fifty species of

the Salarias are known to zoologists.

THE BUTTER-FISH, SWORDICK, or SPOTTED GUNNK, (Centronbtus gunettus), belongs to

this family, and is evidently one of the transitional species between the true blennies and those
which are placed at the end of the family.

This fish is frequently captured, especially on the rocky shores, and is mostly found
hidden under stones and sea-weeds in the rock-pools left by the receding tide. The name of

Butter-fish is very appropriate, and is given to it on account of the plentiful mucous secretion

which is poured over its body, and which renders it so slippery that it can with difficulty be
retained in the hand. It is quick and agile in its movements, and even if confined within the

limits of the rocky pool is not easily captured.
The body of this fish is much elongated and somewhat eel-shaped, the head is small, the

muzzle blunt, and the dorsal fin is low and long, extending the whole length of the back.

The ventral fins are very small. The color of the Swordick is brown, in some specimens with
a purple and in others with a golden wash. Along the base of the dorsal fin, and in some
individuals upon the fin itself, are a number of bold, black spots, each with a white streak on
either side. A dark brown stripe is also drawn from the eye to the lower jaw. The length of

the Butter-fish is about six inches.

OUR last example of this family is the well-known VIVIPAROUS BLENNY, called also by
the popular names of EEL-POUT, LUMPER, GUFFER, and GREENBONE, the last-mentioned title

being given to it because, when boiled, the bones have a green hue. It is illustrated, with the

Lump-fish, on page 254.

As its name imports, the Viviparous Blenny lays no spawn, but produces its young alive,

and able to shift for themselves. In one case, where a female fish of about fifteen inches in

length was taken, the young were about four inches long. It is a very curious fact, that the

size of the new-born young seems to depend upon that of their parent, the offspring of a

Blenny of seven inches in length measuring only one inch and a half.

The flesh of this fish is tolerably good, but is not in very great repute, so that it is but
seldom to be seen in the markets. It generally hides itself under stones or sea-weed, prefer-

ring the large, heavy algae, called tang.
The body of this fish tapers gradually from the shoulders to the tail, in thickness as well

as in depth, and when examined with a pocket magnifier, the surface appears to be studded
with circular depressions. Its general color is pale brown, and its length varies between six

and sixteen inches.

PASSING by several small families, we come to a very curious fish, denominated the

RIBAND-SHAPED VAAGMAR, sometimes called the DEAL-FISH (Trachypterus drcticus).
This singular fish is remarkable for the extreme compression of the body, a specimen

three feet in length not being thicker than an ivory paper-knife. The dorsal fin of this fish

extends completely along the back
;
there is no anal fin, and the tail fin stands boldly erect,

like the closed tail-feathers of a fan-tail pigeon. The general color of the Vaagmar is silvery-

white, and the body is covered with very small scales. The dorsal fin is bright orange, some-

times being of a blood-red, and the tail fin is of the same hue. On each side are two oval

spots of blackish-gray, set obliquely on the body. Tho length of this fish often reaches

six feet.

It is one of the northern fishes.

A SPECIES even still more remarkable is, on very rare occasions, obtained on the North
Sea

; but, owing to the extreme fragility of its structure, it is mostly deficient in some of its

parts. Our picture of this creature is remarkably true to nature.

The OARED GYMNETRUS, or RIBBON-FISH (Regalecus banTcsii), as it is called, is also
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greatly compress^! throughout its length, and is equally delicate with tin- last mention. <1

s|i-i'-o.
Ii i- chieth notable for tin- \er\ <M|.| -.tnictnre of tin- wntral tins, which are ivdured

U> loiiir. slender filament-, much !e-*-ml'lin^ in sha|- tin- lon^r tail f.-ni It. -i - of tin- racket -tail

humming-bird. This li-li -ometime- ;iit:niis very gn-at dim. -unions ; sjNTimens ha\c \^-\\

tak.-n meaMirinir twelve f.-et in length. Its color in nilvery-gray, mottled \\iili dusky -|...ts.il'

varying l'pth, w hich :n-- mn-t c- nispiciiinis tiuanl tin- ln-:il. Tin- Imli- surface i.f the -Uin

/ yS mE*

.. _^>'
h

.

OARKO CiYMNKTIUS, OB RlBBOH-fgH^Jlprt ri I tfttfIL (OuMwdflh nUnnl .!.)

is plentifully studded with bony tubercles, and on the line of the abdomen earh tubercle ia

furnished with a hooked point <lirw;ted backwards. Along the lateral line runs a row of

elongated flat scales.

IK the next family. th> tail is mostly arm-<l with one or more bony spines or plates, small

in the young, but increasing in size with tin- <liin-iisions of the fish.

The SEA i i:-.i "\ (Acanthurus chirurffiu) is a j?ood type of these fishes, and derives its

popular name from the sharply-pointed and keen-edp-d spin,- on tin- -id- <>f tin- tail, which

cuts and wounds like a surgeon's lano-t. The generic nam.-. -iirnifv inir Thm-n tail, is given to

it in coasequence of this structure. This species is foun<l on the Atlantic coasts of tropical

Ani'-rica ami Africa, and is tol.-raMy plentiful in the Caribbean seas. Theseulesof this fish

are very small, ami the single spine on each side of the tail is movable and set in a longi-

tudinal groove. Its food is of a vegetable nature.

In color it is nit her variable, but the ground tint is usually of a brownMi hm-. and tin-

operculum lias a bla^k edge. In some sp-nim-ns tl ml <>f th- tail is marked with a white

1-and. which encroaches on part of the tail Jin, and tli.-re is also a narrow white edge to that

I'm. 'I'll- ! an- in certain individuals a few darkish streaks drawn across tin- Ixxly, some black

loniritndin-il strijioson tin- dorvil and anal tins, mid in the yotin.tr th-- -id.-- an- marked with

darkish wa vin.t: lin-'s. This fMi sometime-* attains a rather lari." si/... a -p.M-imen l.-in^ nine

t.--n inches in length. The genus is nitln-r < ipn-h-n-ive. containing betwe.-n forty and fifty

known sivie8.
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This remarkable fish is common on the Florida Reef. We have kept it in our aquarium,
and found it wonderfully lively and interesting. It is one of the few fishes that seem to

have strong combative impulses. It will bear no trifiing, but strikes powerfully with its

tail, the sharp lance-like weapon proving dangerous to its foes. Pass a rod lightly enough
towards it, and the Surgeon instantly turns, and, facing the object, makes a thrust with

savage celerity.

NEARLY allied to the surgeon-fish is a very curious species, called the UNICORN THORN-
TAIL (N~aseus unicornis), on account of the singular structure of the forehead, which is

modified in front into a long and horn-like protuberance, rather conical in shape, and

projecting forwards in a line with the body. This horn is not to be seen in the young
fish, and only attains its full dimensions when its owner has reached adult age. Some-
times the horn is longer than the snout, but in most specimens it is slightly shorter. Each
side of the tail is furnished with two lancet-bearing plates, which are not movable.

This species is found

from the Red Sea to Japan
and Polynesia. Its color

is brownish-gray, and the

dorsal and anal fins are

marked with longitudinal
blue stripes. The largest

specimen I have known of

measures twenty-two
inches in length, and its

horn is three inches long.

THE extraordinary
fish called, from its habits,

the CLIMBING PERCH, is a

native of Asia, and is re-

markable for its apparent

disregard of certain natu-

ral laws.

This singular creature

has long been celebrated

for its powers of volun-

tarily leaving the failing

streams, ascending the

banks, and proceeding over

dry land towards some

spot where its unerring in-

stinct warns it that water

is yet to be found. There

are several fish which are

known to have this power ;

the common eel, for exam-

ple, which has frequently been observed crossing the fields in its passage from one stream to

another. I have even seen the eels creeping over rocks, and contriving, in some mysterious

manner, to crawl along the flat horizontal surface of an overhanging rock as easily as a fly

walks on the ceiling. But I believe that the eel only passes over moist ground, whereas the

Anabas seems quite indifferent to such considerations, and takes its journey over hard, dry,

and dusty roads, heated with the burning beams of the noonday sun, without appearing to

feel much inconvenience from the strange nature of the transit.

Several species, of which the Anabas Scandens has been chosen as the best example,

CLIMBING PERCH. Anabai icanderu. (One-half natural size.)
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jK>ssess this singular property f walking OMT ilry ground. so that the >M proverb of a fish

out of water K in the.se cases, quite inapplicable.
It is known ..f the riiml.inir IVrvh tliat (lit- fishermen ..f the Ganges, who subsist largely

on the- iNli.-... ;ir,. :l , , i|st,,m.-d to j.ut them into an earthen pan -T .-ham as soon as caught ;

aii'l although nowat.-i i> supplied to them, they i-xi-t \>i\ well without it, and live this

-inn.,.- life for live or -i\ da\ -

< 'ii oiN-nini: til.- head of this li>h, the curious structure which enables it to jwrform wurh

niurv-lloii-< l--at> is <-l.-ail\ ^i\. .liit \\ithin tin- sides of tlic h-uI. tin-
"
pliarynp-al

"
l-nies,

. tlu hones tliat >up|x.rt tin- oriliri- U-HM-.-H tin- month and K'"!''*'. :'"' "nirh t-iilarp^l, and

inixliliiil into a series of Ial>\ riiiihiin- cells and duplications, so that tln-v i.-tain a l:u-.- amount
of water in the interstices, and prevent the i;ill-incnil>raiies from iN-coinin^ dry. Some writers

say that this lish is ra|uil)|e of climbing up the rough stems of palm-trees, in search of the

water that lodges U-twifM tin- l.ases of t lie dead leaves and the stein. Imt this account is now
held unworthy of U'lief. In the Tumoiile language it cjillel ram-iri. or 'IW-dimber.

Tin: small p-nus .\th.-rinid.-e ha> a representative in

a pretty little li>h, and one that is of great use to iMi.-nnen, lxth for sale and for bait.

It N extivm, ly plentiful here in America, as well as in Europe, and in many places is sold

as the true ^m.-lt. which it somewhat n..-mli|es in flavor and the |K-< uliar (xlor as of cucumber.

ORAT ML'LLKT. Mufti eafUe.

Owing to the small size of this fi^h the net is the usual mode of capture, the fashion of which

varies acconlinir to the locality. On some coasts the net is about ninety feet in length and

.L'ht.-.-n IM d.-p-ii. :nri i- imn :i!"ii_' tli.- -viiKU I'V tin- united aid "f M.- p:ni\ in a l.at and

the other on the shore. In other places, however, it is circular and supported on an iron hoop.
It is then baited with broken criistacea and lowered into the water. At intervals it is raised

smartly to the surface, and the entrapped Sand Smelts removed.

The color of the Sand Smelt is the jcilest pink, diversified with a broad belt of shining

silvery-white, which is drawn along the side. The cheeks, gill-covers, and the base of each

IHM tonil fin are of the same white hue. Upon the upper part of the back and head are a great
number of little Mack spots. The length of the fish is from six to seven inches.

WE now come to the important family of the Mugilidw, of which the common GBAT
ML-LLET is a good example. In all these fish there are two dorsal fins, the first having four

stiff spines. They are spread over all sea-coasts and fresh waters of the ternj>erate and tropi-

cal region*. The mode of feeding is rather curious. These fish li\-,. chiefly on the soft organic
substances that are found mixed with weed and sand, and in swallowing the food a 'n-id.-ra-

bl.- amount of sand is taken into the mouth. The fish, however, is furnished with a kind ot

self-filtering apparatus, by means of which the heterogeneous mass is raked and sifted, as it

were, and the indigestible portions rejected.
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The Gray Mullet deserves notice as being one of the most daring and ingenious of the

finny race, and is, in fact, a very fox for artfulness. The idea of constraint is most obnoxious

to it, and its instincts of freedom are so strongly developed that it endeavors to recover its

liberty in the most extraordinary ways.

If, for example, it has been inclosed in a net, it will at once dart to the side and try to

leap over the head-rope into the open sea. Moreover, if one fish succeeds in the attempt, the

remainder immediately follow their leader, like a flock of sheep jumping over a hurdle. If

the net is raised so high that the leap is impracticable, the fish tries to creep under it
;
and if

that mode of escape be cut off, it examines every mesh, in hopes of finding some defective

spot through which it may insinuate itself. Mr. Couch mentions that he has seen a Gray
Mullet, after trying all other modes of escape, deliberately retire to the greatest possible

distance from the wall of net, and then dash furiously at the meshes, as if to break

through them.

The genus Mugil is very large, containing between sixty and seventy species.

Mullets of the Florida waters are numerous. A novel method of taking them we wit-

nessed at Punta Rassa, on the Gulf coast. They are about eighteen inches in length, and

have very wide backs. The shoals are few in number. Negro boys took them in this

manner : common "grains," or spear, secured to a long handle by a line, the latter is held

upright in the palm, the line retained
;

the pole is tossed upwards to return spear first

directly over the broad backs of the fishes, and, as a rule, it strikes home.

THE fishes belonging to the family of the Ophiocephalidse, or snake-headed fishes, are

able to leave the water for a time and to crawl upon land, deriving their power from a curious

structure of the breathing organs. It has already been stated that a fish can breathe as long

as the delicate membranes of the gills are wet
;
and that in those fishes which are able to live

out of water for any length of time, a peculiar modification of the breathing organs is

requisite in order to supply the needful moisture. In the family to which the climbing perch

belongs, a series of thin laminated plates are arranged in a cavity above the gills, thus retain-

ing a sufficient supply of water between the laminae. In the present genus, however, there

are none of these laminae, but the water is retained in a simple cavity which communicates

with the gills.

Of this family the CORA-MOTA, or GACHFA (OpMocephalus ffocTiua), is a good ex-

ample.
This fish is a native of the fresh waters of Eastern India and its archipelago, and in its

general shape and movements is so very snake-like that Europeans will seldom eat it. The

Cora-mota is common in the ponds and dykes of Bengal ;
and is one of. the fish popularly sup-

posed to be rained from the clouds, as it is generally to be found on the grass after a heavy
shower. However this may be in other instances, it is tolerably clear that the Cora-mota has

been in concealment during the drought, and ventures into the fresh wet grass as a welcome

change from the muddy ditches in which it has been forced to reside. It can also find a plen-

tiful supply of food on the moist herbage ;
and as on account of its peculiar formation it is

able to move on land with considerable ease, its migrations will often extend to considerable

distances.

The Cora-mota is remarkably tenacious of life, and can survive the severest wounds for a

wonderfully long period. The natives of India take advantage of this peculiarity, and with

the disregard of inflicting torture that seems to be inherent in the Oriental mind, are in the

habit of selling the fish piecemeal, and cutting it up for sale while still living. Indeed, the

habitues of the market will not pay the best price if the fish does not flinch from the knife.

The color of this species is brown crossed with several dark bars. Its length seldom

exceeds a foot.

Another species of this genus, the BARCA (Ophiocephalus barca), is a much handsomer

fish, attains a considerable size, and is considered to be useful for the table. This fish is one

of the mud-lovers, living for the most part in holes excavated in the banks of Indian rivers,

and only putting out its head in search of prey.
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The color of this species is vi.il.-t ^jH.tt.^1 profusely with Hack, and the fins are marked
with sundry Ixild bars ami dots. In length it often attain-- three f.trt.

I'm remarkable HAND-FISH, or SNAKE-FISH (Cepola rubrscent), is an example of a curious

famih, consisting <>f one genus only, and alxxit --\. u -). -i. -.

The Hand -fish is not uncommon in the Mediterranean. though it is seldom taken <>IT the

coast*. It> li\ is long and much ((impressed, like that of the vaagmar, ali.-.i.|\

and when winding its way throiiL'h tin- translucent water, its carmine body with

the glittering scaly mail have earned fr it the [opnlar names of l-'n:i l-'i \MI. and l.'i i>

Little is known of ita habits, except that it is a -lion- l..\ ing fish, delighting to baak under
the heavy maaBes of sheltering sea-weed, and that it feed smostly on mollu.sks and crnstacea.

Several specimens of this fish have been found on the beach after a storm ; and Mr. Yarrell

BAKCA -

remnrks, with some acumen, that all the fish formed after this pattern, with their compressed
bodies affording little resistance to the water, and their length preventing the concentration
of muscular force upon a single centre of motion, are ill fitted for combating tempestuous
waters, and are flung about at the mercy of the waves.

The head of the Band-fish is small, and the eye is full and very large, ita diameter being

nearly half the depth of the head. The body is greatly compressed, slender, and very smooth ;

the scales being minute and glittering in the sunbeams. The dorsal fin extends from the top
of the head to the end of the tail, and the anal fin i.s nearly aa long. Its color is rather vari-

able, shades of purple and orange exhibiting themselves in certain specimens. In all examples,
however, red is the predominant hue. The length of the adult Band-fish is usually about
fifteen or twenty inches.

Is the curious species which Mom; to the genus Centris.-jd, or spike-bearing fishes, the

body is much compressed, and one of the spines of the first dorsal fin is long, sharp, and

powerful. The bones which form the front of the head are greatly prolonged, and are modi-
fied into a kind of long tube, at the end of which is placed the narrow month. It is thought
that the fish obtains ita food by sucking it along the tube, the needful vacuum being formed

by the dilatation of the throat.

The BKLLOWS-FISH, sometimes called the TIM MI-KI -n-it and the SKA SNIPE, is most com-
mon in the Mediterranean. It prefers to reside in moderately deep water, and is mostly found
where the bottom of the sea Ls muddy. Its food is not ]m-<-ise|y known, but is thought to

consist of minute marine animals. The first spine of the dorsal tin is enormously huge, strong,

sharply pointed, and armed on its under surface with a row of saw-like teeth, that must render
it a very efficient weapon of offence. The spine is also movable. The flesh of this fish is eat-
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able
;
but as the head occupies so large a portion, the amount of flesh is rather small when

compared with the size of the fish.

THE family which now comes before our notice is in many ways remarkable, and deserves

some little attention before proceeding to the remaining fishes.

In the Fistularidfe the snout is greatly prolonged, as in the preceding family, and bears

the mouth at the end of a bony tube. The body, however, is extremely long and snake-like,

and there is no long spine to the dorsal fin. There are only two genera in this family, the one

being covered with scales, and the other destitute of these appendages.
The TOBACCO-PIPE FISH is found in several parts of the tropical Atlantic, and is notable

for its very peculiar form. The body is without scales, and the tail-fin is deeply forked, the

TOBACCO-PIPE FISH. Ftetularia tabaocaria.

two central rays being sometimes united and prolonged into a lengthened filament, and at

others separate, but still elongated. The outer edge of the tube is either smooth or very

slightly notched. The color of this fish is greenish olive, and the upper parts of the body
are marked with blue streaks and spots. In some specimens, the back takes a reddish

brown hue.

THERE is a curious family of fishes, termed the Mastacembelidse, in which the body is

long and eel-like, covered with little scales, and remarkable for the odd-looking snout and its

appendage.
In these strange-looking fishes, of which the SPOTTED MASTACEMBELUS (Mastacembelus

maculdlus) is a good example, the dorsal fin is very long, its front portion consisting of a

number of short free spines. The anal fin is also furnished with similar spines, and the

ventral fins are altogether wanting. The gill-openings are reduced to a narrow slit, and the

movable appendage of the upper jaw is smooth on its under side. The jaws are furnished

with minute teeth, and the lower jaw is but slightly movable. In all the species of this genus,

with the exception of the Spotted Mastacembelus, the prseoperculum is armed at its angle

with small teeth.

This species is found in the fresh waters of Java and Sumatra. The dorsal fin joins that

of the tail, which is again joined by the long anal fin. The color of the fish is brown, diversi-

fied with darker blotches, and the fins are edged with yellow.
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FLAT FISHES; PLEURONECTID.<E.

TlIK Flat Fishes, as they an- ]opulaily called, or tin- lMfin.,n.-. -tida>, as they are

ntilically. an- among the most remarkable of tin- linnx tril-. Tin- latter na is of Greek

origin, ami signifies side-swimmer, in allusion to the IIHH!.- of progression usually adopted 1>\

tin--.- ti-!i'--.

The COM M ! of tin- most familiar o f the flat fishes.

The Soli- ran U- taken by tip- lin-. I'tit tin- fishermen always use the trawl-net, a kind of

huge dredge, with a mouth that often exceeds thirty feet in width. As these nets are drawn

along the led of the sea, the great beam which edges the mouth scrapes tin- mini and sand,

and alarms tin- li-h to -udi an extent that th>-\ .ia-h wildly :il>ut. and mostly dart into the

n. -t, whence they n ever escape. Vast numbers of Soles an- taken by tliis method of fishing, and

as the trawls brine to tin- surface mormons quantities of crustaceans molliisks, zoophytes,

and otln-r marine inhabitants, tlie ener^-tic naturalist cannot employ his time lietter than in

taking a sail in one of these Ixiats. and enduring a few hours' inroim-nii nre for the sake of the

rich harve.st which he is sure to reap.

It is u hardy fi-h, and can SIMHI IM- acclimatized to live in fresh water; and it is said that

under such circumstances ;h. fi-h can ! readily fattened, and l>ecomes nearly twice as thick as

when lip-d in the si-a. Soni.-tini.^ the Sdes ventnn- into tip- months of rixer-, pa>sin.ir alxmt

four or live miles into th.- fr.-sh water, and dejM>.sjtini; their multitudinous e^ys in such Icx-.ilities.

Thn ZEBRA SOLE is a native of Japanese waters, and is remarkable for the waving dark

llreaks with which its i . is covered, an<l which beut jresit
!- -ail -lam \>< \\\>- --n i]- up<.n

the zebra's hide. In habits it appears to resemble the common -[.ecies.

The LEMO OX FI:KM M SOLE (X mm], derives tin- former of tln-M- titles fi-om

the lemon-yellowcolor of its upper surface, and the latt-r from the localities in which it

Is most commonly found. It is found generally about sixteen miles off the Kntrlish coasts.

The color of thN ti-li is orange, mixe<l with light brown, and mottled with little round spots

of wood-brown. It is wider in pi-ojxirtion to its length than the common Sole. Another

species, the \ \I:IK.\IKD SOLE (SoUa n>/ / naylw known by the n-<ldi-li brown color,

loud. -<! with dark brown. The body is rather thick in proportion to ita length.

The SOI.ENETTE, or LITTLE SOI.K > .l/-/////<7/// //.% /////////////), is seldom more than five

inches long, and of a reddish -brown color, without cloudings.

Perhaps the most remarkable of these fishes is the TRA.N-T .\I:KNT SOLE (Achirug

pelluridiu.)
This rare and interesting fish is a native of the Pacific Ocean, and is notable for the

extreme pellucidity of its body, which is so marvellously transparent, that when swimming in

a vase of water, or lying on the bottom, the algM- or stones can In- distinctly seen through its

structures. It is quite colorless, except a very -lender and very delicate pink streak on the

edge of the back, and several similar lines njxm the sides ; the perfect but glass-like skeleton

is hardly to be detected, and even the viscera are almost invisible. It is a very little fish,

appearing not to exceed two inches in length ;
but its u Mr h is proportionately great, so that

the fish assumes a nearly circular form. The eyes are silvery-white, and the pectoral fins are

wholly absent.

The AMERICAN SOLE (Ach hnx Uneatus). This ti-li is found from Cape Cod southward.

At one time a notion prevailed that the flesh was not eatable, but the truth is, it is not

only wholesome, but very delicate. It is called Calico and Hoe-choke Cover Clip in New

Jersey, and Spotted Sole in Massachusetts.

THK well-known TfRBOT, so widely and so worthily celebrated for the tirm delicacy of its

flesh, inhabits many of the European coasts, and is generally found in tolerable abundance.

Lake all flat fishes, it mostly haunts the sandy bed of the sea, but will sometimes -wim boldly

to the surface of the water. It is a restless and wandering fish, traversing considerable

\istances as it feeds, and generally moving in small companies.
Vot- OL-M.
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The SPOTTED TURBOT (BotTius maculatus) is a small species, not very familiar
;
called in

New Jersey Window Pane, and in New York Sand Flounder. Its range is from Cape Cod to

Hatteras. Mitchell described it as the New York Plaice (Pleuronectus maculatus), and it

is also called Watery Flounder. It has been sold in New England as English Turbot, and
is nearly, if not quite equally good a food-fish, as the latter. Its common name, Sand

Flounder, associated with that of the miserable Flounders of our harbors, does not help its

reputation as an edible. A species called Smooth Plaice is common along the coast from

Maine southward. Several other species of Flounders are known.

ANOTHER flat fish, the BRILL (Pleuronectes rhombus), called in Scotland the BONNET

FLEUK, and in other places known by the names of KITE and BRETT, is held in much estima-

tion for the sake of its flesh, which is but little inferior to that of the turbot, and is, indeed,

sometimes fraudulently substituted for that fish. The Brill resembles the turbot in food and

habits as well as in appearance, but does not attain the same dimensions, seldom exceeding
seven or eight pounds in weight. The skin of the dark side is devoid of the bony tubercles

which are found in the turbot. Its color is reddish-brown, mottled with a darker tint of the

same color, and variegated with numerous round white spots of a pearly lustre. On account

of these spots the Brill is sometimes called the PEARL. When young, the pale reddish-brown

is covered with spots of black or very dark brown.

PASSING by the two species of Topknots, we come to the PLAICE, so well known by the

bright red spots which are scattered over its dark side.

This is one of the commonest of the flat fishes, and, happily for the poor, is taken in such

quantities that it supplies nutritious aliment at a very low rate of purchase. It is taken

chiefly with the trawl-net, but can be captured with the line, as it bites freely at a bait,

generally the common lugworm, and is one of the fish that is most iisually caught by amateur

sea-fishers. Even the shrimpers take large quantities of small Plaice in their nets
;
and along

the coast this fish is so numerous, that at low water it may be seen in great numbers darting
over the sandy flats, the white surface glittering in the light as the little creatures dash wildly

along in their terror of the approaching enemy.

THE FLOUNDER, MAYOCK FLEUK, or BUTT, is quite as common as the plaice, and is found

in salt, brackish, or fresh water, sometimes living in the sea, sometimes inhabiting the mouths
of rivers, and sometimes passing up the stream for many miles. As this fish is capable of

living in fresh water, it has often been transferred to ponds, and will there fatten rapidly.

The color of the Flounder is usually brown, taking a darker or lighter shade, according
to the nature of the ground on which the fish rests, those that inhabit the muddy shores being

nearly black, and those which prefer the sand taking a yellower hue. Generally, the eyes
and the color are on the right side, but reversed specimens are very common, and in some

instances the fish has been entirely white or wholly brown. The average weight of the Flounder

is three or four pounds.

ONE or two other examples of the flat fishes deserve a passing notice.

The COMMON DAB (Platessa limanda) is plentiful upon sandy coasts, and may at once be

recognized by the roughness of its surface, or structure, which has gained for it the specific

title of Limanda, or file-back the Latin word lima, signifying a file. Its flesh is very good,
and is thought to be in best condition from the end of January to April. Its color is pale

brown, and its length seldom exceeds eight inches.

A VERY large species of flat fish is called the HALIBUT (Hippoglossus ttulgaris). The flesh

is tolerably good, but is rather dry and without much flavor. It is rather longer in proportion
to its width than is generally the case among flat fishes. Its color is brown of different shades,

and the surface smooth, the small, oval-shaped scales which cover it being soft and without

projections. This fish attains a large size, specimens of five feet in length not being uncommon.
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The largest example <>ti record measured al-.\. -.-\en f.--t in l.-tiirih. :in<l \\.-iirhed more than

three hundred INHIII.!-

Tli.- Il:ilil>ui i- finind in :ill n.nili.Tn seas, x.mli. t<> I Y:m. .- and San Fiam-i-.-.,. It reaches

:i weight of -loo |N>tind.H. Ih. Ston-r records an example, mi the authority .if Mr. Newcomb, a

not.-d fishmonger 'f Iloston Market, as weighing 42*> i-onmls, after tin- head ami 1 towels were

removed. Tin- Halibut li-hitur M|" < iraml ami (M-<.IXI-'S I tanks is an imiM)rtant imlu-ti v .

As an edible it ranks high. Givat numbers are taken in Massachusetts Bay. Dr. Storer

adds, in relation to ueL'ht : "The largest specimen nf which 1 ha\c an\ certain knowledge,
wa- taken al New I x :_ . n.-ai Port land. M.iin--. in 1- '7. ;n ! \\.-i-li--l upw urd- ..f r,oo

p, mii'l-."

At Nantucket there w-n- once employed eighty vessels, of from 00 to 80 tons burthen

each. in this li-hei\. Ancient names of tlii> Mi an- /-'Ay, and Ihllmt.

A species culled (ini-nland Halilmt is fouml in tlic northern seas.

THE COD.

TIIK well known COD-FISH is a native <>f many seas, and in some localities is found in

This most iiM-ful tih is raptured in va>t iiiiiiilM'rs at certain seasons of the year, and is

always taken with the hook and line. The lines are of two descriptions, namely, the long
lines to which a great number of short lines are attached, and the simple hand-lines which are

held by the lUln-mien. The long lines sometimes run to an extraordinary length, and shorter

lines, technically called snoods, are affixed to the long line at definite distances. Whatever

may be the length of the snoods, they are fastened at intervals of double their length, so as to

guard against the entanglement of the hooks. For example, if the snoods are six feet long,

they are plac.-d twelve feet apart on the line ; if four feet long, eight feet apart, and so on.

To the end of each snood is attached a baited hook, and as the sharp teeth of the fish

miiiht sever a single line, the portion of the snood which i-* near the hook is composed of a

number of separate threads fastened loosely together, so as to permit the teeth to pass 1,,-t ween

the strands. At each end of the long line is fastened a float or buoy, and when the hooks

have been Iwited with sand lauuce, limjiets, whelks, and similar substances, the line is ready
for action.

The boat, in which the line is ready coiled, makes for the fishing-place, lowers a grapnel
or -mall anchor, to which is attached the buoy at one end of the line, and the vessel then sails

off, paying out the line as it proceeds, and always "shooting"' the line across the tide, so as to

prevent the hooks from being washed against each other, or twisted round the line, which is

n-iially -hot in the interval U-tweeii the ebb and flow of the tide, and hauled in at the end of

about six hour-.

As soon as the long line lias been fairly shot, and l>oth end- firmly affixed to the grapnels,
ill-- ti-h'Tinen improve the next six hours by angling with short lines, one of which is held in

each hand. They thus capture not only Cod-fish, but haddock, whiting, hake, pollack, ami

various kinds of Hat li-he-. ( >n favorable occasions, the quantity of fish raptured by a single

boat is very great, one man having taken more than four hundred Cod alone in ten hours.

The Cod is a most uncertain fish in its habits, sometimes haunting the same locality fora

number of successive years, and then suddenly leaving it and repairing to some si>t where not

a fish might be found on the preceding year. New fishing-grounds are frequently discovered,

and it sometimes happens that the ti-henuen are fortunate enough to alight on a spot hitherto

untouched, where, to use the graphic description of a sailor, the Cod are "as big as donkeys,
ind :us common as Macklx-rrie-."

Rockall, for instance, i- one .f the discoveries of this nature. It is a sandbank in the North

Atlantic. al>ont 136 miles from St. Kilda. and only di-tini.r ui-hable \>\ a small rock like a rude

haystack. The Cod are there so plentiful and so large that -ach fi-hing-boat sold her five days'
catch for |700; ami after due preparation, the ti-h were dis|msed of at nearly double that prir--.

A irreat part of the estimation in which thi- ti-h i- held depends upon the perfect manm-r
in which it takes salt, and the length of time during which it can be preserved in an eatable
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state. Salted Cod is to many persons a great dainty, but to others, among whom I must be

reckoned, it is insufferably offensive, and even with all the additions of sauce and condiment

is barely eatable.

The Cod is sometimes sent away in a fresh state, but is often split and salted on the spot,

packed in flats on board, and afterwards washed and dried on the rocks. In this state it is

called Klip-fish or Rock-fish. The liver produces a most valuable oil, which is now in greafc

favor for the purpose of affording strength to persons afflicted with delicate lungs or who show

symptoms of decline. The best oil is that which drains naturally from the livers as they are

thrown into a vessel which is placed in a pan filled with boiling water. The oil is then care-

fully strained through flannel, and is ready for sale.

HADDOCK. Morrhua ceglfflnut. WHITING. JUerlanf/tu milgcult. COD.GadU4<zyl<iflnus.

The roe of the Cod is useful for bait, the sardine in particular being very partial to that

substance. Much of the roe is stupidly wasted by the fisherman, who carelessly flings into the

sea a commodity of which he can sell any amount, and for which he can obtain two dollars

and a half per hundredweight. In Norway, the dried heads of the Cod are used as fodder for

cows, and, strange to say, the graminivorous quadrupeds are very fond of this aliment.

Like several other marine fish, the Cod can be kept in a pond, provided the water be salt
;

and if the pond should communicate with the sea, these fishes can be readily fattened for the

table. Several such ponds are in existence, and it is the custom to transfer to them the

liveliest specimens that have been caught during the day's fishery, the dead or dying being

either sold or cut up as food for their imprisoned relatives. These fishes are extremely vora-

cious, and will eat not only the flesh of their kinsmen, but that of whelks and other mollusks,
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which lire abundantly thrown in tin-in. It is found ih:ii under this treatim-nt the Cod is firmer,

thicker, an. I hcaxier in pm|.m iimi i.. iis length, than if ii hail l>een Buffered to room at large

in tin- s-.i.

Tin- color >f il, ' rreen, rather mottled with deejer tints, and the alxlonii-n in

white. 'I'll.- hi-ail i^ xi-rx lanre. there ia a long, Ili-shy barbule on tin- chin, and the pupil of

tin- e\e is blue. Varieties i:i ..lor ami exen in form an- not utiri>iiiiiinn. and in sum*- cases an-

thought in ! produced l>y ditTi-n-n<-- i>f di-t and locality. Tin- average length of an adult

Cod-tisli is alxnit thn-e f.-et, ami its weight twelve pounds.
Tin- Common Cod < </'<"/'/ x callaritu, L. >. having a range extending from the northern seas

to Virginia, and from On-iron to Japan, is tin- nii.si important of all food-fishes. It is taken

along the coast of Massachusetts during the whole year, leaving the vicinity of land in

February and uoim; into deeper water. Durini; the
i >reparation of the State Reports of Mas-

sachus,-tts mi Natural History. Dr. Storer, of Boston, had occasion, in his task of writing up
tin- histories of the fishes, in rniisiilt several xvell-known ami reliable authorities. Among
them. .Jonathan .b.hnson. of Naliant. is pnnninent. \Ve had the pleasure of his acquaintance,

and have j>ersonal knowlelge of the great services he, as well as some others in the tr.ide,

extended to orient i tic obserxers. !! states that the largest Cod he has seen taken weighed

eighty -eiirht jM>nn<ls. Mr. Hoibrook, a fishmonger in Boston Market. n-]H)rted to Dr. Storer

that he "saw taken, in the spring of 1>7, at New Ledge, near Portland, Me., a Cod that

weighed one hundred and seven pounds, which had barnacles on its head us large as one's

thumb."

Tin- AMI KM .xx COD is very voracious, attacking and feeding on smaller fishes, crustaceans,

and marine shell-tishes. During the winter months the Cod-fishes have their stomachs full of

small mollnsks. crustaceans, xxm-in-. etc., which an- obtained on the rocks in deep water.

Boston is supplied largely with fresh Cod and haddock by small vessels sent out from

Nahatit and Swampsroti. These vessels averse about fifty tons, and are built much after

tin- models of the pilnt Imats, l>eing staunch and fleet. The \x riter once accept^l an invitation

to take a place on board and accompany the crew on one of their winter day trips.
" Green's

Harbor ground" is a favorite place for Cod and haddock fishing at this season. There we

came to anchor after three hours' sail ; having started from home at the early hour of 2 A. M.

This early start brings tln-m on the grounds at daylight, when the fishes bite more briskly.

Of the six men, each has his boat on deck. They are put out at distances from each other,

and after four or five hours' fishing are ready to be picked up ; the vessel lying to during tin-

day until then. \Ve were clothed, like the others, in heavy woolens, and an oil-cloth suit overall,

with Son -Wester" hat. The boots are immensely heavy, and being soaked with tar, become

imiNTvions to wet. Heavy woolen mittens for the hands, most singularly afford complete com-

fortduring tin- intense col. 1 by frequent immersion in a bucket of sea-water, the mittens being

snaked in it. >< l,.n- as this u :( s ,l,,ne the hands n-mained warm, (in-eifs llailr is din-ctly

opjHtsite Daniel Webster's estate, at Marshfield, Mass., and is a favorite resort for fishermen

for Boston market. Cod-fish that live around the shore, among the algffi, become delicate, and

are often quite brilliant in color. Their fiesh is tender and sweeter than those of the deep sea.

The TOM COD is a miniature of the Cod-fish, reaching in the colder waters of Maine about

twelve inches. Hut farther south it is usually about eight inches in length. In the fall, when

the first cold weather tomes, this is called Frost-fish, and is taken by the hook from our

wharves. It is a savory fish. Dr. Mitchell says it has been taken in great numbers in the

cr.-.'ks |.\ a '..mm.'ii ln-. ih-- fishes L.-in- >n abundant. Its nmtre i-. from Ni-w fnuiidland to

Hatteras.

The Codlings, of genus Phyci*, are represented by several species in our American waters

north of Hatteras. One is railed Squirrel Hake, and Chuss in New York ; American Hake in

A Knirland. It is also called Ling, a picture of which will be seen on same cut with Sly

Silunis. nn a following page. These fishes are caught at niyht. During the bright summer
ni_'hts. off Naliant, the light dancing dories of the Swampscott fishermen may be seen manned

by busily engaged fishers for the local markets. This fish varies from ten to thirty pounda

weight. Cask is another variety allied to the preceding.
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OF several other species of this genus we may mention the DORSE (Morrhua callai ias),

the HADDOCK (Morrhua ceglefinus), a well-known and very valuable fish, which is represented
in the previous illustration, and the WHITING, POUT, SMELTIE, or KLEG (Morrhua lusca), so

often manufactured into whitings by the simple process of slicing off certain parts of the fish,

skinning it, and pushing its tail through the head. In this state it is sold and consumed as

whiting ;
and as one fish is just as good as the other, the consumer suffers no injury, and the

enterprising vendor is recompensed for his trouble. The Pout is graphically termed by the

fishermen the Stinkalive, because it becomes putrid so soon after death. While living, various

iridescent colors play over the surface of the fish, but as soon as it is dead the colors and the

dark bands disappear, and the whole upper surface becomes of a dull yellow-brown, the

abdomen being whitish with a tinge of blue-gray.

THE common WHITING (Merlangus milgaris), which is also figured in the previous illus-

tration, is closely allied to the fishes of the preceding genus, and is too well known to need

description. The COAL-FISH (Merlangus carbonarius), and the POLLACK (Merlangus pol-

lachius), belong to the same genus as the whiting ;
and the HAKE (Merludus vulgaris) is

closely allied to them.

THE EELS.

IN the large and important group of fishes to which our attention is now drawn,
the ventral fins are wholly wanting, the body is long, snake-like, smooth, and slimy

SAND EEL, OR HORNKL8. AnunodyUt toManiu.

on the exterior, and in many cases covered with very little scales hidden in the thick,

soft skin.

OUR first example is the SAND LAUNCH, a very common fish on many coasts, and usually
found wherever the shore is of a sandy character. The generic name Ammodytes signifies

sand-diver, and is given to this fish in consequence of its habit of burying itself in the wet

sand, where it remains hidden and secure from marine foes.

THE FIERASFERS are small fishes of tropical waters, parasitic or commensal in echino-

derms and mollusks
;
allied near the eel-pouts and sand eels.
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While resident on th- Florida K. . f. ;it l-'m-t .l.-fT.-rson. \v,' discovered a Fieraafer living in

a larp- Hnlnthiiiia. At this tiin.-. is.v.. this was a novelty to naturalist*. Since then epw-iwi

have been found in other |wirts of the world, and in \arious objects.

Th<- larp- Il.il.)tluiri:i. or Sea Cucumber <>f tin- K--f. is <>fi-n i-i^ht^-n inrlu-.s in Imgth ;

and it is aluind:intly sptvad over the n--f in shoul water. Tin- \i-itnr. i" ssiiliiiK li-isun-lx in

th.-s.- wat.-i-x. ni:i\ i-a.-li i>ne easily from his seat in the bout. Lift UH- rn>:ituro intoa htirkft

of water: he soon exhausts the oxygen of *> small amonnt of wati-r, and tliere peefia out from

his niontli another creature that requires more oxygen than is left, and thus asserts his rights

l>\ l.-a\iii-. It isafisb, a Fierasfer, that so appears, and adeli<-at<> tnii^iuin-nt one it is, of

eight inches in l.-n-tli. Its name Fierasfer is derived from the Greek, meaning sleek and

'

shining, in allusion to its great delicacy. Its habit of living protected within the halls of the

great echinoderm renders its exterior tissues delicate, if indeed it be not originally made so.

Who can tell? These cases of parasitic or, more properly, commensal lift- an-, indeed, puz-

zling. This species is Piera^fer dubius (Putnam), and its locality is recorded as Florida Keys
to Cuba.

ANOTHER species of this genus, the SAND EEL, or HORNELS (Ammodytes tobianu\ is

sometimes mistaken for the preceding species, from which, however, it may be distinguished

l>\ its greater size, its larger head, the farther M-ttini; back of the dorsal fin. the browner color,

and more opaque body, \\li.-n full-grown, the Sand Eel will reach the length of a foot or

inches.
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THE SHARP-NOSED EEL, represented in the engraving on page 271, derives its name from
the shape of its head, and by that structure may be distinguished from the second species. In

their habits the Eels are so similar, that the present species will be taken as an example of the

whole genus.
Eels are found in almost all warm and temperate countries, and grow to a very large size

in tropical regions. They are, however, impatient of cold, and in the extreme northern or

southern parts of the world are not to be found. In many of the Pacific islands these fish are

held in great estimation, being preserved in ponds and fed by hand, and in New Zealand they
afford one of the staple articles of consumption. In some parts of the world, however, a

strong prejudice exists against Eels, probably on account of their resemblance to snakes, and

even a hungry man will not eat one of these wholesome and nutritioiis fish.

The Eel is one of the most mysterious river fishes, and although much is now known that

formerly was involved in obscurity, there is still much to learn respecting its habits, and,

more especially, its mode of reproduction. It is probable, that difference of locality may
influence the Eel and cause difference of habit

;
but it is certain, that, if a number of practical

observers set themselves to watch the Eel and its customs, their accounts would vary
in the most perplexing manner, and to build a theory upon so unsafe a basis is quite

impossible.
The Common Eel (Anguilla rostrata) is abundant along the Atlantic coast, from Maine to

Mexico, ascending all the streams and resident in the Mississippi valley.

The BROAD-NOSED EEL is at once to be distinguished by the greater breadth of its head,

bluntness of its nose, and soft unctuousness of its body. It does not seem to attain so great

a size as its sharp-nosed relative. Besides these species, I mention a third Eel, the SNIG,

which is known by its olive-green back and the golden-yellow of the under parts. The Grig
is a term applied by fishermen to any Eel of a small size, and even the name of Snig is

employed in a very vague fashion.

THE well-known CONGER EEL is a marine species, very common in our seas, and being

most usually found on the rocky portion of the coast.

This useful fish has, of late years, come into more general use than formerly, and

its good qualities are more appreciated. The flesh, though not very palatable if dressed

unskilfully, is now held in some estimation, and for the manufacture of soup is thought
to be almost unrivalled. The fishermen can now always obtain a ready sale for the Congers ;

and those which are not purchased for the table are mostly bought up and made into

isinglass. It often attains to a very great size, measuring ten feet in length, and weighing
more than a hundred pounds.

The Conger Eel (Conger niger) is the same in species, found in Europe and East Indies,

and on our Atlantic coast. In Europe it grows to a large size, and appears to be more

plentiful, weighing one hundred pounds and measuring ten feet in length. A strong diversity

of opinion exists concerning its value as food. In the fourteenth century it was prized, and

was reserved by the nobility. A special preparation of this fish formed an established trade

in the west of England in the time of King John. This preparation was dried Conger, called

Conger doust, or Sweet Conger, which was exported to Spain.

THE beautifully mottled MUR^ENA is tolerably common in the Mediterranean, but is scarce

towards the northern coasts.

In former days the Muraena was held in great distinction by epicures ;
and the wealthy

were accustomed to preserve them in ponds built for that special purpose. In these ponds the

Murana were fattened, and several of the aristocrats labored under the imputation of feeding

them with an occasional slave, whenever an ill-fated domestic had the misfortune to offend

them. The flesh is very white in color, and of a peculiar and very delicate flavor. This fish

can live either in salt or fresh water, but appears to prefer the sea.

The color is golden-yellow in front and purple towards the tail
;
and the whole body

is covered with bands, irregular rings, and spots of deep and pale gold, purple, and brown.
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Hie dorsal tin Infills a little behind tin- head and runs t> tli.- tail. \\ln-n- it is unit-d with the

anal tin. lloth the-*- tins are. ho\\e\er. low and ll-hs , and not at all conspicuous. The

length of tlii> fish i> extremeh \ariable; one captured specimen measured four fe*>t four

indies in length.

Tin- Mnr.-i-na. ,// /<//<//*>, is found fnnii ( 'li:iiltton, 8. C., to Florida.

li> ii-ual l.'ii-tli is alHnit t\M>ni\ inches. Its >lia]ie is somewhat like that of the Blenniea.

its |.rn]-iisit\ to liitf. and p>li*rul ui){M-aruilO8, are 8Ugg< snake.

'I'm KLBCTRIC EKI i- <-\.n UK !-. P nmrkable for its capability of delivering powerful
electric sliiN-ks tliall the

MTILBNA -

The Elertric VA-] is a native of Southern America, and inhabits the rivera of that warm
and Verdant country. The orpins which enable it to produce such wonderful effects are

double. aid lie alon.tr the Inxly. the on.- ujH>n the other.

'I he reader \\ ill ivinemU'r that in the (<>r]M*do the electric effei-t was produced by a number
of little columns ;

in the Klectric K-l. the corresponding organ consists of a great numter
of divi-ions, te-hnically called septa." which are again subdivided by leaser tnn

ineiiiliriin-x. One organ is always larger than the other; and it was found that in a fish

in- .I-M! in_- .:..,', two IM! '' tabM in i'-n-th. lii.-p- \\.-i.- tliiit\ -f..ur -epta in the laiL'-'r

organ and fourteen in the ^mailer. On an average two hundred and forty transverse

membranes are packed in each inch, theivl.y -king avast extent of electricity-producing
surface. It \\a.s calculated by Laoepede. that tlie expanse of this organ in an Klectric Eel of

four feet in length is equivalent to one hundn-<l and twenty-three square feet, while that of a

large torpedo only equals fifty-eight feet.

You IB.-*
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In the native country of these fishes they are captured by an ingenious but somewhat
cruel process. A herd of wild horses are driven to the spot and urged into the water. The

alarmed Gymnoti, finding their domains thus invaded, call forth all the terrors of their

invisible artillery to repel the intruders, and discharge their pent-up lightnings with fearful

rapidity and force. Gliding under the bellies of the frightened horses, they press themselves

against their bodies, as if to economize all the electrical fluid, and by shock after shock

generally succeed in drowning several of the poor quadrupeds.

Horses, however, are of but slight value in that country, hardly, indeed, so much valued

as pigeons in North America, and as fast as they emerge from the water in frantic terror,

are driven back among their dread enemies. Presently the shocks become less powerful, for

the Gymnotus soon exhausts its store of electricity, and when the fishes are thoroughly

fatigued they are captured with impunity by the native hunters. A most interesting account

of this process is given by Humboldt, but is too long to be inserted in these pages.

ELECTRIC EEL. Qymnotus eltctricut.

Several of these wonderful fish have been brought to foreign countries in a living state. 1

well remember a fine Gymnotus that lived in captivity. Numbers of experimenters were

accustomed daily to test its powers ;
and the fatal, or at all events the numbing, power of the

stroke was evident when the creature was supplied with the fish on which it fed. Though

blind, it was accustomed to turn its head towards the spot designated by the splashing of the

attendant's finger, and as soon as a fish was allowed to fall into the water the Gymnotus would

curve itself slightly, seemed to stiffen its muscles, and the victim turned over on its back,

struck as if dead by the violence of the shock.

When full-grown, the Electric Eel will attain a length of five or six feet, and is then a

truly formidable creature. The body is rounded, and the scales small and barely visible.

According to Marcgrave, the native name for this fish is Carapo.

WE have already seen some examples of fishes where the body is extremely transparent, and

now come to an entire family where this peculiarity is the chief and most obvious characteristic.
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The skeleton i,f tin- Ix-ptocephalida-. or <ila>s Iv-N a- th.-y are termed. fmin their Kel-like

.ha|- :iii'l -in_-ii!ai trallslucency, i- \>-i\ i in
|
M-I I'.-rt. ni.T.-l) c. >IIMM in_r

( ..iilil.iu''. :ili'l -"

slight that i-xi-ii in the head. where th- 'lenLTth is n^pim-d. tin- bniin ran IN- seen

through tin- traii-liio-nt skull in wliicli it li.-s. Their IN..!!.-, an- alwax - .-\ti.-iii. l\ romp !--.. I

and mostly leaf-like, so transparent that when him; in a \essel containing water ih,-\ would

hardh be noticed, and the lateral line is formed b\ (In- intersection of lln- inns. !.-<.

Tin- I'U.-NOM n lii \ Ki i. may l* knuwn b\ tin- l.-iujth.'iml form of its li.-a.l and snout.

which juv far lonp-r in |pn>]>ortion t<i tln> <liin-ii>-i'>ns of tin- tisli than in any otlicr incinlNT of

tli.- fainilx. 'I'll.- -- 'H.-ii.- i.-ini ll\.'|.ioin-. lit.-r.illy >iL.
r niti"' -win.- U-aki-il. and in foinii-r d:i\>

.i- applitil to a ivrtain kind of calli-y \\liidi hutl a long and slightly turnM-up U-ak. Th-
-nddt-n hi-i.ulit of tin- Imtly jn-t U-hind tin- ln-al i-* vt-ry ii-inarkal)li>, and on cloHe examination,
a row of niiicoii> jMiii-s will 1- found alon^ the jaws and on the ln-ad. The eyes an- not very

larp
1
. and the p-nenil leiiLTth of tlie species Is between four and five incite*. Aaits Bpecitic

name ini|M>it-, it h:i- I ..... n taken at M.-^-ina.

Th. 11 MI: -i MI. i n <;i.v-.s KKI. 1- much lonjrer in proportion than the last-mentioned

gpecies, and its Uxly i- -.. .\ir.-ni.-ly compr->sed that it is hardly thicker than the jmper
on which this account i- printed. This specie* is also found at Medina. The jaws are short

and round, the .-\.- rather small, and the tail ta|*rs away to a hair-like jnnnt. The lengtl)

of this lish is rather nioiv than a foot, and a row of minute points runs aloiii: each edge of th

The typical genus I*-ptN-.-phalu- is a i-ither large one, containing more species than the

finr jmivtling genera together.

The |{OI\II-IIKAIH n ii.\-- KKI. derives its s|M-( -iti.- name of Tjenia, or tape-worm, on
account of its resemblance to that nnpleaaont internal parasite. Its head is, as its name
il.-n.it.-. -\iori and miicli r.-nnded. and tin- e\.-s an- irloliular. proj.-i-t iiiLT. and extii-mely

larp-. The jaws are tolerably well furnished with small teeth. In shape it is long and
rather rounded, and the absence of fins renders ita resemblance to a tape-worm extremely
striking. It seems to be an Asiatic sjM-cies. having Wn captured in India and the neighboring
islands.

In the ANGLESEY M"i:i:is (Lepto*-i/>finhis morrtei), another example of this genus, the

h.-ad is lilunt, the eye moderate, the Ixnly much compressed, and dee|-t at the latter third of

it- l.-nirth. \Vh--n livin-. ii- polished -iirface r--tl.-cts i:l.-ain- ..f iride-.-.-nf li-lit as it wimN it>

graceful way through the sea weeds among which it loves to sojourn, like a ribbon of animated
nacre. Hut when dead and placed in spirits, all the delicate opalescence of ita body fades, and
BOOD deteriorates into an opaque dull whiteness like wet parchment.

THE BLIND-FISH.

THE reader will remember that on several occasions it has been deemed expedient to give
examples of remarkable deviations from the ordinary system, and to call attention to the

wonderful economy of nature, which is most averse to wastefulness, and declines to expend ita

powers on organs that if existing would be in abeyance. A recent example of such modifica-

tion has been given in the proteus, on page 186, that curious reptile, or semi-reptile, which
inhabits caves wherein penetrates no ray of light, and which, having no need of external eyes,
is altogether devoid of such useless organs.

The BUM 1-1 i MI of America affords another instance of similar economy in structure.

Living, like the proteus, in a subterranean and perfectly dark grotto, it needs no eyes, and
in consilience possesses none, their place being merely indicated by two minute black dote
on the sides of the head. The head is naked, but the body is covered with scales and the jaws
are furnished with some small but sharp t.-eth. Its color is whitMi-gray, as is, in<l.-.-|. mostly
the case with animals that have been long deprived of the color-giving sunlight. The grotto
which contains this very remarkable little ti^h j s in Kentucky.

Of the Blind -fishes, family Amblyopsidac, living in caves, three genera are now known.
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Amblyopsis spelaus is found in the caves of Indiana and Kentucky. These Blind-fishes

are of small size, living in subterranean streams and ditches of Central and Southern United

States.

Four species are now known. P. W. Putnam has given us all the information yet pro-

cured about them.

THE HERRING TRIBE; CLUPEID^E.

WE now come to that most valuable family of fishes, the Herring tribe, called technically

Clupeidce, from the Latin word clupea, a herring.

THE well-known ANCHOVY is properly a native of the Mediterranean Sea, though it often

occurs on northern coasts. Indeed, one practical writer on fishes thinks that the capture of

the Anchovy off northern shores is a task that would be highly remunerative if properly

undertaken, and that, with proper pains, the markets in the north might be fully supplied
with Anchovies from their own seas.

This little fish has long been famous for the powerful and unique flavor of its flesh, and is

in consequence captured in vast quantities for the purpose of being made into Anchovy sauce,

Anchovy paste, and other articles of diet in which the heart of an epicure delights. Unfor-

tunately, however, the little fish is so valuable, that in the preparations made from its flesh

the dishonest dealers too often adulterate their goods largely, and palm off sprats and other

comparatively worthless fish for the real Anchovy. As the head is always removed before

the process of potting is commenced, the deception is not easily detected the long head

with its projecting upper jaw and deeply cleft gape affording so clear an evidence of the

identity of the fish, that no one would venture to pass off one fish for the other, if the heads

were permitted to remain in their natural places. The flavor of the veritable Anchovy is

rudely imitated by various admixtures, and its full rich color is simulated by bole armoniac

and other abominations.

The very long generic title Engra/ulis encrasicTiolus was given to it in ancient times, and is

still retained, as being quite appropriate. Its literal signification is "gall-tinctured," and

the name has been given to it on account of the peculiar bitter taste of the head, in which part

the ancients supposed the gall to be placed.

THE COMMON or ALLICE SHAD is extremely plentiful on some of our coasts, but appears

to be a rather local fish, and while it abounds in some places, to be wholly absent from others.

The Shad is fond of ascending rivers, especially if the water be clear; and while the

Thames was still unstirred by the paddles of multitudinous steamboats, and unpolluted by
the contents of countless sewers, this fish would ascend the river for a considerable distance,

and has been taken in good condition near Hampton Court. Some person think that the

flavor of the fish improves in proportion to its proximity to the river source. Except in size,

the Shad bears a very close resemblance to a herring, and in some places is called the King of

the Herrings.
The color of the Shad is dark blue on the upper part of the head and back, variegated

with glosses or reflections of brown and green, either color predominating according to the angle

at which the light falls upon the surface. The remainder of the body is white. There is

another species of this genus, the TWAITE SHAD (Alosa fmta), which is about half the size of

the Allice Shad, weighing on an average about two pounds. Both these fish may be at once

distinguished by a deep cleft or notch in the centre of the upper jaw.

Shad (Clupea sapidissima). This valuable fish is found ranging from Newfoundland to

Florida. Mitchell says it is a regular visitor, coming to us from the ocean as in yearly migra-

tion ;
in March ascending towards the head of the Hudson and other rivers, to breed. Its

average weight is four pounds. The Shad-fishing of the New England States is considerable

in the Connecticut River especially. Some are taken in the Merrimack River. Unlike most
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others of its <;, -mis that come t<. us fi-om th.- north, this (is), comes from the south, to de|*.sit

it- -pawn. In Charleston, 8. C., it appear- in .lanuan . proceeding steadily along the coast, at

Norfolk in 1-Vl.ruary, and reaching New York in March or April, in accordance with the state

of the season. On the constof Massachusetts it appears in Ma\. The shad that reach the

headquarters of the Hudson attain a distance of one hundml and fifty miles from the mouth.
Shad in New England rank low, as the salt-water fishes of the northern coast are superior.
Bast of Boston, Shad are regarded as little better than herring.

THE HERRING (f'/n/i><i hurengus) is undoubtedly the most valuable of fishes, and the one
which could least be spared. In Europe it is at once the luxury of the rich and the nourish-

ment of the poor, capable of preservation throughout a long period, easily packed, quic,

simply dressed, and equally good whether eaten fresh or salted, smoked or jutted.

L TWAITB 8HAD.-JteM>iM. i. SPRAT. -Ohqwi .protfw. I MERINO - (OM4blri Mturml HM.)

During the greater part of the year, the Herring lives in deep water, where its habits are

entirely unknown. About July or August, the Herring is urged, l>y the irresistible foi

instinct, to approach the shores for the purpose of depositing its spawn in the shallow waters,
where the warm rays of the sun may pour their vivifying influence upon the tiny eggs that
will hereafter produce creatures of so disproportionate a si/,.. an<l where the ever-moving tides

may fill the water with free oxygen as the waves dash on the shores and fall buck in whiten- -I

spray, thus giving to the water that sparkling freshness so needful for the development of the
future fish.

The Herring is called Alewife in
v

.rland, Gasperean in the British provinces. Spring
H.-rring, Blue-back, Saw-belly, and Cat-thresher in Main.-. The Narnigansetts called it

Aumscrag. Its range is from Newfoundland to Florida. It is thought that H.-I rings winter in
the Art-tic Circle and pass southward. They appear off the Shetland Islands in April and

nut the grand shoal is not s--n until June. The main body is described as altering the

appearance of the ocean miles in extent, divided in columns of six units' 1,-n-th. In America
the shad run up the rivers in March, the streams being so full they are trampled on at
fording-places.

In Massachusetts the Taunton River is a famous place for Alewives. The erection of
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dams, however, here as elsewhere, has served to check their increase. The English Herring
was once declared to be distinct, but is now regarded as identical with the present species.

The celebrated White-bait was once regarded as an English Herring of a peculiar small kind,

but now it is definitely known that White-bait is the young of the common Herring. Mr.

Blackford informed us that the White-bait, precisely similar to the English, is taken off Coney
Island. Young White-bait were kept in aquarium until they had grown to be twelve inches

in length.

HARD HEAD, or MENHADEN (Brevoortia tyrannus) Moss-bunker, Bony-fish, White-fish,

Bug-fish, Fat-back, Yellow-tail, Pogy, Poghagen, Skippaugs, or Bunkers, so called in various

places. This is one of the most familiar of native fishes, though it is not a food-fish, but a

very valuable one in its services to the fishermen as bait. It is even so numerous at times .as

to be taken in vast quantities for manuring land. Its oil is used largely in cheap painting.

ANOTHER species of this fish, called LEACH'S HERRING (Clupea leachii\ is captured

during the winter months
;
the roe being well developed at the end of January, and the spawn

deposited in February. It is a small species, between seven and eight inches in length.

The common SPRAT is another very useful fish, though not so extensively valued as

the herring.

Like that fish, it swims in vast shoals during the spawning season, which immediately
succeeds that of the herring, so that from July to February and March the public can com-

mand a continual supply of fresh sea-fish, which can be purchased at so cheap a rate as to be

within the reach of all classes, and are, nevertheless, of such excellent flavor that if they were

as scarce as they are plentiful, they would be held in high estimation at the tables of the

wealthy. To the taste of many persons, however, the Sprat is too rich and too strongly

flavored to be in much request.

This fish ia captured in nets of various kinds, the nature of the net mostly depending
on that of the locality ;

and as it swims in shoals quite equal in numbers to those of the

herring, it is taking in countless multitudes when the boats happen to be fortunate in their

selection of a fishing-ground. Now and then the "take" is so enormous that even the

European markets, which usually absorb every eatable article which can be brought for sale,

and often anticipate the future crops or supplies, are at times so overstocked with Sprats that

the fishermen can find no ordinary sale for their perishable goods, and are perforce obliged

to dispose of them to the farmers, who spread them over their lands for manure, most unfra-

grant but exceedingly fertilizing. In color it is very like the herring.

One or two members of this genus demand a brief notice.

The PILCHARD, or GIPSY HERRING (Clupea pilchardus), is another of the gregarious fish,

and is taken about the month of August by a wonderfully intricate system of boats and nets

that seem capable of sweeping every fish out of the sea. Though very like the herring, it may
easily be distinguished by the position of the dorsal fin, which is set so far forward that if the

fish be held by the first ray of that fin its body slopes upward, whereas in the herring it is

nearly balanced and slightly inclines downward.

THE far-famed FLYING-FISH exists hi many of the warmer seas, and derives its popular

name from its wonderful powers of sustaining itself in the air. rts picture is placed on

the next page.
The passage of this fish through the atmosphere can lay no just claim to the title of flight,

for the creature does not flap the wing-like pectoral fins on which it is upborne, and is not

believed even to possess the power of changing its course. As much of the history of the

Flying-fish has been given while treating on the coryphene, the reader is referred to the

description of that fish on page 248, where may also be seen an illustration of the attitudes
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assumed by the Flying fish a- it speeds its COUP* through the air while attempting to avoid

it- deailh foe Ix-ncath.

HKKOI:I j.r.
< . . -lin_- 1.1 our next example of the finny tribes, we must briefly notice a

curious lish which -. .
! a kind of balance to the swonl li-li aln-ad\ mentioned, the

-wonl" in this in-tance belonging to the lower in-lead of the up|er jaw. and U-ing formed

. rolonuMtioii of ii- iM.ne-. It i- known by the scientific name of lliiiiiranijihiix nri/i-ntt-iix,

and is found near the -urface of the water in the Pacific Ocean. Its color is uniform sil\. i \

white, Mid its average length is only four inches.

fi.ruiu.ruu.

TITE <Mlil-lK>kini: f;\i:-Ki-ii is known by a vast variety of names, such as SEA PIKE,
M.\< KKKKL (JlIDl. Sl \ Ml I'll. IX)NO-IO>^ ( JoirK IIII.L, HoKNKISH, and (tKKKXRONE, the

last-mentioned title U-in^ .iri\eii t<> it because, when it is l>oile<i, its bones are of a bright green
hue. The name of Mackerel (Juide i* >winu to the fact that it.s spawning season exactly pre-

cedes that of the mackerel, and the other names explain themselves.

THE fierce and voracious PIKE has well earned its titles of Fresh-water Shark and Hiver

Pirate, for though perhaps not one whit more il--tnictive to animal life than the roach, gud-

geon, and other harmless fish, the prey which it devours are of a larger size, and its means of

destruction are so conspicuous and powerful, that its name has long been a )>y wr<i for

pitiless rapacity.

SALMON, TROUT, CARP, ETC.

THE SALMON is undoubtedly the kinp of river ti-h : not so much for ite dimensions, which

are exceeded by one or two giant meml>ers of the tinny triU-. hut for the silvery sheen of its

glittering scales, its wonderful dash and activity, affording magnificent sport to the angler, the

int.-r.-tiii_' natiii--- of its life from the egg to full maturity, and hut, but not least, for the

exquisite flavor and nutritive character of its flesh.
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In former days, before civilization had substituted man and his dwellings for the broad
meadows and their furred and feathered inmates, the Salmon was found in many rivers.

Now, however, there are but few streams where this splendid fish can be seen, for, in the

greater number of European rivers, the water has been so denied by human agency that the
fastidious Salmon will not suffer itself to be poisoned by such hateful mixture of evil odors
and polluted waters

;
and in the few streams where the water is still sufficiently pure for

the Salmon to venture into them, the array of nets, weirs, and all kinds of Salmon traps is so

tremendous, that not one tithe of the normal number are now found in them.
The ingenuity which has be'en exhibited in the invention of these "

infernal machines," as

the fixed nets have been justly termed, and the amount of labor which has been expended in

SALMON. Salnto solar. SALMON TROUT.- Salmo trutta.

their manufacture, are worthy of a better cause
; for in their arrangement the habits of the

fish have been carefully studied, and, in their manufacture, its capabilities have been foreseen.

The evil has, of late years, arisen to so great a height, that the Salmon would soon have been

extirpated from European rivers, had not the nation wisely interfered to prevent the loss

of so much national wealth, and given the fish a fair chance of re-establishing itself in

its former plenty.
The short-sighted persons who plant all these obstructions forget that by this wholesale

destruction of the Salmon they are acting against their own interests, and that if they destroy
tin ill-conditioned and young fish, as well as the adult and healthy Salmon, they condemn
t hemselves to the probability of eating bad fish for the present, and the certainty of total

d< -privation for the future. The fact, however, seems to be, that each petty proprietor of a

fishery is jealous of the neighbors above and below him, and indiscriminately slaughters all
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ti-h ili:ii he can capture in his own waters, simph tliat they ma\ n.i p;ivx into those ,,f hi*

neighbor.

The preservation of this noble fish is truly a subject nf national iiiqM.rtance. and it is to be

hojied tliat. by judicious legislation ami active administration of the law, the Salmon mas i\,,

longer be the rich man's lu\ur\. l>nt again li<>l<l its legitimate place as the poor man'- < -In -ap

sulsistence.

Tin- life history of the Salmon is very interest ini:. ami in in my parts not a little in

terioiis. In the short space which is allowable for tin- subject. 1 will endeavor t.i tnicc tin- life

of a Salmon from its earliest entrance into tin- world to its exit therefrom : putting forward no

particular theories, hut merely enumerating \\. iit.il ol>servati<ms that have Ix-en made
on this curious subject.

\\"e will begin with the cradle that is prepare<l for the expected brood. This is n groove
in tin- gravelly lied of a river, ami is M-(H.|HN! nut l>\ om- or Ixdli of the parents. Kv.-u ln>re a

diaen-jiani-y exists betwt-.-n jir.icti.-al nlt^-rvi-rs. soi f whom av.-r that tin- groove is ma.le by
both jKirents, by means ..f n.tin^ \\itli tlu-ir nows in the frronml : otln-i-s that tin- male Salmon

coops out the jrravi-1 \\ithahook-like app<-nilae that is tlr\f)npi-<l on his chin during the

bretxling-eeason ;
while others d.-,-lan- that tin- mal.- m-v.T troubles himself alnmt the laln.rof

ooo]iin^ the groove, his duty U-iiii,' t<> watch over his mate and to light any other lish of his

ow n s-x and six-t-i.-s
u ho may intrude upon their home, and that the whole task devolves II|HMI

the female, who executes it l,y twirling her tail and not by grubJiing with her snout.

The \\hole processof depositing the iinmer>u- -ipies on the average alnuit ten days,

and, after i; is accomplished, the parent fish leave the eggs to IM- hatched by surrounding

influences, while th.-y themselves quit the spot and i. main in the river for a short ]>eriod

while they n -cover from the exhaustion <-:nis.-d by the process. During this j>eriod they are

unusually r.ivenoiis. an 1 \:i>t quantities of the young of their own kind, which are about that

time abundant in the river, fall victims to their insatiable apjietite. After a time, and about

the months of March and April, they dropdown from pool to jool, in any Hood which may
seem favorable to them, until they reach the sea, where they are supposed to remain from -i\

weeks to three or four months, \\heii they again seek the river, vastly increased in weight and

improved in condition.

The Salmon must be eaten fresh. If it be cooked within an hour or two after U-ing taken

from the \\ater.a fatty substance termed the "curd." is found U-twi-en the Hakes of flesh. If,

however, more than twelve hours have elapsed from the death of the fish, the curd is not to be

seen, and the Salmon is much deteriorated in the judgment of epicures.

The size of this fish is extremely variable, some specimens having l>een caught that

weighed sixty pounds, and Mr. Yanvll mentions one case where a female Salmon was captured

and was remarkable for weighing eighty-three pounds. This great weight was owing more

to the depth and thickness of the fish than the length.

The Salmon is common to all rivers of the Atlantic coast north of Cape Cod. It is found

only in the coldest waters, and is equally distributed in Europe and America. It is not

plentiful now south of the St. Lawrence River. The numerous dams have been a potent cause

of their scarcity.

A large number of species have come to light in late years over the northern portions

of the continent.

The mountain streams of the Great West afford abundance of Salmon trout.

Several Pacific Ocean Salmons are known.

The Grayling (Thymattu*) is an allied form
;
two species were found in the rivers and

hikes of Michigan.

\V n 1 1 1: FISH (Correganu* clupt\f0rmi9\ This is a notable food-Ash of the Great Lakes ;

most hiirhly prized. Numbers of species an- also known in the lakes.

The SMEI.T (Otmenu mordax) is a well-known food-fish, hiirhly prized by some. Its

mnge is from Nova s,.,tia to Hatteras. In the fall, when the frost-fish or torn-cod is

appearing, the Smelt come in vast numbers. It is a small fish, yet it is caught by hook.
VOL. UL-m.
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Angling for it is pleasant sport. Picturesque scenes are often noticed in Boston harbor, when
the water is frozen over solid. Holes are cut in the ice, and Smelts taken through them by
line and hook. Tents are spread, and the scene becomes exceedingly active and curious.

DeKay says this beautiful fish "derives its name from the fact that its smell resembles

that of cucumbers."

NEXT to the salmon, the bright-scaled carmine-speckled active TROUT is perhaps the

greatest favorite of anglers, and fully deserves the eulogies of all lovers of the rod
; its

peculiarly delicate flesh, its fastidious voracity, and the mixture of strength, agility, and

spirited courage with which it endeavors to free itself from the hook, forming a combination

of excellences rarely met with in any individual fish.

The Trout is found in rapid and clear-running streams, but cares not for the open and

shallow parts of the river, preferring the shelter of some stone or hole in the bank, whence it

may watch for prey. Like the pike, it haunts some especial hiding-place, and, in a similar

manner, is sure to take possession of a favorable haunt that has been rendered vacant by the

demise of its predecessor or its promotion to superior quarters. Various baits are used in fishing

for Trout, such as the worm, the minnow, and the fly, both natural and artificial, the latter

being certainly the neatest and most artistic method. The arcana of angling are not within

the province of this work ; and -for information on that subject, the reader is referred to

the many valuable works which have been written by accomplished masters of the art.

There is a curious method of catching Trout, much in vogue among the juvenile fishers.

This process is called "tickling," and is managed as follows: The tickler gets quietly into

the stream, and walks slowly along the banks, feeling carefully for any depression or cavity.

One hand is then introduced very gently, while the other is placed over the entrance of the

hole, the fingers being spread so as to prevent the exit of any fish that may happen to be

resident in that locality. Several such cavities may be tried without success, but at last the

smooth side of a fish is felt by the finger-tips.

The startled fish gives a great flounce on being touched, and tries to dash out of the hole,

but, being checked by the spread hand, retires to the recesses of its cavern. The finger-tips

are then gently brought against the abdomen of the fish, which soon endures the contact, and

permits the-' .land gradually to inclose it. As soon as that is the case, the fish is suddenly

grasped, snatched out of the hole, and flung ashore before it can find time to struggle from the

captor's hold. Some accomplished ticklers aver themselves to be capable of thrusting the

fore-finger into the gill and out at the mouth, and hooking out the fish in this singular

manner.

The color of the Trout is yellowish-brown above, speckled with dark reddish-brown, and a

number of carmine spots are scattered along, each side of the lateral line. The abdomen is

silvery-white, and the lower part of the sides rich golden-yellow. There is, however, consid-

erable variation in the color of the Trout, the locality having considerable influence upon the

tints.

One or two other species of this genus require still a passing notice.

The BULL, or GRAY TKOUT (Salmo eriox) is found plentiful.

It often attains a very large size, but a specimen weighing more than fifteen pounds is not

very common.
The SALMON TROUT (Salmo trutta) is another species, and in general habits is very like

the Salmon, migrating to the sea, and returning to the rivers in a similar fashion. It is

illustrated with the Salmon on page 280.

The CIIAKR (Salmo salvelinus), the well-known and delicately flavored SMELT (Osmerus

epcrlanus\ rall^'l also th<> STIRLING or SPARLING, the GRAYLING (Thi/mallus vulgaris), the

VENDACE (Cori'i/mmx iriHui/liliii\ and the ARGENTINE (Scopelus humboldtii}, so useful for

bait, all belong to the same family as the salmon and the trout. The accompanying illustra-

tion represents two of them.

The PIRAYA, or PIRAI, has been removed from the salmonidse and placed in another

family on account of certain structural differences.
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This fish is very plentiful in the i .ma and Knuil, where It swims In large

troops, ami is, accord in.: t.> mai iti|ilcasant neiclilmr. It i* a most vora-

cious U-iii-, \\iih teeth nearly aa sharpl and a Imldnens little

>hort ( that fish's weli-knou n atidacit\ . It i> >aid. arrnnliiu; that if oven BO large
nn animal a- an .i\ hai>]>eiis t., p-r into one of their shiKiK it i- immediateh asttuiled, and

ii no severely that it may siirciunl. under its injurii-s U-fnn it ran rnws u -.tt.-ani tliirty or
fti-t in \\iilth. Ac-.-.,r->!iiu' to some authors, i.in- <if tin- Smtli AiniTican triUft are in tin-

hal-it .f ]'la ini: th.-ir dfal in tin- Mroama, leu\ini.' tlit-m to tin- a: th- IMr.iya. which in

u ill dear away tin- whole of the noft parts, and leave a clean >keleton reoil

th'-ir jH-ciiliar mode of 8e}niltiin>. Kvi-n living human N-ingx seem (< t-njny no iininunity from
this huiuM\ ti-h Lin to IN- lial'le to severe bites while !>athing.

Be these st< i i< s lit.-r.illy tnif. or only exaggerations of reality, the jaws nnd t.--tli ( .f th

Pir.iya are perfectly capable of intlictinj; sm-h injuries a.s have Ui-n l>ri.-Hy described. Th-

-

are nearly flat, triangular, and with l^>s sharp as those of lancets and an- employed
by the Macoushi Indians to sharpen the i<>inN of those fearful wnnr.ili |K>ix)iie<l arrows so

well known to fame MHO- they were brought l>y Mr. \Vat-rton fn>ni (niiniia. A part of the

jaw containing five or six teetli is can-fully cleansed, a hole it bomd throndi the jaw.|>one, and

ing is passed through the hole and fastened to the edge of the ipiiver. The arrows are

lily >ltii|- ti-^1 by pUu-ini: the points between any two teeth and drauinir them ni]>idly
the edges. There are now before me seven 1 <>f these arrows, kindly ^'iven me by Mi

rton, and which liave been sharpene<l l>y this process.

i-rin_' family is placed a very remarkable fish, called the LUMIXOUS SoOPEi

(Scbpelu* tMldiu*).

Tm: ti-.li which is represented in the illu-.ti-.iti -n on page 285, may fairly take rank as
one of the oddities of the tinny race.

Flat -headed, round -bodied, and strong-scaled, with projecting eyes of most remarkable
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formation, the STAR-GAZEK has long attracted the attention of naturalists, and given the ana-

tomical investigator much trouble in unravelling the intricate mechanism of its eyes. At a

first glance, the fish appears to possess four distinct eyes, each of these organs being divided

across the middle, and apparently separated into two distinct portions. In fact, an opaque
band runs transversely across the cornea of the eye, and the iris, or colored portion, sends out

two processes which meet each other under the transverse band of the cornea, so that the fish

appears to possess even a double pupil. Still, on closer investigation, the connection between
the divisions of the pupil are apparent, and can readily be seen in the young fish. The lens is

shaped something like a jargonelle pear, and is so arranged that its broad extremity is placed
under the large segment of the cornea.

The Star-gazer is a native of Surinam, and is one of the viviparous fish. Three species of

this genus are now known to naturalists.

THOUGH not so brightly spotted as the trout, nor so desperately active when hooked, and

very inferior in flesh, the CARP is yet in much favor with anglers, on account of its extreme

PIRAYA. Serrwalmo piraya,

cunning, which has earned for the fish the name of Pox of the waters. As the number of

fish is so great, and our space so small, it will be needful to compress the descriptions as much
as possible, and to omit everything that does not bear directly on the subject.

The Carp is found both in rivers and lakes, and in some places, among which the palaces
of France may be mentioned, will often grow to an enormous size, and become absurdly tame,

crowding to the bank on the least encouragement, and poking their great snouts out of the

water in anxious expectation of the desired food. It is most curious to watch these great
creatures swimming lazily along, and to see how completely they have lost the inherent dread

of man by the exercise of their reasoning powers, which tell them that the once-feared biped
on the bank will do them no harm, but, in all probability, will be the means of indulging their

appetite with favorite food.

The Carp is one of the fish that retains its life for a lengthened period even when removed
from the water

;
and if carefully packed in wet moss so as to allow a free circulation of air,

will survive even for weeks. Anglers never seem sure of the Carp taking plenty on one day
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nnd none at all for a week nft.TwanK tin* lish having bean aroused to a sense of their danger,
and <!-< limiu- t.i imildle with anything th.ii looks us if it inijhi lii-lc it hook. Kv.-n the net,

that is -.., .'tT.Ttual with >. is ,,fi.-n u.%>liM against the ready wiles of the Carp, ln< h

uill -iiii.'tiin.-s liury it.'lf in th<- mini at* tin- p-munl lino approaches, so as to allow the net to

paw OV.T it ; or. if the ground be too hard for such a nuimiMivn*. will shoot Itoldly from tin-

iNittoiu "f tin- \\ut.T. leap over tli.- II|.|T edge of the net, and so escape into the water beyond.
\ tine Carp, say of six or seven IN. undo, is a truly handsome fish, its largo shining scales

on its |,,h in tli.- most beuutifiil regularity, and gleaming with olive-brown washed with

irol.l. The abdomen is white, with a tiru,"- "f \.-llow.

The beautiful GOLD-KISH (Cypriniu auraliu\ so familiar as a pet and so elegant as it

mores round the glass globe in which it is usually kept, is another member of this huge and

important genus. It seems to hare been brought fn>m China, und has almost acclimatised

itself to the cold seasons of some countries. Its habit* and splendid .1. .thing are too well

known to need description.

Another well-known member of the same genus is the BARBEL, a fine but not brilliant

fish, which Is common in many of th> Kun>|*in rivers.

'

-~.

8TAR-UAZER. A*

This fish may easily be known, from the four fleshy appendages, called beards or

barbules, which hang from the head, two being placed on the nose and the other two at

each angle of the mouth. It is one of the mud-loving fish, grubbing with its noHf> in the

soft tanks for the purpose of unearthing the aquatic lame of various insects which make

th. ir home in such places, and U-ing, in all probability, aided by its barbules in its search

after food. The Barbel is sometimes so deeply occupied in rooting about th.- bank, that un

acrompHsh.-d swimmer may dire to the bed of the rirer, feel for the Barbel along the banks,

and bring it to the surface in his bare hand.

THE TENCH prvft-rs the slowest and muddimt rivers, and tli riving well in ponds ami

lakes, or even < lay pits. Xo water, indeed, seems to be too thi'k. muddy, or fv-n Mid.

for the Tench to inhabit, and it is rather curious that in such cases, eren where the

fishermen could scarcely endure the stench of the mud adhering to their nets, the fish

were larger sized and of remarkably sweet flavor.

In the winter months the Tench is said to bury ifcwlf in tin- mud. and there to remain, in

a semi-tor]. id condition, until the succeedinir spriiii: calls it opain to life and action. The color

of the Tench is greenish-olire, darker above tliHii Mow, and with a fine golden wash.
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THE BREAM is mostly found in rather large lakes or in slowly running rivers. Although
the flesh of the Bream is not held in any great estimation, being poorly flavored and very full

of bones, so that, in spite of the great depth of its body, there is scarcely sufficient flesh to

repay the trouble of cooking, still, the fish was formerly in much repute as a delicacy ;
so

that either the fish seems to have deteriorated, or the present generation to have become more
fastidious. Spring and autumn furnish the best Bream, and the flesh can be dried something
like that of the cod-fish.

The color of the Bream is yellowish-white, except the cheeks and gill-covers, which have
a silvery lustre without any tinge of yellow. Sometimes the Bream attains a considerable

size, reaching a weight of twelve or fourteen pounds.

THE ROACH is a fish especially dear to scientific anglers, on account of its capricious

habits, and the delicate skill required to form a successful Roach-fisher.

An angler accomplished in this art will catch Roach where no one without special experi-
ence would have a chance of a bite, and will succeed in his beloved sport through almost every
season of the year, the winter months being the favorites. So capricious are these fish, and so

sensitive to the least change of weather, that a single hour will suffice to put them off their

feed, and the angler may be suddenly checked in the midst of his sport by an adverse breeze

or change in the temperature.
The Roach is a gregarious fish, swimming in shoals, and keeping tolerably close to each

other. It is not a large species, all over a pound being considered as fine specimens, and any
that weigh more than two pounds are thought rare. It is a pretty fish, the upper parts of the
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brad ami Inxiy being grayish-green glowed with i.lu.-. the:,i"l..mei, .,ih.- r \ white, and the

passing gradually into white from the darker colors ,,f ill,. I,;,, k. Tin- |-.-i<,ml. ventral, and
anal tins :n.- bri-ht i,-,i. ii, (

.

| ( >rmer having a tinge of \<-ll<>\\. and tin- dorsal and tail tin* are
brownish-red.

( 'I...-H \ :i lli,-,i to the roach is the DA.CB (Lettcbctu wlffoHt\ acommon and Rmall speciei
that inhabits m,,st English streams. The well-known CHUB (Leu . also belong
t.. tliis ireiius, as does the BLEAK (Lcucitciu atimrniu), in man\ countries called the TAIU.K

l.y the ignorant, from the idea that whenever an \ other fish. e..p,.
( -iall\ tin- pike, wounds

its skin, it i in in. 1 1 lately seeks the aid of the Bleak, which, by nil'l-in- its I > >d y against the

wound, causes the toni skin to close. The beautifully white crystalline dcjH.sit beneath the

scales was mud Mtd .::':...:.,:
'

,. ";:
'

:r
'

IrfsJ \--.n '-. l,,,ll..\\ - !.,^> ' - :,i> ! ..-inj \v :i-h.-.l

in tlif interior with a thin layi-r of this substance, and th.-n filled with white wax. The scab*
of the white -hait wen- :iN,i U--.1 for the same purpose. The M i \ x \v (Lewitcut phoxinut) is

another ineinU-r of this large genos, and is too well known to need description.

Wx now come to another family, selecting as an example a tolerably well-known spedes.
The SLY Sn.i ui -. sometimes called the SHEAT-FISH, is found in many rivers in different

parts of the world.

As may U> seen oy the engravini;. it is a (uri(>u.s-l<M>king fish, and is easily recognizable

by the six tentacular appendages of its mouth, the two that are situated on the upper lip

being of \ -at length. The precise object of these t.-ntacles is not quite clear, thou-h
some jH-i^ons U-li.-vi- them to be used as decoys, like the tin rays of the fishing fr..^. and to

be employed in enticing unwary fish within reach of the mouth. l>r. (iunther has kindly
informed me. that he lias often seen these fishes at liU-rty in their native streams, and that

they are capable of din-din:: the |M.ints of the tentacles Towards any object that they seem
anxious to examine. It is, therefore, probable, that these curious ap]>endages are employed
as organs of touch. It is one of the mud-loving fishes, and has a custom of hiding itself in

holes, or nearly burying itself \ n the soft alluvium of the river's U-d.

The flesh of the SiluniN is not held in \.-r\ high estimation, alilioiich its flavor is

for it is so fat and gelatinous, that it is difficult of digestion, and not to be eaten by
of small assimilative jH.wers. A kind of coarse isinglass, or very fine glue, is made from the

Bwiniminir-bhidder of this fish. The eggs of the Silurus are not very numerous, in |>roj>ortion

to the size of the adult fish, and are of a greenish color. They are much eaten by the

various fish.

The color is dark green above the latent! line, and of a paler tint l !.. it. and a number
of spots are scattered over the body without any apparent arrangement. The abdomen is of

a yellowish color, and the fins are tinted with blue and yellow. The Silurus sometimes

reaches a considerable size, specimens of seven feet in length and weighing from w\>-nt\ to

eighty pounds having been captured.

PLECTOGN ATHI.

A VERT curious order of fishes now comes before our notice. These creatures are called

Plectognathi, because their jaws are coalescent.

Tire remarkable family of the Trunk-fishes, or Sclerodermi, are known by the curious

structure of the external surface, which is composed of a series of hard scales forming a con-

tinuous bony armor.
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In the genus Ostracion, of which the HORNED TRUNK-FISH, or COFFER-FISH, is a good
example, the body is either three or four-sided, and covered with a solid coat of mail formed
of six-sided plates or scales, and pierced with holes, through which protrude the mouth, the
tail, and the fins. The whole of the interior structure is modified in accordance with' this
external and inflexible cuirass

;
and on comparing the general form of this creature with that

of certain reptiles, the analogy between the Coffer-fish and the tortoise is too close to escape
observation. None of these fishes are in request as articles of food, their flesh being small in

quantity, and in some species even thought to have a poisonous effect
;
but the liver is very

large, and yields a tolerable

supply of oil. All the Coffer-

fishes are natives of the tropical

seas, and but few species are

known.

WE come now to a very

odd-looking fish, called per-

L force, for want of a popular

title, the OREOSOMA, a name
framed from two Greek words,
and literally signifying hilly-

bodied".

This remarkable little fish

was captured in the Atlantic

by Peron, and has ever been

esteemed as one of the curiosi-

ties of the animal kingdom.
Upon the body there are no
true scales

;
but their place is

supplied by a number of bony
or horny protuberances, of a

conical shape, and serving no
ascertained purpose. These

cones may be divided into two
distinct sets, the larger set being

arranged in two ranks, four on
the back and ten on the abdo-

men, and among them are placed
the smaller set. The body of

this fish is very deep, in pro-

portion to its length ;
and the operculum has two ridges, terminating in flattened angles.

There are two dorsal fins, the first armed with five spines.
The Trunk-fishes are common objects in the tropical waters of Florida. The Cow-fish is a

familiar one. Trigger-fishes, allied forms, are also abundant.

THE very curious TRIGGER-FISH is an example of the moderately large genus Batistes,

Inhabiting the wanner seas of many parts of the world, and which, on account of their rough
and fierce exterior, are sometimes called FILE-FISHES, or LEATHER-JACKETS.

The name of Trigger-fish is derived from the peculiar structure of the dorsal fin. When
the fin is erected, the first ray, which is very thick and strong, holds its elevated position so

firmly, that it cannot be pressed down by any degree of force
;
but if the second ray be

depressed, the first immediately falls down like the hammer of a gun-lock when the trigger is

pulled. The mechanical structure of these curious rays is extremely interesting, but the

description would occupy too much space to be inserted in this work.
A strong feeling against the flesh of this fish exists among sea-faring men, but, like many

HORNED TRUNK-FISH. Ottracion cornutut. (Onu-quaner uatural sue.;
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nautical pn-jn piit.-with.-ut foundation, tli- tl-sh l-ing sweet and nutritions,

though rather coarse. < >n the al-l-m-n then* in a l~.n\ K.-.-I. and on . .-. h >i.|- of the tail there
.u- nveml rows oj bong ipfan

-
i Ui -i- i- - h hmnd in .'..| une dm in oola M i- DM

of the most striking of its --mi-. U-ing t.-l-nii.|\ large, and black in < -lor. diversified by some
large, pal- \-,|.. .-r whit.- s|,ts U ]M>n the sides of tile abdomen. Two other species are also

given in order to exhibit the curious \ari-ty <-f form and coloring found in tli. -s. i-maikaM.-
tish. Tli- I'-Ki-ii.'v Ti:i..i>Klt-KI-H is notable from the quant : isil- like appendages to

the tail, while the gen-nil api-aian. f the I \ M:\II.I. THKMJEB-KI-II apjiears to be smooth nil

.\-r its b.|\. Th- name <>f Balistes is derived from t he ancient weapon of war, tinned the

.
u Inch ]>n>jected a spear or heavy stone with exceeding violence. The curious

which the back :

1 -ri '
i

'

1 id]- nrrrtort nntl tloprnoatid, in if nh i with us]
and has b<vn compared to the weapon alxive nicntion.-d. It has l*en thought, that the flesh

of these fishes is poisonous, but th- truth of this opinion is very dubious. They are all deco-

rated with bold and sometimes beautiful markings, Mark, ashen-gray, bine, and \-llow being
their usual colors.

All the fishes of this genus (which has been divided by some authors into several

Other genera) are inhabitants of the tropical seas, where they haunt the rocky coasts, and
mak- the MM :.. :;.r/ :'!, :'..-.! :.;! 'i':'::,.- I'., all RppeHBMet, lh-\ ai- \.--tal.l--

feeders, as nothing but crush. -d sea-weed has been found in their stomachs.

In the menibers of the family Gymnodontes, or Naked-toothed fishes, the jaws project
from the mouth, and are covered with a kind of ivory or bony substances, composed of very
little teeth fused together.

Tile fishes - A/> n/'-ra) are equally so. Then there are the Puffers ( Tdraodon}, Blowers, and

Sw-11-toad, so call-d. quit.- curious to behold as they paddle in the sea, like heavy hulks that

have little propelling power. Allied here is the curious porcupine-fish (Diodon), a veritable

h\ siri\ in :ipj>aranee, sometimes reaching three feet in length.

The URCHIN-FISH, or SEA Hi I.I:HOO, is a good example of the genus Diodon, or Two-

toothed fishes; so called because their jaws are not divided, and only exhibit one
i

of bony substance above and another below, looking as if the creature only possessed two

large teeth.

This curious fish is remarkable for the tremendous array of spiny point* which it bean
on its skin, and for the power of inflating its body into a globular form, and thus causing the

spines to project in e\-ry direction, like the quills of an irritated porcupine or a hedgehog that

has coiled itself into a ball. From this custom of inflating its prickly body it is sometimes

termed the Prickly Globe-fish.

When full-grown, a fine specimen of this fish will measure more than twelve inches

in diameter.

The HAIRY URCHIN-FISH is easily recognized by the bristle like fineness of the spine*.

Closely allied to the diodons are the Tet radons, or Four toothed fishes, so called because

both jaws are divided in the middle, giving them the appearance of possessing four teeth, two

above and two below. The spines of these fishes are comparatively small. Th- T-t rodons are

popularly known by the title of BALLOON 1 1-11. as. like the diodons, they have the power of

distending themselves with air, and causing all the spines to erect tli.-ms.-lv.-s. \\ h-n

inflated, they necessarily turn on their backs. The STRIPED SPINE-BELLY is a good example

of this genus.

BESIDES the tetrodons, this group includes another genus called Triodons, or Three-

toothed fishes, the upper jaw being divided into two parts, and the lower remaining entire.

The spines are short, and a moderately large sac is seen beneath the body. The POUCHED

TRIODON (Triodon burt&riut) may be selected to represent the genus..

OCR last example of this curious order is the well-known Sry-FisH. which looks just as if

the head and shoulders of some very large fish had been abruptly cut off, and a fin supplied to

the severed extremity
VOL m-r.
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This odd looking fish can easily be captured. The creature is generally swimming, or

rather floating, in so lazy a fashion, that it permits itself to be taken without attempting to

escape. In the seas where this fish is generally found, the harpoon is usually employed for

its capture, not so much on account of its strength, though a large specimen will sometimes

struggle with amazing force and fury, but on account of its great weight, which renders its

conveyance into a boat a matter of some little difficulty.

The Mola, or Sun-fish (Mold rotunda), Head-fish, so called, as it seems all head. Mola is

Latin for mill-stone, and the fish is not unlike a mill-stone in appearance. This is a pelagic,

oceanic fish, often seen during summer off our shores. DeKay calls it Short Head-fish. It was

known to naturalists of Europe. Its weight reaches five hundred pounds. Its side view

presents what would be called a tolerable outline for the head and part of shoulders of a large

shark, the posterior part appearing to have been cut perpendicularly through. A thin, narrow

fin borders this part, representing a tail, but seemingly of no possible use on such a great,

unwieldy creature. Its two great dorsal and ventral fins probably serve it
;
but curiously, this

fish is, as far as we know, never seen swimming upright. It is usually seen lying on its side

on the surface of the ocean. When closely approached, it awkwardly sinks out of sight.

Rev. Mr. Wood states that the flesh is in good repute among sailors. It certainly is not on

this side the Atlantic, as it is like gristle. Boys use it for balls, and it proves to be quite

elastic. A large example, captured in Florida and exhibited in New York Aquarium, meas-

ured five feet in length.

CREST-GILLED FISHES; LOPHOBRANCHII.

IN the strange-looking fishes, Pegasus and Sea-Dragon, we have further instances of the

inexhaustible variations of form and structure with which this world teems, and which seem

to be more plentiful, more bizarre, and more incomprehensible in the ocean than on the earth,

in the air, or even in the rivers and other fresh waters of the globe.

The order to which these creatures belong is known under the name of Lophobranchii, or

Crest-gilled fishes
;
so called on account of the form of the gills, which are composed of little

round tufts, and nearly hidden by the gill-cover. There is but little flesh upon the bodies of

thesd remarkable fishes, which are protected by a hard, bony armor, which, when examined,

is found to be most beautifully constructed, so as to protect the animal and to allow of annual

increase of dimensions.

IN the family to which belongs the SEA-DRAGON, the breast is developed in a wonderful

manner, being always broader than deep, and in some cases the breadth very much exceeding

the depth. The mouth is set under the projecting snout in a manner like that of the sturgeon,

and the pectoral fins are extremely large and strong, reminding the observer of the same

members in the flying gurnards. This seems to be a rather variable species both in form and

color.

THE PEGASUS does not possess pectoral fins of such great size as the preceding species,

but is yet a very remarkable fish. It is rather long-bodied, and the tail is composed of twelve

rings. The much elongated snout is flat and thin, and is furnished on its upper edge with

short spines directed backwards. Its color is yellowish-brown. The Pegasus is a Javanese

creature.

THE family of the Syngnathidse is represented by several species, two of which are

seen in the accompanying illustration.

The SEA-HORSE is common in many European seas. In all these fishes there is only one
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dorsal fin, set far Kt.-k. a-id -aj.al.le <if being moved in a nwrvellou* fashion, that reminds the
obaenrerof ;.r..|-ll.-r. ami evidently answers a similar pun-,*.. The tail of the 8m.

1 1.. I-M-. stiff a.s it
:i|, !.,!- (.. I.- iii dried specimens, is, .luriiu- ill-- lif<- <.f tl,.- , n-ntun-. almost M

tl.-xible OB an elephant'* prolweris, and is .-mpioyed as a prehensile organ, whereby ita owner
MI:I> I- aita.-h.-l to any liv-d object The specimens represented in t h- ngraTing are ahown
in ili.- aiiiin.l.- whi.-h the oreaturm are fn.| ,,f a^ lim iiu-. Th.- I. the Sea-Hone is
" l.'ifulh lik.' that ( >f tli.- qiiadrujw-d fnnu which it tak.-s ii, name, and the reeemblance b
"""''-I '

)
'

'*

q :.:' - ". :' ;:.;-! " ". M |i * i)l lh.' M h I hi M) UN,
an-, however, tins, and wh.-n th.- t\>\\ i.s in an a.-tive mood, are m<vi-<l with <-<.n*i.|. nl.l.-

nij.i.lity. It i- r.ith.-r a n>timrkul>l- fart, that th.- 9tt ll..i>--. lik- th.

]H.,-r<.f m..\ in- ,-itt at will, quit.- in<l.-|--iid.-ntly ..f th<- ..th.-r. and th.-ivf,,i,. mii*t U
K'ift.-.! with xim.. nni..iis niiHlili.-atiun in th.- s.-n of .sh;ht. which enables It t. .lir-<-t ita gaw
ti ditTciviit ol>j.-<-i.s withniit ronflining ita vUflB,

Tli.- .-..l..ri.f this int.-n-Min- littl.- li-*h i.s li-ht ash.-n-l.mwn. n-linved with slight daahtw of
bin.- on ditr.-ivnt parts of tin- Uxly, and in certain li^htn >rl.-:imin with U-a.itiful iridinoent

PIPK OK BILL Kl!>H 8KA IIOtoK.

hues that play over its body with a clwngeful lustre. About twenty species of Sea-Homes are

known.
In the seas of the Southern H'ini-*ph.'re, especially in the X-w Holland wat.-rs, th.-n- i*

found sometimes, as a rom]jini(n of th>- s-a Horse, sometimes alone, the HDKSK-LIKK

I'IIVLLOPTEBTX, a fish which, for its extmonlinarily <ld aspect, we consider worthy of

illustration. This fish, in which an- unit-d all th.- .-xcliisive pwnliaritii-s of th<- family

Syngnathidip, forms a separate genus. As may be seen by reference to th.- .-n^r.ning, it

is distinguished by many spines, elongated thorns, and tape-like appendages, which float down
from all parts of the body. The spines are strong and sharp, tin- elongated thorns being stiff.

while the tape-like streamers are flexi)>l>-. These three diff.-r.-nt kinds of appendages take

seemingly the function of fins, which, with th.- exception of the huge dorsal fin, and of the

small and not clearly risible pectoral fin, an* crippl.-d. Its streaming filament* resemble
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plants, forming a protection to the fish as it floats among algse ; its general appearance like
some floating object covered by leaves of seaweeds. Few examples of protective resemblance
are so very apparent, for here the beauty of form so often noticed in fins of fishes, is sacrificed
to the more practical and useful imitation of straggling weeds. The male of this sea-horse
receives its eggs in a pouch on its ventral surface. When they hatch they press the pouch
against some hard substance, which forces them out. The Pipe-fish of this group also
mimics to a certain extent weeds or floating sticks. The male receives the eggs from the

female, and carries them in

a pouch. In one species
found in the Indian Ocean,
the female carries its young
in a pouch formed by the
two ventral fins held to-

gether by filaments which
extend from its sides. The

figure given in the illustra-

tion is of natural size.

IN the illustration on

page 291, is also shown the

GREAT PIPE-FISH, which is

often called the BILL-FISH

and NEEDLE-FISH. It is one

of the commonest species of

its genus.
This creature is found

along the English shores,

and can mostly be captured
at low water among the sea-

weed that has been left in the rock pools. To watch these remarkable fishes is an interesting

occupation, for they assume such odd attitudes and perform such curious movements, that

they never fail to arrest the attention, and never tire the observer. Sometimes they may be

seen swimming about with tolerable speed like other fishes, their curious dorsal fins working
like an Archimedean screw, and their long snouts being poked into every crevice. Sometimes,

assuming a perpendicular attitude, they put their noses to the ground, and hold their tails

aloft, while with their beak-like snouts they stir the sand, or, by ejecting water from their

mouths, blow little hollows in it, probably for the purpose of disturbing the minute crustaceans

and other marine creatures that find refuge in such localities.

The color of the Great Pipe-fish is pale brown, diversified with transverse bars of a dark

tint. The average length of a fine specimen is about eighteen inches, but it is said that the

fish sometimes attains a length of two or even three feet.

Several species of this genus inhabit European waters, a rather curious example being the

SNAKE PIPE-FISH (Syngnaihus anguineus). This little fish is remarkably slender, and

altogether snake-like in form, its length being about fourteen inches, and its thickness scarcely

exceeding that of a common goose-quill. The dorsal fin is set very far forward. The tail fin

is very tiny, and might easily escape observation altogether.

HORSE-LIKE PHTLLOPTEETX. fkyliopteryx eqves.

THE rather quaint-looking species which is represented in the accompanying illustration,

is a good example of a remarkable order of fishes, where the body is covered with hard bony
scales that do not overlap each other, but are arranged side by side, like the tiles of a

pavement, or the cubes of mosaic work. This bony armor is very hard and smooth externally,

being covered with a thin layer of a kind of enamel.
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Although i-opularly railed BO*T Pikr, fiinn th<> mailed exterior and I he lengthened wide-

jawed frm, which has some rr*emblanoe to that ..f a pik.-. iin- fish belongs to a total I \

different ..|,|, r. and in most joints ,.f jis . ..n-truction w f>.rin.-.| after a I ifferent fashion The
general structure, in : tl,,. U,,M y I'iU.- is \. i\ i,-tnark:il.|.-. aii.t

of the ditlicuity uitd uhi,-i, ii,,. fish are clawed. The Uxly is elongated, im-1 ill- Jaws are
aNo li-ii-ili.-n.-| ami w-H furnislitil with tfth. looking vi-ry like an xaggeratl |.iki-'s m.-ntli,

or tin- ln-a<l of th.- <-iiiiiion gftvial <>f tltu Oangeo. Inearii jav\ th.-r.

ami roni.il [.tli. ami Uiu.-u them, and on di<> jtalate, are imin.-i..ii other t<**tli. mu.li
in >i/j>-.

Tin- scales of tin- Ii-.ny I'ikn are rhomt-i. in form. \vry lik> tin- Hat iH.ri-,-l:iin til.-s \\iili

o>rtain iim-ii-ut rhimn.-\-pieces were wont to liedeoonit.-.l, ati<l lianlly inft-iior 1-. ilios,-

in tln> ].,,iMi,-i hardness of tln-ir exterior. They are Tery regularly arranged, being set

so aa to form a series of oblique row*, extending from the back to the abdomen. A- in

the sturxeons and sharks, the vertebral column runs along the upper edge of tin- tail I'm.

Tin's tish is found iu the lakes of America, and sometimea attains a considerable size, l IHK

B<>NY rti

often captured measuring three or four feet in length, and is said sometimes to attain a length

of seven feet Several species are said to inhabit the same waters ; but when tin- rt-markable

ilivi-r-iiy of form and color which often reigns among the fishes is considered, it in highly

probable that the supposed species may be nothing more than well-marked varieties. The

flesh of the Bony Pike is said to be good.

Bony Pike, Gar Pikes (Lepidotteux). Two species of thin genus are common in the Great

Lakes and rivers of America. Their alliance with forms now extinct renders the species of

great interest. Very few are now existing.

THE well-known LAMPKEY and its kin are remarkable for the wonderful resemblance which

tht-ir mouths bear to that of a leech.

They are all long-bodied snake-like fish, and possess a singular apparatus of adhesion,

which acts on the same principle a.s the disc of the snrking-li-h. or the ventral fins of the

goby, though it is set on a different part of the body. If all had their rights, indeed, the

title of sucking-fish ought more correctly to be applied to the Lamprey than to the creature

whj.-h is at present dL'mii-d by that appellation: as the one really applies its mouth to

any object to which it desires to adhere, and forms a vacuum by suction, whereas the
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sucking-fish attains the same object by pressing the edges of the disc against the moving
object to which it wishes to attach itself, and iorms the needful vacuum by the movement of

the bony laminae.

Several fishes are popularly known by the name of Lamprey, but the only one to which
the title ought properly to be given is the larger of the two species in the engraving.

The Lamprey is a sea-going fish, passing most of its time in the ocean, but ascending the

rivers for the purpose of spawning. April and May are the months in which this fish is usually
seen to enter the rivers

;
in northern countries the time is postponed according to the climate.

In Scotland, for example, the usual month for spawning is June, and, as a general rule, the

latter end of spring and the spawning of the Lamprey are synchronous.
The flesh of the Lamprey is peculiarly excellent, though practically unknown to the

people. Though it spends so much of its time in the sea, it is seldom captured except during
its visit to the rivers, and even in that case is only in good condition during part of its sojourn.

LAMPREY, LAIU'ERN, AND SAND PRIDE. -Petromyzon maH,M,JluiiatWi, and Itancri.

Practically, therefore, the Lamprey is less persecuted than most of the finny tribe who are

unfortunate enough to possess well-flavored flesh, and whose excellencies are publicly known.

Lamprey Eel. The meaning of the generic name refers to a habit of the fish to suck

stones and transfer them in such a manner as to protect their spawn, hence Stone-suckers.

In the Menimack and Connecticut Rivers the Lampreys are taken for food, and much
esteemed as such. During the spawning season they ascend the rivers a little before the

shad, moving mostly in the night. They are often seen conveying stones, male and female

both working. The number and size of these stones are astonishing. Mr. C. F. Holder

informs the editor of this edition that he has lately seen in the St. Lawrence River a pile of

stones of considerable size, which, collectively, measured nearly four feet in diameter, and

about two feet and a half deep, that were transported for the purpose of protecting their

spawn, by several of a species of "
Stone-toter," the Semotilus bullaru, or Chub. In the

spring the Lampreys are taken above Albany.
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I'HK lesser figure on page 2iM r-pn- -m- the I. v M ri i:v called IM -< <n\fi ooundM of England
the LVMIMMIS. with that curious faculty <>f tniii^jM.-iiiiiii w hidi induces the rustic In speak
of thuiMin:: instead nf tin-listing, ami t< call birds' nests, brids' neesuns.

Tin- Imi|eni is plentiful in main rivers, ati<l if tin- generality of mddflOU near the wmtflT

were only awurr> <if its excellence for the table, would soon | M - thinned in numlierv Th

prejudice th.ii <-\ists against the eel ami flu- lamprey is absolutely mild when compared with

tin- horror with which the I^uii]-ni is contemplated. Not onl\ do {in- ignorant peopta refuse

to eat it. Imt they U'lieve it to U actually poisonous, and would sooner handle an angry

vi|>er than a poor harmless Lami>ern.
The tlesh of the hini]M>rn is remarkably good, and IB indeed admired by man? who have

not the least idea of the ti.sh they are eating.

\ l-. ;: . :ti!'u! IKlaptation < f llnMlm t" ofaOUBltUMM is -,.,-M in the r< > in i> F,\MCI:I:\.

an inhabitant of the fresh waters of Southern Australia.

This remarkable fish
j
MJWMMS many points of interest, among which the enormous thniat-

jH.uch is the most n.iispictious. In the common sea-Lmiprey of Kiiro|x-. the throat is dilatable

U-I..U . but in the present species the skin is distended so greatly as to form a large pouch, such

as is represented in the eiiirraving. Taking intoroiisiderutioii the fntjuent dnuight.H that take

plac-e in the country where this creature lives, it is almost certain that the jiouch is intended

to hold a supply of water, which will enable respiration to be carried on during the days of

drought
The mouth of this species is very large and filled with formidable teeth, the whole interior

of the disc In-itu studded with them, and the tongue armed with two long and sharp fangs

that .seem calculated to do good service to their out,

A very remarkable species of lam]>ern, termed the SAND PRIDE, or Mrn LAMPRKT

(Ammocteffs branchiali*), is found in many rivers, and lias sometimes U-eii mistaken for the

yoiinu of the sea-lamprey. It is represented in the lowest figure of the picture on page 294.

It may. however. In- di-tin-uishe.l by the form of the mouth, which is of a horse-shoe

shu]*-, ami incapable of adhesion like that of the fishes belonging to the preceding genus.

The Sand Pride, although tolerably common, is not very often seen, owing to its habit of

buryinir itself in t lie muddy or sandy beds of rivers. Itscoloris yellowish In-own, the latter

tint preiMiiidenitini: (.11 the bark and the former beneath. It is a very small species, seldom

exceeding six or seven inches in length.

TICK MYXIM . oHJu n.soi - 11 \..-ri?.ii is so remarkably worm- like in its form and general

appearance that it was classed with the annelids by several authors, and was only placed in

its proper j>osition among the fishes after careful dissection.

The M\xine is seldom taken when at large in the sea, but is captured while engaged

in devouring the bodies of other fish, to which it is a fearful enemy in spite of its innocuous

appearance. It has a custom of getting inside the cod and similar fishes, and entin-h

suming the interior, leaving only the skin and the skeleton remaining. The fishermen have

good reason to detest the Myxine, for it takes advantage of the helpless state in which the

cod-fish hangs on the hook, makes its way into the interior, and if the fish should happen

to be caught at the beginning of a tide, will leave but little flesh on the bones. The rod thus

hollowed an- technically called "robbed" fish. Six Myxines have been found within the

K-dyof a single haddock.

The name of (Jluti nous Hag-fish is derived from the enormous amount of mucous secret inn

which the Myxine has the power of pouring, from a double row of aj-Ttures, set along the

whole of the under surface, from the head to the tail. It is said that the (ish is aocust<>

envelop itself in a cloud of glutinous matter whenever it is alarmed, and under cover of this

substance to escape the view of its enemies; thus presenting a curious j-aralM to the well-

known habit of the sepia and the a] sea-hare, which, wh -l-d. stain the water

with their protective secretion and sh.M.t otT under sh-lter of the sudden dark ties*.

Around the lips of the Myxine are eight delicate Iwrbules, which are evidently intet,

as organs of touch ; the mouth is furnished with a single hooked tooth upon the palate nerving
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apparently as an organ of prehension, and the tongue is supplied with a double row of smaller

but powerful teeth on each side, acting on the principle of a rasp. The Myxine can scarcely

be said to possess any bones, the only indication of a skeleton being the vertebral column,
which is nothing more than a cartilaginous tube, through which a probe can be passed in either

direction, The structure of the breathing-organs is very remarkable. A double row of

branchial cells take the place of gills or lungs, and are supplied with water through a spiracle

in the upper part of the head, and two little apertures on the under surface.

The color of the Hag-fish is dark brown above, taking a paler tint on the sides, and

grayish-yellow below. Its length is generally about a foot or fifteen inches.

THE last of the fishes is a creature so unfish-like that its real position in the scale of nature

was long undecided, and the strange little being has been bandied about between the vertebrate

and invertebrate classes. Between these two great armies the LANCELET evidently occupies

the neutral ground, its structure partaking with such apparent equality of the characteristics

of each .class, that it could not be finally referred to its proper rank until it had been sub-

mitted to the most careful dissections. In fact, it holds just such a position between the

vertebrates and invertebrates as does the lepidosiren between the reptiles and the fishes.

It has no definite brain, at all events it is scarcely better defined than in many of the

insect tribe, and is only marked by a rather increased and blunted end of the spinal cord. It

has no true heart, the place of that organ being taken by pulsating vessels, and the blood being

L&SCEUffT.AmpMoxui lanceoiatut.

quite pale. It has no bones, the muscles being merely attached to soft cartilage, and even the

spinal cord is not protected by a bony or even horny covering. The body is very transparent,

and is covered by a soft delicate skin without any scales. There are no eyes, and no apparent

ears and the mouth is a mere longitudinal fissure under that part of the body which we are

compelled, for want of a better term, to call the head, and its orifice is crossed by numerous

cirrhi, averaging from twelve to fifteen on each side. Altogether, it really seems to be a less

perfect and less developed animal than many of the higher mollusks.
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Bombardier, 100.

Booe-DoK. lift.

H..I,i!.. -!. .'V..

Bonnet Klruk, 204.
Bonnet Head. 100.

Boomilange, 187.
l..tli:!> -"

Bounce, 1M.
Braie,7.
Bramoida, 240.

Bream, 288.

Bream. Sea-. 227. 2H.
Brett, 988.

Brrrortla, 278.

Brill. 388.

Bucephnlu. 188.

Buckwbeat-Now. 139.

Bufo, 188, 104.

BUK Hah. 278.

BaU-Frot* 192 to 155.

Bull-Head. Armed. 280.

Bullhead. 3M.
Bituuarui. 14O. 141.

Buukera, 27K
Boahmaater 96.

Butt. 280.

Butlrr Ftab. 3M.
Butterfly.Ktah,2e7.

C.

Cecilia. ISO.

Calico^86.

77.

Capruna, 2H.
Caramurn, 184.

Caraagidn 280.

Caraox. 940.

Carchariaa, 908.
.-

Cat. Dock Billed. IBS.
f.i I lir.-.l.."

I ituillwMiii. 104.
< ayman . Suretacled^B.
('Tnians 85.
. .-:... r,,. .

:

. - . ..

Ctotrocymnua. 108.

Cotroootoa,2i8
OentropcUHe. 220.

0ittopT.4a.
M

Cercoeaura, 55

CerartM, lu7. 108.

f-erb.ru., 117.

Ceatradon. 208.

Cetorblniu 20&
< ..: p
CbaHodooa, Variooa,

.j"

Chalcta. (4.

Charcharinua, 108.

Chartna i:

Chariotavr 280.
Chair. 2H2.

CbelroUa. 80.

Cbelmo, 280,
' r.-|.. 1-.:..-. .-. I'.'.

Cbeloola.25.
Cbelooura, 90.

Chrlopum. 14.
-

Cbelydra, 10.

Cbelya.17.
Cbera*.100.
Cherydru, 110.

CbetodooU, 99B.

Cbllabothrua. 191
Chllodactyle, Banded,

Chlmajra. 102,
Cblrooole. 5k.

Chlttul, 110.
< MM*] MBBTJ4 <.

ChoodroptMTgll, 100.

Chryeemjrm, 14.

Cbryeophry . 988.

CbaV9a.987.9ML
Chunk-Head, 28.

Cbo

Ctnoaternnm. 15,

; -

Cracker. 211.
it.

:

276. 277, 278.

hi .i,

.. African. 148.

pello. 141
: i:.- I

Flab 987.988.
ir.FUh.98B.
..., i , M

lubrtna.,136.
Onager, im
OMMoephalo*, 128.
. g ... :

-

Cooler, 12.
' ..r. M..,.

Cordoonler, 988.

Gofooella. l.

Corre.janua.2BI.
Corr|De,341
Coryphewaa. 248.

ti -

28iCoUoa. 284, 28
OM K.I.
Cramp-KUb, 908.

CrMpedoerpbaloa. 08.

Creralll. 84^
Crtrkrl. \VtUrn. 154.
I roakrre.941.
Crocodlln. to 25.

CrooodUtu,81.28,88,24,

frotalld*. 90, 108.

Crotalua. 1UO, 108, 104.

Crytubkpnaru*. 57.

Crjrptobrancbue, 178.

Cunolabrua. 20.
Culebra <lr Agua, 124.

Cunnrrm. 2ii
90.

DaboU, 104. 106.

Dace, 2K7

DalaLaa,2M.
DaaTpelttda-. 127.

DeatFlak.2B8.
Deerwallower. 194.

Delma, 58

DeodrapaU, 140.

IVodropbtdv, 127.

Dendraeaara. MO.

I trnnatoelMlya. 98.

Damngnlh. 178.

Devil Mod. 178.

Devil gem. 210, 981.

14.

.

Dtadophto. 120.

IMamood Back,

D Iplogloavu. Sagra'e

Dtpeaa. 14".

PeeDoll.9t6.
Uagante .

IkjrFUbee.
170. 188 to

Dolphin*. 949.
Done 270.

Dory. 210.
U.t\ I- 1 n "i"

Dragon. Flying. 84.

Dragon. Fringed, 84.

Dragon. Ureat, 45.

187.

Dram-Flak. 241.

l>r,.h.|.i
. In.lif. 120,

Dumb IUtile.08.

Keklaorblnua, 204.

Kal. l^amprey. 204.

Bel! Mud-VlH.
H.96S.

rii MM Mb
Bft.178.

-,led. 175.

KIAd5a,59.
Klapa, 184. 140.

MtoM i -i m
Bmmata. King of, 81

Kmydoeauri. 3H.

Krajr.. in. II. 14.

KograulU. 276.

KptMokllaa, 984.

KMCMa

Krpeioa. I i

Kryclnlilir 414.

Kumecee. on. 01.

Kuurnla. 184.

Krt. 172.
: ''

F.

Foot. 71.

Faraocla. 128.

Kat-Iiack.278.
Father l.

PUraatera. 270.

FHe-Ftebea.
Fire-Flak. Rl. 1

Plake,iaB.
Flebee. Flat.

Flahlpg

Fler. 287.

nmilideMl. eMft.

Flying- Fiab. 278.

Fox. 986.

Fox-Ftah.1
.

It) ..

O.

nacboa.

190.



INDEX.
Galeorhinus. 300.

Galliwasps, 67, 69.

Gar-Fish, 27!t.

Gaspereau, 277.

Gasterosteus, 213, 215.

Gavial, 29.

Geckos, 71 to 74.

Geissosauri, 55.

Gerrhosaurus, Bib-
ron's, 51.

Gilt-Head, 228.

Gini-MAha, 232.

Glass-Eye, 219-

Globe-Fish.Prickly, 289

Goa, 32.

Goat^Fishes, 227.

Gobies, 251, 252.

Gold-Fish, 285.

Gongylus, 69.

Gonyocephale, 84.

Goody, 242.

Gopher, 6, 13.

Gore-Bill, 279.

Gowdie, 252.

Grammatopbore, 86.

Grayling, 281, 282.

Green-Fish, 223.

Greenbone. 258, 279.

Grouper, Red, 234.

Grunts, 227.

Guana, 78.

Gufifer, 258.

Gunnel, Spotted, 258

Gurnards.231,234 to 238.

Gymnetrus, Oared, 258.

Gymnodontes, 289.

Gymnophthalmidae, 57.

Gymnotus, 274.

Gy rnophilus, 172.

H.

Haddock. 270.

Ha-mulon, 225.

Hag-Fish, Glutinous,
295

Hair-Tall, Silvery, 243.

Haie, 148.

Hakes, 269, 270.

Haldea, 136.

Halibuts, 266, 367.

Hamadryas, 140, 142.

Hammer-Head, 199.

Hammer-Heads, 196.

Hard-Head, 378.

Hardin, 86.

Hatteria, 77, 78.

Head-Fish, 390.

Hedgehog, Sea, 289.

Helbut. 267.

Helbender, 178.

Heloderma, 44.

Hemidactyle, Spotted,
72.

Hemiramphus, 279.

Heptangus, 303.

Herpeton, 117.

Herrings, 276 to 278.

Herrings, King of, 193.

Heteronactylus, 55.

Heterodon, 129.

Hinulia, 61.

Hippocampus, 291.

Hippoglossus, 266.

Hoe, 195, 202, 203.

Hoe-Choke Cover Clip,
M.

Hog- Fish, 227.

Holocanthui, 230.

Holocentrum, 217.

Hoplostethus, 316.

Horn-Fish, 219, 279.

Hornets, 270.

Hornsraan, 107.

Horse Crevall, 250.

Horseman, 240.

Hortalia, 120.

Hound, Smooth,196,200.
Hydromedusa, 18.

Hyclrophis, 115, 116.

Hyla, 154, 161.

Hylaplesia, 169.

Hylaplesura, 168,

Hypsirhina. 120.

L
Iguanas, 75 to 78.

Iguanas of the Old
World, 84.
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Sharplln.318.
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. . .-.,,!

Sbteld-Tail. Philippine.
;i

Sli. .vrl-Fieh. 198.

Klv Thorn, Japan-
,

Sklnk*. !>~ to 01. 6V.

.

MUM K- it -i

.-n,,-. i: ,. K -
.

us, i, tar.

Snake. Illwk and lUd.
I.ni I*, I*

SnakeJBrown, 188.

Snake. Itrown, of
,-iW 13&

Snake, Carpet. 118.

>n.-.k... i l..*ln, Kennl-

Snake, Chicken, 181
>'*-.' : ..... '

tk.
Snake, Coach -Whip,

Soak*. Congo. 17V.

Snake,,

Souk*. Con). ItS.

take. Corn . !.'

Snake. Diamond, of
Au.tn.1i..

Snake, Emerald Whip,

>F>h.L
Snake, Fox. 130.

Snake, Gart*r, 134.

Snake. GlMB, 5S.

Snake, Gopher. ISS.

Snakf. liraae. 1ST, ISA.

Snaki-. '.r.iy. of Jama-
IM

Snake. Green. Itt. 188.

Snake. I i round. 188
Snakr. II -

Snakr. Hi .rn. 138.

Snakr. II .'i~- 183.

Snake. In<liir<>. 188.

Snake, JnTellu, W.
Snake, King, Scarlet,

181.

*. T.-. .

Snake, IjjharH. 140.

Snake, Milk, IS*.

Miakr. I'm,

Snake, Kliiicnl. 137

Snaka.8y'a.ia..
Snake, Soarleti
8oak.8llr7W

.-.Splulnii. 148.

- K. -
,

- , ,

Snake. Thuror-. IIS
inderSnake, Thu

8,jjk.,Tr~,
Snake, Water, IUd Hel-

Snake, Worm. 188.

Snake, Yellow, of Ja-
.

.

Snake*. Vlperine. .

Snakea. Wood-. 189.

8oaPPer.,0.i.T.
-

,-
- .

Solea

Spade -Foot, Solitary.

-

'

.

'

Sparllnic. *3.
>;--.-i;-- HI
Splupoopa, flB.

SphnTodactjrU, Baad-

Sphynrna Ml.
Sphyrnlan. 1W.
Ku .-.-

i
.

Spine-Be lly. Striped.M
Spine-Foot. Cape. 40.

Splrllng. .

Sulitera. n.
Suiiuvh Slanga, 148.

Spyrnlun, 1W
S|iiamata. 40.

Stjnanilplnnea, 318.

Sonatina, 306.

Squeleaffue. 341.

Star-Gawra, 388, 384.

Stclllo. M. 88.

Silcklelmcka, 313 to 318
SlIilonKMllum '.'in.

8Ung-A Kee. ail.

Stooe^ocken. 3M.

TWnla, 378.
Tain ilia. 188

Tapayaxln, Crowned.

Tnraulra. SIz-Uned,

Tareotola. Cape, 78.

Tau

Tejoa.48.
1
- i ,

Terrmpina to 18.

Teetodo.6,7.
Tetraadoo. 389.

Tle-Poloaga, KM
TlleKlaoem.338.388.
Ttllgnjcn. AV
Tilluiia. 57. 89.

Tinker, 1

Tittlebat. 318.

ThalaMorbelya. 28.

Thorntall. Unloom.380.
Threabrr, 308.

M
Toad-Flab. 3B6, 3M
Toada, ISO, IV) to 184,
im.

Tobacco-pipe Flab. 384.

Tommy I/ogf*. 384.

Torpedo, 308. 307

Tortolee.BlaodlngXU
Tortoier. Box. 13.

Tortoiee, Chicken. 10.

Tortoiea, Common

Tortoiae, Oopber. 8.

Tortoiee, ladlan. 7.

TartoiM. Uttered, w

Tortoiee, li

TriboloaotM. 87.

Trtcblurua. 348. 344

iyx. l. 30
i rttoi - m nt
Tropldonotu.. Ija, 181

- . .- -

I ,'. :,.;- I i, .'.

Trunk Flabea, 387, 388.
i

.- , .-

Tndee,tw.
Tuna. 340.

TunnW 344. 34.V

rarbott -

Turtle Box, 18.

Turtle. Ha
Turtle, lllrr<>ulyphlc
U

Turtle. Omen. 35.

Turtle. leathery 31.

Turtleil.OBgerhead.38.
Turtle. Map. 14.

Turtle. Mn.k. n
Turtle, Khlnnreraa, 38.

Turtle. Salt March, 14

Turtle. Small H-

Turtle. Small Mn<l. I'.

Turtle. Snapping. 17. IV.

Tnrtlea. 31.

Tartlea. Pood. 18.

Turtles. Soft, 19.

I7H.

lope.
K30.

70.

U.
riar. Sawa, 130.

rraouecopoa, 3BB

Ve.
Viper, Black. 180

Viper. Itmii
18ft

. mrl, IW.
Vlpei

vv.

VIperiDaea,

\Valkln-KUb. 3BA.
Waur li.*. I7.
\v . , i. I .. ,

-r (irrai.JSB.
'.-.

'

:
'

:
'

White- Bait. 378.

Flab. 378, 381.

-TO.

Whitinic. Berrouda,343.
\\ .!. ...,i, j

'<>w Pan*. 388.

Woodalave. 74.

Wreck-Fteh, 380.

X.

\rl, ,,],!!. ML
XIphlMv. 361.

I^Bgiira^ B.

Yakar.su
Yellow-Tall, 378.

7..

Ctafato.348.
boa, 349.

Zoaroea.354.
Enrni H
Tiootoca. 4A
Zwart* Slang, 138.
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